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INTRODUCTION; AND SUMMARY REMARKS

This is the second published volume of the Houses Committee on
the District of Columbia's hearings and findings on the problems of
urban centers in America.

1

The materials contained in the finst volume grew out of the com-
mittee's efforts to develop a broad; overview of the charactei- and
dithensions.of the problems that plague .cities and urban areas op .a
natiorial.16101. WaShington;1).C., because it is the NatiOn'S capital .
city and not unlike others in terms of the problems it faces; but
different in terms of its unique relationship with: the Federal Gov-
ernment, was Used as the 'Central model for comParison. The coin-

, mittee's principal focus was to try to determine if the assistance of
the Federal Government was need and What,-,if anything in partic-
ular, the Federal Government might do to directly aid urban areas
in their effort to solve the special'problerns that they face.

I, have believed tor some time that Washington could and should
be au ideal:model of the Nation of Federal-local cooperation in de-

° vising solutions to major problems, but a great dal.. remains to be
learned about exactly what' the .Federal Government does-7-or could
,do that is helpfiiI and what if does-that may be" harmful or a hin-
drance to local efforts. These are the kind of facts,that the urban
centers hearings set out to develop *:

In the;96th Congress, 'between. June and September 30, 1980,
the committeet'heard testimony from 35 witnesses, all of whom had
long ekperience in dealing with the problems common to!.. urban
America. These included one administration -official - (then HUD

'Secretary Moon tandlieu), the former head of the U.S. Civil Rights
Commission, Dr. Arthur S. Flenurting, three Members of Congress

, (Re'presentatives Hawldwy, Mineta, and Garcia), and a broad selec-
tion of urban scholars, policy analysts, national and community or- .

gauization heads, and several city officials, including of course, the
Mayor of Washington, D.C., and a number of the city's chief admin-
istrators. Coincidentally, these hearings began only weeks after the .

tragic Miand disorders of the spring of 1980.. The timing of the
committee's investigations was only coincidental because hearings
on such problems hadbeen planned before the eruptions in Miami.
Following the Washington, D.C., national scope hearings, the com-
mittee set forth in the 97th Congress to examine ,those problems
which it had learned of in settings widely _perceived to be suffi-
ciently differentin geographic and:socioeconomic character as to
perhaps -alter the character of the urban environment's Most per
vasive problems. -

To test the validity_ of this view, the committee held sessions :of
the urban hearings in Philadelphia, a northeastern. Frost Belt city;

_ Los Angeles;_ a' weatern city;, and Houston, a southwestern Sun-Belt
city recently perceived to be -banjo an economic boom.- The hear-
ings held in these cities-7juxta and combined with the find-

4i> ivy Its"
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VI

ings of the Waihington, D.C., sessionithEive deft the coniralttee
with ,a remarkable record of the nature and status of the ;major
problems faced, by urban America. - _.

The hearings conducted in Philadelphia, Los Angeles, and Hous-
ton centered on the special problems of these..citiet. The witnesses,
though:always qualed, were primarily ocal in terms of .their con-
terns and involvement. They usually de ed the local character
and special dimensions of the same problems that committee. wit-
nesses had singled out in Washingion, ac. The hearings in these
three cities brought the tetal number of witnesses beard:to 75.
- Of great importance, especially in face of some of the interpreta-

. libris commonly given to the idea of a "New Federalism,' every
: witness who testifi,ed before the committee has agieed.unequivocal-

ly that there is itinecessary Federal role to be.-played. in ,solving .,
Major urban problems. There is an unyielding consensus on .the
point that many of the problemit of our urban renters dre simply
too enormous to ever-be solved by cities (or States). acting-drone. I
has also been made clear that solutions .are not likely to be simpliSI
tie. While the symptoms and manifestations of. urban _decline and
decay ate more or less precisely. the same from one city to another,
the experts are_agreed that the dynamics are complex and that 'ef-,

- fective solutions may, vary considerably. Thus, there.,is little, cause
for optimisdi about single-stroke solutions, especially those which

:tend to minimize Federal participation.
The committee has heard testimony. on several other urban pro-

grarn ideas and related.issues which merit future attention and dis-
cussion in some detail. These include (1) urban enterprise zones; (2)
block-grants (or "targeting"), and (3) the need to enable local com-
munities to influence and becomedirectly involved. with the future

. selection of model sites for any .forthcoining ihban enterprise zones
and the collection of certaie data therefrom.

PHILADgiTHIA.

The Philadelphia hearing brought strong statements of 'concern
fpm witnesses about.the deleterious effects of cuts in Federal sup-
port funds for a number of gommunity social ,and educationEd pre-
grams. All of- these concerns were Serious and legitimate. However,
because certain Philadelphia communities hpd recently teetered oh
the edge of violent outbreaks, the concern expressed by the district
attorney that-the loss of LEAA-funds would substantially under- .

mine law enforcement efforts in general and special prosecutorial
activities in particular was ominous. The testimony of other wit- -

riesses underscored the seriousness of this concern by showing how
other community problems were related' to this particular problem-
and others, all connected at some poineto the community's lack of
a sufficient resource base. -

Los ANGELES

The Les Angeles hearing also brought expressions of serious con-
cern from a number of witnesses about the effects of cuts in Feder=
al funds on- local -community programs. Witnesses also expressed
great concern over the alarming rise of youth gangs and related
violence in Los Angeles. The city was said to have more than 200

7



VII.

youth gangs, a problem arising in largd measure from =employ-
ment and the nonassiniulation of recent iirunigrants.

HOUSTON . . .
In Houston the committee learned from experts on Sun Belt

cities that the economic boom in Sun Belt citieti is deceptive. dine of
these, Dr. David -Petry, noted that "the level of poverty in-the
major cities of the Sun Belt is higher, thaii in similar cities iii.the
Northeast." This, he said, was owing to the fact that "the major,
source of poverty for almost 75' percent of households in these areas
of Sun Belt cities was not unemploptient but underemployment."
Unlike the Northeast where poverty is the result -of people not
having jobs, Dr. Perry reported that "poverty in the Sun Belt (re-
sults -from) the jobs people have." Accordingly, he urged the com-
mittee to request the Census Bureau to begin once more to collect
data ori-- what he termed ."subemployment.''' A "subemployment
index," he stated, "would better than an unemployment index

y day." According to Dr/Perry, the Census Bureau was stopped
fr eepintsuchdata by the Nixon administration.

An equally important observation was made at the Houston
' hearing by Mr. Gene Locke, a local attorney who was former direc-
tor of HOPE Development, a' nonprofiCcommunity-based organiza-
tion. Mr. LoCke noted, in regard to Reagan administration propos-
als, that thee States assume-principal responsibility for social pro-.
grams under the administration's idea of a_ "New Federalism," that
"because Texas does not have a history of being a State, socially

rnconceed about. its citizens,kwe therefore don't have the 'adminis-
trative infrastructure to carry out the program's." That is starting
point No: 1.

If you dump all of the money into Texas and say run all of the
programs you .want to, we don't have the machinery at the State
level to do it. It would take yeart to develop ,that capability and
people would suffer in the process. And that assumes the State of
Texas inifact wants to develop did capability. That is really what is-
at issue, here.

My assertion, my testimony, to be clear, and very clear is that
the State of Texas historitally has not wanted to provide for the
social needs of its people. It does nit want to now. And in the im-
mediate And foreseeable future it will not want to. Therefore, when
massive infusions, of Federal funds come to the State of Texas via
block grants, even though they are earmarked as a block grant for
education, the people at the lowest ends of the totem pole will not
be the recipients of thatblock grant.

The chairman of,,,the-tainmittee and a number of its members
share this view. We are convinced' that this lack of commitment
and in-place bureaucratic infrastructure would seriously hamper
the efficacy of any program efforts entirely dependent on individu-
al State initiative and direction. - -

In conclusions, the problems in urban centers hearings docu-
mented the pervOiVe existence..ef the following problems in major
urban centers:
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(1) The physical infrastructure, of many American cities (particu-
larly those of the Northeast) is rapidly decaying and in immediate
need of vast repairs.

(2) Many of our cities continue to be tinder boxes of potential vio-
lence; the wonder is that so few have exploded in recent years.

(3) Throughout urban America, minority youth unemployment
has risen to the point of constituting imminent danger in our
cities. There is an increasing disparity betheen black and white
income and the rate of unemployment.

(4) The shortage of decent affordable housing (especially rental
units) has reached crisis level in many of our cities and is likely to
worsen if recent trends in condominium conversions continue.

(5) Public school systems are deeply troubled and failing badly in
many localities.

(6) Police-community rehitionshaving i'iver been really good in
most citieshave rapidly deteriorated over the past decade as Fed-
eral support dollars (LEAA) for training and programs continued to
dwindle.

(7) Most localities are either or both unwilling of ill prepared to
assume the principal responsibility for administering needed social
programs.

As .a result of its fact gathering and documentation of the condi-
tions in urban America, the urban centers hearings have provided
a solid basis for considering legislative remedies to some of the
more obvious problems of our cities. Legislatiop tailored and ad-
dressed to .these problems will be introduced in the second session
of the 98th Congress. I would like to E/eknowledge and, extend 'spe-
cial thanks to the many witnesses and members of the co mittee
without whose participation these hearings would not h e been
possible. I also want to recognize and thank those me - of the
committee staff whose diligent efforts and commitment brought
about the effective organization and overall success of these hear-
ings: Edward C. Sylvester, Jr., the committee's staff director; over-
saw and directed all related staff activity. The responsibility of or-'
ganiiing each hearing was carried out by Donn G.. Davis, senior
legislative associate, and Dian" Gerald, senior staff-assistant. Spe
cial thanks go to Mr. Keith Bea of the Congressional Research
Service for the valuable resedtch assistance he provided during the
early stages of this undertaking.

The two published volumes of statements and documents which
constitute the official record of these hearings were compiled and
edited by Donn G. Davis.

RONALD V. DELLUMS,
Chairman.
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URBAN CENTERS,. WASHINGTON, D.C., AND THE
FEDERAL ROLE
4 '

. MONDAY, JUNE 15, 1981

House OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMIUTTEE ON THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 10 a.m., in room 106,

Ritter Annex, Temple University, 13th Street and Columbia
Avenue, Philadelphia Pa., Ton. Ronald V. Dellums (chairman of
-the committee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Dellums, Gr4r, Dymally, and Far.
0,./-Staff present: Donn G.. Davis, senior staff assistant; Bill pstein

and Johnny Apperson, staff assistants; Margaret Wright, nindrity
staff counsel.

The CHAIRMAN. The .fUll committee on the District of Columbia
will come to order.

My name is Ronald Dellums of California. I chair the Committee
on the District of Columbia. I would like to first thank my friend
and distinguished colleague, Representative. Bill Gray, for his very
able assistance and cooperation in bringing these hearings to the
city of Philadelphia.

I would also like to express my personal thanks to those of you
who have agreed to come and share your time and knowledge with
the committee as witnesses.

Before I turn the chair over to- Congriman Gray,' who will
chair this session of our, hearings, I would like to say a few words
about these hearings to attempt to put them in proper context.

These are hearings of the full committee of the House Committee
on the District of Columbia. The focus of our inquiry is the condi-
tion of urban centers, Washington, D.C., and the Federal role in as-
sisting urban centers.

We began these hearings in the second session of the 96th Con-
gress. They were started because myself and several of iny col-
leagues were convinced that the prol3lems of urban America had
reached a level of urgency which could no longer be ignored.

For nearly a decade we have been witnessing the rapid deteriora-
tion of urban conditions. rn \fact, many of today's urban problems
are now just as bad, if not worse, than they were at the time o_ f the
-urban revolts- nd disturbances of the sixties, and I consider it ill-
advised to stand by idly until the same events repeat themselves.

The unemployment rate for minority youth is a national scandal.
And there is every reason to believe that this will get worse as the .

Reagan budget cuts begin to take effect. Afforclable'housing in our-
(1)
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cities is a thing of the past. The system of public education terri-
bly burdened and near, the point of collapse in more than few

cities across the country.
There- is a disturbing amount of evidence that the relatio

between police departments and citizens, especially minorities,
approaching the same archaic level that they were in the mid e
sixties. 4

The decaying physical ,infrastructure of many of our older cities
is Teaching' a point of no return. Add to all of this a frightening
level of street crime, and you have a glimpse of what our cities look

like today. I believe that we have an obligation to act before the
misery and the frustration in our cities spills over and fills' our
streets with tragedy;

, I would like to notea this point that we hive not come to Phila- .

delphia because :Phila 1phia .has any worse problems confronting
people than any oth place:. We have good evidence suggesting
that the worst of .our rban problems are national in scope, so our
stop in Philadelphia is just one of several that we hope to make in
different ,major cities, all of which are troubled by the same ills.

Our principal concern ,is to look closely at the role of the Federal
Goiernment in efforts to solve major_ urban problems.

We know that many city problems are well beyond tfie resource
capacity of cities, or States, to solve alone.

What we still need to know more about is how to maximize the
effectiveness of Federal efforts to aid localities.

We have been looking at.a number of problems and the Federal
role bin Washington, D.C. This undertaking' in the city of Philadel- ,

phia marks tke beginning of our effort to tompare what is happen-
ing elsewhere'with what we have seen in Washington, D.C.

I would like to ac owledge the presence on our panel today of
my distinguished col e d friend, the gentleman from Califor -.

nia, Mervyn Dymally.
Again, I would' like to thank Chairman Gray and those of you

who have joined us in this effort as witnesses. And I turn the chair
over to my colleague akd friend.

Mr. GRAY [presiding]. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
At this time I would like to call on Congressman Mervyn Dyc

orally for an opening statement.
Mr. DV/LALLY. Thank- you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Of course. I am very pleased to join with my friend And col-

league, Congressman Bill Gray, in the "City of- Brotherly Love," to
.conduct these hearings,affecting the cities of America.

I, too, hope-to have the committee in my district next month to
deal with the same problems affecting all of us in America. 'And I

am looking forward to having the District of Coluinbia Committee'
move across the. Nation to examine some of the problem_s that
affect the cities. \

I am very, very grateful for this opportunity to join you, Con-
gressman Gray. . ni

Mr. GRAY. Thank you, Mr. .Chaiiman, and-1 also my colleague
from California,'Mr. Dymally.

Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.
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It is my extreme privilege - this morning to welcome you to
today's hearing of the full Committee of the House Committee on.
the District of Colunibia.

I would also like to welcome our distinguished witnesses, vrilio
bring before the committee a wealth of firsthand "knowledge and
exeprience concerning the problems confronting ciur Nation's major
urban centers, and in partictilar, those problems confronting the
city of Philadelphia.

itis the distinguished gentleman from California, an Del-
)tultis, mentioned in his opening statement, we. will" attempt this
-Inorning and this afternoon to examine the deteriorating eondi-
tions and: problems of our major urban centers.

And "in particular we will focus on the problems of youth unem-
ployment, crime, housing, and education.

We Will also attempt to assess what the role ofahe Federal Gov-
ernment should be in assistingflour_ urban centers, if we ;lie to
arrest and irradicate the blight4tlie unemployment, the underedu='
cation. of or children, and the Crime that has become all too char-
acteristic of our large metropolitan cities like Philadelphia and
Washington, D.C. =

This hearing is the first in a series of hearings to be held-
throughout the country by this committee. And ultimately, iia 'as-
Sessing the role that the Federal Government plays in dealinglwith ,

urban problems nationwide, we, the members of the D.C. Comfait-
tee will better be able to determine the appropriate Federal re-
sponse to similar urban issues which exist in the District of Colum-
bia. ,

It is our hope, though, that thrbugh this forum we will be able to
gain some "hands -on' insight and local perspectivai on urban prob7
lems, which will help us, as legislators, to better conceive solutions,
not only as it relates to the District of ColuMbia, but the Nation as, .

well.
Any examination or assessment of what the Federal Govern-

ment'Ei role should be in assisting our cities must be viewed within .

the context of the ever-changing social, political and economic .cli-
mate of the 1980'i.

Today we find that:
Almost two decades after President Johnson declared the "War

on Poverty," we still find that our Nation's inner city residents are
ill - housed, and the national objective to provide every American
with a decent, safe, and sanitary home is almost as 'far from being
met today as the day we declared the "War on Poverty?

Despite the Reagan administration's unofficial and callous deCla.
ration that the War on ,Poverty has been won, the proportion, of
blacks living in substandard housing units is still more 'than three
times that of the total pdfulation.

Today, 27 years after Brown v. The Board of Education, most
nonwhite children still have not gained the educationaI opportuni-
ties enjoyed by their white counterparts. _ _

Locally, our education system stands on the brink of utter col-
lapse. With a projected deficit of more than $200 million today,
massive curriculum and personnel cuts anticipated, and the school
.board, for all practical purposes, has abrogated its responsibil-
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ities--otir school system requires nothing less than a massive over:
° haul if it is, to. "survive: in its present state of decay.

Today, unemployment, especially among our black teenagers,
still remains at the intolerable high level of 37.5 percent. And some
13 percent of all 17-rarkoldsnationallyare functionally illiter-
ateunable to do basic, reading, writing, or counting, unable to un-
derstand the want ads, unable to fill out the job applications to, get
off of the unemployment rolls. More than one out of every five
recent black igh school graduates' is unemployed..

Today, murderous attacks on inner-city dwellers, especially
blacks, continue to make the headlines, in cities throughout the
country.

In the war on crime in Philadelphia, %.there is yet another major
obstacle today.,In a city-that is about 35 percent black, of Philadel=
phia's 7,500 polide officers, only 17 percent are black and 1 percent
are Hispanic.

Furthermore, only 8 percent of the 'police department's supervi-
sory ranks. are black. Clearly, the statistics profile of black supervi-
sors in our police department has sunk to an alarming nadir. In
response, the city administration has chosen to do nothing except
circle its wagons, hoping its critics eventually will giow weary.

Inflation and high interest rates are expected to remain high
through 1982,-squeezing even harder the family budgets of the ma-
jority of our residents who are poor to moderate income. Most of us
are still just trying to recover from last year's recession which had
its most devastating impact on inner-city residents.

Today, we find the proliferation of a conservative mood in this
country which has the possibilities of totally eliminating the eco-
nomic and social gains that our disadvantaged have achieved over
the paSt two decades.

And coupled with this; we have a President whose budget and
economic policies will stymie the revitalization of our cities, 'com-
pound existing urban economic and social problems, and will inevi-
tably require local government to raise local tax rates, as-well. as
cut services to local residents.

My office, Mr. Chairman, hai -estimated that in Philadelphia
alone, over $278 million will be lost in direct and indirect Federal
support under the present administration's proposals.

e Reagan budget will not only wipe out some 310,000 public
service jobs nationally-5,700 here in Philadelphiabut it will also
eliminate Federal incentives to create and maintain 'jobs in urban
businesses and invest in deteriorating urban areas.

The administration has also proposed a 33-percent -cut in funding--'
for urban housing, termination of funding for new transit systems,
and sharp cutbacks in numerous community economic-development
programs.

in addition, cities will have to deal with proposed cuts in several
other Federal programs which 'have a major impact bn urban resi-
dehtsunemployment assistance, medicaid, education assistance,
legal services for the poor, juvenile justice and law enforcement as-
sistance.

All of these factors point toward a slowdown and retrenchment
in the Federal Government's commitment to meeting the varied
needs of our Nation.



It is against this background and context that I asked the distin-
guished cluiirman of the House ComTittee on the District of Co-

. lumbia to schedule today's hearing.
Again, I would like to thank. Chairman Dellums and the other

members of the committee and staff for their support and coopers-
; tion in this effort. * .%"

Mr. Chairman, if there are no further opening.. I bdlieve
we are pfepared for you to call the first witness, who is the district
attorriel of the city of Philadelphia., Mr: Ed RendeP.

STATEMENT OF.EDWARD RENDELL, DISTRICT ATTORNEY,
. - CITY OF PHILADELPHIA, PA. ty

Mr. RENDELL. Good morning, Congressman Gray, and members
of the committee:

° I am pleased that this committee has taken its time to come to
Philadelphia. About 10 days ago I was in Washington testifying
beforeat the request ofthe House:Select Committee on Narcot-
ics Abuse.

And it seems like the problems that affect the city are being ex-
amined. But it seems that they are being examined in the context
of almost a feeling of helplessness. And that is very depressing to
us who fight the problems in the cities, because we talk and talk
and talk, and it seems like the commitment is not there..

I don't mean .the commitment of thrif-specific committee or the
commitment of the Houee CommitteeSelect Committee on Nar7
cotics Abuse. Obviously, this committee. and that committee are
very' seriously interested in the pioblenis of the inner.city.

But it seems to me that there'is a mood in this country right
now to somewhat write off the major older cities of this country.
That Will have tragic consequences, not only. for the major cities,
older cities of this country.. ba frankly for the ehtireTountry
itself. .

In Pennsylvania, as a State; we have a tendency there are-
Many people throughout the State who have a tendency to want to
forget about Philadelphia, isolate Philadelphia, minimize the atten-

- tion paid to Philadelphia's problem&
But that in the long -run is very foolhardy because if Philadel-

phis falls as a city, I think the effects on the State of Pennsylvania
would be enormous. And if the major older cities of this country
fall," and become wastelands, the effects throughout this country
will start as a ripple, but will end .up as a' tidal wave.

So I think it behooves all of us, not just these committees, but all
of us, from the highest circles in Washington to the State govern-'
ments, to the city governments themselves, to.begin to rook clearly,
forthrightly, at the problems, and begin, to take some immediate
action.-

By immediate action, I don't think we can wait. I don't think we
can gamble that the plan of the current administration in Wish?
ington will pay off in the lorig run:

I would like . to share with You an experience I had about
months ago, when myself and six other distfibt attorneys from the
largest jurisdictions in the countrythe district attorney from Los
Angeles, Detroit, Chicago; Mr. Daley from Chicago, and, many other
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people, including, Miamiseven of the largest jurisdictions in the
country went to see the Attorney General of the Unitedtes.

We didn't -see him. We saw his first deputy, a man b e name ,

of Schmults. .

Our concerns are concerns I am going to touch on at the end of), ,

my testimony here today. They were basica4-,:,the total withdrawal. t
of Federal support for law enforcement effilat-3both in narcotics '

and the entire spectrum of law enforcement efforts. We talked. We
sat at a long table. And we went around.

And each one of us talked about our problems, our crime rate,
thg type of problems, what crime was doing to our cities. And even'
though I had experienCed all of those 'things in Philadelphia, as I
sat there at the table and listened to my colleagues, it was a very,
very depressing session.

By the end of about 40 minutes worth of the seven of us describ-
Mg our problems, crime rates, what has happened to murder- and
rape in those big cities, it was a depressing aura that had been cre-
ated. ' , .

Then we, sat back, and we were going to hear from the Deputy
Attorney General, Mr. Schmults. And what Mr. Schmults said to
us sounded like a robot with a pushbutton tape that was played,
and it sounded like the party line which, I thought, ashe was talk-
ing to us, was probably being handed out to all sorts of groups all
throughout this country, who are asking for Federal assistance.
And what he said in short was that, well, all of these problenis, the
problems that you have just enunciated are linked to the economic
woes of this country.

In that, I think that there is a general sense of agreement. But
then he said, it is the policy of the administration thit those eco-
nomic woes will be cured by balancing they budget, that balancing
the budget can only be achieved,by reducing Federal spending,
and, therefore, by not giving you this money, we are helping you.

It took us a minute or two to reflect on the magnitude of this
statement. Then 'hen we gathered our thoughts we pointed out as
politely as we could that even if they are right about their prescrip-
tion to cure the economic woes of this country, that that is a 5,. 6, 7,
or 8 year plan at best, and I pointed out to the Deputy Attorney.
General that in he meantime that is 2,500 Philadelphians that die,
that is 7,000 P adelphians that are raped, that is 75,000 Philadel-
phians that su r the terrifying experience of 'being robbed on the
streets or in their houses, on and, on and on.

I don't' think ..we can wait in the crie probleth area, and I -don't
think we can frankly wait in any of tl a other areas that are facing
this country.

The one thing as I said that I do agree with the Deputy Attorney
General on is that all of our problems in the city are intertwined,
irrevocably.

Congressman Gray talked about youth unemployment. It is inter- -
eating to. note that right now Philadelphia is experiencing the same
horrendous crime rate as every other major city is in this country.
Our violent crime rate _increased 22 percent. And it is of 'little
solace to t citizens of Philadelphia. that statistically we remain
the safest of 10 largest cities.
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That means virtually nothing. And within that 22-percent jump,
the percentage of it caused by juvenile crime is Anormous.

Twenty years ago, 1961, juveniles were reiponsibleunderstand,
a very reduced raw number basejuveniles-were responsible for 10
percent of the robberies in this city and 15 percent of the burglar-
ies.

Twenty years later, and juveniles are responsible for approxi-
mately 50 percent of the burglaries, 45 percent of the robberies.
Those statipties are absolutely alarming. And they ring absolutely
true when Congressman Gray points out, as I do in my rirepared
statement, that youth unemployment in Philadelphia particularly,
with minority youth, black' and Hispanic, is at a staggeringly high
level.

don't think it is any secret that unemployment and crime are
linked. If you were to take a huge chart and place or it two graphs,
graph 1. trachig unemployment rates in every major city in this
country, take the 20 biggest cities, over the last 80 years, and then
you put the crime' rate graph on that same chart, you would find
that with very few exceptions, that crime rate and that unemploy-
ment rate track each other.

Now, whenever I say that someone Usually points out, what
about the Depression, the Depression was the worst economic time
we ever had in this country and we didn't have much crime at that
time. -

Well, maybe not in raw numilers, but proportidnately in the fink
5 years of the Depression crime increased by 21/2 times totally-more .0

than it did the 5 years before the Depression.
So things are irretrievably linked:Youth unemployment and bad

education.are obviously. the core, the root causes of, juvenile' crime.
Our total 'economic picture is the root cause, the core of our overall
crime rate. ,r

I have no background in finance, in economics, and I don't know
what the shortrun answers or longrun answers are to our economic
woes. I certainly know' that it is counteniroductive, in my judg-
ment, for the Federal Government to decrease its presence iathe
area of employment, -

It is fine, and we all hope that the private sector, with -the pro-
j ed upswing in the economy,, will create more jobs. That may be

t for the older cities, with the core problems of the inner city;
I I don't think we can wait. I think that Congress should insist that,

particularly for youth, employment programs continue to be main-
tained, and in fact be increased.

Second, I would like M. briefly talk about my area of expertise,
crime, because crime also is linked to all of the, other problems.
And crime causes businesses to leave the city of Philadelphia. No
doubt abs:Mt that. Crime causes taxpayers who would contribute to
the tax base, homeowners, to leave the city of Philadelphia.

And all of it amounts to those businesses and those homeowners
leaving the city of Philadelphia,- it amounts to the shrinking tax
base, which makes our municipalities, Philadelphia in particular,
totally unable to fund any of the solutions to/hese-problems.

Crime is something that is eating away at the core of the city,
and in my judgment unless checked will eventually destroy it,

6
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Given that type of atmos here, given the 22-percent increase in
Philadelphia, the 16- percent. increase in Los Angeles, the 14-per=
cent in Detroit, the 26-percent increase in Miami, given those types
of increases, pretty much across the board in all American cities
Houston, Dallas, New Orleansit makes no difference- what area
of the country the cities are in, crime is going up at a startling
rate.

Given those figures; it is almost ludicrous for the Federal Gov-
ernmen to .reduce its presence, reduce its support, for law enforce-
ment.

At t juncture, given those figures, the Federal Government
should doing everything it can to step into the breacli. And
what they e doing right now in 'Washington is talking a lot, and
talking toug , blowing off a lot of ,steam, but absolutely not in
my judgment doing anything to resolve the probl s of fighting
crime in America, particularly in the cities. ',

You-heard the Attorney General at his confirmation talk about
violent street crime being the No. 1 priority of the Justice Depart-
ment.

We all know that the Justice Department cannot prosecute rapes
and robberies anitmurders. Those remain the province of local gov-
erpments and State governments. Therefore, if it is in fact their
No. 1 priority, and every couple of weeks we hear more from the
Reagan administration about how crime is their No. 1 priority, if
in,fact that is true, there is only one way that they can aid us; and
that is to not only maintain the prior levels, but to increase the
Federal commitment to local law enforcement.

By that I a not urging that' this committee or any committee
begin the resurrection of LEAA. I do not think we need another
bureaucracy. I do not think we need a lot of our money channeled
into administrative costs. What we do need is direct Federal fund-
ing to thttmajor areas of the cities of this country, the major urban
areas, to supplement our crime fighting efforts.

For example, before the cuts that killed LEAA, the district attor-
ney's office in Philadelphia had approximately a $9.2 million
budget. $1.2 million of it was Federal funds. They helped us fund a
rape unit, which gave specialized treatment 'and vertical. prosecu-
tion to cases involving victims of rape. A career criminal unit,
probably the single most impressive and successful LEAA program
around the country. *,

A domestic abuse unit that focused attention on one of the most
serious problem is in the cities today, the problem of spouse abuse.
A juvenile victim witness program. A sentencing unit, which al-
lowed' us to prepared detailed sentencing reports to get the type of
/information_ to judges to really give them a true picture of a hard-
core offender.

Units like this, across the board. And there very existence was ,

threatened and jeopardized by the pull back of Federal funds. For-
tunately, crime is such an important issue in Philadelphia that I
was able to convince our city council to step into the breach and
allow us to continue scaled down versions of each and everyone of
those units.

They picked up some of the funding. But the ability for us to
create new responses, to criminal justice system problems, is over

4
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without the Federal presence. It is absolutely plain and simply
over.

We will not be able to increase our crime fighting apparatus in
the DA's office, in the police department, in community groups
where we fight crime as well, and community -based programs.

We will not be able to inc ease our efforts commensurate to the
increase in the crime rate. Narcotics enforcement in this country
frankly has never been g . But at a time when narcotics, when
the heroin trafficking is beginning to pick up, the Federal Govern-
ment is not only not giving .us in the cities any more money to
fight narcotics trafficking, but they are cutting off the Drug En-
forcement Administration task forces which have been 'the only
successful vehicle nationwide for fighting that ,type of high-level
drug trafficking.

Congressman Gray full, knows, because it was only through his
efforts that Commissioner Solomon *self, and the managing di-
rector of our city went down to Washington 1 year ago to plead
with them te delay the execution of the drug enforcement task
force, the Federal Drug. Enforcement Task Force, for another year.

And only through' Congressman Gray's intervention and only
probably because of the fortuitous timing of a Presidential election
coming up 3 months later \were we able to pprsuade them to keep it
alive another year. But now it is ticketed for extinction. And that
makes no sense at all.

I would like to close by saying we in law enforcement, and we in
the big cities, are aware of the need to reduce spending; are aware
of the need to try to balaiice the bdclgets. But as I said before, the
narcotics, Select Committee on Narcotics Abuse, the Reagan ad-
ministration loses all its credibility when it tells us that there is no
money available for our programs, that there is no'money available
for the inner city, that there is no money for fighting narcotics
trafficking.

..

They tell us that at one time, Elli-d the next day we piCk up the
newspapers Iand read that we offered $400 million to Pakistan, and
they turned us doWn. Well, that $400 million plug be' floating
around somewhere. And' if you broke that $400 million down
among the 20 largest..jurisdictions in this country, 20 largest cities
in this country, thatpw.e.1114.give law..enforcement a significant shot'
In the arm, as sonielh241t hasn't had in the history of this coun-
try, and in my judgments we coalttV li' long way toward battling
narcotics traffic, cutting down on repeat offenders in violent crime,
cutting down on violent sex crimes and attack?).

That is the type of commitment we need. We don't need $35 mil-
lion spent on El Salvador to protect us from a handful of insurgent
rebels. -. - .

I *Could submit to .you gentlemen that the people of this city feel
very' little threat from those insurgent rebels in El Salvador. But
they feel frightened to death by the criminals in Philadelphia. The
people of this city in every geographic area really have very _little
interesttheir security is very little threatened by what goes on in
the far-off country of Pakistan: But their security and their very
lives depend on their ability to take public transportation without
fear of getting mugged or killed or raped or violently attacked.

11-785.0 - 83 - 2 8
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Their very lives and the very securitiand well-being 4 their
lives depends op their ability to live in their own houses without
fear Af violent home invasion. 'So the administration can't in my
judgment[, have it both ways. They cannot tell us that we in the
cities and we in law enforcement have to bite the bullet and bear
the brunt of the spending costs, while at the same time money gets
spent on projects that may well be worthwhile in their owil on-
text, but when given the total magnitude of the problems facing
Washington, D.C. and Philadelphia and San Francisco and Los An-
geles and Boston and Chicago and Houston and Detroit, given that
magnitude, those problems, must be low on the list of pri9rities.

And until this country starts prioritizing like that, Philadelphia
is in trouble, all those pies are in trouble, the States th_gt. they are
in trouble, and the cou try 'itself, in my judgment, is in significant
trouble.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Rendell follows:]

STATEMENT OF DISTRICT ATTORNEY EDWARD G. RERDELI:

Thank you for the opportunity to testify today on the conditions of major cities
and the role of the federal government in dealing with the pfoblems of urban cen-
ters. As District Attorney of Philadelphia, my testimony will deal primarily with
the increases in major crimes. However, it my firmbelief as an experienced pros-
ecutor that crime rates are the by-product of many causes including our socio-eco-
nomic situation:

In Philadelphia, there was a 22.5 percent increase in major crime in 1980. This
pattern is consistent with that of other major 'cities. WheiP.we discuss crime rates,
there are very few who would disagree that there is a direct correlation between
unemployment and crime. In my judgment, there is no greater root cause of crime
than unemployment. This is currently, statistically supportable when you compare
the: crime rate and unemployment rate' in America'S cities over the past twenty
ears. Philadelphia has the highest unemployment rate for black yohith in the

nation. Amidst this litickground, there has been a cutback in federal jqbsPrograms
such as CETA. Reductions in prcigrams to provide job housing, and social Piograms
have also had an impact on the crime rates. Current budget cutbacks in these areas
coupled with the ec000mic climate can only continue to be a major contributing
factor to the crime ptoblem. As District Attorney, 1 believe that swift prOsecution
and tough sentences are vitally important and we must do everything we can to
make these goals a consistent reality. But one of the major things that we can do to
cut the urban crime rate is to increase employment. Without an increase in the em-
ployment rate, there will be no relief in the upward spiral of violent crime. 1 am
certainly not an expert in finance or economics and I leave to the Congress the best
way to combat unemployment and our failing economy. I only suggest that we must
do so and that we cannot afford to wait for long-term solutioni.

Currently, urban courts, district attorneys' offices, and police departments are
overburdened. During 1980 alone, over 46,000 defendants were 'processed through
the Philadelphia courts. Because of the dramatic increase in crime in urban centers,
I believe that it is absolutely necessary for us to not only maintain law enforcement,
both the police and the prosecutor's offices, at its present level, but it is incumbent
upon us to significantly increase their capabilities to fight this additional caseload.
The efficient operations of police and prosecutors hiust keep pace with these trends,
and the resources we have available to fight crime must be increased in proportion
to increases in violent crime.

During these times of government cutbacks in Washington, coupled with our well-
known financial problems in major cities, we all can appreciate the need for reduc-
tions in spending and balanced budgets. However, in the last six months, several
major magazines and television stations hive focused on violent crime and the fear
of citizens in all major American cities. Public opinion polls cite crime as the major
issue to many Americans. In light of increasing crime rates and public concern, in-
creased funding fer fighting crime must be a priority to thcise of us involved in gov-
ernment.

19
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Oyer the last years LEAAhas been a major source of funding for urban court
systems, district attorneys' offices, anc-polipe. Only through LEAA funding have .

these agencies been able to cope with the 'increases in crime and create new innova-
tive programs to deal with specialized problems. The shrinking tax base of the cities
has prohibited funding necessary to develop such programs. LEAA continually Sub-
sidized the modernization of courts, the improvement of the efficiency of the system,
and, enabled' the citizens to be provided kvith increased protection.

FOr example,. since I became District Attorpey in January,1978, our office had
s'received LEAA funding to.restablish a Domestic Abuse. Program to aid battered

spouses; to create a Career Criminal Unit to place special prosecutorial emphasis on
the preparation and trial of cases against the hard-core, repeat, violent offender; to
crackte a.Sentencing Unit which enabled our office to provide judges' with total infor-
. =Mon about Etdefendant's prior criminal history; and to supplement our Rape. Unit
so that it could add extra attorneys to give the rape victim special attention. The
Rape Unit has had a major impact in almost doubling the conviction rate and in
creating a vastly improved climate for the victim. The Career_Oriminal Unit has
been equally successful in obtaining a 90 percent conviction rate and significantly
increased priwa sentences for the violent repeat offenders who cause a major per-
centage of ouidangerous street crimes. The existence of both of these units has en-
abled us to have vertical prosecutionwhere one Assistant District Attorney is as-
signed-to the case from its inception through trial and sentencewhich has greatly
improved the preparation of these criminal cases. The Juvenile Court Victim/Wit-
ness Unit, also funded by LEAA, has proved most successful. Because of the elimi-
nation of LEAA funding, theie is no longer the potentifil to fully subsidize such in-
novative and effective programs. The City Council of Philadelphia gave us some ad-
ditional funds to allow these units to continue a scaled-down existence, but there is

l absolutely no money available for any new p to meet the increase in crime.
I believe that it is imperative that the fede=ernment again become involved

in the fight to combat violent, crime. I think it is essential that a replacement be
found for LEAA. We are not suggesting that LEAA as an entity be revived. Rather,
we believe our goal could be accomplished with legislation that would create direct
matching'grantsito the major cities for law enforcement purposei. Therefore, I sup-
port the passage of the Hughes Bill (H.R. 3359) which would provide up to $150 mil-
lion in crime-fighting assistance. Local and state governments would be !required to
match every dollar, making the potential for $300 million to concentrate on major
problem areas. In fact, we believe that the Hughes Bill should be supplemented
with additional matching funds. Last week I testified before the House Select

Bill with those funds being 'earmarked for local law
appropri-

ation be made to the tmittee

on Narcotics Abuse. I recommended to them that a supplemental a
ri

enforcement's efforts to. combat the increase in drug trafficking., I make the same,
suggestion to you. The criminal, justice system is in a holding pattern at this time.
We are barely meeting the daily demands. Without the intervention and Assistance
of the federal government, the tide will'not be turned.

As the crime rate increases and conviction rates rise, there is also the need to
provide new prison facilities. As you know,Chief Justice Burger has called for ex-
panded rehabilitative efforts in our nation's prisons. There is a definite need for
swift and sure, punishment for violent 'offenders. There must be adequate facilities
available to handlethe increase in violent defendants who will be sentenced to jail
for loader periods ZT time. Again, it will be difficult for state and local governments
to find the funds needed for copstruction of new prisons. We would urge the f
government to become their fihaaced partner in this effort. We urge this commi
to consider supporting Senator Dole's Bill which would make federal matching
funds available to the states for prison construction.

Again, we fully realize the current efforts by the Reagan administration to reduce
federal spending and to balance the budget. However, the administration cannot
credibly tell the citizens of Philadelphia, New York, Boston, Los Angeles, Chicago,
Detroit, Cleveland, Dallas, and all our major cities that there are no federal funds
available to aid law enforcement when it recently offered Pakistan $400 million in
aid which offer was in fact rejected,-and when it pours $35 million down to El Salva-
dor to support A military junta. Candidly, the people of Philadelphiafrom Ken-
sington to North Philadelphiacare little about conditions in Pakistan nor do they
fear the insurgent rebels of El Salvador. They do care about the safety of their
streets. They do fear the violent criminals who have made them prisoners in their
own houses. That $435 million that was earmarked for Pakistan and El Salvadolf, if
distributed equally to law enforcement agencies of our 20 largest cities could enable'
us to begin to really cope with violent crime and, in my judgment, to eventually.
control it:

2
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Mr. Gant. Thank you very much, Mr. Rendell, for- your teetimo
ny. I will start off the questioning. ,

You have, I think said very clearly that you beteve that there is
a relationship between economic problems and crinie. And that as
the economic picture worsens in an urban environment, crime ma-

.
lates.

And you cited 2,500 people will die, 7,000%raped, 75,000 w ill be
the victims of robbery and burglary.

And you point out the increased crime, rate here ink the city of .

Philadelphia over the last yearI think you said aboutl22 percent.
Do you see the _economic downturn here in Philadelphia as being
responsible for most of that increase in 1980 to that economic
downturn?

Mr. RENDELL. Sure. I think the problems of this 'country, eco-
nomibally, started to go bad in the secand half_of 1979 and 1980. I
think the crime rate--the first 2 years I was in office0978 and
1979the crime rate was fairly s,table. It was only.in the last quer-

' ter of 1979 and in 1980 that the crime rate made up a significant
increase, a significant jump.:

I think those were interrelated with the economic problems
facing' our colintry. lipw$ 'of course, crime is the product of no one
cause. We all kn that. I could cite you six or seven other
causesthe general weakness of our justice system, the breakdown
in family control and discipline that occurs.

Those are all contributing factors, as you well know..but the No.
1 cause in my judgment has been tltt deterioration of the economic
situation.

Mr. GRAY. There are those who argue that other aspects play a
much more important rolethe breakdown of the family, the
breakdown of discipline in the society, that that Is a much greater
causal factor than economic factors. And.you basically would dis-
agree?'

Are you saying that they are part of the causal package, but not
No. 1?

Mr. 'RENDELL. If I could identify the three biggest causes in this
city for the increase in crime, I would sayalmost 33 percent
eachithey would be the deterioration of our economy, the break-
down of family discipline and controlthat is obviously a factor
that goes into the juvenile 'crime rate increaseand, third, the
weakness of our justice system.

But if I had to pick one as the leading cause, I would say the
breakdown in the economic conditions..

Mr. GRAIL In your work of law enforcement and prosecution,
there are those who argue that there are just some people in our
society who are criminally oriented; they almost iinply that it is ge-
netictotally corrupted, incorrigible people.

Do you.come across that in your work, and if so, what percentage
would you- estimate to fall into that category?

Mr. RENDELL. I think what you are referring to is the double Y
chromosome theory. And I think from my own experience, not just
as district attorney, but from the years that I spent as assistant dis-
trict attorney, I think there are those people who do exist.

21,
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There are those people who are violent almost from birth. But
they are a very, very minute segment of the people 'who commit
even violent crimes in this, country.

I would that if you took every thousand violent crimes,
maybe 5 to 10 are committed by that type of person. The vast ma-
jority of our violent crimes stem from economically related causes.
, That obviously leaves out sex crimes. And r don t mean to mini-
mize sex crimes. But the vast majority of our murders come from
robberies dr burglaries. The vast majority of ke .robberies and
burglariei are committed by people who are unemployed and don't
have a lot.of money.

Obviously, there are exceptions. here are people who are well
off who, for whatever reasonsevere mental problems perhailsdo
commit 'robberies and assaults But nonetheless, by and large, the
double Y chromosome, in my judgment, is very minuteaccounts
for a very minute portion of the violent crime that is committed in
this city.

Mr. GRAY. If you had to describe the victims of crime in thecity
of Philadelphia, how would you describe the average victims'here
in the city? . -

Mr. RENDELLL. It is very easy. Our statistics indicate that almost
73 percent of the victims of the 35 most violent crimeshomicide,
rape, robbery, kidnaping and arson-7a percent of those people are
lolack, and about 84 percent come from areas that are economically
depressed.

So about73 percent black, 84 percent poor.
Mr. GRAY. And who are the perpetrators?
Mr. RENDELL. The perpetrators, about 8243 percent ratio fall in

the category of being black and poor as well.
Mr. GRAY. So, in a real sense you are saying that the whole ques-

tion of crime, a Major part of it is in the minority community?
Mr. RENDELL. There is no question about that.
Mr. GRAY. They are the victims of crime more than anyone else

in the city of Philadelphia?
Mr. RENDELL. No question. And that is why in your opening

statement, although I guess this is not the direct work of this com-
mittee, but the need for increased percentage of black Officers on
the force is enormous, because of that problem.

In my office, we have 80 detectives. One of the things I have
done is upgrade the number of black detectives we have, not for
political reasons or any reasons like that But for the very simple
reason that our detectives mostly do the work of finding witnesses,
finding witnesses for those criminal cases.

If .72 percent of the victims are black, and 83 percent of,the de-
fendants are black, what would you guess that the vast majority of
witnesses are going to be? Obviously, black. And, obviously, given
the same type of talent, a black detective is going to have more
luck getting cooperation and finding witnesses in North.Philadel-
phia than a white detective would.

And for very simple pragmatic reasons, we have tried to upgrade
both the number of black detectives and the number of black as-
sistant district attorneys in our office, because you are right, crime
in this city is, to the vast majority extent, a poor and black prob-
lem.
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Now, the crimes we tend to read about in the newspapers tend to
be those 'crimes that cut °across racial lines either way. Bjethey
are, percentagewise, a very small number.

Mr. GRAY. Let nie just pursue that point,a little bit further.
In my statement, my opening statement, I pointed out here in

Philadelphia, in a city that has over 35-percent black population,
and you add the Hispanic population, the two come to above 40
percent, 'and we have 7,500 police officers, and only 17 percent are
black, 1 percent is Hispanic.

Do you find that is a real problem in terms of law enforcement?
Particularly as you look at the figureiLdeclining from 1967actual-
ly, the number has gone down. -'4,:,;:3i .

Mr. RENDELL. That is a significant.prol?lem. There is no question
about it.

Mr. Guile, the managing director, has tried to address himself to
that problem. I know-we have been studying the city of Detroit,
which had an affirmative action program which significantly in-
creased the percentage of black officers on that force, and which
maybe coincidentally, maybe noncoincidentally, shortly after that
happened, the next 2 years, the crime rate in Detroit actually went
down. ,

.I don't know if that is obviously directly linked.' But I think it ir-
a great help.

Mr. GRAY. At least in your experience, in your office as the dis-
trict attorney, you have found that to be a very helpfulAirection, to
increase minorit representation in light of the statistics on crime.
I, Mr. RENDELL. No question about it.

The chief of our homicide 'unit is a white male by the name of
Joe Murphy. Every time there is a vacancy among his detectives,
he always argues long and hard for a black detective to be sent
down to his unit, because they are just more effective because of
the nature of the problems he laals with.

I think, as I said, the city is rs: tudying that problem, as Tou point-
ed out sometimes the administration here is cautious in its ap-
proa L to things. But I think they are aware of it and have been
stild , and I expect to see some remedial action.

Mr. G Y. Thank you, Mr. Rendell. ,

I yield to my colleague from California, Congressman Dymally.
Before he begins, I would like to acknowledge the presence of

State Representative Mark Cohen, sitting inl,on these hearings.
Mr. DYMALLY. Mr. District Attorney, two very short questions.
What reason was given to your delegation for the Attorney Gen-

eral's absence?
Mr. RENDELL. None. We requested, of. course, to speak with the

Attorney General himself. Frankly, we were a little disappointed,
considering Mr. Van de Kamp had come from Los Angelesonsider-
ing the district attorney from Miami, Janet Reno, had down up
from Miami. It was the shortest hop for me. 1

There was some feeling of disappointment about that. I think we
were officially told he had a prior commitment.

Mr. DYMALLY. Was Mr. Schmults advocating a theory that there
was a direct correlation between a decrease in crime and a de-
crease in spending?



Mr. RENDELL. Yes, if you follow that one step further..Its de-
crease in .spending was going to make, the ecOnomy prosper, there-
fore, there would be more jobs, a better economic condition and
crime would gd down. .

Like I said, even if they were right, we are looking at 7, 8 years
down the road.

Mr. DYMALLY. There has been a great deal of emphasis' on the
role of the private sector in the new '&aganomics.

Do you see a role for the priYate sector in the 'reduction of crime
as they anticipate with employment? . 4°'

Mr. RENDELL. I think there is no doubt that if the theory, that
the Reaganomic plan is based on, if that theory works, if these cut-
backs and if the tax cuts, et cetera, will generate more activity in
the private sector, and that activity leads to jobs, I think that
would be a help. ' .

There is no question about it. I don't think any of us want to dis-
courage the private sector from getting into that area. /
- We would like to see businesses expand. Here in Pennsylvania '
we have tried to work out a tax credit incentive plan for businesses
on their State- businesg tax, for eve person that they hire over ,
the welfare rolls.

;every
' .

And r would like to see the private sector get more and more- in-
volved too. Obviously; there is a role. But that role is doWn the

aped. What we tried to indicate is we cannot wait. Rather.than cut
leETA, in my judgment CETA got bad name because there were
some CETA programs abused. ,.

That is always the problem with Federal programs. There is
abuse built' in. There is no question about it. But our job is to.`eur-
tail and limit that abuse, rather than throw the entire 'program
o t.; It is literally throwing the baby out with the bath water.

Itere were'some abuses in-the MTA program. But I can tell you
an office that has had about 8 percent of our work force being

A employees over the 3 years I have been district attorney,
those CETA employees have done great. Many of them have gone
on to get in the, private sector.

The A program has worked in theory. Many of them have
gone to college as a result of the experience they have had in our

-office. I have seen it work on a firsthandbasia.
Mr. DYMALLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GRAY. Mr. Dellums.

° The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First I would like to Atomment on a few statements you made,

Mr. Rendell. You mentioned it was yotir perception that it looks as
if we are writing off the older dities of this country. It is a very
important statement. And then at the end' of your comments, you
were speaking aboxit What the real threats are; and how people in
the city of Philadelphia perceive the real threatsnot the :insur-,
gents in El Salvadori.et Cetera.

There is also one other major perceived threat on the part of, this
administration. I think we ought to speak about it just a minute to
place these hearings in 'proper. context. .

This try is preparing to spend, during the decade of the
1980's, mewhere between $2.5 and $3 trillion on the military'
functi alone.
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In the 1970'ti, this country spent $1 trillion. In the eighties, we
are going tp spend 21/2 to 3 tunes as much.

Last year America spent $173 billion on die military budget,
budget authority. This year . we are going to spend some*here in
the neighborhood of $226 billion. It is anticipated using. Presickmt
Reagan s rather conservative budget estimates, that, by fiscal 1986,
the military Midget will exceed $367 billion of budget authoiity,
per =nub. ,

If yoU walk that all the way out to the year 1990, we are talking
about an astronomical amount of money.

A number of us have tried to look at these budget cuts$48.4 bil-
lion in reduced budget figures, and the $53.3 billion increase in the

itary budget. We have arrived at an interesting ctficlusion.
There are redly three ways to finance this tremendous increase

in America's military budget. You.either levynew taxesno politi-
cian is advocating that. Or you enake in deficit spending, you
spend more than you take in.

But as you, pointed out, this 'administration has tied themselves
to the rhetoric of the balanced budget.

So you go to the third way of financing these increases and that
1, is you chop, cut deeply into the nonmilitary side of the budget in

order to finance this increase.
In my estimation, that is the least politically risky way of doing

it. So you assault programs dirk serve constituencies that didn't
catapult you to political office, that serve constituencies that. have

< been perceived as powerless.
Wu take on programs that have some emotional or.dontroversial

content. You deal them big liberal spending programs or whatever.
So one day you cut $48.4 billion out of the nonmilitary side of the

budget. Two weeks later you increase the military budget by $53.3
billion. The perceived threat being the Soviet Union.

I believe that if America is going to explode, it is not going to be
from a nuclear device triggered from the Soviet Union, but from
the social dynamite of not solving the myriad of human problems,
which takes us back to your original thought that we are writing
off the this country.

I think t cities of America are on the verge of incredible disas-
ter, and t at it is rapidly becoming monuments to our madness,
and not our generous and sensitivity. And that virtually every ,ins
stitution in urban America is suffering tremendously.

Fifteen years ago if you looked at Philadelphia's budget, I would
imagine that Federal moneys would not be a big ticket item in that
budget.. But just as every other major city, Federal expenditures
have become a large item in the budget..

It is now going to become an increasingly smaller item by virtue
of these cuts which reduces the capacity for us to function. So I
think that you are absolutely right. The reason why,ye are holding
these hearings is to try to make that statement to our leadership,
to the people of the country, that the cities of this country are in
difficulty, and that we have .got to exam* an appropriate Federal
role. So we are here in a very serious way.

We also agree with you that there is a great deal of talk going on
and very little being done. My hope is tat what these hearings
will do is.dramatize, the problem, the ma*. iitude of it, the urgency
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of it, the 1. cance of it, eannd hopefully to focuS very clearly
on the role of e Federal Governinent.
-We are not ptimistic that these heareinga are going to rattle this

adthinistration. But we feel the one factor that has to be inserted
into the equation is the knowledge .of pepPle at the local level and
public opinion. So maybe these hearings will play some useful role.

Mr. RENDW.. I hope so.
You know, your 'point about the military expenditures 'as coun-

terbalanced, ti domestic is not 0.point that is btt' made by people
who would be classified aft political liberals.

I don't knoWI' am sure you are aware of Chief Justice. Burger,
ce not considered to be a raving liberal, his speech before
the bar cation in Houston, when he made the very point you
have just de, that we spend millions and billions- on spending to
defend ourselves from foreign- invasiont but absolutely totally .

ignore the need for domestic security. ,

As I said, in fact I said to, the Deputy Attorney General that the
'scorecard over the last 10 years in Philadelphia is pretty clear. The
Russians have killed no Philadelphians, and the criminals have
killed 4,700. And those ar.pretty, stark Wires. And that is not to
say that we shoUld become weak in our defense posture,

I think we should remain strong. But I think again there has to
be sanity in viewing those two things. When the ;criminals from
Within are terrorizing our city, areterrorizing the poor, terrorizing
shoppers, terrorizing everybody, they have got to be combated. And
the funds have to be there to'combat them.

And, of course, we also should try to remain strong, against for-
eign invasion-. But those things have to. be balanced. I note in my
prepared testimony,. and I didn't mention it verbally, but I am
irging this committee to focus, attention upon the Hughes bill, Con-

essmati Hughes' bill, House bill 3359, which calls for what we
nsider in law enforcement a piddling sum of $150 million to be

made available for matching funds for States and local govern-
ments for fighting crime.

Now, think about the dimensions of whet you just said. The mili-
tary budget goes up $53 billion. And even the Hughes bill, which I
am sure doesn't even have the sanction of the administration, has
that low a figure.

In my prepared testimony I asked this committee to focus its at-
tention.on the Hughes bill, and try to add to that sum for both naf-
cotics enforcement and general crime fighting problems.
, Again, what it boils down toyou haire ,many other witnesses
herewhat it boils down to is prioritizing. If the money plain d
simple wasn't-there, we would not be knocking on the door. But e
don't believe, because of what We see. in foreign affairs, in mill
spending, we don't believe that the money is not there.

I would like to know what is going to happen to that $400 millio
that was offered 'to Pakistan. 114, about Philadelphia? We
with a "P," maybe we can get in on it.

The CH1URMAN. I have a couple of very specific questions I would
like to raise with you. ..

Last year when we were holding the hearings in Washington, we
also heard from a number of law enforcement officers, several of
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whOm went. back to. the Kerner Commission report, and quoted
:from the recommendations from the Kerner report.

. At one point, when the Kerner 'report was being written, the
issue of the 'relationship between the community -and the police
Was something that was being. examined. And the problems of. -
police-community relations, particularly as it related to black and

. Third World communities; were tremendously exacerbated. -
A number of programs emerged as a result of that period in our

history. In ari effort to sensitize the local police departmentasome
police_departmentS establiihed community relations units, human
relations operations; affirmative action programs, sensitizing of the
police at a variety of levels.

But they point out that in thig period of fiscal conservatism,
where there is significant cuts in the, budget at the Federal level;
the State level,- and a reduced capacity' of people at the local level
toreduCed desire to finance local initiatives, bona issues, as these.
police departments begin to cut back, to meet this moment, the

. first programs that go out the window are the programs that were
instituted as a result of the 1960's, and their. thought. was that if
this continued as a trend, that rather than going forward in a pro-
gressive fashion, that we are in a retrogressive posture, and that
we are moving. ourselves back to a period when the explosions
emerged, in the .1960's, because we are doing away with those. soft-
ware programs that made an effort to sensitize the local police.:

Can you speak to that?
Mr. RENDELL. Yes. I think that is undoubtedly true. And I think

our current adminiStration deSeryes credit for .increasing those ef-
forts. ° -

OVer the last year and a half they have beicome very community .
relations conscious. And I think they have done a much, much
better job in that area. That is not to say all of our problems are
going in that area. They are not. But you are right.. .

As the Feder-al funding or any funding support 'is withdrawn, ob-
viously you cut off programs which are not' your old line, hardcore

:,..-programs. Even in our office, if we had lost all, that Federal fund-
ing which we, did' and if the city council hasn't given us funds to
take its' place, obviously, ..the juvenile -avictim witness' Program
would have goneeven though it is .a very valuable program, be-
cause it is not necessary to the absolute existence of day-to-day
functions. . ,

It is a Very Important plus, but.. we can still technically fulfill our
functions without it. The rape unit 'would have gone, because it,
again, is not necessary to our absolute functions..

We could try ripe cases by putting,them back in theanifand
hairy specially trained and sensitized prosecutors to try rape oases..
That costs more money-Thlit unit would have gone. '

-Career ,criminal, the saint thing. All of the innovative, progress,
sive programs in any agency, whether it is police, district attorriey,i
the juvenile justice system, all those progressive programs are in'
fact the first.tO go, You' literally circle the wagons and go back to
the very subsistence functions you carried out in the past. And; that:
is the great tragedy Of the for law enforcement. .;

At a time when we should 'be more creative, more progreseive,
more responsive to the problem caused by 22-percent increase in
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violent crime, what is happening is we are being called upon do ..:

less. And it is a great tragedy. , -

The CiummAri. Let me ask a follow-on question to the question
that Mr. Gray raised with you regarding' blacks and other (ir-
ides in the police department.

During the sixties and the early seventies,, again responding to

inithe tremendous conflicts between the police and the black co u-
nity, Third-World community, low-income cominunity, one of e
recommendations clearly was that you needed to have people w o
came from the community, who could identify with the problems of
people in the community, which meant then you needed to have a
larger number of blacks, Hispanics, other Third-World people, d
women, in the police force.

You indicated in response to Mk. Gray that you were very sem
tive to that. Can you describe for me what specific steps this city.
or has been taking with respect to heightening the number o
blacks, Other minorities and women, in the police department?

Mr. RENDELL. Well, over the last decade the answer to that is
none. We have a civil service system which as it is currently Struc-
tured requires the city to hire based on pure test results, to hire for
4nitial entry onto the force, and then, promotionwiseit is on pure
divil service.

There is noascretion which would allow any sort of affirmative
action for women, blacks, whatever. The only progress made over
this decade .,is via a Federal lawsuit which regrettably forced . the
city to set- up quotas for women, blacks, et cetera. And that Federal
lawsuit really has wound down and isn't very prevalent and
doesn't have 'much of an, effect right now. -

One of the things I think the administration is studying, and I
underline the.word-Ctudying, is what. Detroit did-Detroit also had.
a civil service-type systemwhat Detroit did to modify the civil
service system, to allow some affirmative action, in 'both, entry level
and in the promotional system itself.

\Civil service is on paper a good system. Its theory is a good
system. And it tends to work generally to be very beneficial, I be-
lieve. However, to promotein our.:.officei we have eight sergeants

- taking a test for two lieutenants' positions.
Under civil Service, we have to, ignore what, they have done over

the last 2 years, and just go on the basis. of'a 1-hour written test.
: Now, that makes no sense. No company anywhere would pro- :

mote that. way. It also forces us to ignore the -need for a balanced
hierarchal structure with blacks, whites, women, et cetera.

We are required to go by the strictest. results. The only discretion
I have, if there is one spot, I ran pick from the No: 1 or the' No..2
fmisherd. And -that' is the prOblem that the city administration is
laboring under now. And they have to move to break that logjam,

As I said, they are studying it.1 know we have leaned' heavily; on
the Detroit experience.

The CHAIRMANA just have one final question.
You mentioned .arlier, I think in response to Mr. Gray, or per-

haps in your opening statement ;' the. loss of Federal funds by LEAA
and other sources..
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I assume, then, that that means it diminishes your capacity to
function. How many of those areas would be realistically picked up
by local funds if the Federal funds are cut off?

Mr. RENDELL. Well, for our one particular office, we were able to
convince city council to pick up'all of them on a scaled-down ver-
sion. So they are' 70 percent, let's say, as effective ae. they were
before the Federal funding ran out, or is going to run out -June
30-- scaled -down version. But we were very lucky,.because at this
time in this city there is a tremendous impetus from, citizens for

our city government to fund law enforcement efforts. '
That is a one-time happenstance. Next year, if I want to create

new programs, it will not, be there. The money will not be there.
Traditionally, the resources for innovative programs over 'the last .

decade have come from the Federal Government. They are just not,
going to be there.

And look at narcotics enforcement. Cut off the DEA task force,
and the burden that is going to be 'placed on us in 'local governL
ment to investigate high level drug trafficking is going to be enor-
mous. .

It just seems' to me there is no rhyme or reason for the cuts.
They are obviously not only hurting us, but even if" they were
maintained 100 percent, that is not enough, because we ,have a 22-
percent increase.

So our response ought to be up 22 percent as well.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, I just have one final question.
Mr. GRAY. Believe me, I will not gavel the Chair.
The CHAIRMAN. A number of people have said if we continue

down this road of budget cutting, the atmosphere of fiscal conserva-
tism, as it affects the local community, that we could end.up not
tougher down the road with budget cuts that cut off programs and
cut off policy. That our city councils could end up really being
police commissions and the fire boards, so that the only function
that the city council would actually have any jurisdiction over
would be the police department and the fire department, because
we are cutting back on all other programs and services to human -
beings.

And the implications of that, it seems to me, are enormous. I -
would appreciate it if you would comment on that.

Mr: RENDELL. As I said, that won't work. Even, if you:were to tell
me, OK, there is going to be all the money you want for law en-
forcement and fire protection, et cetera, all the money for security,
but no . other money is going to be available, Federal, State, or
local, then the ities won t. last either, 'because it helps us to have
increased resou ces to fight crime. There is no question about it.

It makes u ore effective. But anybody who thinks that we can
solely win the war against crime in the big cities by .just funding
law enforcement has got to be crazy.

The CHAIRMAN. The point' you are really making is that a major-
ity of the crime we are confronting in the cities are directly relat-
edare a direct result of our political and economic policies.

Mr. RENDELL. There is no question about that.
As much as the crime rate has swept all over the cities of this

country, the citizens of Los Angeles recently in, a referendum
turned down a tax increase to put 1,100 additional policemen out'
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on the street. So there comes a time when even the citizens realize
that dollar after dollar in law enforcement is very helpful, but it is
not the. sole answer.

Now I think in Philadelphia today, if we had that type of refer-
endum, it would win. But that is because of particular problems
here in the city. But there is no question, even if that day comes,
and, frankly, I don't see a -willingnefgs on the part of this adminis:
tration to even fUnd the local- peacekeeping forces to the degree
necessary.

So I don't know if that day is coming. But if that day comes it
will be a sad day for the cities and the States, and a sad day for the
United States of America.

The CHammag. Mr. Bendel!, I thank you for answering my ques-
tions.

Mr. GRAY. Thank you, Mr. Dellums
I want to ask one last question. *1want to play the devil's advo-

cate. '-
One of the arguments that is given for many of the present poli-

cies that are being pursued with regard to LEAA, community legal
services, is that :local government has to do more for itselflocal
government can'make decisions for itself,, local government can do
the same _prioritizing that you have Mentioned, and thus by
making these cutbacks, it is up to the local, government, city coun-
cils, county government, State government, that then make the de-
cision as to whether they want to use-that money for crime, educa-
tion, mass transit, et cetera.

Thus, the illustration that you gave aboat the Federal finds can
cut back for the rape unit and local government comma forth to
proVide those funds would seem to substantiate .that.argunient.

How do you feel about that. position? How do you respcn&to that
position, when someone says. Mr., District Attorney, you have just
said that the rape unit was cut out federally, but local government
aline forth and itinded it

We are suggesting out of WasliingtOn that local government has
to ,bear"moreof its fair share, and State governments, and that is
why We are making these cuts, local government can respond.

Mr. BEDMELL. 1. want to pomtiCtifithat although the city council
did, come fortiara,and did so coirageilusly in my judgment, that we
got only scaled -down ,versions of all of those units. They were not
kept intact fully, . .

So the efficiency of those units are scaled down, No. 1.
No. 2, I don't think there is anything wrong with giving the

money directly to local government and cutting out a lot of the
Federal bureaucracy. In fact, that is what we are advocating. That
is what the Hughes bill will do.

It doesn't set up 'a new bureaucracy, but allocates Fdderal money
and gives it back to us for us to determine what the,.hest way to
use it within the law enforcement community is.

And all of that would be all, well and good if the people who are
making that argument could structure-a way for tut in local govern-
ment to ,expand our financial resburcesi: But in fact, what is hap-

_ pemng, as we all know, is the resources available to the local gov-
ernments are shrinking.
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You cannot raise property takes anymoie, because it ceases to be
effective. You drive enough homeowneis and property owners out,
the raiseiirtlix is counterproductive. You get less money in.

Frankly, that argument would also be a lot more persuasive if
we, the citizens of Philadelphia, got the same amount of the dollar('
that we -send down to Washington back as the citizens' of Yuma,
Ariz: do.

When that clay comes, then maybe let's talk about that argu-
ment. But until they are Willing to do that, until they are willing
to give us the same 98 cents on the dollar that Yuma gets, or that.
North Carolina gets, or South Carolina gets, as long as we are get.
ting the 58 centsI don't know exactly what the figure is, but it is
around thereas long as we are getting that share of the dollar
that we semi down to Washington, then let's not hear that line of
reasoning in reverse.

If they, want to do that, fine. But if you apportion the money
back equally, then I would submit that °fie of the goals that Con-

gressman Dellums talked about would be achieved, because we
don't have a whole lot of military bases in the city of Philadelphia.
And North Carolina does.

And if we started getting the same 98 cents back on our dollar,
that would mean that that money would be available for social pro-
grams. So that is, -in my 'judgment, the fallacy of that argument. It
is a very serious fallacy. This is not a time. Federal system. We
don't All get the same money back.

Mr. GRAY. Thank you, Mr. Rendell. We want to thank you fOr

your testimony. It certainly has been very eloquent and helpful.
At this time we will hear the housing panel. We would, like to ask

these witnesses to come forward at this time.

STATEMENTS OF ISHMAIL HAMID, OUTGOING CHAIRPERSON, CO-

ALITION OF HOUSING ORGANIZATIONS OF PHILADELPHIA;
JAMES' ROYAL, CHAIRPERSON, COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
CORPORATION; ID.A PM'MAN,. VICE PRESIDENT, RAYMOND
ROSEN, DIRECT ACTION ASSOCIATION; EDWARD SCHWARTZ,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY OF CIVIC
VALUES; AND GREGORY L COLEMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
OFFICE OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, CITY

OF PHILADELPHIA
Mr. GRAY. We Want to thank the witnesses for coming to testify

at this hearing of the District of Columbia Committee on the prob-
lems of urban centers. In the interest of, time and to provide a
greater opportunity for the committee to question you, we would
like to ask each- member of the panel to perhaps try to summarize
their written-testimony, because we have rebeived your written tes-
timony, in about3 to 4 minutes, picking up the highlights, and that
will provide us a greater opportunity for questioning on the various
issues that you raise. We would like to start with Mr. Ishmail
Hamid, the outgoing chairperson, Coalition of Housing Organiza-
tions of Philadelphia. Mr. Hamid

Mr. HAMM. Good morning, committee members, Congressman
Gray from Philadelphia, Congressman Dellums, Congressman Dy-

mally. I am the outgoing chairperson of the Coalition of Housing
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Organizations in Philadelphia. The coalition is made up of approii-
mately 30 housing producers, nonprofit community-based as they
are in Philadelphia, who.have for the past year attempted-to estab-
lish a housing policy for Philadelphia along with other community
minded and interested peoples.

The coalition is concerneddirectly conrned with housing, Imit not at the
exclusion of any of the other pressing problems that the major mi-
norities do haye.

We see a national housing winch:-is backed with legislative
muscle, so to speak,' as the right direction, : the first step, ,so to
speak, to cure some of the or, to speak toto turnaround some of
the problems as to housineshortages, condo :;conversion, tenants'
Complaints, high Cost of mortgage money, neighbOrhood recycling
and displacement which has plagued the inner cities.

We had sought in our original attenapt,to answer thole questions.
Since they are already in your possession* We' would like reallyi-to
cut to, in the short period we have, those items of geater concern,
or some of the solutions we might see to the problem.

To point a fingerthe Reagan budget cuts in particular are defi-
nitely a change, but a change for the worse in respect to housing.
The elimination of the HUD neighborhood self-help grant program,
EDA, the ruction and or the combining of community develop-
ment block and UDAG;grintwill cause a negative impact on
the city programs to revitalize depressed neighborhoods. That is a
chlmige of course.

But also we see a need for laws of ownership, of vacant proper-
ties. In Philadelphia alone, there are at present count 22,000 va-
cants which: is down from 35,000 vacants on a year, prior, which I
question in 'my mind and many of the CHOP membety ado aa won.
Where has this massive decrease in vacant' properties, Aihttre are
those vacants, are they rehabilitated. Rather they have become ,
vacant lots.

We see a joint venture of community based nonprofits and Gov-
ernment agencies to increase housing production m Philadelphia,
and have so suggested it to the Philadelphia Housing Agency.

Some of the factors of greatest concern particularly related to
Philadelphia would be the regulations, regulatory control. by Gov-
ernment agencies-. Of course, the. Reagan program is to deregulate,
to give sort of a free hand. But too much of a free hand I think:
This is not an attack on Philadelphia, but jupt to point out some of
the- inconsistencies of how the house program has run. That until
Philadelphia and its CDBG fundsit seems to me not to filter
down to the needy, the low-income neighborhoods. And center city
development was heightened: In some cases one, might even say
there was racist reasons for the moneys not getting to the needy
neighborhoods, because thee predominantly black.

It took more than 5 fun years of CDBG funds from HUD to
Philadelphia before some regulations or a violation of the regular
tions were noted, and that Philadelphia was slapped on the hand.

'Now, when you hive .a free handnot that Philadelphia had it
but the Federal- regulatory agencies were not hearing the call of
those needy people of the community that they were not 'getting
the return on their tax dollar. It is so often thought that poor
people do not produce anytWgmgflla_aatpayjD_ktlleJax_roll,
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which is of course untrue. The majority of the people in this coun-
try who do pay taxes are not just those middle class individuals, .

but also poor people who make under $10,000.
What we would like to see implemented, of course, would be a

national housing policy again that would tear down the tried con-
cept of planning and urban centers which has become a norm, and
toas has been mentioned bef&e in other testimonyhave more
community pirticipation, participation which just does not mean
giving the only option that' communities have to receive or to uti-
lize any funding dollar, which of course is no option at all.

The regional mobility plan which is so often mentioned in hous-
ing, or in cities, which is It recycling effort, so to speak, for those
poor people in the inner city being moved out to -other regions in
the counties, and those individuals who have the dollars to do the
rehabilitation, well over $100,000 per two-story house, would there-
fore become .the occupints of the citywe would like I. guess an un-
derstanding of what that means if that is in effect. But of course
we would not like to see that impleinented.

To conclude, section 8, -which Congressman Gray has had a hand
in changing the site selection criteria from impacted -and nonim-
pacted areas, we see nonprofit communitybased organizations as
developers of:these projects, which has not happehed in the past.

. The sole beneficiaries of the dollars which come from this have
been the private developers. The community; as has been shown,
the nonprofitaone of the nonprofit orkanizations which I an the
former director of were very successful in producing a substantial
number of rehabilitated houses and new housing.;

And with that, I would conclude.
[The prepared statement of Ishmail 'Hamid followsl

_PREPARED STATEMENT OF ISHMAIL HAMID, COALITION OF HOUSING ORGANIZATION or
PHILADELPHIA

We do not claim to know all, of today's urban problems and would be hard pressed
to identify which are most immediate. However, we do have more than just a pass-
ing familiarity with' the housing problems of the .Major Urban Cities, Phila., and
The Delaware Valley first hand.

CHOP has directed its efforts for the past year, on a Housing Policy for Phila. We
would welcoine a National Housing policy with legislative backing as a positive step
in the right direction, in order to begin resolving the problems of housing shortages,
condo conversions, tenants complaints, high cost mortgage money, neighborhood re-
cycling and displacement in the inter cities.

The 'degree of changes, which will attain real progress, will need several ap-
proaches, starting at the federal level.

The Reagan budget cuts will make a change for the worst!
(A) The elimination of HUD's Neighborhood Self-Help, Grant Program; EDA and

the reduction and combining of CDBG and UDAG will cause a negative impact on'
the cities housing projects to revitalize the depressed neighborhoods.

(B) We suggest increased direct funding to non-profit neighborhood housing proj-
ect from the federal agencies.

(C) Laws of ownership'of vacant properties.
(D) Joint ventures between community based non-profits and governing agencies

to increase the production of housing stock, as a 'means to affect a positive cffange.

II

Federal assistance to the cities, do aid the local problems if the funds filter down
to the needy. .

33?
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The hindering factor of greatest concern is the lack of regulatory by the
federal -funding source over the local city agencies. Phila. is outside of any other
Urban Center in recent years, showed misappropriation of CDBG funds, away from
the low income neighborhoods. for Center City Development of, in some cases, belied
on what appeared to be racist reasons:. livefunding years before the HUD
tookany action to correct this apparent violation of the ;

Numerous programs have been tried _with. Mixed result, such as Section "312"-'
loans, which is slated for elimination. This program. worked for the city and is more
in demand today, because of the high increase rates of (18 percent to 21 peicent) on
Horne Improvement Loans. CDBG Funds have worked to a limited degree, and will
remain limited when.khila's Housing Agency site on 184 million dollars of grant
funds thru 1982.

We suggest that: -

1. The inter cities community based low incOmehousing peeple.sit on the adyieory-
committees and Boards of the Federal Agenaits, for a first hand understanding of
the problems.

.

2 Section "r housipg is better built, by non-profit community based groups.

From here we adopt a national policy which addresses housing problems. TIiis
housing policy must reverse the "triase" concept of Urban.;Center Development,
which has become standard practice in urban planning. The affect that CHOP seeks
on: the nations priorities, is one of peace of mind and commitment to supply aid to

. the nations people to have the basic necessities of life, food, clothing and shelter.
The present ant future federal budgets must increase for housing allocation or it

will cause the death the city as we know it

.Mr. GRAY. Thank you, Mr. Hama. At this time we will hear_
from Ms. Ida Pittman. Again, we would like you to summarize. We.
have your written testimony. We will ask you questions, not only
from the summary, but also from the written testimonywhich we
have had before us and have had an opportunity to review.

Ms. PirrmAN: Good morning, Congressman. Good morning, com4
mittee. On behalf of the tenants of 'public housing, and tine vice

'president of Raymond Rosen Direct Action otir main concern is on
public housing, the conditions that we are living in, our security,'
and our maintenance. Where we live in is rats, roaches; trash piled
up from floor 'to floor: You hatie rats inviting you to come into your
own apartment. So the 'living conditions throughout the city of
Philadelphia is very terrible. And we really need the -heads of the
board of directors of the Philadelphia Housing Authority to investi-
gate, because if they were doing their job, we would, not have this
problem . constantly every day. Weekends you have robberies. YOu
cannot leave your home, because you are scared you mine back,
you will not have no home there. So we are asking the committee
to come in, I am inviting you myself to come, to take a tour of the
living conditions. It is not all the people who is throwing trash and
everything around. It is justit is poor maintenance service there.
We do, not have the right decent service from the Philadelphia
Housing/Authority. -

I would like. to say thank you for giving me this oppRrtunity. We
have- plenty more. I would 'be glad to answer any questions.

Mr. GRAY. Thank you, -Ms. Pittman. Next we will hear. Mr. Ed
Schwartz. Mr. Schwartz, we have your testimony. We hope you can
summarize it so that we may question you, both on the summary
as well as the written testimony.

Mr. ScilwAirrz. Thank you, Congressman Gray. It is a' pleasure
that this committee has come.0 Philadelphia to keep the, prrure
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up on what is turning out to be as big a disaster as I remetnber at
any point in my life politically.

My organization has worked for the past 3 years in Philadelphia,
in some cases around the country, to promote neighborhood im-
provement in decisions that affect them, and-in solving problems
that affect them. And in this city, as many others, one of the criti-
cal problems is that of abandoned housing on the one hand and the
threat of being displaced by, rapid and uncontrolled development on
the other.

Our group was the first to analyze critically the city's expendi-
ture of community development funds, going back to its first. year,
1974, and we continue these analyses since then. But rather than
simply funding as a critic, with the change of administration, we
.went under contract to the city's office of hqusing and community
development to assist neighborhood groups in organizing communi-
ty development corporations and credit unions and other self-help
organizations that would give them greater power and flexibility in,
dealing with some of the problems than the bureaucratic solution
often has provided.

If you will, we are taking seriously the rhetoric of the National
Administration for Self-Help, and trying to do something about it.
And.that is the perspective from which we evaluate the programs
that any administration will offer.

In the past several months under contract with, the community
development office we have already chartered three new communi-
ty development corporations in low-income areas of Philadelphia
and five new credit unions, community run credit unions. And we
are currently working with 40 groups and expect to see a great pro-
liferation of these organizations in the coming year.

My testimony merely. summarized some written numbers to give
you a feel of the numerical impact. To add a couple of comments,
to put them in perspective, in what I have to say, it seems to me
that we have to be talking about problems that we have always un-
derstood in terms that are now being shaped nationally, in terms of
problems that they understand; they, meaning the people who are
currently making these decisions in Washington. .

Housing is essentially a problem of inflation. We are talking
about fighting inflationwhat we are partially talking about is
fighting inflation in housing. And by inflatiorL we simply mean
prices that are beyond the ability of people to afford. Or in some
cases prices that are literally inflated over what a property ought
to be worth. That is the entire purpose of sending $70 million or so
to the city of Philadelphia to help low-income people acquire and

3 move into abandoned housing. What, we are saying there is that
the price of the housing available for the price to fix up abandoned
houses is beyond the ability of people to pay that price. So to spend
this money is to fight inflation in housing and community develop-
ment funds is an anti-inflation program. So then we have to look at'
what causes the inflation in this particular area, which is identi-
fied by the exploratory pioject in economic alternatives as one of
the four necessities where inflation in fact outpaced the national
inflation rate and contributed to it, and a second area there is
energy, which is directly related to .fuel costs in the home, and see
whale are the causes of this inflation, does the Reagan program,

35
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which talks about fighting inflation,, do anything to solve those
problems, to deal with those-causes, and if not, then what should
be done.

In Philadelphia there are five things that raise, the price of hous-
ing. 'And I do not want to go in depth on them, we can talk about
them. One has already been mentioned. Absentee ownership of
multiple units of abandoned housing. Twenty thousand abandoned
houses, many of them are owned by people you cannot even find.
They are sitting on to of vacant properties,' hoping that someday
their investment could be recouped by some big development that
will transform the neighborhood, and' they therefore jack up the
price beyond what in fact they should be charging for a house. And
it makes it even imposlible for government to buy. There are sec-
tions of the city where people, abandoned owners of properties are
charging $10,000, $15,000 for shells, when in fact the houses are
ptobably in terms of that neighborhood now worth no more than
$2,000 or $3,000, and the city will not pay that amount to acquire
'them. That is inflation in housing costs by abandoned ownership.

The second problem. is the high cost of construction and rehabili-
tation. We have estimated, and other groups have estimated, it now
costs $65,000 to do a total rehab on a house. You can buy a new
house in Philadelphia for less than that in nicer neighborhoods
where rehabilitation goes on. Why are those costs so high? Welt in
part it is because the construction industry in general...-1-: col-
lapsed, and construction companies that years ago would not even
be interested in housing rehabilitation, are now doing it- to make
any money at all. And in part it is a bidding Procedure that in fad
creates a monopoly within the system, that allows a handful 'of con-
tractors to control the procedures. There are a complicated range
of reasons. The fact is the costs are too high. Everyone from city to
government to citizen groups are saying it.

A third problem is the high interest rates, and redlining itself.
My Organization was the first _group to analyze redlining in

We were the first groups to study the banks' Home Mort-
gage Disclosure Act. .We have been a leading monitor of the Phila-
delphia Mortgage Plan which has been trying to make mortgage
money avialable in neighborhoods which were previously redlined.
Clearly if you cannot geta mortgage in a neighborhood you are es-
sentially frozen out of buying a house in that neighborhood. Clear-
ly if interest rates are 18, 19 percent, it is depressing on the neigh-
borhood, and it creates a problem of inflation in housing.

The fourth problem of inflation is simply the lack of knowledge
that people have and how to contribute to the renovation of their
own house. I consider myself one of those people. I am a mechani-
cal idiot. To the4 extent -I have to .pay for things that some other
people can do for themselves, that is a problem in the cost of hous-
ing.

And finally,,there is the cost of maintaining a house which is
wrapped up very 'carefully and closely with energy costs. So the
entire range of energy price hikes and fuel oil and natural gas
became another source of inflation in housing, .

Now, what would help solve each of these probiems?
Well, just looking at them, you can see clearly some simple

things. First, if you want to, deal with absentee ownership, you
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need tougher laws at local government level to be able to deal with
absentee owners. But you also need help in buying those houses.
And that is what community development dollars is used to do
often, to purchase some houses that low-income people themselves
could not purchase. Or they give money to community corporations
to help them Purchase a house. That is one way you can deal with
inflation as it affects the homeowner. The same can be said of re-
habilitation. How do you deal with the high cost of rehabilitation.
You ride herd on the developers and try to find the cheapest com-
petent developers you can, and try to encourage nonprofit housing
groups where the interest is the community and not somebody's
wallet. But in order to have leverage to do that, you have-to have

-.funds to be able to subsidize and support certain kinds of develop-
, went. So that is what community development money has been

used to do.
Then of curse in order to deal with the interest rates, the mort-

gage subsid programs that operate ha* been extremely effective,
making it ible for people who could 'not afford interest rates of
18 or 19 percent to borrow for mortages or to move into houses at
somewhilt lower subsidies. To deal with those people like myself
who are mechanical idiots, and who cannot even pick up a hammer
properly, you need help in home maintenance repair, housing coun-
seling, how to keep your house. And that too requires money for
the counselors and for the programs that will assist people. And fi-
nally, in order to help 'people deal with the rising cost of energy
you need programs in weatherization, partlarly for those people
who do not have the capital to 'weatherizefteir homes, no matter
how high the fuel costs may go in a given year. It is fine today over
the long-run they will save the same amount of money in their fuel
bill that they are spending in weatherizing their homes. But if they
do not have the $500 or $1,000 needed to weatherize your home
properly, the fact they are going to save that over a 6-year period is
not going to mean too much, particulgrly if they also cannot get
credit.

So these steps would amount to a systematic approach to dealing
with inflation in housing, in low-income areas. I am laying them
but in this way.. They are all familiar programs. Everyone has
heard of them. Perhaps I am organizing them a bit more systemati-
cally and putting them in the context of an anti-inflation program.
But this is the debate over housing in I suspect all cities of this
country, how each of these programs is operating. Let me say that
the Reagan progrthri does absolutely nothing to contribute to the
solution of any problem that I just mentioned. -And the Reagan
budget in fact cuts financial support from many of the programs
that in fact are responding to these problems.

The Reagan budget does nothing to deal with the problem of ab-
sentee ownership, it does not add one dime to acquisition, to the
extent that its tax cuts in enterprise zones will provide tax incep-
fives to large developers and builders, the Reagan program could in
fact contribute to large scale speculation in the cities, rather than
in fact making it easier for low-income people to bus' homes. To the
extent that the Reagan program cuts funds for direct subsidy 'in
low-income housing and public housing it is cutting the costs of
ownership and rehabilitation. And I have the statistics here in this

.3y
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sheet that you can look at for yourself. The Reagan program is cut-
ting all interest subsidy programs, period, all of them, thereby in
factif the overall interest rates in the country drop couple of
percentage points, even if you assume that is going to happen,
which looks less and less likely,.-the fact is for low-income people,
with air the subsidy programs down the drain, their interest rates
are going up by 5 or 6 percent. So whether you think you have
licked inflation I think depends on Where you are in the economic
ladder. Because :for a lot of people your interest rates are goingato
go sky high, and the overall economic climate 'affecting interest
rates are driving thoie savings and loans that historically have
worked within neighborhoods that have been controlled by them
ont of existence. .

The Reagan budget is cutting money for housing counseling. In -
Philadelphia we are losing $6,000 this year alone in housing coun-
seling programs, undermining the support for people who have
housing. And of course the Reagan program eliminate:1i -all the
weatherization money.

So that in each case, when we deal with a specific cause of infla-
tion beyond just talking about it in general terms, the Reagan pro
gram does nothing to solve the problem that leads to inflation, and
in fact it contributes to inflation.

In Philadelphia the cuts in public housing which will be cut from
260,1)00 to 175,000 s 'ts will mean that here 255 fewer subsidized
housing units will ive support. The cuts in loan _programs will
mean that 122 h. .. es in a given year willfewer. homes will be
able to use the 312 loan program; 480 fewer homes next year will

, be weatherized than might be.
We are going to lose $250,000 in neighborhood self -help support,

three projects that in fact are doing the kind of self-help work that '
gives neighborhoods real control over their destinies.

And finally we are losing money for housing counseling. Who
suffers here? The elderly, who are slated to receive many of these
units, and are on a long waiting list, and low- and moderate-income
families.

The Reagan philosophy is to say, Why does not the "community
development block. grant pick this up; why do we need a consumer
co-op bank, or why do we need public housing assistance when we
have the community development block grant? That would be fine,
I suppose. There would be at least an argument forit, if we were
raising the community development block grant to absorb the new'
programs being thrown into it. But Gnat' is not hapiening. We-are.
in fact simultaneously giving CDBGias we call it, more responsibil-
ities while we are taking money asfEif from it, 'at a time when. in-
flation itself would take money away from it, given the same dollar
will not' buy in 1985 what it can buy today. In Philadelphia we
have already lost this year $4 million because of the census data.

we will
were going to receive $74 'Million, now $69 million. Next .year

we will ,get cut by the Reagan program $6.9 million. Now w? are
- getting close to a $9 million or . $10 million out of. $70 million

budget, that is 14 percent' Then ycku. add $5 million 'More from cuts
in these other programs that now, are supposed to be absorbed.
Now we are up to- a $15. million -cut next year alone. And the
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budget does not change in the 5 years after the program. It goes
down in some years at a time when inflation is rising.

What-needs to be done?
It seems to me that true to the philosophy that is articulated if

not practiced by the an administration, what needs to be done.
is two things. One is to take seriously the specific causes of infla-
tiontion in housing, and fry strengthen the, ability 'of local govern-

, meats to deal with those causes in the ways that I have been de-
scribing. Second, given that neighborhood is a central value that
this administration says it favors, it woultrbe important for the
Reagan administration to really help local governments work with
neighborhood groups on the kind of self-help programs that can ac-
quite houses more cheaply, that Can use sweat equity to rehabili
tate them, and the neighborhood people themselves maintain,
weatherize and improve the quality of houses they hay None ofhay

things is being done by the Reagan administratio . Their re-
ality moves exactly in the, opposite direction from th rhetoric.
And what it will mean is- a considerable amount of suffering for
the people of Philadelphia and for people in every- city like it.

Thank you.
[The information follows:] ,-

SUMMARY OF REAGAN BUDGET CUTS IN HOUSINGTHE PHILADELPHIA STORY
...

. .. f, 1. THE NATIONAL curs

1 A. Cuts in aubiidigikrpubiic housing from 260,000 to 175,000 units.
B. Delays in construction and renovation of public housing, by holding up $300

million earmarked for 1981 and reducing future outlays by'40 percent.
C. Requiring public housing tenants to pay 1 percent of their income each year in

rent until total jumps from 25 percent to 30 percent of their income for rent. A
family earning $8,000 per year, which now pays $2,000 per rar in rent, will be
paying $2,400 in rent by 1985. ,,

D. Abolition of Section 312 rehabilitation loan program by rescinding $200 million
this year and terminating all future funding.

E. Reduction of FHA guarantee program and elimination of G.N.$.A., that now
subsidizes mortgage financing for Section 8 housing, : ''';.4..J'T. ,

F. Elimination of weatjierization program. a, s
c-1.: J

G. Elimination of Neighborhood Self-Help prograw,;that now ofWs ?irea support
to community development corporations.

H. Curtailment of the Consumer Coop Bank, that can support housing coopera-
tives.

. . II. THE DIRECT IMPACT ON PHILADELPHIA
'.' `,"

. ,

A. 255 fewer subsidized housing units will receive support.
B. 120 fewer honks will beable to use the 312 Loan program.
C. 480fewer homes will be weatherized.
D. $250,000 in Neighborhood Self Help progradis will disappear,
E. $60,000 in support for housing counselling to the poor will end.

:61 .. :
.. iii. wiio WILL SUFFER?

e(A. The Elderly.Now slated to receive 323 units in new housi D 130) substan-
tially rehabilitated housing (43), and renovated housing (150).,saB.Low and Moderate )Incom%FfiamiliesNow

; 195, renovated.
slated to receive 695 units-175

sew; 250, substantially rehab llit /
IV. WHAT ABOUT THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT?

, .

A. Philadelphia's grant--keitiiced by $3 million in 1981will drop an additional
$6,9 million in 1982equal to 156tota1 rehabs, 300 partial rehabs, and 500 gift prop-
erties.

Jr
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B. Other' cuts would cost at, least $5 million:e:orea total of 19.7 percent lest- '

V WHAT ABOUT OTHER PARTS OP THE REAGAN PLANOWER INTEREST RAM 41s1D---

Lower interest rates Will help middle inchine4Milies purchase hews inige.siih-
urbs. The eliminition of loan subeicly Proitleeis will, mean higher:interest rates for
the poor, however, even _if the, rate isa bit lovier. .4 .

a Enterprise zones are now jimmied-for Only. 25hrbin.ereairnittionalli.. The :rest
Would be ignored:Even hi those areas,- tpe-tiis_hiCesitives,to be; within the
zones would not jsroYidnAheetart-upcapitel aeigntial*Iliousing.telMiafation and
the mortgage relief essential to Making heme buymg haCesieldet.4 the poor.

A. The budget:cilia in /WhgreinsWilt impose direct hardaliPs n the poor.
Io Phillidelphia, 1,000 units xi, ?Alba affected-losing direct subsidies, loan ..' ...
guaranteei rehabilitation grazitii,.0,weatherization support. - , ' .

' B. The. COMMiinity-Development Block Grant. is alr-, dy oveitized in Philadel. :_.` -6-

phis, but the Rft plan redUckei the-grant 'froth. $72 niilhon.tel62 million by the
end of FY 1982.- AWibmilthe=, _Liiidget cuts in housing programs would cost CDBG
an additional44 milliMiindadelphia:' ; ; -

C. The other 'pert& of the Reagan program--lower interest rates; Enterprise
Zoneswill not compensate for devices of direct federal funding of housing rehabili-
tation, weatherization, and

D. The Reagan Horsing therefore, operates at the expense of the poor
and of the cities in which housing dOnment is serious. The benefits to be gamed - .

from the economic piegrem. overall ,simply will not equal_ the costs imposed by the
budget cuts themselves.: -.._ ,,. .2..

Sources:faA Program' for :Econonilb Recovery," Feb. 18, 1981. "PrOposed Federal
FY_1984)3udget: Projected Impact the City of Philadelphia," Mayor'S Office, City
of. Philadelplua,April, 1981. . , - 1- :, . ,-

...
Mr. -GliAY. Thank .you,:Mt...,Schwaits. At this time We will call-

... Alr. Royal; chairperson, Community. Corp. ..
Again' We "world .like to remind i o4,ioionr,3...minnte 'summary so

that we can get into .queations::. we 'have another panel
before our lunch, break.- ' . - 1 ,! .; ';.-;.:',, . .- .' .

Mr. Royal, would yon giVeni:a 3;:ininntpsnmMiry please.

STATEMENT OF JAMES ROYAL, CjIAOPERSON, COMMUNITY
; : . ;: ;*; INVOLVEMENT-CORP. . :

Mr. ROXAr...-Thank you, Congressnlan":grait,, Chairman Dellums,
and the. committee: We would like to say today, we did not bring -
our helmet, because we feel this committee :is- seeking information .- :

that it heeds in the area of housing. Yon cannot say housing with...
out saying all the othe'r variables that .have already , been explored
earlier. today. I think it is important that the emphasis be put in
two areas. First, representation. The communities, the 'mandate
that President Reagan thinks he got from the people of the United

. S 'is, not fully represented in Wastiington, D.C., as of today.
of the experts and many of the think tanks.and many of the

,., other giving-advice to the President, whether it be pohtical or
what 1%if yOu, are not giving him direct information. YeEif. vie
know h using is bact,Yas; we know crime is bad, So is education
and *ob0., In every area ./we.-the working class: people, we the poor
people is country area the eicperts indeed. And I think as this
comnn moves forwvard'i.you will be able to get from us the infor-

,4. 'oration that the adMiniltration needs to move forward.
* We f

tljlike to say, that the second area is, and forembst, is the
dollars an nts..It is very clear that the n16ney is there. It is very

re
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clear :that the money is being rerouted into areas where the
beneficiaries can be those people that have been'. political allies.
And we say to you here in the city. of Philadelphi4:es across the
country, that it is clear that if something is., not .done,, and I am
talking about very soon, the statement'that: President"... Reagan ,.-.
Made not toO,lontagO,..it'Was said that, peoole,WOuld all- start:rally-
irigin the streete0d therenwoulit be tittelv:Chaos: And hmade the
statement that is what. the lVat oval. Guard is for And I think the

went madebarlier. by...the .;DiatriCt'Attorney Itqndell, about the
$4. million beingoffered...to.P4kiatan or 'whereVer,1 think we may.

. create some jobs fori1O,Ule?peciple-iiithe.Nationat.Guard, because' it
,ill, clear that if thisouritry continues to move tie way it is moving
it every area, it is...nykying to eradicate the poor; the defenseless,. 4

the old, and the yOung..through...iti.policiea which they' are laying
out very clearly, through. cutting of iheinoney. Thatis the .whole
issue. If there weredOtlarsin:thePoor community, there would not
be no problem with .hOuaing;:thei.e.Would not be too many problems
with jobs, there would.nOt,be too. inany problems :with anything.

But the point is becaUae the money is being. rerouted, because of
deregulation in 'everY.area,''yoU. cannot own:a home if.yOu cannot
Ay the. gas and the ejectriCity.,'SUYOu :cannot talk about building 'a
home. You cannot ovine:hOrne'g.themortgagerateii. are too high.

So we are saying to you;irthe:tiresent administration does not
turn aroundI am not prediptine;:anythingwe shOuld be clear
about the .past in order not te:.inake. thoae same mistakes in the
future. We are heading not toward:World war, but civil war.. We
look at all the different countries around the world where it is in-
house fighting. We will say to you Very clearly, without. hesitation,
that we are going to stand firm and.work diligently as we can in
every area. But it is clear that the message that your committee
must take back must be firm. And say to you in the strongest
termsif you do not, as Reverend:Hall and-Reverend Walker of
PUSH saidyou either cut us in oftut it out. BeCause the thing
is=some people say I am not going.tO.pass on to my children some-
thing that I do not have. I think Ei question was raised .earlier.
about, the criminal, the person that has that chromosome factor. I
haves never seen a millionaire have a pauper for a son unless he
was .kicked out. It Is' hereditary. You have to pass on what you
have If you have nothing to passs on to ymir children,_ you cannot °'
receive anything. If this country expects patriotism, is it, going to
have to give.out somethingein.. order for us .expect that, Thank
yiot.ki. Mr. Chairman. t

Mr. GRAY. Thank you, NIf: Royal. Now we will hear Mr.
Coleman.

STATEMENT OF GREGORY COLEMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
OFFICE OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, CITY
OF PHILADELPHIA

COLEMAN..Tliank you very muchvCangressman Gray. to you
and your colleagues on the D.C: .Comrnittee.'It is my pleasure for
Mayor Greelk 1,8z welcome y.aulto the city of -Philadelphia, and to
thank you for 'inviting aU of us' to share our concerns with you
about urbanlicroblems. .er
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I will try to hOnbr yaur:reqUeit to keep' my comments brief. I
, have had friends Atha Ihave told me *hen Ain-asked what time it
is, I tell them:hoW to build a ClOck,,Sintel., am. not a in.echanic.in

,that sense, I will(nottell you hoW to build a ,

Our first' concern;within the city, as directly as-We can put it, is
to ask that the ;federal Government continue to. proviiie the re-
sources as it is-doing through the community development block
grant program at the same or higher levels continue&ta.Consider
fdr. inflation. The Federal Government is playing a major role in
helping the city to address the problems of housing ,k4-income
people. Community develOPment block grant funds; are the largest

..share of funds: that our, program has to address concerns of. poor.
people..PUblic housing is another agency thatthe Federal Govern-

: ment is helping with substantial dollars. It is very important that a,
long term and ,continuing commitment to provide these financial
resources continue on the part of the Federal Government. The
problems that we are experiencing in our urban areas, particularly
for low-incom people, developed over many- years. We would 'like
to assure that the resources are there. Mid available to help tia
dress these very critical problems.

The second and most positive 'suggestion that I Can .inake
terms of how we address these problems is really that of a worli4C.:
relationship with the people and the U.S. Congress, with the -ad-
ministrators helping us in a. major way out of the HUD area office,
and of course our continuing working- relationship with people in
neighborhoods.. As we -identify problems, it is particularly impOr-
tent that' we receive at the executive' evel of the -Federal service
positive assistance in resolving those problems. And we have,.wit- 0

nesSe,d that kind of help in the past several months.
The regulations for the community development block .grant pro-

gramand I want to address, for particular atteniios7as dis-
tinguished- from regulations in other programs haveliot 4n my hin-
ited experience been,a major. bail to our addressingliOnsing prob-
lems. We have found that we .are, able to, as syelieeregulatory
problems or questions,, at: least attempt. to work thdse out in this
particular program with.Federal administrators. . °

There are two areas that I would like, to address, because I think
that it is particularly important, in view of the.. overall housing sit-
uation. And that is I share the concern, the mayor and managing
director share the concern, about high 'construction costs. 'To that
end we have de ,,major modifications to rehabilitation programs

-.4at lowencokk y:doia- less thantotal rehabilitation.'
Second, p skut tih.comments of several of my colleagUes on this,

panel OM the edit and impact of high interest rates: High inter-
est rapiSsiaild higii energy costs impact on public"programs for law-

. inconil4eople,,aLyiell as on the public 'at large. And it is very im-
portaxitthatliteU.S. Government develop an effective way to deal -
with both energy costs and with high.- interest Costs: so that low-
income people are not hurt as much as they are currently being
hurt.

The other is public housing. The. Community Development
Agency does not. directly administer public housing. This year we
are proyiding a total of $11 million -or slightly 'More Federal,.,
State, and city funds to address some of the public housing con

°
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: cerns raised. While I do not4reliresent; the 'Philadelphia HthAting
Authority, .I think it D3 appropriate for ,nie tOffiare.eorkeins':that
we have in the city About the level'of operatipg:qUhsidies for public

Publio housing still hougek the.lowest7-40iong the lowest
sinconie. peojile' in the city. And givennthe'high operating costs for
energy: and security and other activities required to maintain safe j

and'dederit housing, we 'Would hope that the 'U.S. Congrefis would
setiOusly, .consider providing .a level of operEiting subsidy that would
be 'adequate to house low-income people decently.

Thank you.Very nichagiii4 for inviting the city to appear before
your panel: .'

Mr..GRAY. Thank you, Mr: COleman. And thank you, all, the pan -
elists: First we would. like to call on Congressman Delhims for
queitions.

The CHAIRMAN. Ms..Pittnian, has your project received any Feder -
al or local funds to help address the problems that you state in
your paper, and that you testified to in your, opening statement. If
so, can you describe the funds that you receive to address these
problems. If not, can you tell me why you think you were not able
to get those funds. *

Ms. PrrrMAN. We have received the funds, bu they never put the
;unds in use at our project.

The CHAIRMAN. Is this Federal or local funds?
Ms. ITTMAN. Federal funds. The only thing w got out of it was a

heating system that still does not work right. People are still in the
' cold .in the wintertime.

The CpAiRmAk. What was the original purpose for the 'funds that
you speak of?

Ms. PITTMAN. The funds was for the heating problems in our proj-
ect, and for maintenance and for police 'protection, security. NoW
that they took away from us, we are lucky if we see a housing
police in our area ,today. We used to have the headquarters there.
They moved and novi'we do not have any.

The CHAIRMAN: You mentioned heating, you mentioned security;
you mentioned Maintenance. Can you tell me, are those the major
and urgent problems of the residents of the project that you reside
in, or similar projects? Tell me what you perceive to be the urgent
problemg:

Ms. PITTMAN. They are the most urgent. Since, they took our
police force out of there, we had a double killing 2 months' ago.
Every week there is a killing there now. We have a drug war going
on in Raymond Rosen. People selling drugs to children. You are
scared to send your child to the store after .5 o'clock, because yoUr
child might not come back. That is all because there is no protec-,
tion. You call in for the city to police. They do not want to come in,
react to the problem,- unless they have a housing police.. They Will
not go on the third floor to get a patient if someone took sick, with-
out a housing police there on the scene.

The CHAIRMAN. You mentioned that you do not haVe a housing
police officer. So what happens now?

Ms. PrrFMAN. Jtist laying there, hoping that the city will come in
and help us. The housing police is in another area now.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.



Mr.. S4hwartz, I think you laid out a case that 1 think is terribly
important to underscore. This administration is basing its inflation
fighting program on the notion that rye have to reduce Federal ex-
penditures. Four of the most inflated items in the American econo-
my are energy, health care, food; and housing. Working class
people spend, between 70 to 75 perdent of their monthly income on
those four items alone. We have raised a question of how 'do you
ieduce the ihflationar3r aspects of housing by simply reducing Fed-'
eral expenditures on the nonmilitary side f the budget. We never
get an adequate answer. But I think your testimony' eloquently
points out that if you are going to solve the problems of inflation,
then you would have to address the specific areas of inflation in
our economy. The most recent study that was done in the. Congress
was done by the Congressional Budget Office, which indicated that
if you cut $25 billion from the Federal budget, you would only
reduce the inflation rate by between one-tenth and two-tenths Of .1
percent. So .cutting the budget is en effective way to
fight inflation. In the area of housing, I understand your, testi-
mony, you are saying if we are going fight inflation in housing,
we have to understand, (a) what contributes to inflation in housing
and, (b) let us establish a national policy in that regard. That is the
essence of your testimony?

_Mr. SciiwisTz. I an saying that, and adding one other' ingredi-
ent to it, and that is we haye to .begin to, empower groups at the
local level to wage their own battles with public help and support
against the inflation that is afflicting them. One of the most impor-
tant books I think to come out of the previous administration has
not been given a lot of attention, but is in every community group's
officesin the country. It is ,a book

the
"People Power"' that was

produced by. Esther Peterson of. the Department of Community Af-
fairs. And it is what groups are doing to fight inflation. It goes
through each of, the areas you mentioned what organizations are
doing .to create lousing co-ops, food .co -ops, health maintenance
groups. It may be both the liberal and conservative big solutions
are not real* going to work. Politically; for example, the big liber-
al solution has been wage and price controls. Most people, I think,
favor *age controls, and prices continue to rise. Now,, we have the
Reagan approach, cut? the Federal budget, which wiT not- solve in-
flation and will in fact cut a lot ofepeoples' real income. But 'the
things the public Untlerstaride are things like a community-8evelop-
meat corporation, such as 'exists in my own neighborhood, which is
able to buy houses collectively, -give real buying power to the com-
munity at a lower price than individuals would have to pay. And
then is able to negotiate with, rehabilitation specialista on weatheri-
zation and all the things that are ,in fact going sky, high. Well,
maybe the anti-inflation program for this next period has to be
'greater public -assistance to local groups: to begin to fight the
market' foices that have gotten out of their control. And maybe

grogressives
have to :start talking that way, in very specific tangi-

le terms that people can. ,understandbeing able to go to a' city
like Philadelphia, and say we are fighting inflation in housing by
suppOrting the following groups, and helping them get lower inter-
est rates. We are fighting inflation in energy by providing re-
sources to weatherization programs, and helping other people be..-

t'.
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trained to get involved in weatherizationrwhich-can-create-jobs in
low-income communities for people who do weatherization. We are
fighting inflation in food by helping small grocery stores get in
Ukiah with Pennsylvania farmers who right now can give them ag-
ricultural products more cheaply, and build community co-ops and
food markets. I could go on this, and often do. But I think it is an
important step that we have to take in beginning to respond to
what most people will say this is the No. 1 problemwhatever
Reagan does, if he lowers the inflation in this country, it will be
Worth it. He is not going to lower inflation in this country: It is
very cleat. An 'economist has written. a very interesting article in
the New York review of the books recently talking about what the
military expenditures alone are going to do to the inflation rate,
pointing out that the Indochina war escalated inflation geometri-
cally in the late '1960's and 1970's, starting with an inflation rate of
1 _or 2. percent. We are starting with a base rate of 8 or 9 percent,
and adding $2.5 trillion.

So he not going to solve this problem' unless he has a. miracle in
Saudi Arabia, and we start getting free oil. But if we are going to
be able to' take advantage of that, we cannot sit on our hands and
wait for .the thing to crash. It could even go further to the right. It
has in other countries. If we are .going to respond to that problem,
we have to find ways to persuade citizens that we knOw what we
ate doing and citizens know what they are Hoing. And it is the
Reagan approach that is not working. It is not some automatic nat-
ural law that dictates Viet, we have to pay these prices: It is my
belief that empowering communities to be able to be effective in
fighting the market, using government and private help and citizen
help, is the route of the future that/this country will understand.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. Hamid, can you tell me what has your experieqce in Phila-

delphia with respect to condominium development been? Can you
comment on the impact of condominium development on the move-
ment of low-income and poor residents of the city of Philadelphia?
And finally, if they are displaced, where do they go?

Mr. HAMID. Congressmarit Dellums--7my expertise is presently as
a housing planning consultant. So I am still very much in the field.
As a result of that, . I have firsthandhow can I say--involvement
in condominium conversion, as well as co-op housing diversion
becauSe I. am contacted by various clients, individuals ho in some
cases as a result of being displaced, as a result of c dominium
conversion, are looking to purchase a house, .and are see g hous-
ing consultation as a result of that to get a good buy.

The first part of that question, the important part, is what effect
does it have on. low-income people and the movement of, people.

When a. building' is converted at this point to condominium, we
-have a high rent at that point. The individuals may very well be in
the moderate to slightly, higher income level. As a result of that
conversion, if they are not le to purchase their unit, their apart-
ment, unit, then they seek odgiog elsewhere. In most cases they
take a slight step down i e housing scale, to, the next available
lodgingas it ismoving away from ,center city, they are moving
out.
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The city in terms of planning has, more or less given sanction to
that center city corridornow is 'no longer to Vine Street and
South Street. It is now extended to Washington Avenue and Girard
north to the river. So anything that falls inside of "that, the notion
is to developers .that they will prosper, the city will give the nod
forward, the redevelopment authority will help them acquire the
property through condemnation' procedures.

So those individuals who baYe been displaced move out and even,
tually push those low-income individuals who are living in apart-
ments which are relatively nice, but the rents are not. quite $300 a
month, . they are again displaced by another developer who sees
that the first developer converted to condo, - now this is an opportu-
nity for. a cooperative or just 'for him' to make a dollar. And that
apartment rates go beyond $300 to $500, $600, $700. Those individ-
uals who live there originally .have to find lodging elsewhere. So
the movement is from the center of the city out. In city planning
that is generally how it works. The government 'structure is locat-
ed, those individuals who are high on the income level are located'
in the central part of a city. The African, the Asian structure, city
planning, you will find is basically that way. And the people of
lower income are out on the outskirts. We look at regional mobility
as an example of that. And in turn, as they move out, the housing,
the speculators' are there. They see the problem. They capitalize on-
the problem. Those individuals who were displaced,by condo must
live somewhere. So the next developer jumps in and says I will
make a profit off of them. Those displaced by him need somewhere
else to go. So another speculator jumps in. And knowing this, it is a

'dollardollar involved here. There is' money to., be Made as a result of
it. And those poor people who' are finally pushed to the farthest
outskirts of thescity, and sometimes outside of the city, are put in a
situation where they eventually become suburbanites. And there is
an area I woald say between inner city and suburbia whick is prob
ably where they should live, but because of the dollars and:.the in-
crease in the displacement, they are not able to live{ So again 'they
are put in the suburbs, in an area which they also cannot afford,
because of transportation costs, heating and energy costs, and, the
like. e

TheCHAIRMAN. Thank you Perhaps. Ms: Pittman.:min beSt answer
.

this question. : A I t. `i
After the mos ent Miami explatioif,: and people began' to look

back into :thiPsi tiOn to, tily to determhie what. conditigma gave
rise tiCit; otheK than the juiy_ decision,:they'sawt:a pattern;g.lOw-
inconie peopledoubling-aridtripling, Sot hat as a:testilt
ing: patter*, people are moving from one low-incomeconimunity to
another tommunity, and folks are starting to double and triple in
one unit. Do you find that experience true in Philadelphia?

Ms. Eirrmusi. Yes; in Raymond Rosen we haye families there, we
have 10 people in a two-bedroom apartment alone. 111 some, you
have 15 people in a three-bedroom apartment. They tell you there
is no room, they do not have an available unit. Where are people
going, to live. Some on, floors, some on the couches, some 'sleep in
beds together. it is terrible: The living conditionsthere is sup,
posed to be room enough for a family to live. You, haye houses that
people live in in Raymond Rosen, one woman in a four-bedroom
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house. They tell you they 'cannot put her in a unit, because she
fixed up her house. It is not right. If she is the only one in. that
house, she should be made to be put into a senior citizen home
somewhere, that she could live comfortable, and take a family that
has 15 people in it out of the apaitinents in the buildings and put
in a hOme.

The CHAIRMAN. What are the largest number of people living in
a one- or two-bedroom unit in the project you are living in?

Ms. PrrrmAN. You have about four people in a one-bedroom apaft-
mentone family, about four, in a one-bedroom apartment. A
mother who has a daughter, the daughter, can livesleep in the
same bedroomif she had a little boy, the little boy can sleep, in
there.

The CHAIRMAN. How)many in a two- bedroom apartment?
Ms. PrrrmAN. You have a family of five.
The CHARM uall You mentioned there was as many as 10 people.
Ms. PirrmArt. You/have 10, 15, overcrowded. Say I have a sister.

She cannot pay her' rent or something happened to .her, and she
does not have it, place to go. .I am not going to let my, sister sleep in
the street. So you are doubling your family in. g to 'help your
family. But as long as you tell them you are on DPA, they OK it
for you.,

The CmaxmAtr. You know
Ms. PrrrmAN. It sounds horrible, but it is true.
The CHAIRMAN. You know, you ask people who have no under-

,
, standing of what you are saying, how would you feel if y9u lived in
a one-bedroom. apartment with Anywhere from 5 to 10, 12, some-
times 15 people, and their first response is, I would go absolutely
insafie. And then you begin to understand the violence that takes
place, because when people do not have space, they explode upon
themselves or they go outside of that unit and they explode in the
community.

Ms. PirrmAN. True.,
The CiuntmA.N. And I think that perhaps if you look at these

various projects around the country, and the attending violence in-
creasing, what I think we may be seeing, and that is why I. ask you
the question, and I think we have to try to find the answerwe are
"seeing people doubling and tripling up, which creates tremendous
psychological violence, because when people have no space, no pri-
vacyhuman bAngs need that. You get this explosibn. Then it
ends up in the kind of violence that takes place upon each other.
People strike out at the closest thing to them. That is the experi-
ence that, you have in that project. And that is similar in other.
projects.

Ms. PrrrmAN. Yes, it is. I can take you to one family. She has her
kids, daughter, and grandkids. And she is in a two-bedroom unit..

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Coleman, how many people are there on the
waiting list in Philadelphia to get intopublic housing?

Mr. CoLiidAN. I would have to find out from my colleagues in
public housing. My understanding is that there are at least hun-
dreds, if not thousands of people on the waiting list.

The CHAIRMAN. Where do they go to live in Philadelphia, 'those
who come into your office and say P need a place to live, I cannot
afford the preyailing rents( I am being kicked out ofmy apartment,
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it is going condo, I do not have any place to live. What happens if
there are several thousar4 people? ;.

Mr. Coungari. I am taking quite' a few liberties here. These are
my impressions. The Office of Housing and Comlnunity Develop-
ment does not direct public housing, although we in fact cooperate
with the Philadelphia Housing Authoritt to provide housing.

Many of the 'very low-income people in the city of Philadelphia
live in private housing, not in public housing. l'en the private
hotkeing does not exist, I am certain that people in fact double up
r find temporary housing wherever -they cah, it is in public hous-
ing or in private housing. One of the panelists earlier referred to
many condo conversions' for low-income people. While there have
been condo conversions in Philadelphia, in the thousands-of units,
my understanding is that most of those ,conversions are occurring
with middle or higher income units. I do not think they, are occur-
ring substantially for lower income people. - -

Lower income people have another problem. They are - invariably
in restricted markets:And because those markets are restricted, or
in fact controlled, they do not have the mobility that higher income
people have. The charges that can be passed on to them can be ar-i
tificially higher than it would be if there were a free marketplace.,
So whether or not there are other units in the neighborhood, the
poor can in fact frequently be required to pay more, because they
do not have the options that higher income people have.

One of the phenomena that is occurring currently, if pollsters
are to be believed, is that doubling is occurring throughout many
levels of our economic strata in this country. And one ofthe factors
that at least Mr. Sindlinger attributes, a pollster in one of our
nearby communitiesone of the factors causing people to double
up is the high cost of energy and main
of housing. ere are several dimensio

'them, of course, are the basic one of -a
and a second day-to-day factor of life
maintain that unit. And poor people
have'.'. difficulty meeting health n
needa, and also utility needs or costs w

the operating costs'
owing. But two
or living in a unit,

the cost of being able to
'th very limited incomes
food needs, and housing

'ch are experiencing a high
increase.. '

The eititAk. A number of people in that category; are they
increasing? 0

Mr. COLEMAN Doubling up? An indication from at least one poll-
- ster in the area' is yes, that .doubling up is increasing. And it is in-

Nreasing at every income level. I cannot give you the percentage.
The CHAIRMAN. We are seeing two different patterns. of move-

IPVeht. I would like to get a feel from you as to what is the pattern
kof movement in Philadelphia. On the one hand, you are getting one

1./Iiattern that says middle-class people, particularly middle-class
peqple with children, irrespective of race, are moving out of the,

.-Lupban areas, into the suburban areas, for a variety 'of reasona-0.7'1,:!
r schools, better security, et ceteraat least in peoples' m*Ifif
that some people are predicting that if that outnugration of

:middle-class people with children takes place, that the citzagy,Or,t,
'erica can end up cities of the extremes, cities of the very g,
es;i:if the very old, and cities of the 'very poor, because they are
Dped and have no place to go.
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We also have a second pattern. That is a pattern of middle-class
people moving- out of the suburbs, back into the cities because of
energy cost, transportation, transit problems, displacing inner-city
people, because they have the capacity to rehabilitate, et cetera.
Displacing low-income people. So you have two different patterns
one of middle-class people moving back in, and in another situation
you have middle-class , people with children moving out Do you

. haVe -one or both of these patterns working simultaneously in
Philadelphia? .

Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Congressman, you have both patterns occur-
ring,.A cursory review,. however, of the 1980 census would suggest
thEit.by far the larger pattern is people moving out..

The CHAIRMAN. Middle-class peop with children moving out?
Mr.' COLEMAN. You can guess that 4s. But until the 1980 census

figures are complete as to both inconie leVels and housing stock
you can only speculate.

One "Zrf the things we would of course urge is the more rapid
making available by the U.S. Department of Commerce from the
Bureau of the Census the detailed figures regarding income and
housing. And the more rapidly that is made available the more ac-
curately we will be Ale to answer your question. If you take Phila-
delphia proper, at least based on census figures, between 1970 and
1980 well over a couple of hundred thousand people moved out of
the city of Philadelphia. We can only speculate those, people who
moved out were probably higher income people. The census infor-
mation clearly indicates they were overwhelmingly members of the
white community of Philadelphia. The number of minorities who
moved out, particularly blacks, 'as according to the preliminary
census figure relatively small, tOtaling about. 14,000 people. And
the. Census Bureau simply put Hispanics under a different catego-
ry. But the largest movement aiSpears to have been that of a sig-
nificant number of whites in thd, hundreds of thousands out of the
city of Philadelphia. But again in the absence of figures it would be
hard to tell the scale. Anyone familiar with the city however could
point to several areas of the city where middle-income people are
moving in or higher income people. My own guess is while that is
occurring, it is not at the present moment occurring in numbers
anywhere near the numbers of people who have moved, out.
think the dominant pattern is a larger number of probably better
income people moving out. But all of that would again lead to the
question Of the two directions that you have raisedthat you think
Philadelphia and I might add other large cities would be taking
would lead to, increasing gentrification or the extremes, my guess
would be the extremes. That the 'new housing that would go up

( would tend to be, because of both the costs of construction and
maintaining housing, for upper income people who would move in,
and that the poorer people would be'left in the city.

You have to remember in a city like Philadelphia, and. I do not
know what the percentages are now, but I think the pattern is true
Also in the city of Baltimore, as relates to the State of Maryland,
but Philadelphia has had in recent 'years as much as 16 percent of
its population on welfare. And that is without regard to elderly
people with lower, who may be receiving other insurance programs
such .as 'social security. But it may well be that in a number of

6
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larger cities unless continued assistance is provided to Nye°r
income people, to in fact help raise the floor over time, that we
may have a problem of an increasing tendency toward extremes.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, just prior to yielding back to you, I would just

like to make three comments. First of all, it seems to me that
clearly the problem of housing is looming as perhaps the most ex-
plosive issue in urban America. Second, if your point is correct and
that is that the majority now is middle-income people across race,
with children moving out of the center city, you now have linked

/the issue of housing patterns to the schools. So that if middle-class.
people who tend to be part of the support base of the public school
system--middle-class .people are moving outthen you lose that
support b4se. The school system then begins to deteriorate because
you do net have the economic infrastructure there to continue to

'provide the kind of educational institution to provide for quality
Oration for the low-income people left behind. So it has enormous
injplicatioris.

'nally, one other point I would like to make.
Mr. Chairman, in our exploration of the tax laws, there is literal-

,- ly not one single law on the books in this country at the .Federal
level that supports people who own rental property, people who
build rental property, or people who live in rental property.. So that

, have no support for that. Understanding that, you can see why
people' are moving to condominium conversion, because that is
where they make, the money. And it seems to me that those of you
who mentioned the need for national policy are absolutely correct.
That unless and until the Federal laws support the availability of
rental housing it is going to become nonexistent. And as it becomes
nonexistent, the potential for explosion increases because it over-
laps many, many other institutions.

Those are just three observations I would make. If 'you want to
comment.

Mr. COLEMAN. Mr. Chairman, there ,are just two comnients I
would like to address. One is that demographic information indi-
cates clearly that in both cities and suburbs among rich and poor,
with the.possible exception- in the Southwestern part of the coun-
try, with some economic groups, that since, the sixties .the percent-
age of young people being, born into, families has decreased rather
markedly. So what you are witnessingI .am not all together cer-
tain that all of the people moving out are people with large fami-
lies. The phenomenon of reduced populations in school districts is.
occurring in suburbia and in city areas. And that may be more a
result ,of population control than' anything else. That is the first,
comment that I wOuld like to address in these remarks. I just think
it is something that you have to take into account

Mr. GRAY. Mr. Schwartz.
Mr: SCHWAR'rZ. I. want to agree completely with what you are

saying and modify it in one small respect. That is to say, in most
urban areas we do not have to wait for the deterioration of the
school system. It has already occurred. People who I suppose, are of
my generation, vOho grew up in the fifties, have had children gener-
ally later than previous generations. Our children are now reach-
ing school age. I live in a relatively low-incoine neighborhood in
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lower Germantown which has the organizationi I described in my.
testimony. But there are all sorts of middle-incoMe,familiesin that ,

neighborhood, black and white, whose kids are now:reaching er,:hool:.,
age, and they look at that local school, and they do' not Vent tfO').t
send their kids there because it is not a place where they. think
their kids are going to get an education. I know many who have
moved out of the neighborhood. Some can afford to send their kids
to private schools. You multiply that over the next 10 years many
times over, and it is a problem that, worries me greatly about the
capacity of the city :to support a diverse population. And I think
the result will be exactly as,you say, there will be a class of people
who cannot afford to leave the city, and then of course there will
be, those who do not havelcjiildren at all, so they do not worry
about that, or they are rich enough to send their kids to private
schools and insulate themselves from any hardship. And I think
that is a very realpossibility.

Mr. COLEMAN.' If I may, Mr. Chairmanmany; of us ,tend to
forget that the people currently middle income, or certairay.above
the level of poor, were very frequently poor yesterday. I thihk that
a lower, income population in an urban area or rural area is not a
population to be casually discarded.

There are other aspects to the community development block
'grant program, and there are other aspects of our overall, economy,
and that relates to job development. If there is any aspects of hous-
ing that is more important than income, I cannot think of it. And I
think it is doublely important that we develop programsof positive
assistance to create jobs, and, provide insurance, so that the, people
who are today with limited or lower incomes have the same oppor-
tunity that many people who, are middle income today were able to
get through a variety of means. The population that we have in
our city may be somewhat younger. But it is a population that
should be helped so that it could move into a better income level
and have a more decent standard of living. Jobs are absolutely es-
sential.
eMr. GRAY. Thank you. I think, Mr. Dellums, tEat has probed

deeply into the questions I may have asked..
Mr. DYMALLY. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GRAY. I would like to make a couple of observations, I think

housing particulatly in the urban areas could be,the most exPlosive
issue that we face ,coming upon' us, along with continued high
levels of unemployment. Because certainly as it has been pointed
out when you make people live like animals, they are going to
begin to respond to society like animals. And of course here in the
city of Philadelphia we have had continued problems in this area.

One of the concerns that I have, and I would like to address this
to Ms. Pittman, is that as .you well know, at a housing conference
held in July 1980, there was a decision made to seek to' get more
community and more tenant input into the Philadelphia Housing
Authorityrepresentation on the board, representation in assisting
the managementin the belief that such a direction would deVelop
a sen of pride. within the housing projects of Philadelphia and
along with that that housing conference made such recommenda-
tions..I supported 'those recommendations to the present adminis-
tration. I knbw, Mr. Colemaneu do not represent the public hous-
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big authority, so I am not asking your Rave you had any response
whateoeVer? Have tenants been included on the board of represen-
tation of the Philadelphia Housing Authority!, have they been in-
cluded" in management decisions, security deciSions,.tenant partici-
pation at the full level 6T public hOusing in the city of.Philadelphia,,
in thie,,hew administration?

ATS. VrITMAN. No, they have not. ,There is still not a tenant on the
board'.'df d&CfOrs of public housing. There is not; a tenant repre-
sented in '.inanagement 'problems or maintenance problems
throughout thercity of Philadelphia. 0.

Mr. GRAY. I am sorry to hear that. I think that is very tragic,
particularly when we are talking about a citthaCk in the funds for
public housing.' t seems to me one of the most fruitful ways we
could go in terms of determining our priorities in public housing
and also making significant improvements is by tenant participa
tion. I knoW that at one time there were tenants who sat on the
board of public housing orthe city of Philadelphia. I know that as

. of the Housing Conference of July 1980 there had not, been a
tenant representative for 2 or 3 years. I think that is very tragic. I
think. that that situation definitely, ,need's Correction, particularly
when in the. U.S. Congress officials from HUD testify before- con-
grviOnal committees that perhaps the' worst housing authority in
the entire Nation is the 'Philadelphia `Housing Authority.;..,reitainly

would'hope that that .would be Corrected. Because I do not believe
that you are going to iinprove the quality of,public housing without
tenant participation in some, substantial way.participation. . .

One other questiFin and observation I want to make. And I would
like to direct this at.Mr. Schwartz.

Many of the that you have proposed to problems, of in-
flation in housing appear to be the type of actions which,would, be
undertakdt, by private enterprise.* community groupS. :pp ybu

ivith this. And why `1134(41 #er that Federal funding is town-
to the continuation of ex rail of such programs? I thin. one:ofthe things that this adininistration is arguing is that many of

fhb 'things that you are talking, abouthigh inflation, rate; getting

to solve the ousing problems 'Of low-income people, you have to
the economoing again--41,100they are doing. And that in order

deal with inflation: ,eind. therefore you have:Wake some very pain-. .
ful medicine in the 'Mort term to improve the bong -term outlook for
people whd\ want to bOrrow money for rehabilitation, construction,

. low, income, and develop housing and neighborhoods. How do you
respond to that?'

Mr. SCHWARTZ. I say two things. First of all I'suppose to take the
second part of yotir statement, it depends on who is suffering pain,
and what is the nature of the pain. There is one kind of pain that
people in my °neighborhood suffer during the winter as to whether
they are going to be able to keep their thermostat at 6P° or 40° and
wear thick sweaters. And I suppose there is another kind of pain
that will occur in certairt areas of the mainline .where people will

next they are going
have an how. speed00 the extra $8,000 they are
going to receive ext year from. their tax cut
to spend that mo ey.

So who suffers this pain?
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There is a veryegood book out t recently byeiter thritow and
Robert fleilbroner called "Five EEcconomic Problems?! I' think what,
they say iii that book is there' are .various ways of dealing with in-
flation: It is a question of who pays the price. Right now the price
is supposed to be paid by the people who are least able to afford to
live iiow.; , ,

AS far as telf-help versus .government help, I think we have
always had successful 'progra:rna in this, country when people have

. done sOmething for themselves: ;
.OUr '.organizations have always f ght for that; that, people

should- e some responsibility to so e their own problems, And
try to do things as much as they :.can i themselves. But. hat proc-
ess cannot occur without the help or evetninent: r ': - : '!. ..: ..r

If a community development corporation 'starts ..:itzicl; gets. Chait-
tered at first it needs money for staff,: If4t doesiftliave't44_sui3 -:
port for staff it won't get off the ground .'.- .;. ' . ''. ..-

Noitir,,maybe if it has some staff overtime it COUld become eco- .

nomitally' 'viable and generate its own internal funds. But itlieeds , '
support for 'staff: It cannot necessarily also deal with some of the.
problems caused-by institutions, beyond theirContral. , .,

There is no way, in the ,short term that a community develop-
ment corporation ia:going to be able to lower the interest rate on a
mortgage. A credit- Union, after it is organized, might , be able to
give loans out at lower interest rates, and ,the credit unions we are
organizing have dOne that. But that takes .time,

For the moment, if you have very high interest rates and no in-
terest subsidies such as exist in :ne of our iprogranii now that
Reagan is eliminating, then no self-help strategy is piing to solve
that probleth., .

Mr. GRAY. I think you have answered my question.
Mr. Coleman; could you give me one more quick answer? One of

the argumeritthat is being given as a part of the new :economic
policy, besides fighting inflation; which really hurts the housing hi-
dustryone of.the other' argurnerittli.' given is that when many of -,

,theSe. cuts cjme along there-will be local sources of funding coming
forward to fill the gap left '.by the decrease, in -Federal funding. Do
you see that as a realistic option in a,,city like; Philadelphia that
there will be loCal. sources of, funding to make np for the cun3,.
whether it be in Community' develOpMent' block. gr *,

on
hous-

ing assistance, or be in 312 programs or on 8.whether it
'' Mr. COLEMAN. Mr: Congressman, in 'the main, and State

governments combined are without the resources to match any silk
nificant withdrawal of Federal fundslocal and: State combined
would, generally speaking, be without the resources to replace any
subitantial reduction of Federal funds. .

The Federal role is quite significant, and it is for;that reason
that we are thankful fql.. Federal participation in our housing ef-
forts to help low-income people. And it is for that reason that we.
.would request and. Urge the U.S. Congress to continue its funding
for housing prograjns ft*Idw-income people.

Mr. GRAY. Thank you very much.
We want.,to thank the housing panelMr. Hamictpid,r-.4loya1;

'Mrs. Pittman, 'for your testimony. It will be Onteredinto the record,
your written testimony, as well as your othey teatimptty.. .

A t
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Again, 1 imply reiterate the words. of any colleague
Ifrom gal' . . k housing. is n very significant isaue here in

the city of .;t:
know. in lift OM congressionardisttict where you have over 50

Percknt of the abandoned houses and vacant houses of the city that
-a' in funding for housing prograins means, that there will
he a continuation of that . and not the ability foe. neighborhood .

.'groups as well as city groups to address that vpryinipertant issue.
.Alid there. are literally 'hundreds of people, thousands of people;
tens of thousands of people, who have been orithe waiting list for .

public housing in my congressional clifitrictior as much as 3, 4, and
5,yeare.

think the testimony,about doubling and tripling up I have
fetihd in my owe} experience to be. absolutely the case WI have
traveled throughout my district. .

.. Mr. DRUMS. Mr. Chairman; I would like".to thank a11 of you for
..,YoUr- presentations, certainly your questions: And I join with the

Chair in noting that yOu have Made an enormous contribution' to
:theSe proceedings 'and we deeply. appreciate it.. ..'

.
Mr. ROYAL.' Mr.. Chairman, I think in the futureif would be good;
the appropriate committees in, Washington *mild take those': ,

people from those neighborhoods to make the statements,. bec.ase,
if you live In a neighbOrlfood for 35 years you know the change:I
have seen the changes you are talking about.

When you have 40 percent of the city t are; renters; when you
have the people that know,' that you live own the stfeet froth, it is
easier, when you have the people that Ahe projectsit. is
easier' for them:to relate the message th for yoti and I or our
'peers, I think it cwould, be very -impo We must .make an
Aztpadt, and very soon.. .1 ,:

Mr..GRAv. Thank you, Mr: Royal.
.Let'me say that is the exact purpose of ese. hearings' eing, held

. here in- Philadelphia rather than in. W hington, p.c, so that
people like Yourself, who have been long-te residents of a neigh-

...borhoOd, people Pittman and others who,,actnally live in
public housing, can come. before' a congressional' ..cOnimittee and
submit their testimony. That has been the exact purpose of why we
have 'tried' to bring congressional commit-fees to Philadelpk*
causaoften these points of view are not -heard in the Rails -of ;Con-
grew simply because many people cannot traverto' WashingtOnt
D.C..,

. Thanks to the chairman f the District Of Columbia Committee
Dellums,, Philadelphia ciuta. been the !first, stop in a.series of ,

hearings in 1981 to look at'arban problems throughout the 'United
States.

Again, thank you very much for your testimony. .'
[The,prepared statement of Ms. Pittman.follQws:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MS. IDA MAE Prrzritabr

Mr. Ronald V. Dellums, Chairman: And fellow members of the tatmittee on the .
.District of. Columbia,' first of all, I would" like.to.take this opportunity to introduce
myself. My naMais'Ida Itman, and I arn.a residence of 4he Raymond Rosen lions-
ins project. And I am .he y to speak on behalf pf all the tenants from the area
where we live:



I hare great difficulty writing on this subjcct of the .pocio-econoinic problems thit
we the people face in and -around the area WherenI live. Thii is a matter_that con-
cerns the heart as well as.the head and that, Mr:. Dellums, is the dilemnda we face.

Affairs of the heart cannot be .properly found in law,".er in'C6'ngressional Intent.
Questions of law have no place in the heart and should.not be brought to bear upon
or occupy the attention of your Conitiiittee from the District of Columbia,
dear friends that live here in. Philadelphia, and from. other major .cities frotteall
over the country. However; the law of:lbe land and the law of the heart
properly brought tnthe attention of reasonable and concerned human beings 104.4::
the ultimate questidii is one of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.And it is

_ this posture, Mr:Delimit), that I approach the Committee.. ... .

I have been a tenant of the Raymond Rosen project for.ilie petit 5 years, and I ant ,
the mother of two children which I ant raising by myself. itf:rin environment where

the conditions are extremely deplorable: Such as the repairs of the walls, ceiling
falling, Water -being shut off for up to d iveeks,..Where garbage has.been allowed toi,
build up to d maximum of 10- feet, makiiig it ii breeding, ground for rats, roachei;
and so on,' the smoke froin the incinerator whibh has caused many, many families-.4W
leave,their apartment :a.11 tirnes.during the do and late night hours because no one
really gives a damn .

Mr. Dellums,, there are rn y thinga: that contribute to thePangs and sufferrng of
the poor fireflies. The, yo and old; meaning the children and the:elderly people .

° that are unable to go up and clown #te stairways because 'of fear that something
may happen to them;.there are no lights whatsoevef frotn floor to floor. :'

We are very much aware/tat the .bu*tiracieti that Control the Federal-aid to
States dates back to 1785: In thaliyear the. Congress under the Articles of Confeder
ation directed_ that the .$50,0Q0,0G01, year fort grants to. the States to supportIcfZens

Of different programs. These funds -goo States and-localgovernmenta onli categori-
cal' basisthat is, for particular purpose's, such as aid to the dependent Children,
to education, school lunch programs, facilities, urban renewal and slum clearance,
and unemployment, insurance, and many, many. More. The Constittitional.basie for

thie.grant in aid program is found in the taxing pciwer:'..4, '
Article (1) Section .(8), Clause (11. Mr. Dellums, it is fife concern of this social set-

ting.nihere we the people live that places an insurmountable tabernacle to the vir-
tues.cifthe peoples fanfilitis,life, and rewards thoSe protectors whb work for the pres-
ervation and assurance of genealogical pedigree.

HausinglAct of 1949,---In which CCingress dedared' tbat: "The general welfare and
security of the nation and the health and living standfirds of its people require hous-
ing.production.and related community development sufficiefitto remedy the serious
housing shortage, the elimination of substandard and other inadequate housing
throUgh:the clearance of alums and othei blighteclareas,.and the realization as soon
as feasible of the goal Of a detent home /Ind suitable living environment,.for every,

American Family!'
Today, the National Government Housing Adthinittration or may: I.'say activi-

tiesnow centered 'in HUDrest very largely upon that statute and subsequent ex-
pensions of it, most notably in therliciffiing Acts .of 1954 and 1961 andqhe HOUsing

and Urban Development Acts of 190 and..,1968.
e the people place untold valuerapon -the positive attitudes and social produc-

ess grown from simple, honett, lives and unpretentious communication in our
household. Its. this negation, 1,1aiii deprivation; this unexplained and unreasonable'''
elements of the and Rooly ivjectthat subtly strips a person of much, much

-eAmore-
LIVING CONDITIONS IN THE (PHA) HOUSING .

e maintenance man must improve, whenever there.ii a situation that needs
attention, so that the problem won't get out of hand. ' '-' .

(2) There is no perfect funding for the (PHA).
i .

(3) To'call for a full board of director of the (PHA), sothlt they could be investi-
gated for Petting the housing and the prOject go down so much.

(4) TOplace more security polite in the project area, so that our children would be

able to'live in safety. .. .

45) The (PHA) ring the screening back.
., ..

(6) The. (PHA) ast four (4) men in each building for
%

nicleaning.and reoV-
.,ing the trash out of th llway.

.

-,,''' (7) We the people need a very hard line on,theienants who throw things out their

windows.
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(8) We the people need to have some tenants on the Board of Director's so that we
may have the opportunity to takees our,vielvs and concerns about the living copdi-
-tionsaurrounding our area. : .

(9) We the people need ,t2,-jraye `some of the tenants who live in these.projects
whom could show great of concern about the jiving condition.` here, those
who dci not live in this surrounding don't real* care, becapse theY don't have to lilt'here

(10) We the people need a twenty our (24).bour.inaintenance man so that it a sit=
uation happens, someone would be able to handle it. ( 7' . 4.

(11) We the people, need our own policastation!back in Ridrmond *see ,Projecit
Mr. Dellums, surely if man can preserve space and substance for iteektincl lower

animals, surely if reservation can be set aside tb protect-the continuation 6f Species ;

other than our own, then tritely people family ureritasgolint.";
Before I close this subjectrI would liketo express my appitiegation to the eommit- ii i

tee, and all the ladies and 'Oho took thie.opporttudity to listim, and to
express their views on the deplorable conditions of the,housing -here i4Thiledelphia,
Penn., and throughout the nation. Tlienk You! gi

At this time, the: Chair calls the:crctneianel.
We want to welcome Mr; Harold antes,antes, Mr, BertplieAtions, and

'Mr. Jewell Williams to, coriglitisionall heari0k.onrban cen-
ters, and this panel Ailtdikusacilme, 1

_STATEMENTS OF 'HAROLD JAMES, PRESIVENT; CIVIC
ASSOCIATION, BENNIE. SWANS;')E4CUTIVE. tRiCTORi
INTERVENTION NETWORK; 'AND: JEWELL 9,, Be4RD,
MEMBER, CENTRAL NORTH glilLAD 14E§OURCE
CENTER

, -

Mr. GRAY. In the interest of time, sind we are abileng:44.'thiriutes
to 1 hbur behind schedule, I would like to ask Mr. Swans, Taif.r. Wit;
Hams, and. Mr. James if you will just brieflyi:suMm, ezizejii:3 min-
utes. I will have to hold you very6strict1y, to that.

I know that you have many. more thingjtoOsaY. We 801g going to
bring, that out in theviestionuw Yott will'fuid thaOroWget plenty
of Opportunity to express things. in detEtil,' yoti lint your opening
remarks to 3 minutesi.thil would provip us an opportunity to get
indepth veiy quickly to some of the substantive questions which
will, of course, allow you to get into the deeper aspects of your tes-
timony. And we !want to remind` you all of your testimony which
Will be submitted for the record.

The committee will come to order,' At this time we will call one
Mr. Bennie Swans, executive director, Crisis hiteivention Network;
Inc.

"STATEMENT OF BENNIE SWANS
Mr. SWANS. Thanliioyou very much, Congressman Gray, and

thank you for allowing me to testify in front of:the committee here
this afternoon.

'I will read several parts from my testimonyliere' and sort of just
try to summarize some Other. plebes. =

First,of all let me say. that Crisis Intervention Network, Inc.;ewaS
established in 1975 as- a comnaulity inspired ittitiative to prevent
youth violence in the city of Philadelphia. .

This project innovation employed indigenoug staff and it acted to
caordinate the operational inputs :of instittervice pitP
viders.
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The program has been very effective in .accomplishing its mission

. anclqince its implementition gang-related deaths in the city have
been' reduced by more .than 80 percent. By iepilitation ,. the project

has attained national prominence as one of the few in the country
suceesl in cleating with gang/yoUth violence.

Our..7xperience in operating the Crisis Intervention Network,
Inc., program in Philadelphia.provides insight as,to trends of youth
crime and violence over the years; in today's testimony I would like

to speak to contemporary trends in collective youth behavior and
its relationship to changing socioeconomic circumstances in large

northern cities. _

The current wave of fiscal austerity in human services threatens
to create-the increased play of forces which are identified as being

causes of juvenile delinquency. For this reason I would
like to focus initial attention on the nature and influence of these

social variables.
.,

Foremost among socioeconomic problems affecting-juvenile delin-

quency and overall crime rates is .the increasing unemployment
which plagues northern cities. Industrial relocation in the Sun Belt
States has contributed to a decline in manufacturing industries
which have traditionally employed Philadelphia's blue-collar work-

ers, and institutions carrying t mandate of reiirienting the labor
force to new service profession s have failedvunder the complexity

of the task.
iv-

Crisis Intervention Network, Inc.'s field work in minority neigh-

borhoods indicates that the,,youth who reside in these neighbor-
hoods will face severe probleins in a -future of increasing economic

uncertainty and governmental austerity.
Research done 'in 197g by economist Bernard E. Anderson shows,

serious obstacles whichgalready face black youth who are seeking
:employment in Philadelphia. Anderson's research speaks to the
long-term shift in the structure of the region's economy and the
failure of the schctO1 system to prepare inner-city youth for. the
service economy which is replacing some of the manufacturing jobs

lost. . f .

DrigAnderson's observations focus on the employability problems
of, 1mino 'ty youth, but shifts in the labot market and inadequacies

of the ucat4onal system create barriers to employment for all
Youth.

The cutbacks proposed by the current Federal adminiStration,
would dompounn the structural, and cyclical unemployment we now
help to address *ith the crisis intervention network prograth.

'Based on these trends and -a -suspected direct relationship be-

tween youth unemployment and jtivenile crimep we anticipate an
upswing in juvenile crime, especially- offenses involving youth vio-

lence and/or predatory crimes. ,

PifiladelPhia's 'recent experience with predatory youth groups,
subway violence, and interracial/general youth disturbances sup-
ports our unfortunate prediCtion of more widespread problems to

come; Crisis Intervention NetworkOnc., is playing a, key role-1n

meeting the new modes of youth delinquency and we continue to
surveil traditional gong neighborhOodf3 where 'there remains poten-

tial for renewed ganewaifare as Eipcioeconomic conditions change.
4t
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It is obviously as a result of undereinployment and unemploy-
ment that Philadelphia as well as a number of other large urban
areas will'face a. major upswing in crimes, and those Crimes not
only affect` youth but the entireneighborhood. i ..

We have also found, some other items that .are quite. nlanning.
One, welound that the Federal goVarrinient apparently is basing a
number of its policy on a decline in youth-e(i'population in most
areas of the country. That does not necessarily hold true, in our
urban areas. - .

In fact, what we have found is that there is a larger number of
youngsters in our urban areas and, again, Federal policy cut back

, . in Federal dollars geared toward .assisting youth service agencies.
If we look at the Miami situationin fact, we don't even have to

really gO that far. We can look at what occurred in north central
Philadelphia last summer. , .

An excellent example of a community crisis solved by joint com-
munity and institutional level actions avails. itself in Crisis Inter-
vention Network, Inc.'s coordination of community and institution-
al response to an August 1980 civil disdrder in north Philadelphia.

In response to this potential crisis,' Crisis Intervention Network
deplajred its entire field staff; established an outreach center for or-
ganizing the range of community, services and organizations de-
ployed to quell the riot, and organized adult gang members to serve
as a community patrol. - A

There have been those who suggested that the older adult gang
member can, be-of .no value to the system. What we have found in
north central Philadelphia,. if it had not been for the involvement
of those young persons, those young adigts, that north Philadelphia
would have burned. 4, ..

I think that people can be productive if they are given the oppor-
tunity. Our civil service system, our municipal, State, and Federal
governments, does not allow that kind 4participation. It does not;
allow for creative ideas. It discriminates, against the hiring of those,
persons because of guidelines that suggest that formal edUcation
must be the only criteria, and does not take into consideration the
experience of a number of persons that live in minority communi-, live

.t

Crisis Intervention Network, on the other hand, is an agency
that has built its entire system around the hiring of indigenous
pdrsons, persons that are community leaders, persons with a tre-
mendous life experience, persons that can bring forth creative and
innovative ideas to impact on a number of situations. They have
done so successfully with the gang problem 'in Philadelphia. They
worked successfully with community-inspired leaderspersons who
work at the community base level.

Again, if it had not been for those persons, north central Phila-
delphia would have burned.

To summarize, Crisis Intervention Network Inc.; would consoli-
date all stated recommendations in the creation and operation of a
congressional task force on community crime prevention; this task
force would enlist the inputs of community-based organizations,
private sector business interests, and major academic institutions..

SO composed, the proposed congressional task force would review
emerging Federal legislation and provide inputs to insure that Fed-
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eral policies are consistent with the interests of grassroots commu-
nities.

Primal?), attention would be focused on policies affecting youth
employment and on methods for gearing up neighborhood crime
prevention efforts in large and small U.S. cities.

The specific inputs to task force proceedings would be as follows:

Firs community-based organizations such as Crisis Intervention

Netw k, Inc., would represent the interests of grassroots commu-

nities portiaying the nature of neighborhood crime problems

and by vomiting increased funding and transfer of contemporary
crime prevention programs/technologies to troubled commtmities.i

Second, private sector bus' ss representatives would be asked to

arrange funding for demonst tion neighborhood crime prevention
programs; business tepresen Ives would also be asked to help re-

cruit private settor involve ent in expanding employment/train-
ing opportunities for youth in the private sector.

Additionally, private sector business would participate through

helping congressional bodies to develop a policy conducive to pri-

vate sector funding of neighborhood projects; Federal tax incentive

programs for such contributions would be the focus in these ex-

changes.
Third, academic inputs to the task force would provide expert

counsel on the research and training dimensions of community

crime prevention.
Working together to influence the direction, funding levels, and

evaluation of community crime prevention efforts, the proposed

task force- members would advise Federal policies governing the
distribution of crime prevention/employment funds on a national

basis.
It is anticipated that such inputs would promote increases in re-

sources and methodologies employed in model crime prevention
programs which, in turn, can be replicated on a broader basis in

the future.
Mr. GRAY'. Thank you very much, Mr. Swans.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Swans follows:]
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Mr. GRAY. Mr. I would like to ask:you- to sum-
...

marizeb-defly in 3 minutes": your written testimony and, of-course,
the entire statement-WM*6e entered 'into the record.

STATEMENT OF JEWELL WILLIAMS
Mr. Wuxi Axis. Mr. Gray, gentlemen, I would like to first thank

you for inviting .the Central North Philadelphia Resource Center
here today for testimony. I. would likego give you a brief summary
of the Central North Philadelphia Resource Center which is the
community patrol which served a large and major role in the prob-
lem we had last August: . ;.

We formed the community group of unemployed youths in our
.community to focus on a problem that we had in. Philadel-
phia. We were successful with the help of our Congressman,- and
many cities groups, along with Mr. Swans' Crisis Intervention.

Our community group realized and.: recognized that the problem
r..: community was basically :,unemployment, which caused
to rise drastically. We now nai*that there is going to be a

problem over in Chester-as well tie.the 'problems that live arisen
in Florida. ..

-^: :.-
Our community grodP -"would like..toz:make a recommendation

that the congressional committee 'beam** major factor in dealing
with inner city.tatrimunity groups. We:Would like for a tornmunity
group like' ourselves to become a major decisionmaker in the Feder-
al Government. The community grodps would give a grassroots
form of their insight. asbeing advocated to the Government.

We also realize that the Reagan budget cuts do put a lot of stress
upon black people. as well as other..-Oinority people. We also realize
that the Reagan. budget cuts wOuldmake our .community as well as
many OtherOziii,%nities ,becOnie high prime areas because of
employment, :!.

The Central .NOktli4Iiiladelphia Resource. Center is basically a
oltintarY:_ k.rotipf..--witP:.'44:Wotila..- like to see ore t gs happening;

more poSitiViWOrk,trnin.0' Federal
Thank you. voiAtii4e0k;:;:.... "'. ,

GRAY. Thank Y013 .7ykry mud*, Willikr#0.,,4nd now Mr.
Harold James. ' - . .

i.;.:44{James, we have..receiyed a copy of your testimony. We would..
Jike. to ask youlo trY-to summarize it in brief. We will be asking':
...gdestiOns :about' not only what you Auisi.said, but what you have
;written...

,
JAMES

Mi.; JANCE.S. Thank you; Mr:',
I.am sorryto..aay that that:43 not-thy entire ftestimon . I have to

get you tWo More pages. .

Anyhow;,.,Mr,.- Chairman; members of the committee and con-
cerned cittzenk,goOd afternoon. We are honored to be before this
distinguiSliedf4dr of our NatiOn's lawmakers from the 97th Con-
gress. Welakethiatime to thank you for inviting us. Also we must
commend YOur.Chairman and you for having the wisdom of holding
a series of hearings' several of our major urban centers around

4
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the country, to more effectively impact on serioila urban pro lems
that are rapidly, worsening, as is the case in our city of el7.

phia.
Many thanks Must be recorded froth your colleague, the gentle-

man .from Pennsylvania, and our Congressman of the Second Con-

gressional District, Rev. Williath H. Gray HI, who has been using
his resources to help us work on this problem we are about to ex-

pound on.. .
We are here as repregotatives from the Guardian .Civic League

which is comprised or 900 members, predominantly black active
police officers; but our concern extends to law enforcernent issuee

as they affect the total Community and the black community in

particular. ;

We hope to impact on you about a serious urban problem in our

city that might be happening in other major urban areas. We are
hopeful that you may identify the most effective way Federal re-

sources and policies can be used in solving these-problems.
In a letter from former President Carter, addressed to the dele-

gates at our eighth. annual conference of the National Black Police
Association last year in New York City,,of which I qUote in part:

Police officers must meet and deal with the problems of our- cities in human

terms, and they know perhaps better than anyone else how difficult and dangerous

o those problems can be.
Black police officers, both men and women, carry a,,heavier burden as police offi-

cers because the failures of social prografils and of thetriminal justice system often

fall heaviest upon black people. That is why blaok'Police officers have' a very special

responsibility. Your success in meeting that responsibility in the past has hpen out-

standing, and I wish you continued success in the future as you.perform one of the

most demanding and worthwhile jobs in our society.

There is severe underrepresentation of blacks 'at all levels of the

Philadelphia Police Department. This underrepresentation/ is the
result of the use of disCtiminatory criteria for hiring and prpnio-

tions over the last.15.yearre
The existing' hiring and proinotional selection systems have an

adverse impact on black candidates for entry and promotions; it

also perpetuates the effects of past discrimination.
The city of PhiladelPhia and the Philadelphia Police Department

have a compelling interest in eliminating the effects of discrimina-

tion from hiring and promotional decisions in the police depart-

ment and improving the quality of law enforcement in Philadel-

phia.
Let us examine the period 1965 to 1970. Philadelphia- was.ozie of

the few major cities which avoided a major violent racial confronta-

tion. It must be noted that during this period of time the city was
gripped with some of the most insensitive police command in the

history of the city.
Why was Philadelphia calm? One of.the reasons for the relative

Calmness is direttly related to the fact that there was an alltime
high of black officers on the force at'that time. Blacks represented

over 20 percent of the department while the total black population

was less than 30 percent of the city.
. Black officers were the buffer between command and the deliv-

ery of real pollee services because they were able to Operate in pre
dominantly black populated districts, from a black perspective.
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The perled was preceded b on Columbia Avenue
and it seems to have been the: -impel it for the massive influx of
blacks into the ranks of the pelpice,-detiit, as well as upward
mobility, for, blacks. -111k 4

It is our contention that the: :;on to more blacks made
after the 1964 riots staved off' blocisky confrintations whiCh were
being perpetrated in other :tor -cities, which at that Were
being lauded for the sensitivity at the top. ;

It is key to note that durinkthis period of /gain there was a sig,
nificant; setback with the appomtment of Frank L Rizzo as police.,=::
commissioner and his subeequOnt rise to mayor.:

One of his first moves, that accelerated the syetematid.discrimi7-
nation against blacks, waste transfer control' of,the civilian person-
nel department selection p : for candidate's to the police de,
partanent.

Prier to Commissioner ' 2 lection Of-Police candidates by .

the personnel -department ;4 OM blacke. being selected at a
rate nearly proportional _tot th- ipulition in the city, such that
by 1967 blacks reflected 27:Iie I O; ctlice recruits:

After Rizzo took Qye4 tire; 11 =Meted to a low of 7 percent
in a 4-year period; thereby. .119`. ...tbe basis for a discrimina-
tion suit to be instituted.

As a result of the Rizzo reign eve' are' now fwd :With the distinct
posiibility of an all-whilme police departnient i&appiiiiiimately 10 to
15 years.

What very sigalrcant is that .during the' perrOd mentioned the
black.' population in the city rose and is now estimathd- to be at
least' 45 percent.. Yet black representation itiltver' in total niimber.

, Ochlicks and percentage in a Pollee depaent that has risen in
total complernentAom 6,900 to nearly 7,509; the number of blacks
fell: from over 1,400 down to about 1,200_

t is also very significant that blaCk officers have not been de-'
fendants in legal actions charging" brutality and they work pre-
dominantly in the areas where those legal actions emanate.
-The legal action arising from the discriminatory impact of-ciy
king and promotion was basically politically instigated. This 'is
not to say that them Was not solid groundwork for such a legal un-
dertaking but that for such action tb be successful the affected
dems must be prepared and ready for such an undertaking. .

It would be safe to say that of the successful suits litigated, the
large majority were instigated by the class seeking governmental
aid and not goverttmental agency soliciting an aggrieved class, no
matter how valid the 'discriminatory situation may have been.

The Shapp. and Rizzo administrations were not in accord and
they were warring and, as the old Indian saying goes, "When the
elephants battle, the grass gets hurt."

, .
Black officers were net -sufficiently aware of the gravity Of the

situation and the aura of the 1965. civil rights movement had not
yet worn off. It is clear that the court was aware of the. problems in
Philadelphia and aclmowledged- the rightfulness of the moral argu-
ment but felt impotent to get involved in eliminating local govern-
ment prerogative and administrative incompetence:

11-785 0 83 5



The police department is the criminal justice institution which
usually has first contact:With the citizens. We patrol the communi,
ty and conduct investigations when crimes are committed.

We recognized the public's fear of crime and .demands for -police:,
officers to be sensitive to the needs of the community in which they
serve. We are concerned abOut their exclaiming for a response from
our 'leaders at all levels of government. But we can never.. hope. to :
achieve a just and laSjing solution to crime and/or a sensitive
police department without first addressing the realities thne'lippaCt
on them. . .

There is an. Undeniable critical shortage of black supervisors,
cluding detectives; because of this condition there is abrasive arid,
noncohesive interaction between. black -;,a:nd white police officers
and between-the police and-black 'community.
:_ Furthermore, the failure to incorporate blacks in all capacities of

police work has created unrest among black officers and mistrust
of the police ,department and the city administration by bleak
Philadelphians.

The Guardian CiVic League has continued to tuticulate these
conditions and we have illustrated the severe and critical shortage
of black supervisors in the Philadelphia Police Department

We have also reflected the frightdning trend of promotions and
retirements that will result in further alienation of the black com-
munity from the police departnient. Suck alienation will result in.
increased violence, resentment, and mjstrust on both sides of the
police/community relationship. .

The trend that is illustrated in attachment No. 3 clearly indi-
cates to black police Officers that upward mobility within the Phila-
delphia Police Department is restricted and does not include them.-

Of course, the black population of Philadelphia is even more con-
cerned. Because of the existing situation, there is a lack of viable
role models exposed to black children: Young black 'Philadelphians
perceive that the only contact they can possibly have with the
criminal justice system will be in a negative vein and not as profes-
sionals in that system. .

In the 1960's during the height of urban' unrest in our country,
the Kerner Commission reported that one of the major reasons for
racial upheavals in our metropolitan areas was the tension created'
when -communities are policed by police officers that do not under-

- stand the customs and subculture of that community.
The commission went on to recommend that "Police departments

in our urban areas must reflect the racial and ethnic makeup of
the community 'served."

During a recent period of racial unrest in north central Philadel-
phia many residents of North Philadelphia expressed the need for

imore black 'police' officers and supervisors;' n their community;
many were shocked and angry about there not being one black
above sergeant in the north .central police division where 90 per-
cent of the residents are black. .

There can be no, question of a tremendous need for a massive
influx of black police officers into the supervisory positions of the
Philadelphia Police Department.

Examining the statistical data provided with this paper csie can
clearly see that without an .immediate and intensified effoii, to in-



crease the amount of black supervisait in the police department
the situation will worsen to the point where black citizens of
delphia may resort to the strategy of the .1960's and "take to the
streets." ' -

Unfortunately, substantial gains' for blacks hive been made ority
after much bloodshed, violence, loss ,of life, property, and to Many
black Philadelphians 'that is the only road to travel for change.

The Guardian Civic League does not, subscribe e to violence: We
recognize' that disorders in urban areas are . on the most part re-
sponses to high unemployment,- hiring conditions, and unjust and
arbitrary treatment by local governmental agencies.

Violent disorders are usually catalyzed by. an incident within the
criminal' jpstice system. That may range froW. a perception of
police misconduct through deadly force or the lack of proper pros-
ecution resulting through the court fmding of not guilty to -some ,
charge..perceived asa racial incident. t 4

We therefore urge this prestigieus committee to help implement
the machinery -which must be set in motion to insure that local
government in major urban centers make their police departments
understand that its interest -in race relations /mist. extend, beyond
merely controlling disorders, that real and concrete efforts must be
made that will lead to a better. understanding of the views and cul-
ture of minority residents. , .

This knowledge must bereflected in the police department's poli-
cymaking and planning procedures, which must gnIumce. itn!which
prove the quality of law enforcement: in those respective urban pen.;
tees.

While violence cannot be the final answer to the numerous.griev-
ances in. our. major urban 'centers across this great Nation, we,
being apart of this unfair criminal justice system, must. ask: What
besides a civil 'disorder does it take for any or all levels of govern -
ment-.to sense and react to these many patterns of discrimination
in our criminal justice syitem generally and police departments in
particular?

The Guardia Civic League encourages you in 'your wisdom to
use all the resources necessary to make Philadelphia a constructive
example for other cities across this Nation by increasing minority

'<representation at all levels in our police department. -
You may' help solve the Nation's problem of why it sou seems so,o,

difficult for the criminal justice 'system to provide equal emploY- .
ment, service, and elementary justice to minority people.
- We have addressed this problem with. our mayor, who is ulti-
mately responsible for allowing this situation to continue to date,
and have suggested several solutions; one being tIlat the city ad-
ministration resort to use a section of our" civil service regulations
which allows the police department to request certification of jpei
viduals having particular skills or experiences that would add to
the performance of the job they will enter, ahead of other eligibles
on the list that dO not have those needed qualifications.

The league feels that there is a definite need for pbliceasupervi,
sore with the experience and skills that one obtains by being black
in America and that the appointment of these people to various su-
pervisory positions 'in the Philadelphia Police. Department with
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these qualifications:will be of tremendous benefit to all
. .

We have also presented'. to our, mayor a 23-page.paper" prepared
by our attorney that details a description of need, a proposed plan,
and the legal authority to implement` it.

The plan would end the exclusion of a disproportionate 'nurnber
of blacks and enable Philadelphia to meet its duty to eliminate
past discrithinatiOn, and it iiclearly constitutional:

We hive attached 4a copy of this position paper for your commit-
tee's information, hoping that administrators in 'other urban/ken,
tern who have the courage to remedy past disctimination will use
it

Wi cannot allow this constant regression in professional mobility
to decimate :the ranks of black police officers n this city or any
othermajor urban area across our Nation,.

Somewhere I read peciple were characterized -into three types:
one, people who make things happen; biro, Renple ivkio see things
happen; and, three, people who don't know what is hai3Penhig.

In the area that we address you about today, out administration
. are the number two type of people who, see things happen and give
appropriate lip service. However, we believe those of you are.here
today- from our Nation's Capital, taking the time to lif3tea and-be
concerned about the welfare of others, are the first kind of people
who somehow or another will ,find a' *ay to make things happen
because you care about our urban centers.

[The material referred to follows:]
O

I



The Guardialiicivic Leapt, Inc.
W,o/Philadelphia

Office: 1516 W. Giisrd Ave,. filhiladelphia Pa.

Mailing: PO EDI( 11736;115-01.delphis, Pa:19101

015) 713-049971 JDNE 1 5 . Mil.
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, V. S... ROUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES., NINETY-SEVENTH CONGRESS 41 k,

.:"=" "...AESTiVICINY BEFORE THE COKNatTEE 00 an1.t DISTRICT OF COI.UHRIA,ON

OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ABOUT MAJOR PitOBLiMi :IN, Uitlie CENTERS AT
,. .. ,

1 TEMPLE UN1Mtil.: PHILADELPHIA PENNSYLVANIA '. :
,.

,..

WILLOWS

" caAtaap;, tartans-04as comitas .AND CONCERNED
CITIZENS GOOD.Alt NOW:" WE ARE HONORE al BEEORE THIS

.DISTINGUISHED BODX. OF OUR NATION'S LAWMAKERS IOM THE COTO

CONG8SES E TAKE THIS TIM TO THANK YOU FOR IrIttau.d. ALSO
VE. 14:DST COMMEND .fouit, CHAIRMAN AND YOU TOR IIAPIJOG, THE WISDOM OF

HOLDING:A SERItS OF HEARINGS IN SEVERAL Otf 0aa:a4JOR 111BAN:

CENTERS :AROUND THE COUNTRY.. TQ MA'S EisEctiviL7 '4 PACT ON

SERI GUAlk ARAN PROBLIBIS IBA' ARE RAPIDLY WORSENING SUCH AS, I8

THE CASE tivUR.XITY OF INHILADELVH/A.4 MANY. THANKS MUST SE

RECORDED FOR TOUR COLLEAGUE. .THE ONTLEMAN FROM- PENNSYLVANIA';'

AND Dim CONGRESSMAN Nix! SECOND CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT.

REVEREND WILL/Alt 11..*GIAI III WHO HAS SEEN USING HIS RESOURCES

TO HELP US am 0$ THIS. PROBLEM W44RB ABOUT TO EXPOUND ON

WE ARE HERE AS REMSENTATIVES FROM'-THE GUARDIAN CIVIC

I.EliGUE,t LOCAL CHAlitEi OF THE NATIONAL BLACK ?DICE. ASSOCIATION.

WHICH :HAS 83 CHAPTERS IN TWENTY-THREE STATES AND' DISTRICT

OF COLUMNIft REPRESENTING Mtn :20.000 SLACK VOIsIEE OFFICERS

ACROSS THEWEOUNTRY :0
. :

ON BEH417 DT !THE ' GUARDIAN' pvic WHICH IS COMPIISED,

OF 9004EMBERS;.. FREDOMIliTEL:t ,14ACK ACTIVE POLICE.- OFFICERS,'

WE STATE: taKE Ot. OUR' ORGANIZAVN IS OBJECTIVES IS to tati$4,1a
tust;cs;''.74RNESS AND EPTECIIVERESS's IN . poticz WORK. OUR nit=

SPECTIVE IS THAT OF stAci.satacEropriczat; !UT OUR CONCERN

EXTENDS TO LAII(ENFOREMENT ISSUES AS THEY 'AFFECT THE TOTAL:. '

COMMUNITY. AND"THE SIAM COMMUNITY IN PARTICULAR, WE` HOPE *10'

IMPACT ON -giOU ABOUT. IlitTOOS URBAN PROBLEM IN OUR CITY THAT

sOMOOkNAWOMALSOOKitilletANKOMON
6tlene NJULC.P.
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NIGHT BE HAPPENING IN'OTHER MAJOR URBAN AREAS: IN 'THAT IOU NWIDENTiFy
.

THE MOST EFFECTIVE WAY.FEDERWRESOURCES AND,POLICIEicAN BE USED IN.

SOLVING THESE PROBLEMS. .

IN A LETTER FROM FORMERjRESIDENT CARTERY ADDRESSED TO THE DEL-

EGATES AT OUR EIGHT ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF. THE NATIONAL BLACK POLICE

ASSO;IATION LAST YEAR INNdioRK CITY, OF WHICH- I" quoTi'IlgAR114.-

"POLICE OFFIGRES.MUUT MEET AND:DEALNITH,,THEPROBLEMS
OF OUR CITIES IN HUMAN TERMSAND THEY KNOW PERHAPS
BETTER THAN ANYOME'AELSE.NOW DIFFICULT ANIFDANCEROUS
THOSE PROBLEMS CAN HE:

BLACK POEICE'OFFICERS. BOTHMEN AND' WOMEN.' CIRRY
A HEAVIES,BUROEN'AS-POLICE OFFICERS BECAUSE THEFAIL-
oRgs OF SOCIAL PROGRAkS,AND OF THE fRIMINAL JUSTICE 40,

SYSTEM OFTEN FALL HEAVIEST UPON-BLACK' PEOPLE. .IBAT

SPONSIBILITT.-'fOUR SUCCESS IN MEETING THAT RESPONS-
IS WHY BLACK 141cE OFFICERS HAVE A VERY'SPECIA; RE-
SPONSIBILITY.

IN THE PAST HAS BEEEVUTSTAND1NG; AND I. WISH
YOU CONTINUED SUCCESS IN THE ?TITRE AS'YOU PERFORM -
ONE OF THE MOST DIMANDING.AND WORTHWAILEJOBEJN OUR
SOCIETY." fi

THERE IS SEVERE UNDERREPRESENTA4ON OF BLACKS'AT ALL LEVELS. Of THE

PHILADELPHIA. POLICE DEPARTMENT. ETHIS UNDERREPRESENTATION kONE RESULT

' OF,THE USE OF DISGRIMINATORfCRITERIA FOR HIRING AND PROMOTfbNS OVER:- a

THE:LAST4FIFTEEN YEARS. .THE EXISTING, HIRING ANCIROMOTIONAL SELECTION

SYSTEMS HAVE AN ADXERSE IMPACT ON BLACK CANDIDATESOR ENTRY :AND PRO-

MOTIONS IT ALSO PERPETUATES THEJEFFECTS-OPPAST,t0ISCRIMINATION. THE

CITCOFTHIUDELPHIA'ANDI,THE PHILADELPHIA POLICE DEPARTMENT HAVE A

COMPELLING INTEREST IN ELIMINATING't1E,ETFECTS OF DISCRIMINATION FROM

10- HIRING AND PROMOTIONAL DEcistoNs-IN THE POLE DEPARTMENT ilD IMPROVING

THE QUALITY OF. AW ENFORCEMENT IN PHiLADET

'LET .U$ EXAMINE THE PERIOD 181,5':t0 1970, PHILADELPHIA WAS ONE -OT THE

)6 MAEIORItITIES #01CH-AVOIDED A. MAJOR VIOLENT RACIAL CONFRONTATION.

IT MUST BE NOTED THAT DURING THIS 'PERIOD OF DIME THE CITY. WAS GRIPPED

iiTTH SOME Of,,THE MOST INSENSCUE POLICE COMMAND 1NTHEJXSTORY OF,TEE:

.,liTY. WHY WRS PHILAtELpHIACALM/ ONE tr THE REASONS FOR THE RELATIVE.

4OALMNESS Is DIRECT-1.y RELATED TO.THE F4ICT THAT 4.5 ,RE. WAS AN'ALL

HIGH OF BLACK OFFICERS ON THE FARCE AL4BAT/INE. BLACKS REPRESENTED,

LOVER 10tOF THE DEPARTMENT UllELETHE fOra BLACK PlITULATION WAS LEST

THAN 302 Of'THE CITY. BLACK OFFICERS WERE THE BUFFER BETWEEN COMMAND'.

1FAND THEDA-TVERY'OF REAL POLICE SERVICES BECAUSE THEY' WEREIOLE TO

r:AiPERATE IN PREDOMINATELY BLACK POPULATED DI LE' FROM.A iLACK4ER=,.z

4.,1*
3 :
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SPECTIVE.

'4 THE PERIOD WAS PRECEDED BY THE 1964 RIOT ON COLUMBIA AVENUE, AND.
.

-4

T ZEMS TO HAVE BEEN THE IMPETUS FOR THE MASSIVE INFLUX OF SLACKS

INT' THE RANKS OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT. AS WELL AS UPWARD MOBILITY .e

FOR ACES. IT"IS OUR CONTENTION THAT THE DECISION.70 HIRE MORE :

BLACKS MADE AFTER THE 1.964 RIOTS STAVED -OFF. THE BLOODY CONFRONTATION

WHICH WERE BEING'PERPETRATED IN OTHER MAJOR CITIES; WHICH AT THAT

WEREOSEING LODEDFOR THE SENSIT1VITT"AT THE TOP. IT IS KEY 10'

NOTE THAT- DURING THIS PERIOD OF GAIN THERE WAS A-SIGNIFICANT SETBACK.

(Refer toinatosy of ' Racist Conspiracy see' Attachaent.411) 'WITH THE

.,:i3APPOINTMENT OF FRANK L. RIZZO AS POLICE COMMISSIONEL AND HIS GURXE-'

(WENT RISE TO MAYOR. ONE OF HIS FIRST MOVES; THAT ACELERATED THE
. .

SYSTEMATIC DISCRIMINATION AGAINST ELAM, WAS TO TRANSFER CONTROL OF

THE CIVILIAN PERSONNEL-DEPARTMENT-SELAT/ON.PROCESS FORCANDIDATES TO

THE POLICE DEPARTMENT. PRIOR TO COMMISSIONER RIZZO. THE, SELECTION OP

'POLICE CANDIDATES BY THE. PERSONNEL-DEPARTMENT RESULTED' IN BLACKS BEING

SELECTED AT A RATE'NEARLY PROPORTIONALTO THEIR POPULATION IN 'THE CITY..

SUCH THAT BY 1967 8LACK4REFLECTED.27X,OF POLICE RECRUITS. AFTER RIZZO

76OK'OVER. THE FIGURE PLUMMETTED TO A LOW'OF 7Z IN A FOUR YEAR PERIOD. .

THEREBY ESTABLISHING THE BASIS FOR A DISCRIMINATION .SUIT TO BE

TUTED.(see .
excerpt 1 Attachient 62).

47S A RESULT OF THE RIZZO 'REIGN. WE ARE NOW FACED WITH THE Dis-

TINCTPOSSIIILITY OF AN ALL WHITE POLICE DEPARTMENT IN APPROXIMATELY.

10-11 YEARS. WHAT IS VERY SIGNIFICANT IS:THAT DURING THE PERIOD

MENTIONED. THE SLA&POPIILATION INTHE CITY. ROSE AND'n NOW ESTIMATED
A

TOwNE AT LEAST OZ. YET BLACK REPRESENTATION IS LOWER IN TOTAL NUMBER

OF BLACKS AND PERCENTAGE IN A POLICE DEPARTMENT THAT HAS RISEN IN TOTAL

COMPLIMENT FROM690eTO.NEARLY.7500. BLACKS FROM .OVElf 1400 DOWN TO AlliipT

1200. IT IS ALSO VERY SIGNIFICANT THAT BLACK OFFICERS NAVE NOT BEEN

DEFENDANTS IN LEGAL ACTIONS CHARGING. BRUTALITY AND IMPROPER SHOOTINGS'
li

CLOSE TO. THEIR PERCENTAGES IN THE ZEPARTMENT AND THEY WORK PERDOMINATELY.

IN THE AREAS WHERE THOSE LEGAL ACTIONS ININATE,..- .
0 .

THE aGAL,ACTISH.A81841kFROM THE DISCRIAEATORY IMPACT OF:CITYti

HIRING AND PROMOTIONAL WAS
ICALLE'POLITICALIT'INSTICATED. NNIS IS

NOT TO 'SAY THAT THERE WAS NOT:.NOLID GROUND WORK FOR SUCH A LEGAL UNDER-.

TAKING,UT THAT FOR-SUCK ACTION TO BE SUCCESSFUL. THE AFFECTED CLASS

MUST B1C/REPARED AND READY FOR SUCH AN IMMERTAKING.s AT WOULD' BE SAFE TO
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,SAY THAT OF THE SUCCESSFUL OUTS LITIGATED. THE LARGE MAJORITY WERE

mINSTIGATED BY THE CLASS SELLING GOVERNMENTAL AID AND NOT GOVERNMENTAL ;

AGENCY SOLICITING AN *Carp= CLASS, NOrIATTEX HOW VALID THE DIS-

CRIMINATORY SITUATION MAY HAV BEEN. THE SHAPP AND RIZZO ADMINIS-

TRATIONS WERE NOT IN ACCORD AND THEY WERE WARRING AND AS THE OLD

INDIAN SAYING. GOES, WHEN THE ELEPHANTS BATTLE. THE GRASS GETS BURT."

BLACK OFFICERS WERE NOT SUFFICIENTLY AWARE OF THE GRAVITY OF TEE

SITUATION AND AURA OF THE 1965 CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT IAD NOT WORN*OFT.

IT IS CLEAR THAT THE COURT WAS AWARE OF THE PROBLEMS IN pUILADELPIIA

AND ACKNOWLEDGED THE RIGHTFULNESS OP THE MORAL ARGUMENT BUT PEELS

.IMPOTENT TO GET INVOLVED IN ELIMINATING LOCAL GOVERNMENT DEROGATIVE

AND ADMINSTRATIVI INCOMPETENCE. (see excerpt 91 Attachment f2)

THE POLICE DEPARTMENT IS THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE INSTITUTION WHICH

USUALLY HAS FTRST CONTACT WITH THE CITIZENS. WE PATROL TIE COMMUNITY

AND CONDUCT INVESTIGATIONS WHEN°CRIMES ARE COMMITTED.

WE'RECONIZED'THE PUBLIC'S FEAR OF CRIME AND DEMANDS FOR POLICE

OFFICERS TO BE SENSITIVE TO THE .NEEDS OF THE COMMUNITY IN IIIICUTHEY

SERVE. WE ARE coNCERgED ABOUT THEIR EXCLAIMING FOR A RESPONSE FROM

OUR LEADERS AT ALL LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT. BUT WE CAN NEVER 10FE.TO.

ACHIEVE A JUST AND LASTING SOLUTION TO CRIME AND/OR A SENSITIVE POLICE

DEPARTMENT.' WITHOUT FIRST ADDRESSING THE REALITIES THAT IMPACT ON TESM.

THERE IS AN UNDENIABLE CRITICAL iHORTAGE.OF BLACK SUPERVISORS.

INCLUDING' DETECTIVES...BECAUSE OF THIS CONDITION THERE IS ABRASIVE AND

NONCOHESIVE INTERACTION BETWEEN BLACK AND WHITE POLICE OFFICERS, AND

BETWEEN THE POLICE AND BLACK COMMUNITY. ..FURTHERMORE. TIE FAILURE TO

INCORPORATE BLACKS IN ALL CAPACITIES OF POLICEWORK HAS CREATED UNREST)'"

AMONG BLACK OFFICERS AND MISTRUST OF THE POLICE DEFARTMENT'AND THE CITY

ADMINISTRATION BY: BLACK PHILADELPHIANS.'

' THE GUARDIAN CIVIC, LEAGUE HAS CONTINUED TO ARTICULATE THESE CONDI.

TIONS AND WE HAVE ILLUSTRATED (see attachment 03) THE SEVERE AND CRITICAL

SHORTAGE OF BLACK SUPERVISORS IN THE PHILADELPHIA ?MCI DEPARTMENT.. MI'

HAVE ALSO REFLECTED THE FRIGHTENING TREND OF PROMOTIONS AND RETIREKENTS

(see attachment 03) THAT WILL RESULT IN FURTHER ALIENATION OP TIE BLACK

COMMUNITY FROM'THE POLICE DEPARTMENT. SUCH ALIENATION WILL RESULT IS.

INCREASED VIOLENCE, RESENTMENT AND MISTRUST ON BOTH SIDES OP THE POLICE/

COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIP. THE TREND THAT IS ILLUSTRATED IN ATTACHMENT 93.

a.
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CLEARLY INDICATES TO BLACK POLICE OFFICERS THAT UPWARD MOBILITY WITHIN

THE PHILADELPHIA POLICE DEPARTMENT IS RESTRICTED, AND DOES' NOT INCLUDE

THEM. OF COURSE, THE -BLACK POPULATION OF PHILADELPHIA IS EVEN MORE

CONCERNED. BECAUSE OF THE EXISTING SITUATION, THERE IS A LACK OF VIABLE

ROLE MODELS EXPOSED TO BLACK CHILDREN. YOUNG BLACK PHILADELPHIANS

PERCEIVE THAT THE ONLY CONTACT THEY CAN POSSIBLY HAVE WITH THE CRIMINAL

JUSTICE SYSTEM WILL BE IN A NEGATIVE VAIN AND NOT AS PROFESSIONALS IN

i THAT SYSTEM.

IN THE 1960'S DURING THE HEIGHT OF URBAN UNREST IN OUR COUNTRY, THE

KERNER COMMISSION REPORTED THAT ONE OF THE MAJOR REASONS FOR RACIAL UP-

HEAVALS IN OUR METROPOLITAN AREAS WAS THE TENSION CREATED WHEN COMMUNI-

TIEN4ORE POLICED BY POLICE OFFICERS THAT DO NOT UNDERSTAND THE CUSTOMS

AND SUBCULTURE OF THAT COMMUNITY: THE COMMISSION WENT ON TO RECOMMEND

THAT:,"POLICE DEPARTMENTS IN OUR URBAN AREAS MUST REFLECT THE RACIAL AND

ETHNIC MAKEUP OF THE COMMUNITY SERVED." DURING A RECENT PERIOD OF

RACIAL UNREST IN NORTH CENTRAL PHILADELPHIA, MANY RESIDENTS OF, NORTH'

PHILADELPHIA cX1FESSED THE NEED FOR MORE BLACK POLICE OFFICERS AND

SUPERVISORS IN THEIR COMMUNITY; MANY WERE SHOCKED AND ANGRY ABOUT THERE

NOT BEING ONE BLACK ABOVE SERGEANT IN THE NORTH CENTRAL POLICE DIVISION

(22nd 6 23rd Police Districts). WHERE 902 OF THE RESIDENTS ARE BLACK.

THEI4wCRN BE NO QUESTION OF A TREMENDOUS NEED FOR A MASSIVE INFLUX

OF BLACK POLICE OFFICERS INTO THE SUPERVISORY POSITIONS OF THE HULA-

DELpHIX..poLICE DE/ARTMENT. EXAMINING THE STATISTICAL DATA (attachmentrA

06) PROVIDED WITH THIS PAPER, ONE CAN CLEARLY SEE THAT WITHOUT AN IMME-

DIATE AND INTENSIFIED EFFORT TO INCREASE THE AMOUNT OF BLACK SUPERVISORS

IN THE POLICE DEPARTMENT, THE SITUATION WILL WORSEN TO THE POINT WHERE

BLACK CITIZENS OF.PHILADELPHIA MAY RESORT TO THE STRATEGY OF THE 1960'S

AND, "TAKE TO THE STREETS." UNFORTUNATELY. SUBSTANTIAL GAINS FOR BLACKS

HAVE BEEN MADE ONLY AFTER MiCil BLOODSHED. VIOLENCE. LOSS OF LIFE. PROP-

ERTY AND TO, TOO MANY BLATI PHILADELPHIANS THAT IS THE ONLY ROAD TO TRAVEL

FOR CHANGE.

THE GUARDIAN CIVIC LEAGUE DOES NOT SUBSCRIBE TO VIOLENCE, WE RECON-

IZE THAT DISORDERS IN URBAN AREAS ARE ON THE MOST_PART RESPONSES TO HIGH

UNEMPLOYMENT. HIRING CONDITIONS, UNJUST AND ARBITRARY TREATMENT BY LOCAL

GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES. VIOLENT DISORDERS ARE USUALLY CATALYZED BY AN

"INCIDENT0WITHIN THE CR/MINZAL JUSTICE SYSTEM. THAT MAT RANGE FROM A

PERCEPTION'OF POLICE MISCONDUCT THRU DEADLY FORCE. OR THE LACK OF PROPER

tT
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PROSECUTION THROUGH THE COURT( FINDING OF NOT GUILTY' TO ONE CHANGE .WITH

A PERCEIVED RACIAL. INCIDENT. WE THEREFORE URGE 'THII FRESTICIOUS °

COMMITTEE TO HEM, IMPLEMENT THE MACHINERY WHICH MUST BE SET IN MOTION

TO INSURE THAT LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN MAJdOURNAN CENTERS, MAKE ?puce
. ,

.

DE'P'ARTMENTS UNDERSTAND THAT ITS IiTEEtST IN RACE RELATIONS MUST EXTEND
. . . , .

BEYOND' MERELY CON TROLL IN G DISOIDEES THAT ; HEAL AND CONCRETE EFFORTS :

:NRETtEK. MADE THAT W IL/ 'LEN) To IETKER UOBERSTAilDING OF THE Taws AND

!
CUITUKt O4 MINOAITY RESIDER1S..7: TEIE KNOWLEDGE MUST: AL. RiTLTpTIED IN THE

'POLICE DEPARTMENT'S AND_ !PLANNING PROCEDURES', :: VNI08-EUS1.

rt!cTupE AimAft REPRESENTAtiQH.OF MINOAI.T1E$;IN.XHESE.POSITIONS

' ENHANCE 0111.:TXTRovi; THE QUAIITT'OF EITOR*T11T.01. THOSE ^EESPEtTIIT

.
.

WHILE VIOLENCE CANNOT AE THE 11;14, xvitziops GRIEVANCES

IN opi, plAjoi umpti , CENTERS ACEOSriTAIE: 4* A . NA WE_ !,0 TART .07

THIS

. ,

UNNAIRCNIMINAtiosT:Icx SYSTEM
oTso!!oT

'DOES IT EitH.E0A; AtiT LEVELS OF :OOYEAHhAtil TO :E$HAHAitA,

THESE MANY .PATTEANA;.0:AlEepTHEHATToi. IN OUR .CIliffiNMETIGi''E,IETKM

GENERALLY' AND POLICE .6EPARKNENT4.IN FARTICIAKAO

THE GUAK6IAN:,CIVIC.1EAGUE ENCOURAGES YOU IN Kb*itIsiOifiist.,,gli:

ts*Ittsouices 1iECESSART, TO!)thitE PHILANii,POIA A ,CONElfticitvC:Ef4itti4:041

.OTHER CITIES ACROSS PHIS
To4A6tELF *47.04.14047

SEEMS 40villetT FOR.,THE lR2MIlfAL JUSTICE ,T ,5

TO PROVIbE EQUAL EMPLOYMENT.. itity :Ale ELEMENTARY JUSTICE ig liptORITT

iTOTti
,

, A . 4
WE HAVE LADDRESSED TWEE PROEIEn, iv OUR MAYOR WHO 13' i1LTI11ATELY

RESPONSIBLE 'pOK.41.0WING TOWSITUAilON TO CONTINUE .MDAW.400,,OAEA,
. , .

SUGGESTED kriptAk*etitroits,?;. ' -;

ONE BELAG rHAT 'THET--ATTE ADKIRSTAATIoA! SOT TO USE. A sEctTokoTs:Ap.,

CIVIL IONS THE.; .ZCE Di4ARTMENT Ttv,REOESE0

CEITITiCAT;ON, OF IND4DUAI G PARTICULAR STILLS. OR:.KIPEKUIEKEy'TNAT,IN'

WOULD ADDEO THE PERESOMOIC ENTER AHEAD oT:,OTti

.ELIGIBLES
NEEl QUALITIcATIOAA."'

;LEAGUE :FEELS THAI f:YNEKE IS EED pOlU'YOLICE SUPERVISORS

E EXPERIENCE
BEING, pL,Act IN AMERICAN:

'T T THE APpolOTOEHT 07 VARIOUS SUPERVISORY POSITION

'1 ; TH4. ,PHIIADEtPHIA,,AOLIO 14.v ''THESE ppAI:IFIEATOES0 WILT.,
.51,04s.:. t.

t,
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TREMENDOUS

WE. HAVE
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LSO TaisENi*Olro

,PREPARED. BY OUR ATTOREEYTHAi 11,

REFIT. TO' AIL::.PRILADE.L1.1

: 'POSED :FLAN AND' THE LEGAL. ADTHO

END:tim EXCLUSION "OF .A DIS2%

PHILADELPHIA' TO MEET IS DU

.
.

-

.IT TS. CLEARLY ,CONSTITD/IOR.

PAPER {SEE ATTACHMENT :4i

MAY BE ADMIMIBTRATOWI

REMEDY PASTDISCRYMIOLTI

. WE CANNOT ALLOW THIS

TO 'DECIMATE :TRAY RANKS f
- ,

OTHER. MAJOR ualsmi-wA

'4 SOMEWHERE I READ .P

,'WHOMARETHINCS,HAPPEit

-
_

DON '1UKNOW .WHAT'S
.

'00ADMIMISTRATIOR A
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TODAY' FRO!( difilk NAT

fi

;WPII:IHREE FACE PAPER,

DESCRIPTION PEED. A PRO-

*LEY T. IT. //Kt ,LAN WOULD

'E-:NUMBER OF 111..00RS,: AND ENABLE

14TO:1r PAST DISCRIMINATION AND

vroiTueizo corT1 Or THIS POSITION

114!!!.st"Tss 's :111,604ii6o. IN THAT

ille"CINTEES, THAT HAVE 'THE COURAGE TO

414: ,- .
. .-

tECREESIOR IN 4ROFASRIORAL MOBILITY

G: POLICE ID io;I:ciri .0114NY

ou.4,/i(1407-.

ij.014.114x4R;;ED I11,0IHREE TYPES -1) PEOPLE

\ Ao ti
VtE )04;-sEE TH 4 AtTER 3) AND PEOPLE WHO

ti.

1.11( life HEA 4.11:E Aria* s s You ABOUT TODAY,
-t

T T P PLE,WHO SEE ;THINGS HAPPEN AND

1N11011T:THE WELFARE.

4PHEk WILL Fri

'CREAN CENiEle771°T.

. TN ciosiNG.

,MARTIN LUTHHE)CINC:4212 EA1Nk

'CLAY HILLS OF qv*

Sinn IlLta.40!

OF THEIR )f,11

DREAM TH011:

IC

6
'S -CA

fDT

4.

LIEVE /HOSE OF YOU ARE THERE

HET/E,TD .LISTEN ANDBE.EONCERM-

1ST .RIND or PEOPLE WHO SOMEHOW OR

HAPPEN BECAUSE YOU. CARE'. ABOUT OUR

_
ASE, THE .11011DS OF THE DREAMER, REV.

VI' A DREAM THAT ONE DAY FROM THE RED

ROUGEOUT AMERICA. LITYLI BOYS AND GIRLS.

tND TN RAND JODCBD ROT BY THE COLOR

ENT ors.Tom 5H/ ACTTR..1 IT WAS A. NOBLE

ILE DREAM NOW, BUr4DATILTRE DREAM' IS REALITY

4.

1. , .
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..

THERE MUST SE MECHANISMS TO ESTABLISH PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION IN

ALL GOVERNMENTAL. ARMS 1DCAL.MUNICIPAL STATE AND FEDERAL TO INSURE PAIR-

NESS IN. OUR ADVERSARY NATION THE UNITED STATES OP AMERICA.

J'.

liJtri
ENCLOSURE: S ATTACHMENTS

PREiENTii4.ST.

.:HAROLD J ES.
PRESIDE T
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EXCERPT ATTAENNEHT P2'

JuLY.i.4?3,444TER 5.:1/2 DATE pF NEARINGS:0N. PL S APPLI-

CATION' POijiRiLliii1A/1444LIEF.. I CONCLUDED TNAT PLAINTIFF ARLT t..

.

'ESTABLISHED THAT THE .ExiSTING ENTRArcEAta.PROMOTIONAI 2 NS DID,

DISCRIMINATE ON THE NAM OP RACE. SINCE NO ATTEMPT HAD MADE

TO "VALIDATE" THESE TESTS Ar,J0S-RELATED. ENTERED AN ofiq ININC

TRADEFENDANTS FROM HIRING OR PROMOTING ON SAE'S OP THESE EXA ATIONS,

EXCEPT IN THE SAME RATIO (7-T0-1) AS THE. RACIAL'SISTRISuTION OF THE

APPLICANT POOL, uNTIL'suca TIME AS THE,ExISTING,TESTS4HOULi SE VALIDATED

OR NEW TESTS DEVELOPED.

ON APPEAL FROM THIS RULING. THERE WAS LITTLE OR NO DISPUTE ABOUT THE

DISCRIMINATORY ImPACT.OF smapirrom ON 7orillsTING TEST: THEI.ITIGATED

ISSUE WAS TNEtSCOPE OF INTERIM RELIEFTO AifORDED. WITH RESPECT TO,RIRINGS.:

THIS COuRT"S ORDERNAS*..,EVENTUALLY AFFIRMED ST AkEVENLyDIVIDED COURT EN

fi.

BLANC. WITH;, REGARD 70 vtoploTioNS, THE mitiolAs VACATED .acimmoNstiniN OP

EA. V. 0.NEILL. $A0 F. 2&.:1.039 (3;1. :CIR. I973:A;..IEHOULD PERHAPS BE.:-

MENTIONED THAT THROUGHOUT THESE APPILLATE,pROCEDINGS THIS COURT.,, IT

WAS MADE CLEAR TNAT'THE DEFENDANTS; WHOSE pROCEDu S HAD BEEN UNDER

CHALLENGE FOR SEAMY, TWO YEARS. WERE ,CONFIDENT 'THAT. BY JANUARY OF 1973.

THEY ROM SLR TO. ETTRER VINDICATE, THE,EXISTING'EXAMINATIONS, OR TO

SUPPLY NEWIRAii ATIONS. THE DECISIONS OF THE'COUNi DP 'APPEALS YAS.

RENDERED ON FEBRUARY 8, 1173'..

F
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POLICE CEPAP5292II'S
roPERVISOPS AND AGE - swar.srzar. ta

.r.

Total Mount of &con PoLitie Officers

Total Mount of flack the= Police Officer!

The Percentage of ticat Patios Officers that are 33adc .

Ibtal hewn of 31ack Police attic'ss that axe 26:Yeess of Age. or. older

.
Ibtal ;count of Neck Polio" Officers that are 40 years of age or older

Total. 'mount. of Slack Police Officers that ire aSysara of aim ar elder

Tota2hhiswit. of Mack' Police Of:news that are51 years of op or older

. .7,436

1,276-

17.4e

967
(75.94)

(47.13)
340

(36.7%)
133

(10.43)

1.

lath the *bow stetist.tes the Oberdian CiVie tante predects a Ices of 600 hladc Folito
officers within the aelti '5 years and 476 within the text 10 years. Within the pest 10
years the Cita, has. hiSfed 466 black police 'officers. Thus, the Leg= 130ilota a net
lees of'501 black co141e officers within the aext-19 years-

GROUP .
TClIAL

Police Officers 4912

Corporals 142 25. 1 168

Detectives 414 66 ° 2 432

Sergeants 349 SO 2 .401 ...
1

Lieuteheuts 227 19 - . 0

'.'

245

'70. Captains 3' 1 :, 74

Staff Insgectors 18- 1 6 29

21 1: 1

9 0

23

.,
0 41.9

TCPlS 6162 1273 ' 1 74114
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I. ,WM94.4,1,Y
.

There' it severe underrepresentation of blacks pt all: level

. .
,

of the Philadelphia Po/iee Department. This underrepresentatitm,

is the result 6A.:, the Use -.Of discriminatory triter I,

and pronetioit ever the last fifteen years. The existing hiring
/-. , . . ,

and promotional` selection, aisteens have an adverse impa cit%. Oa black
. --

candidates for hire and prcootion and perpetuate the.".effectsc,:of
. ..

past discrimination. The City of Philadelphia and' the Philadelphia .

Polictpepartmerit have a compelling interest in eliminating the,.
seffects of discrininationfrom hiring and prartotkrudecisions in

Om :Philadelphia Police Departnent and improving the. guall,ty' of

law :enfortement l'in.Philade/phia;'. The only effective way to
-eliminate the effect rt'discrimination is to adOpt ah .affirmattivt;

action plan which ftegicitly classifies,: candidates, for 'hiring.
s

and -promotcoll. according* race. 'Stich. an 'affireatiVe action '

,.plan is clearly legal .unAer both Title Civil Rights
,

. Act of '1964 and the Fourtesp th Amendment to the 'Elnite*itates,.,...



II. DESCRIPTION OF. NEED

A. The employment decisionsin the Philadelphia- Police.

.

Department have "had a significant adverge impadt on
black 'candidates for hire :and promotion froM at least

1967 to the Present.' .
.

.

'From '1967 to the:present, the, percentage of black non- ,

Civilian employees of the Philadellhia. Police. De tment has

declined from nearly 21% to .17%. 1MA deOartme f! apprOximitely

7500, this represents an absolute deOline Of.'ipPrOximateey

in the punber2,ofiblackcemployees.e:A4Fing the ..same bane period,

the black populetidn of-Philade1rhiri. has increeted from:leks

than 1/3% to .mors , than 40%; of the population the 4ty.

The dec e was moat severe from 1901 through 1971 "!ta-i* tw

years 1968, 1959.. and. 1970, the percenbaget, Of. ile,;.polide Off

who were bliCk were 15.3%,. 11.2% and 7. 4respectiveli. _

Commonwealth 348 P. Supp.. 1084, 1087 (E.D.. Pa.. /972),

aff'd in rel. partr47Y:0. 2d /029. (3rd Cir:.1973)..,:.This sharp

reduction in the Hlrin'gtrateOf black poliCeDoffiCers. Produced.

`a'police department 'Whi0 was 18% bladk in 1971. Commonwealth

v. O'Neill, 348 Sup at 1087. Since' 1971,-hiring in the

Philadelphia Police Department has .been Subject: to. carefUl
. .

judicial scrutiny inclUding an explicit racial quota . See, e.g,: --

Commonwealth v. O'Neill, 348 P. Sup0. 10.84. During that time .more.

than '35% of the apPlicantsfor
poSitionsas'police officers. were

. .

black. A new written entrance-examination was .developed by the. ,

- .

Educational Teiting Service and administered to.-prospectid
. .



ice offices ;;* NeVertheteils; percentage of black non-

empluyees ihisPice department-has declined. from 188

to 178. Thus,,,,clesite the datielupment 61.e new written. entrance

ex
A .5 7°'

tnat.ioa; .scrutiny,-and a appliCant lloW in

excess 'of 358,fewer than.188 of.those selectekfoc.the police
- ,

department, have been b'lack.

The systamfor de?*aftning who mill. be 'promOietkin ,the

Pb4 }adelPhia Police,,..pepaitrink has also had5a significant aferse

impact on;?black candidates. In 1972,, the racial composition of

the ranks above : policee of f icer..was:

Corporal 15.08 black
DetectiVe 14:88
Sergeant 1 11.18
Lieutenant ' 5.78, ."'
CaPtain 5.48
Staff Inspector w

Inspector, 4. 8-.4 "
Chief 0.0%

348 F. Stipp. a 1101. .

These figUres iemeine4k essentially unchanged: CCusonMealth-
.

v. O'Neill, 4365 F. Supp. 451, 454 (E. D.. Pa. 1979)**-. Thiaospana

that the percentage of, Wawa. in aupei;isory positions Signifi-

cantly below the percentage of black police. icers and

below the percentage of blacks in the Population. This diaparity

is the result of the cumulative effects of a Sipes of "written

examinations each of which had a, statistically significant. adVerse
.

. - .

impact on blacks. This problem exacerbatedby_thefaCi that

. ,

.10:
., .

, ..

.t. * Although a concurrent validity study'. was perforled 'when
' this examination Mas.developed which generated reletively low
correlation coefficients, no effort has been madk to analyze the'

performande of police off* rs seleCtal by this aximiriation. Nor
has there been a judicial ermination of. the.alidity of' this. ..

examination.



.-

there was a period of time knthe:latMeixties.whefi the seleCtion

rate of black police officers was reduced to substantially below

the already low levels because of the,discriminatory use of the

bickground investigation.

The'City has been aware that the hiring and proMotion pro -

cedures-used by the Police Depa'tment had ih-adverse- impact on

black candidates for hire and Promotion since 1970. See,

Vernon R. Taylor, Review of Personnel Selection:Hethodi of the

City 614 Philadelphia (1970); Confidential Reportof the

FUladelphia Commission on Human Relations (297C.. These rejurts

identified the
O written examinations as one part of the selection

system which clearly had a significant adverse .impact on- blacks.

In 1970, and from 1970 to the present, the Police. Department has

had one of the worst*recoras in the city for hiring and promoting

blacks. In an intensely-litigated proceeding, the federal courts

have confirmed that the hiring-procedures in -,the Philadelphia

Pol4pe:Oepartment violated Title'; VII Of the Civil Rights Act of

.1964 and the United States Constitution. ,Commonwealth v.

348 F.'Supp. 1084. (S.D. Pa.-1972),'aff'd in relevant part 473 F.

2d 2029 (3rd Cit. 2473).,

The City deVeldOed "new" promotional examinations for the

'ranks of corporal,' sergeant, and'deieCtive which have been used

'Since 105'. 4411ites pasd*Uthese examinations at a statistically

significant higher rate than blacks. Although Judge Pulliam held.

,t}

-4--



that these examinations barely satsified the iequirements of law,

he also found that it, was impOssible to say with any degree of
0 .

confidence that the best candidates for propotion were being

selected using the examinations. Commonwealth v..0'Neill, 465

F. SUPp. 451, 463, 464 (E.D. Pa. 1979). There is substantial

public doubt about the integrity of these examinations.

Although the City of Philadelphia bas5ecolnizaa the severe

underrepresentation of blacks in the Police Department and, the'

inadequacy of the written.hiring and promotional examinations,

for more than ten years, the City has been uMab/e to develop

selection systems which ao not have an adverse impact on'black

candidates for hiring and promotion. Rather, in spite of ten

years of intense judicial scrutiny, black representation in the
0

Police Department has declined since 1970. Thus, it is palpable

that the revision in the selection procedures for hiring and

promqtion has failed to, produce a\system which does not have an

adverse impact on black candidates.

B. Increasing the percentage of police. officers and
supervisors who are -black would,significantly.improve
the quality of, law enforcement in.Philadelphia.

The Philadelphia Police Department is the largest operating
v

department in the City and the'most.visible, personal and important

sourse of government-citizeecontadt. See, National Commission

on the Cauies and Prevention ofNiolenca, Final Report: To

Establish Justice, To Insure Domestic Tranquility (1969) at 145;

-5-Al



Report of the NatiOnal Advisory
Cothmission on Civil Disorders

(New York Tithei Edition 1962).-4M:300.
During, the last ten'to

fifteen years, the telatiOnshiP between:the black community and

the
Philadelphia4olice.Departthent hal; been notoriously bad. '

..',.Sringing the peoOle togetheramd'improVing relationihips between

the Ciiyend all ;Manta of the commutaty is an often expressed

v.c...goalrOUthe'Coeeg: dlinistration.Thertehas'lolf,heen.apb-

ctettscholerly Opihion that a police fOi"Oe

Which ie.lepresentetille of the racial and efhnic composition of

the community.it-serves will be a more effective and efficient

.

law enforcement agency,: See, NationalCommissios on Law'Obieryance

and Enforcement, Report on tho Causes df7CrIthe 242 (Vol: 1, 1931);
.

.10

President's CommissiOnoh Law Enforcement and the administration

of Justice, Task Fong Report The Polcceet 167 (1967)..

12I: PROPOSED PLAN

An affirmative actitn Plan.for the P4fladelphia Police

Department struld cintaineproyisiout for intensive recruiting of

* black applicants and systeMat4, training sessions to prepare.

theseepplilfants fo the entrOce examination and related pro-

ecedures. .(e.g. an tar_t explanation of the nature 'of the

backghund investigation process and the consmences o,Apecific

answers)' The Affirmative ACtion Plans uld also require that.

the PAplice Department, Personnel Departmen and any other relevant

0
pity agencie0;ubmit written reports to the A irmative Action

-6-



Directoi every.' ninety. deys to .document: their :progress in imple-

ieniing the Affirmative Action Plan. /hese proposals should be.
implemented_ without regard" to the raCieliMPact of the hiring

and ,pehmotion, eystems. . :' '-

If the most recently, a4ministereil:44;itteh.

tion hap' a Significant adVerse iuy
pore department; * City- shou
procedure Bo-that-as:.lo*Se blalt
one of, every two police of f iCerit fair 1

of the pollee-officers aitbienk or th

. :"
ance eximina-;,

..
ctlowhlarkiibplicantm-twsthe

t a selectitw:Certificatioa:
50t of the applicant" pool :

be black ukei.-1 400

-cfeen procedure Stopti

iusrifrug an adverse' iiPact, With regard to, to the ranks4111116/1/..

of corpotal, detectivunmsd..iiergeatt, the "C adopt -sit

selective Bert at n procedure se. that Or- two

candidates Vb.. black until the
I

of tech rank is tive of- the ramie

applicant pool. Ni to promotions:
. .

lieuteoaht an&MboVe, -ahoulleqopt
cation procedure io. every t4lree

will be bliCk until
representative of, th,

The Affilriiikive',A

state that..anycanditSteNi&.

idaitas'

.sakposition, f .Machir

sition of t.#0..apP40
..;"bo

.

p saes the SielinSt190 .2f4t
' ,or promgion 7is qualified for

candidates on'theeraMinitAks

'
thhk;:joh and that am:oral:of the

..! - t4 ,n

erOiet:
;.relarte qualifications :for? :Ore. OromAtion. The Affirmative



f".-; '
. Action. Plan 'shoulti,elso state that no' un

will bo hired or proppted and..tl*t no e1ig
.1 .

''exi'st for 'mere. than tWO .years.

kb Affirn4tiir'ACti is . adopted, it should 'ha *fs'
. .

made ef of July 080. : Any-prometioni made to adSust..

for prdm9tions made duri 1980 ahOgidi.xicioda reirpectiie:COm-..... .

patii senipeity. iThe,-*iine 4 gradelliiribiiitY;.ZeCilireinent

-for:p iinorrstibilld be waived for ;an. minority oeididateii: .. ..

appOiptllt.tplhe Podibe.departaient fir,prOinitid:00F0-ifiii iP:..tiwe

"Affirmative ,Pwtiol,Plan..f ....'"' --"..,..

IV. trq./q. AVaNORIT?' ..:
TAe 1 is clear, tiffie..tfruit,pinsiitutipn: is:.APt 6c.:40k blindA.:

s:-. ' . 7 '/' -..*$ i ' . ro. : -: ;,,"-. : ". ".:',-,.....

Exiiiicit,r4cia/ plassitlications.4re-.Permitted to 'rpledy..

criri. cation aftisr It Was been- juzIffially.determine the

. Pou4eerttl.i Amendmittit'''.6f Vitle,,V31./(ifittile, Civil kighti$ !ict o

1964 has beehl violattlf..-. 'Swaim} V.* arriOtte,,melenharit ioaid if
EduCaei.ont,4 b 2 U.S.,.? .41,971?; See al*P',,Onternatinil Stptherhotal::

.

. of l'eas'h As v7,United State .1 .431 U.S.'.. 314, (1977);, `Franks '3i:*,

. t. .. ; p.. f,,, )!'-- ... VI' r ,;,:.......,.... ...:- ...... .,.

Bowman- Tranapoitetion C.p.,V4.thig. -747.;-(1V.tii--Alllosemitrie, 'Paper .2

Co. V.,i4dbalt: O. . 24 (1.975 .,V4Oreevert ',C3ortetitut on ..-

. .."' 4 t. fti . ,01,-:4,t4'7-'' ,, : ,....;.%

iiipases ,upph th city the ty to take atfirosatzve acSion..-0,...,..,
. , .. fr

eliminate .oe dontilf.tig effects of past Fliipri.11ivitymi441" Winn.'

Vf id action, ,er ;:t..}51 Grean4y. Char:1Cttelt4e Aber
-., , ": ; V.

v. County betfoo Parl,lll'U.S. 43 437-4.38 (180 iti*'.dli?.....

Three itecettAkipreare ofeurt decisionitdiscues th.i.;el"C,I -',.'

stances, in 'whiEh a ra ecOnitous affirmatiii/...a plan, may..
° 7 0.. 7

. . rt 1 .. s:..11' i
ond

?I

.41/ ,.13- f , l'..:"; . ;:,.
., . 4. ii.

fe ..: iy,
!,- '.



. -
adoOted:abieritaieiirljinding of 'discrimination. F011iIove

"v.',klutznick;40'S:::.Ci."..:238.8. (1980)1. United' Steelworkers of
America V.. ..AWebek.,44j4r.S91,(i979)i and- Regents of the

University of California v.-Bakke, 438 U.S. 26511978).

Bakke was acenetitutional challenge to the special admisiions

Program-at ths'MediCal-School of the University of California at

Davis.,.` The program reserved 16 of 100 place's in the first year

.

clegoi.ofthe.mediee echawl and`. applied less.strigent standards

to

. . ..
candidates fOryipecal admitSion. It never explicitly defined

.ihkr:TeS:,e1I0116.10Or. epecialAdmiseion consideration though the
,

. .

program benefit minority applicante.

Ihere;Xatn.0:*jority opinion in Bakke. Four of the

j4stiCee'heiieved thatTitle VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1064

:'made any reCiallassifination illegal. The other five justices

disagreed.: fitistice Powell believed that in.certain clearly

74efined circUMetances'raciel classifications were permitted, but

'that the special'adeissions-plan did not satisfy the test he

articulated. The four remaining justi s agreed with Justice

Powell that a special admissions program with racial classifical

tions'must be subject to strict scrutiny, but believed that there

wae:::esufficient compelling governmental interest to survive

strict scrutiny. Justicee Powell, Brennan, MXrshall,White and

'Blackman agreed that the Title VI 'definition of discrimination.

was:the same as the Fourteenth Amendment definition. Thus, if .a

proposed affirmative action plan satisfies the Powell test of

-9-



constitutionality, igstices Brennan,
Marshall,. White and Blackman

would agree that the plantas constitutional.

justice Sowell tound that
raceMonscious relief was per -

mitted to remedy cleBoykestaolished constitutional violations

whetheiprovin in'Couri,Ating
ElxidgePort Guardians Inc. v.

Civil Service Coimii ion, 482 F4:
V 4
.,24 1333 (2nd Cir.;.1.973) and

.44

Cart v. Gallaghe 452 F. '2d 315,
mOdifimd.oMrehearing en bine

.452 F., 2d 327 (Billtir. 1972),:or.eatablished'by an appiopriAe.'

legislative or adMinistra 'bcidY.,, citing ASsociatediGineral

Contractors' of Massachusetts, Inc. v. AltsChuler, 490 F. 2d 9

(1st Cir. 1973) cent. denied (116
1/4

957 '(1974), Contractors.

Association of:Eastern
Pennsylvania.v. Secretary of Labor, 442:

F. 2d 159 (3rd Cir.) cert. denied 404 U.S. 954 (1971): Juitide

Powell held that such a racial clasiification wassubject to

strict judicial scrutiny and tfat:to survive strict scrutiny

there.most be M. constitutionally
permiasable substantial purpose

/and the-classification must be necessary to the acComplishment

of the purpose.
-

Justice Rowell rejected the correction of general societal

discrimination as an adequate purpose.. He also rejected the:goal

of insuring a specified percentage of minority physicians merely
-; :

because of race. He also said that the purpose could not.be to

remedy past discrimination without' judicial, legislative.or

adminfetrative findings of a;constitUtional or- statutory violation.1

1 It is significant that the Cal-Davis Medical School opened

in 1968 and began formulating a special admissions program the

very next year.

4 .
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10,ms-implicit that had,aPprOiriate findings of'partditcrimina

tiOn been made, Juitice,:PoWell would have approved-a racial

clansiiication as part of the remedy. Justice Powellsaid that

improved health-caie serVices:would be a COmpelling state.

interest under Certain_CircumstanCesi'but that the record below.
-

provided: no fierualAnPport-fOr this pOrpoae.: Finally., jU440

Powell found that the, medical schOol:haffa, Compelling interest

in maintaining a heterogeneous student population. Heconcluded,
.

howeveriithat the Davis Medical School special admissions' program

did not satisfy the eecond,prenelegalteip ieCiuse t#e totaltotal -
r. 7

exclusion" of whites from ooMPe4milbrisixteen poeitions in_

the'medical school class.mhileMinfritkepOiOantelCould compete

for all 100 position! was4umore'reitrIct*!:.i4medy than was
.

necessary for the accomplishment:of the permitted'purpose.. Xn

dicta; Justice Powell SOP.OVed. the Harvard Collage. special

adMisaions program which'did include an explicit claisi-

fiCation, but did,not reserVea.specificnuMberof.places for

minority applicants.

Weber was a Title Vii challenge to an affirmative plan. which

had been negotiated by the United Steelworkers of. Merlea and

Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corporation as part of a collective

bargaining agreeMent; The Olah:provided.that OneOf every two

current employees admitted to a craft.training,prOgram'woUld be.

black until the percentage ofAaack skilled craft Workers:ipproxi-

mated the percentage of blacks in the,felevant labor.fOrce,in

. 9,2



, .

'order'to"eliminaie tionspicioua,racial imbalances: WeberuPra

at.198. 2 ..klthoanh-Olacks
ccrised

only 1,238 -:of:theskilled

workers at a.plent which hid .1WSIack rk force in ansrea
:

.

which had an approximately':3911714ackWOrk
forcaaneOFCCP- had

expressied.ita concern. about the:low'perceniage-of black skilled

crafts workers, the Supreme Court assumed that;thaiffirmatine.

action plan was entered 3ntovoluntarily., The Court also...-

emphasized that this case presented the questiou:of:102i14Y:

Under Title'VIIi but did not present an equal protictionAuestion
. .

-because there was no state action'.

The Supreme Courtdefined the two issues presented by the

case As:

1. .
Does TitleVIIprohibit voluntary race conscious

iffiiMative action plans? and

2. Is the USWA-Raiser plan Permissable?'

The Court answered the first question with a'clear no and

the second with an equally clear yes. The conclusion that Title:-

VII permitted-voluntary race
conscious affirmative action plans

was based upon a careful perusal of the legislative history and

a. thorough parsing of the text of Title :VII. The conclusion was.

buttressed by reference to the obvious intention of Congress to

encourage voluntary compliance with Title VII.

24A. This'is clearly &race conscious affirmative action

plan involving promotions.



e 0
1 .

The Court heldthatthe USWA7Saise'r pIan.wai permisseb1e.
. , ..

because its purpose was to-breakdovniatternmof,segregationaad

-filerarchy andhecauee the plan dilimot.unnecessarily trammel the

rights of whites.-Thus, the Court.applied a test which was
, . .

analogous tothe.testedopted.hy Justice Powell in Bakke. (i.e.

Is the plan adopted to achieve a constitutional. (siatutbrily)

Ii it ;the

an *-at will accomplish the purpose ?)it

permitted pUr se and islIt pedessary? he least

, .Justice 'Brennan for Justices Stewart; White, Marshall and

Blackman explained that, the. purpose of the USWA-Kaiser plan was

permissible because. the. ha4.been traditionally segregated.,

The plan was not unduly restrictive for three reasons. It did

not require the discharge of any white employees. It°did not

grant an absolute preference to blacks,,but rather imposed a 1:1

promotion ratio. It was temporary. It would, terminate automatically

when OW percentage of black skilled craft employees apprOached the

percentage of blacks in the relevant labor force.'

Fullilove was a Con titutional challengeto the 101 minority'

set aside plan in the ?Ohl c Works Act of 1977.,' The plan required,.

p

that 101 of all subcontracts et( 1)5 the-Public Works Act 'be. o

reserved for'gualified minority husineis enterprises (MBE) and

estahlished an administrative procedure, to grant waivers if'it

was not pasible to award 101 of the subcontraCts to MBE's. The

Supreme Court held that the 101 Minority sat aside was constitu-

tional by a 6 to 3 margin.

94

A
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Justices. Marshall, Brennan and Blackman appriee,the stiIC

'

scrntieYm ertandaraenounce4.-ipJustice:Marsh0,'s pluraty%lei

. .

opinion Bakke:and'heldt that the statute vas constitutional.

The key. findings: in snp rt of this hOtding werehhat the purpose

of the'iain wee ib,remedk.the presepte ecti of past.discrimina

tion and that fonly.qnalified 1113E:1 be awarded contracts:

Justiae Powell also conclnided that,Bakke controlled and

applied the COnsiitutional'etandard announced' in. siike

. opinion. JustioePowell explained that the ditfekennhitM/°0 :4

permissable remedial action and impermissable preferenCe rested

upon the existence of a.Constitutional or'statutOry.yiolatiOn.
.

He said 01W:the Congressional findings in the.Publie.linrks Act

and.ibother remedial legislation amounte&to a finding of gar-

'11 poseful disdridinatiOn. Justice Powell also concluded t/aCthe

101 o.inority set aside was:a reasonable remedy for five reasons.

MIternative remediesbad'iMiled.,. The Ptanneddyration of the*

,remedy was limited. There was' a pilpable 'relationship between
. ,

the permissabre goal and the availability of MBE's. There were

waiver provisions. The effect ,upon innocent third were

limited because the set aside applied to a small percentage of

the construction, industiy-and there was a question as to thp extent

of the innocence Of some of the non-minority business enterprises.,

Chief Juiiice Burger announced the judgment of the Supreme

Court that the 102 miority set aildi was constitutional and

.-14,
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delivered an OpiniOn in which Justices White.and Rowell joined..

The premise underlying this opinion was.that-remedial racial

claisifications are different from. Otter kinds of racial clas0-

fications. The opinion recognized that-when Md2's submitted'

higher bids they were attempting:to cover higher costi_which were

the'present effects of prior disadvantage,and discrihipation.

Justice Burger found four characteristids of the minority at

aside program which made it acceptable. The racial and ethnic-

9 preference was limited.' The'minoritY groups to be benefitted
.

were clearly defined. The minimum level of participation was

specific. A procedure'for the waiver of.the, .1.0% minority set

aside was estal4ished. '

Justice - Burger concluded ghat where federaiuntidiscriMination.'

laws have been dviolated4 racial prefeience as part of` a remedy` is

Atlearly:permissable. Fullilove. v. Butznick at 2476.-2777.. He:.

went further and held that racial criteriNhay be used to achiete

a legislative purpose even when there.TAS no constitutional'

violation. Sei,.United Jewish Orgenizations v..Carey4

144,.147-165 (187.7) He also found iewas notAmpermissable to

reqUire innocent *k fiims to shire%theOurdeh.imposed by. a. .

remedialyacii1;UleihifiCation. Fullilove:at 2718.,'

,The stifidirdilhntablihhed.in13ikke and-Weber ha1,0 been
1

applied'tp.sustain7the coUbt*ts *onality, of the affirmativOction

, plans of the Detroit PoliCe%peparthent, Detroit Police Officers

unid..Young, 608 F. 2(1870 (6th;Cir...1979)1.ihePittsburgh

`,

.



v

Fire Department, Chmill V. City of Pittsburgh, 488 Pa. 70, 412.

A. 2d 860.(1480)-r the'Secramento County. District Attorney's

Office, Prince v. Civil. Service Commission of Sacramento County,

.

26 Cal. 3rd 257, 604 P. 2d 13(5, 161 Cal Reptr. A75 (Cal. Sup.

Ct. 1980), cert. denied 4 U.S. (1980); the

Seattle Fire Department, Mahren v. City of Seattle, 92 Wn. 2d

480, 599 P. 2d 1255 (1979); and the Kansas City Police Department;

Doores v. McNamara,,476 F. Supp. 987 (W.D. Mo.-1979).

In petroit, the city was approximately 50% blackand the

police force was 17% black. Promotions were based primarily

on the results of a written examination. For the three most

recent administrations of the examinations whites had, passed the

sergeants examination,at 1.53, 1.36, and 1.26 times the rate of

blacks. The Board of Police Commission* adopted an affirmative

action plan. with a goal of 1:1 staffing at all levels in the

police department in order to remedy past and present disCrimina-

tion in the hiring and promotiodal policies of the Detroit Police
t

Department. A process of "dipping ". or selective certification .

was used to.pass.over whites to reach the goal.

The Court found sufficient evidence of'discrimination to

justify, a edial affirmative action plan with explicit racial

classificati ns. ',This evidence included:

1. A comparison of black .representation in, the poliCe
. ;

department with the Detroit labor market and the general pdpula-

' tion of 'Detroit;
I .:.

-16-
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2. Analysis Of the history of the employment of blacks

in the Detroit,policeDepartment dating bick to 1944;

3. Judicial notice of various task force`Studies and

judicial opinions finding that blacks were fregUently'under-
..

represented in police departments 'across the.hatioe;

4. Testimony:concerning differential-treatment of

' blacks in. assignments etc.;
. .

5. The absence of a non-discriminatory explanation for

the gross underrepresentation of.blackS in the department.

The Court.concluded.that theffiefacts which might not create

legal liability were nevertheless sufficient tokjostify a voluntary

affirmative action plan citing Weber. The cOtirt applied the

standard set forth in Justice Brennan's Bakke Opinion in holding

that the plan was constitutional.'' The court found in'at the plan
. . ,

furthered the two compelling governmental interests of-.remedying .

past discrimination and improving the gualitj of law enr.cwcement

. .

and that the ratio imposed by the*racial'classifpation was

reasonable. .A66 will be explained more fully infra, the proposed'

Philadelphia Akfirmative.Action Plan is clearly constitutional

under Bakke as interpreted by the Sixth Circuit in young.

The decision of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court holding that

the Pittsburgh Fire Department affirmative action plan was'.

constitutional in Chmill is directly on point. Pittsburgh's

written entrance eicamination 'for the Oire Department had.been

held tore unlawfully discriminatory in Commonwealth V. Glickman.

4

21-785 0 - 83 - 7
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370 F. Supp.4724 (W.D. Pa. 19741. Pittsburgh was ordered to
. ,

develop validated entrance examination, but the Courtexplicitly

, . ,

refused to order affirmitive'relief. 'Pittsburgh developed "a

.

new entrance examination which was vokposed solely'of a'physical

agility ,examination. 'Blacks and whites passed the/ test at the

lame rati,:butbleeks iserebunched.at the bottOe of the list.

.

Pittsburgh concluded that the test:was valid for determining. who

web qUalified td-bels firefighter and who was not, but was :hot
* -

valid for seiectingamong qualified. applicants. Therefore,

the Pittsburgh Civil.Setvice Commission. adopted a duel certifica-

tion system and certified one black applicant for.each.white

pplicant.

The PennsYlvania Supreme Court applied the constitutiohal .

standards established by/the Brennan and Powellopieioos in.Sekke.

and the Weber itatuto/standard in 'holding this plan lawful.'

The Court found;

1. The plan was undertaken 4.n good faith to overcome

a substantial history of discrimination. °

2. ,It could take judicial notice of the national pattern

of racial, discrimination in fire departmentsj

$. The deans adopted to implement the plao,were not

unduly broad. -Existing employment rights were not affected and

'Whitee:yere not totally excluded from the hiring process.

4. The facial classification wan temporary and,iias

intended to remedy a substantial racial, disparity.
.

-ie-
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5. The means adopted as a remedy were. necessary because.

no les restrictive remedy would achieve the stated goal.
_ .

6. Sleeks were not stigmatized:by:the racial clessifi-
.

cation. heroposedThiladeXPhih Affirmative.iction Plan is

clearly lawful under the standards-adopted,by the Pennsylvania

Supreme Court

The propoSes affirmative-action plan is clearly lawful

because it is a remedial plan intended' to. eliminate the effeCts

of past and present.disCriminatiou and. it is the least,restrictive

plan which will achieve its goal.
4

The numerous bases for finding.an-extensive pattern of past

discrimination are cIedr. The Philadelphia Commtesionon Rumen,.

Relations.1970 Report documents the severe underrepreientation

-of black* in all ranks in the Philadelphia Polict-Department;and

the lack of validated written examinations. Theri,waeejUdicial

determination that the written entrance examinations used bY the

Philadelphia Police Department in 1969 and wereuicoM-

stitutional and unlawful. Commonwealth v. O'Neill; 348 P. 84pp.

1084. New written examinations have been developed and.administered.',

These examinations continue to-have a4ignifiCagtedireise impact
-

on black app4Cants for employment and have notbeenjudicially

determined to be, valid. The promotional procedures used by the

police department nave been revised, but they continue to ba)fe a

,A-
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significant adverse impaCt on black candidates 'focprOiotion...

Commonwealth v, O'Neill65 F. Supp.:xt4S4.3,:,The prcblemr.

of undeirepiesentation of blacki in-the'biiheriranks of the

poliaedepartMen

-discriminate

ducted' by

has di

Commonwea

moreckter;

examinatioziatali

facti may not prow

CoMpounded bythscumaatielaeffeet of

ens.: Theleckgroue8 investigation con-

partment on prospective' police officers

Portionate number of black candidates.

348 P.9epp.'71084i 1094,a0,1101

ity'of the Most recent .promotional

rely.comproeised,AlthOte these.

fficient basis for a\jidicial-finding

they clearly form a 'ancient

7ioncluding that there is a compelling

in adoptinT4 voluntary affirmative action

of unlawful discrimizwat

factual predicate.

governmentayinter'

. plan to remedy pa"

208; Bakke at 301,.

501.
o

also

This conclusion

present discriminapion.
fl, Mtat,::

,307 308; Chmill 488,14:H4/0, 48Band.

is buttressed by the fact, that there is

a compelling gOvernmental interest in 4ncretsing black

representation on the police force in order to improve the..gtalitx

3 From,1966 through 1975, whites passed-tbe written examina-

tion for corporal at 1.71 times; the rates that blacks did; for

detective whites passed at 1.78 times the rate blacks did; and

for sergeant, whites passed at 1.65 times the rate whites did.

The likelihood that this result occurred by'chance is less than

1 in 1 million., 465 F. Supp. at' 454.
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of law enforceMent in Philadelphia. "See, Detroit Police Officers

Union v. Young at 695; Bakke at 310, 311; Doores v. McNamara,

supra at 995.

The hiring and promotion ratios in the proposed affirmative

action plan are reasonable. They are the same 6r smaller than

those in'the Detroit plan where the'availability data was

essentially identical. Detroit Police Officers Union v. Young

at 696.. Thm hiring: ratio is the same as the one adopted in

Pittsbuitgb Wiiich has a substantiallysmaller black population.

Chmill, 488 Pa.%470, 475, 477, 478. They alp consistent, with

the -1:1 ratio approved in Weber where the overall labor force

was 39% black and the Balser labor force was.1SS black,Veber at 198,-

199. 'Thelie proposed ratios do not totally exclude whites from

the hiring and promOtioW.processes. See Weber. at 208; Fullilove

at 2778 and.2793; Chmill,-488. Pa. %70, 486. The pidpolte ratios.

are not indefinite,but are temporary and limited to 'the time

necessary to achieve stated goals. See, Fullilove at '2763, 2760.

Weber at 2084 Detroit Police Officers v. 'Young at 6984 Chmill,

488 Pa. 470, 486. The proposed plan explicitly states that only

qualified candidates will be hired and Promoted so that thecity ,

will have some discretion if there are an insufficient number of

qualified minorities% See, Fullilove at 2793; Chmiii, 4e8 Pa.

470, S01: 502.4

4 The City has recognized that candidates for promotion who

pass the examinations, but would not be reached by promoting in
.rank order are qualified by agreeing to such a procedure for women
as part of a consent decree, USA v. City of Philadelphia, 24 EPD

131327 (E.D. Pa. 1980)

-21-
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The proposed affirmative action plan containing. an explicit.

racial classification is necessary because no less restrictive

plan will enable Philadelphia to meet its Sonstitutienal duty.

to eliminate the effect of past discriminatiOn See, Bakke at
.

305; Chmill, 488,Pa. 470, 501. Although Philadelphia has been

aware of'thesevere underrepresentation of blacks in the police

,department since at least 1970 and police hiking and Oromotions

haVe been subject to'the close judicial scrutiny, the
4
perceatage

f

of black police officers and supervisors continues-to-dic1ine.

The percentage of black police o(ficeis has fallen tidal 21% to

17% over the last ten.yeais. When the,most recent polico_Tvo7

mOtions were made only 6 of 92 or 6.5% of the candidates promoted ,

to sergeant were black. For the ranks of detective and lienten'.

5 of 119 or 4.2%5, and 3 oi,35 or 8.6% of, those:promoted.were

black., None of those promotes to the rank of captain or.above

was black. This severe underrepresentation of blacks despite

,

the continuing'effobi-to improve the selection'procedures

demonstrates that nothing iesi than an affirmative action plan

with explicit. racial classifications will ekiminata discrimination.
-

`

V. .CONCLUSION

The Phfladelphii Police Department currently employs hiring

5 Two Of the blacks promoted'io sergeant and two of those

promoted to detective-were women who were promoted out of order

as a result. of the consentdecree in USA v: Philadelphia. If

there had been no judicial investigation only 4.4% of. those pro-

moted to sergeant and 2.6% of those promoted to detective would

have been black.

L.
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and promotion. procedures which result in the substantial dnder-
_

. .

---- .r . .,--.
representsCren.ofblacks at .all.ievels in the department. This

__-- -.- % w

_Sleveri-Underrepresentation is the effeCt..of pist-4iseriminaticm

and the inability to develop selection procedures-which do of

continue to have se.Significpnt adVerse").ppact. on blacks. Theft

is little evidence that these selection procedures which
%

. .

such a severe adverse inpact'on blacks reliably select the

candidates who will perform best on the job. Under .hese
. -

circumstances, it is unacceptable.to continue using selection

.

procedures which exclude a disproportionate'nUmber of blacks.

;.:The proposed affirmative action plan would end the exclusion of

a disProPtirtionate nUmber'of:balCks and enable theC4ty of

Philadelphia fo meet its duty to eliminate the effects of Past

disCrimination without unnecessarily trammeling-the rights-of
. - .

others.9 The proposed affirmitive action plan is clearly

constitutional.

Mr. GRAY: Thank you very much, Mr. James, Mr. Williams, and
Mr. Swans.

Let me beginthe questidning. Mr. James, earlier in today's hear-
ings we had testimony from the district attorney, Mr. Rendell, stat-
ing that from the mid- 1970's. to the mid-1980's the highest percent
of crime victims fin the city of Philadelphia were minority persons,
specifically black, and second, the perpetrators ,of those crimes
were predominantly minority persons. And it was his-feeling, in
terms of his own department of prosecution and investigation, that
it had been very beneficial to increase minority reOresentition in
the district attorney's, office for the reason that many of thi people
were more familiar with the community,- more familiar with the
neighborhoods, as well as the way life is lived there. '

Are you saying also a similar thing, that in_light of these crime
statistics, where we have crime in high amounts in the black corn-
mimity, that those who are really seriously concerned about fight -
ing crime should also be seriously -concerned about increasing mi-
nority representation in law enforcement in the city of Philadel-
phia.

Mr. JAMES. That is right, Mr. Congressman. Those that are inter-
ested in fighting crime would increase minority representation, be-
cause one of the major functions of the police department is not so
much of fighting crime as it is of service to the people; Since the
police department does not reflect the community they serve, they
lack the sensitivity needed for that service: .

Mr. GRAY. I have some figures( before me. I Would like to know if.
they are correct. Out of nine chief inspectors, there are no blacks.
Out of 31 inspectors, there is 1 black. Out of 29 staff inspectors,
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there is 1 black. Out of 96 captains, there are 2 blacks. Out of 286
lieutenants, there are .20 blacks. Out of 501 sergeants, there are.53
blacks. Out of 188 corporals, there are 28 blacks. Arid out of 601
detectives,' there are 71 blacks. Are those the figures that correlate

' with your figures?
Mr. JAmEs. I have a little update on the figures. They are a little

bit worse. .

Mr. ORAY. Would you correct the data that I gave?
Mr. JAMES Chief inspectors, /fine, no black. Inspectors, 32, -1

black. Staff, inspectors, 31, 1 black, and that 1 black has put in his
retirement papers. Out of the 101 captains, there are 2 b cks; 3011.1

lieutenants, there are 22 blacks; 528 sergeants, 55 blacks; 66 cor-
porals, 28 blacks; 630 detectives, 75 blacks. And there was recent
promotion last week under the Green administration of 48 corpor-
als, of which 6 were black. . A.
t, So under this new, supposedly fair arimmistration, they have pro-

,Inoted 418 officers, and of those 418 officers only 34 have been
black:

Mr. GRAY. When you submitted these figures, or figures similar
to this, without the last week, what has been- the response of the
administration? Have they challenrguroers questioned your figures,
or do they basically agree with the ?

Mr. JAMES. They were never challenged to us directly. They were
challenged indirectly to other people. I gave those figures to. report-
ers. They have told me the administration questioned our statistics.
But they have never

Mr. GRAY. Have they ever come forward with any clearcut fig-
ures of their own or proof of their own that challenges Your fig-
ures, other than just a verbal denial to some members of ?

Mr. JAMES. None that I have seen or heard of.
Mr. GRAY. What was the position of the Guardian Civic League

when it came to the question of deadly force? Were you supportive
of deadly force proposals by_ the city a tion? .

Mr. JAMES. Yes. We testified in city council that we were com-
mending the Philadelphia Police Department for at that tribe im-
plementing some policies that would seem to put some constraints
on the use of deadly force by the-Philadelphia Department officers.
However, we said that the constraint which they implemented was
not enough.

Mr. GRAY. Well, I have been impressed by the progress of the ad-
.
ministration on deadly force, and also in cutting operating costs.
But it seems to me the continuation of this policy that you are
talking about here threatens to plunge the city into even greater
turmoil, since the city's most serious crimp problems exist in a non-
white low-income neighborhood. And having a police department
that is racially imblanced definitely Impairs it from adequately
performing its sworn duty to protect and serve our great city.

It seems °to me anyone really serious about attacking the, prob-
lem of crime, which everyone in this city ought to be serious about,.
ought to really come up with an affirmative action program since
apparently other major cities to my knoidedge, like Detroit, -Balti-
more, have been able to come up with one that increases not only
minority representiition, but also repreSentation at the supervisory
ranks. And that to continue such a policy is not going.to really ad-,
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dress the whole question of crime in this communityalthough
this committee today has heard a lot of reasons why crime exists,
and I think Mr. Swans has mentioned it, also, the district attorney,
high unemployment. But the reality is'although we have to address
ourselves to the causes of crime at the same time we have to deak
with the effects of it, particularly when you are talking about vhat
has been expressed by the district attorneyover 20 percent in-
crease in 1980.

It aeems to me anyone serious about dealing with clime in a city
that -has Aver 40 percent minority representation certainly would
develop ptograms-of entrance as well as promotion that would pro-
vide greater opportunities for minorities to be represented in the
law enforcement section of our city. And it seernp to me there if
very, little real hope that the administration's current policies will
produce any significant gains in the numbers of nonwhites- as I see
it. It seems to me that an intense. affirmative uction,plan will have
to be, adopted in order to assure'that more blacks and other minor-
ities dre brought into.the department in order to provide a signifi-
cant ppol of future supervisors.

Let me -ask you one other question. It is my understanding there
are approximately 4,878 persons now on the eligibility list. Is that

prrect?
Mr. GRAY. And the total is made up of the following groups:

1,938 white males; 680 white females; 1,108 black males; 863 black
females. Thus having a ratio of something like 2,600 to about 1,931.
Is that correct?

Mr. JAMES. That's about right.

Mr. JAMES. That is about right.

Mr. GRAY. About 249 other ethnic groups represented.
Mr. JAMES. Right.
Mr. GRAY: Now the racial composition of the top 1,000 perions on

the eligibility list, according to my undeistanding, shows that each
ranked 'group of 100 persons, that whites outnumber blacks by a
ratio .of 3 to 1. Is that correct?

Mr. JAMES. That. is correct.
Mr. GRAY. Why do you think that is the case? Is it because

blacks just don't have the ability to take the test, or just don't have
the intelligence or what?

Mr. JAMES. No. I thinkfirst of all, the test is not really job re-
lated. And the rank order system that they use doesn't necessarily
show that a person at the top of the list can perform his job as a
police officer better than a person-in the middle of the 114 or half-
way down or at the bottom. So we have suggested that the testing
does, not really show or prove that a person can -perform well as a
police officer, and that they should use something other than mul-
tiple choice rank order testing.

Mr. GRAY. Ile want to thank you, Mr. James. I am certainly dis-
turbed by these figures-L'.-the fact that we are talking so, much
today locally as well as nationally, on the Federal level, of increas-
ing crime. It seems to me one of the places we need to move is deal-
ing with increasing minority representation in police work, since
between 75 to 85 percent of the crime takes place in the minority
community. I don't think that black persons, Hispanic persons, like
being the victims of crime.

loo



Let me just move to Mr. W11.1.1ms. .

Mr: Williams, you have been instrumental, as was mentioned by
Mr. Swansyour community group, known as the North. Cerkal
Community Patrol, in heading off a very violent confrontation
the city last summer by taking young people and involving them
bringing people together to resolve that conflict.

Did you find that most of the participants in the conflict of I
summer here in the city of Philadelphia, north central Philadel
phia, were people who were employed or uneniployed? Those that
your group did a lot of talking. to.

Mr. WhAmixids. Well, Mr. Gray, most of.our group, people that we
are involved with, 90 percent were unemployed. The other 10 per-
cent were concerned people who were employed. Basically we

.. were able to reach the eyes. and the ears of the unemployed people
in our communitY-so,lhat we could 4iet across to them that maybe
if they would come together and show the city administratio_n and
the government °that wetean move on a positive level without being
employed, that we were able to get something tone. So to your

is-question, 90 percent of them were unemployed.
Mr. GRAY. A quesliondb Mr. Swans. Mr. Swans, one'of the things

that Crisis Intervention Network, Inc. has been doing, as you point
out in your- testimony, has been using indigenous neighborhood
folk, often former gang members, as I understand it, to help. resolve
conflicts and violence in inner city neighborhoods.

I have -two questions. One, are there any other cities that have
tried to duplicate or are trying to duplicate' what you have done
here in the city of Philadelphia? And two, with the proposed
budget. cuts that, are coming out of the Faederal Government, will

. that h4ve. an effect on the woik of your drganization; Crisis Inter-
vention Network? . .

Mr. SWANS. Is allswer to ybur question; we are currently work-
ing with the city of Los Angeles to replicate Crisis Intervention
Networkone, through the hiring of indigenous persons; two,
'through the development of local parent councils. We are also en-
gaging in discussioh with the city of 'Chicago, and we have also en-
gaged in - preliminary discussion with Dade County, Fla. Wh we

, have found is, that with utilization of indigenous persons, on , they
have -a stronger and more binding commitment to the comm ity,

= a clearer understanding of the_problems that confront those coin-
. munities, and in addition to that, the community places them on

call 24 hours a day.
.._

In answer to your second question concerning the Reagan admin-.

istration's proposed budget cuts, it can have a very profound effect
on agencies_e_t_ ,h as Crisis Jntervention Network. It is interesting to
,note that our initial dollars received in the development of this
program derive from LEAA, which was a very intense struggle, be-
cause atthat point it was hardware versus software. Nevertheless,

"the initial funding did come from LEAA. ,

I want to clear up one thing if I could. The gang problem in the
city of Philadelphia was not only resolved by Crisis Intervention
Network, it was resolved as a result of the participation of many,
many neighborhood groups, neighb4rhood groups that had small
seed funding. If you take away that' seed funding, then you take .

away the necessary support for Crisis Intervention Network.

. I I
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Additionally, Crisis Intervention Network was never niegat to. be
a cure-all. It does not address the' unemployment problem. It doei
not address the housing problem. It does not 'address the need for
intense ,counseling of juveniles. We must rely on other ammunity-
baried organizations in order to supplement our efforts. So if Feder-
al dollars are cut, and they, affect groups such- as Mothers cow'
cerned, organiz.ations such as that in Philadelphia, 'or if we' talked
about Los Angeles id terms of the mother's clubs, and .groups like
that, then what you have. done is take away the life support to
impact on crime in.local areas. I would hope that that would not
happen. I would hope this body would be able to do .something that
could avoid that. 7

Mr. GRAY: Thank you.
Congressman Dellums.
The CilAmmAx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman...My first questioa- is ,

to Mr. James. . ,
In the hearings that we held last year in Washington, D.C.; a

number of police chiefs, former lipplice chiefs, testified before --the
committee, and I asked all of theni the question with respect "toy
deadly force. All of them agreed that there 'was desperate need for,
national policy in the area of the iise? of deadly force since there"
are such wide discrepancies across the country.' . -

Do you agree that there is a' needyfor national policy in the area
of deadly force?

Mr. JAMES. Yes; I do. It is 'very simple. A police officer should not
use his weapon unless his life Or someone else's. life is in danger.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. =

Mr. Williams, what is your assessment of the potential for civil
disorder in Philadelphia, given the present climate; given the direc:
tion, given the priority? .

Mr. Wn.watts. Would you repeat that question?
The CHAntmAN. Given where we are at this point, in a fiscally

'conservative era, we are in an era of substantial cuttiacks in Feder-,,
al resources designed to address human problems, we are in, a
period in history where our cities are beginning to deteriorate, par-
ticularly older citiesgiven all of thathigh unemployment, loss
of potential for rental housing, massive problemswhat is your as-
sessment of the potential' for civil disorder in Philadelphia,. given
that environment?

Mr. WunAms. Well,' my assessment as of now, is that of a total
failure. Because of the unemployment; bad housing, overcrowding
of housing units, areas of thatthese problemsit all boils down.
to unemployment There is a lot of ser reated by unemploy-
ment.

The CHAIRMAN. The question I raise is, is potential for ex-
plosion? I ,

Mr. WILLIAMS. Sure,, As ilkuclr stress as there is in the communi-
ties now, I would think---I'M more than sine, that by this summer
not only Philadelphia, but Chester -and surrounding areas, that
there wilt be a racial riot, or it may just be a riot because of the
high tensions. Basically people are in such high emotions now that
it is like a firecracker. One spark and I think a couple of cities
could go up in smoke.

LO
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The CHAIRMAN. You first indiCated that you perceived the major
problems as economic issues, unemployment. Then in response to
my qiiestion you said that you, thought the explosion would have
racial overtones. Why do you think that, given the class nature of

the issues as you have enunciated earlier?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Basically because your high unemployment is 90

percent black. It is hard for a black man to respect orgive respect
to Caucasian or white peers when he knows that it i harder for
Um to get a job than alPaucasian or white peer.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Swans, first, you indicated your initial fuad-
ing came from LEAA. Can you tell me what has been your princi-
pal source of funding since 1975, and what are your projections for

the future.
Mr. SWANS. We are currently, dependent solely upon State funds.

Amendment to the Child Welfare Code in the State of Pennsylva-
nia provides a reimbursement formula where the State reimburses

. the city 75 cents on each dollar it expends. I would like to mention
also, though, that those funds are now in jeopardy. What we had
hoped for would be an increased amount of discretionary dollars
geared toward community crime prevention: With the thrust of the
Reagan administration, that seems very doubtful at this point.

The CHAIRMAN. So we will have, then, areas unattended as a
result of these funding cuts. Are you aware of any private efforts
that you can rely upon, absent State and Federal funds, to address
these problems?

Mr. SWANS. I would like to address that in two parts. One of the -
things is there seems to be a thrust on the part of the Internal Rev-
enue Service to provide 501(cX4) status as oppoied to 501(c) status,
which means that companies do not benefit from the tax incentive
programs that are now in place. Their contributions are not de-
ductible. erefore, there has been a decline in the amount of dol-
.1ars con ributed by private corporations to grassroots community
efforts.

Additi nally, we have seen a gradual withdrawal of initiatives on
the part corporations, as I understand, because they are plagued
with problemsthere has been a gradual withdrawal from contrib-
uting additional dollars.

I have not seen any increased effort on the part of private indus-

try to contribute additional dollars to grassroots crime prevention
efforts...

The CHAIRMAN. All right. So State funds are in jeopardy. Federal
funds are being cut back. And you perceive a significant withdraw-
al of private funds to address the problems that you have attempt-
ed to speak to.

What does that mean for the future?
Mr. SWANS. That means that innovative and 'creative ideas, pro-

grams such as Crisis Intervention Network, programs such as the
one that was devised in North Central, that is yet to be funded,
run by Jewell .Williams, are in serious jeopardy. If those programs
are jeopardized as a result of lack of dollars, then we can very
much look, unfortunately, to a continued increase in crime, to a
continued possibility of urban insurgence, conflict, riot, or the burn-
ing of our cities.
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I guess I should clarify this, if' I may. Often when people talk
about riots, it is perceived as an effort to threaten government. I do
not think it should be perceived in that light. 'I think that we need
to look very ,realistically at the problems that are affecting our'
urban areas. 40-

We have a tremendots unemployment: Our young people have
been terribly disillusioned. They have been told that if they com-
plete high school that there is a stronger possibility of obtaining
employmett. They go out and they complete high school and they
find there is no employment. 4

We find that there has been a cutback in the CETA dollars that
employed- their parents. So not only do we have the child disillu-
sioned, you have the father in the home that is unable to obtain
employthent to support his family. You find the mother in a situa-
tion where she cannot provide support for her family.

While we do not want to ever justify crime, we have found that it
is a survival mechanism for many of the minority persons that live
in urban centers, that they have to resort, unfortunately, to the
peddling of drugs, 'and as a result of peddling of drugs we find a
horrendous situation such as that exists in Raymond Rosen project.
We find our

"are
citizens unable to walk the streets. We find that

the children are the ones that are victimized.
We find there is a reaction to police- abuse, such as what oc-

curred in North Central, such as the actions being taken in Ches-
ter, now. -

It is an unfortunate kind of situation-. But if we do not in some
kind of way begin to address the disillusioned population of our
urban centers, then it seems as though we are in fact inviting
crime. We are in fact inviting racial conflict.

It seems as though poor white people believe that poor black
people are getting more than them. If we look at it from a histori-
cal perspective, every time there has been a major crisis-in our
economy, there has alWays been an, increase in racial hostility., And
we find that in Philadelphia, with blacks and Koreans. *We find
whites. against blacks. And in Los Angeles we found it with blacks
against Mexicansneither had anything to gain.

The CHAIRMAN. Because of the unemployment, do you believe
that an increasing number of young people are becoming trapped
in a criminal lifestyle?

Mr. SWANS. We have found that the gang structure, in Philadel-
phia has been in existence for many, many years, goes back 50 or
more years, in terms of gang structure. It has always been a thing
of protecting one's turf., In many cases the gangs have played major
roles in combating crime at the neighborhood level, such as again
what happened in North Central, where gangs themselves played a
major role in averting a riot. We are finding a shift, however, now
in South Philadelphia, for example, areas such as 19th and Carpen-
ter, areas in North Central, we are fmdinga shift also where it has
become a part of the custom, a part of the norm, for those persons
to have to engage. in the selling of drugato survive.

They perceive that as having to engage in the peddling of drugs
to other children to survive. They are engaging in extortion .of
neighborhood businessesneighborhood businesses being minority-
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owned "mom and pop" stores - struggling for survival., Extorting
money, protection dues, as they call them, from those perse

In, answer to your question, yes, we are finding that re is a
trend, a groOng trend, amongtour young people, among r youth
groups, becoming involved in a life of crime, crimes geared against,,,,

veryresidents of their ve same community.
Mr. DYMALLY. Mr. Chairman,would you ogatfor a question? Is

there a resurgence in gang activity?'=->
Mr. Swarm. We are finding a resyrgence in violence. At this

point, in Southwest Philadelphia, which is a predominantly bladk
middle-class area, over 60 percent homeowners, we have found an
increased level of violence. We are finding in North Central and a
number of areas an increased level of violence. It is taking the
characteristics of gang violence.

I should mention, however, that Philadelphia has had a very
unique capacity for adults in the community to band together and
to combat youth violence. I don't know if that can continue, if in
fact the black adults in those neighborhoods continue to suffer an .
increased level of pressures themselves in terms of unemployment
and inability to survive and support their families. -

I should mention again what -we found. in Los Angeles, also,
working there, is that there has not been a time that I haire been-
out there since January, going back andjorth, that there has not
been a child under the age of 15 years of age killed. When I was in
Los Angeles in January, there was a 9-year-old boy by the name of
Moses Hamilton that was playing in his own yard, along with three
other children, and was shot dead as a result 'of gang warfare. I am
afraid that potential not only lies in Los Angeles, but also the po-
tential here may become greater again.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Swans' latter comment an-
swered my other question. I have just one more. What will be or
could be the social consequences for the city of Philadelphia if the
present program thiit is being enunciated by the' leadership of this
country comes to full fruition.

Mr. SWANS. If live accept my earlier statement of fact, that
during periods of major economic crisis, that there is an increase in
racial hostility, which may be best exemplified by the conflict be-
tween blacks and the Asians in Philadelphia, and blacks and. Mexi-
cans on the wee coast, I think unfortunately unless some sort of
sense prevails t t we are going to find an increased number of ra-
cially motive tuations. .

Race war maf!be a bit too dramatic, in the sense I think there
are calm heads, reasonable persons on both sides of the fence. And
I think there has been significant gains in terms of increasing the
level of understanding between poor people. But I would think that
in poor neighborhoods, with blacks and whites bordering each .

other, that there are going to be a number of persons that will lose
their lives as a result of perceived conflict lsetween blacks and
whites, as opposed to perceiving it as a class, struggle.

Two situations may help to note that better, Congressman Gray.
You may be familiar with the situation. in Southwest Philadelphia,
Tracy Chambers, that occurred approximately two summers ,ago,
where two w *to snipers shot down into a crowd of blacks, young-
sters playing h dball, and the result is a young black, Tracy

;
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Chambers, _wafri killed. A followup of that the next year was a situa-
tion where a/young white was stabbed to death' by a black yoUng-
sten This is in an area where poor people, blacks and whites, live
very much next to each other, an area that is in transition, as they
say. That area has potential for major racial confrontation. I think
the city is doing a number of things to avoid that. But I think it is
going to take a lot more than just a city. I think it is going to take

I a commitment on the part of the State and a commitment on the
part of the Federal Government to recognize that as a result of
their policies of fiscal austerity, that they are in fact creating hos-
tility between races. I think that is unfortunate.

I think it can be corrected if the Reagan administration begins to
adhere to some of this committee's advice.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to.thank each of the
three gentlemqn for their responses to my questions and their con-
tribution to these° proceedings. The testimony has been extraordi-
nary.

Mr. GRAY. Thank you, Mr. Dellums.
Congressman DYMALLY. Before Congressman Dymally begins we

would like, to, acknowledge the presence of- Congressman Robert
Edgar from Delaware county.

Mr. DYMALLY. Mr. phOitman, I have one question for Mr. James.
What role is the league plaYing in the recruitment of minorities, if
any at all, and what has been your position with reference to the
statement you made about recruitment here in Philadelphia?

Mr. JAMES. Well, on account of our recruitment effort, every
time they announced-a test, which they did in 1978, we started a
police, applicant program, in which we addresi;ed,', community
groups, local radio stations, and started classes for those that
wanted to take the exam. We conducted a clasS for about 400
people. Once they passed the test, we conductecl,61asses on the con-
tinuing processes that they need to enter the police department, in
which we helped about 300 or those that passed, and we helped
about 80 percent of them into the job. We did that again in 1980.

Of the new list, there are presently applicants now. We are con-
ducting classes for. thoSe. Because of our efforts, we were able to get
52 percent of the minorities that applied for the police exam last
year.

Mr. DYMALLY. Mr. Williams, are you familiar or in contact with
any police-community relations effort?

Mr. . Yes, we aye. We have been working in the,23d
lice dis rict. They are aware that we have a voluntary communi-

ty pat group ill our community. We are beginning to work hand
in hand with the police department in the 22d and the 23d dis-
tricts. We have a lot of black police 'officers from Guardian Civic
League who comes out on their spare time and give us technical
assistance and liaison information to 'keep our patrol updated on
they rimes in our community.

Mr. DYMALLY. One last question. Mr. Swans, do you think that
the presence of blacks, Hispanics, and Asians on the police force
would have a positive, effect in terms of reducing crime and en-
hancing police-community relationships?

Mr. SWANS. Sir, there is no' doubt in my mind if there was a
larger number of minorities that were represented in the police de-,
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partment that within itself would help avert problems. I should
have mentioned that if the Guardian Civic League- had not been
present in North Central, with the potential for explosion exist-
ingI should also mention that was not a paid function for a
number of their members, that their members in fact volunteered
along with members of gangs and members of the group
that Mr. Jwell Williams is representing here today, that they left
their houses and their families, worked into the wee hours of the
morning as volunteers, police officers, and they were not being paid
by the Philadelphia Police Department at that point. I think that
is extraordinary within itself.

Mr. DYMALLY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GRAY. Thank you. At this time we would like call on Con-

gresszpan Edgar, who has joined the committee.
Mr. EDGAR. Thank you huch, Mi. Chairman. t is a -pleas-

ure to be kere this afternoon. I apologize for not being able to be
here, eaftier. We had a very tragic series of events in the city of
Chester in the last 3 weeks. We had the death of a black man at
the hands of a white policeman which caused a great deal of diffi-
culty within the community. We had a large industrial accident
about a week or so ago that left four people dead at the Sun Ship
facility. But the thing that detained me today was the funeral of
one of our very capable State representatives, in fact the only Re-
publican black State representative, who passed away a week ago.
And I wanted to participate in his-memorial service.

Mr. Chairman, I cannot help but think that the statements and
testimony that you have just heard on the crime situation in Phila-
delphia sounds very familiar to me. Back in 1968. I became pastor
of a church here in the city of Philadelphia. About 2 weeks after I
began serving that church there was a gang fight out in the middle
of the street. Groups of black young people and white young people
were going at each other. And the lesson that I learned in the
streets of Philadelphia propelled me into forming the East Falls
Human RelatiTons Committee, beginning to ride with the Philadel-
phia Police Clergy Unit, and between 1968 and 1974 really getting
my education, which was. not in college or seminary or in my aca-
demic training, but was in fact in the streets of Philadelphia,

And I think as we look to the actions in Washington, particularly
the budget actions, I'm strangely troubled- that some of our early
frustrations in the mid to late 1960's are turning. We .11ad put in
place programs that were trying to be responsive tollfnmunity
and neighborhood problemsnot alvkfayii perfect in the area of
housing or education or crime prevention, not always perfect in the
sense of trying to respond to emergency housing needs. But at least
we began to address the problems of nutrition, the problems of in-
formation and education, and the problems of youth recreation.
And I, with you and other members of this particular panel, are
deeply concerned about what we see in Washington.

On February 18 the President bf the United States came before a
joint session of the House and Senate and he said -four simple
things. He said, "Ladies and gentlemen, we want to reduce spend-
ing, reduce taxes, increase defense, and balance the budget." And a
great deal of applause occurred on the part of the Democrats, Re-
publicans, conservatives and liberals to reduce spending, reduce
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taxes, increase defense and balance the budget. Unfortunately very
few people looked at the fine print and discovered that the $40 or
so billion of domestic savings that occurred by the Graham-Latta
substitute in the Reagan budget simply get translated into defense
expenditures; and there is in fact no savings to the Federal Govern-
ment. And I think that one ought to focus, if we are going to talk
about clime, on the $1.5 trillion of defense spending that we are
going to spend over the next 5 years. Three times the buildup that
wawbuilt up between 1965 and 1970 to get ready for the Vietnam
war. And conservative and liberal economists have said that the
buildup for the Vietnam conflict was the partial cause of the early
inflation of the 1970's. No one in the business community or in the
Reagan administration is talking about the inflationary impact of
that.

But just think. In 1984 we are going to spend43 billion to $4 bil-
lion in that one year on defense. On the panel today is the chair-
man of the of District of Columbia Conmittee, Ron-De Hums. Ron, I
have to tell you that you are one of my heroes in Washington. You
gave a speech a few years ago that I can remember, perhaps not
word for word, but at least the essence oat, which I think focuses
in on this panel's discussion, and I will clo& with that.

Ron, you took the House floor when We were dealing with de-
fense buildups, and you said, you know, tht.people in my district
aren't as afraid of the Russians, aren't' as afraid of external en-
emies, aren't as afraid of outside influences in the UnitedStates as
they are in living safely. within. their own communitits. And the
people walking down, the streets of my community don't look over
their shoulder and say, "Hey, the Russians are coming." They look
over their shoulder and say, "Can my young people have quality,
recreation and education, housing, quality food for the children of
our community?" And I think the link that You have made each
time on the defense budget discussions, is the appropriate link that
has to be made today.

Unfortunately I think we as politicians promise too- much. And
you cannot reduce spending without hurting people. You cannot
reduce taxes without increasing deficits. And you 'Cannot spend.$1.5'
trillion over the next 5 years on 'defense without impacting on
housing and education;and crime, without impacting on the quality
of life within comnifunttes: And 0 I think we need more hearings
around the country and mote pep e:wit in the press and the local
communities who read' he fine print and 'understand the devasta-
tion that may be upon us as we begin to drastically alter the pro-
grams we have put in place to deal with the problems that have
been described in the panel discussion this morning. 9:

So I join with you in a lament about the things that are happen-
ing in Washington, and I call u R all of us, Democrats, Republi-
cans; conservatives, liberals, bus ss community, academic, labor
community, to join together and imply say we want to live in a
community and a society that different, that is unique, that
cares about people, that is responsive to their needs, and not in a
society that simply builds a Maginot wall facing out and doesn't
recognize the needs of internal 'defense within the United States.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

11-785 0 - 83 - 8
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Mr. GRAY. I want thank our distitiguished colleagu6, Congress-
man Edgar for joinitonk us, and for his intervention and comments.
I'want to make one correction. Congressman,Dellums is the chair-
Maniof the District of Columbia Committee. I'm the subcommittee
chairman, who is just sitting in the chair. With that, I would like

. to turn to Congressman Dellums.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. First I would like to

thank my friend, Bob Edgar, for his kind ,and generous remarks.

-
Earlier in the proceedings we tried to make that appiopriate link. I
think Most of the people in the room at this point have a good feel-
ing for it. It is good to have it reinforced: It is my hope that it'
doesn't get lost as im'p'ortant perspectives get edited out of stories

.. thatattempt to tel people *hat-is bappehing. And so I appieciate
very much. your re ating the statement. ,

I would like to finally take advantage of the presence of Mr.
James to ask you a question that I asked Mr. Rendell this 'horning, .(
so that we can make, hopefully, a more perfect record. If you '

recall, this morning I mentioned to Mr. Rendell that when the
Kerner Commission report- came out they made a number of rtac
ommendations that addressed the issue of the conflict in police-
dOmrounity relations, specifically the relationahip between the
police and the black community of 'America. As a result of that
report and recommendations, a number of software programs that
atteippted to sensitize the police and bring the police and the com-
munity together in greater harmony and greater communication
and greater cooperation were developed. The police officers that
testified before these proceedings in Washington last' year said. in
the fiscally by conservative atmosphere that we find ourselves in, it
is these very programs that were designed to sensitize the police
that are going out the window as the meat ax is applied to . the
budget. So that we may `very well find ourselves goinik riOht back to
the era in this country that gave riseeto the explosidn -around the
police and the community.

Question No. 1: Did Philadelphia ever institute any -of these pro-
grams, police-comrnunity relations, human relations programs, sen-
sitizing of the police, et cetera, and if so; are you experiencing that
these programs are the very programs going out the window as
Philadelphia along with other 'cities, have to begin to reduce their.
local-budgets. .

Mr, JAMES. Well, during that time, Congressman, the administra-
tion under the Rizzo administration, they did implement or receive
money from the Federal Government to employment community
relktions and human relations programs, but did it on paper only.

I So in terms of any type of teeth or actual working where officers.
.4.t h to go out and really enhance community relations, they did
pad,Irnot:* e money was transferred to other parts of the police depart-
:,,,, ----tnent to get more equipmebt, more vehicles.

l'or example, they started an anticrime team, in which they had
proportional representation of officersand these are officers
working in high crime areas in plainclothes. And the unit was
about 60 police officers, with maybe about 20 of them black. Well,
now there are only about seven black officers in the unit working 1
in the high crime areas in plainclothes..
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\ :In terms of community relations, emphasis was. never or} coMmu-
nity relations. If police departments really wanted to do something
aboUt 'CommunitY relations, they Weald give us the power necessary
to insure they can have a good program.

For .exainple, you have civil affairs. The chief inspectordor in civil
affairs; when he comes out on a situation, anything he says goes to
any sand all police ofAcers. They should do that same kind of em-

' phasis With community relatiqni3. But they don't. -

The CnianmArt. You painted a past picttu)e. What about the pres-
en ? . me

. Ulan. Under the new administration, there has been more
emphasis in 'terms of community service and in terms of communi-
ty relations officers to address some of the .concerns .of the commu-
nity. It is much better than it was under the past-administration.
It still has.&long way to go. /-

The CHAIRMAN., DO You think these efforts will be significantly
reduced or altered in, this atmosphere of budget, cutting?

Mr. JAMES. ,Right; I think everyone is very budget conscious.
Therefore,. since, this administration seemingly wants to increase
community relations, it will not be able to do so because of budget
constraints..

The CHALIPAAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. GRAY. We want to take this opportunity to thank the

panelMr. JamesMr. Williams, and Mr. Swansfor sharing with
us and testifying today. Your testimony, written testimony, will be
inserted in the record. We are deeply appreciative of the 'insights
that you have given us in terms of crime and law:enforcement here
in the city of Philadelphia.

At this time the committee will stand adjourned for a 20-minute
break. We are running a little late. We are going to try to make up
45 minutes of it by only taking a' 20-minute break, since we have
been in session since 10:15 this morning.

The committee will stand adjourned' for 20 minutes and recon-
vene at 20 after.

[Whereupon, at 2 o'clock p.m. the committee was recessed, to re-
convene at 2:20 o'clock p.m:, this same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION
4Mr. GRAY. Ladies and gentlemen,. the committee is now back in

session.
We are ready to begin our afternoon session. We must ask our

witnesses to forgive us for the delaY, but because of the length of
this morning's session, we are running a little behind schedule.

Our first witness this afternoon will be Robert-Sorrell, president
of the Philadelphia Urban League. He will be followed by a panel
on employment, and then a, panel on eduCation.

Mr. Sorrell, we invite you to come and take the witness chair.
Mr. Sorrell, we would like to inform you' that your entire written

statement will be -placed into the record. However, in the interest
of time, we would like to ask you to perhaps highlight and sumps-

, rize that statement in 4 to 5 minutes, so that we may get into ques-
tions. And I'm sure that as we ask questions, we will get into much
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of the meat of your written statement. And your.ritten statement
will be entered into the congressional record.

STATEMENT OP ROBERT SORRELL, PRESIDENT,NIBAN.LEAGUE
OF PHILADELPHIA

0
Mr. SORRELL. Thank you, Congressman Gray. I will try to do just

that. Just a few summary remarks on the content of our prepared
testimony.

In February 1981, earlier this year, the Urban Leagu of Phila.
delphia released a report called the State of Life in Philadelphia,
where we documented continuing hardships fOr Philadelp *a's larg-
est minority..

Just to summarize some of the contents of that reportone of
the emphases placed in the nine different sections of the report
dealt with, really, the continued involvement of Federal resources
at a time when it appears as if Federal %sources are degoasing.
But we need that involvement, along with continued Federal...over-
sight, for the Federal. Government to play the role of an ombuds-
man. Cities and States have not always acted responsibly or pro-
vided opportunities for the minorities and poor. In fact, the nation-
al sense of what .we II the new negativism sIlys, basically, we
have done enough.

In education, some he problems we talked about in the report
that Philadelphia continues to experience, really whites' leaving
our public school system, and some blacks, who can afford to pull-
ing out 'of the system and not entrosting their children to the
system. The issue of quality educatidn quite often is a lost issue
wherr in 1979, as reported, 39 percent of the" students attending the

*public" school syEitem were said to be functionally illiterate. Of the
over 200,000 students, in the sistem, 70 percent are black and His-
panic.

What is needed in order to improve the quality of our public edu-
cation system are the targeting of Federal funds' and for the Feder-
al Government to continue to provide monitoring and oversight to
make sure that those funds are spent correctly and for the purpose
that they are generated for. Also, involvement of parents and, in
particular, the private business sector.

In hOuCing, there are a vast list of problems in Philadelphia cur-
rently. Between 400,000 and 500,000 or half a million people need
housing assistance. The interft of the community development
block grant legislation we think is good, the application is poor.
There is a tremendous problem in public housing. In general, it is a.
supply problem, in that there is not a sufficient, supply of housing
to meet the demand, and therefore the price of housing, the cost of
housing exceeds what most people can pay for housing. It is almost
beyond the dream of most citizens in Philadelphia now to own
their own. home if you look at mortgage rates and even the cost of
rental housing. That American dream no longer is within the
reach.of most people.

Again, the legislation is there; but the targeting of Federal funds
and also the monitoring and oversight on those Federal funds is
what is sofely_needed.
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youOne of the'areas that you are looking at is youth unemployment.
There is really an unemployment problem. Youth and other groups
within the overall Ovulation are impacted morkseverely. Philadel-
phia generally experiences an unemployment problem. The econo-
my in Philadelphia has changed drastically. There has been over '
100;000 manufacturing sobs leaving Philadelphia over the past' 10
years. Those are jobs that people cannot access with limite. and, in
many cases, almost no skills at all. That kind of employment is
leaving Philadelphia. In the place of that you are raiding a lot
more technical jobs, administrative in nature, that require a differ-
ent level of skills training. So what is happening is you have people
displaced from manufacturing that cannot flow into t. types of
jobs that are available. So the nature of work is changing in Phila-
delphia, and the skills required in order to access that job garket
are also changing.

The last two pointson a piece of at least proposed ederal legis-
lation or something coming out of the current administration,
there is a lot of fear and anxiety around the block grants that have
been propqed by the Reagan administration, which appears to
most people as an indication of a reduction in the Federal commit-
ment, which will also have an impact of increasing competition for
the funds that are left. That means blacks against whites, young
people against' old people, suburban residents against urban city
dwellers, in terms of what funds. will be available.

I There isn't an awful. lot of information in term of how that
system will operate, whether those funds will flow to the State and
then the State will allocate them by jurisdiction or whether or not
some of the funds will flow into the city. But there is an awful lot
of anxiety in the face of the current budget cuts we have all read
about, and this has impacted already in Phillelphia.

My last, comment is on the concept of th enterprise zones, the
Kemp-Garcia bill, which appears to have some pbsitive features
about it. There are some questions as to whether or not you can
give the amount of tax credits as proposed in the bill in an area
such as Philadelphia, whether or not the city can afford to give all
of those tax credits if the !bill is utilized , to any. large extent. And
also the problem around identifying, the target areas, whether or
not there should be census tracts or something larger. But I will
gladly discuss that during ,the question and answer period.

Mr. GRAY. Thank yoii very much, Mr. Sorrell.
'The prepared statement of Robert Sorrell followsj
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Members of the Committee on the District of Columbia, I am

Robert W. Sorrell, President of the Urban:League oePhiledelphia.

The Urban.League of. Pbfladelphis is aninterraciel, non-profit,.

non-partisan community service organization using the tools: and
- . .

methods of social work, economics, law and other .disciplines to

secure equal opportunities in -all sectors of gociety for black :

.AMeri6ans and other minorities. 04niisionis,to eliminate discrimination

and aggregation in the Philadelphid.nrea, increase ERZ economic add

political participationof blacks and other minorities and, in'short,

help all Americans share equally in the responsibilities and rewards of

full citizenship.

.4

We welcome the opportunity to testify before you today on. .

some of the.problems which affect Philadelphia and similar urban

areas. Philadelphia is not. unique; we believe. In the cities .in

which these hearings are being held, you will.hear testimony reinforcing
.

the contention that.ourMajor urban centers are plagued witg problems .

that defy simple solution.

Minorities, the poor and the disadvanta46d make up the Urban League

constituency. The impact of urban problem on these segments of

oui'population cause us the gregiest lincern. It that the most

serious problems confronting 'this nation and its cities are reflected

in the bliek.experience. A4houtih,the bulk of my remarks today are given

in the context of theimpaCt ilT4eio-economic ills) within Philadelphia,

bear in mind that everyone is and will be hurt if relevant, appropriate

remedies arc not found.
)

in February. the Urban League Of'Philadelphia released THE STATE

OF BLACK P ILADELPHIA 1961. We documented continuing hardships

for Philadelphia's largest minority.
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Disproportionate numbers of blacks are tied to a lifestyle characterized

by high' unemployment" lotd
underemployment, substandard houSing, inadequate

educational opportunity, inappropriate
welfare standards and poor4lealth.

Nearly every tlsrometerthat measures
the health pf the city reveals that

the worst inadequacies exist in the black communities of North, West

and parts of South Philadelphia:. o

In these, communities, the need for better housing is catastroghic. Unemploy-.

meq remains,at depression levels. Blacks are four times more-likely

than whites to be victimized by crimes against persormand, property.

^ Philadelphia blacks, who now dauber close to 700,000 out of a population

of 1.8 million, have
traditirpally beenrat the bottom of the city's

.9

economic ladder. While many blacks in Philadelphia have made progress in

rOtent years, many more face a daily and difficult struggle for survival.

EDUCATION

One of the most persistent and Pripplin ilemmas facing Philadelphia

today,LLthe crisis in education. Ttte pictureis generally one of

inadequacy, It is a large financially troubled system with tremendous

problems. The formal schooling process is limping along in systems which

are poorly funded, often culturally insensitive and undisciplined. The

'descriptions and prOblemi of public education mirror the minorityxperience

as white students
increasingly obtain their' education in private and

parochial. schools. Some black parents who can afford to do so also refuse

to. trust their chi dren to the public school system. But for most black

parents and stud ntsl the:public
school syeala is the only, game in town.

In 1979, Philadelphia schools
identified nearly 35 percent of the student

population as "functionally illiterate.". Violence increased. In that

yearalone, Philadelphia reported assaults on students rose 26 percent

from 344 incidents in 1978 to 434 in 1979.

40'
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Mani blackAilad phians believe schools in. predominantly White neighborhoodi

are given preferential resources and care. Given prevailing ethnic/

neighborhAd segregation iiatterns 4n Rhiladelphia, thAs belief is probably

well-grounded.

The U.. S. Office of Civil Rights hasdhoted.for ins. that from

1%74-77 predominatelyblack,schools in Philadelphia offered half a many

modern languages Courses'as did their white counterparts. In 1979, five

of six white high schobls offered courses in advanced mathematics. and,
o

foreign 'languages compared.to oneof111)/ack schoes:. Until recently,

student- ,transfer approvals have been granted more readily to whites.'

Old fashioned bias, then, is clearly important for understanding alack

of educational opPortunity.for black Philadelphians.

7

The most influential "new" development. for now and in the 80s in the

Philadelphia school process is the city's response to calls for the

elimination of school.segregation. Philadelphia received notice 12 years

ago to. voluntarily desegregate its schools, but failed to act with deter-

mination on this'order,until 1979: In 1980, Philadelphia received $5.7

million IA Emergency School Aid Act Funds to facilitate its program of

voluntary desegregation.'
ti

/r nicallya with all its 1979 effo'rt, Philadelphia is more segregated than

er. Although the total number of desegrehated schools has definitery

increased, the total numberOf predominantly:black schOOls has also increased.'

In 1957, 61 of Philadelphia's 263 public sChOols (23 perCent) had predomi

.nantly black enrollments. In 1979, 111 of til; city's 289 schools 438 percent)

were predominantly black. White flight -- school transfers, relocawtion to

suburbia, entry into private and palchial systems -- may be heavily respon-

sible for this trend.
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f: The. citygspublic school enrollment of 232,000 is.70 percen!.black and

: Hispanic." Of the 8,000 students transfekred under terms of voluntary

desegregation, 85.percent have been minority. Philedelphican expect

continued white resistance to voluntary desegregation, esee.ially if.this.

.term means whites'shifting.their children to educational settings in or

near blIck communities.: :

. _

The slow. movement towakedesegregation,':the level-of school violence,

discipline infractionsand demogalizetionmakei a broad "educational"

statement to children. --as do dilapidated and unsafe. schools, shabby :

or non - existent texts books and drug traffic-inthe school corridors

and rooms. PI

.

The challenge is to structure high quality, attractive educational offerings

throughout the city to reduce.pastInequities. "-

ieaeral funding is desperately needed to help this process. The role of.

'.' the federal government-in providing, the finaecial..reSCurces s eded to

.'...boost urban area.eduCetion'isfundamentlal, But imanatMosph re of limited

..'
.

. . . .. . -

: -.resources, we believe,that tirgN,Vg fundi more effectively and the process'

of monitoring and oversight respoilsibilities can be an important part of.,'

5
1

this proCess.

HOUSING

..4.As our State. of. Black Philadelphia report documented,
not since World Wai II

has Philadelphiaexperienbed g.housing crisis oAptoday's magnitude Curz-

rently it is estimated that betwpen 460,000:aed'a hill a miiliOn..,Phiiadel,7::

phians:need hoesingassietinCe.

.. .

The city esiimeted!inl979 that there are tiope22,000 ebandoned-structures

and tore-then39,600_families living in non.-liublic'glubstandard housing.'

.11'
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Unfortunately, Philadelphiee..bOusing::pioblama haVe'tbee*-execerbated

by the federal progn.-:a that were meant:to resolve thei.

-For example, the Housing and CoMmunity Development-Act-Of, 1974 gaye
.

federal credence to.iecyling by.streising "spatial:deconcentration!

of low income black neighborhood'ind.'the reVitalizatiOm:ofthese.

neighborhoodsto'attract permons-of.highei incomes; usually whites.

,

In Philadelphia, thetwo agencies given'the-rrmponsibiiity for providing''

housing, fOr thoae most in need are,,,tfiCOffica O6lOusing rmdComMuni&.-:

Development (MD) and the Philideiphia'Housing Buthciiity (PHA). Programs
. .

operated.bli these agencirm have contributed to the recycling of the black

community... (MCC hai carried oUtits'recyCling rolethroUghthe demolition

of black neighborhoOds.. This was. achieved'' the refrmal to allocate or

send funds in black neighborhOoda and by.:.failing to design programs to
. . r.. , -. -

meet the needs of loW-iUyome people.

Since the begihning.ofthe Community Development BlOck Grant Program (C1513G)'.

in 1975, the City's Office of Housing, and, Communitylbevelopment hei:imple-.

mented policies and programswhighhave.xesulted in'the further.iecyclizig.

of black 'and.poor neighborhods. PiograMd; such am'iowCost housing

rehabilitatiOnand low interest16rms and grants, have consistently, been

under-funded and under- executed attheexperme of administrative costs,

and center city development.

Between 1975 and 1978, 33 percent of all community develOpment funds were
. .

allocated for planning and administratirm whileOnly six percent were

allocated to 611,housing rehabilitation programs'. To make matters.-wOrsei

less' han five percent-of.all community developmentexpenditures were.

lanCumbered by rehabilitation programs duiingthatsztme time period.
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.The low interest loans and grants (corrently.called Housingliprovement

Program) has great potential for arresting recycling, yet.between.1975

and 1978, OHCD spent only 4.6 percrlpt. of the total community development

budget on this prOgram. To this day; millions of dollars allocated to

this program'remaia unspent. .The.Ute of-the 1Cans and grants program is .

severely hampered by unnecessary and lengthy administrative delays creating:

a sizeable case backlog and shortage of-contractors williify to participate

,

in the program. -

o

Another example of the city's recycling tactics is the city's extensive

demolition program. Since 1975,the city, through OHCD andfie Department

of Licenses and Inspections, has demolished nearly 8,000'units - 'mostly in:

predominately black neighborhoods .auCh as North Philadelphia. The results

of this demolition activity are disastrous; (1) numerous poor'and black .

neighborhoods of the city now have a destabilized, bombed-out appearance;

(2) many of these vacant lote around the central core are now Considered

"hot",speculativeinveatments for expensive new construction; and (3)

these Speculative investments, supported by increased city services and

higher faxes have recycled entire neighborhoods..

Black Philadelphians comprise 90.9 percent of the city's 120,000 pub4c

housing residents.. Living conditions in public housing projects are

generally atrocious, dangerous and de- humanizing. Philadelphia's.

public housing projects are plagued by a )multiplicity of problems,

including'inadequate maintenance,-poor security and an administrative

policy designed to reduce thepOpulation within'the projecis.

Public housing units in low income communities which lie directly in

the path of current recycling activity or on the fringes of'mladle income:

communities, have been systematically de-populatr.d. leaving theie.propertiei

availabWfor'rec cling for middle income families.

In the last few rs, the Philadelphia Housing_Authority:has systematically

depopulated several high rile units without'conCern for develOping or

locating replacement/i;Ousing. This his resulted in c=essively high
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vacancy rates. for many enits,'a paradoxical,sirnatio7i ih the face

of a chronic housing shortage for'lmw and moderato income renters.

'Of the 40 public housing developments in the City, only 11 reach

,100 percept occUpancy. Recording to the p.:S.'DePartnent of Housing and-

Urban Development, the average numbeie:cif vacant Units in all conventional

and scattered sites combined nears 104aercent or 1;940 units. More

specificially, HUD reported 1,471 vacancies.in conventional

developments and 469' in'scattered sites.

There are 10,000 applicants on the Philadelphia Housing Authority's.

waiting list for.subsidized units; 5,000 persons On the Authority's

waiting list for scattered site units (the.last'application'was taken

in December 1978); and 1,500 reservations!on,a2waiting list to iubidt

forkal Philadelphia Housing Authori6y,applications.

1

Living conditions for.many of the city's public housing, tenants

are deplorable, ynt the city failed to:spend two million dollars allocated

by CCD for rehabilitation of scatteredsire housing,in its. Year V

Oommunit7 Development...program

One myth perpetuated 67 many is that minority Philadelphians have

made significant progress during the past decade in the area of

housing.

To t ccrtrary in recentyears, housing19enditions for:Many:black

families have declined. Many factors have contributed to the decline

'including the failurcof income among blacks to keep pace with

soaring costs of availablo housing units.

Soaring mortgage rates and less desirable types of mortgage !,

.instremcnts have Made the buying ofa home nearly impossible for Many.

In 1960, approximately 40 percent of black families in Philadelphia'
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.were homeowners.. In 1970, about 43 percent fit in that category.

i However, theresults of a recent survey by thi City of ihiladelphia-.

showed that only 27 percent of black families owned-their own

home.

Low income housing, in today's market, is generally unProfiistoleL.

A survey completed this year by-.the Federal Home Loan Bank'. eard;.

foUnd that the average new home in'the PhiladelPhia'area cost

$74,800 and the average previouSly occupied home sold for $55,400.

In speculative areas like the 2000 block -of Spring Girden Street,'

thq range is $130,000, to $200,000.

Racial discrimination'in public
and private housing is still a

formidable part. of the housing problems for blackelandother minorities.

Recent media attention has beenforcused on racially motivated acts

of violence against. black
hoCeowners and renters in white and

predominatly white communities in the Delaware Valley.

Minority Philadelphians face a severe housing crisis. Many of.their

communities are plagued by' burned, vacant unboarded and abandoned.

buildings, over-crowding, lead paint in older'bildings 'and substandard.

housing. Many of the problems are the result of ai lack of

city services, withdrawal of private investment funds, racism and

unemployment. Howeveri:the most severe housing dilemma facing

Philadelphia's minority community is neighborhood recycling and

displacement. It is clear that a major struggle in housing for

the'1980s will be in the area of central city occupancy.'

Additional federal funding is
particularly needed for renters and

those of'low incomes who. want to purchase their own homes. In addition,

the invovlement of the private Sector in rehabilitation efforts

i4s sorely needed.



A third area of increasing commufisthi:Oriticel,problesiofydeth

unemployment faced by urban areas.

As unemployment in these inflationary.. continues to increase, the -

competition for scarce jobs heats:up and:the fallout affects blacks-Amd

youth disproportionately.

The unemployment rate for black teens more than,doubled between 1954

and 1975, increasing from 16.5 perCent to 36.9 percent,,but the white

teens' jobless rate remained, at approximately 14 percent.

From 1965 to 1978, the percentage of young black men in the job market

declined from 83 to 66 percent. -At the 'same time,. there were more. white

youth and black women in the job market, either.working or actively

seeking

There are no surveys .of black teenage unemployment in Philadelphia.

116wever, our educated guess is that,in 1979, the =employment rate

among Philadelphia's black youth was in.escess'of,45:perCent.

. ,

Many young blacks have turned to federal job-training programs. OV.

....relief. The U. i. DepaitMent of Labor'concedes that, these program'

have barely made 'a dent-in thejObless rate of black youth, but at

least, they have held back a bigger tide of unemployment.

Labor. Department officials say that federal.'programs accounted for

most of the jobs increase for young blacks between 1977. and 1980.

/nthe late 70s, employment expert and economic analyst Dr. Bernard

Andersen, said that if the federal employment progremeware taken .

away, the effect would be disastrous.. . 4

AlreadyfcutWacks in =TA funding have made a negative impact on

Philadelphia; Thousands of people have returned'to-the unemployment
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as a result of CET,. cutbacks.
--

We contend that CETA was a good progte, .needed,as are most federal

programs, to be targeted and monitored for enforcement and program

efficiency. The emphasis in CETA programs should be on on-the-job

training experiences targeted at unemployment and the under-employed.

The historical concentration of young blacks insiow-growth blue collar

employment will adversely affect theireeiployment in the 80s. If there

is a solution to the probl,ms of unemployment in our'mejor urban centers,

it will lie in planning, preparation and commitment to change.

I have been asked to include as part of.this,presentationasome thoughts

on how federal assistance to the cities has aided 'or the

implementation of solutions to urban problems. In general, lederal

assistance in the. pasthashelped, rather than hindered theeffOrti

of social and city planners to address the problems of their communities.

However,\here have been federal programs ihd services that seemed to

impose barriers to effective programing and/or implementation of needed

services. The federal housing programs mentioned earlier cause harmful

results.

In Philadelphia, direct federal
assistance has been used in all four

of the identified social problems
that t'llave spoken about; as well as

a few other areas not mentioned: including health care, mental health,'

retardation programs, environmental
health'services, income assistance,

to families such as AFDC, food stamps, Medicaid, rent subsidies, family-

planning, day care and headstart programs, transportation, etc. These

funds have enabled cities to provide services to more of their citizens,
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not just the disadvantaged. But especially for the minorities and the

poor, taey'heve provided a means of entering mainstream America. .

Notwithstanding, therebave been some weaknesses in federal funding to

the. cities. The mayor fault of most federal funding streams for programs,

and services is that their are not targeted as specifically as they might

,p0"; and/or are week intmonitoring and enforeeeent."

It appears that under the present adainistration we are. not going to

experience a correction or elimination of these weaknesses, but rather

we are faced with an "economic recovery program" that will not only '

reduce federal aid, .but will pass it through the state 'administrators

and politicians to the urban areas. The priorities of the Reagan

economic recovery plan -- cutting federal spending, reducing taxes,

and giving more'. flexibility and control to the states in'the determi-

nationof What is funded and by howedh -- are not and cannot be our

priorities. From our perspective as an agency.that works with and for the

urban minorities. and the poor, these administrative priorities will

result in negatikre'reactionsCulminating in fear, despair, and angry

frustration in the lives of.our constituency: 11) A lack of faith and

' trust in the government's ability to provide services based on needs;

(2) A reduction in the commitment to equal access and protection and

Opportunity that is rightly the province and responsibility of federal

government; (3) A return to the "Boot-Strap" concept--with no boots;

and (4) a feeling of new negativism on the part of the middle-class

silent majority that says "We have done enough".

130
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We ire:particularly concerned over.the consolidatiou'of many' categorical

programs. into blOck-grants, which, we view as a return.to the 'states rights "..

principle which has been detrimental to the interests of the minorities and

poor. The. experience of the revenue sharing programs --a PrecursOr.of today's

emphasis on block grants -amplydemonstrates the polilticalness:of sUck a

funding process,, which oftenresultarin minorities and other disadvantaged

jeoupsi not being reached.by monies that.are in effect untargeted. Further

more, consolidation:into block grants will eliminate.crucial federal respon-

sibility and oversightfor the statutory and.regAlatoryenforcement'ofthe

legal protections for the most vulnerable. .
The Proposed abOlitiOn of federal

funding for the Legal Services Corporation will erode those legal,prOtections :

even more.

Minorities and the poor, predominantly Urban residents, will bear a dispro-y

portionate amount of the burden that.will result.frOm'ihe.1982 budget reduc-

tions. In turn, the problems thiturban.administrators will haveto cope

with will be correspondingly larger and more serious, and correspondingly

less monetary and human resources will be available with which to attempt

to solve those problems.

An underlying assumption of the Reagan plan to reduce federal spendingfor

block grants is that the costs associated with federal procedurei for record

keeping, procurement, administration, and enforcement will diminish. They

note,. for example, that 13 percent of thefederal funds for elementary and

secondary education-assistance programs.mow goes to the administrative costs

in the state and local educitional bureaucracies.
Therefore, they reason, if

the various categorical programs for educaiional assistance to state. +mid

localities are consolidated into two block grants, a considerable portion

of that 13 'percent will be saved. The remainder offthe 25 percent reduction

in federal funds is 'to be achieved through prudentmanagement and cost contain-

ment techniques.at'the state level as-the block grant funds'areadministered,
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-A basic flaw in the edministration,'s assuMptions.is that apparently the

administration did not take into account the effect of inflifion added to

a 25 percent .reduction in federal finds Assuminga minimal inflation rate

of 12 percent, the effective rate of reduction'ismore-ldkely to be 37 percent.

ior'can we be.as optimistic as the administration that the necessary pro-

cedures associated with block grant fundiOlidll cost less at the state.

level than at the federal level. lte-COnsumer Cmalitide-fOr'Health eiii

mates thatstate administrative costs for funding and implenrntetioMOe'

tealth programs Under a block-grarit"mtractUre may well eat'uplt perCeat'

df the grant, as it seeks to develop and maintain bureaucratic procedures

for#dministration, monitoring, evaluation and enforcement.

Aside from the monetary considerations of She impact of block grant funding,

there are other problematic areas to be dealt with. Our cities cannot wait

for the administrative procedures to be developed at& state level for

the priority setting and allocation 'of block grant monies. We can:only

anticipate major disruption and serious reduction in the quality of human

services in the City of Philadelphia..Punding for. many programs may stop

entirely while the mechiniims are being developed and implemented. A

reduction of services formerly funded under categorical grants due to

delays in transition to block grant funding will have disastrous effects

on the minority and lowincome.sersons, forcing many of them into further.

economically, socially, and politically depressed conditions. Secondly,

there are no federal guidelines or suggestions relating to how the states

and localities would proceed to adudnister block grant funding. Further,

given the administratiOn!s desire to -do away. with some of the regulatory'..i

agencies and /or statutes, the assumption that federalMinimum standards

would be maintained and that the states would or could be held accountable
-II 1

for their use of federal funds seems unrealistic.

Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly in relationto the problems of urbaie ?

centers, there have been no mechanisms developed for input into the prioritT. .

/
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setting of goes and objectives in a state plan for the allocation.4of funds.

Will urban metropolitan areas be forced to compete with rural-areasLin a

state which is predominantly rural? Will the eastern regions of. this state

find itself pItted against the western region in the competition for scare

dollars, as has.been the experience in the allocation aniadministration of

Title XX monies? Will politics become the deciding factor in solving human

service problems, no matter where they are encountered? PolorizatiodOf

regiona, classes of people, races, etc., will only be increased if the

inequities of opportuniiiescontinue.o grow in even lergergaps.

The present administration is considering the416tablishment of "job and

enterprise zones" as a strategy for inddbinginisiness development and .

private sector investment in economically distressed areas. Such a concept

has some promising possibilities. We feel that .the following considerations
4

would strengthen the effectiveness of concept of 'enterprise zones as a way

of stimulating economic and job development activities. As conceived the

Xemp-Garcia bill should:

1. Reinforce and strengthen already existing effective economic development

efforts in economically distressed areas through Community Block Grants,

UDAG and EDA grants .and others.

2. It should not attempt to create zones as small as cepsus tracts. It

would be desirable to have an entre central city as a "zone" in which

selected neighborhoods,would be demonstration target areas. Special incen-

tives might be provided for target areas to insure that economic development

efforts in those areas were not in conflict with a more comprehensive develop-

ment plan for the entire city. f

3. Tax credits or minority businesses in these target areas should be

refundable.
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4. Small businesses, especially rity bUsinesies should hav( the option

of receiving wage subsidies for hirftg long -term unemployed comity residents.

5. The economic and jobllevelopment-Plan for-a target area should be'"

developed with the majOriniiellieMent'ofMese,emitif based -OrganizatiOns

with proved capabilities in economic and job developmend iminnermity areas.

In the final analysis., the current administration budget will simply compound

the social ills and problems of urban centers. :Many of thedisadvaditagde

--the minorities andThe themselves eoving from-a etade of

marginal independence into dhe safety net. 'Maly of. the lowimdmIAWIle-class

will move to a state Mf marginal. independenCe., Pet in =Other way, l'Xith of

these groups will no longer aspire to be upwardly nohile--reality may soon

be that of a downward mobility.

...If the cuts prepared by the Reagan'budget.are authorized,'indusirialized:

sectors of this country, namely urban centers, will be nearly financially

burdened, because the :soli ion oiraising taxes to fund services, always

doubtful at best, is slap not feasible in light of the high cost of living.

As'stated in my introductory remarks, many. of the old strategies for combating..

'urban prOblens will no lOnger work, but we must be deterred from developing

new ones, strengthening established approaches where appropriate, and -

expanding them by inititutini new' opportunities for city residents. In the

limited time allowed for this presentation, it is impessible, to elaborate on

each new and old.approaCh either already developed', in the planning stage, or

simply a product of creative. thinking,

As an agency that focuses on the problems of employment for minorities and'

the poor, we haVe chine some research and analysis on the development of

minority businesses and community develo pmeat.projedts'which generate jobs

and consequently, capital for theminorityramunity.as well'as /or the

larger Urban center of which it is'a PertioWe believe that the:sodi0-
.

economic problems of the minority and the' can be alleviated' in some

measure through increased development in these areas to Provide jobs for

the long - termed unemployed of low and moderate skills.
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Mr. GRAY. Y. Let me begin the questioning- by referring to your
statement that you are concerned that the States will not be able
to provide what the Federal Government tIRS.biten providing in the
past. As -you know, part of the, economic preposals that are being
suggested are large block grants. which would go to State agencies
and to local agencies,-th the primary amount going to State
agencies.

Could you spell out .exactly what you mean by your concern
about States not being able to protect the poor?-.

Mr. SoRRELL. Well, let me -give you an exampletwo examples.
One is.with the current involvement with the block grants that are
already in place, the conin' iunity development .bock grant. In
Philadelphia there has been' continuing disagreements on how
those funds should be spent. The current administration and the
past administration has continued to put a lot of money in center
city development, when on the other side there have utcries,
that that money ought to go into generating housing for lower
income people: 'It should also be going into developing neighbor-
hood businesses instead of center city businesses. So there is dis-
agreement in terms of priorities.

I think the sane thing would existiif the money were to flow
through the State, where you haire a tovernmentunit farther .away
from Philadelphia where some priorities have to be made up. ...'

If there is a 25- rcent reduction -in the funds plus 12-percent in-.
nation, you are. about approximately 37 percent less money.
There are goingttst; have to be some priorities in terms ofhow the
money should be If nt, and is State government better prepared to
set priorities for Philadelphia as opposed to Philadelphia?

Mr. GRAY. One of the arguments that is being utilized for the
promotion of the block grant approach at the State and local level
is that it will bring the decisions on how tb spend that money
closer to the people who will be thebeneflciaries or whose lives will
be affected.-Do you agree with that statement, that by giving large .

block grants to the State, and to local government; tha will neces-
sarilysarily mean that local citizens at the city, county or ' level will
have more input in determining where thoSb dollars '"got:

Mr. SORRELL. In general,' no. I think it tlepends on who:Will par- -
ticipate. Those who vote will participate./ those who contribute to
campaigns will ".participate or have some influence. But I don't
think it will give-jnore influence from the poor or, in general, from
the poor or black ,people as to what the priorities are going to be.'

My example -would be, ust :over the past 2. years our Governor
has been trying to institute 'what he ca: welfare reform. It basi-
cally amounts to terminating, in Phildelphia, 40,000 people from
the public general assistance rolls. That is coming from State gov-
ecnment. So I don't think7Stitte government has demonstrated its' :
capacity to take care of or to want to.take care of the nzeds-of poor
or black. people.

Mr. GRAY- Earlier today on our housing panel we had testimony
with regard to the cabacts in housing, that would .cut down the

_overall supply, particularly: to low-income people in urbanAommu-
.z.nities. Would you agree with that assessment in light of the state-

;:. ment that you made--atfpplyis the problem in housing. Do you see
the cutback in,, housin froin 250,000 subsidized units to 175,000

c
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Subsidized units as àppljing . more inflationary pressure in the
'housing industry and basically affecting the low-income persons
the most? - .

Mr. SORRELL. Exactly. I think it is more of the same. We have
tietter times had moneys coining into Philadelphia- that could have
been used for such programs that I thiq woUld have helped the

4ioor by Providing low-cost interest:10'ns lorjiouiing rehabilitation,
and also for the acquisition of houbing But these" fuliON laie1y

- 'have not been utilized. -And uoiv with the rediiction '-
think that Yotiliaie!prettY:fintch..inot,0 of the he out of
city and alsoState administration. Again have
not demonstrated that theYreallYWant to do something colt this
problem, even when they.had some wherewithal.

Mr. GRAt In termi.3.celintihmtpleyment, you mentioned that. the
real question is the nature of jobs or the types of jobs available. As 1.
you well know;the,-President of the United States, several months .

ago while in New a section of one Of the New York
newspapers, classified ads for jobs that .were available, and said
that surely with all of these As . available being advertised in that
New York paperI don't know which one it wasthat-the real
problem is that peoplejiistrave to go and find these jobs.

Is that a correct ainiessinent;. that there are jobs available in
places like- Philadelphia, 04, New York as seen in the want ads,
and all one has to do is; gO.Ont and _find those jobs? Or are you
saying something---

;" Mr. Soitazu. NO,.-just the OPPosite, The statement that I made
Was that. the Aupplynf jobs and the'nature of employment in Ma-
'delphia, and I think across the country, the jobs, are more *chiliad
in nature, require a different -set 'of..skillsthan,ihose jobs in manu-
facturing, which is the industry in Philadelphia which is decreas-
ing, where one could access those Ad with limited skills, without
an awful lot of difficulty. , .

Now thonejobs require college: degreeei: leu look at the want
ads, you will see the largest number .of jobs ffiro jobs such as sys-
tems analyst, where you don't :take a:perion out of the garment
retail industry and move them into .a pitibiT as systems analyst
without an-awful lot of training, if alL.! - =

So thenature .of work in our society is Cl*ging, and the popula-
tion that is being displaced does not and cannot compete for the
jobs that are availablenot without an awful lot of training.

Mr. GRAY. So you are saying that the jobs that are available in
newspapers in Philadelpbia, in New York; and the example of the
President holding up the want ads, are jobs Abet require a great
degree of skill and training, and that really don't address where
the ine isployment is in urban America?

Mr Exactly.
Mr. G S. Thank you,; congressman Dymally.
Mr. Diirt!Aux. Mr. 'Sorrell, this is not really a question.. It is a

commentC,OB4 an observationf you made and you are free to answer
or not. YMenre the fiecOnd witness today who made reference to

76LII109118.- not so sure-.J understand it. I my compre-
hension

the zone. I have: been in the Congress approximately 6

z complicated Republican matters is not very. keen.

5..

ok.$,.4.'
e" c.' I
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When you look at the causes of inflation, four -.major causes
health, energy, food, housingdo you -see anywheredwhere the pii-
vate sector is going to move into Watts and rebuild that -communi-

' s. ati . e en-
terprise zone?..If,you can enlighten the op the subject. .

I know yotirenatiOnal executive-direttbr-wrote a column, I was
tom tecl,to write'llim and tell' himito be soniewhat cautious about
em sing these' new ,obnceP VI. I have not found ahyone in 6

hs to explain4o me what the free' enterprise zone is and what
ticipated, irliat'.6. the structure, of that whole concept. am

afraid that we might be falling prey to good conservative propagan-
da about it. So I just want to express a little of my own 'personal
caution about it. -

Perhaps I ought to: take time to;4.kewith my friend, Congress-
man Garcia, so he might enlighten me. But Lhave not been able, in
any public literature,lo get.a fkIll understanding of the enterprise
zonebesides my own skeptitisni that the private sector is going to
do it all. I don't see theni coming into Watts, or iri this section of
Philadelphia, to 'rebuild the tity.:

Mr. SORRELL. I think Cautious optimism is how I would character-
ize a reaction to-the Ifemii-.Garcia bill for the enterprise zones. But
as I understand the concept; it' is, identifying an area within Phila-
delphia, or it could identify Philadelphia as the area, as opposed. to
Valley Forge or some other .;:surrounding': community, and say,
"Let's try to attract business anti industries into this area." The
proposed bill says the area could be as small as a census tract: We
think that would not be correct for: a city such as Philadelphia.
You would need to target areas sucli as north, west, and .'south
Philadelphia. But by using incentives, such as tax credits, an at-
tempt would be made to draw businesses into these areas, offering
-them not only tax credits but also subsidies for certain employees.
Employees, for -example, that may come out of the CETA training
program. But a package of tax credits would be offered to attract
employees into certain areas.' .

Now, maybe that starts to make some sense when you take a
look at the cost of transportation, when youtake a, lookin partic-
ular 'transportation: When employees have to move from Philadel-
phia. out to ValleY Forge or some of these other industrial parks
thg spring up around Philadelphiathere is an awful lot of that
that goes on in this area. =

ow, I certainly would_notsit here And say that we thh* it will
1. What I think out response has been, is that it is with inves-

tigatinganything is worth 'investigating if it will provide some
jobs in this area. .4.

Mr. DYMALLY. Tell me the truth. .If you. were white, conservative, ,7
Ph. D., head of a semiconductor company, would you really

go into the central city ?. , .

Mr. SORRELL, If you made' it attractive enough, I might consider'
doing that.

Mr. DYMALLY, Considering tbe.incentives. in the Sun Belt States
the right, o'w4k, tax hohdayel. - . ;

Mr. SORRELL.' At least,as I would perceive the bill, we are not
talking aboUtrattricting bushlesses from the Sun Belt. Philadelphia
has an awful Rif of businesses that locate across the city line.

.7. .0.
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. DYMALLY. I'm talking in; terms of national thrust.
m :7 n 11 a- .

' ' delphia, and what it Might Philadelphia economy.
_ There are an awful' lot of businesses that. &xi:0'0 lobate in this

area, and they can locate across tie . city line.,:There are distinct ad-
' vantages to that One is that your employees den't;taive to pay the

city wage tax, which is over 4 percent. They ,have..allithe advan-
Wes of being located, in this area. They can have access to the .
seine transportaticin networks: But they can cut the cost -of doing
business by, locating just outside of Philadelphia. I think what theL ,
bill means to meagain;;I'm saying anything that might do some -'
thing about improving this economy-is worth taking look at, be-

.; collie I believe jobs are the No 1,priority..
Mr: DYMALLY. In conclusion, Mr.' Sorrell, "cautious ottimism" is

an oxymOron which is a contradiction.
Mr., GRAY. Congressman Dellums
The CHAntmAik. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. GRAY. Going back to the Urban enterprise zoneyOu !nen-

tioned that you saw some problems vis-a-vis the tax credit proviitc's
..Sions which basically provide tax incentives for social security
taxes, with a two-tiered: system for youth employment providing "
greater incentives for the hiring of youth as opposed to those noch
older. What were the problems .with the tax credit that you Raw?

Mr. SORRELL. Well, one Would be whether or not could the city. of
Philadelphia afford to give the tax credits. One of the problems
that the current city administration has is a declining tax base in :
Philadelphia. Not enough revenues are coming into the city: coffers
to stil)port the services needed: Could the city afford to giye new
industries these large bundles of tax credits or benefits': to attract
them into and not be increasing the tax base to pay; for city serv-
ices?

z,

Mr. GRAY. What if the urbaxi enterprise zonestvere primarily
targeted tuward areas where there is open land, vatant land, where
there's ,no tax collectioncon that property now? ..

Mr. SORRELL. That might help-where you are collecting nothing
currently. I don't think anybody has the numbers. I think what our
organization's position has been, that it is worth taking a look at.

Mr. GRAY. Thank you very much, Mr. Sorrell; for your testim04:
ny. We appreciate your coming. We' are sorry for the delay before
getting to, ypeThitilk you Very much.

Mr. SOlpiEL;t:`ThaAlc you
Mr. GRAIL"! -At this- time we call the employment retkelElinore'/

Johno4,1"-eiecutive Arecto$, Hartranft Community Corp.; Dr. Kate
Dontkue, member/ Executive- Committee, Women in Work Coali-
tion; abirDellbra Roye, member of the African America' Mothers.

If you will come forWard, we will begin our testimony on' eniploy-
ment.
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A.

SON,,..4,EXECUTIYE EgrtgcroR,
HARTRANFT COMMUNITY CORP.; KATE *DONOHUE; MEMBER,
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE, WOMEN IN WORKtbALITION; AND
DEBORA ReYE,IEMBER, AFRICAN=AlviggroAfsr MOTHERS

Mr. GRAi'..We would like to, :again in the interest of time,
remind yolthat your written testimony will be submitted fully in
the .record.. We would like to ask you if. you will, please to stay
Within a 3- to^ 5-minute smithery of the high points of that testimo-
ny: And, 'of course;.during thelquestion and answer period we will

g-etting into the depth of your Written statement. I will turn the
chair over to my.ccdleaglie and' the chairman of the District Of. co-
lumbia ComMittee, CongresSman Dellums.

The Mr. Johnson, you may proceid.
Mr. JOHNSON.- MI: Chairnian, members of the committee, my

name is Elmore Johnsen, I. do not conie-here to pretend to be an
expert on youth employment or housing or crime or any' of the
other areas mentioned in the transmittal. However, I would like to'
share with you some personal experiences in 'terms of what I see on
a day-to-day basis in a number of the neighborhoods and communi-
ties of Philadelphia.

The same trends and. problems can be found in all large urban
areas. And I would ventureto say that a numbe,r of the problems
that are experienced in Washington, D.C., are also experienced in
Philadelphia, and vice versa. Both of thini arejnignificant cities,

. but Washington does have one problem that Philadelphia does not
have, and that is taxation without representation for tlie District of
Columbia.

In relationihip to Federal legislation, there are two primary
pieces that I would like to. address. One would be the CETA Mt,
and the other one would be the community develoPment block
grant.

In my way of/thinking, these two pieces of legislation have hall
more impacti, Or have the potential of having more impact, on
inner city coMmunities 'than virtually all other pieces of legislation
that come to mind. -`

As you know, the CETA legislation has been drastically cut and.
reduced. The community development block grant will probably
fair a little better than CETA. But the kind of benefits that could
have been derived if properly applied in neighborhoods and com-
munities such as the one that I represent, the results could have
been beneficial, not only to our residents, but to the city and the
Nation as a-whole.

In relationship to youth unemployment, I don't think that we
have the luxury any longer of 'neglecting the needs of our young
people. When you look at the priorities that have been eet forth for
the country, and year after year and day after day the youth don't
consider themselves a part of. that priority, then I think we are
heading, down a road to destruction. When we look at our young
people as the future of our country, and we don't give them the
kind of incentives for the programs, or the `proper training and
education that they should have, then really what we are saying to
them is that you really doWt count.
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You /know, personally think this is probably Oire of the most in-
telligent generations of young people, probably one of the most
mature. I know it is one of the best looking generations. But it is
also probably one of the most underprivileged, in relationship to
those things that have been made, available to them.

In terms of the extension or the recent House vote on the CETA
legislation, where the youth bill will be continued through Septem-
ber of 1982, that in itself is very good as a holding- measure, but it
is not the solution. -I would hope that the _Black Congressional
Cauciis and the Congress as a whole would seek to address and
eliminate those problems that are confronting our young people

I µw11 be glad to answer any questions. There are a number of
other points that are contained in the testimony- But to adhere to
the time frame, I will stop' here.

The CHAMMAN. Thank yo9 very much, Mr. Johnson.
[The prepared statement of Elmore Johnson follows:)

p P
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Mr, Chairman,-and.distinguish membert of the Committee, cometo you today

.

not as:an expert on any of the particularSubjects to be discussed, but as'a

community professional interested in the future of America and our Urban'cities.
.

The comments offercome:from first hand experience with Philadelphia'

neighborhoods and communities simular to the Hartranft Community which I am

representing. here today.

',.'Having had the opportunity to visit Washington, D.C. and.to see'vatt areas

of the city away from Capitol Hill, andlhough just as Philadelphia, it is a

magnificant city,'both cities share virturally the same major urban-probleMs

with unemployment and inadequate housing leading the way. Washington does how-

ever, have one problem that we don't,have-taxation without full federal:represen-

tation, and that should be corrected immediately.

The two fundimental federal assistance programs which most inner city -.

communities could readily identify with in :recentyears are, the Housing and.

.Community DevelOOment Program:and the ComprehensizeEmployment and training,

.

Act (CETA).

Both programs have the ability,to create tremendno benefits for low in-

come communities, neither has reached that full potential in 'Philadelphia.

While thelEommunityDevelopment Program will fair somewhatIiitiek in-

cluding extension of the Urban Development Action' Grant.(UDAG)'Progrem, CETA

will have no such luck.

Under the present structure, Philadelphia's program loses more than 50%

of its' funding .with some major redijectfing of its' prograni.effOrte, presently

tailing place, Approximately 4,0004:000:PlitfadelphianMlive bgeh directly

Ots of CETkemplpymeht,and!thoutiinds MoreWPII. 'Ultimately

I. I
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experience an indirect-negative.imPatt.as.a.resultof budget.cuts.

While many will argue that theAderican public has expressed.a desire for

less government spending, the -Administration and many members:of Congress have

greatly misread the mod of our nation's citizenry.. It gave'neauthdrity'to..

.

completely'cut and butcher our domestic systei! It didn't ask that 300,000 ..-

additional people be put out of work and for the poor.and needy tolose.baait

daily benefits.: It did.ask for Andupports. adequate defense, but didn't ask

,for the ,largest military build-Up since World, WarAI at i: projected cost over

thp.next. five years of $1.3 trillion.

,

Americans take pride in ,being-aistrong:defenpe ready nationwhich:can.

.

adequately protect our country, and likewise lend A.:helping hand to underpri-

veledga naticns but, this administration and Congress Will,also come to know

we are-a nation that.prides. itself:in being.ableto take care.of our own; and

the present and.proposed excessive and discriminatory budget cuts will ultimately

undermind our ability to do this.

When we lose oir parents and grand-parents, we lose our past, but when we

lose our children, We lbse our future!.

America cannot afford to lose or refuse a whole generation of ouryouth.

Today's youth, I feelltre a much better looking generation, probably a

More intelligent. generation, a more inquisitve generation, certainly amore

mature generation. But on the other band, they are also the mostunfortunite'

and underpriviledged as it relates to National Resources and National PriOrtties:..

When we can spend more on missiles than education, can spend more on energy re-

sources, than we can on Human Resourcesi when we can spend more on incarceration

than rehabilitation and preUention, when'we can spend more on government studies
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and consultants than on employment and training then something is fundamentally

wrong. When crime families are publicized.corethan honor students, and we

spend yore tine trying to.figureeut.what to do with the unemployed, than

de eloping gainfull employment opportunities for them,.somethingis wrong.

Even as we sit here today, discuSsing.yoUtheMployment, while in the same house-

holds, mothers and fathers of the same youth are unemployed, something is wrong.

When the U.S.Attorney General advocates the establishment of an "early.

.warning system",.to detect the possibility of racial yipleneethisfkummer over

the administration's]mdget cuts in social programs, to me it-.elmbst admits up .

froht that the cuts are not only unfair, but diSCriminate against the disadvahtiged

of our society. :

When we start to talk about tax credits:tO offset the cost of 'private education

'While public school systems filled with minorities who have no ether ilterhatiyes

'go begging,'and congress itself approves a $20.9 billion stop-gap spending Bill

that increases defense fund' but cuts money from domestic programs and demands

that waste and inefficiency be eliminatedfrem social programs,. but virtually-

ignores the balance of our federal bureaucracy, something ii.Wrong!

The National Budget of American cannot be aimed on the back Of

nation's. Under-priviledged. When YoU'retilki about millions of peopleOn-

. .

Cluding the youth, living in urban aties, wi out jobs, with less food, money,

and more day to day frustration,
somehoW7the phase "Nation Security" seems some-

. e.

whitt.; DC leke! .

As one who has served in the military' nd
alio.vietnam, rdo!not take' our

nations' security lightly! I strongly believe we must have adequate defense'
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Many of today's youth feel the same, but after seeing how this, country turned

its' back on.,Vietnarayeia, some of which were their own brothers and relatives,

they have not turned to military' service as'.an alternative to unemployment.

°Also,'one of the 0'1ft-inducements and:benefits, the GI' Bill, arants*foreducation
.

was eliminated by Congress in 1976. ;

.1 lie poor, are being unfairly blamed, or the economic crisis in4merica, And
. ,

The explaination, that thiila being don to stimulate the economy and:create

4%likewise being unfairly penalized by these ssive cuts in social prograMi.'

more jobsis suspect. In fact it would seem juSt the apPositei more unemplOyment,

increased crime, increased frustration and more social problems.

i-
Ethically and morally, it is wrong to place such a heavy burden upon the

.A
least fortunate of our society.

It is no wonder some type of rebellion is aeticipoted.by the U.S. Attorney
r.

General. 'But, I don't sell the Ameridan people that short,; sure there will be

hard times, however, we will as a.nation for the most part survive. but not all

of us. I think the rebellion will take two diffehnt.forms. First, at the

polls on the local, state and national 1 vel where our elected officials are

now playing God with the lives of milli ns and too often present.their own views

instead of those that they represent.
.

Second. by. the youth of this nation. who will come to see a system that has

repeatedly made-them less of a priority and fails to.adequately address their

employment and training-needs.,

Youth age 14 to.21; represent approximately 15% of the -total population

of Philadelphia and currently faces a critical unemployment rate which in some

neighborhoods reaches 40 66.
The majority,of these youth would prefer to work, but are virturally denied for..

pck of employment opportunities,
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The Youth EmploymentDemonstratiOp Projects Act established in 1977
represented a major public response to an emergency situation and-the
spetial needs.of unemployed youth. It also- inditated a public acknowledge -.
ment, at least in law, that the natlon.didn't really know much aboutAhe
problem or how to solve it.but was willing to use.Oublic,resources to.find
out... As one study indicates,,YEOPA accounted for almost all the employment:,
growth-for minority teenagers in thelast.two years. -. Yet this was a
"Demonstration Att", premised on.the,notiomthat we needed to experiment and
evaluate further before committing' urselves to permaneht policies; now we
are instead looking at elimination:.

The youth.unemployment problet continues to be ON of then ultjOn'S most
significant and chronic social,' problems. For example youth unetreytent is
twenty % and unemploytent amonOminority.youth is forty per cent, both of which'
are considerably higher than thOlational norm.

Since the enactment of YEDPA, Philadelphia has directed its program planning
and funding toward providing a mix of employment and training opportunities for
disadvantaged youth - both in-school and out-of-school. In 1980, approximately
4500 youth.were served during. he summer. Approxitately 82% of yoUth-who part-
icipated in programs were in-school or had completed sthool.while 98%.yOuthAvere
school drop-outs.

The predominate employment and training activity for youth was'subsidized
work experience in jobs with non - profit organizations. Classroom .training ed-
utational skills imprOvement was the-second.mpst frequent offering. Institut-
ional classroom skill training and on- the.job training were available to few
youth under the youth programs. Youth, however, did.participate.in skill train-
ing offered through CETA programs not specifically targeted for youth. In this
later category the large majority of these youth were between the ages of 20
and 22.

In Philadelphia, thehilosophy that has 'informed both kogram planning and
funding decisions has been to focus on the "supply.side" of.the youth unemploy-
ment blem - i.e., the characteristics and problems of unemployed youth.

grams have stressed "employability development" - i.e. services that help to
motivate youth, provide them with favorable attitudes toward work, instruct them:
on how to conduct themselves in the "employers" world and training in basic job
keeping skills. Significant emphasis also has.been directed to providing basic --
education by offering assistance to youth.to Stay in Acheol and. special programs ,

to prepafe youth to complete a General Equivalency Diploma. This emphasis on job-
readiness and employability' development is lemony respects consistent with the
overall national polity perspective on youth unemployment. .
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Four groups. within the total population'of youth have been found to have

the greatest difficulty in making a successful entry to the laborA:arket: young

women, high-sthool drop-outs, minority youth and poor youth. YoUth whofalT ".

within two or more of these groups have a much more difficult chance.in finding

a job. The statistics reported.in tHlroVice:President's Task Force on Youth

Employment revealed that,hispanit'and black youth who' have dropped out of school.

have the highest unemployment rates among all youth i.e: 37% and 32% respectively.

The drop-out rate in Philadelphit.Schools argues fora much greater emphasis on

programs and funding for .out-of-school'youth. .

A recent Department of Lab46;ePort entitled "WhyAidt Drop Out'of Mich

likewise shows that more and more teenagers are dropping out.of school: before

graduation.

Deficiencies in aCadelic functioning has become a majetprobleMi; -It'has been

found that:
/. . .

- According to the results of%testing conducted by forMer
AMPC sites, a high frequency of participants entering
training prOgfaMs were.functiening,at or below the fifth
grade level in reading and/or bath.-(Offfte of Employment

and Training, 1981)

Results of the AMPC.testing also.indicated that additional Jab,
training appears to be an essential. factor in securing succes-
sful employment.-(Office of Employment and Training; 1981)

Nationwide data reports that although 90% of youth continue to
the secondary level in the educational system,only 75%Iraduate.
(Office of Employment Security, 1980):

As expressed by the Office of Employment Security, (1980), over .: .

two million youth between the ages of 18 and 19 lacked high school'

diplomas. It was also determined that in. Philadelphia county,
.59.5% of the population completed less than a 12th grade-education
and 334,000 Philadelphians would be classified and economically

disadvantaged (Office of Employment Security, 1981).

Increased education affects the earning power of individuals. For

example, a youth completing 1-3 years of high school increased his/her

salary over the base line by 44.4%. It was also found that individuals

completing 4 years of high school increased their salaries by 73.8%

(Office of ,Employment Security. 1980).

One can readily see,the need for programs With has as a part of its' focus

1)n a remedial population.

A
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`Education needs to be emphasized, however, while themagnititcloyof,s6baol
cit0i,51.7t7ifil require some redirection of funds for year-round pcOgrami-away
fromoutCkttending'schooti ihe.summer:program and all youth 'peograes-mest.'
Co6tque'te'emphasize the need for tompletion of educatiod in reducing enemploy-:
merit ,'.-ThOStat'is,tieal assotiation'between completion oft' high school. -educption

and success in the labor market reinforces the necessity -of concentration the
resources and programmatic activity ofthe SemmeepeOgram or motivating nart
icipants to the absolute necessity of education:for morL

Special targeted programs foryouth,are needed but they must be linked
more effective) y with other C.E.T.A. employment and triining activities.
The unique needs of-youth in Making their entry in the labor market,. Supports.
the need for continuing programs targeted-to youth and structured in ways that
best serve there.needs. There 1 greater need'however; to organize the entire,
employment and training system in a way that can provide amore comprehensive

.° and consolidated:approach to service delivery to address the skills:training
and continuing educational,needs of.youth. '

Consolidlation and stadardization of individual client planning, client
monitoring and advocacy will help to enhance the effectiveness of the'emoloy-
ment and training system for youttwand,thele practices will go along Wayin
conteolling the progress of youth toward finding a.job: ,

. . .:-
Education is vital = Out more effective use of nonC.E.77esources, will

.,: be necessary..
,

As noted above,. the positive correlation .between the completion of a high
school education ancsuccess.in the labor market underscores how,importit re- .

medial education; alternative education, G.E.D. programs and literacy training
areare to an employment and traiming.system for youth. To make-More efficient
use oft.E.T.Ai..funds;howeveromaquire greater efforts on coordinatiao with

.
other institutions that are mandated and perhaps better equipped topprovide .

these services.

RThe city and the communIty*pkto week colTaboratively in developing a
..intergrated strategy for youth develepment.that bring agencies together'and pro
:vide training to Offer services that focus on basic life, skills and resources

A that give youth some constructive.options for development.

.
Employability DevelopMent.ind Skills Training have to be balanced by the

creation of more job opportunities for youth."
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The:problemS,of disadvantaged youtiiIii, enhancing their position in the
labor market has to. be assessed agadostAhe.actnal Availability ofjobs'in
the labOrmAket.,'The'placement reteval*"pastprogramustatUs.rates of
CarrentIeuthOrngrams clearly indicateAhit there is tittle balance between
tdevelopihg yquth and developing job opportunities'Or youth once they are
ready:to work.

The Sumer Youth Program must focus on as eence.ocemplOyability'develo ,',:.

ment activities for.youth 14 to 17 and provide an entrance,to'careerreadiness..:i , .

training'for youth 18 to 21.. .. -. . : ''!.,, ., ; co ' . -:.. v. ' .r: ,

.
The Slimmer Youth Employment Program hatAhe.blipiiiti.tOmpaction'nore

disadvantaged-youth than any other program, itthe:titYi-'710eeffective;.the
city's'OrogrA0 has been,disigned'and organzed'inKifkYlhat Provides youth with :
various programiatiC and,. Job opiltotes over.threalUmmers,:so..thatyoutWwill bes...

.:equipped to cOmpete:fer.unsubsfdtzeOmplOment in bottr,:sunmipr and/or year-round.',,

In addition the euMmer,progrnWhei the.caPacity to: reatiOignificantnumbei,s .,
fo youth who are out-of,40041 and,dut-of,work.arid to bring them .into:a network' -'

of services that can begia:1*-address,their,employabilityprobleMs. - .

....
. .,

. .

. .
. ,

C.E.T.A's role in,sChdol is to promote access to the. Other-Neducations" '-'
vocational education, Carreer education cooperative educationand general education. .

.

In addition.to providing after school wor experiendiand.emOlOyellilityproviding
counse114, a CETA sponsored in-school work program ccould'be effedtvkAnlocusing'
on. drop -out prone youth. Programs would'be effective fordisaVantaged youth if they
served as mechanisms to connecl.lthese yoUth with vocational education, career
education and other school based programs. Client recruitmentrlkills Assessment.
orientation and individuetlient and system advocaoy would be the PUrpose of such
programs within the school:sYstem.. ... '.I, ,,.. .

0
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AQ in t'Philadelphia's Office of Employment ilid.Training Pror

.01

_grain:101'10U Summer Employment PrOgram for economically disadvantaged

'.114W31C'' .

$ YOU0sters, desigReeto provide meaningful. work experienceoclassroOm training,

-. 0 and vocational exploration prograMs.

, However, still a major concern is. the lack of sufficient' funding to provide

.r-servicesto the more than 60,000 youth who.are even eligible for'SYEP, thereby,.

excluding approximately two- thirds of.this group.

Out of school yokith, either,finished high school or high school drop-outs

continue to have difficulty in securing permanenteMployment due to present state

of the economy, and more aggressiie,efforta will haye to be undertaken to involve

.

WS segment in employment and. training programs. If weare.ta address youth em-'

ployment in any significant fashion.

Present Objectives of SYEP are:

-To provide ffhanciaaseisiance tb youths hetween She ages of 14-21 who
quality under federal qconoraic'guidelines'

-To give young people the opportunity to gain good.work experience and to
develop useful work befiaviorpatterns and basic' skills; and

-To prOduCe useful services and improvements for various cOmmunities.
and its' residents.:

Under the'presentioca/ladministration, the effort to employ young people

.during the summer has been significantly increaseiand.has been verbaliied as
.

well as demonstrated that youth are a priority*of this City, but although massive

summer employment programs are i'part of the soiution,,it in itself is not the

solution. e.

.
,....

A more long range, yea's roundictivity mustlii"putin place, especiellytto
- .

addrisslhe employment and training 'needs of the many 18 to 20ear old'Xouth Who

ari,out:of School.

To deny opportunity and assistance to our nation's youth at the start ortheir

employment career is a mistake we an no longer afford to tolerate.
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When local"-government identifies'outh as a priority,, the proper support;-

must likewise be, available from state and:federal sources.

digusting sttuatioms which deserve proper attention are

not projectecras pri.7(iiis for our country,

.c Youth, as the future of America shouild,-.be' a national. inAciitity;'Yet, we tee
y

the abolishnint of the WhitE',House..Conference on- Children and. Youth; cuts in ..

the CETA legislation, education, which includes continuation of grants in special

education, vocational educOioniyouth irainingil,and'emploYment, and garanteed

student loads, We see; cuts in e foodastamp program'as wellas 'child nutrition
.

programs. We see the toleratio of, substandard housing While are cute.

from-subsidized low- income housif funds, cirts for . "drug law enforcement wherr large

percentage of crime is drlig relatedika4d the litt;cotild go on and on

Certain areas should be obvious priorities for inir'nation, with youttriederly

employment, inflation, housing, *Cation, health,'etcl, at the top ofFour

domestic. prfority -

Many b r th es e areas:tit-Ye:never. been, nor did they become priorities at the

local ancr state, levels without some federal intervention: 1f"they,were not*.
,

priorities before, what makes you thfnk thit the Block cant:'approach,'with

even less dollars will make them priorities now?

The Block Grant approaCh is koo simplistic c 'and lust be carefully weighed
4

"-,-
Co.ngress. When federal dollars are involved, then the federal government

rust maintain some control eal. at leas;Csit:Standards over how those funds are

spetitigiore important is the legiatt intent of Congress and the national

priorities set by :Congress being distorted, misinterpreted or all but Vaguely.

elated in a Block nt approab.
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If the adMinistnitian's.position is however, vcepted thatOtite' governments. ..,'';'
. .

. .,

being closer to the people must he given more centrbl. over federal dollars: an. ':.

: . ... ,

. even more convencing arguemint can bilnadefor::'large urban cities such 'as Phi lat

delphi'a and if Block Grants are to be used,:tDey.should come cliiittly to lircal

government.: 't * 4 :4, . ,

Likewise proposedrrestructuri 1p of the:Comniunityf/eVionnient 61tk Grant

Program 'must be analyzed both.ian relationship AO potential of Revtnue by
q

'Philadelphia is well as input, by Philadelphia-.citiiens. ".

Major 'changes from existing lard have been proposed

ts:Plationaglilt decreagt funding in ::vi

F/Y 82 and F/Y 83,py.approZimatelyS.1 .46 year Ir.: v..
it

,+Philadelphia has. just 'stertOt6, secure DAG oly anti
7.. 7 L

that they will be beneficial to our communities. . "der not,.to'diffsbir'or'''

compete with preient CDBG.-fundi,UDAf Mdit remain a seP'arate pPoirfin..

'Reduction in the Secrete" Dtscreticthary Fund as; veil; ass giOnosert change

in formear (70% to entitlement . communities.; 3 for statis!ai..dppOied to exist-

ing lave which providesfor 130/20fundirigsplit) would impact Ohtladelphia',S.

O. _

program. 7 0. 7,
.P7.

Major changes in eligible activities WoUtiklink no ,more than 10% of 'hits-

delphia's.'grant could'be used for public sAir.ei, however, this could be waive

by' the HUD Secretary for the next three years for communities which currently

expend more thari10%. while existing law which provides that PUbliC serviees

may only be funded if necessary or approPriale to suppprt other, CDBG activities .

would be el?minated.' o .

Also, the.,administration proposes add as a new eligible activity -to per-.
mit localities to'use',.CD8G funds for assistance to:"private, busineises..-in support



ofeconRmicdevelopmenSoroSeeti; wherebYeicisting law limits such activities

to public 0Privite, rionprofit

Lastly, the, proposed changes in the Application and Review Requirements are

ofmajor-concern in that they will all but'eliMinate any effective citizen parti-

cination as it:i5,1cnown today.

Other pertinent housing issue's...relate .to the elminiation of Section'701

'planning Grants and Neighborhood Self -Help,Development Grants, number, of assisted

"-housing units,-312-rehabilitation:program-and-weatherizationauthorization-and

crental income ratio, 'which is
proposed to be increases from 25% to 30% of tenants

income.
it!

Individually thene.proposed changei could have some impact on Philadelphia,

collectively they cOuld'be devastating:..

Congressional votes however.tetto
shape the destiny of these two l'eneL

ficial pieces of legislation. O

first,. the Senate Bill extending
basic. Housing and Community Developmeht`

Programs through 1983, including
extension of UDAG was passed and sent to the

House. ..;.

Second, the recent vote regarding youth,. jobs where the House pasied'a Bill

keeping only the youth section of CETA in operation thrOuig September 30, 1982

and 1-s only a temporary. holding measure unles renewed by Congress es a final '',

step. Even in this vote, there were ikHouse members who did net:fivorcon,

tinuing to provide youth jobs
under CETAAhroUgh fiscal 1982.' These 84 who

are so out of touchwith what is needed
in our citiesmust be convinced or

What has happene44o us as .a Nation? When people helped and cared.for-

.; 11.

one another; When we strived to take care of our young and old alike?, Has

.replaced.
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one electi 0144 -a sudden -allowed.us to sinktoa point where.we can write

off for now certain .segients of our citizens, and then if by some. miraculous

chance they-happen to-still be around when we finally get the economy straight,

we'll take a look again to see if we can help them? Itend to, think not:.

, Because of the things that are happening now; i.e., budget Cutt;,.. which

demand intolerable sacrifices of the needy,,minority groips, youth, the aged,

the unemployed -and families headed by women; because they're happening does

not mean that it:Is:right'.

The social consciences of America must not be allowed to die; we as a

great nation of people and as Americans deserve a whole lot better than that'.

Thank you
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The CHAIRMAN. Our next witness will be Dr. Donohue.
Dr. DONOHUE. I would like to thank you for this opportunity to

address you on the concerns of women in terms of employment.
I feel the basic queition that we are asking here today is should

the Federal Government be involved or committed to improving
the quality of life of its citizens. In terms of women, one of the
ways that she can improve the quality of her life is through em-
ployment. Women now make up about 41 percent of the work
force. TherhaVe increased since 1950 over 100 percent in the work
force. haply report, I have documentation of the status of women
in terms of statistics. I just want to point out that when women are
employed, they get the lowest pay, the lowest status, and the most
dead-end jobs.

W. h the low status in jobs, heir economic responsibility has in-
. cr over the, years. Fem e heads of household have also in-
---creased-over-100-percent.

Women with increased economic> responsibility and low pay are
forced to live in poverty; it's the working poor or below the poverty
level. If you look at the unemployment statistics for women, you
see the inequality here also.

I would like to add another variable of race. If you add race to
sex, you further complicate the situation. Women earn 59 cents to
every dollar that a man earns. Black women earn 54 cents.

So in this situation, women are forced to live in poverty; 75-per-
cent of those who live in poverty are women; 49 percent of all poor
heads of households are women.

What are women's options? One option is employment training.
Another option is expansion of opportunities. A third option is in-
creasing the status of women's work. And a fourth option is secur-
ing these opportunities.

The Federal Government in the past has made' a commitment to
this in terms of CETA and affirmative action, WIN, and Women's
Education Equity Act, to name a few,and my statement docu-
ments more.

However, we have seen a change in this. Reaganomics are now
reversing 50 years of social progress. They are condemning the
poor and making them responsible for being poor, and condemning
them to a life of misery.

One of the most helpful programs for women has been the CETA
program. In Philadelphia alone, with new jobs for women, Typing
Your Way to Work, the technical opportunities program of the In-
stitute for Learning, they vouch for a 75-percent placement rate of
women into permanent employment. However, these programs are
being proposed to be cut. The program .which I run is a title 1.1-D
program. We are now functioning at a reduced rate, so the Women
in my program, as well as the men, are now supporting themselves
and their fangilies on about $40 a week.

The lack of job opportunity plus financial opportunity is one way
of Aocumenting the effects of the cuts, especially with CETA. How-
ever, the other effects on the family, on the community, and on a
person's self-esteem are hard to document, but very evident. .

What should the Federal Government dO?
I have a list of recommendations. I fo;:el there should be a strong

ftcommitment to job training programs for womento expand the
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educational opportunities for women. There must be a strong com-
mitment to affirmative actionREOCEand OFCCP. There must be
support of -other agencies which help women, such as the Fund for,,
the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education. There must be sup/
port of the Women's Bureau, ivhich is,it'watehdog agency out of the
Department of Labor for women's prograiiis. And there must be
support of community-based organizations which act as resources
for women in terms of employment.'

I have outlined my report, and I go into further detail. Thank
you for this opportunity.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Donohue.
[The preriered statement of Kate T. Donohue follows:]
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Fema/e heads' median indome was an unbelievable $8,540:00 as compared to their

male occult-imparts wt earned $15,730.00.

Ccreampently, most wamaWs quality of life will not be improved by. .

employment. Most umen.willte less likely to sense an independent financial

life. She may become one of theAai*ing:Poor" and be forced to live with her

parents, or in an apartment rather than her cum home. or moredevastingly give

up her children because of a dire ecaunic situation.

if. we add another variable:of race, the situation beboeemorektasitute,

A Black female earns $.55 to a White women's $.59, 1,41ile_ri Hhite male earns

$1.00. Hence, she may never' raise above the poverty level.

Inequality,baddnes Clearer u4deri reviewing unemployment statistics. As

of March, 1981, unemployment among ummen was 741Vfhtile Black vest= experienced '

10.2% unemployment. &waves, as Professor Jah.1;01;g3en, UniverMity of

Pennsylvania has pointed cut, unemployment andikider employment among ',Amman

workers tends to be grossly understated.

Due to this inequality in eaPlaYment, mmlywamen are forced to live as

the working, poor, below the.poverty levele

-Women .medri75%,cdthoseuft live in poverty.,

-women head 49% of all,paor fmnilies

:-.4inericcmprise 85% df.all single persons over .

65 living below the:poverty level.

So the quality of life fcM wooer is threatened because she, is forced to

live in poverty from childhod4, through her years of employMent to old age.

The only realistid to irgirove the quality of life of mein is by

Jaw:living her employment and econdnic status through (1) training and educatiori!

'to upgrade skills; (2) increasing employment opportimities; (3) increasing%

the status of her,eaploymentrand(4) providing safeguards to ensUrelnerriihts

to these programs, andemploYment opportunities.



How can the Federal goverment aid in inproving the quality of life of

. 51% of its 'people, i.e., velnen2

The Teieral goverment can this by eamittenent to job

training and placement programs; education, affiriaative

action, and eliminatice of 93119 barriers 'which inhibit waratin

workers, i.e., day care, health orterns, and transportation.

o In the past, there has been awe =mitt:rent by the Yederal goverment to

aiding..tamen in securing a better quality of life.

In ro "Act .(CETA) was

Fifty 'percent. (50%) of the in CEEB areierren =Lily

the lflowlY displaced innetnal, cent arti*i0Mit.herel. tinier the Arial Security

Act, wrw, the Work Incenitie Program lattiort4gp.gargeted.lot teciPienti of Aid .

1:*Je 3

to Families- witrh.pepenient Children (AFIF:411.41tel wean in en-th -job-training;

counseling anJ work mg:erica-2M. A ecniniitement in the fonn of "education was

the Wrenn' a Educational Equity Act and Title IV sem deeegreginticn pregnant' and,

the vecatimal elmation amersimmt for sex equity. In adult eduzatien, 52.7%

of its partfripants are waxen. ,* ;(*. ":".

SeaizEi1,47.0,0' effacement of tiesi; opportunities has Also been under uhf:

purview of Federalfgaveriment. Two major federal a/facies were charged with

enforeilig'4 disnicinatian l _al the basis
, .

of sex '(as wells. 4 netienkor7in,ri oenlar): They are the

'. - Eval Eaploymerit CfportimitV "Commission and the MOM of Federal Cc:attract

owo.....PetrOliance Programs. 4 TherS is also a watchdog. torten which is an advocate
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titi axial programs.. Mitgang, Chair of the National' WirMsn's Political

Caucus said The budget holds the victims of poverty respondible for their

oecl Plight. and Ware. 93% of those an welfare are women and children, it

corderns then to a life of misery.' It is very clear that Reagent: Mice rakes

no caanittment to improving Or7isfanylaty beaming involved in the quality .

of life or women ;dm. are the nation's par.

Let's take one salient example. .One of the most helpful program in

providing poor stamen with job training and career molaility and security has

111.24V. .
Your Way to Work, the lutheran SstztlementBouse and the Institute for .Learning's

2boimical Cp;ortunities Programs have Succeeded in securing 75i et their female

participahts with permanent' emploievent., The sacCidary gains in tense of self-

esteem, job readiness and retention, eatoowermaht,, iniependenoe and Pn:ductivitz:

in the Community can not even be doimmental..''

WA is cne of the prime targets for itegenasSice. Haw will-,,this'eut or

actual transfer influence the quality of life of'sazatas? DevaaEatinfiSiatistics

could be quoted. However, the affeCt on the individual will moefe graphically

demonstrate the severity of this Cut beck.. Let's talk about Perron:

who is enrolled in a pro aim senititiVe to terners's needs in terra) of jai trainitir _.

I would like to take an example of a women from the progra4iich I an

most closely involved, the Tectrilcaa )3pportunitiesi Program.

Two years ago a =nen, 'utso I will call Mary Jones, found herself and-::
her six children an welfare. She had been .ergolosyad in the Deli Depatment'of

a local large food store. The fool chainclosed dads and left tam, a caeca

stoiry in Philadelphia. Consequently, Mary vas transformed fran a productive

community citizen, although .still a member of the tasking poor, who hail a high

sense of stores into a wanes who was unemployed, tsneddllei, aid stigmatized

by the label of welfare recipient. Her strong feelings of depression and'
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helPlessasss turt-her ccrfamded hex 2a11=7* .eootpiii, light
4.4;. This 'lack!

esteem and aoompanying feelings are dented when *pi becaneorld
. ,and lose control of their fates. 411

During this time, Mary; codersd valet she was going to do. She was

her early 40115,.;;e cotter mix children, Ipmeplc;yed m*port

Natal:oat significantly she had littiericre for the futiire: Thin iikehmard

the Institute for learning's;. Technical CpPoitunitiet PrCgraidNTOP),:p

CEfA program and

Improvenent-of POS SeccniarY

training and eraplo)ment. The three

teckmicai`Aield at Spring Gamiest

palling to a particippele teckiiiCal and (3)..e support system of

acacletaic,Iworloer educaticei;'career, and activities.

Mary, a GED recipient, discovered this peogrksahrOagh rasalit'frsS'ed

recruitment and went to her leral CRC% intake!site. Detenained elitliblP

Mary was ass evaluStaliksso-lsd and Placed a
i d:" ,

---/-0`

prOject undie.'the Punt for tkie

is. a. triune aria-mach to education',

(1)!onliege course work in a

(S) .eiciplip.sedbor Worisite corres-

-e

CurriOulma.

tglat did this to Mary?- TOP started Mary t.be road of post-

se=F:DclarY education; her back into the world of work and trained

`h& in a nal-traditional job for a 4/3111el;: Mary began to succeed. She les an

average student in her very demanding technical classes; and was assessed as

erfialuable worker who had a great deal of potential in her field on her work.:

site. Receiving great assistance fray the TOP siupport services, Mary began

to feel better about herself, learn how to deals more independently and .

assertively in her life and then started to make plans for further education

while working. 1b her,f,family, this meant regaining their self-respect,

empowerment and control over their lives. They would no lager be welfare,

-and food step receipante and subject to the hmailiatial of being poor.

11-785 0 - 83 11
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With a secure eaplayment future, Mary c40:1-soptxit her family and earnom
. -

equal. wage. With the est:eblisiment of affirmative action mandates, her-

ogportunities were guaranteed. The future lookeel.bright 'in 1980 for:Masy

and her'family. !?
- .

The tides changed in 1981...A new administratierijoictosedi'nf.
affirmative action, CEEA; educationequityand'IrammousOkber'SOCia/4:40;

The ax fell for14ary.on'MarChA4.).98/.. Pres:IA.3;ot Reagalaixopieted.aimciSiCaiii-,

"of Fiscal Year 1981...Title II-D nrniest the title which funded TOP As project'

director On'March 13, 1981, I amouried to Mary that__732._her4r4Ose 'forkji;. -.L

future4wOuld be totally closed out by. March 31, 1981. A. refrain Mary had

heard two years before when she was working at a deli of a local food chain..

Without completing her training, Mary cxxilsinia longer plan for!the future.

With smnetearsand Protest,:20P was Cxxxlt-bmal at .a reduced rate until

August, 1981. 'Mary. s now completing only her course work, and isjaipporting;.t

a family on $40.00 /week. Defeated in a had Sccriorey, Mary is trying to look

for a job. -Hmever,Oployment prospacts look bleak because Mary'was Unable:

.

to complete hex-full training. and because she is a Black unskilled female..

It also appears that "Equitable ServiOes Provisions" in the OEM regulations

may be waived in order to place the males in PSE. So Mary may receive less

thanther equitable,share of aid in job placement. Mary's 1981 dilemma is a

far cry frmn the 754 1980 placement rate TOP acciaisaa3last.year and pranised

to her this year.

Mary and her family's future appear more dismal due to the other budget

transfer proposed. Back in the throws of poverty, Mary ha's no. future in too; :.

of education and training. OEM, WIN,,WEEk and Title 1V"areiainned to be

cut. Fifty percent (504) of CETA participants being, women will be effected in

the same or perhaps.more devastating way than Mary wasCwhile 1001 of women in WEEP1

and Title IV 'will bkeffected
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-'Now that Mary is back among therrihks Of -671mof poor women. -What can Sher

expect. Mary can expect reduction 0 in the fOLlikiing...programs-which-Will alio

.

'- effect a vast majority.of.womerir , .

, -

- 75$ of those -Mon will lose Social Security-minimum benefits under the 7

'Reagan plan are women: many unmarried, part-time workers or dbpsastics

- 67% of the clients of the Legal Services ccacoraticivimarked.fOr

elimination, are poor women.

-programs d#sigmed to help diets of poor women,-infants; in! children

Would be cut back 30%.

*.
7

-federal funding for daycare i a being_ cut 25$.. In addition,: thetmung

is beihg and7stumamswill be cadet no

obligation to actually. allocate the matey earmarked for daycare, liar:

mist they providelatching fuels or meet, any federal standar&

-69%
a

s receipants.arelaamen, 11 million are children.

The meal posts $.44.

the federallcuts in public transpertaticn will also hind* Mary And other
.

women for this i4 her only means of arriving at work. 'lb add injury:to insult,

a .
the two major f eral,agencies charged with enforcing the laws 444 pbobillit" A

digorimpatibil employment- on:the basis of sex (as well as race; religion,

national origin Colorl'are the Equal Employment Opportunity °omission

and the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, Even under. present

budget allocations, funding has not been sufficient to. provide adequate

review and enforcement of complaints. Newly adopted mechanisms had reduced the

EECC backlog, but Administration proposals would cut into this capability.

EBOC.currentli brings suit in under one percent -of tte charges that Are filed.

SiOdand_CFCCI,were mandated by Congress and the courts to.enforceanti7

discrimination on,the job and in the workplace, particularly among federal

.

contractors.

Tie Administration proposes not only to slash financial support, but to

undercut this mandate by brip*.ng, new responsibilities on the agetes to

"prove" discrimination prior to taking any action.



..;;;President Reagan.. has established a regulatory review board, headed by

Vice President Bush, which will take a "second, look" 'at a wide range be reghl.aticruri.

including,NseVeral that proVide for 'affirmative action for wernerrin job hir4.ng and,

contract awards

Another' caveat is thatthelOmmen'S Bureau under the'Departmentof*Iator

has: not.receiveil a budget and is being, stripped of its pOtendY. Henbe, Mary has
fi

nO 6rotection.and combined' with the'elirniriation of CIS, no legal recourse.

ri .° These budget transfers cut deeply in the progress of human rights. This '

"anti -hunan rightS"..stance -particularly antirliViments righter is-.further

strengthened by the. Reagan proposal to.consolidete many programs vital toA.anen's

survival anal also to place than Under the responsibility of the states. Such
.

. .

projects include family planning, ciald-4e_if are services, : rehabilitatiOn and the

programs for the handicapped, .doirestic- volunteer and Ccirmlnity action programs...

This is most threatening because 'cur history dernonstrateli that states tend to

popular programs, rather thanthose mosti needed The Reagan'

agministration's definite.anti-vairen's'rightS stance is evident fran the reaction,..
. .

of al Dale of the Office of Management.Ond Budget. to..the Coali.tiortte repOrt.

"These darn
1
wcrnen Who purport, to speak, for all :Wm= in the coLintry." he

said, "I thipk it is a hunch'of junk ". -

Fole accused wart's groups of taking the vie./ that."the states are-a.'.

bunch of Ku Klux KlannerB and against poor people." . If'this view is valid and

history repeats itself, these programs are.injeoOarci/(y.

With this negative attitude toward vrimen's concerns, the shift to

military spending and. to state respons.ibility,'Atmen's .rights are in peril.

Warren ani'men must address these issues and Oppode 11). the'lii3get'lcuts. (2) the

shift to military spending and (3) the shift to state's responsibility.. If

%.ornen. do not take a firm adamant stanc: warren will lose all the gains they

have made. We again will have, no control over Our bodies, cr.lr"minds aid our

futures.



We are baok.tothe basic question'of should the Federal goVernnent. he
. .

invo lvecl in irc;roving the quality 04 lifa'of its, citizens,:particularly women.

As a representation, of aanYWcrien.andtheir =limps, I feel it is imparative
ti

..,...tpat ourigove.iirAtt take a stand and ccuntee:the baiipal.ity surrounding warren, .,,,..

Parti oulailt in terms of enployri What can tha.goverrinent-dioVii..,!.

...,. . -iii::. Tke govarrneitt ItLat be carroitted to job training which wii.i.P.Fovit
",

v.mnen with career.; xrdbility; security .and equal!.edbnanic 'staibs. Consequently,

certain pOgrains mustbe targeted g.:cifically ,for women air) linked to
.so

upwardly mobile real Fou.ns. The mEq uitaee ervic'el Frovis
. , .

". of ..

CEli regulationtm4t. be-preservet. '' .''
LI

i ? . t,
2. %CEA and Title.Iye aid.t.he sex.equity.'aspects"Of

must. be maintained: Tigse exparriwva.tir t 's 4...icna and secure educational'

OpPrtunities,- AdditionallYthela asst be Basic Eduoiti6nal CiSPOictunity Giants

available totiotl fu34 and part -time st4dents. -

'-f,

'J. Theremust be cconikttmdfittqAifirmative,Action, EBOC and euccP

TheiculiNtbasuppoartd'in financial policy, and'in e!forCement.. :!

.

O' '.

4. 'tiVes titist.b struitared into programs and emp t to

guarani le equal oppoittinity .and -affirmative action Maritates for women.

5... There should. ba4n increased f al role in aternativechildcare,.

isiOns. ....
%r . '',:i0 .. 1,....:

6.. Our goyernnent,,Shodor Provide suPport'rbr'indapendent information,
. i.7*. '

and counseling, Oentera:fiir'wtrne_n in terms of education and.errployment.

There mitt be continuation of theRtitndibr the Improveient of'......c...,

'Rost-Secondary Bdteation. FIPSE has h4jed generate a large number .of 41

effective rodels for inin' their. educational and work Pursuits.t
., .

8... SUpport theAtipen'ts 'Bureau and ftstee. dialog among working women

,:and reSoUrce persons. at the *unity level. For example, the Intmen and itrk

Coalition, ''arid the 13r48.oyrnent Sub-carmittee of. the philadelphia AifirmatiVe

Action Coalition?Must-receive governnentaf. cantunity aupPortto contriTe ',,. 1..:

their ...watchdog .activitiea.. .

"' It will oily be through this strong' 'federal .govenne.nt ccamittlient *it

%ouch %;rill be egual'in anplayrren.t and be able tciimproVe.the quality of their

lives. . .

Thank you again-tor this opiorttilititsS !cress Philadelphia Wanive.lit: --: -...''

cijiirng: ii, terms of::eirp ..loyen t and the (10.4:itg Of thei lives

ticnal educ ation
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The Cizazazdax,Our next witness is Ms. Roye..
RoY.E. Think you for the privilege to come 'and sit before

I believe in 1978 I had the privilege also to sit before the Senate

1981, again I sit here to testify about youth employment.
Committee on , Finance tort testify about youth unemployment. In

What happens to a dream deferred? Does it dry up like a raisin
in the sun or fester like a sore and then rot? Does it,Stink like
rotten meat, or crust andesugar over like a syrupy sweet? Maybe it

,just sags like a heavy load, or dOes it explode? .6-

, I pose,, before you 'today, are we in an, extilosive situation with
youth unemployment?

We sit and talk about figures, statistics, things like that. I say to
America, where is my,dream? Where is my children's dream? .

The statistics that Mr. Johnson gave were soznewhat aklequate.
But I would like to giye you a few more statistics aa far Phila-
delphia and Pennsyrvenia is concerned. I had the' privilege, for
soli time to work with Dr. BernarfAnderson, who Was at the erne
with 'the University. of Pennsylvania, Wharton School of Finance.
We came up with some surprising evidencet surprising information.

The statistics as far as the unemployment among youth as
alvtlays been geared to those who have signed up at. the: employ-

, ment office. It never included those who have for.. some reason a.

shied off or had tried the unemployment office and .left that main-
-. stream, , *

My statistics some up to more ,like 93 percettt of oer youth being
unemployed. And this is due to the fact thail when .we are accumu-
lapng ounistatistics, ws usually exclude summer employment. Now,
if you include the summer employment, then it *Amid dkop down to
somewhere like 60 percent, .whidh is still a staggering pereentage.

The most unemployed are the blatleyouth within this area. For
Ole last 20 Years, no more than 17 percent of the white youth have

teen unt,mployed;. and this it simply because of the fact that the
white youth hove more accessibility to employment counseling
services, and are usually funneled direetly into the mainstream of
remployment in the 12thtrade or earlier. They have accessibility

)because their parents usually are in influential positions and their
sonpanies and their agencies have a tendsncy to hire those that
are .most closely associated with them.

Black's often do not have ilia opportunity. And I stand here to:
speak before you for our black children: We Ire inadequately ph-
cated. BY us being more inadequately educated, we have a tend-

4 ency to be lost in the mainstream as far,as labor is ZonCerried, 13.0.
tz cause they are looking more towardqhose yowpagsters rho. aft

skilled or who haVe a*etterleclucation. T."

I say to you we nee. to revamp our educatidnal:System- in order
'for us to be geared to go into the labor market. 0.

Also; we quite. often have to look at the statistics among the
, adult, community within the /black community. Philadela has

somf the highest unemployment among blacks. Before .%t allow
the black child to go and take the father's job, we *ill accept the
father. Arid ituite. often, we have *situation Where both of thetii

.::Eirttunemployed, atated once bef WeThave to rectify that,.
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I say we have a bill 'called the Huniphrey- awkini bill; which is
supposed to guarantee 94 percent employment. I say. once again,
America, where is my dream? :

Unemployment has been . staggering in the black community.
Y4 u ed to us, America; you lied..You asked us for support. We

u support. What we, are asking for is jobsno more. With
jobs w will have proper, decent housing; we will have adequate.

medi assistance. Because we can funnel our own energies back
into our .communities. We don't need any governmental programs,
because they have failed.

They have always experimented on black communities, and left
us stranded: We are asking for jobs, to stand on our own feet. No
more, no leis.. -

Our youth unemployment, I go back 'and once again'iay we need

to oresearch ourselves; CETA program, area manpower, are now

pulling. out. It is our youth and our
blacks alp even higher. e need to funnel more job programs into
the private sector., The A prograni has eliminated the private
sector, except for, I think it was tier 1 program, which isI think
it is in Baltimore, that projeiyt went through Baltimore, which'
money was being funneled into the youth program.

I don't know if you are.familiar with that. It came under CETA,

also? -for youth unemployinent. That Was an experimental program
.. for youth unemployment.

We need to engulf the private sector, because this is where we
will solve our problems. This is Ei free enterprise country, supposed-

ly, and not a socialist country. If we are going in that direction, we
must look in that direction.

Thank you for alloWing me to speak.
The CHAIRMAN. Ma. Roye, I .would like to thank you for your

openipg remarks.4The Chair would yield to the gentleman from

California.
Mr. DYMAy.Y. Mr. Jphnson, I take it from your testimony you be-

lievecthat the CETA program was successful.
Mr. JOHNSON. -CETA in Philadelphia, under the present adminis-

tration, I would say ,over the past 18 month to 2 years, it has been -

4 a very 'successful program. I tend to say that because the .pr
administration seemed to go to great lengths to try to include
numbers of tindividuals who had previously been left out of the

There are a number of: to address the CETA program; ; to, system, . '
..

show all types of fantastic statistics. You.tcati take an individual
who walks in, *ho is Et college graduate, you give him 2 days of
-some kind: Of counseling, then all of a sudden he has u job.

But the direction that I sa* Philadelphia's program going over

' , Ihe past 18 months was to reach into the pockets of poverty in .

Philadelphia, to try to take those individuals who were poorly edu-

, cated, with virtually no work experience, and to try to bring them'
into an eniployment situation.

So yesand I will vilify that. Over the past 18 months I think
,:that Philadelphia has run a very Successful CETA program. v.

Mr. DYMALLY. Thank you very much.' I ask that question because
tits I listen to people in the job counseling market, I keep hearing
exactly what you are saying, that the CETA program had .a great
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deat.of success. When one reads the Op Ed pages'', the columnists,
they -keep saying what 4reat abuse there was in the CETA pro- ,

gram. So I am pleased Whear your remarks.
Mr. JoHrisori. Also, 3;ou know, one of the biggest problems in

irterms of programs to try to do something for people is that you
really never have puffiCient opportunity, or you never take the
time to really tell about pour successes. You are so busy working
and trying to do a number of things, and I would.say that Govern-
ment programsand there are probably some very successful pro-
grams Nithin the entire. CETA packageprobably fell prey to the
same thing. I think when you start looking at some hard testimony
on the community development program in coming years. But all
in all when you look at minority and poor communities, and you
look at the vast array of social and Federal programs that have
been made available, the two that stick odt in your mind that can
really do something for you on a day-to-day basis was CETA, be-
cause it gave you the potential to have ,a job, and No., 2 in terms of
the community development program, because it put you in a posi-
tion to correct and improve,your physical environment.
'Thee problems about the private sectorthe ptivate sector has

the capacity, but it doesn't have the will. That goes back to the
whole argument about-the block grants and all the rest. There are
some things, work being done in cerfhtnunitiesand that was one of
the primary reasons that the Federal Government stepped in. You

r take housing for one, take employment, you might want to lodk at
the health, look at drugs, or whatever. So why is it all of a sudden
that now you feel that by taking a -huge sum of money and giying
it back to a State that all of a sudden they are going to turn .

around and address those things they ditnot address, in the past.
What I am saying is that unless these issues are made national '

priorities, that State and local governments have to in some form
address, then I don't see the major benefits being derived in com-
munities that should be expected by the American people.

Mr. DYMALLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
tAlhe CHAIRMAN. Dr. Donohue, would you tell me the nature of

the'programs that are provided by the agency that you serve as ex-
ecutive director.

Ms. DONOHUE. The agency fOr which I work ,is the Institute for
Learning. One of,the community groups I'm on is the Women and
Work. Coalition. The agency at which I work, the Institute for
Learning, has a number of CETA programs. The one that I men-
tioned, the technical opportunities program, is a title TI-D pro-

em, also jointly funded hy the Fund for the Improvement of Post -
opdary Education, to bring CETA funds for youth onto college

campuses. We have a number of women in that program.. This is a
three-part approacl to postsecondary education, where a student is
enrolled in postsecondary technical courses. They have a work site
and ,public sector that corresponds to their technical choice. They
are also part of a support system which gives academic worker edu-
cation, career and job development activities.

People in this program; work 30 hours a week and participate in
all three aspects. So it is'a link for youth to have their high school
degree, or GED, to 'go on to postsecondary education. Our goals are
permanent employment or furthering of their education.

44-7)
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The CHAIRMAN. With primary or exclusivelocns on women.
Dr. DONOHUE. We service both men and womennhere is another

program in Philadelphia, new jobs for women, which serves for just
women in technical areas. .

The CHAIRMAN. Explain for the panel what you perceive to be
the practical effects of the Government cutting off the CETA funds
as it affects your program and the goals of the Women's Coalition.

Dr. DONOHUE. I would like to outline in terms of an individual
4/4. what this will mean.

For lack of a better name, let's call a woman in my program
Mary Jones, who is a 40-year-old mother of six. Two. years ago she
found herself unemployed. She worked in the deli department of a.
local food store. The food chain left town, which is a very common
situation happening in Philadelphia right now. She found herself
and her six children now unemployed and on welfare, with all the
stignv that goes along with Being 6n welfare.

She has very few options. She did have a GED. And through
community-based recruitment, she found out about our program.
Mary'started. She was assessed as a wonderful worker on the work-
site and started to make gains in self-esteem, and making plans to
further her education while she was working.

Thissyear. we experienced a cut. We were cut in 'half, because we
are title II-D. Mary is now supporting her six children on $40 a
week. She will be unable to complete her full trainingshe will get
her courses completed, but she is not on a worksite. She is a black
woman, w_rio is unskilled, and will be unemployed by the end of the
summer. She will not have any support. Other programs such as
day care, food stateps, will not be there.

Also the affirmative action mandates are also being cut; finan-
cially and in terms of policy.

So for Mary, and for a number of other women who make up 50
percent of the CETA population, they webe back in poverty, as
are 67 percent of women living in poverty today.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there,any realistic chance that the local gov-
ernment and/or private industry would finance the kind of projects
that you are presently rking with?

Dr. DONOHUE. I have few concerns, one I would like to ad-
dressin the block §-rants. Historically, States fund programs that
are popular. Women s pr ams are not popular. So I have a.lot of
concerns about women ge ting money with block grants.

Two, our program coul be picked up within the private sector
for the kinds of jobs that we place, because a lot of our job place-

. ments were with the private sector people. There is a stigma that
CETA has that we have found is very hard in our job development
in getting private people interested. I think that one way to go is
title VII, with the Private Industry Council, and having private in-
dustry look at us.

But it is a very complicated issue, and I think it is not going to
be easily sdlved for the people who are readily available to enter
CETA right now

The QtAIRMAN. Do you have any contingency plans, or are those
,lans.'realistic In view, of the policy direction that the Federal Gov-
eminent is presently going?.
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Dr.' DONOHUE. Well, we have talked to the people at OET in
Philadelphia. We are trying to look to thetie40-Tisciil year under
another title, title II-B or title VII. We are alsd trying some initia-
tives in terms of getting private industry interested in the trainees
that we have in terms of employing them and Paying for-their edu-
sation.'However, as I said, that has not provect'Very fruitful right
now. So right now we are looking' hoping that some kind of em-
ployment and training will still' be in effect in the new fiscal year,
and with trepidation looking to support from the private sector.
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114,64.testirnony. It will be entered into the record. We appreciate

I
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your patience in waiting since we have fallen behind. Thank you
very much.

Mr. GRAY. At this time the committee calls/Dr. Bernard Watson,
vice president, Temple University; and Ms. Arbutus Sider, cochair-
person, Parents Union of Philadelphia.

Ms. Sider, we want to welcome you to this congressional hearing
by the District of Columbia Committee. You may go ahead.

We would like to inform you that your total testimony will be
entered into the record. If you could summarize it, it would be ap-
preciated, so we can get more time into questions.

STATEMENTS OF BERNARD WATSON; VICE PRESIDENT, 'TEMPLE
UNIVERSITY; AND ARBUTUS SIDER,: COCHAIRPERSON; PAR-
ENTS UNION OF PHILADELPHIA

Ms. SIDER. Thank you.'
Mr. Gray, ,Mr. Dellums, it isiity pleasure to be here to testify on

behalf of Parents Union, a' citywide biracial independent organiza-
tion of public school parents that formed in 1972 to be the bargain-
ing agent for the interests of our children. Parents Union is espe-
cially concerned with our youth and their education in the public
schools.

Just to summarize, then, I would like to say that we do affirm
the support that public education has received from the Federal
Government in the form tf categorical funds that support those
critical extra resources to assist students with special needs. And
just to very quickly mention four of them. We feel that title I has
had a very positive effect on reading scores in Philadelphia. We
could document that. We feel that the Education for Hamlicapped -
Children Act, Public Law 94-142, could again be documented as
having played a significant difference in the lives of over 23,000
children in Philadelphia.

And' a third very valuable program that we have found to be
helpful is the Emergency School Assistance Act, and especially our
voluntary desegregation plan emphasizing magnet schools has at- ,
tracted as a result of those funds 21,000 students into integrated
programs.

And finally, school lunches and breakfasts funded under the
Child Nutrition Act are alsO'critical to the health and welfare of
our children.

In addition to the categorical funds that have been helpful, we
4 also affirm Federal programs that provide resources directly to

community-based organizations and would use as opr.example, in
which we have had personal experience, the youth Advocacy pro-',.
gram of the Office of Juvenile li.stice and Delinquency Prevention.

Parents Union has received that granta grant from the OJJDP
and as a result of that grant given to us directly, we are focusing
on four critical issues that require sustained persistence and advo-
cacy in order to make the big school bureaucracies more responsive
to the needs of the consumers, the consumers being the students
and their parents.

The four areas we are focusing our attention and resources on
are reading, discipline, special education, and student involvement.
And with our annual budget of $275,000, which is equivalent to

,
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what the Philadelphia School District spends in less than 4 hours,
we feel that we have made some major impacts on the school
system.

We are primarily a voluntary organization giving over $1,000 per
month, and we are backed by a staff of 32 full-time and part-time
staff, and feel that we do benefit the 220,000 students in our city.

It important, we feel, as we receive the direct grants, that
there be effective and clear guidelines demanding specific results,
so that these direct grants achieve the maximum potential that
they are intended to. And we,would just like to say that again in
terms of the youth advocacy programs, that we do find the guide-
lines and requirements have added teeth and accountability and ef-
fectiveness to the programs. And some of those important require-
ments have 'been full participation,of youth in the program, a focus
on systems change, not just service or case advocacy, the use of co-
alitions, independence from the system beinghanged, and evalua-
tion based on planning, cost effectiveness, and results.

Just a word, then, about our fears for the future.
We do fear what the present administration is proposing in

budget' cuts and block grants, that it will have a devastating and
crippling effect on our children and on our public school system.
Our school district is near bankruptcy. SEPTA is near bankruptcy.
Our .children and parents are going to experience drastic reduc-
tions in health, mental health care, juvenile justice, social and
legal services, not to mention housing and community development
programs. ,

For three reasons, then, we oppose the block grants. First of all,
after a 35 percent or more cut in funds, the remaining dollars will
be divided by the politicians in Harrisburg. This is a serious
matter, because our' State capital sometimes feels more foreign to
us.. than Washington, D.C.
The antiurban and even racist bias has apparently been summed

up by one of our Pennsylvania leaders who said, "You know what:
we 'ought to do with Philadelphia, why don't they cut it off and let
it float down the Delaware?" We do feel the politicians in the State
legislature lack the understanding and many are outrightly hostile
toward city people, especially 'poor blacks.

Our second reason-for opposing block grants is that the guide-
lines, safeguards, and rights in Federal legislation will be washed
out by the Reagan proposal.

And third, we oppose them because the timetable is absurd. The
result would be an administrative nightmare at the Federal, State,
and local levels. Too 'many changes, are being made too fast.

We oppose- the cuts in programs that are producing results. We
oppose the block grants approath that cut the heart and teeth' out
of legislation which has already been developed.:over the past
decade. And' last, we oppose the Reagan plan four tuition tax credits.

We would love to share the dreams and visioi we have for our .
children and teenagers in urban centers. We have constructive pro-
posals. We are implementing them in our urban public school

1'%
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system., But inwlight of the present reaction
and the Reagan4administration, we are here
Save our children, save our public schools, and

Thank you s

Mr. GRAY. Thank you, Ms. Sider.
[The prepared statement of Arbutus Sider foil

ns of Congress
d the alarm.

cities.'
e
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of what ',maid to this point me are full of fear - fear that what the .

present administration is proposieg:Awbudget cuts and block grints

will have a devastati
*..criooling

on our children and on Our

,public school spites.

Our School District is near bankrupcy due to inflation end; the low

priority of children and education in the city and state'budgete. Now

we also face federal cuts in Title X, Education of Handicapped Children,

desegregation funds and school lunches. Add to thatthenear bankcrupsy

Of the public, transportation system SEPTA that is trying to balance its

DudgIt by increasing fares for school students by 100%. if that

were not, enough : - our children and parents will experience drastic re+
, , .

ductions in health, mental health, juvenile justice. social and legal

services. not to mention housiOg and community developmeniprograms.

We oppose'the block grants tor .3 main reasons'

a) .first, after a 35% or more cut in funds. the remaining

.dollars will be divided'up by the politicians in

'Harrisburg. This is the :ere serious because our state

capital sometimes feels acre foreign to us than Washington,

D.C. The enti-prban, even rapist, bias was aptly summed

up by one Pennsylvania leader who said - 'Tau know what

they ought to do with PhiladelpOia - why don't they cut

it off and leg -it float down the Del P. We do feel

the politicans inthe'State Legislature lack and ding

and sally are outrightly hostile toward city'people es-

pecially the:pbor Elacka.



secondly.. me oppbseitloct grants because the guidelines,

safeguards
. .

and rights in f ** legislation will be

washed out,by,the *sagan Proposal:. Touill, be throwing
.

the t bj out with the;baShwhise.;',Ii thli Mate it viii
,

mean. cggwwing away the chance to'Sn egati, integrated..

cation for.:,many of our

c our third4 frit opposing block grants is thai.the
. .

tImelinents absurd. The result will 04 an administrative

nightmare at the .f dddddd o_state and

sanychangaharibling wadetawlai!'.

We oppose the tuts 10 federal education pioirammthat are-prahlig.te-'
.

.,..: sults. We oppose the block g pproach that outs the beast ,snd

teeth out of legislate bleb bat besn'd td 'past the,last,,decadn
CCU

j
. ,

in resinnay.0. unmet ee dd 'of our Children. OA yo.ms oppose .the.

:median plan for tuition tax credits. Besides t4r loss of, to 7. billion,

dollars by the federal Treasury, the tuition tax credit plan spells

IN2Q08.1.ITT for hildre from boor. u dddd Mines. out pMblic

'school system which hat Deen a co srstone,of.Our democratic society.
.

Finally it raises the,serbnus Constitutional issue of the, separation,

1 churt anSirtate.

1.10

We woultlovegto share the dreads and vision. as s-have for ourObipren

and teenagers in alien co ddddd 114 have'constructive Proposals_ _

proving4the urban public schook,:system. (See' attached reprints of In-

slinky Op Rd Pilit4n.) Rut in thi light of the present rashand reaction -

*y
,

actions ofCongrets and the Reagan Administitlion. we are here to

send tie alarm - Stve.Our Childre - Save Our Public Schools - Save Our

Citiis. _ tr
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Mr. GRAY. Congressman Damns,
The 0.14uudAN: MS..Sider, there is always one other rather insid-

ioui thing about the protoesal for block grants.
What..may very :well happening before our .very eyes'is that

we lude the . pOssibility:, of a` national . "movement focused. on
Washington, D.C., to bring pressure for very ba'sic and fimdatnental
policy nges and progresSive policy for our" people. We end up
with people fighting: -in 50 different places around the country, so
that:you. negate 'the possibility of a national movement. And that is

._`one of the insidious things that I see. That you then have people
struggling at State 'capitals all over the United States; reducing the:.
struggle, then, :to 50 different battles in 50 different State capitals;
People- all .fighting over who gets the lion's share of the crumbs,
rather than the ability to develop a national movement focused on
Washington. So I see ii:..rather insidious thing in the policy sugges-
tion that we move to Nock grants.

Finally, on block grants, I think that the people with the least
power tend to 'be the people who are locked out of the benefits,
which 'is One-of the reasons why we targeted need in the first place.

. So' that, the people at the bottom of the totem pole, socially, politi-
. cally, and economically, would be the people who would benefit

from these grants. So see both factors that I would add to the elo-
quent statement that you have made in opposition to block grants.

You mentioned that the Philadelphia school system is near bank-
ruptcy. NoW, I am sure that the Philadelphia school system, as
most other school systems, . or virtually all school systems around
the country have been dependent on Federal dollars over the years,
particularly in recent years. These dollars are a large item in the
budget. School systems now plan on Federal moneys.

If the President's budget-cutting proposals are to be implement-
ed, the Graham-Latta amendment, for example, that passed the
House; which forced the Labor and Education Committee to cut
something like $11.5 billion, that that big ticket item in the Phila.
delPhia 'schools would be reduced to a rather insignificant amount
of money.

Is it your judgment, then, that given these cuts, that the Phila-
delphia school system would become bankrupt, or is there any .po-
tential for picking up those programs at the local level? And if you
are optimistic about that, tell me why.

Ms. SIDER. Just last Wednesday, I believe it was, Parents Union
had its monthly meeting with Dr. Marcatie and his staffrather
with his staff, and Mr. Honesey, who is field operations head, ad-
dressed that very thing in really a very pessimistic fashion. He was
outlining some of the cuts that are almost certain and others that
are possible. And was just giving a very gloomy picture of what
will happen in the future if the worst scenario happens. I am not a
budget expert. Thereare other people who can answer that kind of
question. So I don't want to predict bankruptcy or not. But the pic-
ture is very, very dim.

The CHAIRMAN. Are they talking about closing schools, laying off
teachers, cutting back on course offerings, eliminating the recrea-
tion programs?

Ms. SIDER. All of the above, plus library teachers. Many of the
desegregation programs that have been just instituted in the last
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few years gr. Honesey is particularly concerned about having to

be cut out, because ofitack of Federal` funds.
The CHAIRMAN. You me4ioned a, number of, programs that are

going to be cut back seyery as a result of the recommendations.
One of them is the c' nutrition. program. As you know, the
President has, stated :i here is a.gafety net' that will catch the
tremendously needy c div. I have talked with a number of
school administrators that Dave thdicated to me that you cannot

cut the kind of mone that is an.tic. d being cut from the child
nutrition program assume Wityou could still.serve even the
tremendously n f we could agree upon the definition of the
tremendously n ey are sa g if you cut those kinds of re-
sources, there will a nuralpr o laces where they him to shut
down the service, which Alai's 's even the so-called trethendously
needy would not benefit from the child nutrition program. Can you

comment on that? .

Ms. SIDER. ,I'don't understand tiT full import your question.
The CHAIRMAN. M

rt
y question is essentially, in Philadelphia, if

there are significant cuts in the child nutrition program, do you-kA-0

think all of the children who are tremendously needy in the. city of
Philadelphia will benefit from the child nutrition, program given .

the cuts?
Ms. SIDER. I don't see how that would be possible. I think there is.

no doubt about, it, that as you have said, in terms of what happens
if instead of one consolidated fight in Washington it becomes a
fight among 50 different States, I think the same is true 'at each
State level. There will be different groups vying for the same
funds; and those again with the least, power are the ones who will

lose most, and the children, parents, poor people are the ones who
will. So I think there will definitely be a -detrimental effect as a
result of that.

The CHAIRMAN. You mentioned the future. Has your organiza-
tion discussed what you perceive to be the 'cumulative effect of all

these cuts?
Ms. SIDER. I think what the Parents Union has tried to do 'as we

think about the cumulative effect, and the very dismal' picture that
we see 6f the future, is to remind ourselves rather of who we are as
an organization. Something we have learned over the years is try
to be less of a reactionary group against every emergency "or every
crisis that comes along, because they seem to come one after the ..

other in the Philadelphia public school system\ What .we are learn-
ing to do is see what our unique contribution can be, which is to
organize parents, which is to recognize that some,things, are solved '
by more than dollars. .. .

And parental involvementwe as'a voluntary organization have

shown that parental involvement takes a lot more than dollars. We

havi been there in Cie schools monitoring and holding the school

system accotintable in I variety of ways. We have been able to do
that withqut monelpo I tbink our view Would. be let's focus in on
what we ban do uniquely ! a parent group, and that there is
power in that. .'- '

titAnd41 would just aw ntion to one of our Op-Ed pages
"Schools should be r rned to the consumers." The better schools

1 8 fi)



operate on more, than money. I think that is the approaCh.we try to
take as we move to the future:

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, without objection, I would re:.
quest that the Op-Ed piece become a part of our record;

M. GRAY. Without objection, it will become a part Of the record.
The CHAIRMAN. I just have one additional question. Yoti men

boned in your closing remarks that your organization "opposeis
ition tax credit. Do. You perceive tuition tax credit as a direct
threat to the concept of public education, and if so, tell ,us why ?,

Ms. Smia. We -certainly 'do..,BesideS the lost of $4 bOtiOn to $7
billion by the Federal Treasury; the tuition tax credit plan
we think; inequalitk for children-from poor families. It undermines
our public school system, which has been a cornerstone of our
democratic society. And it does raise the serious constitutional
issue of the separation of church and state.

It just seems to us that web4ritilur crtdita are gilien across the
board, that is still only partiarfiffiding lbr a privatt school educa-
tion that will be taken up"bysthogo, from iniddle- and upper-class
families who will be able to affpid ailorivate School education with
a little bit more funding. It .'4M1not 61,16* poor people, again, to
benefit from it. It will not only devastate.: the public school system,
it will harm the effort and the focus on quality integrated edtica
tion, because once again many of the poor people who will not
able to afford it are blAk and other minorities.

The CHAIRMAN. One statistical, question.d.10. Sider, is the school
population in Philadelphia on the rise or on the decline, and can
you explain why?

Ms. SIDER. It is, orr the,tlecline--priinarily because of population
changes. But also it is very, true, and I don't have the statistics,
that vast numbers of parent's whO are able to have left the public
school system. There is a very large private and parochial school
population in the city.

The CHAIRMAN. I don't know if you were here earlier when I
mentioned that a trend in some cities is for middle-income families,
irrespective of race, moving out of the center city into the suburbs,
ostensibly for better schools and whatever, and that, what is hap-
pening in the urban center is that the financial base upon which
the public schools are able to function is eroding as more and more
middle-income people move out of the city, leaving the financing of
the public school system to a. smaller and smaller base, and in
some instances a base that, on the one hand, has a diminished ca-
pacity to pay the taxes or a population that is not interested be-
cause they don't have children.

Ms. SIDER. That is very much the case in Philadelphia, indeed. It
is why we feel that it is so important for us to receive, in order to
make up for that inequity, the kind of funds that we hay§ been re-
ceiving through title I and other Federal programs.

The CHAIRMAN. Or public education as we have come to know it
will no longer exist.

Ms. SIDER. Indeed, that's right.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Mr. GRAY. Thank you,-Mr: Dellums. At this time, before we con-

-tinue the questioning, I -would like for Dr. Watson, who is vice
president of Temple University, and who for many years was an

186
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administrator in, the Philadelphia sChool system; to give us his tes-
timoriY. Then we-Will continue the questioning jointly.

Dr WATSON . Thank you very much, Mi. Chairman. Thank you
for tl4e opportunity to appear -before this committee to expreSs a
few opinions and.provide some comments:

Mr.Chairman, Representative:D011ums; Representa...tive
one of today's urban problems which reqUires immediate attention
in the form of an effective national policy is eduCation. While it is
true that many federally funded 'services have been reduced by
cuts in- the Reagan administration's budget, education has sus-
tained budget cuts much deeper than most. While it is true that
educators must be prepared to accept- reductions prOportionate to
those imposed on other federally funded services, eduonfion -'has
been asked to bear a disproportionate 'share of the hpideri. For in-
stance, education funding has been reduced 25 pert below the
Carter budget. This a rate that is 31/2 times grater than the
overall budget redution. of 7-percent. When this discrepancy was
brought .to the attention of David Stockman,, Director of 0M13, 'he`
commented that these 'cuts represent the Nation's priorities.

Seemingly, another national priority must be to reduce college
enrollments by as much as 50 percent. This is what may happenif
the curtent proposals of the Education and Labor Comniittee re-
garding'the student loan programare approved.

Those proposals now'-under consideration by the Education and
Labor Committee include: charging student borrowerS an assess-
ment fee, of 3.5 percent of each loan at the time the loan is award-
ed subtracting that fee from the face value of the loan; limiting
loans to students whose family incomes are $25,000 or less. Stu-
dents whose family income is above $25,000 must prove need for
loans; and, in the special category of student loans to parent bor-
roWers, increasing the loan interest rate from the present .9 percent
to 14 percent.

It has been estimated that these proposals will have the effect of
depriving 50 percent of the students who now qualify for loans 'of
their eligibility. Needless-- to say the $25,600 cutoff will hit middle-
income students fhe hardest. Middle-income students comprise they
bulk of the recipients of guaranteed Federal loans.

Let me say parenthetically that $25,000 is family income, and as
you knoW, 4n America today ip increasing percentage, of people
where both* the mother and the father Work, particularly among
minority and poor familieg, the only way they get above the pover-
ty level is that both members of the family work, and they provide %,
opportunities for their children to be taken care of, mostly at their
own expense, because. we don't have the appropriate day-care facili-
ties in this country to take care of young people while their par-
ents are out working just to keep up with the cost of inflation.

At Temple University alone, during the 1980-81 school year ap-
proximately 10,000 to 12,000 students were recipienti of the guar-
anteed student loans.

Recent figures indicate that the potential for Joss funds at
Temple University as a consequence of tentative Federal alloca-
tions is staggering.

The potential loss of guaranteed student loan kund- is $10 spil-
lion for the 1981-82 school year
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The potential loss of Federal allocations for...the national direCt
studelit loan is $426,410; for college work study, programs, $225,599;
for tuPplemental ethicational opportunity grants, $35,000; for basic
educational Opportunity grants, $900,000.

. While loss of funds througliall sources would have serious reper-
.cussions for institutions of higher education, the proposals which
effect the guaranteed student loan program could, cause the -great-
est impact oh institutions of higher education: FOr instance, insti-
tuting a need criteria would increase, the work flow tremendously

. as all loans would- have to haVe a need analysis test Performed. For
Teinple University, that means an additional 6,000' students who
would .hav: to. be Proc.eesed. Our best estimates would' indicate of
thcise'6, I I I students; no more than 25 percent of them having gone
through th eeas test would be able to cpialify for those loans.

Currently, there is no income criteria; therefore only the loan ap-
plication has to be processed: Second, students will be eligible to
borrow less money when a needs test is performed. In- summary,
the workload stands to increase by 6,000 needs analyses in addition
to the potential loss of $10 million..

The unavailability of funds to, a university, translates into stu-
dents who will be unable to obtain funds 'for the completiOn of
their college education: For Teniple University there is a speCial

.

need: This is reworking class university. This university was found-
ed almost a hundred years ago.. by Russell 'Conwell, who created

'.Temple University with one idea and no money; and that is that
the Children of the working poor ought to have.the same oppOrtuni-

jy to develop their God-given talents and to develop their potential,
and to go into education and into the professions the same wdy
those who, came from families who had .the means and the back- 19,...6
ground to guarantee that that would be done.. And that is the gen- '
esis of Temple University, because it provided those opportunities th.
for poor people which otherwise would not have been, provided.

And I want to remind the members of this illustrious committee 4.
- that in those days; this was a totally 'clas&biased as well as a race-

biased system, where. only those who came from background's..
where they could have that opportunityhave the opportunity to
develop their talents, and to use their brains and through genera,
tions of people to make their contributions to this country, to pay
taxes and help make America what it is.

And if you gentlemen are successful in the Congress in standing
up' for what America is about, we will be ablt to turn around some
of the things of those who are represented by the Reagan adminis-
tration who want to return America to what it was in the 19th cen-

, tury. .
And while these figures merely tells part of Temple University's

story, much can be generalized to other. institutions of higher
learning with respect .to proposed cuts in the education budget.
Large State institutions and. sthall .priVate schools with their high
operating costs will be adversely ecteril by cuts in student aid.

In elementary and secondary education, as the Iteagarr adniinis-
tration's budget cuts take their toll on local urban educationlibudL
gets, a major concern-rthe. most dangerous,: it seems to me, thing
which has been proposed. by the 'current administration is the
elimination of the maintenance of effort provision, which has.

r ch4
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always characterized title I and a number of ether aleS of ESEA :

of 1965. :: . v ' A ..,'1 ,I . .

'What that mean, is instead of taking the F eraf monee..which #
congresSional intent was to supplement the ney whiyh *as.. al-1.'
ready being spent on education, it can now used in place ore-
What that meani to Pod! 'People, AO singe minorities are metre- i
Presented among. the. .poor, it means that 'rather than that money ,;
being put on top .to deal with the deficiencies, .and the inherited.
and the continuous disadvantages itthich come `to poor people and

.
minorities in this 'country,. it means they: can take that Federal
money and use that for poor :people,, while the operating budget,
which would not come from the Federal coffers,. can be used to edu-
cate the other People. .' t '. ..,, . ' .

What that means," iTi effect, is that these people: who alre*iy..
start four or five steps behind when. they come to school will ;get.,

further behind because what the Congressional intent *its Sii.1.965 ..-,'
when the ESEA was pasSed and what has charaCterized title .I with
their targeting and with requiring the maintenance of .efforts and '

supplementary funds to be spent on poor people,'whichV the way
has resulted in the dramatic gains in reading and in mathematics.. °-

which have been doCumented for the. Congress, arid. I don't need to
go through that, will,be lost at precisely the time when the payoff
has come, so that 'we are beginning to give poor people in this coun- 4
try and minorities in this country who are overrepresented among
the poor the opportunity t(feompeteequaily. _

.
As. moneys and resources. beconie scarcer many local educational 'k

"geted
will be tempted to'use Federal funds which have been tar -,

geted for the diSadvantaged, such as title I, or the handicapped
education, for the. local operating budget..This will ftirther erode .:.
the quality of education in urban centers for those who sorely need
it. This problem, too, must be addressed as we face the future of
education under current budget prOposali.

President Abraham Lincoln once: asserted that the only legiti.. 4:
Mate object of government is to do for the people whatever they
need to have done but cannot do for themselVes in their separate

individualndividual capacities. Furthermore, Lincoln believed that edu
cation is the most important subject which we as- a people can be

engaged-in.
It is, unfortunate that the Reagan , administration has demon- .

strated by its "priorities": that it does not Share Lincoln's senti-
ments. . . t .

.[The prepared statement of Dr. Bernard'Watson follows:]

. . '..,..., PREPARED STATEMENT oi DR. WATSON .-

One of today's urban problems which requires immediate attention in the form of

an effective national policy is education. While it is true that many federally funded
services have been reduced by cuts in the Reagan administqation's budget, ,educe7

tion hgs sustained budget cuts mud' deeper than most. While it iitrbe that educa-

tors !gust be prepared.to accept reductions proportionate to those.imposed on other

federill funded serrices, education has beqn askedto bear a disproportionate share
of the burden. For instance, education .funding has been reduced 25 percent ,below

the. carter budgeklitia is a rate that is three and one half times greater thigh the
overfill budget reduction of 7 percent. When this discrepancy was brought to the at-..-

tion of David Sttlunan, Director of OMB, he commented that these cuts repre-

t the nation's, pribrities.
.
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.. . y, anottier national -priority Must beta reduce, college enrollments by as
much as percent. Thii is what may haPpen if the current:Proposala of the-Muta-
tion andLiber Committerregarding the student lOaninogram axe approved ..

1Fhoee proposals now uncler.tbnsideration.by the Education and Labor Committee
include .

e Charging student borrowers an assessment:fee of 3.5 percent of -each loan at the
time the. loan is awarded subtracting that fee from the face value of the loam _.

Limiting loans to students -whose family incomes are $25,000 or less Students
whose family income is above $85,000 must ''prove need for loans. .; . .

And, in the special, category of student, loans to parent borrowers, .increasing the .

loan interest rate from the present 9 percent to 14 percent. - .: .. ..

. It his been estimated that these proposals;Will have the effect of dePiknatig'50 per-
cent of the studente who now quahTy for loans of their eb;.ility.:Needless to say
the $25,000 cutoff will hit middle incOnmzstuderits the hardest. Middle 'Meanie stu-,
dents comprise the bulk of the recipients tif guasanteed federal loans. ..,-,

At Temple University, alone, duringthe -1980-81 school year. approximately 10,000 -

to 12,000 students were recipients of the Guaranteed Student Loans.
Recent figures indicate that the potential for,loss funds at Temple University as a

consequence of tentative federal allocations is staggering.
The potential loss of,GuaranteedStudent Lein funds is 40,000,000 for the 1981,.°

82 school year. . .

The potential loss of federal allocations for the National Direct .Student Loan is
$426,410; for. College Work Study Programs, $225,599; foiSuPplethental Educational
Opportunity Grants, $15,000; for Basic-EclucationaLOpportunity Grants, $900,000...

While loss of fusids through all sources would have serious 'repercussions for insti,
tutions of higher education, the proposals Which effect the= Guaranteed Student

. Loan Program could cause the greatest impact bu inslitutions of higher .education.
For instance, instituting a need criteria would increase, the work flow tremendously
as all loans would have to have a "need analysis test" performed. Currently, there

is no income' criteria; therefore.only the loan application has to:be processed. Sec-
ondli,' atude,nts will be eligible to borrow less money when a ine', test". is per-,
formed: In summaiy, the work-load stands to increase by 6,000 needs analyses",in,
addition to the potential loss of $10,000,000. . ' ..

The unavailability of funds to a University., translates into students. who will be
unable to obtain funds for the completion of their college education.

While these figures merely tell .part. of Temple University's story, much' cdn. be,
generalized to other institutions Of higher learnmg with respect to proposed cuts in .

the education budget. Large state institutions and small private schools with theini.,'
high operating costa will.be adversely affected bicuts in student aid,

In elementary and secondary .education, as the .4eagan aaministration's :budget
,,. cuts take their toll on ideal urban education budgets a major concern will be whetli. , ,

t er or not local education. agencies are in compliance with the maintenance of effort
lapsthese laws Which Insure, that federal funds will not be used to substitute for
local, tax revenges: As nalonies'end resourbeebecome scarcer many local educatiOnal
agencies:Will be temptetno Use leder fluids which have been targeted for the!clis-
advantaged,,,such as Title I,. or .010, h dicapped education, for the local !operating
budget. This will further erode the qu "tyOf education in urban centers for those
who sorely need it. This problentitoo;rn t:be.addreased as we face the future of
edupatiOn under current budget proposals.:. ... , 1 ', °

. .Pressideig Abraham Lincbln once asserted that the only legitimate object 'of go is
MiMIlit-is to do foi- the people whatever they need to havedone but cannot do for
themselves in their separate and individual capacities. Furthermore; Lincoln be,

.'t---; lieVed that education is the most important subject which we as a people canhe
'''',-, engaged in

is. Unfortunate that theReagan acimiiiistratidn'has demonstrated by its ''prior-
ities"-that, it does not share Lincoln's sentiments. .

' s ,IVIt'. GAAY. :Thartk you very rrifh, Di. Watson'. Let' us dontitines,
the questions. -r. .' . ,.. ,
' Mr. Dellums; would you like to continue thequestions nA that

we have had hOth'
.

.ness es testify' on ed*tion? ',;
The CHAIRArm.gAnn you. : . .
Dr. Watson; some people have suggested flit& if the student loan

piogram, the proPOsed ,cuts,go through, that a, number of uniiersi,
ties will hatre,.their enrollment diminished. significantly.
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. If-the enrollm9idt diminishes significantly, then that would have- -
-

.

further eroded a support base for tire institution, thOicademy. And
that means that universities such as Temple would either have to
reduce course offerings, reduce enrollment; or close their doors.

Will Tezr?ple be significantly affected in that regard if these stu-
dent loan cutS go through? - , .

Mr. WATSON. Yes, it will; 70 percent 'of our students 'receive one
kind of financial aid or another. As l indicated, this is a working
class university. It was created for that purpose..'

The CHAIRMAN. What would we have to do to meet the realities
of the future, if the cuts are there, and there are de, State or local
funds?

WhatMr. WATSON. What v>f Will have to do is what we have already.
done. That is to raise tuition. We have raised tuition for the last 3

.years. This year we raised it close to 15 percent. And every time we
raise tuition, we make it impossible for certjn students to come :to
'this university.

Moreover, because many of our students are the first generation
of students who have ever attended higher education, $100 differ- .
ence or $200 difference can mean that the parents of that student
will make the decision not to go into higher education but to go out
and try to find a job and not to use the talents and ability that
they have, which means that they will not be able to compete in
the kind of society that we are facing in the eighties and niheties.

Moreover; what -it means particularly in a place like Temple,
which is a State-related as opposed to a State-owned university= we
only get a part of our budget from the State,- the other part we

` ,have to raise through tuition, research, and development money,
program development money, from the Federal coffers, from foun-
dations and all of that.

It means that if we cannot close that gap, it means that w have
, to make cuts in faculty, cuts in support staff, and cuts in al f the

things which make it possible for those who start with the isad-
vantage alreadynot only to enter the university, but to s ess-

fully negotiate academia, and, graduate with degrees. '
The- CHAIRMAii. You have painted a very, very dark picture. It

seems to me the statement yoU have just made, coupled with the
1..--- reality that publiC. institutions of higher learning totally funded by

pubic moneys are facing budget cuts, they then are having to
red c,e their course offerings, release faculty members, reduce their
enrollinent.

Then you }ive institutions like Temple, who are quasi-private in- .

stitutions having to raise their tuition. I see a world down the road
where we really have ietu ed to a -very elitist system of _higher
education, just simply by vi#tue of the numbers of,people who have
the capacity or who are `a le to compete for the few shrinking
available slots in higher education,

Mr. WATSON. That is exactly correct. Let me embellish that for a
few minutes.

.

The fact that .black Americans and Hispanic Americans have in-
creased their percentage of participation in higher eduation uver -
the last decade and a half is not because those people suddenly got
smart or suddenly had higher motivations or suddenly understood
the value of higher education.
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Simply put, it takes money to go to college. And because the-Fed:
eral Government, through a variety of programs, made those funds .
available firtt to the institutions and then in. your wisdom made it

. available-to the students, enabled them to.go to school. And that is
why they have enrolled in record numbers in higher education,
both at the community and junior college level, and also at the
level of higher education,

And wifhotit those funds behind them, they would not be at that
peiventage of the population, which for black Americans is almost

'11 percent now. And every cut in firtancial aid to black Ainericans.
to Hispanic Americans, and to poor 4.\,... ericans is goings to reduce
that percentage of participation.

sI am old enough, Congressman, to remember when none of that
was available. I went to school as a 17-year-old freshman when the
people came back from World_ War II. And I Odd to school with
the people who came and went to school and became surgeons and
lawyers and social workers end teachers and physicians and chem-

. ists because the Federal Government underwrote their edepation
under the GI bill.

That was the second great wave of democratization of higher
edUcation in America. The first wave occurred when they created
the great &lite universities, which were funded by the State. aid
made it possible for people who came from the grass roots, who did- '.
not come from wealthy families, to go into education.

And the third and'Inost important level came when those Feder- ,
al supports, financial supports for higher education, were made
available. And for every step we take backward in that find of sitp- °

port, we are eliminating important numbenrof people who ought to ,

have the Opportunity to develop their talents and become contrib-
uting members of this society.

The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate ihat answer.'
Now, speaking to those human beings that you just alluded to,

you mentioned the dramatic increase in the number of blacks and
other Third World people matriculating in institutions of higher
learning in the last several years, And that if these cuts go
through, the multiplyer effect across the board will be_to diminish
that capacity. , .

Women have also dramatically* increased. There was a time
when women in law schoqls were an insignificant number of the
women on college -cainpuses. There has been a dramatic increase in
the number of women in the colleges. Will women be adversely af-
fected as well in the same manner, or similar manner? .

Mr. WATSON. Of course they are going to bgraffected as well. The
largest increase in the number of women confing into. higher educa-
tion in the last number of years has been those who either raised
their children to the point where they. can now go to school, and
who qualify for, certain of financial support, on those chang-
ing careers after their childr n are grown and they are no longer
housewives and come.back, d cart qualify for a number of pro-
grams, of which Temple has several, which provide the kind of stip-
port for them to come back into higher education.

And the fact that the population shift has occurred in this coun-
try, so we have now reached a point where women outnumber men .
in higher education. They already live longer than we do.

-4 11-785 0 83 - 13
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us believe that 'they hai. always been,smarter than
...
Ave ere. But because of the sexism which-has characterized the so-
ciet ; have not been able to takaadvantake of opportunitids which
were available to men, and will affect them. Not dnly that, afigure
which I wilt-give you only for the testfinony, but which you know
very well, is that many of our households ar e. headed by single,
women:.who are forced to raise families and who hava-to work at
the same time.. ,.

1

And. without the opportunity for them to qualify for certain'
kinds of financial support; they cannot maintain families and go to
college at the-same tithe. And if they are forced to Be thrown.back -.

upon their own reOurces, .they will be denied the opportunity for
higher education. . .

.,

The CHAIRMAN. thank you very, very much for your answer to '
my question. . .

Mr. DYMAtLY. A question of Ms...Sider. .

In recent years there has been a trend toward the establishment
of alternative schools. Is there such a trend in Philadelphia? -

Ms. SIDER. Yes, indeed: There are many alternative programs in
the Philadelphia school system. There is a hook' about that thick. ...,

that outlines them. They:are both schools that are seen as alterna-
tive schools, and then there are programs within individual schools
as well that are seen as alternativelschools.

One of those is the magnet school program 'that has been insti-;
tuted a.4 a way of implementing/the voluntary desegregation pro-

There is a school for engineering and there.is one for cre-
, Sive and performing arts.

here .are some magriet schools that emphasize the back-to-basics
,...;; approach. There are alternative middle schools in a ntimber of4

areas of the city that have a more flexible schedule. There is the
parkway program. So that-there is a greater variety.

- Many of them were instituted not in the present administration ,

but the past administrationI think even Dr. Shed had a lot to do
with opening a lot of these programs. , 0 . :.

Mr. DYMALLY. 'Has the flight of middle-class, families to suburbs
affected the quality of education'in the central cities? ,

Ms.: Siniit. I think the quality of education is always affected by,
those people who are there holding the school accountable or the .

people who are not there holding the school accountable, And as..0-
people with.the skills and the time and the ability to do that task
of holding them accountable move out, there is definitely a measur-
able .effect.

Mr. DYMALLY. You said there were some cynics' who _felt that
Philadelphia ought to be sliced off and floated down' the Delaware. .:
There was a time when a 'man by the name of Governor Reagan -.

was fighting the? Federal Government and some Members, my
friends in Congress, thought they ought to slice California off to
flow don the Pacific and join Mexico. We are, beginning to think
perhaps they were right,

Ms. SIDER. No comment. .,
.

Mr. GRAY. Mr.. Dellums. ,
...

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, I just have one question.
Besides the student loans, in what ,way can the Federal Govein-

ment assist studentsin theuniversities?
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Mr. WATSON. There are two ways, Congressman Dellums. The
first is that if the Congress had had the wisdoni to deal with the
congressional Black Ottucus counterbudget, which was the fmest
dobument I think to ever come out of that group--and' I read it
carefully, and it met everyone of the reqiiirements. that President
Reagan and his cohorts wanted, and it was the %est kept secret in
America.

.

can
since they chose not to do that, one of:the things that you

which has been passed b both Houses Congress, that you

can do in the Congress is to 'm e sure that as you meet the indi-
vidual requirements, the . spec c. requirements that fall On the
budget
target every one-of those cuts for two reasons.

I don't know' if. you can do that. One is to see to it that you
create your own safety .net, because I have some serious problems
with the size of that net and how many holes are in it.

The second thing .yon. can do is to have, a vote on each line item
so we will know 'who the Congressmen tare that we can hold ac-
countable for that. .. ..

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.' 4.

I thank you very, very much.
Mr. GRAY. I want to -thank the panel, Dr. Bernard Watson, and

Ms. Sider, for your eloquent testimony.
I think all of the questions have beett asked very thorqughly byi:

my two colleagues. You have answered them all. .

I am left with no questions. ,
.

I just want to thank you for your testimony. .

Let me at this time thtink the/chairman of 'the District of °alum C
bia Committee, Congressman Ronald Dellums, who as brought the
District of Columbia Committee here to focus on thse urban prob.

, lems. c
And also in, colleague, Congressman Me Dymally, who:

serves on the District of Columbia Committee, for oming and shar-
ing with us. , . . . .

., :.

And also the staff. of the District of Coln is Committee for .

coming. .

..

The information that has been gathered here will be very-helpful
to us in.Washington as we complete our legislative duties and look
forward to an agenda that, deals ,not only with the problems of
Washington, D.C., which we have specific legislative mandate for,
but also help. us in determining what legislative initiatives. are ,-
needed in the decade of the eighties for the rest Of urban America.

Let me also say at this time that due to the lateness of the hour,
and the fact that my two colleagues-- , .

The CHAIRMAN. Would you'yield to Ine?
Just before we adjourn, I would simply like to say to all of yOu, I

really deeply 'appreciate and thank all of you for taking the time
out of your busy schedule to contribute to these proceedings.

I' think all of us in this room ar aware of the fact that we are
challenging enormous odds. Those f us on this side of the table
and you on the other side of the tab e. In that regard, we may very
well feel that we are very lonely people. . ,

We are taking this committee outime the road because we are al,
solutely convinced that if .41 the lonely people get together, we.
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won't be lonely any longer,'and we May be powerful enough to re-
-v.

-

direct the course of history. I think that is terribly important.
, We are taking this rather insecure committee obscure commit-
tee, not insecureinsecure and obseurebecause we are due to go
out of business one day soon, take this committee out on the
road and try to focus on they edible problems of the urbOn envi
ronment, the metropoli ems, the myriad of hunian prob;
lems that confront us i f' this country are astronomical.

It would seem to'ine manipulation of numbers, what '
is going on at this no *cal reality ring of policy, a rede-
fining of the rold of in people's lives and a basic as-
sault on dome very ues and principles in this coun-
try.

And the degree to:31:r ure, insecure committee can
focus some attention Oirt we will continue to move. .

I would like to thank m? Bill Gray, for suggesting chat
,Pd- come to Philadelphia. Yo been very warm to us. And I
appreciate all the time and eff6

VOICE. What can you do here day? It should take a week.
The CHAIRMAN. I know we ve to leave. I would just saywe

undertow' we cannot do it iti 1 day. We ore simply human
beings. I represent a district in lifornia, but I am in Philadelphia
because I am a citizen of t untr_y, and of the world. I feel I'.
have some profound respons

We could stay here a week, meone can say we cannot do it
in a week.

I am only dealing with somevery clear realities.
The motives" of this committee are lofty., We are trying as dili-

gently as we can.. We are confronted with a great deal of %mita-
tionbudgetarST, time, and the fact that we all have constituencies
out there in the community. We have to provide those resources.

I am required by law and by motivation and my valuesitb repre-
sent a whole range of human beings on a whole range of questions,
including all of that, we are still trying to take this committee out
on the road. ,

If you have 'some anger, direct that, anger at the peOple who are
not here, and direct that auger at the people who ought to be hold- ,

ing these hearings.
Mr. GRAY. Thank you, Mr. Dellums.
Mr. Dymally.

1,

* Mr. DYMALLY. Mr. Chairman, I want to commend the chairman
for having the foresight and insight to bring this committee here, -

-land you, Congressman G ay, for bringing together witnesses.
Mr. Chairman, I wa to commend the witnesses for their very

profound observatio , their eloquence, pnd the timeliness of their'
statistics and data.

Thank you very much.
Mr. GRAY. Thank you, Mr. Dymally and Mr. Dellums.
Let me again thank all of the witnesses,and all of you who have

been here.
Let me just say two things: One, by unanimous consent the

orecord! will remain open for an additional 7 legislative days Wiiich
means that many people who are not here, including some who are .
here, who could not testify, we will be glad to receive your written
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testimony7-if you will send it either to Congressman Ron De llunis,
Washington, D.C., or to .me, ;it Will. become- a part of the official
record, just as of the testimony that his been submitted by. any
of the:persons sitting at the witness table.

Second, let me point outf as .Congresaman Dellums has already
stated, that we have brought this hearing here as one of the con=
tinning efforts to bring congressional' hearings to the people, to the
grassroots,' and to have the Opportunity for people who cannot go to
Washington, D.C., who normally sit before us, who are primarily
paid professionali, who lobby in Washington, so that voices at the
grthisroot ley, el could be heard.

I think if you look carefully at the witnesses who were before us
today, yeti will see a,,rnixture 'which represents urban America. We
represent, as we.make laws,. not simply one segment, but all seg-
ments. .

We try to give ithat rainbow or that cross section to all of the wit -
nesses. We have not covered the gamut. This committee could be
here for 2 weeks to 3 weeks, to gain all of the information that we
would like to have Unfortunately, it is impossible to do that. But
in our attempt to bring Washington to Philadelphia, as we have
done 'on at least three other. occasions, we have provided the oppor-
tunity for people who represent governinent locally, who represent
grassroots locally, to come before congressional committeAs and
give testimony. That is what has happened today.

I, too, am very sorry 'that this committee could not stay in ses-
sion in Philadelphia for the next 3 weeks in light of the problems
'that I know that exist in Philadelphia. And as well as you know
thatexist in the city of Philadelphia. -

However, I would like to point out that many of the things that
have been shared here will be utilized in the formulation of legisla-
tive policy. It will be utilized to bring together a large segment of
people in Washington to begin to address carefully what has al-
ready been stated by Congressman Dellums, that maybe we are not
alone.

I think we have heard people here say that unless these policies
are corrected, there maybe violence.

Again, I want to thank those of you who have come and listened
and invite you to submit written testimony over the next 7 legisla-
tive days which will mean next Tuesday. Your testimony will
become a part of the record.

This committee stands adjourned.
[Whereflpon, at 4:50 p.M., the committee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record followil
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My name Is Jurene Aikee-Jcnes. I am'Executive Director of Northcentral

'Organized Regionallf for Total- itealth,_Inc. (NORTNi.inc..). NORTM Isa ncri-;-:

profit community-based Orpanization located in North Philadelphia, but orc7.''..;

vicing services to residents,., particularly low-income, high7hdaithrisk ..,;.,

indivIduals,of the entkre City. Our general mission f to lipreve the general

health and well-being of:community residents. The Organization repra4Ats

cvertwNty-flve community, health provider organizations'iinstitytions.la.

etwklinhliadelph County. .
.

.

.

Currently, one.of NORTH's function, is to serve as.the umbrilcgani,

.. z:tion *or the Special Supplemental Food Program for Women, In?antb aster

'thildren (WIC Program) In Philadelphia, PA. 'We are very concerned about

th: sroposed cut In the WIC Program, as well as other nutrition program,

in the Federal Budget for the next fiscal yeai.

As you are aware, WIC has been. found to be cost ieffective. In 1978,

"A Mavard University study of pregnant women In Massacfiusptts found that the

PIrtn Weight of Infants:born to WIC women 'ere significantly higher than those

of,the non-WIC control group. The incident of low birth weight which is

' often associated with disabilities such as blindness and retardation, was

substantially lower Tor the WIC group (6.0'percent) than fortha non -WIC

group (10.1'percent), the Harvard ;Ludy found that each $1 spent In the

prenatal component of 'tbe WIC Program saved Sr in hospitallzttion cost,due °

to the decrease in low birth'weight infants."
<*i

. We have seoOdus reservations about
potential short. run savings 'gained

by-cuttIng'dcllars aimed at increasInP:utrItienal andhealth.statos of high

healch risk women, infants and, children. This action will potentially result

in long run losses through dollars paid out for health care'of these same .

pe,ions., As you aware, WIC not only provides a supplemental food package,

but it .makes available nutrition education and fosters access to health

cart which contributes'to a healthier faafty..., `

-
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We urge that these points are thoroughly discussed and strongly considered

as a final decision is being made concerning the Federal Budget for tilt next

'''fiscal year. 4.

Finally,

. .

we would 14ke to commarit'odl Life tohdypt of "Block'Grantp" to ehe

State. It is our opibion that this' approach may.beextrameidetrimental to

the community. Th(s approach could lead to "in-fightlngmBng the various'

social piograms,as well as, a drastic dee r'''' In the efforis.to coordinate

as each Individual program attempts to maintain'its own survival. We urge

an approach that would, indeed, fostergraater coordlnatiori, to the pxtent ;hat

the avillable dollars can be used to sirve,the greatest number of eligible.

On behalf of the BOard oT Directors Of HORT', we would like to express

our 'appreciation for the oppontunit%,to prUv4deinPUian4 to express our views.

Thank you.'

cc: William T. Samuels
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In 1967, at handful of residents in the downtrodden remains of:the area east

o1 Broad Street. 4reed to challenge the prevailing decay of their community.

Repre'Sentatives of the local combunitycouncil screened the area, seleCted'

its leadership and formed a 24 member Board of Directprs. Forming the framework

of the HaFtranftCommunity COrporatien, the board hired a staff and set about

cut.. red tape to deliver direly needed services to residents of all ages and

ethnic groups. The Board actively monitors comiumiticoncerns Ind directs als-taff

through:yr' Executive Director. Members of the Board are long-time residents cf the

co:runity.
e.

Today, the Eartranft Community Corporation has three outreach actio/rcenters,

a rein office staff and two components serving the senior
-

citizens and youth groups.

Partially crowning their efforts was the Multi7Purpde Services Center completed

in 1973.

Located at the junction of 8th,9th, Cumberland Streets and.Germantown Avenue,

it is one of>a/cO7Iplex of buildings which has.cHenged the formerly bleak appearance

of the neighborhood.

Standing nearby, at Vandergrift Square are the Hartranft Comm pity School,

from which the corporation-took its name, a stately R6man Cathdlic Church, St.

Edwards' and a playground.

The Hartranft Community Corporation program is the link-between failure and

hope for nany of the people. Its visibility should be high for the awareness of

.

those in need. To thwart the dangers of decline, Hartranft Community Corporation

sy7bolizes a place where the future is in the making;

The Multi-Pt:pose Services Center is asOlt.lemel designwith two wings; the

service wing to the south overlooking Vandergrift Square and the northern wing ad-

joining Veteran's Playground forrecreation.''ThelCilding features a spacious

"auditorium, roders day care facilities, Multi - Purpose meeting rooms, adjacent off-
_
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::,streetparking, and a swimming pool .in the recreation wing. Tenants offering direct

services to the community, i.e., Community Ba %ed Services of the Department of Public

Welfare, School District of Philadelphia-Headstart and Adult Basic Education and

City of Philadelphia Adult Probation Departmentare housed in the center.

Somefether service agenciet active 1n the area, includk Comprehensive Group:)

Health Services, Ile-ife Black Humantarian Center,.OPEM, Ihcorporated, Casa Pian,
-

Neighborhood Action BurealL, Lighthouse, ConciliO, Philadelphia Parent and Child tare'

Center. Onwards, Incorporated, Holy cross King Center and the Salvation Army, each

with fits' own role-through coordinated - efforts. Hartranft Community Corporation

needs the support of those whobelieVethe future of this community.

Dedicated to a continuing lobg-Range progrem for comftMnity improvement in

the Mirth Pkiladelphia community, east of Broad Street, Hartranft is a non-profit

community based-Organization, which provides those short-range'social supports '

necessary.to combat the pOor and socio- economic;conditions which affe;t target

area, neighborhoods, through component programs ih youth, senior citizens, housing

and information and referral, designed to servlie the residents of Hartranft.

Membership in the organization is open to all persons living or working in the MCC,

area and.there is no charge for our services.

Hartranft provides technical assistance ti residents and other area organizations,

enabling them to'have increased participation in communi devellipmentandither.

City of Philadelphia program activities.

Hartranft provides a means for the citizens to organize, to define community

problems and to implement programs aimed at improving the qUality of life; social

and physical.

Hartranft acts as a coordinating body for many area activities and,aids

cormynttY residents in' getting proper assistance from local agencies. In addition

to establishing priorities of the area, based on community responses, Hartranft

also_acts;as a resource to smaller and less structured entities within the community

in Fn' effort to curb social 'ills. . r

Hartranft serves an.irpact area of 480 blocks with,a population of approximately.

40.0d0. The_area is bounded by Broad Street, Front Street, Columbia Avenue and

Allegheny-AvanUe.

"..
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URBAN CENTERS, WASHINGTON, DIC., AND 'mg
FEDERAL. ROLE

TUESDAY, JUNE 30, 1981

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,

Washington, D.C.
. .

The committee net, pursuant to call, at,9 a.m.at the Museum of,
Science and Industry, 700 State Drive, Ripsisition Park, Los AMP-.
les, Calif., Hon. Mervyn M. Dymally_presiclingt -:.-

Present: R e p r e s e n t a t i v e D y m a l l y . ' ,
Staff present: Donn G. Davis, senior staff .: assistant;

Frazer, staff counsel; and Margaret Wright, Minority staff counse .
Mr. DYMALLY. The Committee on the. District 9f Columbia

hereby called to order.
I regret to say that our chairman became ill and is unable to join

1113

. ,

. y.
It is indeed a privilege and a pleasure to 'Welcome the witnesses-

at today's hearing beforeNthe full Committee on he District of Co-
n 'tumble. ' ..

"

We would also like to 'welcome those "staff members, who shave
,

come all the way from Washington, and the committee. witnesses
who have brought a- wealth of knowledge, gained through experi-
ence .in dealing with problems .confronting the NEition's cities,
Los Angeles in particular, and the surrounding conununities..-

It is our intention to examine the problemg of our cities, focusing
on the problems of youth, unemployment, crime, housing, educa-
tion, labor, and the resurgence of youth gangs. We- will also at-
tempt to assess what role the Federal Government should play in
assisting American cities to find solutions for eradicating these de-
structive forces. - . %

This hearing is the*second in-a.series being held by the commit-
tee during the .97th Congress. It is our hope that we will be better
able to confrontthese urgent ,problems in' the con t of the pres-
ent administration's program.

We will ask the witnesses to submit their stateme the com-
mittee, and that will be made part orthe-record, and then we will
summarize their statement to theltommittee and leave the maxi-
mum amount of time fqr questions and answers.

Later on we will be joined by Congressman Dixon, and,'hopefully,
Congressman Hawkins.

.. Our first, witness today is Mr. James Rescue, deputy district' at-
torney, county of Los Angeles.

(195)
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'The -committee was very interested in hearing the testimony of
the district attorney of Los Angeles because in our first meeting in.
Philadelphia, the district attorney there made mention of Van de
Kamp's presence in Washington not too long ago in a meeting with
the deputy attorney general, to discuss the problems of the fight -

against crime and crime prevention..
As a result of that, I thought it would be 'very, very appropriate

for the district attorney', tq share his views with us, as did the dis-
trict attorney of Philadelphia.

Mr. Bascue, we are asking that you give your name and title' for
the record,land the committee will make your full statement part
of the record, and you can summarize your testimony.

STATEMNT OF JAMES BA'SCUE, -DEPUTY DISTRICT ATTORNEY,
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Mr. BASCUE. Thank you very much.
My name is James Bascue, deputy district attorney for the,

county of Los Angeles, deputy4n-charge,tardcore gang division.
Good morning, Congressman Dymally and staff members:
Mr.

some introductions.
I first want to introduce Ms. Margaret Wright; minority counsel ,

of the committee; Mr. Victor Frazer, the counsel for the Subcom-
mittee on Judiciary and Education; and to my right, Dr. Donn
Davis, staff coordinator for the committee. -

Thank you very much. You may proceed.
. Mr. BASCUE. In starting my remarks, and certainly contained

within the data I produced for the committee, I think the most
pressing problem in our urban citiesand I can speak from the Los
Angeles experienceI think it is violent youth crime.

Viblerit youth crime has expanded nationwide. In the county of
Los Angeles, it has certainly inanifested itself in the manner of
gang-related crime and viOlence.

I want to just illustrate the nationwide scope of this violence by
quoting from Professor Miller from 'Harvard, and the citation is
"Violence by Youth Gangs and Youth Groups as a Crime Problem
in Major American Cities," December 1975, Washington, D.C., U.S.
Government Printing Office:

Murder by firearms or other Weapons, the central and most dangerous form of
'gang member violence, in all probability stands today at the highest level it has
reached in the history of this Nation.

"-- The five cities with tf)e most serious gang problems average a minimum of 175
gang-related killings a year between 1-972 and 1974. These figures are equivalent to
an average of about 75 percent of all juvenile homicides for the five cities that reach
a proportion of half or more in sum.

The three largest cities recorded approkimately 13,000 gang member arrests in a
single year, with about one-half of the arrests for violent crimes. It is likely that
violence perpetrated,by members, of youth gangs in major cities is at present more
lethal than at any time in history.

Miller goes on to state:
Comparing earlier with later periods in the past decade and the six gang problem

cities -show significant increases in levels of gqn`g violence in New York, Los Ange-
les, Philadelphia, Detroit, and San Francisco. This justifies the notion of a new wave.
of gang violence in major U.S. cities.
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Mater goes on to make, I think, probably one of the strongest
statements about why 'the increased violence;

Probably the most single significant development affecting gang member violence
during the present period is an extraordinary increase in the availability and use of
firearm& to effect violent crimes. This development likelihood the major
reason behind the increasingly lethal natwre of gang - violence.

Congressman, that. is, I think, an overview; we are not talking
about just a Los Angeles pi/Mem. Certainly in the District of Co-
lumbia it may not taanifest itself in gang problems, but I aro sure
you%are aware of th escalation of youth violence.

The county of Los Angeles, under the leadership of John Van de
Kamp, became aware of this problem. I will give you an example of
how 'this violence manifested itself approximately 3 years ago.

Gardena High School, predominantly a black high school, had
numerous gang factions on campus. There were peer struggles oc-
curring for who was going to dominate; who was going to 'be the
dominant gang on campusfights on campus. One weekend there
were fights off campus.

On a Monday, on campus, there was a fight during a gym period.
One gang faction lost the fight. They went off campus, made a tele-
phone call, and this was a call to the gang called the Crips faction.
There were three factions on campusShotgun, Raymond Crips,
Payback Crips.

They Ynade -a telephone call to an ally. They asked for assistance.
That Monday afternoon, approximately three carloads of these
ging members, ranging from the ages of approximately 16 to 18
years of age, met at Washington High School.

The young man they called was known as a shooter, a hit man
for the gang, suspected to be good for approximately five homicides
in the community.

These three cars caravaned, d2wn to the Gardena High School
area. It was about 4 in the afternoon. The students were getting

_ _ out of high school. They were wblking home. It was a residential
area. _

One young man was Bradley ,Phillips. Bradley Phillips was an
honor student, Eagle Scout, member of the local church, and had
never been involved in gang violence. lie was, sitting astride his bi-
cycle talking to two of his friedds.

These three_ cars caravaned in and the students immediately
knew what was going to happen. There was going to be a shooting.
All the students started running.

The last vehicle stopped. James McDaniels, 17 years of age,
stepped from the back vehicle with a firearm, fires two rounds, hit-
ting two of the youngsters fleeing, shooting them in the backside.
They go down. Bradley Phillips is trying to flee. His legs are entan-
gled in his bicycle.

He falls to his knees, a 15-Year-old young man.. He is pleading for
his life. "Please, mister, don't shoot me. I. am no Five. I am no gang
member. Please don't shoot me!' James McDaniels fires two
rounds into the chest area of Bradley Phillips and he falls, legs
kick in a death reflex. Mr. McDaniels slowly. walks Over and ex-
ecutes . him with a round to the head, walks slowly to his vehicle
and drives away.
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One of the myths of gang violence is that it is gang upon gang.

Absolutely a myth in my county; 60 percent of the victims of gang
violence or more are innocent persons, nongang members.

I don't kave to remind the people of the ocounty of Los Angeles
recently of a young 12-year-old girl who was walking in front of a
church, who happened to be in the proximity of wher "a gang
member was walking, and she was mistakenly shot and, .
front of a local .church. as

Gang violence is wreaking a tragic toll in our county. In response
to that, Mr. Van de Kamp asked what can we do better in the dis-
trict attorney's office. Certainly the law enforcement agencies were
marshaling their forces. They were formulating a specialized anti-
gang task force to be more effective.

.Mr. Van de Kamp applied to Washington, D.t., a Federal grant
under LEAA. From this Federal grant there evolved Operation
Hardcore. It started out to be approximately five to six prosecutors
who did nothing but prosecute violent gang offenders. Not every
case, but what we considered to be the- James McDaniels, or the
hardcore recidivists

Our theory was if we dould be more effective, have one prosecu-
tor follow the case throughout, work with law enforcement to law-
fully collect evide.nce, vertically prosecute the case, we would be
more likely to obtain a conviction.

Prior to the startup of Hardcore, in the city of Los Angeles- the
conviction rate for gang-related murders was approximately 46 or
47 percent. After 2 years of operation under the LEAA.Federal
grant, Hardcore had a 98-percent conviction rate on gang-related
homicides.

Certainly the 2-year program demonstrated that it is possible to
be more effective in prosecuting these gang-related cases.

Presently we are a non federally funded project. Taking this dem-
onstration project, the county of Los Angeles presently funds 20
lawyers in the county of Los Angeles to do, nothing but prosecute
violent gang offenders.. -

I might add that this is subject to review this week. We will find
out whether or not Hardcore is going to be in existence after this
week due to some serious budgetary revisions.

I think this is a demonstration. You ask what can the Federal
Government do in urban citi . I .would certainly not suggest law
enforcement or prosecution encies are a panacea to crime. .I.
make the analogy, Congress , to a. house burning. Certainly we
must put the fire out before We address the issue of why the house
is burning.

Our communities are ablaze,-primarily in elur minority communi-
tiessur Hispanic and black communities. There are people afraid
to el 11 n walk the streets at night, people who are terrified to call
the police because the gang or youth violence is so strong.

They call the police. The police arrest one suspect. That suspect
is taken into custody; 20 to 30 of his associates or fellow gang mem-
bers start intimidating and harassing, burning out, maiming, or
shooting the victim or the witness who dared to cell the police
agency.

We have got to do something to address this issue, to build credi-
bility with the criminal j to system. We are a start in

30S
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Los Angeles County. I would suggest to the committee that one of
/the things they could dois try and start some demonstration proj-

ects in assisting the criminal justice agencies in some of our major
cities.

Certainly in LA, County we feel if we can remove the violent of-
fender, the recidivist because we are not trying 'to do away with
gangs per se. Gangs are a social grouping of young people. YoU.
have got gangs all over in all ethnic groups.

But it is the violent gang offenders that we want to remove. If
we can take them off the street, then the social programs, what-
ever exists in the community may work because we find those who
belong to or join gangs are basically uninvolved young people. They
are the people not involved in school, they are not involved in
family, they 'are not involved in church. They are uninvolved r
young people.

But all the social programing and money we can pour into the
community has no effect if these violent offenders are there to har-
ness them into violent means and ways. So we are hoping that by
removing these violent offenders, whatever programs are available
in the community would have more force and effect.

I would urge not only the Federal Government think about
funding some demonstration projects to-assist the criminal justice
system but clearly that Are socioeconomic problems that affect vio-
lent -gang offenders.

Firearms. There is no doubt that.there are, an excessive amount
of firearms in our community today. My particular diyision was
prosecuting four 13-year-old gang members for the crime ?cif
murder. They did not have slingshots.- They did not have kniies.
They had high-powered handguns.

One of the strongest suggestions I can ask thii committee' to
review would be that something be done with firearms in' our com-
munity.

Our society has to seriously address the issue of civil disarm-
ainent of firearms.

I have no easy answer for the committee. Every time I go to Sac-
ramento to testify on any kind of legislation dealing with weapons
or firearms, springing up on the other side in opposition is our
friends from 'the NRA and other gun folks who want to speak in
opposition.

Sometimes I wonder who controls this country, whether or not
the NRA has an overly strong voice. Clearly, anyone who is aware
of the crime problem in our urban cities must be aware of the over
abundance of firearms.

As the citizens in our county are becoming frightened, anci lose
their faith and trust in the criminal justice system, they go out and
arm themselves. They buy a gun for their residence, then this resi-
dence is burglarized, then that weapon ends up back on the street
and is used for a criminal purpose. Then we seem tohave an ever-
escalating problem of armament and violence in the community.

Another problem, and something I would suggest the committee'
think about addressing, is juvenile, justice. I speak of youth vio-
lence, not just gang violence, but nationwide the problem, I think,
is youth violence.

208
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Our laws historically have been a parens patriae. It evolved from
the common raw where the court it viewed as a parent embracing
the minor and "What can I do for you?"There have been tremen-
dous changes. 1

In the 10 years I have been a- prosecutor, I have noticed tremen-
dous changes in the young people. They are getting older younger,
if you will. Five years ago to think that four 13-year-old people
would be charged with murder would shock me.

I find an increasing level of violence perpetrated by younger
people. I question right now whether the concept of parens patriae
adequately protects the public. The most dangerous persons in the
community at this time are your youthful violent offenders.

I cite you the. Rand report of 197, an article, "Age, Crime and-
Punishment," by James Q. Wilson and Barbara Boland; spring
1978, in The Public Interest. Both of these reports cite statistics
showing that the most numerical or quantitative amount of crime
is committed by groups between 15 to19 years of age... -

I think that it is time that instead of thinking of crime in adult
terms, that we start thinking about some of the moreviolenf and
the recidivist youthful offenders who are going to have to be treat-
ed more seriously.

So I would suggest...0 the committee that they start with study-
ing our juvenile justiceisAtems from a nationwide perspective, and
perhaps rethink the concept of parens patriae. .

Victims and witnesses/I like to think that the Operation Hard-
core has-been in response primarily td the problems in our minor-
ity community because that is primarily where the violence hat
taken place.

,

A lot of the success, if not the majority of the success, of our pro-
gram has been that we have taken the time to try and encourage
victims and witnesses to come forward and to testify. '

Prior to our existence, and I think a heightened sensitivity by
law enforcement, many crimes went unreported, and we had a
cycle of self-help or revenge. "I am not calling the police. I will
take care of it myself."

Well, we are trying to break that cycle. One of the'things we are
doing is trying to transport victims -and witnesses to court. We
keep them in a safe location. We get them in and out of the court-
room safely. We offer them some relocation funds EincLessistance.

We have got to bring law and order, for the legal systeth in some
of the communities terrorized by gang violence.- urge the commit-
tee to think about a study or assistance to victims and Wit-
nesses in the urban cities throughbut the Uni States.

Thank you very much.
The prepared statement of Mr. Bascue follows:]

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES,
OFFICE OF THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY,

'Los Angeles, Calif.. June 29, 1981.
Hon. RONALD V. DELLUMS,
Chairman of the Committee on the District,of Columbia, Wrishington, D.0

DEAR CONGRESSMAN DELLUMS AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE: The Hardcore
Gang Division of .the Los Angeles County District Attorney's Office consists of 20
trial lawyers assigned to prosecute hardcore, recidivist street gang members who
commit violent crimes. The division is presently prosecuting 255 cases, 60 perCdnt or
135 of 'which are homicides. The 334 defendants charged with these crimes include

aas
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four 13-year-olds charged with murder, with the median of a Hardcore defendant
being 18.

Hardcore started life in 1979, as a 2-year Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis-
tration (LEAA) funded project in response, to the alarming growth of street gang vio-
lence. One out of every six murders in Los Angeles involves a street gang member
as the suspect, the victim or both. These cases are extremely difficult to prosecute
largely due to the intimidation of witnesses by the street gangs. The concentrated
efprts of the Hardcore Gang Division have been viewed as a tremendous success by
ail components of the criminal justice system and the community at large in south-
ern California.-

As can be gleaned from the attached program summary, the growth of violent
crime committed by youth gang members is, from our perspective, one of the most
pressing problems facing urban Los Angeles. Because Hardcore is, the only program
of its kind, we receive numerous inquiries from all over-the country. We have
learned from our dialog with these prosecutors and other law enforcement person-
nel that this alarming growth of violence committed by youthful offenders is a

urban phenomenon.
The root causes of criminal violence are to a large extent beyond the capabilities

of the criminal justice system to deal with. 'It would perhapsbe more appropriate
for a broader based entity to address these issues. One cannot, however, take pause
to consider too long the cause of a fire until that fire is extinguished. The most
pressing need is for law enforcement and the criminal justice system to deal swiftly
and effectively with the present generation of violent youthful offenders. The expe-
rience of the Hardcore Gang Division indicates that federal asiiistance is both help-
ful and urgently necessary to combat the growth of urban crime and violence.

Very truly yours, .'
JOHN K. VAN DR KAMP,

District A ttorne .
J(By ames A. Bascue,

Acting Head, Hardcore Gang Division).
Attachment.

PROGRAM SUMMARY .

The County of Los Angeles has witnessed' an alarming growth in the level and
extent of gang-related violence since the middle 1970's. There were 168 gang-related
homicides reported in 1977, as compared with 351 for 1980.An examination of filed
gang-related homicide cases handled by the Los-Angeles -Police Department during
1977 and 1978, revealed a conviction rate below 50 percent for each year.

The Hardcore Gang Section, a special unit within the District Attorney's Office,
became operational in January, 1979, as a means of improving the quality of pros-
ecution of gang-related homicides, by-identifying select defendants and assigning a
single prosecutor to a case from beginning to end, supplying additional investigertive-
support and developing specific expertise in gang violence. The lawyers would pros -5
ecute cases in both adult and juvenile courts. The conviction rate for cases handled
by the Hardcore Gang Section has imprord to 97 percent overall and 100 percent
in murder cases.

. ,

RAO
The.problem .

..r.,

One out of every six homicides committed in the City of Los Angeles is gang-relat-
ed. County-wide, gang murders numbered 168 in 1977, 187 in 1978, 276 in 1979, And
an unbelievable 351 m 1980. These' statistics, however staggering, fail to reflect the
tragedy wreaked Upon the communities where gang violence proliferates. Witnesses. .

are afraid to come.forward, family lifejs disrupted, property is damaged, the school
systems are rendered ineffective and the people living in the community operate
under a reigri, of teiTor. During the first six weeks of the present school year, the
Los Angeles Board of ,Education security personnel confiscated 24- firearms from
gang members.
The concept

By virtue of the difficulties in prosecuting gang-type cases, (witness intimidation,
street codes of- silence among gang members and lack of.familiarity with gangs gen-
erally), the .gang murder conviction rate for filed cases was 46 percent in 1977, and
47 percent in 1978. In response, the District Attorney of Los Angeles County, John
K. Van de Kamp, formulated the concept of a specialized prosecutorial section. As,
sociological studies revealed that a core group of 5.tc 10 percent. of gang members

11-785 0 - 83 14 210
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are responsible for the majority of gang violence, the section- was to concentrate re

sources on this '"hardcore' group.
In October .of 1977, an application was submitted to the Law Enforcement Assist-

since Administtatiqn (LEAA) to fund a 2-year demonstration project persuant to the

Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 11968 (PL 90-351). The application

was approved in September, 1978, and became operational on January 24, 1979.

LEAA provided $294,310, augmented by County funding of $32,701, for a total of

$327,011. This initial year funding provided for three trial lawyers, two junior trial

lawyers, one legal stenographer, and one intermediate typist clerk. LEAA provided

$352,.248 in second year funding, augmented by a County, contribution of $88,062 for

a total of $440,310. The authorized personnel for the second year expanded to in-

clude one senior trial lawyer, two trial lawyers, three junior trial lawyers, one legal

secretary, and one intermediate 'typist clerk. The District Attorney augmented the

staff by providing two additional junior- trial lawyers and two investigatorirput of

the general office funding.
Toward the end of Hardcore's nd year, the County-Board of Supervisors con-

vened a series of public hearings investigate the alanni growth of gang vio-

lence. The Hardcore Gang Section as represented by Chief pufy District Attor-

ney, Curt loivesay and Acting Head Deputy, James Bascue. At the conclusion of
these hearings the Board of Supervisors unanimously voted to appropriate $2.9 mil-

lion for a two-year, multi - agency war on gang violence. Included was an appropri-

ation to provide for the complete funding of the Hardcore Gang Section 'upon the

January, 1981, gxpiration of the two-year LEAA demonstration grant,augmented by

the addition of eight trial lawyers, two investigators, and three-additional secretan-
al, positions, Literally doubling, the size of the section.

Goa/
The obvious program goal has been to reduce gang violence by improving the con-

viction rate concerning gang-related crimes of violence, particularly murder cases.
The interim goals have been to'assist law enfor&ment agencies in identifying pro-

file offenders, to participate in case preparation as early a possible, to _utilize

search warrants and complex theories of prosecution where applicafile, to anticipate

and deal with recurrent problems such as witness intimidation and to develop an
expertise in the prosecution of gang violence: The complete slid conscientious prepa-

ration of+ cases for trial. s .

.0pration
.

The gang cases targeted for handling by the Hardcore Section cover two types, of

offenders. The first is a defendant with a prior adult conviction or juvenile petition

.sustained for murder, robbery, rape or aggravated assault. g'he second is a attend-

ant with a prior adult conviction or juvenile petition sustained filt- a gang-related
crime in which a firearm was used..

Vertical prosecution was implemented whereby the same attorney handled each

case from beginning to end. This has resulted in superior investigations and a

faster, more efficient and more successful processing of each case.
Upon identifying a profile case, the law enforcement agency contacts the Hard-

core Section. If the case requires further investigation before criminal actions can

be filed, a trial lawyer is assigned to assist in such matters as witness protection,

witness interviews and search warrant preparation. Upon successful completion of

the initial investigation stage, the assigned trial lawyer files the case. In the event

the suspects include juveniles, the assigned trial lawyer files the appropriate peti-

tions and motions in juvenile court and handles the case to completion.
This method is in marked contrast to the usual manner in which adult and juve-

nile cases are handled separately, and any one case is handled by any number of
different deputies. It is not atypical for a gang murder case file to bear a dozen set

of fingerprints upon its arrival in the archives. Frightened witnesses faced with a

seemingly endless stream of new faces and continued court dates quickly lose any

resolve to testify. In contrast, Hardcore cases are "shephetded" along through every

state of the case with an eye towards securing and maintaining the cooperation of

all witnesses. This often involves such measures as providing protective surveil-

lance, relocation, assistance in finding new, jobs, etc. Hiirsher measures such as in-

carceration for contempt of court arising out of a refusal to testify are used where

l'propriate.
This maintenance of close contact with the essential witnesses inevita-

,:,b y results in the discovery of new and usefill information.

Problems in setting up
The-coordination of cases being prosecuted in both adult aid juvenile court, as

well as the coordination of cases throughout the County of LosAngeles proved ex,
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tremely difficult: A great amount of time %ass spent in constructing the procedures
and selecting mOtiicited,and skilled lawyers, both,viewed as critical to the success of
the program. ,

Role of county offiees
The implementation.of, this program coincided with the assignment of special

gang experts it t law enforcement throughout 'the county. Close contacts are main-
tained with thes,experts as well' as with the California Youth Authority and the
County Probittion Department. Media contacts have also been encouraged to ensure
appropriate coverage of violent gang cases to serve as. a deterrent to gang violence.
' (

. RESULTS
.

The section has' ccamplished unprecedented results, surpassing the most optimis-
tic expectation& Over 100 victims and witnesses have received assistance by reloca-
tion or other protective measures. Over a tvfo year perioj, more than 175 search
wa rants have been prepared. During the two year period'of Hardcore's Operation,
they have been 113 convictions and 2 acquittals. The conviction rate for murder

rants

cases been 100 percent 4th an overall conviction rate of 97 percent. On Janu-
ary 1, 1981, the section was prosecuting 71 cases. Of these, 62 percent were murder
cases. -

The communities most affected by gang violence have been effectively served by
E this outstanding success rate. This is in sharpcontrast to previous prosecutions in

which murder conviction rates were below 50, percent. The impact of the successful
prosecutions has also resulted in a tremendous deterrence to future gang activities.
By removfig the most disruptive and violent of gang offenders, existing community .

and social programs have enjoyed a greater effectiveness in meeting their goals. As
an example, school and community programs directed at younger gang members
would encounter tremendous resistance from the oldet hardcore gang offenders.
This resistance creates pressure on the younger 'inembers from which few have been
able to escape. By removing and incarcerating the hardcore gang "leaders," other
social forces in the community have had an increased opportunity of implementing
their goals and encouraging the participation of peripheral and younger gang mem-
bets in a variety of programs.
Secondary benefits '

The secondary benefits of the efforts of the Hardcore Sedion have been numer-
ous. Public awareness of the problem has been extended from the neighborhoods in
which most of the gang activity occurs to all segments of the population. Many com-
munitY-based programs have been subsequently, mobilized; As an example, the
County* has, recently funded a crisis intervention network involving community,
people and government bodies. Thg City of Los Angeles is in the process of creating
an anti-gang, multi-agency program.

A greater sensitivity by the criminal justice system, including prosecutors, police
officers, judges, and defense attorneys, has been generated concerning the problems
and fears of victims and witnesses. In addition to a more efficient and superior pros-
ecution of cases, a greater coordination of efforts by different police agencies has
developed. These agencies hays additionally been encouraged and trained to make
better use of search warrants another investigative techniques. An increased par-
ticipation in the system by victims and witnesses willing to come to Apurt.has been'
increasingly observed.

Due to the more effective processing of these cases by the District Attorney's
Office, a greater respect for the criminal justice system has been engendered in the
community.
Feedback

The feedback generated by the suceess of the Hardcore Section has been gratify-
ing. Individual deputies have received numerous letters from the communities they
have represented in court. Media support has-been demonstrateci by positive articles
and editorials in major newspapers and by the presentation of special reports on
television and radio in the-Los Angeles area. (See attachments.) The unit, being the
only one of its kind, has generated nation-wide interest and is preseritly being evalu-
ated' under a federal grant awarded to the Mitre Corporation from Washington, D.C.'

However, perhaps the most encouraging response received by the section has been
the appreciation expressed by the victims and surviving family members.

Attachments.
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(From the La Angeles Times, Oct. 17, 1979)

THE DA's GANG GETS TOUGH

Last year 200 People died in Los Angeles in gang-related slayings. Expefts. fore-
cast that the statistic will climb to 300 this year. One way to try to curb the violence
is to prosecute the 5 percent to 10 percent of the gang members known as the "hit-
ters,' the ones who do the (choking. To do that, the Los Angeles County district at-
torney's office instituted Operation Hardcore last January; this week it received a
$352,248 grant from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. to continu,
the project.

Lawyers from the district attorney's staff handle all stages of the prosecution,
even when a case may shift from juvenile to adult courts. They pay special attentio
to protecting essential witnesses, seeing that they are escorted to courtrooms, even\
'relocating some of them'for their own safety. The program is paying off: In the two
years before Operation Hardcore began, there were convictions in slightly fewer

than half the gang-related murder cases; now, in the cases that the district/ attor-
ney's special unit has handled, -its record iri the courtroom is 21 convictions and no

acquittals.
Almost no geographical area in Los Angeles has been left untouched by gang vio-

lence. Operation Hardcore cannot solve the social and economiciproblems that send
people into gangs and lead them to kill,.but it does offer some hope, however slight,. A
of curtailing gang killings,by showing that the worst offenders will not go qnpun-
ished.

CALIFORNIA GAN) INVESTIGATORS ASSOCIAXION,
March 71, 1980.

Mr. J,Los
Angeles County District Attorney's egce.

14.ES BASCUE,

Los Angeles, Calif.
DEAR Jim: On behalf of the California Gang Investigators Association, I would like

to congratulate you and your unit on its first anniversary.. It is fitting also to thank
you at this time for ybur efforts in curtailing gang activity.

The past year has shown the effectiiiens of your unit. The impact has been felt
especially in the areas of conspiracy and aid & abetting. There are some areas of tbe
county %vivre the word " Hardcore' causes great consternation'-among the "barrio".

In addition to the obvious prosecution aspects of your unit, the legal advice and
information you have brought to our' ,meetings has greatly benefited all the mem-
bers of this association and the agencies they represent.

In closing, I wish you and your unit continued success and look forward to further
association between your unit and this Association.

Sincerely,
WESLEY D. MCBRIDE, President.

Los ANGELES POLICE DEPARTMENT,
Los Angeles, Calif, March 17, 1980.

Mr. JAMES BASCUE,
Supervising Deputy District Attorney, Hardcore Gang Section, County of Los Angeles,

a

Los Angeles, Calif
DEAR MR. BASCUE: During the past year, officers assigned to Operations-Central

Bureau CRASH (Community Resources Against Street Hoodlums) have had the op-
portunity to work with your Hard Core Gang Section on priority criminal cases.
Twenty defendants have been prosecuted to final disposition with only one acquit-
tal. This record is most impressive and a vast improvement over our past experi-
ence. In addition to the vigorous and diligent prosecuting efforts of your Section, our
CRASH officers have received substantial insight and training on case preparation.

We look forward to continuing the relationship between CRASH and the Hard
Core Gang!Section, and*wish you continued success.

Very truly yours, -

s 1- 213

DARYL F. GATES,
Chief ofPolice.

GEORGE A. MORRISON,
Commanding Officer, Operations," Central Bareau CRASH Section.
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Mr.. DYMALLY. Thank youvery much.
I call on the minority counsel for questions.
Ms. WRIGHT. Mr. Bascue, , you mentioned the funding for your

program is now somewhat in doubt since fUnding is being`teduced
for this kind of program everywhere. ,

What will happen if the funding from ,the .State or from.the Fed-
eral Government is not continued?

Mr. BAsctix. I can tell you it was quite a shock--
Mr. DYMALLY. And the countyFederal, State, and county.
Mr. BASCUE. It was a shock this Tuesday morning. I feel I haVe

had probablY. one of the most successful programs, I think, in the
district attorney ffice. It is of nationwide interest. I get calls con-
tinually about rogram..

It was quite shock Tuesday morning when John Van de Kanip
told me I may elimmated as a program in 2-weeks. If that hap-
pens, if we have to step back we are going ,back to square one.

These very . sensitive casesthey are complex legal cases, with
yery fragile victim witnessesand will be put back into the
hopper, if you will. They will be treated as .a grand theft auto,
treated as any other case, and handled in a horizontal manner.

Instead of a lawyer assigned to vertically prosecate the case,
Ding very sensitive to the victim-witness. problems, it will be hori-
zontally prosecuted with maybe 10 -to 15 different prosecutors
touching and impacting the case. I would suggest to you that the
quality of th prosecution would be diminished.

Ms. WRIGHT. Do you feel that any of the sensitizing impact that
the program has had on the .prosecutors theniselves would have
some kind of carryover effect?

Mr. BAStUE. I am certain of that As we have expanded, we have
shared, we have opened up within the district, attorney's office the
victim witness relocations. There is certainly a sharing or rub-off
factor.

We have shared some of the expertise on aiding and abetting and
conspiracy we have gained. So there certainly is a lot of sharing,
but it is nothing like what we can do at 'this time. I would suggest
that if we had more time, that sharing experience would probably
go further.

We are a very large office. We have :Something like 500 prosecu-
tors in the county of LA. It is very very difficult to have that rub-
off factor in such a barge office. .

Ms. 'WRIGHT. You mentioned the fact that in addition to treating
the problem at the enforcement end, that it is also necessary to
treat the causes of youth violence.

Are there any programs that you feel are particularly effective
that are going on at the moment in Los Angeles, or in other areas,
and that should be continued, either federally. funded or volunteer
programs, or otherwise?

Mr. BASCUE. Well, we had 351 people killed in our county last
year as a result of gang violence. So I am not so sure that I can say
that we have too many glowing programs

There are some programs that are of great interest that we are
monitoring. One of those is ihe program from Philadelphia, which
we are trying on an experimental basis in Los Angeles County, Mr.
Flores' program, the crisis intervention program.
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But understand the crisis intervention program is response-ori-
ented, they are responding to a crisis, trying to alleviate the homi-
cide or the- crime. I support that, but there are some other pro-

,

grams. 4
There is a Biola project,' where the administrator is working with

the schools and .the parents. I feel very'strqngly that if we have got
to not adciressithe 18- and 17-year-olds, but we have to get to the 6-,

7 -, 8-, 9-yeaztolds, and address parenting end schools.
The Biola project, which is a very smhll project; is trying to do

that. So I have a lot of hope for that concept.
There is a program in south centrals os Angeles by Mr. Ginnis,

the "say yes' program.. Mr. Ginnis I think h :remonstrated a lot.
of sti6ess, the ability to work with various ag

So, those are a couple of the programs that. I ve observed, and
that I absolutely feel-very strongly that law enforcement or crimi-
nal justice respqnse is not'a, total answer.

But we have eot to start there. We have got to build some credi-
bility in our system, and then at the same time build into our corn-

. munity ,something to get these young people involved, because they
are absolutely uninvolved; they are unemployed, and not involved
with anything. We have got to have some alternatives in the com-
munity.

Ms. WRIGHT. I understand from the statistic- s you quoted there
(hes been a tremendous increase in the last few years in gang-relat-
ed violence. Do you see any slowing down of this increase through
your program or other pkograms? Is there anything you can see

. that seems to be having a effect?
Mr. BASCUE. Well, one of the things a criminal justice response

Can have is a deterrent effect. Just talk about agencies. I am start-
ing to get the word on the street, and the wordyou know, by talk-
ing to the young people -on the street. They are aware now, and
they are starting to become aware.

The word is in the-county jail that you do not want to be pros-
ecuted by Hardcore. The word on the street now is if you ride along
in a car and do a gang-related shooting, you are going to be pros-
ecuted as an ai er and abettor.

So the word ing to get back. This is not something that
happens overnight, ut I would suggest to you that I am seeing re-
sults at this time of a concentrated enforcement action.

One of the problems we are having, though, I may as well point
out to you, is even as we increase our conviction rate-98 percent
is darned good as a conviction ratewhat happens to these people?
They are put into the California Youth Authority.

I have three examples right now where young people committed
murder at the age of 15, went to the California Youth Authority,
were back in less than 3 years at the age of 18, went right back
into the same family setting,..the same gang setting, and committed
an additional murder within a month or two. One young man
within months committed two homicides, giving him three before
he was 19 yearsoof age.

One of our problemsand it is something we are hopefully.going
to try to address in the legislature this yearis longer sentences
for the crime of murder. Three years for the crime of murder is

just tragically inadequate. So that is one of the problems we are
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having, trying to get credibility; trying to increaseat 'least for the
crime of murderfor the violent offenders a longer incarceration
period.

Mr. DYNALLY. Is that 3 years applied to young offenders or
across the board?

Mr. BASCUE. In the California Youth Authority, Congressman, it
is an indeterminate _period of time. These were 15-year-olds, coming
out of juvenile court. They spent 3 years. Supposedly the panacea
for violent youthful offenders. has been thetransfer, or fitness-hear-

) ing, we will transfer them into adult court.
.But what is happening now? We are getting them convicted in

the adult court, the judges still send the 17-, 18-, 19-year-old to the
.California Youth Authority and they still spend 3 years.

We .recently had a case where a custodian on one of our local
campuses was killed during a robbery - murder. ,The shooter was 15
years' of age. lit went to the California Youth Authority. He will
do 3 years. The young man who aided and abetted him, I believe,
was 18 or 19. We convicted him of murder in the adult court and
the judge sentenced him to the California Youth Authority, ankhe
will spend less than 3 years for murder.

Mr. DYMALLY. So we did not do it with the 'young offender's, when
we eliminated the indeterminate sentence?

Mr. BASCUE. We eliminated indeterminate sentences for those
sentenced as oaths into State prison or county jail. But there is
still in California the option between 18 and 21S the courts can still
sentence those people to the youth authority. Once they do so, it is
still indeterminate.

It is a serious problem we are trying to deal with in California
right now. But this is just a furthdr example of the problem that I
asked the committee 'to explore; that .is; juvenile justice or youth
justice throughout the Nation.

Ms. WRIGHT. I, just have one last somewhat related question.
Have you seen any decrease in the recidivism rate as a result of

' your prosecution, or have you had enough time to be able to evalu.t
ate whether you are still having the same problem?

Mr. BASCUE. I' think it is just.a bit too early. When the project
was initially started as a demonstration project with LEAA funds,
we were five prosecutors in this large county. It was like a drop in
the budget. ,

What we did, we did very effectively, but we did 'not have much
of a coantywide effect. Right now, within the last 2 months, we
have 20 prosecutors. It is just too early to see the real results.
When I see the homicide rate dropping :in this county, I will say
that we are having some success. .

But again, as I indicated to: 'you,. the feedback on the street from
law enforcement --I go to the streets, I talk to the young people, I
am starting to pick up a realization that something serious is going
to happen to them. So' not only with our higher conviction rate
we need something more significantly happening to them after we
convict them. . ^ .

Ms. WIUGHT. Are you seeing the same offenders coming through
your office more than once?
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Mr. BASCUE. Absolutely. You take the gangs. We estimate that
only 10 to 15 percent of the gang members are really the violent
offenders. I will give you an example.

. We had a West sidt gang out here with a bunch of 15- and 16-
year -olds. One young ,man, 18 years of age, got out of the county
jail. First thing he did, was to assault, I mean physically beat up
three younger gang members because they hadn't made a shooting
or drive, by on the opposing gang.

He mobilized these -four or five people: They had a meeting. He
had one young man steal a car. He had one young man steal a gun.
Then he and the other one went 'into 'the neighborhood and 1 16-
year-old boy was killed that night riding his bidycle.

So. it is clear to me it is just a small fraction of the people in a
I gang, what call the recidivist, the hardcore offenders, who ate

committing tJIe crimend who are leading the others into violent
crime. ' .

If we can remove them from the streets, I really believeespe-
cially if we can get some funding, some viable social programs into
the communitywe can make a serious reduction in this youth
crime problem. ,'

r
Ms. WRIGHT. T an you.
Mr. DYMAILY. . razer?
Mr. FRAZER. I would like to ask you, is the Federal Youth Correc-

tions Act applicable in the State?
Mr. BASCUE. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. FRAZER. Do you have alike statute?
Mr. BAkcux..To be honest with you, Mr. Frazer, I am not famil

iar with that. We...have so many rules and regulations statewide, I
,am not familiar with that Federal statute..

Mr. FaitzEit....It is rare a youth charged with a crime has an
option of being prosecuted as a minor or an adult, up to the age of
21: You were speaking of some act like that. Can you tell us what
it was?

,

Mr. BASCUE. Yes. We have in California, in various parts, it is
either called waiver, transfer, or fitness. In California it is called
primarily a fitness hearing. It is section 707 of the Welfare and In-
stitutions Code, which I mi ht add in the last 2 to 3 years the State
of California has tried to ddress, has tried to givwore protection
to the public. It has tri to increase and make this a tougher stat-
ute, so that we have more minors waived,and treated as adults;

In other words, it is not consentual. In California there is no con-
sent at all. The courts must make ,a finding, it is noticed by the
district attorney, there is a hearing, and the court makes the '

ruling. But again, the frustration we see is even those we transfer
and waive in adult court receive the same treatment they would if
they were in juvenile court. . .

Mr. FRAZER.° Has it been your observation that these youth of-
fenders are aware of this option to waive? .

Mr. BASCUE. There is just no doubt about it. To use the expres-
sion of a law enforcement friend of mine, they are playing us like a
banjo. They are'absolutely aware of the age limits.

When this 18-year-old was having different people commit the
crimes, they know the- systeia. I have recently talked to a gang
memberand this, by the way, is on tapewhere they train the

l
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younger gang membels to go to court, they train them to quote,
shine on their probation officer, to shine on the judge.

They know this system. They may not be educated highly in,
school, but believe me, they are very tgophisticatedly street/educat-
ed. They knows, the age limits-13, tWey know 16, they know 18,
they 'know all the age limits, ant they know what they can do with
the system, and they utilize it.

Mr. FRAZER. Do you believe<that the courts are 'an ally in your
fight against gang crime? '

Mr. BASCUE. Of course .I think any time,rthat you getcglides being
appointed in a political milieu; you are going to .have erences. I
believe that the courts are not the problem here in my county, and
that is from whence .I speak."

CM. judges are trying to balance the best Interests of the minors
against the protection of the public. But I find them frustrated by
statutory regulation and frustrated by the lack of resdGrceS and al-
ternatives to place some of these youthful offenders.

Mr. FRAZER. Has the court demonstrated, in your opinion, that
they are an ally in the way they Bence these offenders, or have
you found a great disparity in sente mg'?

Mr. BASCUE. Well, Mr. Frazer, I could certainly, sit here and pick
a quarrel with some individual judges. You cannot make everyone
happy all the, time. I have some 'problems with certain judges, but
as a general rule in this county, and especially in the area of youth
crime, I an satisfied the jukes are doing agood job and are just
hamstrung, if you7Will, by the problemethat I mentioned..

Mr. FRAZER. Have you seed any connection between the use and
trafficking of drugs and youth gang crime?

Mr. BASCUE. Certainly drugs are a problem in bur community, as
in every community. One of them that is just absolutely devastat-
ing is It is the most dangerous contraband 'substance in our
communit

Mr. D ALLY. Is this because it is cheap to obtain?
Mr. BAscux.'It is very cheap. It can be inadeiat home. But it is

the effects, what it does. It has residual effects in the body. It leads
to bizarre behavior and violent behavior. It is a tremendous prob-
lem in our community.

It is difficult for me, Mr. Frazer, to draw direct correlations be-
tween youth violence and drugs. I doii1 see that. I think there are
other exhaustive factors that are more imtortant.

Mr. FRAZER. You speak of this problem of yo tith gangs. Is it pri-
marily one of males or is there an appreciable amount of females
involved?

Mr. BASCUE. Primarily a male problem. We do haveit is like a
grouping of young people, and there are femalikvolved. One of
the things that we are seeing recently is an escalation in the
female roles in the gangs, and forming their own gangs.

I have had a number of reports, especially on campuses. The
street gang violence is a misnomer. They ought to call it school vio-
lence, too. We are prosecuting two cases of 'homicides right now oc-
curring on our school Campuses.

The first 3 weeks in 1981 in the city of Los Angeles, 26 firearms
were taken. One of the things I see, though, is on our school 'cam-
puses the male gangs will have an associated female grouping, and
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they will be doing violent acts much like the males, but not to the
same 'degree. , . . '

Mr: FRA2ri. Thank you,. Mr. Chairrhari.
Mr. DYPAALLY. Thank you very much.
You -cited a statistic here that is frightening: You said there were

351 homicides per year? Almost one a day.
Mr. BASCUE. It is absolutely staggering, Congressinan.. I really

don't, think people understand the toll that is upon our commu-
nity. That is 351 persons killed; not by automobiles; not by random,

. but -by gang violence :alone, That. is just a staggering toll in our
'community.

Mr: DYMALLY. Mr. Bascue, we thank 'you very much for coining.
Please convey Our best wisheslo the district attorney:

Our next witness 4s Mr: John Mack. Would' the witness:please
identify himself. .

We will enter your statement; Mr. Mack, in the record. You' may
testify about your statement rather than reatLit, if you so wish.

.STATEMENT OF JOHN W. MACH,:PitESIDENT,LOS ANGELES
URBAN LEAGUE

Mr. MACK. Thank you very much, Congressman Dymally, mem-
bers of the committee.

I am John W. Mack, president of the Los Angeles Urban League.
. I wish to express my appreciation to you for inviting me to tes-

tify before yoUr committee on-behalf of the urban league concern-
ing the problems' of our cityand mere particularly of the constitu-
ency that we represent organizationally. .

I must say that I appear before you at, a time when we have little
to rejoice about. because the people whom the urban league seeks to-
serve in Los. Angeles appear to be getting the short end of; theatick

.

at lust:about every turn.
'Los Angeles in many ways, especially south-central Los Angeles,

. and -more :partiCularly the unemployed, £he undereinployed; the
poorly ethicated, victims of .crime as well as lawenforcement; those
who are without adequate housing,. are finding themselves facing e.:
situation of drying up resources and, in Many r,especti, government
kettenchment at a time when services; -vital tervices, that are so',
desperately needed by them Should be increasing.

As, am sure yon. are painfullY aware,, based Alpon the recent..
action of President Reagan, along with a .Majority of Congress, in
the name of budget balancing, so many social service and human
service prograins ucion which .our constituency depend;.have beed.
drastiCallY reduced.. 7 fs' .

Unemployment in southtentral Los Angeles among adult black:
heads . of households i at :least 33 percent and rising. I am sure
that that figbre will be much, much. higher as a result of layoffs
that will be occurring within the ty and county of Los Angeles.
Already, as 'the county board:of s pervisors attempt .to balance a
budget and imposeildiastiO redu ons,. as, the city .councik.and the
mayor attempt to addreha.. a de icit; they are finding :themselves
faded with a situation of: having reduce. rather than expand'.

-There have been 7,000 .Workers already laid off from the CETA
title VI publiC service program that , riO own the drain. It is. . .



nticipated that well over 5,000, 5,400: or more county workers who
Lave been permanent employees will no .doubt-be laid off, in the
aunty's attempt to balance the bUdget. The city will perhaps lay
1ff 'over 2,500 to' 2,600 permanent employees in their attempt to
*dance the budget.
That is' just the tip of the iceberg, because in additiow to those

mmediate layoffs--7and we are talking aboueople who have been
ivil servants for quite' a period of time, and' don't heed to tell you
hit the majority of these individuals -will be blacks, will be His-
xinics, women, the people last in the door are always the first out
)f the door. This Wreaks havoc upon- ffirmative action attempts by
he Government.

Services will be drastiCally reduced. Health' services, -for 'exain-.
)leit is anticipated that within the county the health services
;hat are' offered through the Martin Luther King Hospital, in the
piddle of Los Angeles, will be curtailed in many sig-
aificant areas. Clinics may be closed. -

The saga goes on and on:
I would hope 'that your committee, In' the face of this -tragedy

that we find ourselves facing, that your committee will still fight. I
know, Congresshian Dymally, you have always been a strong advci-
:ate for then kinds of programs and services that I have just ad-
lressed. It is very important that there remain some voices who
will still 'advocate positively programs in the employment arena, in
the education_ arena, and elsewhere. ,

The urban league has primarily concentrated its attention and
efforts in- the employment arena, historically. We 'have- also been
active in the educational arena.

In that regard, it seeths, that one of the important things that
Government needs, to do now, as your committee and the Congress
takes a look at the cities and what is' happening, is to- Make sure
that an effective national manpower policy, a coherent .pOlicy, is
formulated, one that is going to insure that resources, Adequate re-
sources are provided and that there be an effective. training deliv-
ery system, as well as a job delivery Sygtem in place. .

It is one thing to eliminate CETA. one thing for . the Presi-
dent and for a majority. Of Congress to gay, that CETA did not do
the job. But that is not going to eliminate the problem. It may
solve one problem but frahkly will create another.

Over the short haul what we are finding; is an exacerbation of
the problem. People now, on Payrolls are being taken Off. payrolls
and put on'welfare, uneniployment situEitions. So. I would hope that
you would come forWard with a new manpower policy, national
mahpower policy, that would -insure that training be provided, for
the unskilled and unemployed worker.

I would emphasize the unskilled .Worker. One of the popular
imyths that we frequently find being* bandied about s that people

thumb through newspaper want :ad sections and talk about the
hundreds upon hundreds. of jobs that go 'wanting with the sugges-
tion that there are people just sitting around not interested in
working, maybe because they are shiftless and lazy, and you know
all of the myths that some people have in this regard.

I would submit that one of the very real problems is that a really
creative national training program is not in place that is going to
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make sure that skilled preparation, adequate skilled pieparation, is
provided for the unskilled worker, so that that worker can be
matched up with the jobs.

All too often the people are being trained for yesterday's jobs. It
is important that such a training program keep' pace with the
future job projection-10 years down the road, 20 years down the
road, and what have you.

It is important that the partnership between business and the
Government be strengthened. The urban league certainly agrees
that the private sector has an imp9rtant role

in
to play in job cre-

atilt t, in job opportunity, and indeed n job training.
rn this regard, it seems that Government can play an important

role, and riur committee can play a particular role in helping to
shape and formulate policies and legislation that will provide en-
couragement to the private sectortax incentives, and other
means that have frequentlyibeen talked about, but not rainy effec-
tively implemented, so as to encourage the private sector to want
to remain in the inner city and return to south-central Los Ange-
les, in the cases of many who have run to suburbia.

it...-./But I would submit there have, to be, some strings. Frequently
when we have the political exchange that takes place, sometimes ,.
in partisan terms and sometimes in ideological terms, one of the
very real points that gets missed is that We need to have strings
attached to any kind of support that is going to be granted, if the
unemployed, if that person at the bottom of the barrel is going to
have a fair chance. .

Historically, the poor person, the black person, the minority
person, without Federal intervention' has 'found hi.insolf or herself
in a very, very sad shape. I would worry if there were just an open
policy that would provide incentives to the private sector without
tying in and gearing in some specific requirement that they coiab-
lish their plants and provide their job opportunities in the middle
of the city where the majority of the people are. ,

Closely related to the private sector and this kind of policy con-
cept, I think it is very important that education be addressed. It
seems that on the national dlevel the Government has a responsibil-
ity to make sure that local educational institutions do their job.

There are over 550,000 young people attending the schools of Los
Angeles. At this particular point in time, blacks, Hispanics, and
Asians represent a combined majority enrollment of those attend-.
ing these schools.

They also represent to a large extent young people who come
from families that are pov y stricken, families that cannot afford
a private school education, ung people who have no choice but to
go through that public sch system.

The regrettable facts are that we have typically took 'many.,
young people leaving. Los Angeles schools with diplomas but with-
out marketable skills. The urban league literally has thousands of
such young people coming into our offices each year here in Los
Angeles Who are products of this school system.

It would appear that there needs to be an increased and. better
coordination between the educational community and the private
sector, to make sure that marketable skills are developed, so that
-those young people who will not be going on to college will have"an
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opportunity to shop themselves around, to sell their skills to local
employers.

We Certainly in no way want to discourage academic prepara-
tion. I don't want anyone to misunderstand. We want to encourage
as many young people to try to go on to college as possible, but the
reality is not every young person is going to go to college.

You know. that. I know that. Therefore, it seems to me more and
more we need to take a critical look at what is happening in these .
isolated schools in Los Angeles, and throughout urban America,
and not allow local school districts and school boards and adminis-
trations to abandon them and subject them to Siberia, or to a life
of-poor education, and callousness thift they all too often face..

It would appear therefore on the Federal level your committee
and the Congress would want to take a look at waysand means of
interrelating training within the classroom, training within the
manpower arena, for the out of school youth as well, and certainly
encouraging and stipulating involvement of the business commu-
nity.

One example of a pilot project that is scheduled to begin in Sep-
tember, that at .least sounds goon and appears to be in the right
direction is the 95 Elementary School, Bret Harte Junior High
School, Washington Senior High School. Congressman Dymally
knows where they are. They are all located in south-central Los
Angeles.

They are going to try something that at least will be different
and innovative. What I describe to you ma not sound terribly
original or new at least in terms of what hal been advocated so
long.

The idea is, first of all, they are going to liniit the number of
young people who attend these schools. At the elementary level
they are going to put a cap of 600 youngsters on, so that no more
than that number can attend.

At Bret Harte Junior High School, they are going to put a maxi-
. mum of 800 youngsters. .They have not determined what happens

in Washington High. Washington is going to be developed into a
magnet. Bret Harte will be an interniediate school.

They are going to require that every youngster for that school
apply for admishion, along with their parents. Parents have to'sigri
off along with the youngsters. The basic commitment they have to ,
make is that they are motivated and interested in attending that
school and learning.

They are not all going to be A students. There is no academic
grade or requirement involved. .

The principal is going to have increased flexibility in the selec-
tion of the staff, which is something a little bit new and different.
As you well know, frequently due to various kinds of relationships
involving those sometimes between the union as well as the admin-
istration and the board, principals don't always have this kind of
control.

The principals haye been handpicked. They are caring, sensitive,
well-prepared edudators. They are going to have teachers who
know what'they are doing and who are committed.

of
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At least the theory is, the thought is,-hat this should produce a
better quality academic experience for these youngsters because,
you are going to have the right ingredients.

You will a-ftst. eotudents who want to learn. You are going to have
teachers who w t to teach and are capable:of teaching; They are
going to be able to operate in an environment that will be condu
cive.

It would appear if such an approach does work, that you may
want to take a look at offering some Federal support and encour-
agement to stimulating this kind of approach on a broader basis

One of the problems I would submit that we frequently find our-
selves facing, whether it is in education or in jobs, or in other
arenas, is that we cite the exception, we cite the pilot experience.
What we need to do is reach the point that it becomes an everyday
experience, whether it is in the classroom or elsewhere, that people
are going to be able to have an opportunity to develop their poten-
tial and therefore broaden opportunities for more people.

In conclusion, the basic plea that I would make to this committee
is, No. 1, that you take a very good, hard look at the establishment
of a national system for manpower; a policy from the Federal level,
and building in a delivery system.

Since CETA is going out the window, it is important that it be
replaced with something that is going to be viable; something that
is going to provide people with effective marketable skills, and with
jobs at the end of the line.

That is absolutely essential. I think it will impact to some extent
the general problems of youth and the gang acthdty which the pre-

' wious witness alluded to. It is not going to be the sole answer to
that problem, I would agree, because there are some offenders who
have to be addressed in the manner the district attorney spoke
about.

But I .would also submit that some people may be driven to a life
of crime, not _necessarily violent crime, because they have been
denied ,opportunity. I would cite just one example to make that
point.

The urban league had a young person come to its youth employ-
ment training program, which is a CETA-funded program for youth
that has been highly successful during the past several years. We
are a subcontractor of the city of Los Angeles; and of course the
fund's, as you know, have come from the U.S. Department of Labor.

This young man was from Chicago. He had been put in jail for
robbery. He was on the run from the Chicago police and 'came to
LA; he came under the attention of local probation officials.

The probation officials established contact with one of our staff
people running this program. They brought him in and enrolled
him as a participant. He went through a .7-week period of preem-
ployment training and preparation, where he was able to*work on
some of his social skills, get into the habit of understanding what it
is like to accept this kind of responsibility.. Then he: went into a
work experience situation for 4 months. From there he went on to
full-time unsubsidized employment.

He is now working very successfully. He is not on the streets
stealing from anybody, he is making a livelihood for himself, and
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he and his family can enjoy not only the fruits of their economic
labor, but also hunian dignity and opportunity.

I believe that as long as there is a Federal involvementand
there must be an increased tederal involvenientthen we may
have' an opportunit3i to makekiiii'that everyone within the city of
Los Angeles and the citieif thretighout Ainerica will be able to par-
ticipate fully and freely to the extent of their individual, potential
and ability. ---

[The prepared statement of Mr. Mack follows:]prepared
STATEMENT.or JOHN W. MACK. - . .

Chairnipn Dellums, Congressman Dymally and other committee members.
...

ism
John W. Mack, President, Los Angeles Urban-League; and.ain honored to have been
invited to testify before your committee-ion' cerning the urban problemsConfronting
Los Angeles. I will focus my presentation primarily upon the Black aitizens, since

they constitute the Los Angeles Urban.i.eague's major constituency. .

Some of them are no doubt acquainted with,the general goals and *grants of the
Urban League, either nationally or in other parts,of the Nation. However, I would
like to briefly acquaint you with .the Los Angeles Urban Leaguewhich is one of
117 affiliates of the Natibnal Urban League. The Los Angeles Urban League has -
been serving this community for 60 years. The-League is private, non-profit, non-
partisan and its policies are set.by a 44 member-Board of Director; comprised of
unpaid volunteers representing various racial, religious and sexual backgrounds:
They come from business, industry, labor,. professional; Community and other areas
of endeavor. A staff' f and extremely "competent individuals imple-
ment the organizations' poll _ and programs on a daily basis. .. ; .

In 1980, the. Los Angeles U League served over.90,000 Blacks: and other needy
citizens through 19 different programs and various' community activities..Ve operat-
ed a Headstart project which served over 600 preschool children' ; .- .-

The League has-9 offices, strategically located throughout South Central Los An-
geles, Pasadena, Monrovia and Pomona.- Through our vatic ublic end privately
funded manpower programs, 1,643 previously unemployed'and ereniployed indi-
viduals were placed in jobs. -These 1,634. persons .earned 'Comb' annul& -missies
which totalled over. Sixteen Million, Nine Hundred Seventy Thousand Dollapt::

($16,972,014.00). They paid a combined total of over Three Million, Three Hundredi".-ri.,
Ninety. Four Thousand Dollars ($3,394,402.80) brtaxesbased upon' a calculation in
the 20 percent tax bracket. Their jobs ranged from the entry level to skilled, .techni;
cal, professional and middle managerial levels. .

In 1980, the Los Angeles Urban League's income from Government contracts, to-
talled

.

Four Million, Three Hundred Thousand, EightcHundred Forty Four Dollars
($4,300,844,00). Our total income' from all sources amounted to Four Million, Nine
Hundred Fifty Eight. Thousand Five Hundred Forty One Dollars ($4,958,641.00).
Therefore, as you can see, the people' whom the Los Angeles Urban League placed
in jobs paid back in taxes close to 79 percent of the governmental dollars we're-
ceived; and 68 percent of our total budget from all sources. That should explode the
myth, which some perpetuate that governmentally funded CETA and other similar
programs are giveaways that do not benefit the untrained and the unemployed. -

Despite those accomplishments, of. which, we are very proud, thousands of local
citizens remain out of work, poorly educatedand are without help or hope. For
every individual we help, there are thousands more in need 'of similar assistance.
Unemployment among South Central Los. Angeles Black'adult heads, of househOlds,
is 33 percent; and growing with additional layoffs resulting from the budget cutting
that irtaking place in Washington and Los .Angeles. ' -' .. .

Your Committee Hearings 'are being held at a time when ill -winds are blowing
out of Washingtonespeeially for minorities and the poor. Greatly needed govern-
ment funding for essential services is being wiped out at the expense 9f the poor. .

Despite claims by President Reagan and many members of Co to the contrary;
the cuts are not even-handed, and they are grossly unfair to the Pengress.ople in ,greatest
need.

You are conducting these hearings at a time when budget.cuttinem in style. The
only increases in vogue are thosebeefing up defense and the military on the feder-
al leveland the police' and sheriff departments. on the locallevel. The Urban
league and I support strong bilitary and efficient local law enforcement agencies
able to cope with our serious crime problems.
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However, we are adamantly opposed to the mascalation of employment and
training, healtlye food stamps, education land otH r, essential- human service pro-
grams

The City and County of Los Angeles elected o i ials are struggling to balance
budgetsin the wake of drastically reduced federal d lars and the reality of Propo-
sition 13now that the state's surplus has dried up. e County Board of Supervi:
sors is planning to reduce the. County's budget to $45' billionwhich means $265

million in cuts. The City of Los Angeles has to reduce er ,33 million dollars from
its budget; 7,000 City and County CETA Title VI workers ve already been laid off.
It is anticipated that an additional 5,400 regular County . e ployees will be laid off.
The City of Los Angeles expects to layoff approxilnately 2, I I employees. You need
no great imagination to also realize that the majority of hem are and will be
Blacks, Hispanics and women. This sets affirmative action ck another step into
the dark ages.

Most of the County's reductions are expected to be in health rvices to the poor.

, Projections are that Martin -Luther 'King Hospital will have sharply curtail
dental and pediatric services. Some health climes serving South Central and East

, Los Angeles will be closed.
In an attempt to balance its budget, the City of Los Angeles is ex to among

other cuts, reduce the city attorney's officespecifically, 'its ability to enforce the
city's racial, sexual and religious discrimination laws..

1The Federal Government must continue playing a-key role in the raining and
employment field despite the dismantling of CETA. The wiping out o CETA will
not end unemployment or the unskilled.

The Urban League strongly recommends that a national training emoploy-

ment system be established; that will provide the broad policies and majo inancial
resources to eliminate the devasting unemployment confronting Los An: les and
other cities. Most of the same basic principles that were embodied in CETA main
valid. Such a delivery system should emphasize a partnership between the ublic
and private sector; and stress more job creation and participation In the train g by
business and industry.

The Urban League strongly recommends targeted governmental tax incen ves
that will encourage businesses to either remain or in many instances, return to
South Central Los Angeles and other urban inner citiesrather runaway to -t e
suburbs. Special tax benefits and funding should be provided to those business, w
are willing to set up shop in the highest pockets of unemployment. -

A national policy is needed for theptiliza.tion of manpower resources. There needs
to be a federal government sponsored detenpination of the jobs and skills needed for
the future i.e., the next 10 to 20 years. In that connection, training programs and
curricula need to be developed, in order that the jobs and thelpeople who need them
are properly matched. Too often, the jobs that are advertised in local newspapers
and through other sources require skills that are non-existent. And on the other
hand, there are people who want to work, but are not trained for the vacant jobs.

The toor and minority urban student is dependent upon public education for his
or her academic preparation. Blacks, Hispanics and Asians now constitute the ma-
jority of the-over 550,000 students attending Los Angeles schools. And, most of them
are being poorly educated. These students are attending school on a segregated

basis.
The, Urban League and I recommend federal policies that will stimulate Los An-

Feles'and other local school districts to better educate these students, who are seek-
ing to prepare themselves. There needs to be federal stimulation of a more effective
educational approach to equipping these students with marketable skills, upon their
entrance into the job market.' There needs to be federal encouragement of better
coordination between the schools and private industry to accomplish' this-objective.

It is essential that you oppose attempts to legislate vouchers that will benefit only
the middle class student and destroy the public school system.

The present conservative trend has exacerbated racist and selfish behavior on the
part of too many people in and out of government. This haeresulted in a blatant,
disregard for the civil rights and human dignity of Blacks 'and other minorities.
Various affirmative action policies are in serious danger of anemic enforcement or
their abandonment. I urge you tp reaffirm the equal employment legislation and
press the Reagan Administration to vigorously enforce them.

I recommend consideration of a national manpower policy that will emphasize re-
training of the urban worker and resident for the new industrial revolution that
involves advanced technology. This technology is rapidly creating a work force with
obsolete skills. Special emphasis should again be placed upon urban centers and the
high employment areas.
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Mr. Chairman and membeis of the Committee, the poor and the unemployed of -
Los Angeles are facing some very hard times. And they needsomeone to caresuch
as the young man who was helped by the Los Angeles Utban League's CETA funded
Youth Employment Training hopam. He, moved to Los Angeles from Chicago on
the run from the- police. He was untrained, out of work and under the supervision of
the Los Angeles Probation Department. His probation officer and our staff collabor-
ated; and he was given 6 months to get his act together or be returned to Chicago
and back to jailto serve time for the robbery that he had committed. He spent 7
weeks at 'the Urban League Youth Training Office, involved in pre-employment
training. He was then placed in a 4 month work experience placement setting. He
was then hired by a local business firm, as a shipping and receiving clerk. After
approximately 3 months, he was promoted to a buyer positionand was even able
to secure bonding. He has been there for one and one-half years; and is earning
$1,500 per month. His life has been turned around from one of crime. He is a tax-
payer, rather than a tax eater. He is self-sufficient. He has his self-respect and
pride.

That program was possible because you ancrenough others of your colleagues
cared. I urge yort to continue to challenge the insensitivity that is sweeping Wash-
ington these days:the kind of callousness that George .Bernard Shaw had in mind
when he wrote: "the worst sin towards our fellow creatures is not to hate them, but
to be indifferent to them. That's the essence of inhumanity".

In the absence of national policies demonstrating concern for the cities and all of
the peopleI fear for the future of this City, this nation and this democracy.

A CHALLENGE FOR OUR CO ITY: A REPORT BY THE JOINT TASK FORCE DN SOUTH

. 0 LOS ANGELESt...._...
BRIEF HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE JOINT TASK FORCE

In late July of21980 the staff executives. of the American Jewish Committee, the
National Conference of. Christians and Jews and the Los Angeles Urban League-met
to consider the fifteenth anniversary of the Watts Riots. What would it mean for
ihecity and for their organizations? There was solid agreement that few significant
positive achievements had been accomplished to improve South Central Los Angeles
since 1965.

There was a strong feeling that emerged that the three groups should undertake
a joint effort to make a dent in the "unfinished business' begurf by the McCone
Commission. More could be done through collaboration than moving out separately.

Thought was given to the appointment of a "blue ribbon" committee to guide the
project. It was recognized that no more influential and concerned people could be
recruited than those currently in the membership of the boards of directors of the
three bodies.

The program was proposed to the governing bodies .of the organizations at their
Fall meetings and approved. The was to form a Joint Task Force comprised of
six directors from each, of the agencies. The substantive areas of education, employ-
ment, housing and police-community relations would be examined. One or more pri-
orities for action by the groups would be recommended by the. Joint Task Force to
the three governing bodies. Unanimous' action would be required to approve the.
report of the study group before a public announcement could be made.

A press conference was held on January 7, 1981 to announce the formation of the
"Joint Task Force on South -Central Los Angeles-15 Years Later." It was hoped
that a new collaborative style would be developed among groups seeking to advance
the cause of human rights. The decade of the 1970's was one marked by separation
and "doing one's own thing" rather than joint effort. It was hoped that the study
phase of the project would be completed in 120 days and the recommendations
issued soon thereunder.

The American Jewish Committee celebrates its 75th year as a human relations-
oIganization committed to strengthening the civil and religious rights of Jews an&
to combatting bigotry' and injustice in the United States and worldwide. In recogniz-
ing the significance of quality education to, the success of a democratic society, the
A,JC has worked to strengthen our public schools by assisting our local school dis-
tricts in the areas of multi-cultural education, intergrotp relations and integration.

The National -Conference of Christians and Jews, since its beginning in 1928, has
been committed to a continued program of promoting brotherhood and justice, of
meeting the complex challenges of our turbulent society, be they religious bigotry,
unequal employment opportunities, discrimination in housing, racial hatred,' or
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school segregation. The NCC./ is a pioneer. and continues its interest in the field of
police-community relations programs to develop mutual trust and cooperation be-
tween law enforcement and the community.

The Urban League has operated employment and training programs in Los Ange-
les since 1921-and currently operates twelve types of employment-related programs
and thirteen Head Start centers. In 1980 LAUL provided employment services to
more than 53,000 persons with almost 3,500 becoming employed full time to gener-
ate some $32,000,000 in income. In ,addition to providing a variety of programs, the
Urban League serves as an advocate for equality on behalf of Blacks and other mi-
norities.

PREAMBLE

The recommendations contained within this report are the result of intensive in-
vestigative interviews regarding the: current situation in. South Central Los Angeles.
While extant documents, including government publications and pertinent newspa-
per and journal- articles were utilized to build a framework for understanding the
problems of Watts and its surrounding environs, the Task Force placed greatest em-
phasis upon personal accounts by knowledgeable individuals whose insights and ex-
perience shed some new light on a longstanding challenge.

Over the past four months; the Task Force interviewed dozens of indiiidials from
both the private and public sector. Included in this process were members of the Los
Angeles business community, to law enforcement officials from the Police Depart-
ment, Sheriffs Department, and District Attorney's office; elected officials, commu-
nity leaders and workers in South Central Los Angeles, prominent educators, Police
Commissioners, police officers, developers, journalists, attorneys and academicians;
persona who have lived in, worked in and/or worked with the greater Watts Com-
munity appeared before the Task Force to present their knowledge, perceptions and
recommendations. In order to ensure maximum candor and freedom of expression,
interviews took,place on a confidential basis.

The McCone Commission appointed by Governor Edmund G. Brown, Sr. in the
wake of the 1965 Watts Riots issued a report which contained a series of specific '
recommendations designed to ameliorate those conditions which the Commission
identified as contributing to the oppressive nature of life in South Central Los Ange-
les. Some of those recommendations such as the strengthening of the Board of
Police Commissioners and the accelerated development of employment training
have been implemented over the past 151/2 years, some only half-heartedly, and
others on a minimal scale. Unfortunately, most of the McCone recommendations
have either been ignored or given only cursory attention. The consensus of our in-
terviewees can be summed up by the adage "the more things change, the more they
remain the same." While some changes and fluctuations in the quality of life have
occurred in some specific areas of concern, the general picture remains basically Uri-
changed and in some respects, more serious. The uncertain economic and political
situation over the past few years has inhibited efforts by governinent and private
agencies to develop productive programs in the Watts/South Central area The busi-
ness community, recently faced with the woes of inflation and recession, has for the
most part ignored the potential of South Central Los Angeles for economic develop-
ment. However, it is now more clear than ever to many citizens that the fate of the
inner city is a direct and portentous, if magnified, reflection of the economic and
social woes that have begun to plague even the affluent communities,of greater. Los
Angeles.

The Task Force has attempted to take a fresh and "optimistically realistic" ap-
proach to some enduring problems. Our recommendations are made during a time
of limited economic expansion. There has been a deemphasis in government as the
mediator and primary fupding source for human services programs and where the
role of thd private and volunteer sector in filling this gap has not yet been well de-
fined.

Our recommendations-also have'been geared primarily toward the Black commu-
nity in South Central Los Angeles, at a tim?when rapidly changing demography
demands that we begin to address the separate, though often intertwined issues
which are of particular concern to the growing Latino community of Los Angeles.
Given the limitations of time, resources and the nature of the organizations primar-
ily involved in this effort, as well as the historical approach of this study (i.e.: The
Watts Riots and the long term occupation of Watts by a predominantly Black .popu-
lation), the consensus was that our firststep had to be to focus only on those specific
issues that most directly affect the Black residents of South Central Us Angeles.
Naturally, many of our recommendations may be applicabletto issues of concern to
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the Latino Community in Watts, East Los Angeles, or t'acoima. Ultimately, we rec-
ognize these issues are of concern to the general community of Los Angeles because
all citizens have been affected by present conditions in the inner city. Each of us,
regardless of race or socioeconomic class has a strong economic and social stake in
improving the quality of life in South Central Loa Angeles.

While our study has not specifically focused 'on the role a the media, many of our
interviewees spoke to the issue of media coverage of those issues with which we dla
concern ourselves. Rb lice-community relations and public education were commonly
cited as issues upon which the media has had tremendous impact. We recognize the
valuable role .which local journalistic outlets; play in communicating important in-
formation, and ideas. We urge that both the electronic and print media play an in-
creasingly constructive role in educating the community to better understand not
only the challenges and conflicts that confront South Central Los Angeles, but posi-
tive programs and the potential for recovery and stability in that area Our study
uncovered many positive programs and relationships in South' Central Los Angeles
between community members, between community organizations and government;
and between community organizations and the private sector. Journalists can play a
vital role by recognizing, publicizing and critiquing these activities so that the
public may qnderstand and participate in both short and long range efforts to re-.
build our city from within.

One final point should be made. Our recommendations are numelous; some
simple and inexpensive, others complex and rather costly. In the ensuing weeks, our
three organizations will develop priorities, based upon feasibility and urgency, for
implementing these recommendations. We do not expect that all of these recommen-
dationecan be implemented immediately. Nor do we expect to work alone. The AJC,
NCCJ, and LAUL urge all concerned citizens, individuals, public, and particularly
private organizations, to join together to face the task which now challenges our
community. A cooperative approach involving diverse viewpoints and multiple re-
sources is imperative to turn South Cential Los Angeles into a viable community, a
safe and, stable area with a healthy economic- and social climate.

POLICE-COMMUNITY RELATIONS

In recent years, community relations programs have been drastically reduced in
the Los Angeles Police Department. There are no longer full-timeiCommunity Rela-
tions Officers assigned to each division. Uniformed officers no longer teach in the
high schools. Foot patrols have been eliminated. Only eight or ten officers work in
the area of community relations compared with sixty or more in the late 1960's. The
"Basic Car Plan" of regular neighborhood meetings with officers who patrol their
community is not in full operation. Officers no longer spend a day with a family to
get to know better the community-they will serve.

At the same time, according to a Police Protective League survey, relations with
minority communities are at an all time low. Less than 50 percent of Blacks ap-
prove of the job the Department is doing.

The Task Force Recommends:
A. That to increase positive police-citizen coAmunication, programs and proce-

dures be utilized which will increase knowledge and understanding between polide
and the community, strengthen their relationships and establish mutual respect.
For example: Neighborhood advisory council meetings and programs such as the
"Basic Car Plan" should be strengthened by the infusion of new citizens and an im-
. proved format. More neighborhood watch groups and block organizations should be
developed and encouraged by the Police Department to help support police functions,
(e.g., more "eyes and ears") and benefit the community. We offer the services of our
three organizations to assist in developing and improving these new and ongoing
programs; foot patrols should be reinstated (which, we understand, will reqtfire addi-
tional officers, elsewhere proposed in this report); "family visit" programs for offi-
cers new to a community should be implemented once more; the practice of using 1
qualified police officers to teach about law enforcement in public high schools
should be reinstated; the Department should also strengthen its positive programs
for working with youths, such as the "Deputy Auxiliary Police' program of the
past; and the position of full-time Community Relations Officer should be reinstated,
at the Lieutenant rank within all divisions of the L.A.P.D:, with priority given to
those areas with predominantly minority populations. These positions should be re-
structured to avoid the "political" tag associated with these roles in the past. If com-
munity relations are to be improved, the Department must have the staff to imple-
ment and shape needed programs.
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Academy training for L.A.P.D. recruits has in the past included only six hours of
human relations training and exposure to various cultural groups. It also included
some Spanish language training. When the training period was reduced from six to
four months, the Spanish training was cut. There is the perception that six hours is
insufficient to understand the various groups and communities which make up the
rarger community of Los Angeles. There is also the perception that more civilian
experts should be part of the training, niftier than having courses taught solely by
members of the LA.P.D.,,Training might be more comprehensive and well-rounded.

The task force recommends:
B. That to improve the training and preparation of officers to work mote effec-

tively with the citizens they protect and serve: The L.A.P.D. utilize qualified instruc-
tors from outside as well as within the Department to conduct training sessions on
community relations; The Police Commission reexamine and strengthen procedures
for screening out of the-Academy those applicants whose personal prejudices or psy-
chological problems may cause harm in the community. Further, the Commission
establish procedures whereby those few sworn officers who may be creating signifi-
cant problems in community relations be removed from positions where their preju-
dices or insensitivities cause harm. Additionally, greater attention and resources be
devoted toward assisting officers to cope with stress and "burn-out", 'which can
effect even the most able and concerned officer; a professional advisory group be es-
tablished, composed of educators representative of the large minollity and religious
groups in Los Angeles, to examine curricula and recommenl,clianges and additions;
language training reinstated to Thcrease the number of functionally bilingual offi-
cers who work in bilingual communities; and the curriculum for veteran officers
who return to the Academy for promotion training include a human relations re-
fresher course. 4Judging by most reasonable standards, the L.A.P.D. has been understaffed in
recent years, partially due to the problems created by alleged discrimination in em-
ployment practices which led to a hiring freeze. Now that this problem is in the
process of being solved, the City should provide a budget sufficient to hire enough
officers to serve the community in an efficient, thorough and respectful manner.

Representatives from the Department as well as community leaders have indicat
ed a serious problem in the ability of officers to respond promptly to calls for assist-
ance; once on the scene, the hectic nature of an officer's work in an understaffed
division (backlog of work, .other calls for assistance) may lead to pressured or hur-
ried behavior Iv the officer-which may be perceived as uncaring or abrasive.

Of equal importance is the strong voice of the South Central Los Angeles commu-
nity, which is demanding greater protection and police commitment to help allevi-
ate the high crime rate which afflicts the residents of greater Watts.

ti* While activities are already being undertaken to persuade community leaders and
the public-at-large of the need for an increased L.A.P.D. budget to accommodate an
expanded force (most notably, the "8500 Plan"), the Task Force should also empha-
size the need for an explicit understanding that the Police Department will commit

.itself to utilizing its officers in activities which promote positive and constructive
relationships with the communities they serve; specialized positions in community
relations must be given strong consideration as noted in other Task Force recom-
mendations. Also, we urge the Los Angeles Police Department to establish an incen-
tive program that would recognize police officers who perform outstanding race
and/or community relations acts in the line of duty.

The Task Force recommends: .

C. That the Department devote the %resources and energy necessary to improve
community relations and support efforts currently underway to expand the size of
the Los Angeles Police Department. That the three organizations comprising the
Task Force join with other responsible groups and individuals to support such ef-
forts.

If effectively implemented, the recently signed consent decree will be a major step
in eliminating the difficulties which have contributed to, a low percentage of Black
officers in the Department (4.5 to 7 percent). While increasing the number of Black
officers on the force doees not guarantee better police-ccimmunity relations'in South
Central Los Angeles, statements by many interviewees indicate that the Black com-
munity often perceives that a Black officer nierbe particularly sensitive to the
problems and pressures in the.community. Officers who are "aware of community
conditions based upon their identification with the citizens and/ortheir own similar
experiences of living in the Black community are often able& handle potential
police-citizen confrontations more effectively. One effective Method for bringing
more Blacks into the Academy, has been t? joint tutorial project of the Los Angeles
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Urban League and the L.A.P.D. This has aided numerous individuals in -

gaifing the skills necessiry for entry into Academy.
We also recognize that Black oil have not fared well in the area of promo-

tions. There is no evidence that this has been due to the lack of qualified Blacks
within the Department. Currently, only two Black officers hold the rank of Com-
mander; none has ever reached the level of DeputyChief. An example of the dearth
of higher ranking Black officers was pointed out by one Task Force interviewee,
who noted that only one Black officer above the rank of Sergeant works in the im-
portant Metro Division. Opportunities for qualified Black, other minority and
women officers to advance-within the Department are as important as the initial
hiring of these officers. In light of the preilent development mentioned,

The Task Force recommends:
D. That. the Department, the Chief and the City of Los 'Angeles be praised' for

their recent efforts to hire more black, other minority and women officers, following
the signing of the consentrw..

That in addition, effortd should be undertaken to insure that opportunities for
promotion

officers. In this regard, the requirement that a be submitted alongromotion wiWn the Department exist and are minority and

with the application for promotional consideration should eliminated.
Statements made by law enforcement officers, attorneys in the.public and private

sectors, police comnussioners and community leaders have raised questions about
the techniques currently employed by the Department to gather evidence following
an Officer Involved Shooting (OIS). A number of those who- met with the Task Forge
strongly questioned the "group interview" method employed by the LA-P.D., where-
by all officers involved in a shooting are brought together to work out" the details
of what took place. While no officer should be treated as a criminal suspect, unless
evidence smelt so, accepted practice for interviewing witnesses is the individual
interview. The L.A. County Sheriff's Department does not conduct group interviews.
Other large police departments such as San Diego, Phoenix and Miami, utilize only
individual officer interview for.OIS investigations. .

While the Department itself has -been criticized for some of its procedures, it is
actually the responsibility of the Police Commission to establish, clarify and enforce
the implementation of sound investigati policy for OISs. The Task Force should
direct its efforts toward the Co .,ission to make these sorely needed clari-
fications and revisions with deliberate

The Task Force recommends:
E. That the Police Commission be pressed to implement its own recommendations

contained in the &ilia Love Report, Part IL That the Commission should place spe-
cial emphasis upon implementation of .proper investigative procedures for Officer
Involved Shootings.,

Whether or not the current investigative process is equitable, there is a strong
perception, icularly in the Black community, of a built-in bias against the citi-
zen and in favor of the accused officer. Ctirrently,'an individual who initiates a corn--
plaint is merely informed by mail of the Department's findings in the briefeet
often only one wppiterms. In addition, there appears little recourse for the civil-
ian who belieVWIiis or her complaint has not received a fair or lull examination.
ThisAholds particularly true where the complaint is judged. "unsustained", which
occurs most often when it is a. matter of the civilian's word against that of the offi-

cer or the reliability of witnesses on behalf of the complainant is discounted by the
Department investigators. Evidentiary difficulties, coupled with the often slow proc-
ess of adjudication, may be unfair to the citizen and police officer. The latter must
often endure unnecessary hardship and the burden of lingering suspicion under the
current system. This suspicion may be further compounded by the lack of under-
standing of the step by step nature of the complaint process. Careful attention
should be paid to the discipline imposed where charges; against an officer are
upheld. Officers have indicated that punishment is severe and onerous while, in con-
trast, many Black citizens are of the opinion that discipliftAry measdres are inad-
equate, especially where excessive force, or discriminatory ions have been found.
For the system to work fairly and to be thus perceived as well, it is crucial that
discipline meted out be consistent with the gravity ofthe offense.

Therefore, the Task Force recommends:
F. That the Los Angeles Policy Commission and Chief Gates be urged to refine

publicik the process for adjudicating civilian complaints against officers, so
that it will 5e, and be perceived as, fair and expeditious to both the officer and civil-

' We are pleased to report that as of June 15, 1981, the pe'plinent has adopted the individu-

al

IP

al interview of officers involved in shootings. .

.

e,..
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ian. Among other modifications, complainants should be provided with copies of the
official complaint and the officer's response and the disposition of the complaint
should be communicated in detail to the parties iiiirolved. Efforts should-be directed
toward insuring that discipline is consistent with the gravity of the. offense And that
the rights of the officer and complainant alike are protected. The commission is
urged to .consider a selective review, on a periodic basis, of dispositions of *those com-
plaints which include charges of excessive force and/or use of derogatory langtiage
(based on race, religion, sex-of the ci d finally, to eliminate unnecessary
suspicion caused by inadequate knowledge, th rocedures of the civiliancomplaint
process should be clearly communicated to the g neral public and to each complain-
ant.

'44

EMPLOYMENT -- .

The organizations which comprise this joint task force are committed to not only
work for the implementation of these recommendations, but also urge all citizens
who are concerned abut the economic plight of the inner city to join them. The
economic health of our total city is irrevocably tied to the economic well being of
the inner city.

The rebirth of the inner city is dependent upon the need to-create an economic
community infrastructure that produces employment, industry and commercial yen- -
tures. Such a community should produce local ownership and the retention of
money in the inner city. The primary answer for employment in the area is to build
a strong economic local base by developing localized job sources. Local job sources
an be created by identifying companies which primarily utilize unskilled labor to

manufacture products. A tremendous need exists for jobs for the unskilled. If the
residents of this area could be employed within the area there *ivould begin a strong-
er economic base from which could also be developed the semi-skilled, skilled, tech-
nical and professional opportunities. Companies must be encouraged to relocate in
the area and participate in complementary education programs which will help to
establish long term benefits to b and the community.

Youth will be encouraged to focus ir, education on training that fits specific
business needs. Companiest'would.ifiartichiate in the training and would provide
work experience leading toward. full-time employment upon completion.

.

Plans for a,Century Freeway have been underway for over 15 years. Thousands of
t people were moved from their homes and entire neighborhoods destroyed. Until this

y nothing has been accomplished toward putting this community back into habit-
le form. It is a festering sore in the community which tends to negate from the

outset the implementation of all of the other recommendations.
Good child care centers must be established to assist lime numbers of working

mothers in the impact area. Every effort should be made to simplify the now com-
plex system for establishing this vital service, while maintaining health, safety and
quality, and for the establishment of Centers at work, in schools and in residentill fic:'.
areas. 'C./.,*.

The area has an adverse image due to the frequency and severity of criminal ack. 1
tivity. The safety and security of people and property must be intired in order ton `':'

attract industry and commerce.
The Task Force recommends:-- 2=
A. That an environment be created for targeted tax incentives and other benefits Al

for businesses which locate in the South Central Los Angeles area These incentives
could also create the potential' for`local residents to purchase products which are
manufactured locally. z ..

B. That either the Century Freeway be cetiatructeihor the area developed for in-
dustrial and/or recreational usage.

C. That educational institutions and the private sector be encouraged to develop
Child Care centers following the model of euch,corporations as Control-Data in Min-
neapolis and Holtman-La Roche in New Jersey. '? ....

D. That business organize to conduct research dial will ameliorate the problem of.
pilferage and theft so that retail merchants will relocate in the impact area, thus
creating employment. Fast food outlets and their planning took that problem intov
account, and thus proliferate in the inner.city.

.- In the final rtnalysis, the existence of a splid.economic base composed of people
-- Avho live ie the community is dependent on the enhancement of the quality of life

,r .. there;lf, we are to discourage the withdraw or the skilled work force from the
impacrarea and encourage the establishment of business and industry, we must be
determined.to provide for all the normal laments of community to include ade-

.... .. t
-t 1.Ft



guide housing, quality conscioueschoobi, retail: establishments; entertainment and
recreational facilities, as well as safety of portions and property.

The housing patterns that haVe emergedrin the inner-city haveadverselyeffeeted
education and employment. There is a concentration of large numbers of low .
income minorities in housing projects. These problems of housing in the inner-City :

must also be addresied and are discussed elsewhere in this document.. '

.. EDUCATION

The Int Angeles Unified School Distiict has 'inidetgona.-draMatic changes: in
recent years and is still involved in :adaptation W. Significant new tOnditiOnalkit.
though the schoOl PopUlation ii..growing in eopie areas,- most of the jtinior and
senior high schools. in Southigentral Los Angeles are not among those' iskhieWarat

ceilence is. of major concern to the community.;:''.: -overcroiided. The quality of ptiblic eddcation hirieVer,..aftitacceris tneducational

? Urban children who often rove several times in migainiester need consistency
the bole school cdtricultun while alliiwancea should be made for flexibility accord-'
ing to the needs of the area: Howevcr;allejtildren-linsit be literate as an end-prod-
uct of education if they Math effectively'function in society.

Younger people out of high school have mitt positIly could not, take advantage of
opportunities for skills developMern available to them, as evidenced by the fact that
the student population of Trade Tech has ad:Average age of 30. Students graduating
from secondary:schools are not able cOnnonte for admissions to institutions provid-
ing job skills training, higher education and/or-full time employment.

Student achievement in most South Central schools is low.. Parent involvement
has been missing but is essential in the- edwaition process especially in developing
rapport with teachers on what is in4olved in -advancing the school work of the stu-
dent. Teachers need to assign homework related tO class programs and provide feed-

back to the students and parents. This prOcess,ludiabroken down in some South Cen-
tral schools and students are nOtderiving.the full benefits of the educational experi-
ence.

Th
.

- ,-
ere..are other factors which also account. for- low achievement in the South Cen-

tral arda.The reported absence rates ineecon /schools here and throughout

heavily to low achievement. Additionally, the problem of ;teacher stability has been,
particularly difficult in minority schools where government` regulations have called
for assigning teachers to achieve racial slid ethnic balance:. tnsdineaChoole, this has
contributed to a very high turnover of teacheis, which togetnerwith.the loss of good
teachers by transfers and loCal resistance thenew teattieriluis trait* learning

.
.

problems for students. : . .
. .1

Education of any kind cannot. be effective without safety or; /lie:school campus.
Teachers cannot be effective and an atmosphere for learning cannoVaxist where de-
truction and violence

, l'efichet. training colleges
prevail.

colleges and university schbolsaf ediiCatiOn futie:nat "adequately
. , ; . ;

prepared teachers for urban schools. Better teachers, improved standards of certifi-
cation, improved. performance of teachers and administrators and additional learn-
ing resources can help to encourage student's to do betterinIfie.olitsarOom and have
more respect for the profession. Talented young people have been less interested in

teaching careers because the prestige of the profession has declined in recent years.
Another problem of minority students is that unemployment is highly visible in

their communities and this negatively affects their view of the value of education.
There is little work experience involvement of students in South Central Los Ange=

les because there are relatively few- jobs available in the community. Two out of

three years of high school now have only five periods of Study. If there were six
periods for three years, the twelfth grade could be turned into a year of specializa-
tion for those who did' not intend'to go on to collegefoiexample, the use of

ologies.

com-

puters and other n
In addition feder " urces, throughTitle I grants, have provided programs in-

cludingcluding counseling her aides in classrooms. There have been some gains and

. magnet schools have.also provided enriehed.programs in specialized areas of instruc-,
thin but there are -current plans to cut back On funds which support these programs..

There is a consensuami the need to. refocus the mission of the Los Angeles Uni-
fled School District that the interestaot students and the community can better

baser' .*The whol community, everyone-r -not just those with children in school-
- has a v I stilke in blio ucation.

-; The k Force m nda:
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A. That the LAUSD place greater emphasis on courses' and curriculum that lead
to juts o e onomy vn :T: ace ernic. 1117=7

W That LAUSD 'prepare students for the job opportunities after' invOlvemen
the business sector in the identification of industry labor needs.:'

C. That LAUSD provide students with the skills to perform Oka Minimally accept,
able level 'on. Written performance and aptitude testa for highWleduCation and em-
ployment.ployment. , : T. j .;.!: A

D. That parentifkecoine fto'the that they
take on the retiptinsibilitr to encourage completion df hoinetyorlf.assignmenta and
:Provide feedback he teacheni.That,t e'schoPls' ihtist'provid experiences which' .

provide good rook otlels and encourrige.understariding.of 'bur, multi,racial-society..:.
Parents, teacheri" d administrators must facilitate: this .Positive learning environ-
ment and promote equal access to quality -education through involvement' of the.
entire community. Community institutions 'ivbicb can' relatetiositivgly.to students
must. be involved and financially support: needy Students: Recognition by the Com-
munity of those students who achievelientleiiiic,extelletice WilLalso.contribute to a;
healthy environment.

E. That the teachers must be accountable for protriPting stullerrs when they hav,e
shown academic achievement. Studenta .shoUld not:be,pitimoted according to their

:age. Promotion at every grade level shOulttliq.onperforriitince. Students graduating
from elementary school. must be able to Teak write and:compute. Students graduatr
ing from the secondary schools must have'likills.that:Make them employable; pre-
pared for other education and capable of critical and analytical thinking.

F. That absenteeism rates must be ridUCed and :retention of students. to,high.
school graduation become a primary goal:::Iiiinddition; the..rate. of truancy must be
considerably reduced. . s..

G. That the reason for violence in our stlitittls anuAliesproposed solution twits
correction must be addressed by the school adininiatratiorir,the Board and the com-
munity.

H. That the school district must establish a stable,...erid committed teaching. staff.
If properly implemented and supported by the distriet;SIMS. appears to possess -a
potential to make a significant impact upon the. qualitP education occurring in
racially isoliited :South Central schools. In. .addition, the Triad Cluster Pilot, pro-

ems will include three schools (95th Street, Bret Harte and Washingtdn High
hool), whose. staff, students, teachers and. parents will be carefully selected to

:insure interest, dedication and quality. We recommend-these: programs be continued
and even expanded. Colleges and uniyersities must also take responsibility for the
courses taught, the quality of teachers they produce and fof making teacher train-
ing attractive and rewarding.

In focu,sing on education in South Central Los Angeles Schriols, it is apparent.that
a large segment of Black students are attending racially', solated schools and are
receiving an inadequate education. Each year thousands .Otthe graduates of these
School seeking employment without marketable skills. They are also in an,edu-
aati al en ronment, isolated from students of other racial, religious and ethnic
bac grounds.

.

e Task Force reaffirms its commitment to equal and quality education for all
Los' Angeles students and calls upon the Los Angeles Board of Education. to. aggres-
sively implement creative voluntary school desegregation plans and programs, even
though the califurnia SUpreme Court has upheld propOtition I and in effect,
nated mandatory- transportation as a method fol, desegregating the Los Angeles
schopi.district. Wkalto urge the Los Angeles Boarkcif Education to implement
tive policies .lindirrograms to immediately iniprtnie the quality of education in all .;,'
racially 'schools,:whether populated by Black, other minority, or Whitestu.

r dents.,
.

HOUSING .

The current lack of adequate shelter in South Central Los Angeles has undoubted-..
,ly been exacerbated by .the more general housing'cisis. High interest rates, rising
material and labor costs, speculation and rigid government regulations have com-
bined to create a adverse climate for:housing development in iitfiern California.

.2... Watts, in addition to the above-Mentioned woesj'sqffers 'from several symptoms
Mitch are particularly relited tothe nature of theiwohnimnitk .and :the historical
approach vhich has been taken. to ameliorate lionsing'shbrtages in potterty areas.
The "curfew" areathatigeogiiiiihidal location:affected by the 1965 riotshas not
seen any new housing built.river ,the last fifteen years, save those projects which
rely heavily on government subsidles..In addition to the shortage of new units,'act



cording to the,Dos- Angeles County Human RelationeCommission. This syndrome
may be the, riadvertent result of the McCeneCommission's recommendation for. the
"implementation of a continuing urban rehabilitation and prograni for
South Central Los Angeles." At one time, governinent.agencies encouraged acceler-

. ated.deterioration of a community prior to engaginein &bans:renewal, by withdraw:,
- . ing public services and in effect abandoning areas such as.Watti. Fedet'sl. agencies

specificilly created the concept of "redlining"a practice which Was. recently,
dared unlawful. . .

Certainly, housing problems.- are interrelated with .ethicatiork, employment and.
,transportation issues. Without ,a solid economic base, Watts will continue .:to'..:be'

. plagued with long-term dependence on heavy'subsidiiaticin by the government, prob.-
lems connected' with high absentee landlordship and the' deterioration of housing
itock.

A prime example of failed past efforts has been the four "projects" built in Watt&
' Jordan-Downs, Imperial Courts, Hacienda Village and Nickerson :Gardens.. These

complexes house 10,000 inhabitants in 2,451 high-density units. Their existence has
had an Overlie effect on the general-health of the community. Claustrophobic living
conditions-have created.a climate of increased. despair amongst impoverished resi-
dents, who are isolated: from necessary social help and the means of escape from
poverty.
/ These projects-have ultimately provided a breeding ground for, crime and gang ac-.
tivity. .

Two bright spots do stand out in the housing picture. The ;Watts Labor CommUn.
ty Action Committee (WL(AC), under the leadership of Ted Watkins, Sr., must be
recognized for its ongoing demonstration of the advantages .of a partnership between
local community-organizations, private industry, labor' unions, and the government. .:.
The WLCAC's projectsmoitly relocated and rehabilitated homes from the Century
Freeway programhave been high-quality units, generally well maintained by the
WLCAC's `own maintenance division. Although cost-per-unit has been high, these
programs have utilized and trained local residents, particularly youth; in the con-
struction trades. The WLCAC also fosters community awareneselind pride-'-'-.and in-
valuable dividend.

Mead Housing; a non-profit corporation, has recently begun construction of single
family units in Watts, which are well designed and built, and sold through flexible
and reasonable financing mechanisms. Their work should be commended, encour-
aged and replicated where possible. .

The pfforts of the above-mentioned groups point to the potential of South Central
Los Angeles. 'With the 'growing trend of the, return to the city by the middle ;chet,
Watts stands out as the only significant' area proximate to downtown which renniiiia'

! wide open for development. However, significant psychological barriers mustlag;hur.:
died before this potential may be fully,envisipned and ditilized.

It is our view that Watts can become a self-sufficient community with adequate
long and short range planning, and achieve independence from the opprobiliuri of

:. perpetual povertYand dependence on residual goyernmentprtigrams..
The Task Force recommends: .

A. That local government develop "Houeing Impact Zones", creating incentives
for private industry to construct both single and multiple housing units, with the
insurance of a reasonable profit potential. e suggest the following mechanisms be
created to stimulate housing development in these Zones: Speed up the permit proc-
ess. Current two year delays greatly increase builders' costs, and are more related to
bureaucratic procedures than,,insuring quality construction; develop, governthent
and community sponsored ,pliffolagintooperation with builders to reduce pilferage

. and vandalism on constructs sites. These patrols could address ongoing security
needs in the communitx;tprqvide "writt:downs on land sold by the government for
housing davelopment,)-properti tax redtictions until such time as profits may be

tions place o limit ia:!the number. of units which may be constructed. Many lots
realized by the buitsreo allow fahvbonus" units on those,lbts where zoning restric

could be zoned up by.bnetortiiabnifits without creating a density problem; create an
incentive system to encourage the employment and training of local residents in the
construction trades by those builders taking advantage of the Housing Impact Zone
opportunity.; and encourage, where feasible, private industry's utilization of the in-
frastructure of the-neighborhoods and communities where these Zones 'fire located.
Consultation and cooperation. with community organizations may help insure suc-
cess and avoid pitfalls and problems an outside builder might encounter in an unfa.:
miliar area.

B. That the Federal Government retain and consider expanded utilization of Sec-
tion 8 funding, which has a proven record of stimulating private development. Addi-

23 4
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tionally, Section 8 PaYinents should be made directly4o fainilies` iiot landlords.
will enable families to bargaid fOr competitive rental rates and Create aninced-:
tive for thUltiple;unit owners to provide, quality maintenance and upkeep;:for.their
Properties: ACcountability to tenarils.teceiving Section 8 funding :directlyy.W4 also
eliminate the need for unnecessarrgOvernment bureaucratic intervention.'

C. That emphasis. be. placed od;,construCtion of affordable and desirable loW-densi-
ty units for lower and middle income households. Multiple ',Units should include
amenities which enAance the desirability for Jonger term occupancy, such as recre- "'
ational facilities, laundry fdeilitiee and proximity to transportation. Large projects
particularly those with '250 or more units, should be strongly discouraged;

D. That long term efforts include the goal, of economic and racial diversity. For
this to occur, the city and :County must. mprove its .services and commitment to
South Central Los Angeles..Working and middle class people of all races will avoid
the Watts area. until such an-iniiirovemeht is visible. Current residents will also
direct theft- efforts toward "escape' from South Central Los Angeles as.long as
glect of the community continues, and residents live in fear of their personalsafiec
and security.

Mr. DYMALLY. Thank you very cpuch, Mr: Mack.
Ms. Wright?
Ms'. WRIGHT. Thank you.

, ) Several proposals have been advanced at various levels for sub-
stitute programs to help the cities. One of these is the urban enter-
prise zone concept which is being considered by Congress at this
time.

A ough you didn't mention the urban enterprise zone concept
in y r statement by name, some Ofthe things that you talk about
are components of that programtax incentives for location of
businessestin inner cities and that sort of thing.

Do you see that kind, of program as being able to work in the Los
Angeles area?

Mr: MACK. The concept, as I understand it, as it has been de-
scribed, offers some potential. One area of great and critical con-
cern to me, which I addressed in my testimony to pp, is the area
of really targeting.

I think it is awfully impo t that if businesses are going to be
offered tax incentives and th d of inducement, it is extremely
important that there be a built-in r irement and stipulation that
they are rewarded for 'staying in the city, and more particularly,
rewarded for focusing in the highest areas of unemployment. In .
other words, where the greatest needs.are.

I think the concept, from what I have heard, of the urban enter-.
prise zone, may well be a possibility. The complete detailed propos-
al, of course, still has to be hammered out. But it, may well be the
way to go.

But I guess the caution or the red flag that I would throw .up
would be the need to make sure it is done in a manner that, in
feet, would result in job creation and training opportunities for the
people who are most severely impacted.

Ms. WRIGHT. One of the' components of the urban enterprise zone
program and other programs of its kind would be the use of warp
subsidies to encourage employment of CETA-eligible people, previ-
ously unemployed people, or local residents, or some other category.
of employees.

There has been some criticism that this particular, concept will
not result in the hiring of minimally skilled Persons; that business-
es will continue to hire overqualified or more -highly qualified
people for the jobs that they have available.
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Could you comment on that aspect of the program?
Mr. MACK. Well, again, I think this gets 'back to the pointthis

is where it is absolutely important for the Federal Government to
build in stipulations and build in requirements that those employ-
ees who participate would have no alternative, that they were
going to benefit from this kind of program, but to make sure they
zero in on the people at the bottom end of the skill barrel, the
bottom end of the employment radder.

That is why some of us become very nervous when some of our
elected officials begin talking about, in effect, turning the money
over to business and letting them basically do what they will.

I would submit that the Federal Government and the Congress
-could not adopt an attitude of no strings attached,, a handsoff, atti-
tude, and expect it to work.

Otherwise, we would not find that practical result you just cited,
in jny judgment.

: WRIGHT. Looking at the other side of the skills question, the
idea oC being able to train pepple who have.no skills, so they are
able to go out and compete for the jobs, you mentioned the need for
a partnership between the educational system and the business
sector to train people and then provide jobs for them.

What can the Federal Government do in terms of educational
policies to encourage the .training of minimally skilled young
people to be sure that when they get out of the' educational system,
they do have something that is marketable?

Mr. MAcK...I think it is conceivable and probably desirable that
maybe Congress can enact legislation, or if legislation not be en-
acted, certainly that programs be established, at least funding be
made available, to encourage those school districts that are seeking.
Federal supportand all of them arethat those who come forth
With innovative kinds of working together-7we hear quite a bit of
talk about magnet schoolsjor example.

There are some that are beginning to function here in Los. Ange-
les. In theory, this is an approach and a concept that is to encour-
age academic excellence, it is to encourage adequate and effective
preparation.

And some of the magnet schools here in Los Angeles are gben
focusing in on working very closely with some. businesses to make
sure the pebple are specifically prepared in certain kinds of areas.:

And I would think that to offer support to encourage that kind of
approach is one thing that Congress could do and the Federal Gov-
ernment could do.

Ms. WRIGHT. The pilot program that ,you mentioned with the elet
mentary and.the junior,high schobl and high school levels; under
whose' auspices is this pilot program being conducted? Is there
extra, funding that 'is required for this, what kind of funding is
available?

Mr. MACK: It is being operated under the auspices of the Los An-
geles Board of Education. It is a product initiated from within by
some administrators from the district; the new' superintendent sup-
ports it, and a' number of black administrators and educators who
are active in this areahave been strong advocates, of it.

I would expect that if it is successful, the district will clearly
need more financial supportif it is going to be expanded so. that t.
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is going to make a material impact--so we don't find Ourselves in
the same old situation of having a few hundred students benefiting
while thousands of others are being untouched.

So it would seem to me that is where the Federal Government
may have a role to play. Los Angeles is a very large district, as you
know. We are talking about hundreds of thousands of young people .4,

who potentially would be in need ofthat kind of support.
So it seems to me that is where there would be implications for

Federal participation.
Ms. WRIGHT. There are also, I believe, some programs within the

private business sector, National Association of Manufacturers; or
some business groups, that are operating some kinds of programs
in.the training and employment area, particularly related to young'
peoplesummer jobs programs or some kind of a program that
would encourage young people to develop skills and to become em-
ployable. .

Is it your feeling that these programs cannot be effective without
Federal support? Is there any way in which the private sectorto-
tally by itselfcould develop and implement effective programs?

Mr. MACK. No; I don't think the private sector chn do the job to-
tally by itself.

Neither because I think the private sector has the complete and
total resources to do it, and I am not sure in every instance the
private sector would have the will to do it.

I think in all.candor, it has been our experience that people have
to :be 'provided with some encourageMent and inducement to do'
these kinds of things.

Not all businesses are concerned about the probleins of the un-
employed. Not all biisinesses are concerned about the problems of
black people.

So I think there needs to be some governmental involvement if
for no other reason than to encourage those who are positively mo-
tivated, and to maybe put some pressure on those who are indiffer-
ent, and who would be encouraged by it.

I, think for both those reasons, it is important that there be a
partnership arrangement.

Just in terms of the private sector's ability to do the job totally
alone, I have found an interesting reaction within recent months in
talking with' a number of buliness leaders who -have previously cer-
tainly been very strong advocates of the idea of the Government .
getting out of their lives, and saying all they need: to do in order to
be able to be effective, successful, and thriving is to have the Gov-
ernment removed.

Now, as they are being accommodated by the new majority in
Washington, I am hearing some of these same people complain
that' they se not sure they can handle the vihale load.

iat s probably going is be rethought by a lot of people.
Ms. WRIGHT. Thank you, Mr. Mack. I haveno further questions.
Mr. DYMALLY. Mr. Frazer?
Mr. FRAZER. Thank you. Mr. Mack, at the risk of being charged'

with restricting minorities to technical and industrial areas in edti-
cation, do you feel that the technical' and industrial schools in this
city are adequate, or what do you feel is necessary to bring the
up to par?
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Mr. MACK. I think the technical and industrial schoOls make a
good contribution in this area. I believe that they need to be
strengthened from a number of standpoints.

I think all too often they don't have the resources in order to get
the, job done they need to get done. I believe that some of them, at
least some of the administrators involved, are-not always as sensi-
tive. and tuned in as they should be to, the needs of minorities, not
that they are not capable of teaching a specific kind of skill, but
there is a mentality that some of our young people find themselves
facing.

I think alsonot the technical schools so much, but I believe we
have an edu 'onal job to do ourselves from the standpoint that
we have to ve our young people understand that it is all right to
have a tr e, it is all right, you can still be a worthwhile useful
citizen if y u don't have a college degree, for example.

As I am sure you well know, thete are a lot of people who end up
leading very useful lives, productive careers, and many of them
would make.more money than I am sure we could hope to ever
make.

So, a part of the problem that we face is to haveto reorient our
own young people to understand that it is not an either/or proposi-
tion.

Yes, fine, encourage as many young people as possible to go
college, those who are so inclined; and who have the ability.

But also have those understand if you don't go to college, thief is
another route. So the technical schools, I think, face that kind of
role dilemma. And that is probably a role we both have to^ work
towe in the general, community, as well as the tectiniOaVSchools
themselves have to concentrate on.

Mr. FRAZOL Do you feel that the bUsiness community has dem-
onstrated on its own anawareness of the problem, the unemploy-
ment, underemployment of minorities in this city, and what you
'observe as to what it is doing, the business community, doing on its
-own.to help overcome the problein? t,

Mr. MACK. We have some individual examples here and there
where somd members of the. business community are showing a,
concern in that regard. \

But I would have to say that I have notsetn the kind of, all-olit*.
commitment that we need to have in thiafegard.:. As.an-example,
with the 7,000 layoffs tha Curred a few inonthikback,.gonig.baCk.,-;
to the CETA title , there was 'aii.,ahnouncemant made.,
by the local chambet of Co erce thatithey,were'goifig to :establish
a listing service; .and Can. v their metiitiere col:mtut provill
ing jobs.for these.inc viduals, at least fOr the:niajtkrity of therit*

To my luiovvlesig I don't have the most accurate figures to'
date, so l' coinot quote you precise numbersbut at leapt upon last
inquiry; it was my impression that the response from the business
community, and froin many of the members of the chamber, kad
been slow and have not been as positive as originally hoped.

This would, I think, shOw,that is symptomatic of a lack of real
commitment, in my judgment,. by enough members of the business
community in this city.

Mr. FRAZER. Thank you I have no further questions.
Mr. DYMALLY. Thank you very much.
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John, what is the present thrust of the urban league now, given
the high rate of unemployment that you are now experiencing and
you anticipate with the final, phaseout of CETA?

Mr. MACH. There are several areas that we are attempting to
.

pursue.
We have one 'program that has been highly successful, and

maybe it represents a continuation of the response to the previous'
question. We have a data processing data center that has been ex-
tremely successful over a number of years.

I am sure you are aware of it. The Bank of America; IBM, have
been in a, partnership arrangement with the Los Angeles Urban
League. Within the past year, other companies joined.

We offer four classes. There is a secretarial word processing
class, Systems 3 'programing and operations.

We' feel 'very good about the result achieved, because we are pre-
g people for the computer world. As you well know, that is an

are where you are talking about jobs for the future.
Our experience has been very successful in not only training, but

in Oar' individuals. We are hoping to expand that program and
that kind f program into other areas. ,

We have a couple- of programs where we have special con-
tractual r lationships with other members of the private sector
General antics, Poniona,Division, six divisions of ITT Corp.,
where we rve as a special recruiter for technical, professional
and be: , g managerial-type personnel for these companies in
identif a, g blacks in particular when they were not otherwise able
to iden ify them.

We are certainly going to encourage the expansion programs
au as this.

By the same token, we also operate a title VII-funded program, .

out of the Pomona area, that has been rathgr effective. It is one of
the early pioneering efforts in this community, at least, -where we
work in rlose concert with General Dynamics and some other em-
ployers, receiving funds through the county of Los. Angeles, and
have been able to train people as machinist helpers, as electricians,
and that kind of activity, we would hope, would be continued and
hopefully somewhere along the line, be expanded. ,

So it is my hope that we are going to be able -to continue working
both in the private setter, increasing their involvement, but at the
same time, being able to continue the partnership with govern-
ment.

Because, as I said before, I think government cannot completely
get out of the business of training and employment. Certainly the
urban league does have a kind of track record that I think has
demonstrated that we can effectively' team up with the public and
the private sector.

Mr. DYMALLY. Vocational education-got 'a bad name in minority
communities, -because counselors were. prone to push most of the
minority students to vocational education. With' the age of technol-
ogy upon tis, we have to rethink and relpok at that whole concept
of technical training. I have suggested, from time to time, that we
change the word "vocational" to "technical," so it sounds more at-
tractive.
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But there is no question -limy mind, we are moving into a tech-
nolcigical age.

Why is it a program like yours, minus all of the credential teach-
ers and Ph. D.'s, is so successful, and yet our schools are being
criticized all the time for not moving in that direction.

That is a dilemma we face.
Mr. MACK. I really think one Of the real differences is that we

would ,work very closely with the business community in planning,
in shaping the.trOning, curricula, as well as having them involved
every step of the way with us in physically implementing some of
the training, that. at the end of the line, they are going 'to have
someone who is going to possess the kind of skill, at least the,
of beginning Skill, that they need 'in their particular business.

. I think all too''often in the vocational school, in .the public school
setting, you have counseling, you have training taking place in iso-
lation, totally unrelated to the job.

I really think that is, a real key and a real missing link here.
Anci this may well bean area where government can come into
play in bringing those two together.

Mr. DYMALLY. One of the pioneers in this area is our own Sena-
tor Bill Greene, who has been moving in this direction. He is going
to offer some testimony here through his aide. .

I thank you very much for coming.
Mr. MACK. Thank you very much.
'Mr. DYMALLY. Our next witness is Mr. Nishinaka. Mr. Nishin-

aka, for the record, give us your tame. Would you summarize your
' testimony, please?

Do you have any written testimony?

STATEMENT OF GEORGE NISHINAKA, DIRECTOR, SPECIAL
SERVICE FOR GROUPS..

" Mr. NISHINAKA. N9.
' My name, is George Nishinaka. It is a pleasure this morning to
have Eth opportunity to give testimony before. the U.S. House of
RepresentativeaCommittee on the District of Columbia.

I understaild; acting today, Congressman Dymally, as chairman,
and distinguished ininelists hereyou are concerned with,, the
urban centers or citieS and their problems.

I should first, for the record, say that I am a social worker. I
ad .: . from the University of Southern California School of

ork. just adjacent to this area where we are having, this
"E today.

I etnow been in the field or practiced for' 30 years. My cur-
. relit aollition, I have been there 22 years now as executive director

or Eine: ncy known as Special Service For Groups. It is one of the
?so United, Way agencies in Los Angeles. ,)

'The' tt of interest for this particular panel might be special
,servi

it
; qt groups, or SSG, grew out of the 1943 zoot suit riots here

in Los rigeies. So today, though, the agency, SSG, serves minority
; 'cotomuty groups. J.t,s..
i r" It p special services in the area of what we call devel-;.:;.-'.$
,.., opm !services, management services, and research services .

elhat goes through the agency operation, it is a commu-4,
, : 4:"' It4 .. 3 ,

.

.;
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nity-based, shared-community-controlled endeavor, and we now um-
brella 16 different programs and projects, mostly funded by Federal
funds, State funds, local funds, and private funds.

I shotild also note that I have been for 6 years prior the execu-
tive director of the South Central Area Welfare Planning Council.
And the south-central area at that time was described as Pico to
the north, Alameda to the east, Crenshaw to the west, and R,o-.
scrantz to the south. - .

-

As you are probably aware, this was the 1965 curfew area during
the Watts riot.

Since I mention that I have been nearly 30 years in community
service, my comments this morning, and obvio ly my opinion, is
that I am convinced now more than ever o the findings of the
Kerner Commission report which, in effect, w a Presidential com-
mission to take a look at the violence in the United States during
the early sixties.
- It was unfortunate at that time, that L. B. Johnson, our Presi-

dent, received that Kerner Commission report--but along with the
happenstance of the time,, as you recallwe were engaged in the
Vietnam war. And I think it distracted'us from dealing with some
of the findings Of the Kerner CoMmission report, which were more
addressed to the domestic concerns and the problems that we had
at that time. ..

When the Kerner Commission report came out, I think, very
clearly, that the one major problem, if there 'was one major prob-
lem, was racism. ,

And this conclusion was reachedif you go back to the Commis-
sion report, well-documentedthat if racism is to be dealt with,
you would have to bring, as they put it, the in- and out-community
together. I interpret that to mean some kin of a bridging process
had to take place to bring together what I /would think would be
called the establishment on one side, the nqnestablishment on the
other side, the haves on the one end, the have-nots on the other
end, and the minority and nonminority.

I think they could have gone one step further and might have
implied, I think, there has to be also some bridging between the
interminority ethnic groups.

Now, as you know, the antipbverty program was launched, and
that every program, be, it health service, social service, educational
service, they would have to have built in what they called commu-
nity action or community involvement.

But-I don't think they went the one step further they could have
gone at that time, and that is to demand that in that community
involvement, 'they involve the various different communities, so
that there iwould be interaction that I think the Kerner Commis-
sion report was trying to recommend.

It is also unfortunate that all the problems that your committee
is concerned about obviously grew out of over a period of 150 years.

And yet, VI a short 15 years of the antipoverty program and
other programs, they miraculously expect to have all. of those, prob-
lems irradicated or resolved.

I personally' think that is unfair..
Unfortunately, I also think the current national direction is

wrong. I think it is wrong because I don't think we are addressing '

6
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this problem of racism. As you recall, that report grew out of the
study of violence, and violence in this country, the report said, the
base is racism.

My prediction, I think, at this point here, with what is happen-
ing is that things are going to get a lot worse, and it is going to
take and act of the national will if anything is going to happen to
turn this around, if we are to survive.

I really belieVe we were on track. We are really getting off track
now

In fact, I think we are getting on a whole new track. I think it is
urifortunate that we in the United States of America tend to swing
like a pendulum one way then the other, overcompensating each
time. Because I don't think it is an either/or kind of question.

As an example, I remember even during the antipoverty pro-
gram, the questions were like professionally trained versus un-
trained people doing the work. Or that nonethnic minority versus
the ethnic minority, State versus Federal. The pendulum kept.
swinginA,one way then the other.

I think it is all wrong. I think it should be down the middle. I
think it takes both. it is a matter of how you merge. and team
them. Because I think logic tells us what the facts are; as an exam-
ple right now, the 50 States in our country are unequal in their
resources, either be it dollars that they can put together, or in
human resources.

No. 2, the United States of America, being a constitutional
notion, there are certain rights and freedoms that are guaranteed

us. Freedom of religion, free speech, freedom of assembly, free-
dom of the press.

I think one other implied certainty in practice is freedom of
movement.

This means that we have people, U.S. citizens, moving from one
point geographically in our country to another geographic location,
which we call migration.

Now, interestingly, and I think correctly, whenever anything
happens between tyvo States, across State political bounflaries, geo-
graphically or otherwise, we call that interstate.

As soon as that happens, the Federal Government, for good rea-
sons, feels that they have a prime responsibility. In the area of
communication, radio, television, you have the FCC. If it is airlines !
that travel interstate, you have the FAA.

And when you think in terms of national defense, we have A' for
the Army, AF for Air Force, and IN for Navy. -

So that time and again When we talk about interstate happen-
ings, the Federal Government has a prime responsibility.

Again, people, U.S. citizens, all of ust we have that freedom of
movement. I, myself, being of Japanese ancestry, born in this coun-
try, but my parents came from Japan, have a special interest rela-
tive to the Asian community in the United States.

Right now, it is immigration, but after that, there is a lot of mi-
gration taking place within our country.

But one fact is that right now, for every four persons coming into
this country as a new immigrant, one is an Asian.

11-785 - 83 - 16
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So countriesand here am talking about the rural area, the
fax country movement of people to the cities, and the interstate

-
movement that takes place.

.,

I think that U.S. citizens, we as individuals, have needs, we have
problems, and we have more needs. As we carry this from one
point to another, there are health needs, social service needs, edu-
cational needs. .

In some way or another to tell the State, the respective .States,
that this is your problem, that it is not ours anymore, and the
States begin to saywell, at this point, since they are residing in
your State! that is your problem, that is not my problem anymore.

I think inherently there is something very definitely wrong. At
least for me, it makes no logic.

I think because of this, the currentttack that we seemingly are
moving, on could very well fail. And I think the manifestation will
hegin to show when again 1.e people, our citizens, begin to die of

ainalluitrition, the people, our citizens, become more ignorant.; The
citizens begin to die of 'diseases. And people and citizens dying
more because of violence. And it goes on and on. .

I think to turn it around we have to think again in the worth of
the individual; we have to think in terms- of the worth of the indi-
vidual who is our citizen. We have to share responsibility and re-
sources.

a
As- the Kerner Commission so .clearly stated, we have to bridge A, ,

the in and out. A
From thisI have read yolir report of last yearthe deliberation

of your committee, one concept that was coming out, which I would
supportbecause I think we need something that has that kind of
focus and charisma, if that might be the word, and that was the
concept of the Marshall plan for U.S. cities.

Because if we understand what the Marshall plan did for foreign
countries after the war, and how the Marshall plan.has. been con-
ceptualized and used in other areas outside our own country, it
means that whenever there is something that is lagging and we
have to catch up, you have to do something with the rear wheel if
it is to catch up with the front wheel.

This has been said many, many times. If that is the concept of
the Marshall plan, I think for the cities of the United States,
unless something very special is done in these cities, I don't think
you will solve the problem of first bringing in the out communities,
you won't solve the problem df racism, and yciu won't solve the
problem of violence:

My last remark in closing is public versus private. Lately, I have
heard "private" spoken so often, and I have a lot of my colleagues
With nonprofit private organizations,. and they think this is now
going to be our turn, because we are, going to turn to the private
sector. But I think, as I understand it, the private sector you are
talking about is the private profit sector.

I am concerned about the private nonprofit sector, because that
is the sector that I represent.

And again, if and whenand I. truly hope soonthat we can
to turn it around and 'get back on track, to be concerned with

individuals; be concerned with sharing our responsibilities, and
truly bridging the in and out communities.

f
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I hO00.10. that process not only the Public agencies,. but alio the
private "igeilcies and within it the'term. haye.beeip:.e...nVery-
popular, din. :. for community,bised organizations, the'nOiiprofit
community. = organizations, are written in so that they ...have.a ..
significant ro it; to play m the resolutions of the problerns and,
cerns I think that your committee has been concerned about:::',

Thank you.:
Mr. DrasAtiv.tMpli,:plishinaka,.A. couple, of questions. First; we

would be pleneethilyou would like to submit a written statement to
the committee at some( futuire time: 4.1

4

[The information follows:]
THE SSG STORY

The genesis of the SSG Story is found in the 1948 "Zoot Suit Riot" in Los Angeles
When the Community responded with an initial Community Chest allocation of
$250,000 and established the Los Angeles Youth Project ,

Although the Project proyided ninny' of the traditional services and coordination,
the failure of its first year experience to meet one of the Project's major objectives
Of reaching the "hard-tcr reach" indicated that a new service was needed. The suc-
cessful youth project demonstration of the Special Service Unit of reaching the
hard-to-reach Fang members justified in .1952 its program continuation and incorpo-._
ration as Special Service. for Groups, Inc. .

Today, S.% is a multifunded research and development agency Pro. viding its spe-
cial service in program development, fiscal niapagemientrandgther specialized tech-
nical assiatance Ap. community groups enhapcing 'the development in community '..'-,,.:-''
based highly innevative demonstration projects and testing out new service delivery. ;
and training Models. .... i . . . . _: -

There are many SSG stories; howevei, the highlights of these in retrospeCt Of SSG.'
evolution and development over a 80-year period are as follows: .

1945Special Service Unit was established with a budget of $28,000.
1952The Unit was incorporated as Special Service for Groups, Inc., with Heman .

Stark as Chairman of the Board plil-eslie Eichelberger as Executive Director.
1959George M. NishinaluOckuie8 .SSG is Executive Director following the retire,

ment of Leslie Eichelberger. ; .

1961Pasadena Project. was launched marking first SSG contractual -service s
agreement with an organitation, other than the Los Angeles Community Chest, the. 4. -

.

Pasadena Community Planning Council. . ..,s,' k . .

1962SSG ninvecPto 2400 South Western ...:

1968r-Paitvaif }Muse Project funded by the. 0;nia Youth Authority estab- .,'4';
.

lishetyIkthe :first time SSG 's acceptance of pgblic unds under a contractual serv- `

ice agreement-
Unit Placement Project was established With University of Southern California

School of Social ' Work, enabling Community Chest,- budgeted funds to be directly
used for the first time specifically for training: Ofthe 10 units at USC, SSG unit
became the one and only one under a .private:age.; ricy auspices with Privatefunds
from the then Los Angeles Community Chest. ' . .57,4

1964Delinquency Prevention Cliik, established with funds fzoni the President's
Committee on Youth Crime and Delinquency via the Youth. OppOrtunities Board,
making SSG'S acceptance for the first time Of federal funds.

1964SSG received the 1965 Special Award from the California State Delinquen-
cy Prevention Commission in recognition, of its outstanding con tiibution in 1964
the revention and control of delinquency. ' Of 4..

established Board policies which delineated the followiobjectives:
(1) To develOp new kinds of relationships with "grass-roots" groups and private

and public funding organizations; (2) To meet community new with prOgram devel-
opmental capabilities which utilizes the concept of flexibility in the expansion of ;' '
SSG. service by developing research and demonstration lect; (3) To recruit Board
members who can 'effectively fund raise for SSG; and (4) To incorporate into each .
program quality, grovith and competitive salaries.

Operation Escape String launched with CEO "antipoverty" funds which provided
an opportunity for SSG to help in the development of the Sons of Watts Community
Enterprises, Inc.

196'7SSG purchased from Portela House, Inc. property located at' 1188 South
Bronson Avenue as first acquisition of real property by SSG.
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. . .

1968Property at South Bronscki Avenue named "Randall House'," in memory ..,.
Paul M. Randall. Mr. Randall had financially'assisted during the'early:DZO's in 1,-. '
tiating SSG's camp program. The -Youth Development Foundation which he also est,- -
tablished has continuedo financially support annually SSG's high potential special .

o demonstration program* ' .- Ili
Project Hopelessness -to Leadership aka Operation Hope, was approved for fund-

ing by the National Instituteof; Mental Health as a 5-year svcial research-training
grant.

Bassett Youth Service Bureau was launched with funds provided under the Cali-
fornia State Youth Service ilurearr Act. Bassett Youth Service Bureau was the first
in Los Angeles County and oneof four' in the State'of California.

1969SSG Core-Administrative and Development, -staff was established with
United Way runda. which 'Atari's new way of utilizing totally United. Way funds by a
community bused social service agency for research and tievelo ental purposes.

1970Operation Student Action launched with a grant fro outh Development
, and Delinquency,Prevention Administration as a reserach t fling project, involv-

mg 7.2 Cal-State students and 5 Los Angeles County Probatte 'strict-Offices, ..
Project Arriba was launched in South El Monte with a. grant framAlieCaliforniw.;

Council on Criminal Justice involving funds,from the .S: DePartrieril. of. Justice ..
and the California Youth Authority.

Adopt-A-Family, Inc:, established affiliation with SSG. ' .."... --' ,. --:', .

Yellow Brotherhood; Inc., also established affiliation with SSG:- Yellow:. Brother-.
hood Center opened at 1227;Crenshaw Boulevatd.

SSG received a ProjectDeyelopment grapt from HEW Rehabilitation Services Ad--.-
ministration to develop plans for a Resideatial Pre-Release and Tr'aining Center.

Project Culver as a joint program with CulVer City Policy Department .dealing
with drug knowledge and abuse among. elernentary school children .was launched
with Ca fornia Council on Criminal Justice (CCCJ) funds.

SSG /Institute, "Special Delivery and . Training Approaches fdr Institutional
in the 70's" 'was held at the Ambassaddr Hotel with over 200 personsat-.

tendin .
Boar of Counselors established with a charge, to advihe Sand counsel, SSG Board

officers d directors with regards to SSG goals. and objectiv . -

1971 Sons of Watt's O.R. Assistance and Rehabilitatio Project was-launched."
with funds' from HUD, Los Angeles City's "Model Cities" p am. SSG maintained.
a subcontractual agreement for fiscal management and ter nical assistance with
Sons of Watts Community Enterprise, Inc. .

The Asian American Social Worker:ft Demonstration Project fos Asian Americans
was launched with a research and planning grant from Social Rehabilitation Serv-.
ice of HEW. The project had operational offices in Los Angeles, San Franisco and

s ' Seattle, making it the first inter -mate prdgram for SSG.
Eight Charter Members installed as SSG Board of Counselors at first joint Board

' meeting. . , . . . ..
-19;2The Asian' America)} Community Mental. Health ;Training Center was

labnched4ith-a research training grant from NIMH: The uniqueness of this center
was thatit was to be community based and controlled. .. , -... ; -'''

.1973The Asian' American, National Mental Health.torditidif was launched with
a research-demonstration grant from the Minority Center of NIMH, making it. the
first National Program for SSG. I ,

Operation Hope began its second generation demonstration -program by in
rating refinements from, the initial project including the further development
unique relationship with Loyola -Ma mount University. -

...

George M. Nishinaka, Executive Director, received the Koshland Award for out-
standing professional contribution to the Alarming and administration of programs
in California. . '''

197434The Basset Youth Service Bureau; a youilt diversionary program, received
Generalitevenue-&faring funds from Los Angeles County to continue its service to
the San Gabriel Valley.

The Los Angeles Community Design Cente,A contracted with SSG for fiscal man;/ agemEInt and program evelopment services.- .

Asian American Me tal Health Research:tenter was funded by the National In-
stitute of Mental Heal to esti:010h thsr-:,ftspNational Asian American Mental
Health Research Center 4' :,, ,

1975Occupational T rap y Training and Education Program developed, in con, -.

junction with the Califor is 'outh-Homes, to provide work "readiness assistance:
to group home

it
residents. 0,4_ '. ''-

a.
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976The Picific, arch Project received funding thttufti the
the Administration 'on e needs opPaCific/Asian elderly. within 'var-' '

.- '-ious ethnic communities. .. ..
The New Pion fier Men 4-Project was eetab' ifehed to serve the mental.;

:,:.,health needSoi"the burgeoniriff:ToTrean population in the Los Angeles area. .
! SSQ. wee awarded a contract by the National Institute of Mental Health th deter-

mine. criteria. for developMent of effective Public Service Announcements targeted
atthe Pacific/Asian communities. .

,
1977 SS yr celebrated its 25th anniversary with a week of workshops and. raeet-

4
,

ings that o'er 1,000 people attended. ,

, The .Community Pest Control Project which provides cockroach conthilaervices to
loW-income bouseholdkwas established.

1978 -- Project Chance, a Comprehensive Employment and Training Act work ex-
perience project, wa); established to serve 75 disadvantaged residents of the City of
Lee Angeles: 0

.

., . , .

,The WestIllvd.-Child Development Center was funded to seryenreschool children
-of working Wents. .

,,

',The Multi&Cultural Oral History Project 'designed to record the 'reminiscences of ,

eta-1y residerits of-the area was initiated with a multiethnic staff. .

19791t7Sci new projects were 'established: Fcirrialized Re-entry' Evaulation aqid
' EdUcationiFREE) to serve ex-offenders; Landscaping, Agriculture and Natural De-

vetipnient (LAND) to train gardeners and beautify the community; Pacific/Asian
Alcoholism Commission to provide technical assistance to service proViders; Pacific/
Asian National Mental Health Research' Center; Pacific/Asian Elderly Resource
Center to provide information and assistance througout the country; 'andSalud y

: Seguridad.ta provide health and pafety inforrnation to _low- income Hispanic commu-
nity.. s

.. _.!. .1980The Pacific Asian Alcohol Redearch Project was initiated. This was the first
: federally funded project to investigate Asian and Pacific Islander alcohol use pat-
terns in the. nation. . . , . ,,, . .

The LAND Project was expanded to. ran and serve residents of ESst Los Angeles.
State funding for enriched nutrition for children at' the West Blvd. Child Develop-

meet Center was secured. .

The SSG Symposium, "Thinking Forward in the 80's," was held at the Portofino
Inn. Board,. staff and selected Scholars, joined to provide direition for SSG in the

.

80's. , -. , . . , .: . .. ....

,' Mr. DI'MALLY, At your,request, we will Send this 'transcript to
you for your review. . ' ,

Second, could you comment on, the. testimony given this morning
by the district attorney's office on:youth gangs?

Mr.NISHINARA. Well, first.of alli.-with.roany things that he said,
I do not disagree..But always what happen§ is that that is only one .:
side of the story. There is the othgr side ofthe story, tOo. -'.f'.

As far as dealing With gangs, violent:gangs, my experience goes
back ,to the 1930's and the 1940's, as I :Was one ,of the JaPinese. '_.
AmericOis -living in Los Angeles, we were evacuated, reloCatedctO
assembly. and 'relocation centers during World War II, before I
went. into military service, and we had gangs in these camps, and
we had to' deal with them. .4. . . rf,One of the concepts, we used at that ...tinge was to take the leade
themselves and put tem..right on-our itaff, and for the first WO; ,,..,
we started to solve some iif:Our problems. .' - ".... ,.

What I am trying to say-.here is I hear so often today people:talk'
about the gang phenomena,. and I will admit, it has not gotten any
better. It has gotten worse; much more violent. ,

We .have use of handguns, compared to back in the 1940'S when
zip guns, .were. Maybeihe artifacts,,and chains and knives. So it is
mach inore'letha, l ..".now'.' Bntit'is like when I hear they are invent-
ing the. *heel again, and 1. am trying to avoid that by saying that .' '

7 /I:,
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, ..
,-. the phenomenonwe live with it, here in .Los AligelesfrOm boa

.-
1-,,,. - itt the 1930's and maybe beyond. . .

.;" But Jny recollection 113 then' and up. And some of the things. tfiat
.L Weileard this morning in testimony tOtdo with the hardcore, as

wal described, and if they are the ones ii'llo are. leading; are: t..
the :real violent, something obviously' has td be, done with that indi:
-yidual or that group, somehO*,...oeother to gets control. '

But just doing that, obviouilyand I think he implied that;that -

alone won't solve the problem; because the :problem that permeates
wjthin the summunityls more of What I was talking about;afid We
have in this count u the problem of tfie haves and the hatre4lots.

,.,1.*lc .. And many peoplfflhave been tryingto pull it together. But what I
larn.also saying is we are getting off on a new trackI think we are

r. molfiig in a different direction of widening that gap rather than
closing it. Andthat is in the area of economics. 0

Now, beyond economics,.;arid in 1_Dn's country, since that is our
syStem, it affects everything.' It wiltaffecteducation. And I heard*:...*.

other testimony about education, the plan pilot they are attempting
to put together here in the south-ce xal area..,.. :,

However, if you read the new§pa r this moirungt the movement
jn Our public education. prograTh of th0 lack of funds*? is
exactly in the reverse way. What 'has ppened already 'in our
,cities, there is already tremendous overcrowding in our schools.
And he speaks about 600 per elementary. ° , r

-'T sere are schools that have two and three times -that; Los Ark,
geles. And the Problem that:they thavels again want of I lotion,:
they are almost prevented fro) building' schools.

So what are you going to do?- .4
Mr. DYMALLY. Xs. Wright?

....

t Ms. WRIGHT. Thank you. Mr. Nishinaka, could you at plain. pre-
cisely what' your organization does in terms of Working: With
groups, what specifically some of your programs are?

Mr. NISHINAkAs Silre; ' ....

By.history, and again this agency"was createdt,,started its work

... . - .
hack inc he 1940's, and at that time i,t was a one-service agency, .-

one sing e service.
It,, was service to youngsters« who *erne delinquent and be-

longed to what we call gang groups. .."'-;..:- f,)-
:., Today, as I Ontioned, we have moved .'from that. The groups are
no longer the delinquent groups..They are minority, groups
historically since we work inla mmorilit.itominunity. '

. And that oNas at that timWtouth central and east central, which
me4f1s.the 'Mack community: and the Hispanic Community. We are
still concerned sith delinquency preventiOn.

Holikirer, be -°-:.e in A number of years we have becoine histori-
cally working in minority communities, currently we work Waif in
the Asian comniunity: 4,

So our program is tort of one-third 'Asian, one-third black, one-
tjitird Hispanic. .01

The special serVice, SSG,special service- is one developmental
. service, which means thae ggigff that we have for community

minority groups begin to wor1013n problems that they are con-
...wiled with/either in the health field or social service field, those
4reiwtheAwbfields we work wititlome focus. They identify a prob-
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lem, and they know the problem, because they km* they are hurt-.
ing

But whit they don't know is vihat to do next. mind this is wheie
we try to help them. We try tolbt them to narrow dowin, beCause.:
in many instanCes; the problem that is-hurting them would taker
millions of dollars to deal with.

And- right. now, and for some years in- the past, you are really
usually talking about something in the $100,000 to- $200,000, brack:.
ets to deal with these problems in, terms of funding potentials. '

So we gear down to a problemt area that becomes more manage-:::
able. We then, with the community groups, help therii ft6lievelop a.
fundable proposal,,,which we can submit ' e have to locateViere,
and then submit, and-then do whatever is necessary, to get that '4'

proposal funded. Some people call that grantsmanship, good grante
-manship. . 4

Once it Is funded, one difference, in our orgaiiization- m
that we write into the pioposal to manage project or pro
SO that that is the next service we provide;;:a naariagement'fierViC4
beyond fiscal management ° 5' c

We provide the broad spectrum of management aeivice which
will be like technical assistance in terms 6Z .people, etteterar

4.

et cetera.
And Ithinkthis is important, because we have found our ekt,-

periepce that 'if you do not; provide this. sevice after you'develofi.
the program, what could happen, and it does happen oftenis that',
people cannot learn managing over the wee

,,

kend-And conSetinent-
ly, what happens is mismanagement, arid 'the whole project could
terminate.

The last part that we dois research services,
,

that many of our projects are research project] So We to dOOloWt.
mental work, management work, and research:''
, The other thread that runs throughur operationlis that we are
community based. So.that in each one of the prejects there is an

...establishment agency; but working With a community groiip which
is a nonestablishmerit entity; we share the responsibility.

A'Ithough we take the legal and fiscal responsibility, the program
in its future development' and hovi it is run pretty much, is in the-
hands of the community group. That is what SSG or special service
group does.

Ms. WRIGHT. 'Are most of the programs that you work with feder-
ally& funded or is there a, mix between Federal, State, and local
funding?

- 'Mr. NISHINAKA. No; it is Federal funds to four departinents.a is
State funds, city, county funds..In some jristances, local funds obvi,
busly are funds that come as block grants to the State Etid:down to
he local gbv,prnment units, and then we in turn receive: them as

contracts. And, also private funds.
We are a Communitytehest-United Way agency. So we alSo have

;,;private funds involved. It is-a nwltifunded agency.
Ms. WRIGHT. What clo you see as the futtire of organization

and the programs you are working with in fight of thebudget-ciit-
ting efforts at the Federal levtl, proposition 13 at the State level,.,
and other cutbacks at other levels?

#
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Mr.. NISHINAKA. We have already been. affected. We are obviously
-knot immune fromll die different budget cuts and things that are
happening and luippen even more. Howeverand again, we
have not resolved the 'problem. I wish I could state right now' we
have. ,

But at least wehallip a plan!We have this planfortunately for,
I think, our' particular organization, we were at the end of our 25th
year, which takes us a few years back. We obviously had to think

v!!hat we were going to' coo the next 25 years,.and that led to our
beginning to plan what are we going to do in the'1980's?

I would say there are many things. One. nevi development for
usr.-and it is only for us, is how perhaps we have conceptualized
our own model. I think it is important.becalfse of the economic sit-
uation; we have to move to what is commonly called economic de-
velopment. t .

"k IA 'other words, in some way, we have an agency, the agency that
I direct. There are a number of projects -and programs, 16 in
rwmber, dbing everything from testifig for pregnancy to research
studies on'Asian elderly. Minority is the other thing that threads
through. .

However, other than our operational entity, which is to do, and I
11' auote here, "missionary operation," because,,the very community

that we serve cannot pay for those services themselves. So Adult
Over here, we have to develop a new entitz is.econemic de-
velopment, which means, in our case, we Prave Jo develop some en-

/. tities that will join the for-profit venture area.' e

And this is not going to be an easy thing. But again, as I. say, it
is 'nothing new. And let me just cite' you'a feN# examples, just in
case,I don:t get this point across. ,4

I notice right in. the Japanese community many *ears ago. and
. even today, the "Japanese Language Itnstitute will buy a piece of

land and build. in front a bunch of store fronts. So they will have
grocery stores; and barlitrshops, and whatever. And in the back is
the school they run.*

So- the profit from the rentalthe facilities up in the front,
ieally subsidized a nonprofit language, institute or school in the
back.

I think a lot of thtsethe Elks, these lodges that you, see around,.
.1 notice many of them in the past used to have buildings right on
the corner, and right on the corner would be the bank, and then
the barbershops, other kinds of stores. But upstairs is the club-
house.

I think that is a nonprofit entity, but they get the rent off the
-first floor to support their prog;ram onithe second floor.

You carry that-even further and you have, I think, universities,
aod I think the University of Washington would" be a good exam -ple,='a nonprofit institution, but they own a good part of Seattle. I
am sure the profitatfrom that help support the school.

I think you have good old Howard Hughes, who sometime way
back 'made it possible for the Hughes Tool Co. to be owned by Re-* .

search Institute in Florida, and they are supportey those fund. .

Sous an idea of makingit is really earning rrlbney in the pri-
vate:fieCtor, but turning those profits around and connecting them
with the nonprofit end Aai;;has tolo missionary work to provide

'
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health and social services. If you can follow that model I just de-
scribed. v.

,`" I am saying everybody can do this. But again, our particular or-
ganization, the name "special" is very appropriate, -more than ever
today, in that by "special," we mean we have, to do the thing that
is special if it is to pioneer in this area.' We have to pioneer and try
to see if we can meet the current challenge of cutbacks and the di-
rection that, if you want to call it, the country is moving in.

Not that we agree with it. But it is a fact that is happening. We
have to first of all survive. But I say survival is not adequate or
good enough. You have to survive, but you also have to grow and
contimie to grow. °

And only if you have survival and gro;vih will you be successful.
Ms. Wiuowr. Thank you. That's all my questions.
Mr. DYMALLY. Mr. Frazer?
Mr. FRAZER. Mr. Nishinakac you quoted the Kerner report and

you said racism was the basis of the problems of America. By
"racism," did you mean racism among the vaFieus ethnic groups
versus the majority of the population, or the majority of the,popu-
lation, basically whites, against ethnic groups as a block ?,

Mr. NismivAxit. Actually institutional racism that has built up
over many, many years. It has become institutionalized. Sometimes
very7---what is the wordperhaps .there 'was' design in it, I don't
know. I tend to believe maybe there was no design. But regardless,
because of the fact-that the in and out were not together, little by
little, things begin to, build, and you have then an institutionalized
racism operating. ,

You still don't underetand. I will give you an example, perhaps,
one I am familiar with.

Interestingly, in, the Federal Government, you submit proposals
for funding. But from way, way back, for instance, like research
proposals, and you found this in, many instancet* you halm what
they call peer review.

Now the peer review, because it has been going on for a long
time, you can imagine the kind of composition of that peer review
.group.

It does not have any minority representationetinii& minority. It
is nonminority ethnic representation on the peer panel. 'Then tech-
nical things come up like, well, we cannot fund research, proposals;
if they don't have what you call a track record.

And yet, the new immigrant group, or the minority in great
measure, do not have that track record, they just arrived on the
scene. It doesn't mean they don't have the research knowledge or
the contribution to make. But those proposals going into those com-
mittees, it is not too, surprising that hardly any proposal submitted
by minorities ever,get funded.

And that was going on for, years and years and years until really
very recently. There has been a lot of surfacing of this issue that I
speak of, challenging the people who pull these committees togeth-
ertheir understanding and actually acceptance or concurrence of
this phenomenon that occurs.

You begin to see this committee with minority representatives.
And for the first times you are beginning to get ethnic minority
proposals getting funded and so forth.
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So when you say how does racism operate, or how does institu-
tionalized 'racism operate, it is a phenomenon.

I wish I could tell you it started from Mr. Joe Dokes. But it
doesn't go that way. It operates because of the fact that the non-
minority, perhaps even by number, but by definitionI am using

the word 'minority" actuallyit is .the people with the short end,

of the deal, they are discriminated against, et cetera, et cetera.
Those are the minority I' am speaking about. But in number,

overall minority, and also they have not been the first ones here

.and consequently, whoever laid down those rules and how it works,

it gets institutionalized hi favor of the nonethnic minorities.
Can you now understand what I was trying to say?
Mr. FRAZER. Yes, sir.
Mr. Dvrtikuvo Thank you very much, . Nishinaka.
Our next, witness is Mr. William Ro exectitive-setretary

of the. Los Angeles County Federation of Labor.
Bill, would you identify yourself for the record? We will enter

your written statement into the record. You can summarize your

statement.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM ROBERTSON, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY-
TREASURER, LOS ANGELES COUNTY FEDERATION OF LABOR,

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. '
Mr. ROBERTSON. My name is, Bill Robertson. I am the executive

secretary-treasurer, Los Angeles County Federation of Labor, AFL-
CIO: I am pleased to be here this morning.

The AFL-CIO has long advocated revitalizing the urban centers.
If I may, Congressman, I would like to read my statement.

There is little doubt that the urban areas of our Nation are
facing,seriousalmost insurmountableproblems. These problems

are rapidly worsening and, from our standpoint ,in the AFL-CIO,
they will not be solved by the Reagan administration which seems
to be committed to a program of further aggravating the difficulty

by gutting programs which are important to the cities.
In fact, it is our belief that programs provided for the poor and

for working people, closely linked to the cities and local govern-
ment iri general, have been destroyed in recent budget cuts so the
Reagan administration can spend what it wants on defense.

We are not opposed to defense spending, but not at the expense
of the people of this Nation.

We believe there are three major areas in which the Federal
Government can concentrt& to relieve many of the, urban prob-

lems that our cities must flke. We must be committed' to housing,
transportation, and jobs.

These areas are the three-legged stool on which Government can
build a significant program to save our urban areas. I the Govern-
ment doesn't, I believe that we will face insurmoun le problems
of poverty and blight and 'it may be possible, once ain, that we
will see the urban violence that plagued the sixties.

America needs economic policies that deal effectively and equita-
bly with the causes of inflation and the weaknesses that prolong
uneraploymvnt. Such policies may base any sharing of austerity in
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the .fight against inflation on the 'ability to eaCrifice,. and. not
demand. even More sacrifice fromfthose who know only austerity.

They also must include adequate resources to provide needed in-
vestment 'in. specific industrial and geographical sectors within - an
overall employment progratn:

Based. on these key principlek the AFL-CIO suppoyts economic-
poliCies that reduce interest rates,.xeduce unemploynient and. use
an effective 'combination of targeted taxing and expenditure Pro-
grams to reverse the damage. caused by inflation and unemploy-ment.: .

These are the major troublemakers in an urban environment,
inflation and unemploymentand..the Federal Government cannot
turn its back on these. problems.

In the area of housing, it is important for Government to be in-
middle-income- housing

to alleviate the .housing s ortage. that is driving up. prices and
rents. .

S 14 s 'S:SO . :at

We must reduce mortgage interest, rates' that provide below,
interest rate mortgages for low:. and middle-income buyers.

We must encourage ho -mortgage. financing by union pension
funds invested in long:te .;'fixed- payment mortgages guaranteed
by the Government

We must discourage the 'aOnversion of rental housing structures
to condominiums in tight' housing markets.

This should be the major.. thrust of. Government, to make sure
that housing is made available- to thoie in the low= and middle-
income brackets and to insure. that they get that housing with a
fair interest rate, giving them the immediate ability to pay for ade
quate shelter.

In the areas of transportation, we face serious problems in Los
Angeles because there will come a time that we will, not be able to
deal with the high cost, of gasoline.

It is unecononfical for a working man or woman to operate a
motor vehicle here at this time and, if gasoline should go to $2 or
$3 a gallon, it will be almost impossible to use a car.

What we should have been doing for years is developing an ade-
quate traasportation systeng probably of the fixed-rail variety.
During the Carter administtWtion, there was a commitment to de-.
veloping this kind of system and the start was going. to be the
downtown people mover. .

This project, since the advent of the' Reagan administration, has
been scrapped. This is of major significance to us because the down-
town people mover was going to be the cornerstone of a mass trans-
portation system in this city, starting with a rail line out the Wil-
shire corridor through Hollywood to, the San Fernando Valley.

These programs are no longer viable' because of the restraint on
the Federal budget. Los Angeles is now caught in the trap of rely-
ing on, the automobile almost ,exclusively for its transportation
needs. This is not an enviable position for any city in this country.

Once again, it is the Government's job to insure that we have .the
ability to construct adequate transportation systems. The ability to'
move around. often determines ones ability to get a job. Hundreds
don't have adeqUate transportation and this meansat least for
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Los Angeles-the creation of a transportation system that is not in
existence now. -

Reducing unemployment and rebuilding the economy are prob-
ably the two prime goals that should be set by Government. to
avoid the urban problems that we have been talking about. Busi-
ness, labor and the Government should participate in areindustri-
alization board as a first step to bring about this reindustrialization
process.

Under this reindustiialization board, a reconstruction finance
corporation would invest public and private funds in necessary
remdustrialization projects.

The allowances, investment tax credits, or other business tax
changes targeted to where they are most urgently needed.

The RFC should be alloted an additional $5 billion to encourage
new industries that have difficulty obtaining necessary financing
and assist older industries with special capital needs for moderniza-
tion, expansion and restoration of their competitive position.

Once again, transportation is important for the job picture. The
Nation's transportation network needs to be upgraded for people
and goods to move more efficiently.

Railroads, highways, port facilities, and airports are in desperate
need of rehabilitation.

Urban mass transit systems need to be extended and modernized
as stated before.

The urban infrastructure of sewers, water systems, streets and
bridges needs to be renewed. Public investment of this nature
would greatly improve economic efficiency and potential output of

, goods,and services.
There should be a thorough review and analysis of existing in-

yestment tax incentives in the light of reindustrialization goals.
''Th&capital gains exclusion, rapid depredation oil depletion allow-

, antes, ,and investment tax credits have. all been enacted as tax in-
,"-penfives to investment .

' ,Tens of billibnO. Of Federal dollars are lost thrOugh these provi-
siOnsaiid:01,tiine to restudy their value to the economy.

The unemployed men and women who cannot find Jobs in the
private sector should. be put to work on the various public service
and public works projects that expand the services and facilities
needed for a healthy economy.

The skills and abilities of the unemployed must be put to produc-
tive purposes and not go wasted. These programs can be targeted to

3. increase supply and economic efficiencies in key areas which cre-
ates the dual goal of decreasing unemployinent while helping the
blighted cities.

There should be expanded training programs for adult workers
and. youth in the urban areas. These training programs should pro-
vide new job skills and lead to advanced employment opportunities.

We believe, howevergiven the nature of, the Reagan administra-
tion, that the suggestions that we have made today have a good

chance of falling on deaf ears.
These are solutions to the urban dilemina but they are not being

heard in Washington. Instead, we have seen an unprecedented
budget slashing which will cost the country more than 1 million

jobs.
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adequate transportation system probably of the fixed-rail variety. During the Cater
Administration, there was a commitment to developing this kind of system and the
start was going to be the Downtown People Mover. This project, since the advent of

the Reagan Administration, has been scrapped. This is of major significance to us
because the Downtown People Mover was going to be the cornerstone of a mass
transportation system in this city, starting with a rail line out the Wilshire corridor
through Hollywood to the San Fernando Valley. These programs are no longer
viable because of the restraint on the Federal budget. Los Angeles is now caught in
the trap of relying on the automobile almost exclusively for its transportation
needs. This is not an enviable position for any city in this country.

Once again, it is, the government's job to insure that we have the ability to con-
struct adequate transportation systems. The ability to move around often deter-

mines one's ability to get a job. Hundreds of thousands of people in this community
will be trapped if they don't have adequate transportation and this meansat least
for Los Angelesthe creation of a transportation systeli that is not in existence
now.

Reducing unemployment and rebuilding the economy are probably the two prime
goals that should be set by government to avoid the urban problems that we have

been talking about. Business, labor and the government should .participate, in a
Reindustrialization Board as a first step to bring about-this reindustrialization proc-
ess. Under this Reindustrialization Board, a ReconstrUction Finance Corporation
would invest public and private funds in necessary reindustrialization projects. The
RFC should have the authority to allocate $5 billion in depreciation allowances, in-
vestment tax credits, or other business tax changes targeted to where they are most
urgently needed.

The RFC should be allotted an additional $5 billion to encourage tew industries
that have difficulty obtaining _necessary financing; and assist' plder industries with
special capital needs for modernization, expansion and rest oiation..of-their competi-
tive position.

°T

Once again, transportation is important for the job picture. Timtation's transpor-
tation network needs to be upgraded for people and goods to move more efficiently.

Railroads, highways, port facilities and airports are in desperate need of rehabilita-
tion. Urban mass transit systems need to 13 extended and modernized as stated
before.

The urban infrastructure of sewers, water systems, streets and bridges needs to be
renewed/ Public investment of this nature would greatly improve.economic efficien-
Cy, and, potential output of goods and services. °

There should be a thorough review and analysis of existing investment tax incen-
tives in the light of reindustrialization goals; The capital gains exclusion, rapid de-

preciation, oil depletion allowances; and investment tax credits have all been en-
acted as tax incentives to investinent. Tellti of billions of federal dollars are lost.

through these provisions, and it is time to Ifttudy their value to the economy.
The unemployed men' and women who cannot find jobs in the private sector

should be put to work on the various public service and pielic works projects that
expand the services and facilities needed for a health economy. The skills and
abilities of the unemployed must be put to productive purposes and not go wasted.
These programs can be targeted to increase supply and economic efficiencies in key
areas, which creates the dual goal of decreasing unemployment while helping the

blighted :cities.
. ,

');here- ;should be expanded training-programs for adult workers and youth in the
urban areas. These training programs should provide new job skills and lead to ad-

vanced employment opportunities.
We'believe however, given the nature of the Reagan Administration, that the sug-

gestions that we have made today have a good chance of falling on 'deaf ears. These

are solutions to the urban dilemma but they are not being heard in Washington.

Instead, we have seen an unprecedented budget slashing which will cost the cdun
more than one million jobs. We are confronted with 'an unequal tax cut w ich wi

surely be inflationary.
The President's program, at best, is a high-risk gamble with the future o Wineries

and America's cities. Workers and the poor, the major population of urbin areas,-
are asked to take the lion's share of the risk. The only dure winners, under,Reagan's
concept, are the wealthy, whether they are individuals or corporations.

It is a gamble that has not paid off in the past and one the nation cannot afford

to take. We in the tailor movement have joined with the other concerned citizens to

advance an economic program that will meet the nation's needs fairly and equitably
and with true equality of sacrifice.

255
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Mr. DYMALLY. Thank you very much, Bilt.'4'will now call on the
iminoritrcounsel for borne questions, .

Ms. WRIGHT. Thank you.
You have listed a number ofgentrdlioals, general programs which

you feel need to be addressed; problems which need to be addressed,
and solutions.

in your view, are all of these solutions the kinds of things that
need to be addressed through Federal funding? Are some of them
the type of program that could be undertaken by a partnership be-
tween the Federal Government and private sector, or totally within
the private sector? :

How would yOu See the resources coming forth that are neces-
sary to implement some of these solutions?

Mr. ROBERTSON. First of all, I would like to make clear the issues
I talked abotft is only part. of the problem. We have many other
concerns. Educationand just a lOt of other things.

However, in trying to address your question, I personally have
had dismal ex ences dealing with business and industry, in
trying to ate' programs which will do4he;things that you
are advocatint:

I would hopeand I just came: -ffoni mt*.ling Of a public group.,
put.together supposedly with the of biismessiii2dustryi govern,'
.,ment, and labor, to do something about the azastic cuts in the

ACETA programs.
Now, for the past couple of years, we in -the labor movement

have participated with the chamber of commerce groups in trying
to do just this type of thing, to create jobs in the, private sector.

But it hasn't worked. I sin not putting all the criticism on the
private groups.

So in answer to, your question, I think wgfdesperately need Fed-
eral funding to start these.programs off:It seems just tragic to me
that the CETA progkitha; fot,example, whichiwere designed to take
people off, of,welfare Off the:streets and'get them into produc-
tive jobs, where peoPle,,.teuid,Wk,,With dignity and de-
velop skills wherethey)Colirdwtecktlif)the Job mark

And, 'hat we sew iiapPerk, ilk' the reductionsin ew. York
City Oboe, .11,000 people vil*. terminated, froth -CETA pro-
grams in New York City, Warding' iY,:8,000 Ofetliose.peoPle came off
the -welfare , '. .

the answer, .though, in _Feder funding y get .focused in at
I knOW.I am taking a long answering' our question. I see

the heart Of the problem!
Ms. WRIGHT. Do you feel that tne 4dilding4 at ;you are recom-

mending would be more effective la .9_04:011tit. Federal sub-
sidies, Federal funds directly into the Cqn Iiitiee, r can it be ea-
complished by things such as tax incentogeWiWestment-tax credits ;

and that tlype of thing?
Mr..ROBERTSOMisWell,:p* in the labor' MeV ..ent ha to take a

good look at thoietait,Idvestments..We want i to be beneficial to
the community, and:iiat 41%st:to industryand rations.

Certainly anything gratis helpful in 'creating jobs, in creating
*ills, we are fez..

But we would have tO give real scrutiny to the type of tax invest-
ments that one may be talkhig, about,
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I .think my observatioir is that direct 'Federal funding: is the
quickest way to expedite what has to be done,

MS: WRIGHT. Earlier. this morning, we were discussing the pro-

Cedposed

of urban.enterprise zones, which is a concept that '.

been put forward in some legislation that is being considered
by Congress this session.

That would involve the use of tax incentives and some other Fed-

eral programs to encourage targeted investment in inner city

areas.
One of the Components of this. trOgram is a wage subsidy for,

hiring of particular. types of employees. Could you comment on hiyii

effective you think that portion of the program would be in terms
of reducing unemployment, and also whether you feel it would be
effective in encouraging the hiring of lower skilled workers, rather
than the more technically trained?

Mr. ROBERTSON. Well, I don't know precisely the type of pro-
grams you are talking about. But, for example, I look upon this
area here as needing a lot of help. I happen to be a commissioner
in the museum of science and industyy here: We recognize much
has to Be done in this adjacent area.

If yOu are talking, if you are suggesting' that minority contrac-
tors, for example, in an area, a comparable area such as this, could
have subsidies to train people,' wage subsidies to bring those people

out so they can acquire certain skills, I would certainly be a strong'
advocate of that type of prograni

We don't support programs which will go to wei/4stablislied con-
' --tractors :who have the :process to go through oii`'retraining pro-

grams. urbanBut if we are focusing in on Ithe poorer sections in the
areas, .where we can help people to get: into businesses; contractors,
or'Whatever, or businesses, yes, we would, support that.concept.,.

Ms: WRIGHT. Under the urban: enterprise zone concept, mast
likely the wage subsidies would.: go to ;larger businesses which'

cWoulcf-,establish a factory_ or ainiiariufatttiring plant of some kind in
aitinner city area. These may very.well be larger, more established.
businesses, rather than the small minority-owned businesses or the
..businesses which have been less successful.

. As I understand the legislation,- there would be requirements
that a certain number of the employees be CETA-eligible employ-
ees or residents of the area.

Would you support wage subsidies to larger-businesses with that
kind of proviso that the wage subsidies be used to hire previously
unemployable-or unemployed workers?

Mr. ROBERTSON. Well, that sounds very attractive. It would be
presumptuous on my part to give an endorsement to that type of
program.

I am not ruling it out. But we Would certainly want to take a
look at it. We are in favor of just about anything that will help re-
train in. some cases, but train people, and have themacquire skills,

so they can go out and get° a permanent job. ,t

Certainly we are in favor of that type' of program. But we would.

.
have to look at the program first.

.
Ms. Witigirr. Thank you. That's all my questions.
Mr. DvMALLY. Mr. Frazer?
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Mr. FitAZER. NO "questions, Co .questions
have been answered.

Mr. DYMALL*. Thank you very much. BilL,Oanku)s.0 ranch for
coming. Thanks for your testimony. ''

The next witness is Mr.:Ttori Nelson, acting city nraxag.pr, city of_;;:1

Compton, my home city.
Ron, we are going to enter_ Your stAtemsgt in _She record in its

entirety. You may summarize it if you so care.
r"

STATEMENT OF RON NELSON, ACTING CITY- MANAGER, CITY OF
. - COMP,T0,1, LOS ANGELES; CALIF.

°

,
Mr; NET:sox. Mr. Chairman; arid. distizituukhed memberS, I Lath

the acting city Manager for the city of Compton: I Was just recently-
appointed to that position.

On behalf of the mayor, city council, °tit liens' of th4'. city of,
Compton,. I would° like to share with t 6 mauttee. scithe of the
Major urban socioeconomic problems thd v CoinptOn, faces in: ,r
these difficult times. .

what may very. well: be the chillengis fa flittire of Wash-
tci intorm.you ofIt is my intent today to identify these ,-. . I ,71111:

ington, D.C., and other major birbacente tlie"countiy..
But, without apology, you will find Ahat iltation today

. leans heavily toward the concern with : : any as they relate ,
to local government and the inipacti,State and. Metal budget u. ,..
will have on the Nation's. cities. °

As a city 'administrator, I see as the majO±',Challenge" facing.
many. Urban areaa. It is undoublittly, also a challenkethat will tace
Washington, D.C4 as Well. -

The city .of .Compton is an incorporated charter city coun- :
, cil-city manager.form of goverfment. It is located approxiinately 12

- miles southwest of the central business distrid of the Oity of Los
Angeles and oectupies a central. position in soUtheistern Los Ange-
les County. .

The city encompasses 10:5 square tniles and has' an approximate
pdpidation of /30,000 residents,

But like other urban areas, (iompton has undertone a tremen-
dous, riuinberf of socioeconomic, changes, all of which makes .the

*fiscal cuts on the State and Federal levels so critical to the future
growth and development of our city in the difficult years ahead.

Up until the early fifties, Compton was predominantly a middle-
income, white community. According to the 1950 census,. Compton
had a population of 46,991, with a median age of 28.2 years.

Miring the fifties, blacks gradually began moving into the city.
'These first residents were predominately homeowning families. 'By
1960, the city's overall population had risen and the median age
had dropped from 28.2 to 24.8 years.

It was not until 1965, however, that the largest influx of black
residents and subsequent white flight occurred.

By 1970, the population was, 78,611, the nonwhite percentage of
the population was 71.6 percent and the median age had dropped
to 20.1 years. a
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When the Mexican-American percentage of the population, -13:6::
percent, was added to the nonwhite percentage, Compton had a Mit .
nority population of some 87.2 percent.

Theref re, it is evident that over ria 20-year peod, 'a dramatis .
change taken place in the community of Compton.

_
The subsequent problems which have developed in the city are: 11.

. not merely the result of the high influx of minority residents; WC,.
of a complicated _combination of economic and social faCtors associ7
ated with yvhite residential and business flightdiscriminatory,
housing and real estate practicesa decline in employment oppot;,
tunitiesand the difficulties minorities have traditionally ..faCed:
with the job market . - . .

These problems are,-.of course, not :unique to the community of
.,

Comptonbut are problems shared by many of this Nation's urban
areas, including .the Washington, D.C., community.

Therefore, any, cuts in financial assistance from the Federal Or
the State Governments.will be extremely disadvantageous to urban
communities whose problems, are rapidly worsening.

What direct impact will State and Federal budget cuts have on
. the city of Compton?

Numerous announcements have been made which suggesi that
fiscal year 1981-82 will be 'the year in whicfi California's proposi-
tion 13 will suhstantially impact local governments. For most Cali-
fornia cities, this is a preeminent forecast. For the city of Compton,
it is a reality. 0

° Within the recent pastfiscal year 1981-82'will be the firit year
in which ,our city's general revenues will actually be less than that
the previous year. This is primarily caused by reductions in major
revenue sources, namely: sales and use taxes; subventions from the
States; and the lack of surplus from prior years.

, Sales taxes are projected to equal last year's revenue: General
economic conditions in this area have not expanded this major
Source which normally increases 10 to 12 percent a year. Adjusted
for inflation, the same revenue results in a net. reduction to the
city. ,

Cuts in the State budget have resulted in a substantial reduction
iri'bailout funds. This is incorporated in our revenue projections
and means a loss of over $680,000 for the city of Compton.

IP A cap on the growth of the bUsiness inventory subvention has
limited that item from a growth of approximately 16 to 18 percent
to 4.5 percent. . ,

Last year, we budgeted a projected surplus of $900,000. in the
general fund. For fiscal" year 1980-81, there are no projected sur-
pluses of revenues from operations to. support 1981-82 operations.

Compounding reduced revenues are the expanding. cost of pro-
viding local services. General price levels are increasing 12 to 14
percent per year and the divergence of revenue and costs are creat-
ing a gap. ..

We have attempted to close this gap with some drastic proposals
that will severely affect the'delivery of services.

Layoffs have been minimized as much as possible. Our method
has been to eliminate practiCally all vacant positions and to only
allow new positions in clearly needed and justified circumstances.'
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The implications of this budget are drastic an' c4nnot ***

razed. Given thecurrent Federal and State budget cuts, we can no
longer and anticipate increased and expanded services.

Varying. or . expanded services can only be obtained through
tradeoffs. Responses to service calls such as:tree `ttimmin, or con-
crete repairs or weed abatements or certain public -poliCe services
or housing services will be reduced ana delayed. , .

.In light of the cuts, the city projects the following fiscallshnl-
lenges: Inflation will continue to impair the city's ability to. proVide
.the kinds of service that our community his enjoyed in the past.

If budget cutc 'trends continue, we can no longer look to. the 'Fed-
-eral .Governinexit nor State Government to bail wk out in the
interim. -

The possibility that "revenue sharing, and other expected govern=
menu assistance will be eliminated or reduced.is a reality.

The infrastructure of our city is in vefy
l

poor donditiOn. Roads
need repairing and rebuilding. Sewer linesare,old and worn' out.:
Our water system needs major Overhauling and we have done little,
to actively prepare our public, buildings for major disasters like
earthquakes.

Gas tax money and other ,sources of revenue are drying' up.
There' is much work left at the end of)the money, and it just' may
be necessary to seriously consider new sources of taxation or to go
to the people for theivassistance.

On a more positive note, those of us in Compton government
are optiinistic see fiscal year 1981-82 as a year mixed with promise
and potential.

Development interest in Compton is very high. Thug' interest is
broadly based in residential, commercial, afid industrial sectors.
This interest in development. reflects growing optimism about
Compton's future.

Crime reduction, has been' one of the bright experiences in die
recent past. Compton is one of the few cities that continue to show
effective crime reduction in part I .--.--majorcrimeS..,

Our war 'on crime has been very successful. Community involve-
ment has, been a_znajor contributor to our city'S crime reduction.

'Block clubs, business groups, and other social agencies have, taken
responsibility to fight crime.in our community. : .

A "Walk Against Crime" was one of the' high points crime
fighting ip fiscal 198081.

But in summary, the difficulties of forging the city's 1981-82
budget were enormous. Our marginal revenue makes decisions ef-
fecting: services difficult. There are tremendous needs which can be

, substantiated by every department,.yet, increases in any particular
services can be obtained through a similar reduction,: elsewhere:

The uncertainty of future State and Federal legislation as it re-
. lates to local government finance has made it increasingly difficult

to predict the city's financial condition from year to year.'
It is virtually impossible to make any long-range financial projec-

tion& The next few years will be critical in determining the long -
term :financial strength of the city and will have to be' tackled 1
year at . a timeuntil some stability in local government finance
will be achieved.
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There is, howevera Major- way. iri which the Federal Govern-
merit can assist local governmentally the difficUlt challenges ahei;id:
That is, any further cuts in financial assistance from the Federal

e.

or the State governments will be disastrousqo urban t6ininuni 4,
tiesmainly betause city problems are Well beyond the capacity of .

local resources:
The city of Compton is making significant gains in developmentt

of its coMmunity,by hringing in commercial and industrial interest
to our city and providing jobs and stimulating the economy.

'But with further cuts in aid the 'city may suffer perhaps an irre-`
versible setback that we may not be able to recover from.

Therefore, I urge this committee to oppose further cuts6in aid to
the cities and work to establidh a full committee on Capitol Hill to
work p3ward establishing crucial" urban policies that will assist
cities it thesedifficult times. .

Whqther the city is Compton, Calif.;`.. or Washington, D.C we
share ommon urban- problemS that demand imMediate action on
the State and 'Federal levels of government. .

Mr. Chairman; I thank you for the, opportunity to speak with you
regarding these important urban concerns. I hope this information
will be beneficial to you in understanding the problems'of the Na-
tion's urban communities and in preparing for the future of Wash-
ington, D.C.

Mr. DYMALLY. Thank you very much. How did' you balance' the-
budget this year? ,

Mr. NELSON.- vON.- Very difficult. We had to cut back on services. Se-
ices that were very important to the city: And we had to actually
move some people from the city's labor. market. The city of Comp-
ton is unique in some situations. , .

We have found that we have had to depend on fewer people to do
more jobs. We have also found. that due to the change in, our

%4 the size of city gdvernment has grown' considerably.
R,_ \ e find that cities of our same size employ possibly half in, some..

.,case the number of people we employ.
aThis has been necessary because of this change. So to answer .,

. your questibn, we have had to cut some services and curtail others.
Mr.. DYMALLY. 'While you are experiencing a drop in revenue, I

am pleased to note 'a physical resurgence of new 'buitilings in the
city. Would you explain that interesting phenomenon?

Mr. NELSON. The thing that has happened in the city is that we
have found that cities around us, land 'costa, land values, have in-
creased enormous The land values, the costs in Compton have re-
mained, or have not increased at the same rate as other cities.:

For that reason, the city of Compton has becoine attractive to in -'
dustrialize, people who want to move to areas to develop industry
of One kind or another.

And that, of course, has led to or is' leading to revitalization in
the city. ,

Mr. DYMALLY. What is the progress of your shopping center?
Mr. NELSON. By hopefully the next councilmeating, we will have

a DDA concept to be presented to the city council. We are pi-ogress-
ing at what I would call d fast rate.

Mr. DYMALLY. 'Ms. Wright?
Ms. WRIGHT. Thank you. ,

.

bas
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Some studies have sawn that it is a characteristic of cities at a
certain stage in thar development that the koinpositithrot,tbe busi
ergs in that, city changes from beng primarily industrial based to

oiniqg more dependent on the service, 'sector, of the econorny,
and thirresults in a decrease in the propetty tax base and other
effects on the ditY.

. Has thit happened in your city:*
Mr.NE1.130N.' I think the opposite has occurred. Compton has not

traditiogany been an. industrial, type of city. Wiles ligOen,mare of a
hometOmmunity: With the change of population,,ancl: the itonokic
problems that went,.along with it, 'eve found and are finding .tEe

'need for industif ' T.
a.

If we can establish a tai basethrough_ inaustry.the4olsourse,
we, can too other things as far. as theAltris concerned. It is no
longer, as I see itIttrictly a fully reaidefftial Community. It is mote
of a combination' of residential aiwi industry: ,

t Ms. Witipwr. And the industrillirconwonent isfincreasing?
LSMTi NEON. Yes.

MS. WRIGHT: Talking about 'the services of the citymcOst bf pro-
viding them and so forth, some cities; I understand,-havefoUnd it
economical to contract out ne of the:1asicticity services, police'"
services and fire services, rather than providing them by city, pay-
roll workers:,

Could yon :comment on this allaa possibility for reducing costito
the 'city? it "1

Mr. NELSON. I =cancan 'speak on my_ eiperiCnce with that, and what I
have seen 'occur Acother Cities,, pitrticularly as it,,pertlins to
ing and'iothe of the other critical items: as

Initially, it looks g 'to the taXpayet and to the tax base. Bails .,t I

time progresses this t: no longer it' has proven to be no longer; an
economical warto go. You are really not:saving the bucks doing
that .

You al* giVe up a lot of services that immortal-it to ,commuru-
ties. Any community likes tolnairitain its own identity and likes to
maintain its own seriices.-Brgiving- the services :up they lose a lot
of the face -to -face kinds 'of contaietts they enjoyed, with, the comiim-
nities down through the years,:,:

It-just hasn't-prOved to be an economical or ipsociallY acceptable
way to go. A

,scv

Ms. WRIGHT. Thank you. I have no furthiw questions. 4

Mr. DYMAILY. Mi. Frazer? ,

Mr. FRAZER.'Onequestion: Mr7/sIglson; you said the city has been
encouraging some indstrializatiein. Would you 4011 us what safe-
guards, if any, you< have taken to. make sure that the companies
that will be cgzning Will make it %possible for all segments of the
population in the businesses? ;

NELSON. OK. We have a number of-14 the back up a little
bit. = .

When CETA was first cut and we lost-the IPSE programs, that
meant we had to lay off a number of people. We relied on the
President's:meSaage to, the private sector to pick up the slack for

us. "" 110,

The first thing that we did was immediately identify the major
employing agency' in the whole Compton areanot just within the

112.-
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cityv but in the Compton area itselfin an effort to find einploy-
.

merit fdi the potpie who had been separated from -emPloyment.
" 'The ` "Ming that we found, firit of all, the reaction from private

' industry, from the private sector, was-not encouraging. We got very
;little in the way of encouragement froth them.

At: that.time, we were taking a process or a means to attract in-
dustries into the city: Built into that, we talked in, terms of train-
ing out own young people to provide the kinds of services to be'
trained in thos0 areas' that would Wbffered, employment opportgr.
Mies that would be offered by these agencies.

*dm In doing that, :we are in the process of forming a Committee of
emploOers, possible employers, whoY will have something to say

'5* about the training, the areas of training; aSs.far as our youth area
concerned. .

The training will be .condUcted by I.Ararea institutions or agen-
cies. The object of it all will be to identify Compton youth who will
be getting this training, and also tetiligeOnholeidentify for induS
try those youth who actually reside in the comiNnity:.

In other words we want' to find jobs or fewer people, and-we
want to train them to do those kinds,0fjobs,

Mr. FRAZER. Thank you. r.
Mr.' DYmAut. You stated in your closingibtatement here that ,

y9u h9pe that this committee or some conlimittee looks, at the prob;,
lem of the 'urbancities. ,

It is the, hope that when the District of COlumbia ceases to be a
0 " "colony, that this committee would be the predecessor to a fibw conr

mittee on the urban cities. So this is what we are dding,, going
agrots the country, looking at problems of the cities.

Thank you vEry much for coming. ,

Mr. Nifisoir. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ronald D. Nelson fcillottvs:]

PREPARED STA'T'EMENT OF RONALD fl NELSON, ACTIING CITY MANAGER, CITY OF. i COMPTON, CALIF.
Mr. Chairman; distmgoished conrinittee members, I am Ronald,D. Nelson, acting

city mgailiger/edminigtrator for the city of Cowiton, California. On behalf of the
mayor, ty codicil and citizens of the city of Compton, I would like to share with
this committee Tome of the major urban socio-monomic problems the city of comp -

in these difficult times. qr"

It is my intent today to identifithese problems to inform you of-4.lat may very
well be the challenges facing the future of Washingkin, D.ikand other major urban
onterOaround the country.
-'But, without apology you will find that my presentation today ledhs heavily

to toward the concern with fiscal affairs as they relate to ..local governmeatancl the
impact. State affd Federal

fiscal
cuts will have on the Nation's cities.

Asa cit§ administrator, I age this as the major challenge fling many urban
eas. It is tiiidoubtedly also a challenge that will face .Washilie.on, D.C. as, yp11-

e city of Compton is an incorporated garter tit with a douncil-city malfSfger
orm,of government. It is located approxixi tely 12 &Hes southwest of thipcentral

bu%iness distri of the city of Los Angeles d occupies a central position in south-.
eastegi:Los A es County: The city encompasses 10.5 square miles and has an ap-
proximate population of 80,000 residents; .

ut .like Other urban areas, Compton, has undergoge a tremendous number of
ci -econonife chingeipall of which makes the fiscal cuts on the State and Federal

levels so critical td'the'quture growth and development of our city in the difficult.:
yeaft ahead.

Up until the early 1950's, Cqfapton,h6 predominately atm to ridadle income
0,white community. According to Me 19504nsui, Compton had % population of 46,991
r %In non-white Vfluding Mexican- ericans) population of 4.8 percent rid al

"
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Meat% age of 28.2 years. During the 1950's, blacks gradually began zitving into the '
city. These first black residents were predominately stable, homeowning families:
By 1960, the city's overall population had risen and the median age had dropped from
28:2 to 24.8 years.

It was not until 1965, however, that the largest influx of black residents and sub-
sequent white flight occurred, by 1970, the population was 78,611, the non-white per-

centage of t tion was 71.6 percent, and the median age had dropped to 20.1

years. When e ex -American percentage of the population, 13.6 percent, was e
added to the non-whi percentage, Compton had a minority population of some 87.2

percent, therefore, it evident that over a twenty year period, fi dramatic change
has taken place in th community of Compton.

The subsequent problems which have. developed in the city are not merely the
result of the high influx of minority residents, but of a complicated combination of

economic and social factors associated with white residential and business flight
discriminatory housing and feat estate practicesa decline ln employment opportu-
nities7.-and the difficulties minorities have traditionally faced with the job market.

These problems are, of course, not unique to the community of Comptonbut are
problems shared43y many of this Nation's urban areas, including the Washington,

' D.C. community:Therefore, any cuts in financial assistance from die Federal or the
State Governments will be extremely disadvantageous to urban communities whose

c, problems are rapidly worsening.
. What direct impact will-State and Federarbuciget cuts halm on the city of Comp-

ton? . . .

Numerous announcements have been made which, suggest that fiscal year 1981-82
will be t*Je year in which California's proposition 13 will substantially impact local
governments. For most California cities, this is a pre-eminent forecast. For the city

of Compton, it is a reality. .

Within the recent past, fiscal year 1981-82 will he the first year in which our
city's gpneral reveiiues will-actually lie less than the preyious year. This is primar-
ily caused by reductions in major revenue sources, namely: (1) Sales and use taxes;

012) subventions from the State; and (3) the lack of surplus from prior years.
Sales taxes are projected to equal last year's revehue. General economic condi-

.tions in this area havepot expanded this major sourcewhich' normally increases

10 to 12 percent a yeir. Adjusted for inflationthe same revenue results in a net
reduction to the city.

Cuts in the State budget have resulted in a substantial reduction in "bailout"
funds. This is incorporated in our revtinue projections and means' a loss of over
$680,000 for the citypf Compton. A tap on the growth of the business inventory sub-

vention has limited Chat item from a growth of approximately 16-18 to 4.5 percent.
Last' year, we budgeted a projected surplus of $900,000 in the general fund. For

fiscal year 1980-81, there are no projected surpluses of revenues from operatipns to
support 1981-82 opdrations.

Compounding reduced revenues are the expanding cost ofproviding local services.
.General price levels are increasing 12 to 14 percent per year and the.divergence of

',revenue4tnd costs are creating a gap. We have attempted to cloie this gap with

some drastic proposing- that will severely affect the delivery of services. 'Ply-offs
have been minimized as much as possible. Our method has been to eliminate practi-
cally all v #cant positions anceto Wily allow new zitions in clearly naeded and jus-
tified circumstances.

The implications of 'this budget are drastic. -tannotr be minimized . . . given.

the current Federal and State budget cuts, we can no longer expect and anticipate
increasedeand expanded services. Varying or expanded services can only be obtained
through trade-offs. Responses to Service calls such as tree trimming or concrete re-
pairs or weed abatimenttar certain police services or housing:zservices will _Ile re-
duced and delayed.

In light of the cuts, the city projects the following fiscal. challenges . inflation
will continue to impair the city's ability to provide the kinds of sgrvice that our
community has enjoyed in the past.

If budget.cut trends continue, Wscan no longer look to the Federal Government
nor State government to "bail.us out" in the interim. The possibility that revenue
sharing and other expected Government -assistance will be eliminated or reduced is
a reality.

, The infrastructure ofour city is in very poor .condition. Roads need repairing and
rebuilding. Sewer lines are old and .yarn out. Our water .system needs major over-
hauling and ige have done little to actively prepare our public buildings for major
disasters like earthquakes.

*1/4
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as tax money end other sources of revenue are drying up. There is much work
left at the end of tfie money, and

It just may be necessary to seriously conaApr new sources of taxation or to go to
the people for their assistance.

On a more positive note . . . those of us In C,ompton-government who are opti-
mistic see fiscal year 1981-82 as a year mixeatwith promise and potential.

Developmeni interest in Compton is verYlligh.-This interest is broadly based in
residential, commercial and industrial hectors. This interest in development reflects
growing optimism about Compton's future.

Crime reduction has been one of the Aright experiences in the recent paet.'Comp-
ton is one of the few cities that continue to show effective crime reduction in part I
(Major) crimes. Our war on crime has been very successful. Community involvement
has been a major contributor to our city's crime reduction. Block clubs, business
groups and other social agencies have taken responsibility to fight crime in our com-
munity. A walk against crime was one of the high points in crime fighting in fiscal
year 1980-81.
\ But in summary'. . . the difficulties of forging the city's 1981-82 budget were
enormous. Our marginal revenue makes decisions effecting services difficult. There
are tremendous needs which can be substantiated by every department: Yet, in-
creases in,any particular services can ony be obtained through a similiar reduction,
elsewhere.

The uncertainty of future State and Federal legislation as it related to local gov-
ernment finance has made it. increasingly diflicult-to 'predict the city's financial con-
dition from year to year. It is virtually impossible to make any long range financial
prqjections.-The next few years'will be critical in determining the lorig-term finan-
cial strength of the city and will have to be tackled 1 year at a timeuntil some
stability in local government finance will be achieved.

There is howevera major way in Which the federal government can assist local
governments in the difficult challenges ahead. That is . . .

Any further cuts in-financial assistance from the Federal or the State Govern-
ments will be disastrous to urban' communitiesmainly becau city problems are
well beyond the capacity tif local resources.

The city of Compton is making significant gains in develOpment o its community -

by bringing in commercial and industrial interest to our city and providing jobs and r
stimulating the economy. Butwith further cuts in aidthe city may suffer per-
haps an irreversible set back that we may not be able to recover from. Therefore, I
urge this committee:to oppose further cuts in aid to the cities and work to establish
a full committee on Capitol Hill to work toward establishing crucial urban policies
that will assist cities in these difficult times. Whether the city is Compton, Califor-
nia or Washington, D:C., we share common urban problems that demand immediate
action on the State and Federal levels of government.

Mr. Chairman committee members, I thank you for the opportunity to speak
with you regarding these important urban concerns. I hope this information will be
beneficial to you in understanding the problems of the Nation's urban communities
and in preparing for the future of Washington, D.C.

Mr. DYMALLY. Our next witness is Mr. Curtis' Earnest.

STATEMENT OF CURTIS 1 EARNEST, LEGISLATIVE ASSISTANT,
ON BEHALF OF STATE SENFOR BILL GREENE

vs
Mr. EARNEST. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I am

Curtis -Earnest, legislatkve assistant to State Senator Bill Greene.
I would like to welcome you to our 29th senatorial district.
Mr. DYMALLY. Thank you.
Mr. EARNEST. Senator Greene requested that I testify-in regard

to two major problems which has devastated our Urban district as
well as similar digtiicts throughout the Nation.

These systematically related problems are those of unemploy-
ment and the infamoui phenomenon known as plant closures.
Again, the problems are systematic'ally interrelated.

What I would, like to speak to are the areas of job training pro-
grams which Senator Greene has long been committed to, in addi-

2.6
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tion to the problems of dealing With plant closures, and after
effects, dealing with this As a problem of the total system. `-1.

In regards to the job training, Senator Greene has been instru-
mental in introducing and successfully passing an act referred to
as the California Work Site Educational Training Act.

This act has had great support from the Governor. It has estab-
lished since 1979 over 4,000 jobs, and the GiAegiaor has supported
its concept in total, and it has been or will continue to be funded
and seen as a way to go for the future. .

Now, under this act, what-we have is a general upgrade program
for vocation, for the vocations. We can use, I guess, the technical
aspect, .tooL-we have the problem of using the title "vocation" in
the past. It upgrades, first of all, a person in order to take part in
this program would have to be of the structurally unemployed,
which, definitely includes blacks and other minority groups in this
program.

Currently, we have a program at the University of California
Medical Center, which has been instrumental in training approxi-
mately 150 nursee. We have had programs with the RWL's, which

-is very successful.
. The great thing about this program is that it is 95 percent suc-
cessful because .itesis organized and established in such a manner
that it would not fail, being that. people are upgraded, and there-
fore, as they are upgraded within this program, they open up into
doors, at the bottom, and then other minority groups will come into
this program and take part in gainful employment.

What it also establishes, is gainful upward mobility within the
particular industry:

Now, more specifically, this is a joint venture between the Gov-
ernment and business in addition to labor groups in most cases, be-
cause a lot of these areas areorganized.

In addition to that, we have the community, collegeeltaking part
in the training, also.

The State government takes care of. so many inclass hours. Say,
for instance, a person is on the job,' Said has to leave the job for
inclass training. The State will take-care of, these costs.

After that, the worker goes back to the job, and the employer
takes care of some of the costs, also.. We have found that a person
working on the job, and getting the kind of training, in addition to
the community colleges which do a really good job in assisting in
terms of coordination of these programs, because they are very ex-
perienced in such programs, we have. found that a person is more
likely to stay on this job and be a successful contributor to society
in terms of the program.

Second, in terms. of or legislative attempts, we have been dealing
with the problem of plant closures which has cost several thousand

s yobs in our community, such as the Firestone Tire & Rubber plant,
the General Motors shutdown, which idled approximately 3,000
workers. f

In addition' to, that:. we Wive the Goodyear plant which closed
down in ourMistricealso. We, are currently on a package of legisla-
tion -cflifitolake vkiiiid like the Federal Government to look at in
terms of whatrWe are doing,with this legislation.
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Of course, the-problem of the major plant closures bills, such as
Congressman Hawkins' bill has not been successful in Congress.

However, what we have done to assist these workers and people
unemployed because of plant closings; we h package of legisla-
tion which -includes health care benefits f e adversely affect-
ed, because we hEve found people out are still searching, 1.

due to plant -closurestheir medical s out quickly, and
they have nowhere to go to get assistan than,. the welfare
system. .

In addition; 'Many .of these people are .homeowners, who are
.

really 'contributiug to society, and they cannot afford to pay their.
. n\Ortgages. So we are working ,legislation in . our legislature

sponsored4gby..Senator: _Greene, Which extends a person'san ad-'
versety Effected . workerextends their mortgage .. service through

s; banks and savings and loan aioCiatiOn:i r.

We have found we are getting 'tt lot of Support=vith,The. excep-
tion of the Major plant 'closing bill,ThecanSQthis-is;reallY not the
time for such`legislation.to pass.. ..; ..

, But we are puhing.forwa0 with these 'pk.ogy Ents: rattitElarbeiril
..- regards 'to: the *,CE.TA Progr- Enn; we believe thii.eismilytp:v.',...old

would definitely like: the Federal Government to Stiptkirt
basic concept,... , !: ::.:.;t

[The prepared Statement of (urtiO.Hgernist rolls:441
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tjrcand rubber plants, accompanied by the I year shutdown of the General MoiorS
'Mont in South Gate. Consequently several thousand workers have been permanent-

ly laid Off. .
A'

.
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STATEMENTS OF DR. EUGENE GRIGSBY, DEPARTMENT 'OF AR-.
CHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING, UNIVERSITY OF CALI-
FORNIA, AND DR. ALEX NORMAN, DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL
WELFARE, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

Dr. GRIGSBY. I am Eugene Grigsby, associate professor of the
School of Architecture and Urban Planning, UCLA.

Dr:; NORMAN. I am Alex Norman, associate professor of social
welfare at the Graduate School of Social Welfare, UCLA.

We would like to give a joint presentation. We will not bother'
you with all of the statistics,' nor will we read the entire statement.
But we would like to read from a quote, and then to suggest to you
some trends that we have seen through the work that we have
done here in Los Angeles, and then we would like to look at some
issues that we think ought to be addressed, and then address the
question of how do we get there from here.

The quote reads:
The social and economic conditions that gave rile to .the political revolts of the

1960s still, fester in the,cities throughout the Nation.'In education, minority children
in the North and West continue to attend segregated and overcrowded schools. Mi-
nority college enrollment in graduate and professional schools is declining, In hous-
ing, many !wines, apartments, and neighborhoods remain unavailable to minorities.
In employment, minorities are often excluded from skilled professional and manage-
rial jobs. Their earnings are lower than whites. Their unemployment rates higher`.
Minority health and life expectancy continue to lag far behind whites. Discrimina-
tion clearly remains one of the Nation's most serious problems.' Its victims' are
blacks, Latinos, women, the handicapped, and the elderly.

Now, that basic condition we suggest that the Los Angeles Times
quoted in 1980 has not changed during the course of the year. The
trends that we have noted, within depressed areas since the 1960's
include decreased population, that is white decline, and Hispanic
increase, so that if you look at the south central area now, instead
of finding a predominantly black area, you will find a sharing of
that area with a large Hispanic and Latino group, who also share
the status of poverty. .

There has been increased poverty as a result of upwardly mo
blacks who have moved out of the inner city to the suburbs. ere
has been increased unemployment, sipereased need for' un ploy-
ment financial' assistance, structural changes in the econom bases
where we see the factories moving not outside of the city but
outside of the cogntry: So we are not bat, dealing with a piecemeal
approach to providing some relief for Los Angeles.

We bee seen increased tenter occupancy, decreased owner occu-
pancy,decreased vacancy rates, erosion of the quality of the public
schools, inadequate supply of affordable housing.

In coming to this hearing, I mistakenlylvent to another section,
and there were two old black ladies, attending one of the tables.
When I asked if this was the place where the congressional hear-
ings were being conducted, immediately she gave me, directions to
this room,-and then suggested to me:

If you can tell them something, tell them that we need rental relief, because there
is no rentals available in south central Los Angeles. And it is particularly acute for
black families who do not have large families in the 'sense that a large number of
people can share a house and therefore contribute to the payment for the rent
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And so she said to tell you that they are strapped. So it ,is not
just a statistic, it is in fact reality.

Among the other trends we have seen are inadequate transporta-
tion systems, including both public transit and the maintained
streets and freeways. They are not as well maintained as previous-
ly. There is insufficient recreational and cultural activity. In-
creased need for social -services, such as health care, job training,
inadequate unemployment and financial assistance to those in
need, lack of full citizen participation in decisions affecting the
future of the city and neighborhoods, and decay of what infrastruc-
ture is there. And there is an increased crime rate.

Now, those ara..the trends.
Now, what problem areas should we tackle?
Dr: GRIGSBY. Based on those trends, and looking around at other

depressed areas in the country, we believe perhaps a single area
that needs a great deal of concentration now is the question of em-
ployment, the issue of the structural basis for minority employ-
ment.

The unemployment rate among the distressed' communities in
the Los Angeles area runs anywhere from 14 to 25 percent among
blacks and Hispanics. This picture is generally true throughout the
Nation. A healthy economy specifies that the unemployment rate
should be somewhere in the neighborhood pf 7 percent. Minority
community unemployment has always been much above the 7-per-
cent level. But, now it is rising in astronomical proportions. And we
believe that the Federal, role in addressing this issue is absolutely
necessary. There needs to be some kind of national economic policy
that is oriented to the problem of unemployment in local areas.

As Alex pointed out we think that it is naive to believe that
such a policy can address economic issues in a piecemeal fashion,
particularly in light of watching the large labor-intensive- indus-
tries throughout the country.

In Los Angeles specific,ally, the GE plant in Ontario has just
given notice to its employees it is closing. The Firestone plant has
closed in south central. The Goodyear plant has closed in south
central. A great number of formerly labor-intensive industries lo-
cated in this area are declining, and declining rapidly, The kinds of
industries that are on the rise here are your aerospace, your light

, manufacturing, your non-labor-intensive types of industries.
We see at this point no great hope for economic intervention

strategies under current policies to provide relief for unemploy-
ment for minorities in the Los Angeles area.

One of the indicators that we feel should be monitored to deter-
mine what success is being enacted in this particular area would be
minority unemployment rates. If we set 'a goal as reducing the mi-
nority unemployment rate from some figure of 25 percent to some
figure of 12 percent, we would argue progress is being made in
terms of improving the economic condition of minorities iii4he Los
Angeles area

When we look at other kinds of Federal programs that have been
tried and ask ourselves what has been the success of these- pro-
grams, we note that there have been successes in certain area& For
example, the section .8 housing program, if you examine its three
components, you will note that section 8 new construction-has been
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very successftil for the elderly, outside of central city4are
ate rehabilitation under section 8 has been fairly sticcessfii
central city areas for moderate-income individuals and hoii
The existing section of section. .8 housing has been very s
for low-income minorities 'and large families. So in ,orie se
can say the Federal housing assistance programs have
cessful, but they have not been unilaterally successful for di
kinds of minorities residing in different. kinds of situatio
urban areas. ,

We also no that the urban development action grant pro
appears to be successful. Though the program has only been 'on the
books for a few years, it is targeting resources to areas and people
that need those resources. And I think for us, one of the keys for
successful intervention is to h ve a kind of policy and a set of strat-
egies that will allow flexibilit in the delivery of the services that
are needed; that a, single no ultifaceted aRproach in, problem
solving will probably not pro to be too useful for minority coin-

%

munities.
Dr. NORMAN. Now, in gett . ngthere from here, I pees that is the.

difficult one. e
As we point out in our testiMopy, we think there has to be fn

creasedTederal oversight in the form of setting, rds, so that
if,,there is going to be development of .economiciprogr the Fes*
eral Government' has to take a much more -active role th it has
taken in the ,develOpment of the block grant, strategy. Btcause
what we have Seen_ in this area is that the block grant strategy has,
essentially resultedin

-a
reduced, on the part of 'commu-

nity people and an paged 'strengthening of buret4cracies; so
that the bureaucratiC.Mministratiye departments develop coali
tions in such a way that they deny the very communities that need
the funds the opportunity to participate in the deciding of how
those funds,should be spent.

For eXample, in a study that we,point out, Dr: Pierson at UCLA
ermined the block grant strategy of the LEAA programs, the Lew
Effforcement Assistance Administration programs over the years of
1968 through 1975, and essentially fqund out of some approximate-
ly $ t8 1/2 million, a paltry amount, something less than 1.9 percent,
actually went to'community agencies and to universities.'So that
basically some 90 percent of those funds went to strengthening bu-
reaucratic agencies. And we do not want 'this, to degenerate to an
issue between Federal and local control.: We think basically that
the strengthening of the bureaucracy is not going to be of any help.
We think the important thing is going.to be in building an infra-
structure in comMunities. And that means essentially using the
service funds to deirelop some kind of a process that allOws the
communities to begin to determine their priorities and deVelop an
infrastructure that will at least cushion those communities from
the hargh realities of increased unemployment and inflation.

4 So.what we would suggest, then, is that.there be some increased
oversight on the part of the Federal 'Government through the set-.
ting of standards, and some Monitoring to insure that those stand-
ards are kept at the local level. , '

Mr. DYMALLY. We have with us today Mies Margaret Wright, the
minority counsel, and Victor Frazer, who is the counsel to the Sub-

01" 2 71
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.committee on Judiciary and Education. Miss Wright has some
questions:

Ms. WRIGHT. Dr. ,Grigsby, you mentioned the UDAG program as
.having been somewhat effective in its short history as far as can be
told at this point. It it my understanding, although' do not know
how public the statement was made, that there are some feelings
in the administration that the UDAG program ought to be phased
out, and folded in with other programs, such, as the urban enter-
prise zone concept which has been proposed. Would you comment
on that, what the result of that 'kind of a combination of several
programs would be? 0

, Dr. GRIGSBY. Certainly.
One. of the predispositions of the 'current administration is to

move away from any kind of categorical programing and move to a
block grant concept. The UDAG program, unlike community devel-
opment block grant progranis, is much more categorical. And One
of the reasons it potentially has been'successful' to date is the fact
that there are strict requirements that localities must meet in
order to be eligible for UDAG funding. That is why we can suggest

`.. it has had some of the kinds of impacts it was designed to have.
In the event that the pro is phased out and folded into the

to happen: First, there .wil ;he less moneys available to provide
community development bl grant program, two things are likely

relief to cities; and, second, the constraints as to how those moneys
must be allocated would, be removed.

Ms: WRIGHT. Some people have suggested that one of the reasons
the UDAG concept has been somewhat successful is.,that it reqdires
a partnership between Federal funds and the use of private sector
funds, a leveraging kind of a process. Would you agree with that?

Dr. GRIGSBY. I would strongly agree with that, and would take
one step further in suggesting that much of new Federal policy
that is oriented toward the private sector solving many of our
urban problems should be encouraged, with the proviso that the
private sector should be' held accountable or should' at least repOrt
*back to the public of the successes it has had in solving the prob-
lems that the current policy suggests the private sector can do so
well. That is, private sector policy should be under close scrutiny as '
to its effectiyeness. I would suggest as a 'part of this new partner.:
ship the private sector should be held accountable and report to us

b how effective the are in addressing the same problem& that the
Federal Government has been accused of not being able to meet.
successfully. - .

.Dr. NORMAN. May I just addthis is not .a criticism of the pri-
vete sector. What' it basically.is, is a suggestion that the sharing of
this information should be public, and that the private sector
should assume : "a responsibility for documenting the process by
whiCh they resolve some of the ,problems where'we say the Federal
Government has failed in 'order for other communities to take ad- , ,'

vantage of that knoirlecige. s . I
Di.. GRIGSBY. Perhapo be even more specific, under the propos-

al for urban enterprise zones, it has been suggested that urban en-
terprise 'zones can take up a lot of the slack that tit* levied at the
problems with the phased-out EDA programs and certain aspects of
the block grant program..

, o
.
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I think it is our contention at this point that we, have some ques-
tions as to how. effective private enterprise can be within- these
urban enterprise zones if we .examine current trends.; Most labor-
intensive industries are leaving the central city.: Most industries
that might be attracted to enter the urban enterprise zones may do
so for 'reasons that are more in a corporate interest than in a
publid interest. That is, will the tax benefits derived as a result, of
moving to an urban enterprise zone offset profits, in different divi-
sions of the same company? Can you derive more tax benefits from '
establishing a warehousing operation in an enterprise zone, even if
you fulfilled the -local requirements in terms of hiring. If you are
not a very labor-intensive organization, hiring a 100-person local
labor force does not help a lot of problems. By so doing you have
not dramatically impacted the local economy of the very area that
you have supposedly bee this enterprise zone to do some-
thing about.

Ms. WRIGHT. We hea eral witnesses
0.

this, morning say that
they felt that the priv s;1or lacked itself the capacityi4Yr the
will to undertake many ograms on its own without the incentive
of Federal assistance in some way. In your experience, would you
agree with that characterization?

Dr. GRIGSBY. I do not think either Alex nor I could be classified
as individuals who are antiprivate sector: We love' the Privat6
sector; 'we participate in it to a great extent. . :7

But to say that the private sector lacks the will or The eXpertite
or the know-how or the desire Ithink, is perhaps Overstating the
issue. I think the issue is One such that there are no simplistic solu-
tions. What private enterprise has historically relied upon as indi-
cators of success at the corporate level, at the planning-manage-

: meat level, I think may be very difficult to be folfowed if they want
to attack some of, these difficult problems. That' is, if you must
show in a given division in the private sector, or in a small compa-
ny, some profit margin, then you have got to be able to control
your costs. You cannot afford inefficiencies. Many of the problems
that we talk about are very inefficient problems and require mas-
sive intervention that from a strict cost-benefit, cost-analysis, cost-
effectiveness point 'of view will show that more dollars are being
spent than outcomes can be derived... '

If that proves to be true for the private sector, it would appear to
' us at this point that they would quickly lose the incentive to want

to be engaged in any kind of program that was very inefficient, and
where the cost exceeds the benefits to them, that is profits.

Dr. NORMAN. I would just add that there May. very well be a cer-
tain segment of the private sector that 'in fact has less than the
will to become involved in these programs. These are ,sticky pro-
grams Whiel do. not lend themselves to' a -simple solution,, As plan-
ners-me know .that, because we are constantly trying. to develop a
strategy for anticipating what the problems are, going to be, so that
we do not exhaust our resonrces in trying 4o.resolve the problem. It
is anticipatory problem solving. '

At the same -time we also have to recognize that. private industri=
al are, undergoing' change,. too, They are failing tnis- "
erably. I.just' let a conference thit thorping with a'space technot-.-

'ogy and information organization with' which I cOnsultt and they-



are undergoing the same kinds of .management problems thatltie
human services professionals were being criticized for during %he
1960's and 1970's. And I think one of the reasons they are undergo-
ing those probletns is they simply do not know how. So that the
know-how may very well not be there. I .would agree with that as a
general Statement. /put the know-how simply is not there; because
the concept of the profit as a drive toward developing the organize-
tion is quite different than in the public sector, where for years we
have simply not had to worry about budgetsifit_has been Just very
recently that we have had to be concerned Witt budgets. And I ani
not so sure that simply because we are conce*ed with budgets now
that the know-how exists even among the Public sector: I do not
believe the iii&i,-how exists either. place. I think, we are going to
'have to findlr way 16 .resolve some of these problems, and that is
why I would encourage a partnership between the private sector,
the public sectcir, and the community at large.

But I would suggest furthei that the role of the Flederal Govern-
ment as an oversight responsibility setting the standards and moni-
toring to make sure that each one of those components participates
fully would be the key to the success. But I do not think there is an
outlined plan that anyone has, and I. do not think that private irr-

, .dustry is really that brilliant, that they could devise a plan for
making the public sector go broke at their eXpense. I think we give
them too much credit. ,

Ms. WRIGHT. Thank You. I have no further questions.
-Mr. DYMALLY. Mi. Frazer.
Mr. FRAZER. Dr. Norman, with the alleged large number of

undocumented workers, how do you propose to get a realistic figure
on the'percentage of unemployed if you in fact define these work-
ers as a component of the minority population?

Dr. NORMAN: When . We say unemployed, we may speak of it in
the traditional sense.. For example, underground unemployment,
crinie, is a valid means of employment, in many of our ! areas,
simply because of the undocumented status of people, and of the
lack of _professional anittechniCal:Skills. So that I think that is arL,
impossibility. I do not think that:1*one can get an accurate count'',
of an undocumented population,

I do not know -tht.that is important in the sense that if we begin
to develop. those communities so that they are empowered to make
decisions about how they are going; o handle their unemployment
problems, hoW they are going to handle community problema, I
think the success of the effort can be 'Measured in terms, of the re-
duced,people on welfare rolls, the increased people in employment.
And rather than I think concentrating on what seems to a
rather impossible problem in this area, I think we have If much
better payoff if we really concentrate on how we can put th people
who are presently unemployed; regardlees of their status, fo work,..
Because in dealing with people in Mexico? they really do not refer
to Calif° ia.as California. So when they say they are coming up
here, t

. be stile
are n'
not c
selves

are coming up north. And they consider this -to
exico.,And that is difficult for those of is who

border to understand that as a mentalitythey do
selves undbcumented aliens, they consider them-

t or. this country. But it is only when they. come up-
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here and they 'find themselves in difficulty with Immigration and
Naturalization Service that the issue of citizenship is raised.

I vyould prefer, in this long answer I am giving, to look at the
problem in terms of how can those communities themselves; deal .

with the problems that we are facing, rather than exhaust our in-
, stitutional resources in trying to deal with them. They might have

to be,dearlt with in nontraditional ways;-'rather thin traditional em-
ploytnent' ways.

Mr. FRAZER. 13r. Grigsby, what connection, if any, # you f bye-

tween the migration of noximinority populations from the ditMnd
the rise of unemployment and the reluctance of businesses' that
have come balk into the cities? ,

Dr. GRIGSBY. Let Me see if I Understand your: question. The'rela-
tionship between migration in ittd, out of urban areas.

Mr. FRAZER. Yes; by nonminority populations.
Dr.. GRIGSBY. I think what we have found traditionally-,-the

simple, answer would be to 'say if you look at population trendS
- you can look at most urban areas in the United States and disco-vet:

that the .white population has declined in the central city, and has
risen substantially in the suburban rings or outer regiOns, You. also..:'
find, I think, if you look closely that industry has followed this mi-
gratory pattern. But whether that cause -and- effect relati6iiship
would aiipear .on the surface is in,fact true or not I think needs
close examination.

That is, industry always 104 fir advantages to itself, advaii-
tages inierms of. land costs' for expansion, advantages in "terms of
an appropriate labor supply to fill, the kinds of job functions that it
has, :tax incentives in terms 'of thebike of the structure, et cetera.
And I think what you find in thetilatimiship of these migratory

. patterns is that your suburban cities and unincorporated areas are
providing excellent incentives for industry to move. Industry may
.or may not need population densities in order to move. So' it is a
qUestion of, the chicken or the egg. Do you need a substantial popu-
lation, that is, white popiilation, to staff your industry before you
move, or is it sufficient to move and then allovi folks to commute?

Here in the metropolitan, region the fastest growing county is
Orange County. The majority of the industries' that have been
moving to Orange County 'have basically cited excellent landcost
opportunities and an available labor supply as two' reasons why
they have moved out They turn right, around 'and say that in cert.-
tral city Los Angeles land-Costs are too high, taxes are too high, the

.. crime rate is;tpo high; the, ifrfrastructure is falling in on itself, and
we cannot bilipgbecause of high housing costs and the general
ambience of the enVironinent-twe cannot bring top-level executives
to, live in LOS Angeles. Therefore, taking all of those things into ad-
counts. it is a heck of a lot easier to move to Orange County, San
Diego Cbunty, Ventura County, and start from,scratch.

Mr. FRAZER. If you believe that the business of the private sector
is profitmaking, and we,have affirmative action, whereby business-
es come in the city and have to hire so many minority people, what
incentive is there for the business to come into the city if it has to
use its valuable time and money training the undertrained?

Dr. NORMAN. I think that is a tough one. As Gene 'has jqst indi-
cated, with the high cost of everything the only way that business

2?-
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move Inetii the inner-city, is tfhtleVise some means of
fi ttracting; eniptoyees who woulallthen come into the
inner or work, and also soeNtly of deferring the costs. But
as .Gene said, I am not so site it is a matter of bitsiness moviug;._
where the *pie are It4eems'thatMobt of the pesple are concen
trated in thel,:inner city, at le gut most.of.tbe people of color. So if
you talk abaft affifmAtiVe,'1 in get the people of
color you are going tip have to move into the inner city. It limy very
well be on way of eficouragini-businessito locate it'certain kind of
industry in the inner dityAhat 'trairdbe-to begin developing indus-
trial parks for light indeistry. qt.*

Now, that has a net effect of restricting people of minority status
to those kinds of tasks that light industry can develop. But that is i;

better than unemployment. And I am not sure that at this stake
there are identified' industries that we can bring into the city.

I think what 'we are going to 'have to do is beginift Look fOr:dif-
ferent kinds of employment. For example, I think communities area,
going to have toy get together and develop cottage industries. I was:
at a ,meeting this morning' where there,was a recognition from the
top managerial levels that they are just not, ping to be able to find
the people that they need. So what they aregoingto have to do:is

'redesign the factory. irez
They were talking about having cottage industries;littleueommiaps,

nities where people would report to them by computer, or by some
kind of devices and yet be manage .pt long range. I think this is9-c

every viable for communities in Los Angeles, where the conipkwity
itself can form an enterprise, and use its collective skills to
neer, in some kind of activity that w#1 result from financial p.m
for a community. ,

Now, that is a bit creative. But I think the kinds of Kganizations
sand institutions that we are dealing with are going to beliew insti-
tutions. Many of the jobs that will be there are not yet even de-
fined. So that I think what we' are going to have to do is shed an
of way of thinking that was mainly dominated by indulittijd nrga-
ni&tiolis and factories, and develop a new and creative way of
thinking about bow to redefine employnient And maybe instead of
talking about individuals being employed, we are going to have to
talk about communities being employed and lookpt community in-
terests instead of individual interests. e

Dr. PRIGSBY. Let me expand on that if I could, because I think a
problein that the Federal GOVernment.has had and I know local
government has had, is thinking of s utions to loroblems in a very
freginented and a very sectoral f on. And 'I am afraid that
thinking of an economic solution to ban problems as currently
being perceived will be another failu because of this degree of
fragmentation:

For example, has 'anyone started to Mink about What might
the °potential impacts on local nommunities of creating these urban
enterpfse zones, even if they are successful. What will be the

',10' 'impact on the local school systeflo? What wilk be the impact on the,
,local infrastructure? What will be the impact on the local transport
tation system? What decisions aig, being put into place now in the
educational system diet may neglie success for the urbad enter-
prise zone ,concept? If.the school 4ystern continually devises ,nays

S
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ithat basiCally cause division among Commun ties, and aCcelerate.
exoduS from communities, it could very -well be thit the school
system is on a course that will mitigate against any successful
urban strategy vis-a-vis employment.'

I thinkkwhat.vte would argue is that solutions to these problems
need to be coordinated, and they need to be.coordinated acrog se
tors, and before dny implementation of any kind of program, ur

finterprise zones or any Other new creation, some kind of thorough
impact assessment ought to be done to see 'how that decision may
cause dysfunctional operations or inefficiencies in another sector
-s4,t of policy and decision making. That does'not happen very often
11'4W.

i;Ar., Nom4AN. In folic:I:sting. that.,approach,,otle,-vehiclez.-for aciiiiihr : .

plishing that is the use of town meetings. The assumption is that
innv-city areas are resource poor. That is not so. Inner -city areas
are :rich in diversity, in leinowledge. But there is no vehicle for
bringing all of that knowledge together, so' that we can find some

-__solution. And it seems to me that one of the things that the Feder-
al GoVernment can do in its role is to begin.to bring together per:
sons from different parts of inner cities so that they can begin to
develop at least Pi inventory of the kind of skills that they have,
so they can begin to look at what is possible, the kind of coordina-
tion not which only across racial lines,- but coordination across mu-
nicipal lines. Because no longer are we going to he able to think of
Los Angeles' problems as only Los Angeles' problems, or Compton's
problems, becauv they really impact other communities.

I think on of the processes for getting there is' just to bring
people togeth , to have them begin; lking to each other, which is

'exactly w people in industrial organizations are doing now.
They are bringing people together .to have them just sit and talk
about problems and issues, to see what develops.

Mr. DYMALLY. Thank you very much,. Dr. Norman and Dr.
Grigsby, for your testimonic.

Our next witness is Ms. Mary Henry, director of the Avalon Com-
muniity. Centel.. ... . 4., ;

Wouklyou identity
AgP. yourself for therecOrd,please.

. ;

STATEMENT OF MAR,Y.HENRY, DIRECTOR, AVALON COMMUNITY .,
. CENTER IP ,

Ms. HENRY. Yes; Mary, Henry,' executive divector of the Avalorf
Community Center here in Los Angeles.° ,
0 1.- thank you very much for the opportunity to be here this after-
noon and to go over one more time the problems that we consider

4?

- to; be most outstanding in this community.
After' reading the notice of the hearing, and its purpose, to make

..« a comparison between the plight of inner-city cities, such as the
District of Columbia, as.compared to Los. Angeles, it 'occu red to me
we might be on the wrong track in_ erms of comparisons.

I have the privilege of sitting, being a member of the co inunity
deveNpment committee of the Lutheran World Federation: That is

.45 --a nine -mend} er committee whose function is to fund programs and
projects in developing countriesSouth America, Africa, and Asii.

ex. , ,

,7.
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And much of the Work that the committee does is 'based On one
question, and it is what it community` development fordomestica-
tion or liberation. And I think that question needs to be asked in
terms of what the Goverfirnent or people of power are doing to the

-people who live in cities.
I am sure all or most of the testimony that you have received

here today deals with probleins of housing and child care, crime,
employment, and so forth.

. Since you have had expert input on that subjed, I would like to
deal with the concept that none of this is going to work, no pro-
grams are going to work in -the- inner city, as long as there
those rsons about us who are determined that "there will b no
growth and developinent the tinner-city; that in fact all of the
little uts that they dole out are indeed for domestication as op-
posed liberation. And I think that is preciaely what has hap-
pen in many of our cities. Many people who are'in charge decid-
ed that they can just give people so much, just to whet their appe-
tites; and to let them know that the authorities are there. But they
never completely followthrough with all of the things that are
needed for community development to take place.

In terms of housing, people are without housing. And yet there
are boarded-up housing in our community, - yacant houses in our
community:And still senior citizens and other persons are crying
daily about not having a place to stay.

In terms of crime, I personally have been involved with youth for
at least 30 years of my life, And it seems that we keep spotlighting
and highlighting the youth in our community who are non-
achievers and who are involved in .a lifestyle that is negative. It
would seem to me that someone needs to look at the amount of
money that is being poured into inner cities to work with gangs, to
work with troubled and problem youth, as compared-to the amount
of money that comet into our cities working with youth who kilire-a
potential, and who really -want to do something. And I know at
least 25 youngsters who are a part of our summer program, who
have the potential for higher education, and cannot get it, because
nobody is being involved with them financially. And yet the county
of Los Angeles has, allocated thousands of _dollars to work with
gangs and to import some folks into this coMmunity7-4 am talking
about some people from Philadelphia, they call it the Philadelphia
planwithout ever taking the time to look at all of the resources
that we might have here in the city that could be developed or
used, and that money could go to some other causes.

Another thing that I see happening in the cities is, that, especial-
ly in Washington, D.C. and in Los Atikeles: there is something
magic about lightwhether it is spotlights or sunlight or some-
thing. When the Sun is Shining, when the bright lights are flash-
ing, people think everything is all right. There is so much notoriety
going on in Washington, and the focus is on all the important
people, that somehow I thinkm people have forotten there is an-
other part of Washington, D.C. that ought to be Mused on as much
as Senators and Presidents and what have you By the same token
hete in Los Angeles, everybody thinks we are all in Hollywood, ev-
erybody thinks everything is lovely.all the time, because the Sun is
shining, and it is bright, and things .are pretty and green. And they

0
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do not see beyond that in our inner cities. And- somebOdy has got to
look beyond the brightness, to see where the .problems in our inner
cities really are. -: .

There are parents who are Part of-the:Welfare system who want
6 to get off of welfare, but the constraints are such that if they get -

off, they have to have certain ',kinds of jobs, they have to meet cer-
tain' kinds.of criteria. And nobody is talking about a community de-
veloping:ftself so that peop10 who live there feel good and impor-
tant'Aboht:.themselves., And -I pink that is the ultimate plight of
inner- cities, is that hose of , who live in inner cities have been
lulled to-Sleep, have n irieigrized and hypnotized into thinking
that there no way titt,' tOinebody has got to do sornipthing v,,,

*about that Somebody has our young people that you can
be as important to tint) comm y by learning to read and writelas
you are to a subculture by learning to handle a gun and steal and
use and sell dope. Someone who has the authority to make this
message be known has to do that. v

Right now President Reagan is .etting by with one of the moat .
blatant lies that has ever been perpetrated agaihst Abe poor, by
running around the country, even at theeNAACP conference, indi-
cating that poverty programs and all of the programs that caine up- '
after the-1960's have not been good for the poor. That is a blatant
lie. And he should not be allowegio contiklue to say that. ,

If, you look at Head Start, anTrthe number of young'people who
got a start in Head Stitrt, and are now productive students in our
school system; whateVer good the school system is to them, if you
look at the number of parents who shave become invOived because
they spoke of maximum feasible participation of -the poor and who
learned, about a system anough, to at.least

et
et involved in it; and

are now following their Children in the s S, through the school,..

II system, if'ou look at the neimbel. of p eo who worked in commu-
nity sidevelopment and who marls for once in their lives got a
chaff& to know laho tbey we got a chance to know where they

a were, gktriL4chance to .be able ni define where a community oughtable
be goi g, and soddenly al of th wherewithal and resource for a'-

community to geT theft* a e goneit is a conspiracy based on
racism; it is a conspiracy b d on sexism; it is a conspiracy based
on tioose wito have opposed, and I mean opposed in a silent way,
opposed to thoseoho have not. And nobody is really doing any-
thing tabout That. 4 -

As I travgl about the world, in, whatever country I go in, the No.
4 1 subject of the tips of people's \tongues is landholdiffn to your

land4develop yotfr land. I was recently in Ireland, a lovely rand'
that was blessed by the Pope, who admonished the people of Ire-

*. lapd to hold onto and prottict that land.
he most valuable land that I know is an inner-city. Alex and

his friend were 'here talking about the flight of people to the inner-
city. There is a flight away from the inner-city. But all of those or t'

most of those flying away from the inner-city are sneaking back in'.
e under the guise of economic development, under the guise of a

number of things, and recapturing this valuable land that is in our
cities. But nobody has made an effort to say to folks, minority
folks, who own land, -hold on to it, what else do you have but that.

Again, rthink It is a conspiracy. And it is also very self-serving.

'
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I am preientlYextfemely concerned about what is .happening in'
the criminal justice system in'California, especially:with our youth.
Recently I . participated; in a study concerning the xlispioportionate
number, of minorities incarcerated . in prisona in :;:California. We
.went all over the State talking to people. And somehoW there is a
belief among.peisons who have been in and out of the. criminal jus-
tice system that there. Is a self-serving purpOsani -those who are :
there hat 'what would policemen do if there were no.criVae, and
what would proltatibri officers do if there, re-not folks 'on probe'
tiOn, and what would'parole officers do? that somehow or an-
other there 0 a self-serving continuation blems, so -thief our '

-economy can continue to support, el% ; ho supposedly'are;.
;getting rid of the problems. And I hope-A

,
comMittee will,

take a look et that ire he light of our iihan.'
I believe that businesses are part, of the con

.s. , .
.

when they_ could be doing:something inAhe . in
tO*run-awaY

in answer.-,
partially toTrquestion that'yOU raised. 1.-do not tin,pliboaavnw my

women
,. . . .

son and other men and women who in,ithe mne
travel to El Segundo, an placor-iri-olOse proximity to
to carry out the miss! `irk of Lockheed,:liugh
places, why thpse perso ; t' rkewodo the same l.--*

..
city. ,

If the .persons who OW ttOries and buiin
. ., .::,,dp

:enough of our. commtmity ;' businesses into iI , , ,

not be that much of a loss.' have done agat
lulling people to Jeep and -,.- people is to m

,, itour community, 'according to ., eric h ethi
they are no good unless they t i: _.-.. t t.g a time el

,..?"so many jobs out there that be done, cl ing4- : -streets, counseling yoUng peo. ; ,,,, to help Oleo* Lip' o
of senior citizens, that if the -r"%'. different. etijic. into,
community, and made *peopl '1,* feeling 'Of .selif-Ni ,,kicil-'3

from being useful to tligilirlAl 4.*st ---rather Opt evfry.gjoye.,..t.' ..,,:'
they maketheir worth being. dbar ilol,' by how much riu*Ojrtt,' :-4

makethere iKsOinething aliA'mit With.that.eAnd-the inner,--::'1' ..1

city people arg-hiding to have to :reevaluite their*orth, raOrdtiV-,:.; 71:
their priorities, and talk abont helpilig each they ..:';11:*"'-,..:;.':"..;,:

In some of t et, projercts that:aresfilheted- By, the Lutheran:W*1d' "'
Federatfbn, t 2 :,':are funde.d in :spite.' Of g4er.iiriletats. SoMe.or.bikt...! .
best progra refin.Nernibia, where .tha7 tii!African, Govern
ment does nefreven enb* us fo come _ow: t, We Ave. ways of :. '''

getting the. mo
preserving the
for Contributi
that there iatko
m f & tic). 17014.t

7, r- yen
f I : peopA.
?,.-.t. el ,,ksat t
f.

..- :. -

;;'

who
les,
Ose

i.'ntp the tomm#nitids thererfo uild ,fOr,
.Tor. r414§ , tie have "a mechanism

11 '4,i:hose:cities:And I submit to,y0*
Juewhdrelhat"could come intaoup'co

pie in.. rifler the congeptthat boitilarrc-;:'
tbt0e;g1.40..,!..136 money, th we caPtrot.14!:ep:

they even-4*(1y because. the e.nb educing
end 'of a given:period of time.7

as to. some creativity; "there has to be meone As. :4!

afraid because, just as imier-city ikople have been, lulled W.,'
lace in Ate 19 t '- there are those e
who Oidentl 'C 'afraid to m

,7

t.,.. ',46 s

since the,nots that
Persons in &hi-inland and

r
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noise. And if. the 'adergi in our-commithity are aft&
persona whO'follovi, them must beyafraid;alSo.%

In closing; I wonld juSt.W.to, suminarite ite
What Ithink has happened in Out communities . :.,

We Started with whit would :.eopsider *4 lovely g many,
Many years agoMy,' parentS; you par And our communities
were blooming and ming until there scame: time .whe -s iolo-'
gists, Pat Moynih4n y, laded of course, tv.rsho\made, Us think' it 4
was all wrong for m therS .to be in 1 hin",posititins,: thatit,WaS
all wrong for men to .consider wpme theirequalt and as, their.

' mates, ancL stidden1 our belief in ourself as 'a%Conirnunity dirnin,

in the 1960's, w Oek.passagi in 1964 of the tC`onotnioOpriortn',-i':
nityAbt, :and those I:lit:grams which: grew out'ig it; think ;that. we'' ...,
,in: our*ofnmunitiesAlverr. givenr. some-sseedi'to plant, and that' we,:l;
had . an ,oPportunity'7o nourish thoseibeedti an4;to see,* plant
grow. But it is my oPinion'thatthe,present admiritstraeion;the pro-..;
vious itdministratiort, and persons who are part of hoth 4f them de-'1
cided to snatch the blossom beforg,it came into being. : ': '

:Thank you. , 1 . ,t .'.' ,,.,

Mr. DYMALLY. Als. lignry, Avagintereqted,qti a couple of Okservt
tions you Made. flitting' the Atudent moVemebt I had the opporturu-: '..1
ty to: teach Claremont and I sawsva number: :of the young :06.0e, `I

at the center whet bu r fort, thg-kollege;opportnnity ,grants, would ..,;,
,neyer -have had a,"Chancerto*o to Claremont ant;gain the benefit
a middje-Class etiticatiO. Manf. Of them,rtow.41*.of Xerox, iraw::,y:.:.,

.rain into them inThington. *14.'. ' '. ,f;" .' .. I,

Unfortunately, we 5anno.t blarol the- congervaty4.1 or any\partiC-.4-s:
ular. party because,it was-Anne-0>pr .friends Who'..belan criticizing .,;''

the poverty prograiti 161- political pItTposesp And f have-,alwa0 felt :'.

. somewhat hurt that eji avelsaw, thegbenefit,. Of Aliet:, progi'ant,. i
because I: do not think they. Ar came- HS' the black,:c9Tintiniti
see; how the Nhole fabric of t t striactut* began changifirrif: not

,. -

ing else; welearn how tit p sals. I never/lie,ard of Mting,-
a prOpoSal: until the 'Poverty ogra learaMiAielikw4geto be

: a ;supervisor, coordigator. .I id noy krl v any of my ,friendsi.whe,
hpc1 ,those kinds : of jobs. 'SO learned Middle ma&getpt);
learned how to manage" We. a sb :rniStakesArr did'UclMoet1,-.
so clid Chrysler, 4nd a le* r co ie&ABut erot .

otto-sttiikkVot ,
think very Much about,thts iltnied,.,,./ /di"'

.

4 Besides, the poverty:program iliftly judgment Os an expenme -.

,m-soctal engiheering. Anti I thpe. yotfr fbeling. , ,., . social
The other one is a per' sonar story: Mgt of usin the iinne ity1"--

.st got tired of slum propqrtg.4I r 1 time I was.abou ell :0
' the family house, My motbet Hear b ut i nd raised s mat ,..,..;

hell that the hoifge was in escrow, on to v ithdcaw it. Today
the kids find it 'Very, very con tent 1 e;, in t at house, because- 1:!,

they cannot afford apartments. L am kind o1'glad the bloiittox had
some value to land, especially in Third Wofrd countries. It hag all ..',

nowt tip ., 34 ..., . - ,hecorne very, very important to
MisS Wright has some qu'esti

.-..Ms'. WRIGHT. .t thinkyou Ve vert; pio4v9,:C;41VektfAings,;.;'

that. needs: to -be added. Wit'. PRI do think, that it iStlearA vr.e.'''
in 'your statement.: l'.. am: xi Ott re th Ink ttte'ia:*.nitiCh n'10,re..;;i7

-
4,.. ..rt, . ,'..:: ... ., .'" 1

.:. t1 S'. M.
.''

it
(
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are in the midst of a, PolitiCal clithate :at- this point that is 'con-
cerned about reducing..the 'availability of governmental resources
for the kinds of piogranis:that. you are talking about, that have
been: put in place in the past That I think is a reality that has to
be dealt:-with. :,.

What-do you see as a way m which 'the community, the:organiza-
tions,- the infrastructure' that built up as a result of the
Federal' ftinding in the Past hoW do you see that these organiza-
tions can begin to pOpewithout the. Federal funding, which regard-
less of your political views alkali it, is not going to be there, appar;

Jls. HENRY: Some months ago the board of directors and staff of
Avalon Center'. went- Ori a 'retteat.. talkiiii about a new diredtiOri. It
is my contention, r4.firm'belief, and my hope that one day we will
see: communities learn to support'. themselves. I do not mean out of
Malice .and racism, as lignald Reagan is speaking of, but out of
character building..and respect 'for. one another, and the ability to
join: hands and Makeipmething happen.

I think the.CoMMunitV development must start at the bottom, at
the very base-of A. community; and work itself up and ultimately
control what happens to it, including the .Government's input to
it.must be done on a partnerihip basis. But I believe that there
are enough' people working in any-given community or enough re-
knit** in a community that with the proper assistance from those
persons who knoW hoW to do it, that communities can in fact build
themselves, build their resources, most of all build their belief in
each other, for their own survival.

Mr. DYMALLY. Ms. Henry, could you tell us something about
what is the Avalon Community Center?

Ms. -HENRY: The center is a settlement hosuse in the true sense of
the old Hull House settlement house. We are now into our 42d year
in south-central Los Angeles, with a very simplistic mission. And it
is, to bring people, from where they are to where they want to' be.
And we do that through drug abuse programs for young people, al-
coholitm programs. We have CETA employment training pro-
grams, educational programs that do 1-on-i tutoring for younger
people; and community-awareness kinds of town meetings and
workshops that tend to let people understand better the system
that has controlled their lives.

Ms. WRIGHT. It occurs to me that many of the programs that the
Federal Government instituted in the sixties and early seventiesI
guess mostly in the sixtieshad as at least a part of their aim not
the total support of the poor and the minority communities, but
precisely what you are talking about, the assistance in .developing a
community's ability to help itself, and to build within the comrhu-
nity resources to eventually free the community from the need for
continued Federal funding.,

Do you see that that has worked in that sense? You were talking
about the need. It would seem maybe this is the test of the success
of that philosophy.

Ms. HENRY. Well, I do not want my philosophy about that to be
misunderstood. I do not believe that a community ought to ever be

' without Federal assistance. But it has to get itself on an equal part-
nership with the Government to be rettigSzed as a partner. As it
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is, it is presently that the Gove ent is the great father, white, if,
You will, and the coMmunitiee are the recipients.

Bishop Cabrira, who is the praident of the,Lutheran World Fed-
eration, has said upon occasion if therOs no one to receive the gift,
then the giver is left with nothing, And I think that concept is true
of America, ,,,

is is a wealthy nation, wealthyeta terms of:seine resources that
it chooses to diyeit where it wants it Vigo.

But I think communities ought to build themselVes up to a point
where they can make the kin of deman lin a government; be-
cause they. are partners and in that', vernment..

_ When I think of farm. subs ; oil subiidies, when I think of all:: ,
the money going in different ections, d n the little minute,
minuscule amounts of money at we mofhers get, but-they deg
not talk about all the good southern g tlemen who are part of our
Congress who have and still might receive farm subsidiesbut
they turn the spotlight con the little welfare recipient. When we
talk about persons who struggle to pay their taxes, and we look at
tax writeoffs for those who have, that they write off More than
some people ever 'see in a" lifetime I think there is an unfairnesa N.
there. Communities have to build themselves up, as I said, to a po-
sition of negotiating, instead of being the dumping ground and the
recipiewts for people in power. And in the.sixties, they shared be-
cause -someone said it was right to do see In the seventies, they
shared bedause they did not know another direction to go; In the
eighties, they have determined that sharing is not the thing to,do,
and they Choose do withhold everything. But I am saying that com-
'inimities must build theinielves.and develop themselvesin some
rather radical terminology I am about to Useget in a position if
they are not given what they deserve, that they are able to take it.

Ms. WRIGHT. Thank you. '
Mr. DYMAI:LY. Thank you very much, Ms. Henry. .

Let me read the order of our witnesses to conclude our session.
Our next witness is Mr. Danny Bakewell, then Mr. Leland Wong,
and then Mr. Mario Perez and Mr. Rudy Andrade.

STATEMENT OF DANNY BAKEWELL, PRESIDENT, BROTHERHOOD
CRUSADE, BLACK UNITED FUND

Mr. BAKEWELL. My name is Danny Bakewell. I am president of
the Brotherhood Crusader, BlEick United Fund. I would :like to
thank you for giving me this bpOortunity to come before you and
say what I feel are the problems truly confronting our community,
as well as develop some solutions that might be supported by you
and your colleagues for moving our community to a more code -

pendent self-serving base that could truly affect: the health, educa-
tion, social welfare, and cultural development_ of all that live in the
inner city. . .

I have listened to a number et.peiple who went before me.'While
I am challenged to speak aboiltmlny of the issues that confront
,black people in the jiver cityouli like to be more specific in
dealing with what I am involved in, It particularly what I feel
this committee and 'recommendation ould do to ,.assist black
people and poor "pie in the in =city or developing a better, life.
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And that of which I speak is truly economic development and
self-sufficiency.

I truly believe that at the root of all of the problems existing in
our community is a void of perceptive community development;
with a base of economic development.

We at the Brotherhood _Crusade/ who :really represent a very
broad constituency in our Community, have faced the fact long ago
that Government aid was -not truly the answer to the problems of
our community. And while I do agree with Miss' Henry wholeheart,
edly that a community shOuld- not be without Government aSsist-
ance, I fipd it someWhat demoralizing to have our total develop-
-Inept as, a people reliant on the Federal-Government. And while
there haVe been those of us Who have pursued that line, to. no
avail, and we haVe seen programs cut back year after year after
year, end have,pursued ultimate "methods ,:, d,-.means for support-
ing our own community, even those 'Mei been met, with
alienation and hostility.

Those things of which I speak are a general it:',4citation process
to .Government employees,. to have the. iigigktOdater*iine funds,
their charitable dollars, and where it will 0;tb;'slippOit.'111f types of
entities that are supporting our: community in the arias of health,
education, welfare, cultural development, and economic. develop-
ment.

The Federal Government has ccitinued to provide United Way
of America a monopoly on that solicitation process:. Through the
Office of Management and Budget; through the Civil Seryibe Com-.
mission, United Way of America, and-Other large charities; such as
the Red Cross and many of Which yeti' certainly know, have been
given carte blanche abilities to solicit employees including your

;',selves
without ever giving you the opportunity and independent se-

lection of whom you would like your cloritable dollars to revert to:.
I bring this up because it is a very crucial matter, and,we all

look at it and talk about it as charity.
Mr. DYMALLY. Mr. Bakewell, before you proceed, just a couple of

lines about the Brotherhood Crusade.
Mr. BAKEWELL. Brotherhood Crusade a self-help institution de-

veloped for the purpose of establishing an independent financialin-i
stitution in ,the black community; and black communities through-
out this country, that could respond to the health, education, and
welfare needs of black people and other people afflicted with simi-
lar circumstances,: without seeing the solutions to our problems
through the eyes of Outside financiers, which has traditionally been
the case.

We have been fortunate enough to have prevailed in one sense,
in that we are-14 years old, and we now have an independent cash
flow position in excess of half a million dollars a year, receiving no
funds from the Federal Government, receiying no funds from the
State government, or any municipal government.

And it is that message that I bring to you; and ask you to have
some insight for recognizingwhile on the one hand the Govern-
ment is saying that programs that have been developed have not
worked, Whieli is totally not true, they are on the other hand not
even recepthre to programs that have been developed by communi-
ties to do something for themselvesnot standing by begging them
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to take care of the health, education, and Welfare needs of our chil-

dren, our' seniors, and our people who are involved in day-to-day

life in our, communities. ,
Where do we. turn?' Ms. Henry said something that was, I think,

very significant, and maybe one of the most signifidant things that
vias said today. And, that is that our community really has to getj.n
place and in position to either develop a partnership and receive
something,' or stand to take that which_ we need, :Paid I dOnot think
any of us advocate or condone violence. But we are being pushed in
a corner: in such a way that there is no outlet for us but to strike
back at those Whom we perceive is striking out at us.' We have
brought yiable methods and means, which is certainly .not new or".._-

innovative=in some instances :they:have been carbon copies
what has been existing in Other communitiesin the Jewish cop-:'
munity; certainly in the majority community why is it that.villen
we develop means to take care of ourselves,' with all of the comer=
vatism that 'exists in GoVernment,jhat that is not met with some
innovative outreached hand to assist us in that development proc-
esf

to el t things that will make our community inde:-
pendent is the ability to raise money through means of which I just
statedand let me; give you ;a scenario.

I heard Alex talk about infrastructure. Th,e infrastructure which
he spoke of I think goes something like this. When we raise
$500,000 or. $1 million, we" cannot-keep it in our desk drawer. We
have got to put it someplace. So we put it in a minority bank, or
savings and loan. That bank or savings and loan begins to draW
terest on our money, but so do we. That is something that has been
void and not a luxury, if you willa business ethic that has not
even been allowed the .community from the Government stand-
point. You invoice money in the . poverty program, you spend
$10,000 and then you invoice $10,000 to pay for that debt which has
already been incurred. So the community never receives a financial
dividend or benefit from the proper utilization of that money.

When we give grants to otganizations, we' can influence minority
vendorship, business development. If I give an agency a grant for.
$100,000, we can have stipulations that, they use minority vendors
for their services, such as buying paper, paper Clips, printing, jani-
torial services. Theie acre the kinds of thiars that haye been going

on around us that liave'teen totally miffing in ours community.
The same ethic works ih the Federal Government.

Black people have never truly gotten the dividend on the Federal
money coming into our community, And that is why when it is re-
moved, we have become totally dependent upon its infusion, and
have not gotten any of the ancillary business benefits from that
money. We have not developed businesses, because we have not
had control over those resources.

But I submit to you honestly 'and earnestly,, what would you have
us do in the face ola recession on spending money that comes from
the Government, and an alienation on receiving help from develop-

ing means for doing something for ourselves.
With' that, Ii will conclude.
Mr. DYMALLY. You made mention of the, reluctance of OMB 'to

provide some sort of facility for you to receive dues from those who
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wish to volunteer theni. Is there something specific this committee
can do to bring that to the attention of OMB?

Mr. BAsiswErx. We just won a suit in the Federal. courts which
opened the ,system up to us to go in for solicitation, which was
drawn out over a 5-year process. Even in light of that we have not
ref.sived the support and advocacy of OMB.. And I would think it
wild be incumbent upon this committee to advocate on our
behalf, to say that this is something that must be supported and
not just acCepted as a stepchild, but really must be implanted into
the system as a partner. BecaUse there are millions and millions of
dollars; that can be recei ed by .inner cities and minority communi-
tieS j from that vehic e aldne, which in itself takes a tremendous
strain off the Federal vernment: Not that I believe there is a
strain.

Mr. DYMALLY. Could you forward to this committee by way of my,
office a copy of that lawsuit?

Mr. BAKEWELL. Yes, sir, I will.
Mr. DYMALLY. And the decision of the courtso we can enter it

into the record and communicate to OMB the decision.
Mr. BAKEWELL. Yes, I will.
[The information follows:]

It
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UNITED ST4TCS DISTRICT COURT

ro!t...TmE.pIATIticT
OF' COLUMBIA

NATIONALICLACK,UWITRO.F1IND; INC.,

Plaintiff,

:. Civil Action.,p6:70-1431

ALAN K. CAMPBELL,'. Director';:.
, .4.".

. ,,,

United Staiee_office of Personnel

Management,;' '.

.

.

. p

'.: ,

Defendant', ---.P ik

. .-. ..
v.

.
.

.'-- ..-4,-..,:' 1%
..,,...

,

.72. _grv.:

UNITED WAY OF AMERICX,..-., . :

.
.

JUL 7- it:

Defendant-Iniervenor:
:

..

: .-02PrEIWE'ts

- _

'In accordance with:the
Memorandum Opinion entered tjasd

O
is this 1st day of Duly, 1980,'

.

ORDERED that the motions of the
defendant Offide'of Personnel

Management and the defendant-intervenor
Unitedilay of America,

Inc. fon
suMmary'fudgmeni are deniedy,aind the motion of the"

"'; .

plaihtiff,NationaI Black United Fund
;

far summary judgment is'

granted.and judgment is entered for pl9ptiff. against the

defendantpandit is
A.

FURTHER'- ORDERED that judgment is entered in favor of:plaintif

and against the defendant,
declaring that the defendant's inter-

praatfen and application of
seCtions.5.,24 and 5.34 of the

Manual viplateethe plaintiff's FirstAmendMent'endFiftil

Amehdment rights:'and it fp :

FURTHER ORDERED thai upon,thm plaintiff's
submission of a

current
applicatibri'ibr pirticiPatiOn in the Combined Federal.

campaign as a national.voluntOXY Prg4knization,,thedefendant
/

,

shall act forthwithupori.thapplipation in accordancewith th

provisions of
theCOures,MemoranduM Opinion of his Aate'and

this Judgment and Corder; anl'it is t

FURTHER ORDERED that the Court retains jurisdiction to'

JUDGMENT AND ORDER

effectuate this Judgment and Order.

atter,
District. Judgs

2l.
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MEMORANDUM OPINION :77

Barringtaa413._ParketA District Judge.17:ij
. , .

In this proceeding. the National Ela604 United Fund (NEW")

challenges the eligibilityoriteria employed and the manner in

1 .

which they were applied In denying-,itS,,,appliction to participate

in the CoMbined7Federal.CamPaign- (Combined:Campalgnor Campaign),
,. .

. .

-,-

alleging p4acipailY4hat righteguaranteedythe First and..F0thf

AmendMent'fb the United States Constitutiorrhave been viOlated..:.

Plaintiff NialF, a national rOluntary Welfareorganization, applied

tathe United States Civil Sevice.CommissiOn:seekingta,partici-:

. pate in the' Combined Campaign ,:.in on-the-jatosoliCitati*diricted
. . ,

at federal governmet7employees by charitable organizations :7 Ilia- ..'.

Chairman of the Civil 'Service Commission Was responsible for ''. . :

.1.-.-

rtgulating the solicitation. When its applicationtWas.re3ected '

the 1484'fife&thiS:suit'againsi"the Chairman. .' :

i 4,

The plaintiff seeks appropriate declaratory ax injunctive

relief, More Sliecifically, NBUF seeki'an:order directing that

it be allowed full opportunity to participate. in the Combined

federal CaMpaign as.a national voluntary agency.' Earlier i1 this

pkoceeding.NBUF syugbt.a:04iiminary injunction enjoining Ay

combined Campaign actiVitleapending the final resolution of this

apV.On. That appIiciletiOn-'`Was denied, In'tpe.'course of this liti-

gation i'United a' of America, Inc,....(United,iWay) which .opposed ,

.14BUF's egforts ta participate in theCOmbned CaMpaign was granted

permission:*o intervene as defendant-intervenor. 'United Way is'a
: , -

natiOnal;VOtary agency which assistsThnited or federated fund-

raisn OTOrtof lopal charities::: It has participated extensive:

in,44XormUlaticin of the policy and the organization of the 1..

Combined Campaigh. .

,
. . .

c '1/ With the abolition'A the Civil Service ComMitIon,;the
, .

Chairman's functions wete-t*ansferted to the OffiCe'6f:Personnel '
Management. Reorganization Planlio, -2 Of 1978. S 102,41, F. Reg..
36037; Civil Service Reform Act of 1978, Pub. L. No.-9.-7454, 92
stAt. 1111. 'The Office' ai.BersOnnelManagement is substituted,
aS..party defendant, Ru1025, Fed. R. Civ. P.

.
.

e
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Presently before the Court are cross-Motions for summary

.judgment filed by the NBUF, defendant and'the defendant-intervenor.

In support of the NBUF motion amicr briefs were submitted by sev-

eral nationarorganizations: National Council of the Churches

of Christ inthe U.SfA.; National Convocation of the Christian

.

Church; National Committee for Responsive Philanthropy; National

Organization of Women Legal Defense and Educatiqh Fund, Inc.;

NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc.; and-IMAGE, an

orljanization of Hispanics employed by federal, state acid local

governments.

The memoranda of law submitted by the parties and by aMici

curiae, the administrative record, affidaVits, and other relevant

---5-
data haVe beeri considered and this Court determines that the de-

fendants' motion forSuMmary judgment should be denied and the

plaintiff's motion.should.be granted. The National Black United

Fund is entitled to appropriate relief and its applicatipn to

participate in the Combined Federal Campaign as a national voluhr

tary agency should be considered by.the defendant, in a manner

consistent with the conclusFons set forth in this opinion.

I.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

The material undisPuted facts are as follows. In 1961,

responding to the bUrden-imposed bY'the increasing number of

fund-rdising. drives,directed toward federal employees, President

Kennedy'establishedra mechanism, for the solicitation of charitable
.

donations; within the federal workplace. ,'In Executive Order 10927

the Presideht delegated authority, to arrange for such solicitations

to the Chairman of the Civil Service Commission. The Chairman was

authorized to carry put the Order in such a manner as to "permit

true volUntary giving," and empOwered to:

/ See e.g. Hearings on the Combined Federal Campaign Before

the Subcomm. on the Civil Service of.the House Comm. on Post Office

and Civil Bervice,.96th Cong., 1st Sess. (October 11-19, 1979).

.
The Exegutit+ Order was is2ued On March.18,1961. The '

full text, is set forth in Appendix A.



make arrangements for Such national vol-
untary health and r)elfare agenmies.and such

'other national voluntary agenciesas may,be.
,appropriate to solicit funds frau Federal:. '-
employees and memberb of the arMed'forces at
their places of employment.or duty ,stations. `:

E.Q. 10927 at S 2(a). He was alsoauthorized.to consulktioitb

appropriate Persons ip the government and,; the charitable organi=

zationsforadvice in fu filling his.task. Id..ai'5 2(b).

A. The Combined Federal Campaign

P6rspant to this.executive Mandate,i.the.Chalt rman rnstituted

the Combined Campaign-a,unified annual soliditatibn drive. .0r-

ganization of campaign incorporating all solicitations by

national health and welfare ageneies'as well ask inkrnatiOnal

organizations into a single mechanism was an OndeaN;or.of great

proportions. In carrying out the executive directive,, the Chairman
. 4

established three auxiliery.bodies to aid him: an AdVisory Coun-

cil,AEligibilitY Committee and a Policy CoMmittee."

The Advisory Council was responsible4for assistingln he

development of policies,. prOcedures and eligibility reg&ireeente.

The Council, purportedly representative of the ',..oluetazy agencies

Ilierticipating in the federal program,,assisted.in the develop-

meet of a Manual. on Fund Raising Within the Federal Service for

Voluntary Health and Welfare Agencies (Manual). It also helped.

promulgate eligibility guidelines and establish operating mech..'

anisms for the solicitation of federal employees by charitable.

organizations; _While challenged by the 'defendants, the plaintiff .

Claims that the forMation of the Ad;isor'y Council initiated a

practice of dominance by United Way ip the Combined Cfmpaign. The

Chairm)n set aside one of the four positions on the Advisory Coun-

cil for the president of the United Way on a continuing basis. Th

other threepositiOns were filled by the president of the Red Cram

a national voluntary health agency, and, on a rotating basis, the

/ The Adv ory Council has since been abolished bUt only

after th6 Manua and Combined Campaign mechanisms were in'plame.

11-785 0 - 83 - 19
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presidents:Of a participating' international agency and a partici-

patingpating national health npen4. It'appeirs clearthai ,from'the
.

.

.

outset, Unitted Way Was the presUMed.'representative of.nifional

welfare orgaOizatiofti7and, as a matter of practice throughout most

of the histoFy Of th6 Combined Campaign, welfare agenciet could

'join in the CaMpaign only through affiliation with United Way's.

national network..

The Pol Committee is appointed by the Chairman M4pFo-

vides.am with direct Working participation in the developMent

of the Combined CaMpaign. It consists of fund-raising coordina.r
- ,"

tors from the goverAent.agencies and representatives of the'

largest employee organizations. The CoMmittee eats thioUgh?,general

meetings and ad hoc working committees it reqUired.. :

The Eligibility ittee makes recoMmendatihne tMthe-Chair-'

van on applications from national voluntary agencies; reviews and

Ampaifies eligibility 'standards and requirements as needed; and

submits periodic reports to the Chairman ah required. -The Com-

mittee membeiship includes representatives of federal agencies and

employee organizations chosen by the Chairman from the membership

of'the,P0717Mr0;ittee, "

As a matter of policy and practice,4,ederalemployees are

permitted to spend substantial amounts of on-the7job time!in

.connection with the Combined Campaign, serving on the various

committees_ and. working within:their agenpy. In addition,fthe
. -

government bears theexpense'of maintaining thi accounting and

financial records associated with the payroll deduction method of

contribution and remits the contributioni to the participating
...

charities. For the participating 'charities, the Combined Cam -

paigm is an efficient and inexpensive method of obtaining 'COM-
i

tributions and the government's assistance.and effo4ts represent

isubsta

i
ial federal subsidy. '-.

B. Application of Natibnal Black Milted Fund

The NBUF has been designated a,'"public 'charity" under ttle,

Internal Re'*enue Code. As a nationaPvoluntary organization and,

Ogs291
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through its affiliates, it seeks to:eliminate
prejudice and dis -

crimination, reduce,neighlOcrbood tehsionirrelieve
the poOi..and,,

underprivileged and combat community deterioration. It questions

and challenges the app oath of the united Way and other old -line

charities and national 16ntary agencies as being unresponsive

to the primary needs and concerns of minorities. NBUF regards those
. . ,

agencies as inflexible in their approach to the present problems of,

the black minority...
Thus, in attempting to overcome what was,per-.:

ceived to be a defiCiency, the NBUF sought to develop resources and

leagership within the minority community itself. Itg program ob-;'

jectives arefOcUsed in such areas as Community economic develop- ;

ment, job training and job referral, housing, voter education,

community organization and community sponsorship of health, cUitUre1.-
i --

recreational and charitable activitfs.

In accordance with the procedure outlined in. the, NBUF
o

submitted,..ih early 1976,' an'
application to the Civil SerVice Chair-

man seeking designation as a national voluntary aelfare,agencY,

this means plaintiff sought recognition on its owemerits asan

independent agency. rather than
through affiliation with United Way.

The application included
information-Oh its board of directors and

its local chapters.
Alsoincluded were the relevantiegnied

financial information as well as'sociological-strOies and demo -

.'graphic imformation
documenting NBUF's claim that it served a tar-

get population
which, by virtue of. its scope, was not located in.

all states. EndorSbments ofthe
application eerie from members,of

By

Congress and prOminent citizens.

The plaintiff's efforts to
participate'directiy in the

Combined Campaign were rejected. The rejection was based upon an

adverse recommendation by the Eligibility3tommittee
andan inde-

pendent review by the Chairman that.NBUF was not sufficiently

national.in scope and that its administrative expenses were,un,-

suggested that NBUF negotiate with the linited,w4y to receive
reasonably high. In rejecting the'application, the lairman

on the local lexeas para/grkfederated fund-raising group

292
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activity as opposed'to'iSeeking "recOgq4ion:ae a rational organize-
.

NBUF'conten d'it was a nation' voluntary agency anci.sOught

recognition. ;:

as a fins

fur

recogn&

the1977,

has not Aid'

C. Eli ibilit

yjewing a second ,rejectiOnby the ChairMan

OF sought'iudicial,iutervention.

cy of this suit, paaintiff,reappaied 'for

al Voluntary agency for participation in

gn. That request was agnied,and plaiOtriff

cipatiOn in subsequent annnalcaMpaigns.

SectiOn 5.1 of ual requires, that the Chairman est:0:11

eligibility.criter or a threefold purpose,'to insure that:
.. .

a)
,

Only ponsible and worthy voluntary'
agencies permitted to solicit.on the
job,in al instailationi,

4'

b) Th s contributed by Federal per- `"'.L
.sonnel" used effectively for the
anaounc oses of the solicitSng agency,
and,
c) All recognized national agencies have
field organizations celfalile of participating
.equifably:in the joint campaigneirangeiments
required by the.Federal program.

To effectuite this mandate a number of spiclfic reguirementswere

promulgated, only two of'which were relied uporf1ij the Chairman in
' .

rejecting the NEUF.
*/

The'first- is the National Scope requirement',"

Section 544, mhich provides c qteria for determining that an''

applicant is a national volunt agency.' The second is the AdMin-
.

istrative and Fund - Raising Expense requirement, Section'

wh#ch provides guidelines for ascerrtaining'th9t an applicant is a
.1 .. a .

"responsible and worthy voluntary agency." -

The two eligibility requirements: ere recently amended in

April of this year. NBUF's application was governed by the
ti

requirements in effect at the time it was filed.
t

pages14
*Ik./

'

The relevant texts of the two requirements are set out at
and 16, infra.

'-

45 Fed. Reg. 24955, April 11, 1980.
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The National Scope iaquiremerit operative atthe.tine of

plaintiff's applicationMandated'that an applicant demonstrate
, .

that it was "organised on a national scale . (and had]

earned good will and acCeptability.throughout the United States."

PlairitiffhAd only,13 chapters, a representation considered in-

suff*cient by the Chairman.

Tfie'Administrative and Fund-Raising Expense requirement

provided that such expenses.nitiat be reasonable":and that those

not .exceeding 25S of total support andrevenue woOldbe so con-

sidered: Where expenses exceeded that' percentage the burden was

on-the organization to,donstrate the 'reasonableness of its

f./
expenses.

I/, LEGAL:ANALYS/S

,Introduction

the NBUE alleges that.the Chairman's decision an dthe eligi-

bility rules upon which that decision is based violate the First

Amendment, the Due Process'Clause of the Fifth Amendment and the

Administrative Procedure Act (APA), S 701, et Esa: Plain-

-tiff raises a number of serious questions concerning the operation

of the Combined Campaign. .
The manner in which one charity,

United Way,'has dominated a federal program is, indeed, quite

troubling. However, of greater concern to this Court is the vio-

lation of plaintiff'i Pirst Amendment rights by virtue of the.

overbroad application of the eligibility criteria as applied by

the Chairman.

*/ Section 5..34 of the. regulation was amended in view of
Village of. Schauhburg v. Citizens for a Better Environment,
100 S. Ct. 826 (1980). The decision is discussed at

9 infra..

*1*/ Plaintiff contention that the establishment of the
Combined Campaign itself is.violative of the Constitution because

it resulted from.an improper delegation of authority is Without

merit. See bnited Black Fund.v..Hampton, 352 F. Supp. 898, 903

(D.H.C. 1372).(delegatiori of authority to establish and, administer

Combined Campaign pheld):

e 2 9 4 .
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Essentially, the plaintiff contends-that the national in scope

requirement is. discriminatory as applied, NEW servesa, Minority-

beneficiarypopulation and it is an established fact' that a Sighi-

ficant number of blacks are not found in every state. While the

requirement allows for compliance by a number of, alternative methods,

the Chairman focused on the location-of local. chapters to the ex-
.

ausion of other criteria.-

1 As to the expense requirement, while it does-mot.astablish the

25 ceiling as an absolute 'cut-off point, the'ChairMan applied it

as such without inquiring into tile particular circumstances of the

MP. The Chairman first stated:that the Manual provides *that to

be eligible for-participation.an agency's administrative and fund-

raisinV cats should not exceed 25% of total iticome.:* However, in

later correspondence he explained that the requirement was applied

with some flexibility,' finding; however, that NBUF's costs. were .

"significafitli higher than the allowed percentage and . . . (were]

considered upacceptable, even for a new organization. NSW con-

tends that, as applied by the defendant, Ale administrative expense

requirement rests on an irrebuttable-Lpresumption that a charity

A .

with costs above 25 cannot be fiscally responsible and therefore

cannot withstaneka.due process challenge.'

In sections A and B,which follow immediately,the'constitu7

tional issues will be discussed. Section .0 includei an analysii. .

of the two requirements and the,mapper
in which they were applied

by the ChairMan in denying plaintiff's application.

. .

A. The Constitutionality of the.Eligibility Criteria

Prior to the establishment of the Combined Campaign, numerous

Y.

charitable agencies conducted solicitations of federal employees.

at their workplace with littlegovernmept intervention. Section

1.1 of the Manual noted that, "lilt has.long been Government polic)

0 .

/ Letters from Chairman, Civil Service Commission,to NSW,

April 29 and June 24, 1926, AR at.121-22 and 1-2.

.295.
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to cboperate with and. assist voluntary health Mnd welfare agencies
.

to solicit funds. or worthy causes from Federal personnel.? 'In
,

response to and because of the administrative burden.imposed by

)
I

.
the multiplicity of appeals, the Combined Campaign.wasestablishe

... .

Thus the,government had'provided an opportunity
for solicitation

all along but impdied
restrictions on- access to that forum to

reduce the administrative burden end to ensurethe-"worthines of
.

the solicitors. However, NBUF was.denied access to the Campaign,

because of those restrictions.

r

Through the Combined FederallIampaigii.the gOmOrnmen'has
. a

affOrdegia forum
ancfitlatfotm-where national Voluntary agencies

may advance tliarobuses before federal employees and solicit

financial contiibutions: As &practical matter the Campaign is an

advertising and, sales. campaign ditectedtwgoveromeni employees*

urging them fo'give-financial support
to ..a designated grbup of 1

.
a

national charities. This solicitation. saneffect aipe
speech supported by the government: Likewise, a donation to these

.

charities is ab expression of and reflects the interest-and pre-
4

ferences of thedonor government employee.

Viewed in light of recent rulings there can be little dispute

that the 'Combined Campaign
involves'Pirst Amendment activities and

that high standards of precisiOn and specificity are required and
f

necessary when such
fundamental riglits are Involyed. H' as v. Ma

of Oradell, 425 U.S. 610 (1916). -,And, "Iw3here a governmentqe-
..

stricts the speech oel private person, the state'action may be

sustained,oniy if the government can show that theiegulation is

,a precisely drawn means of serving a compelling state iAerest."

P

Contolidated Edison Company of New York!, Inc. v.,Public'Service'

Commission of New York, 48 U.B.L.W 4776, 4778 (June%20, 1980)(the
. .

barringof an electric utility's use of bill - inserts topYomote

As position on controversial issues of public
policy infrihges

.
on freedom of speech).

The recentdecinion of the Supreme Court. in Vgilage of

Schaumburg v. Citizens for 'e Better Environment, '100

296
ces.
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S.Ct. 826 (1980) is disposztive of the First Amendmeft

question here presented. Schaumburg involved an ordinance prohi-

biting docir-to-door or on-street solicitation Of contributions by

charitable organizatiOns that do'not use at-least 75% oD their
1

receipts Lar"charitable
purposes,' such purposes being defined to-

eiclude all administrative expenses. A non-profit environmental protec-

tion organization was denied a solicitation permit'because it could

net_neet the.75t requirement. Citizens fors Better.Environment

k,1;-
incurred greater expensed than tradition e1 charities because it

used paid solicitors who also functioned as advOcates of the

organization's cause. The solicltor's' salaries were considered

"administrative expenses."' The Supreme Court held that the

ordinance in questiOn was unconstitutionally overbroad in violation

of the First and Fourteenth Amendments: The decision rested on a

finding that charitable appeals for funds, on the Street or doorpo

dab, involve a variety of speech Interestscommunication .of in-.

formation, dissemination and propagation of views and ideas, and

advocacy of causes--that are.within the First AmendMent's protec-

tion.

.0*

The Court found that while- soliciting financial support

is sqbject to reasonable. regulation, such regulation must give due

regard to the'reality that charitable solicitation is well within

the purview of First Amendment activity.

It follows that once the government has created a forum and

platform wheA First Amendment rights spay be exercised, it must be

a

*/ Defendant-and defendant-'-intervenOr contend that this
case-aoes not involve the First Amendment conduct addressed in

Schaumburg. The Court is not persuaded by their reliagcer upon
Cafeteria & Restaurant Workers Union, Local 413, AFL -CYO v. McElroy,

367 U.S. 886 (1961), for the propositicn,that the federal wadgaace

is amenable to:the restraints involved in this case. First,
Cafeteria Nbrkers dealt .with the question of sedurityon a militar
Installation, a situation clearly distingUishable frbm the case at
bar. More important, however, is the purpose-of, the Combined Cam- '
paign and the form of 4elief requested by NBUF. The summary ex-

o
clusion ofacivilian employee from a military base cannot be the

basis for denial access to a forum for the espousal of speech
where such a forum is provided. . .

297.
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an open forum,
accessible to all on an, equal basis. Carey

Browne 4.81).S.L.W, 4756
(June 20, 1980)(law which bars all picket-

ing of residencesbut exkmpts picketing when related to labor ,

A

AiSputeS
,discriminates erg speech-related activities on basis

of content in violation of Constitution); Police Department of
6

Chicago v. Mosley, 40,3U:t. 92, 96 (1972) (ordinance barring

picketing near schools but exempting picketing*relatilpg to labor

disputes makes impermissible distinction between speeCh-related

activities innriolatiOn of Constitution); Williams v. Rhodes, 393

U.S. 23 (1968)(voiding a statute that gave establisged political

parties a deCided advjUtage over.aewly ortganized partAes--thus

placing unequal burdens on the right *associate).

onstitutionally Perthissible Regulation

Although regihation of actiVity:in the federal workplace geared

ton:efficacious administration of governMental programs is not with.,

out some importance . . . 'administratiVe convenience' is not a
.

shibboleth, the mere recitation of which dictates omtstitutftlaity.""

Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 677, 690 (1972). Ccrtstitutionally

permissible, regulation which imposes limitations on First Amend:nen

protected speech must fall within one of three areas: 2) reasonable

time, place or mannefrestri tions; 2) permissible subject-matter

i5regulation; or 3f a narrowl tailored means of serving a compell-

ing state interest. Consolidated Edison, 48 U.S.f....W4 at 4777.

*/' This case involves equal access tella forum, unlike Lehnu

v. City of Shaker Heights; 418 U.S. 298 (1974) upon which defender

rely. In Lehman, plaintiff sought to advertise for,his politica:

campaign oncity transit busses. The denial of his request was
upheld by the Court on the grounds that the denial of all politi
advertising was a businessHieeision made by the government in it

Proprietary capacity. The analysis undertaken by the Court re-

flects the clear differentiation between the facts in Lehman and

the case at bar.. ,Iehman necessarily involved a questiE717737-"gua-

teed access" when'aiiEity banned all political advertisements
the transit system because the nature of the system as a busine:

venture with a captive audience belied Lehman's contention that
system. constituted,,a public fortm. On the *her hand, NBUF pre..
sents the Court not with a'questipn ofguaranteed access to a
forum denied to all, across-the-hoard, but rather, of equallacc
to solicit:witpin the federal workplace where such solicitation
permissible and a First Amendment forum is provided."

S 298
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Defendants contend the regulations here fall into the third ca

gory..'However, the broad application of these regulations beli

this contention. In this instance, the regulation must be drawn4

with"narrow specificity'," Hynes v. Major of Oradell, 425 U.S.,

at 620, . and applied narrowly .do serve the proyar governmental

interest in- confining solicitation privileges tO"worthy,"."na-..

tional"..agencieswithout ."interfering with First;Amendment free-

doss." Id. -.

Such oar6606lication should serve to avoid another problem

made particularlkclear by United' Way. On page 5 of its opposi-

tion to plaintiff'smotion foi summary. judgment United Way states:

.' /
(0)ri-the 7job solicitations of Federal employees
should not 'be a testing ground for new and un-.

,proven,charitable organizations bat should be
confined to organizations that have firstodemon-
strated :substantial public support throuqh"fund-
raising success other than through the CPC and
an acceptablelevel of'elficiency in providing
.direct services to persons served.

If in fact the Chairman and the Eligibility Committee were

pursuing this 'course in denying admission toIBUF, and from every

indifation they were, then there was Indeed aclear First Amend-

violation. As Justice Marshall stated in Police Department

of Chicago, supra, 408 U.S. at 96:

(U)nder.the . . First Amendment itself,
Ovarnment may not grant the use of a forum

'to people whose views it finds acceptable,
but deny use to thoSe wishing to express
less favored or more controversial views..
laidLit may not select which issues'are worth
discussing or debating in public' facilities.

.
There is an "equality of'status in,the. field
of ideas, and government dust afford all
ports of view an opportunity to to heard.
(Citation omitted.)(Emphasis added.)

See alsoCarey v. Brown, 48 V.S.L.W. at 4757. Thy regulation.mus

ensure that zidividuals are not empowered with determining the

"worthiness" of a particular cause. Cantwell v. Connecticut, 31(

U.S. 296 (1940).

by S 299

r
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Defendants posit two possible alternatives to NBUF's partici7

pation in the-Combined Campaign: secure employee contributions i.

through solicittations in the lobby of the partictiiagoV'eknMent

agency, or, participate as an affiliate of the'United Way...The

proposed alternatives are not acceptable. Lobby. tolicitatiOns were.

,A
rticognired as inadequate and unsatisfactory by the government 504.

time ago..
iddationally;payroll dedueitioni.are not available to

as organization which solicits.In lobby campaigns.' AS to affil a-

tion with the United Way the plaintiff contends that,s4ch a move

would be counter - productive to its' goa-Ls and purposes. NBUF ad-

vances the, argament--which has considerable merit - -that, itngoats.

priorities and emphasis. are focused4sqprogrami designed to combat .

prejudice and discrimination,'whereas the United Way's emphasis

is upon old-line organizations and programs which, although of

unquestionable :merit and vad:rth, fail to address and concern the

ba-dic:ed central economic and social probleMs ever present,in a

minority community. Beyond-that, the plpintiff correctly points

out that the important legal. question is,whether.the alterna-

tives are "effective," Healey v. Jones, 408 U.S. 169,~282 -283

(1972), which in this case they are, not.

°
Furthermore, the fact that NBUF may utilire'lobby solicitatione

or affiliate with United Way cannot justify a CurtaillMent or denial

of its advocacy and:quest for charitable funds through the Com-
,

bined Campaign. See Southeastern Promotions Ltd. v. Conrad, 420

U.S. 546, 556 (1975); Spence v. Washington, 418 U.S. 405 (1974);

Schneider v..state, 308 U6.5. 141 (1939).

C The National in Scope and the Expenseflequirements

1 National scope

The plaintiff's argument that the national in scope require-
,

ment as interpreted and applied violates the Due Process Clause of

the Fifth Amendment and the First Amendment is not, as suggested

by the defendants, entirely withoutcsubstance.

*ft



Executive Order 10927 and the Combined Federal Campaign grew

out of several legitimate
governeental'concerns, namely, to pro7

tect federal
employees,frPmcoerciVe solicitation practices, and

to limit the n r and duration of charitable solicitations. on

government time

: Executive Order 10927 d its predecessor,
'Executive Order 10728, were designed to bring

order.into a chaotic fund- ising 'situation with=

anothe Federal GOvernment. Prior to these Orders,;

many individUal charitable rganizatiohs were
Aeliciting in Federal.inatal tions at many dif=

Zerent times during the year. These agencies met.-

no particular standards of integrity or financial

or program accountability. was considered
necessary,-therefore, to develop a sys4em under
which solicitations co6ld be conducted with a,
minimum interruption of'Government functions and

to assure'that the agencies allowed solicitation
privileges met reasonable standards of financial

and. program integrity and accountability. ."/

Section 5.24 of.the Manual requires that ,a voluntary agency

in order to participate in the campaign as a national voluntary

agency-Must demonstrate that

* s*

. a. It is organized on a national scale

with a national association which is repre-
sentative:of its constituent pakts and which,
through its-board of directors, exercises
close supervision over the operations and
fund,raising policy of any local chapters or
affiliates.

: b.[It has earned good will and acceptability
throughout the United States, particularly in
cities or communities within which or nearby are

Federal offices or installations with large num-

bers. of personnel.' . .

Good will and acceptability will usually
be shown by operating chapters providing ser-
vice in all or most'of the states, with.contri-
butor support from all or most parts of the

nation. Good will and acceptability throughout
the Uhited States _will also be demonstrated by

other means, such as the extent of support're
ceived from the public, the number and location
of contributors, the national character of
campaigning directed to.the public, the reputa-
tion of the organization on a national basis,
and the proportionate effect on total income of

the organization's participation'in the Federal

program? In the case of'internaiional agencies.
chapter or affiliate coverage in all-or most

. states need not exist. Itt

/.
Affidavit of Georg.e.7. MeOpuoid, ExecutiVe birector of and.

Assistant to the Chairman of the Civil Service Commission, August

24, 1976.
./ The 1980 Amendments do not change the operative language

of this section. See 45 Fed.Reia: 24959 -60.'
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The purpose bekind'Section 5.24 is to ensure that "only rea-

sonable and wort* voluntary agencies are permitted to solicit on

the job in federal indballations.": The Chairman interpreted the .

requireMent to mean that in order to qualify for participation an

organiItion must maintain chapters inallor nearly all states.

Because the NBUF did not maintain_chaptersin every city where

therewas a federal agency, its application wanrejected by the'.

Chairman. Rejection on that basis cam scarcely escape.the diallenge .

that it unlawfully and impermivively discriminated against the

NBUF on the basis of race. Based on well known and,undisputed

demographic fabts, the black poPulation is unevenly distributed,

and it is impossible for NBSF,to..have a chapter in all, or even

majority, of the states. The.same would be true of the AmeriCan

Indian, Hispanic, Est Asian or any other minority ethnic organize

tion concerned with issues similar to those of the plaintiff. Suc

organizations could never demonstrate goodwill, and general ac-

ceptability thrdughout, carry on a nationwide program or otherwise

qualify for participation because those minorities, like blacks,. .

are concentrated in only a few cities and states.

The Chairman's imited interpretation and focus on the

national in scope 'requirement also failed to acknowledge and to

credit other factors which he was obligated to recognize in

determining the acceptability and worth of the NBUF. Section 5.24

for example recognizes the eN4ent of the organization's public

support, the number and 'location of contributors, the national

repUtation of the organization. The Chairman only relied upon tiff

number and location of local' chapters. 'While other data to sappol

the extent and scope of its nationwide operations were submitted;

there is no indication that they -were given proper consideration. .

Since the. reasons advanced by the Chairman do not comport with.thc

established and declared standards and criteria, the rejection

of the NBUF application cannot be sustained: -See Camp v. Pitts,.

411 U.S. 138, 143 (1972); SEC v.Cheneryi 332 4.S. 194, 197 (1947)

4
The denial:of plaintiff's application is contrary to the evidenc,

and violates the Administrative Procedure Act, '5 U.S.C. 5 706(2)(A)

(B).

-
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.

The National Scope requirement is acceptable as(writt

ever, as interpreted and applied, the requirement was arbitrary,

unreasonable, unduly restrictive- and bore no Zonal relation to

any legitimate interest and served to discrimrnmetagainst the NBUF,

a new organization, in favor.of mere established charities. The

Fifth Amendient proscribes such discrimination and ali2 protects

the plaineif's interest'in participafing in the Combined Federal.

Campaign. The Constitution4rotects not only rights which aPer-

son presently has inhand but also those'rights which-a person is

entitled to possess. See Goldbere'v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254.(1970):

see also Board of Regents v. Roth0'408 U.S. 564', 577 (1972). And

once a,benefit has been made available by the government itmust.be,

made available-to all under like circumstances. See'Bell v. Bursor

402 U.S. 535 (1971); Shapiro v. Thompson 394 U.S. 618 (1969)...

2. Administrative and Fund-Raising Expense

Section 5.34 of the Manual provides in part that:

. . . Expenditure;,for adMinistration and
fund raising not,eXceeding 251 of total
support and revenue will be considered
reasonable. Where . . . expense exceeds
this percentage, the burden is on the
voluntary organization to demonstrate
the reasonableness of its . . expentes
under all the circumstances in its case.

As noted, the administrative expense requirement establishes

a presumption whicAris
explicitly rebuttable, placing the burden

on the
applical"te'demanstraie the reasonableness" of its ex-

penses. However, as applied, the requirement.has served to

V ^As ended. S 5.34 still establishes a presumption of

reasonablen it the 251 level of'expenses.,'However, theameMbe.

sets forth " ircumstances which could "demonstrate the reasonab

ness of,admi ttrative and fund-raising expenses" which are in

excess of 251, particularly:

a. Newly established agenCies which can
demonstrate the likelihood of reducing their
administrative and fund-raising expenses to a
reasonable level within a reasonable period.
b.., Older agencies which can demonstrate that
the impact of CFC contributions on their admin-
istrative and fund-raising costs is likely to
bring those expenses to within a 'reasonable level.

45 Fed. Reg. 24952, 24960.
According to the amendment, the above list is illustrative rath

than inclusive.

SQ': 4)3
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preclude partici4ation in the Combined Campaign by agencies with

evSmeS.which .3X:reel 251 by any but a negligible amount. Thus,

although valid om.its face, the requirement is applied in a manner

1whichisweepe quite broadly, precluding participation by organiza-

tions well within the proper purpose of the Combined Campaign.

This practice se=ved to exelude the plaintiff arbitrarily. As '4

noted in Schaumborq; while a 25% limitation was enforceablesagtinst

"mbre' traditional charities," an identifiable class of organiza-

tions exists watt° which such a limitation would be "an unjustified

infringement of the First and Fourteenth.Amendements.' Id..at

835-36. SWF is:within that class.

While itis undisputed that regulation of solicitation sires

legitimate interests of the government in 'preventing fraud.' 7

at 836,
the practice of establishing a tut-off at the

251 level of the expenses versus total income cannot stand. The

government's contention that the requirement serves only as a

guideline is contrary to the evidence. .While .a. 251 guidelinels.

..- .

permissible where applicants may show that expenses in exce$S of

the guideline are reasonable, National Foundation v. Forth Worth,

415 F.2d 41 (5th Cir. 1969), cert. denied, 396 U.S. 104 (1970), it is1..

:clear that such is not the practice here. Tie Citizens-plaintiff
, ...,.,4 .. . /

/
1

og For example, in its March 1976 Report,-the.Cominittee on
EligiSility recommended acceptance of applications from two or-
ganizations:4ith expenses in excess of 25%, namely: the March of

Dimes which spent 26;9% on administrative and fund-raising expenses

and the Arthritis Foundation with expenses of 27.7% of total income.

Such acceptance was recommended with the caveat that expenses.

should be lowered or future applications may be denied. AR at 326.

In its April 1976 Report, the Committee approved the two applica-
tions stating that although their expenditures "are slightly higher

than the 25% limit" the applications should be approved, but that.
"if-they do not meet the criteria next year, appropriate considera-
tion will be given by the Committee to a recommendation for non-

renewal of fund-raising privileges." (Emphasis added.)

;;., The recent amendment does not alter this analysis. Rather,

it i ustrates that, while organizations may be admitted to the

mbined Campaign notwiphstanding excess expenditures, future
participation will depend upon a reduction of expenses to within

the 25% limit. This amendment merely codifies what is apparently

a long standing practice. Said practice is precisely the activity
before this Court for review. See footnote and accompanying text

at AL Aart-Elo rt.

A
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in SchiuMburg claimed that because. of the nature of their organize-
.

tion amf its role as an advocate, it necessarily incurred greater

expenses than ktgclitional charity. So too, NEUF contends that

for a number of reasons- -the Expense of soliciting from minority'

populations and the additional expenses incurred during the initial

phases of the establishment of a network of local'charitable agen-
.

cies providing direct services-to local communities innen-tradi7'

tional as well as traditi\.brial charitable 'arqa;--it.also will spend

greater amounts on administrative expenses than would a charity

which only dispenses services directly to the needy.

Given thq plaintiff's Fifth Amendment interest and the First,.

Amendment activity involved, the Chairman'aapPlication of the 258

"guideline" as an irrebuttable 'presumption violates the Due Process

Clause of Ape'Fifth Amendment. It is cleakfrom.the evidence

presented that expenses iNexcess of 258.may indeed be reasonable

Thus, the Chaftman'sapplication pf a presumption which is not

"necessarily or'universally true in fact," Viandis v. Kline, 412

U.S. 441, 452 (1973), infringes uRon.the First-AmendmentrIghts

of the charitable organizations subjected to that presumption an

violates the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment.

CONCLUSION
a)

Denial of the National.:Black United Fund's abplication-to

participate in the Combined Federal Campaign was improper-and

contrary to lap. Although the applicable portions of the Manua:

have been amended since defendant's denial -of plaintiff's appli

tion, those amendments would pot .necessarifir require a differen .

result than was, reached by the'ChairmanDere. Essentially the

same criteria govern the National Scope determination (Section

5.24 of the Manual) and, while an organization with administrat

expenses in excess of 251 may be admitted under the amended Fu

Raising Expense requirement, that percentagp is still the maxi

considered to be "reasonable." 45Fed, Reg. 24960. The CoUrt

this presumption invalid.
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The eligibility requirements for participation in the tom

,
-

bined Campaign, as interpreted and applied, violated the First

and Fifth Amendment rights of the National Black United Fund.

The Fund is entitled to appropriate deTlaratory or injunctive

relief. An appropriate judgment and order will be entered con-
.

sistent with the findings and conclusions set fprth-in this

Metoranddm Opinion.

July 1, 1980

a

11-785 0 = 83 20

Barr qton D. Parker
United tes District Judge



Appendix A. CO. .76" 413Ir

JUL. 1.230

JAMES E DAVEY, Clerk
EXECUTIVE ORRER

, 10927 \

ABOLISHING THE PRESIDENTS COMMITTEE ON'FUNDRAISING
WITHIN THE FEDERAL SERVICE AND PROVIDING FOR THE CON-

DUCT. F FUND -RAISING.ACTIVITIES

By virtue of the authwity coed .in me as President ei the United Stites. if k ordered as

Section 4. The President's Committee an Fund-Raising Within the Federal Semite. arab-
fished M Esti:olive Order Noo 10729 of September is. 1957. ii: hereby abolished. and that order is

herehy revoked. t.
So:tion 2. tai The Chairman of the Civil Sender Commission shalt make arranger:re ro. 14-w . .

ouch national voluntary health and welfare agencies and such:other natiortal.voluroars wench, an
may he appropriate to solicit fends from Federal, employees and member& of the armed laces ai
theit'Placra of employMenl ere 4!sly elatimM. . f.

Ili lo making the arrangements required bysubsortion (aid 114 section. the &airman of the
Civil Service Commisshin is authorized to consult mith appropriate infested persons and orga.
voioni. the national voluntary agencies. and the era:Main departments and agencies conix-rned.
Such arrangements shall III permit true.voluntari giving and reserve to the intOvidual theOption of
disckiiing his gift or keeping it confidential: Cl deSignale specific periods,during'v.trich solicitations
may be condOcied: and.01 provide foe not more than..lbw solicitations aknually. except in .case.
of emergency. or disastekaippeals for which .specific envision nay *nude hy the Chairman of the o
CiA.Serwice

Section 3. This order shall not apply ti conducted by °vatic Woos comprised of
civilian employees, fir members of the armed toles among their own memtmrs for orpnizatianal
support or far knells or welfare funds for their members: Such soliehationi' shall lie 4:acclaimd

under policies and pretdeiots ipprovedin the head the department or agencs concerned. p

Sonkm 4. AO re. ds and property of the President's Committee on FundRaiiing Wilton
Federal Service are hereby transferred to the Chairman of the.Civii4ervice"Cotrimission.., lit

Section S. This order shall heroine effeetiveforry-five das varier hi. date. .

TM* merit Ht,vse '
March IR. 19n1.
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Mr. DYKALLi. Miss Wright.
,Ms. WRzairr. I was v@r inte in your comments regarding

the incidental benefits, to be deriv by a community from Federal
funds, the banking benefits and so forth. ,There are some Federal
programs that have as their aim the development of businesses, mi-
nority' banking, and go forth. I am wondering if you can comment
on the 'success or failure of the programs-that have been directed

,toward :economic development as opposed to the more socially ori-
ented programs It seems to me there are programs which encour-
Age the use of minority' vendors, the use of minority banks and so
fo . ,

r. BAERws.u. I think the programs that have maintained, for
whatever reason, that as a focus and priority of its existence, are
programs that you can find today as self - sustaining, and self-suffi-
cient. I speak of programs, certainly of m own tire Brotherhood
Crusade. I,peak of programs such as. AC hich is a program
operating in the black community which has an dependent abili-
ty to support itself. It has been through those eans that these
things have come about, because the focus has n on economic
development, and, the ethic has always bee e that says when
you put out dollars; you must always look for the return that you
get on those dollarswhich is quite the contrary to the' way the
Government' has structured the dissemination and evaporation of
the dollars allocated for social programs

I call to your attention, and I think this can be borne out, as a
criteria for receivinefundf3 throughthe antipoverty program, if you
were allocate* $100,000 one year.and you came back and were cost-
efficient, and only spent $90,000 Nand 'got the job done, next year

oyou would be allocated $85,000 rather Ithan $125,000. It is contrary
to every business ethic throughout the'country. Yet that has been
done. So consequently you find people who have been managerially
proficient at the last hour were spending money like it Vas going,
out of style in order to get it out of tbeir budget.

It is that kind of etbio that I thiA. bas been contrary to empow
ering our communityrather it has been a part of dissolving the
community.

Mr. D,4ALLY. For the record, .WLCAC is Watts Labor Communi-
ty Actiork,Committee.

0
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Ms. WRIGHT.. What about Tignrams such as have been run
through the Small Business' Ad istrafion, 'other business-orient-
ed agencies, oft&merce Department, that encourage the use of mi-
nority vendors by Government contractors? I. believe, there are
some programs that encourage the use of minority banks by groirps
receiving Federal funding.

Mr. BAKEWELL. I think there 'are programs. I think that is a very
good point. One of the things that is dreadfully needed is that those
programs are loosened up, if you will, and structured in such a way
that they are not so buireaucratic in terms of allowing the small
businessman to actually get' a loan. .I Mean. the process that one is
put through, the ordeal that one isiput through, in order to qualify
to go through SBA, to deal with someone who is not adjusted to
that system in the beginning, and to put him through that rigorous
process has been demoralizing to at least 90 percent Of the peoble
who have applied. I tlfink if you would research' it, it would bear

,
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out that there has been since the twist .was put in 'it, in terms of
small "businessmen, rather than minority businesses, that-there has .

- been more of a general population usage of thoie departments than
a minority usage of those department4 .

Ms. WRIGHT. Thank yeti.
Mr. DYMAI4Y. Thank you very much, Mr. Bakewell. '46
Mr. Davis.
Mr. DAVIS. Since the inception of the poverty program there has ,

been an ongoing critique of the manageitial efficiency of nner-city ,
communities. You had the dictum or the doctrine of maximum fea7
silt participationwhich some believe caused a lot of ifianagerial
maIreasancp or misfeasance. How would you assess; since the
period of the civil disorders of the 1960's, the developing strength
of the managerial capacity of inner city communities? Is that infra-
structure more developed. now; stronger, and possibly no longer vut-
nerable.to these kinds of charges?

Mr. BAKEWELL. It is absolutely Uneqnivocally stronger. I am a
ptoduct of the antipoverty program. Many .people you -41tw who
spoke to you today, and I saw the list, are products of the antipov-
erty program. Many of the people .wh6 sit in Congress today are
products of the antipoverty program, whether they _want to admit
it or. not. We -had problern,ssduring that, era of management: But it
should not be look n as something that we initiated: I gave
you a very cogent eedagcpile of a managerial practice that was in:
flicted upon our community, that. we had' to respond to. It was
nothing that we generated So I mould leave that question for you

. to answer based on the merits.
Mr. DYMALLY. Thank) you very mush.,
Our next witness is Mr. Leland Wong.

ANGELESSTATEMENT OF LELAND WONG, LOS ANGELES COUNTY YOUTH
GANG PROJECT

Mr. WONG. Mr. Chairman and member; Of the committee:I am
grateful for this opportunity afforded to the Asian/Pacific commu-
nity of Los Angeles to testify before you.

The Asian/Pacific community in Los Angeles consists of approxi-
mately 14 square miles of midtown Los Angeles, developed urban
land for the most part as it skirts the Hollywood Hills to the north
and Baldwin Hills to the southwest, rising and falling only,at its
easterly portion surrounding Echo Park. Fairly, dense by:southern
California standards, this pocket houses approximately 350,000
residents. With the exception of a small pocket immediately adja-
cent to the Wilshire Boulevard employment centers, the residents
of this widespread community are low- and moderate-income
people living in aging housing and facing the full range of urban
problems. .

An added burden is the large influx of new immigrants posing a
challenge to public and. Inivate institutions alike. The immigrant
population has literally changed the .face of the community. Areas
attempting_to plan for senior citizens find themselves dealing 'th
overcrowded elementary schools. The language, religion, and t e
ethnicity of the area has changed. What was a homogeneous Chi!
nese community is now .made up of many Asian populations. The -
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challengt ?acing the bity of Los Angeles is to respond in a rational,
timely, and sensitive manner so as to quickly incorporate the new
immigrants

,

the fabric of the city.
These are some of the many' issues that bring the Asian/Pacific

community of Los Angeles under public scrutiny:
One, social services in this area 'are generally "in shock" because

of the large population influx and the lack of neededfmultilingual
personnel.

The educational, health, and welfare services have been the first
to feel this significant impact.

Lack, of. child care Is a problem; children and youth services are
exceptionally few since these areas until' recently had a 'much
higher age distribution. Social problems from a populationjinder-
going severe stresS, can be anticipatedhigh unemploymeflt, vul-
nerability to various unscrupulous operators, juvenile criminal ac-
tivity, substance abuse, mental health Problems, and family con-
flict.

Health-care access is limited by -language barriers while mental
health practitioners are culturally unfamiliar and even more un-
derutilized. If the klioqls do not prrpare the young immigrants as-
well as American-borti for employment, problems will be com-
'pounded in 5 to .10 years, In the meantime, probleths that exiited
before the influx r2ntinue, including needs for services to the erder-
ly in all aspects is large community.
Two, crime is a major issue throughout this section of Los Ange-

les, as it is citywide.
Three, the housing situation is, old and deteriorating; rehabilita-

tion is badly needed and overcrowding is increasing. Rental houg-
ing, comprising the vast majority of the community's housing
stock, is in short supply. Affordable housing' that is available to
families with children is an especially, critical problem, compound-
ed in some areas by condominium conversions.

Four, the 1970 census recorded a population in this specific area
to be 279,052, The Los Angeles City Planning Department esti-
mates a 1978 population of 310,863, or an increase of 11 percent.
This coincides with the impression that the atea is experiencing
population-growth it a time when many inner cities afe declining
in population.

Since 1970, the population has not only grown, it has changed.
The 1977 population, employment, and housing (PEH) survey con-
ducted by the city of Los Angeles presented its findings by plan-
ning area, council district, and police divisionsthe divisions
broken down as follows: Hollywood, Rampart, and Wilshire.

In all three divisions, in both numbers and percentages, two
trends are most significant: (a) An increase in youth population
and decrease in elderly population; and (b) Aki increase in the non-
white population and a decrease in the white population.

These changes are most pronounced .in the Rampart division.
Since. 1970, Rampart experienced a 61-percent increase in the
number of youths in the area at the same time it experienced a 94-
percent increase in the number of Asians, estimated at 17.4 percent
of the population. In the Hollywood division, the ethnic change is
even more dramatic, although the numbers are smaller, with a 197-

310
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percent crease in Asian population to 9.8 percent of the total and
an in r e in black population to 6.2 percept of the total.

Five, the employment situation in the Asian /Pacific community
is serious, Although it is very difficult to obtain sufficient exact fig._

' %uresto substantiate the facts. Many people do submit active un-
employment` insurance claims. This is only a small portion of their
problem, however, because many do not submit claims and because
so much of the real difficulty is caused by underemployment, or
employment in the most poor paying occupations. There is a large
group of unskilled, non-English-speaking men who employment
opportunities. are limited to being dishwashers, cooks, busboys, and
grocery workers..These jobs are paid the minimum wage level

c which simply does not enable them tft#port a family. °

As you can see, this type of employment does not allow them to
take advantage of the educational opportunities to learn English ot,
to secure job training for better employment; thus they are caught
trying to get enough money week by week to support the family. If
the employment opportunities were greater, there would be a rise
in living standards; this would make better conditions for the chil-
dren to grow up in.

The Asian /.Pacific community suffers from the general assump-
tion that there is no real problem. Those of us who work and live
in the community are aware they are very real and deep problems.
The ones. I have discussed are very real and serious, and a long-
term contribution to the continuing poverty of the area.

Like any other ininority community the Asian /Pacific communi-
ty has its share organg, activity.

Specifically in the Asian/Pacific community, resources are very
limited and, at the present time, youth of this community have
been neglected. The delinquency problem has become accepted,
largely due to the lack of alternatives to remedx the gang situa-
tion.

Both youth; American and foreign-born, demonstrate high per-
centage of gan- g activity. This evident by the numerous reports
from community newspapers as ell as the delinquent activity that
is fvnc ioning within the Asian/ acific community.

Mist. - e usage of substances.
Second. : odily harm caused by retaliation or gang violence.
Third. Lack of employment for youth.
Fourth. Lack of social alternatives.
Fifth. The educational system inadequately equipped to deal with

foreign-born.
With both parents working long hours, they are not able to pro-

vide any supervision or guidance. As you can see, they are at the
mercy of what little service is available in the community.

Thew are some things I want to mention.
I feel with the lack of social services and th,e lack of counseling

for foreign-born to aid them in the assimilaticn process into the
mainstream of society we are going to have a problein. I did not
mentioft that we have a pocket of Southeast Asians in the commu-
nity. Their mentality is they have been fighting bullets for 10, 12,
15 years. They have a different theory, &different way of life. They .-.
started moving into the Los Angeles Chinatown area where they

I
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)*ere not accepted. Historically, Chinese and Vietnamese do not get
along. This is a cultural barrier..

There is a gang called the Wa Chings in Lop Angeles Chinatown.
They are involved in extortion, contrapts 'on individuals, under-
ground gambling, different types of elements with the sophistica-
tion of organized criminal activity. They are recruiting newly ar-
rived immigrants into their mainstream. This is largelfdue to the
fact that once kids go to school, there is no orientation procen for
them. The school districts do not orient them to society. There Is a
language barrier; a cultural barrier. They are not assiMilated.
They have a different culture. The parents are working long hours.
They are working as cooks in restaurants, working RI sweatshops
as garment factory workers, they work 12-hour days. There is nd
supervision at the homes.

In Chinatown itself there is one square block which is Alpine.
Playground. If is inadequate to deal with the population 'served in
terms of youth coming te the neighborhood for recreation activi-
ties.

There is a lack of child care. There is a lack of employmept.
There are no programs for skills development for youth. There is 0
no program to help educate them in terms of reading and writing.

The housing problem in the Los Angeles Asian/Pacific communi-
ty is very serious.-I Teel grante should be allocated. to the city in
terms of building sufficient houaingat reasonable cost. .

In terms of health care, there are individuals from other coun-
tries who have proper credentials. I feel programs should be imple-
mented to help them achieve the toroper credentials here. If we can'
utilize their expertise I think this would have an impact in terms
of prgviding services for the Asian/Pacific, community.

I for a long time have been a strong advocate for yoqth. I pres-
ently work for the Los Angeles County Youth Gang Projtct.

Mr. DvitAux. By whom are you funded?
Mr. WbriG. By the county of Los Angeles.
Mr. DIrkiALLY. You are in jeopardy now, are you not?
Mr. 'WONG.. We are not in jeopardy. We have some problems with

our director. It is cleared up right now. We are receiving $1,3 mil-
lion from the county for 1 year.

. I have been a strong advocate. for yoUth for many years now.
Right now there are no youth programs in Los Angeles County or
the city for the Asian/Pacific community. There are no construc-
tive efforts to channel their energies into alternatives or something;
very constructive. No one is giving them direction or guidance.
They are out in the streets gangbanging. They are mugging senior
citizens. They are snatching their jewelry. There is extortion going
on. They go up to merchants and tell them, "If you don't want your
window broken, you pay us x amount of dollars a week, and you
will be OK." These kind of activities are going on.

Behind. all the neon, lights that people see when they go to rm-
. townit is very glamorous. But deep inside it is a ghetto thin

itself. It is a very .aeriote3 problem. It is being neglected right now.
This county Kogram that was implemented does not have any

jurisdiction within the city limits. The city has now decided to pr? -
vide funds to implement a program. They have allocated money.
Again the Asian concern has been neglected. Statistically we do
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not have enough dead bodies or dr6ug pushers to create a program
for us. - '

I feel this committee here should try to seek some Federal assist-
ance to channel it down to the communities, within the Asian com-
munities, direct it among programs that have been in existence,
such as the service for Asian-American youth, those programs ,very
limited in resOurcepAandto help build them so they may provide
adequate serviees for the youth in the community.

Again, I thank you for this opportunity. .

Mr. DYMAMY. Mr. Wong, you are obviously very outspoken 'about
some of the Problems that are taking place in the Asian communi- v

ty. What is yow rapport with the gags?
Mr."Worm. r have very good rapport with them. I grew up-in the

community. .I went through the same trips that they went through.
But .I was very fortunate. I took a sidestep. I went to school. I went,
with the EOP program. I graduated with a B.A. I was very fortu- ..
nate. I was just one of the few who just made it. But within .the
arect, it is hard to get out of it once you are in. libw can you tell'a
ymith to, get in a summer work program or work for CETA when
they are making $2"00 a night ripping aitape "deck out of a car?

Mr. DYMALLY. Are not thp brothera a Aittle unhappy with you be- .. v

cause you are rapping on tliem now?'
Mr. WONG. I am trying to help them. Those who are there are a

hatdcore. There is nothing I can do for them. I am talking in terms
of the young people influenced by them, those going through an
identity crisis, the feeling that they have to feel accepted, to be
somebody. They have no self-esteem. They want to be somebody.
They see this gang, being a gang member is something special.
They get recognition. They have friends. It is for survival. They
help eziel?-other out. When they are not eating, they provide food
for them.

Mr. DYMALLY. There are myths about the Asian/Pacific commu-
nity. One of the myths many years ago was there was no gang vio-
lence. Was there some truth to that myth:lhat there was ne gang
violence 20 years ago, no delinquency?

Mr.' Worm. There has been delinquency throughout the years.
During the forties and fifties and sixties there has been gangs. But
it has not -beenthey have net received the attention that these
gangs have now.

The Black W gs were in .exis nce, the Buddha Bandits. They
did not have t sophistication in mit of organized crime, they
did not gq out and extort from me chants. There was more ethics
involved. You did not damage the commg/...4' y.,

Now it is a little different. You have people coming from various
countries who have no values within this society. Their values are

. different. In order to survive, they are going to do anything they
can. They have heavy artillery. I really feel- that we cannot reach
those who have reached the limit of no return.

But in terms of those who are young, we can influence, I feel we
should channel all ur energies toward them. ,

Mr. DYMALLY. 1Were do they get the firearms?
i14. Mr. WONG. If you have the money for it, you can get-whatever

you want on the streets. At one time Asian/Pacific people did not
experience narcotics. Now they are into Quaaludes, reds, cocaine,
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freebasing, they smoke grass. Right now they are starting to smoke
PCP. That is a very serious problem.

You were...talking about a myth of stereotyping. People have this
view of Asian Americans to by productive, no probleMs, we take
care of our own. But there iit-a problem.'Even though they do not
go out and scream. for help or seek welfare or public assistance,
there is a problem. I mentioned before the unemployment rate.
There are no facts to substantiate there is km unemployment prob-
lem because they do not document in terms of seeking claims. So
there is a probleni. They just dg, not seek help ey are isolating
themselves within the community.

Mr. DYMALLY. Miss Wright.
Ms. WRIGHT. Have there been any attempts from within the com-

munity or from Government aggncies or wherever to try, to docu-
ment the problem? In other words, finding the people who do not
become a part of statistics because they are not out seeking works
but are nonetheless unemployed?

Mr. WONG. At the present time, right now, I have a copy of a
case study made on employment. They have done a. study on the
unemployment problem, housing, the juvenile delinquency prob-
lem. It clearly defines what the problems are within the communi-
ty itself. But there is an attempt being made right now.

Ms. WRIGHT. I believe yowsaid there are no programs presently
in existence which address the problems of assimilation of immi-
grants into the society and the educational problems. Are thee
any programs that are working, any programs that have been de-
veloped within the community or any federally funded programs at
all that are working?

Mr. WONG. There is one that primarily deals with Indochinese
refugees, the Indochines,e Refugee Center. That i4 targeted to one
specific group. But in terms of helping Chinese, Laotians, or Cam-
bodians coming in it is limited.

There is a refugee act implemented by the Federal Government.
If they are not classified as a refugee( they would not be able to
obtain the assistance from that program.

Ma. WRIGHT. Have there been attempts by groups within the
community to obtain funding for programs'. to identify the problem
and seek some help?

Mr. WONG. Yes, there have been attempts made. Again, there.
are no statistics to back up the4 facts. Statistics are very limited
within the Asian community. For some reason or other I o not
know why this exists. But in terms of police statistics or crim sta-.
tistics, to receive Federal assistance, we have no statistics. This as
always been a problem as far as I can remembereven back in the
1960s this was a problem. This is the reason we always were ne-
glected every time. We do not have the facts to substantiate that
we do have a problem. But if you would like to take a ride with me
into the community, I would like to show you this. Behind the neon
lights there is a problem. You will see, families living in houses, a
house maybe with two bedrooms..You have four or five families
living in the -same household. To live in an apartment complex,
two-bedroom unfurnished apartment in Los Angeles, it costs you
over $300. This is not counting utilities. People's income is not ade-
quate. They are receiving less than $7,000, $6,000 a year. I myself
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make far more than that and I have problems living. I just do not
knOW how they make ends meet. .

.Ms.-Waloirr. Thank you. °.

Mr. DYbetAux. Mr. Davis has a question.
Mr. DAVIS. -Mr. Wong, is there any evidence that young people

today who go into the peek gang are remaining there any longer .

today than they did in the past? By 'that I -mean to say. are they
'remaining in that ,lifestyle rather than moving into normal adult
lifestyles at Me age you would expect that -to- happen? Are they

being'trapped? ' .

Mr. WONG. They are trapped. The age distribution for this activi- °-

.ty is frain 14 to 30 -years old. .
;

Mr. DAVIS. Do you know what the cutoff was in the past? What

the age was? .
Mr. WONG. When.you get into theiw type of gangs, if it is orga-

'nixed, you cannot get out That is rule 1. You cannot get out. Once

you are in, you know too much; yOu know all the different types of
things they have-there,is no way out: Once-you are in, you are in.

That is the way it is. It is accepted..If you choose that way of life,

you are going °to have Io live with it.
Mr. DAVIS. Do you attribute' this to diminishing opportunities- or

just the pressure?
Mr. WONG. I would say there are opportunities out there, but I 4.

would say it is t'he peer pressure. When they lack the skills, the .'
language .barrier;; the culture' barrier, they, are unable to compete: .

for jobs. They cannot fill out, a dimple application for a job: They-
have no basic skills. .

Mr. DAVIS. So the avenues of escape are fewer.
Mr. WONG. Right
Mr. DvmAux..Thank you very much, Mr. Wong. We appreciate

your coming-and your patience. , Ir"

(The following material was submitted fm: the record:]
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Rrionsrmn, trtpRovirc, 01WSOLIWATING and.REsnarzuniac as. in admen

script:above. Ihese.aspects are c'clanon'charact.eristics to:all

grants in their adjusitreirts to their nevienvircmcent, including.the

different ethnic groups =grilling the majca:Ity of the population in

the New Asia COrridor. lbors.BusineSs Week "key 21, 1980:



[Excerpts from the New Asia Corridor:]

NEW ASIA CORRIOOR

PLANNING AND REVITALIZATION. PROGRAM

PACIFIC'ASIAN CONSORTIUM .IN EMPLOYMENT

1651':&-.Westmorelandr:Avenue.
Los Angeles, CA 90006

Under a Grant from the City.of Los Angeles

Community Development Block Grant, including
Portions of Council Districts 4, 10 and 13".



COr c Gr i Wridetif2900 5;421/4741
1851 South Westmoreland Avenue Los Angeles. Cafiloroio Was .

' 1213)748.8431

Me. Douglas Ford, General Manager
Community Development Department
City of Lbs Angeles
215 Rest 6th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90014

Dear me. Ford:

March 20, 1981.

We are pleased .to submit*ibe final report of the New Asia Corridor
Planning and Revitalization Program, completed by the PACE Planning and
Research Unit. This concludes one full year of comprehensive study.

Contrary,to'origbul thoughts, -the commmity is much more complex .

and dynamic than, uperficial appearances might.indicate. The study shows .

that the.Corridor has experienced rapid change brought on by mass immi-
gration from diverse ethnic and cultural groups. PACE has established a

set of objectives to help meet the needs of the Corridor. FUrthermore,

PACE views its organization tote a 03nmunity Development Corporation
committed to the concept of self-help and comprehensive development.

We are hopeful that this report will provide a tiseful.resourge an
which to build, for PACE, for the City of Los Angeles, and for the people
of the Corridor.

Sincerely,

RY

r?7,Nt.91:01/(1.

Executive Director
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WIUARD CMIN, UCLA
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CHAPTER I.- AN INTRODUCTION TO THE BM mIA CORRIDOR PROGRAM

1.1 PACE and the New Asia Corridor Pro ram

.
.

The Pacific Asian Consortium in EMpIpytent.(FACE) is a caMmunity-..

based, non-profit organization founded -in late1974 through

the efforts of a abolition of
variouMsian-Ccimmunity-lroups and in-

dividuals (Chinese, Japanese,
)(mean, Pilipino and Samoan). The coa-

lition was concerned .abaUt the unmet .needs for manpower.services in

the rapidly growing Pan-Asian communities in Los:Angeles:
:

Through the sponsorship of anotherASian Program, the Asian

American Drug Abuse grogram; 1WEwas initially funded in January, 1975

to operate d-CETA Titlel job training program for the City of Los

Angeles-. Since then, PACE's funding has grown more than tenfold, but

FACE's target population has grown simultaneously.
Starting with a.

CETA grant. of $364,000, PACE now has an'annual budget of approximately

$4,000,000rom a wide' rangeof public programs and,forthe first-

time,.including private
foundation.funding in the 1980-1981 fiscal year.

r4s4;ngIn the course of p
employment Services, PACE learned that a

more comprehensive approach is needed. If PACE's clients'are to make a

successful transition'life
in'the U.S. and become a vital Port-of the

Los Angeles community,attention
must be given to the neighborhoods in

which they live, the support
services they need, and the economic deve.

lopnent they de;:ond upon. 'The desirability and indeed
necessity-of ex-.

pending PACE responsibilities to include overall-community
planning for

social services,- housing
opportunities.and.economic.deVelopment was

stymied by the.ladk of adequate staffing or funding to Create a
soundly

based program. An application to conduct comprehensive planning and

research activities was submitted
to-the City of LoSAmeles and ulti-

rately resulted in the New Asia Corridor Planning and Revitalization

PrograM. The Program has received the continuing support of the Council

Petters and their staffs representing the Corridor: Council President

Jahn Ferraro, District 4;
Councilman Dave Cunningham, Chairman of the"

Grants Committee, District 10; .and CouncilWoman Peggy Stevenson, Dis-

trict 13.

An additional resource to the Program was the participaticnbf an

Integrative Laboratory
Workshop,. an element of the.Masters in Planning

curriculum at.the University of Southern California.
During the 1979-

1980 academic year,the
workshop students 6 professors

performed as a

quasiconsulting team to PACE. Their work, also described in a separate

report, is incorporated in this study. .

.

Mother component of the Univ

Urban University Center (UUC), was

Administration through the City of

natives for economic development in

the Asia Corridor. While it was on

ty of Southern California, the

ed by the Economic Developmenty

Angeles to study possible alte

area of the City whidh includes

ly anticipated that this study

i*
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Would be coMpleted in enough time'to incorporate its findings in the

New'Asia Corridor Program, that Old not materialize. Codsequently.

the commercial,componeneof this program is not'as fully developed as
'originally hoped. PACE still looks forward to. obtaining and utilizing.
the results of the UUC study during the coming year. The New Asia

Corridor PrograM is viewed as an ongoing, evolving program.ji

PACE believes that its experience as a coninunity7based Pen-Asiad

'organization gives it a unique ability to create the programs needed
in the Corridor. 'FACE knows these communities, but also knows that its
efforts will be.Ast productive if they are the product.of a compre-
hensive planning process rather than hapbazard deve4cpment. PACE em-

barked upon the'NewAsia Corridor. Program with' the hope, of combining
'professional plammingtechmique with its coMmunityknowledge to deter-
sine needs and search for programs to net those needs. PACE views'it-

,Aklf in the tregition of the community development corporation, commit-
ted to the dual concept of self-help and camprehentive development.

The New Asia Corridor Program was designed to proVide PACE with a

.professional'planning capability, and an improved data base, critical
first steps to serving the community more effectively. .PACE believes
that the Program has accomplished much of this goal". Throughout the

planning year PACE has received numerous requests frompdblic and pri-
vate agencies for information about the Community. It has seen its

Ability to r@spond to these requests improve as the program progressed.
It has also learned that the community if anything is more complex,
vital and fascinating than appears at first glance. 'PACE is hopeful
that thid document will provide a useful resource on which to build
for itself, for the City of Los Angeles and for the people of the,New.

Asia Corridor,

PACE Programs.:

The following description of PACE!s progtams will give the reader'

a more specific un anding*ofPACE's activities over the past five

years and their re. ,t expansion.

Referral and Placement Services: These are walk-in programs in

which clients may participate at anytime., The progress were developed
out of the groatng need to provide bilingual capability in the job .,

placement field. Traditional placement agencies such as the State
EMployment Development Department (EDD) have often been unable to pro-

vide the needed bilingual staff forAffectivejob:counseling and career
planning for members of the Mien and Pacific Island communities Who
have limited English skills. Also, there is a need for an employment

program which is sensitive to the socio-cultural Concerns of Asians and

is at once able to bring these concerns to prwective employers so that
productive working relations can be developed between the employer and
his or her Asian employees.

11-785 0 - 83 - .21
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Jut, Developannt and Referral Servjtesfor Indo-hinese Refugees

are designed to meet the specific job placement needs-of this group.

Staffed by bilingpal counselors, it is based on tkiconcepfthat

employment is the cornerstone to. their successful resettlenent..This

program is now. in. its fourth year
of operation, aud'is part of a.,

statewideeffortto place refugees,inio jobs to counteract their

growing reliance)cm public assistance. PACE placement during the

first two program years accounted for 25% of all placeients achieved

statewide. For the Los Angeles area, PACE placements - accounted for

60% of total placements,deppite the fact that PACE had 17 of the

total grant monies allocated to Los Angeles.

, Job Development and-Referral' Services for Pacific Asians is a.

More-generalized service./oDunto the
tremendous success of the job

placement program for Indo-China refugees, RACE was able to-leverage

this program for additipnal program
monies through. CETA Title. VI in

1978. Thus, the special service that PACE provided.foi Indo-China -

refugees became available also to the larger Pan Asian Community.

Education Programs: PACE operates two classroom training programs,

`each with two class& running at any given time. The programs are.

English as.a Second language (ESL) and Clerical Training. The ESL.

class is a 22 week program with a minimum admission requirement of third

grade level English.- The training stresses oral connunication skills,

grammar and.vocabulary building. In addition, office procedures, job

application procedures, interviewing;
techniques and resume writing are

covered nea%the end of the course. The clerical class requires a

fifth - grade 151glish level for radmission. This program is especially

helpful to the many I/migrants who have work experience in this field

but.require re-training temakefheir
skills applicable to the local

job market. The training emphasizes typing; filing, 'Jet bookkeeping

and general office skills,
Although designed as a .20-week course

students generally begin their .job search before completing the coubse;

and many obtain employment before
official course completion.

Students spend 6-1/2 hours a day in the classroom'and are paid as

CETA trainees, Compared with other programs available in the community,,

the hours of training aremuchmare
extensive and payment makes it .

ecionomically feasible for students to participate these longer hours.

Lessons are planned around the specific goal of increasing student

employability.. PACE assists with 'job placement following graduation and

has been very successful.

Currently the majority of students are Korean or Indo-Chinese. PACE

is now serving arprosdnetely 89 students each semester, although 600-

7b0 people apply for admission to the program. 60% - 70% of the

applicants are eligible for admission basedlupon their English grade

level. The demand fOr this type of program far exceeds -its availability.

a
In addition to classroom training, PACE operate a Work enerience

and On-the-Job-Training program.
This program takes advantage of



employers.in both the private and public -sector who have training
and supervisory resources to train pee,-.Iktaff. Under:the program,.
PACE subsidiw.s the encloYerni, troirung'Costs. This program makes
available both to PACE and its program participants a wider variety
of job-skills training programs. f-Moreover,. it gives participants
the oPportunity to participate in highly-effective "hand-on"
learning.

. In March, 1980, PACE venttrred:into the field of preschool educa-
tics when it opened its .first 13eadatart .classroom. Currently, the -
program has enrolled its full. -capacity of240 children in 16. classes..
at 8 sites. -PACE operibesthis.under contract with the Los
Angeles County School Distriet.. The:Headstart program provides-four
classroom hours a day, including a slut:kind hot- lunch,; medical.
screening, and social services counseling for:the student's 'fain/lies.
The PACE classes include hi-lingual, classes tar Korean,:
Chinese? Vietnamese, Japanese and Latina Children in their respec=
tive neighborhoods to improve their preparation for public .school
adaption andsuccess. -

.

Headstart does not allow fOr full day childcaredoe:re services and re-
quires that the family qualify by meeting low income standards. It is
not, therefore, designed to meet the needs of all warlcihg parents,

, .

Housing! PACE currently operates 'a "Handyman Program" which trains
people in the areas of have repairs and light construction. The Handy-

,- man trainees provide. bane* repairs free of :charge for low income lrame-
amers, while receiving instruction in the building trades. The
trainees are paid through the CETA program, while supplies and training
lost are met by the Community Development Block Grant Program. During
the 1979-1980 fiscal year, 225 homes were cmerpleted under this program
in the Westlake and Echo-Park areas.. In 1978, PACE initiated its

'housing development program. For the first.project, HUD Section 8
low income family housing, PACE has obtained a; Pre-Development Loan
from the State of California Department of Housing and Community Deve-
lopment. Sites have been obtained for 16 units of scattered site
housing as have Section 8 carmiteentst

Simultaneously, PACE is planning expansion into the areas of major
hotising rehabilitation and residential, commercial, industrial, real
estate development. Needed capital for the formerles been obtained
from the U.S. Deparbrent of Housing and Urban Develcpnent (HUD), Office
of Neighbcirhood Development (OND), while start-up capital for the
latter was obtained from the Ford Foundation's recently created Local
Initiatives Support Cbrporaticn, as well as other local private sources.
There now exists the potential of private funding moving PACE further
into the area of housing and econanic development.

Health: In September 1980, PACE opened the Pacific Asian Community
Clinic. The Clinic also offers the Women, Infants, and Children (WIC)
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progmuni,tddh consists of a nutrition. counseling and supplement pro-
gram for pregnant and lactating mothers.

. .

The Clinic services are free for children of low -income families,

however,. the. Clinic is designed to be self-supporting, based.upon '-
reiMbursementslfram Medi-Cal' for services -rendered to Medi-Cal

patients. The Clinic provides diagnostic7services such as physical,
sight and hearing exams and TB testing as well as preventive services

such as immunization and counseling.. The staff ax'e bilingual in the

major Asian languages. Continued growth is possible within the
current structure as this is a very new program with the number of

patients growing steadily However, an infusion of funds would be

required to. upgrade the facility to qualify for a treatment license,
in addition to the current status. .

Conclusion:

The above series of programs indicate the breadth of PACE's areas
of involvement and their continuing expansion. They'also'indicate

the need for planning and coordination whicTi the. New Asia Corridor

Program hopes to fill. v.
I.

325-
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1.2 The CoiridcwItS Asian Communities And-Their-Histories

The New Asia. Corridor, as 'designated. for this study; consists
of approximately 14, square miles of mid,town.Loi Angeles; developed

urban land, flat for the most,part,.as it skirts the Hol/ywoodRills
to-the North and Qaldwin.Hilla to the Southwest, rising.and falling
only at its easterly pontion-sirmounding Echo Park. Fairly"dense

by Southern California standards, the Corridor houses approximately
350,000 residents.

.

With the exception of' small pockets immediately adjacent to the
Wilshire Boulevard employment centers, the residents of the Corridor
are low and moderate income people living in aging housing and
facing the full range of urban problems. Superimposed on e prob-

lems is a large influx of new immigrants posing a to public

and private institutions alike. The immigrants have lit y
changed the face of the Corridor. Areas_ y planning or a
senior citizen population find themselVe6 dealing with
elementary schools. The language, religion and ethnicity of the area

has changed. The challenge facing the city of Los Angeles is to res-
pond in a rational, timely, and sensitive manner so as to quickly
incorporate the new immigrants into the fabric of the City. -

These are some of the issues that bring the COrri(km, under
public scrutiny. Social services in the Corridor are generally "in
shock" because of the population influx, and the lack of needed multi-
lingual personnel. The schools, health and welfare services have been

the first to feel the impact. Lack of child care is a problem.
Children and youth services are genersAly low since these areas only
recently had ,a such higher age distribdtion. Social problems ;from

a population underoping severe stress can be anticipated: high untie-

.ployment, vulnerability to various unscrupulous operators, juvenile
criminal activity, substance abuse, menial health problems, and
family conflict. Health care access.is limited by language barriers
while mental health practitioners are culturally unfamiliar and even
more underutilized. If the schools do not succeed in preparing

-young immignants for employment, problems will be compounded in 10 to
20 years. In the meantime, problems that existed before the influx
continue, including needs for services to the elderly in Crenshaw
and Westlake, and especially among Japanese and Filipinoi. Crime

is a major issue throughout the Corridor as throughout the City.

Housing:
. '

The Comic/Or is older and deteriorating, rehabilitation ds

badly needed and overcrowding is creasing. Rental housing, com-;

prising the vast majority oft Corridor's housing stork is in short

supply. Affordable housing t is available to families with children

is an especially critical prob em, in same areas by condo-

minium conversions. Since study gan the City has enacted an

Ordinance banning housing discriininat againitehildren and its
.

iImpact is yet to be seen.
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Business activity, especially commercial hai.increasedwith
the population influx. But this positive developpent'auffers from
lack of coordination and planning: Many refugee.andrinmigrant-
businesses -failed. Ithomes are low. Imnigrants are-OTerieminghigh
rates .of unemployment end*deremPloyirent because of. either lack.

of Skills, lack of English or inability tp.practice professions in'

the U.S.. The Corridor iirl%pated in Labor Market 1;11ann5ngArea 3,
an area used by the City for'empforymentanaaysis. This area has
.experienced the largest population growth in the' City in the peripd'

1970-77. While its labor forceincreased'by 14%, jobs increased by
onf7%, unemployment in the saie.period increased 99.7%, the second
largest increase in the City.

Before coming back to each of these issues, a closer look is
taken at the peoples making up the population to provide a picture,'
statistics cannot tell.

In addition to the Asian population, the Corridor houses:

Anglos, &maidens,, and a mall number of Blacks. But the 'MI

munities are the greatest source of change and asTecialfocu
this study..

The term communities is used because over twenty ethnic groups

be identified. The larger of these.ale the Korean, Filipino

V se, Cambodian, Lao, Chinese and Japanese. 'lb sort these

out for persons unfamiliar with then, it may be easiest to

three groups: 1) those communities in which middle aged adul

are today largely thy 'decedents of immigrants, 2), those COMIUni-
ties in which adOltshavf: themselves recently immigrated by choice
to seek a bey-ter-AO in America and, 3) those communities in which

adults are recentinnigrants, but can be classified refugees who did

not have a choice about staying in their home country and entered
whatever country would provide asylum.

Pioneers:

(

......

h .
_.

The Japan se conimUnity generally fits in the first group. ThisAt

. community was the pioneer Asian population in the Corridor. As early

as 1950, substantial numbers of Japanese settled in the

southern end of the Corridor and the Virgil area, know as'
"J-Flats", at the North. While, Virgil stilt.'hes a signitxe* rt

r

,t.

'an population (not just Japanese), the Crenthew Japaneseicoisminnity

i

uldeclining with many of the Japanese-Ameri4an young adults who grew
in thearea6xthing to suburban locations. The elderly in particular

havebeen 14ft. behind.
.

Treditional-kaian ethnicity in these two regions has resulted in

a "zragnet conmunity" attractiVehigh percentage of new innignairts

that have "in-filled" thel4reabetween these two major anchors hence

the tern "New, Asia bulk pfKapanese immigration took
. . .

. .

, 4
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place betWeen 1890 and 1930,.eo 'that- by the time resettlement, into
Los Angeles :took place folUang the._ interiment, during World- War

this community had substantial 'hien resources:and a know of
its American surroundings to aid in its recovery fr ts the
losses and personal trams* suffered atzthe hands of a hysteiioal .,
wartime governmerrt. Armed yith theseiresorees .4 wide rangeof
lxis.inesses floUri:shecl, 'housing' Was maintained *and`i'igroveci_and-

, mzdels developed for comMmity:InstitirtioisfIsloPanese-American'
CitirsamLeague, Buddhist.CimaOhes,..akid .4aennet0-laPBudge_
foi examples). .04nt-the..
insure that these and resources are noeloary.O.
of the.170,23:hw '

Younge .Japanese Americans
. - -

.today are largely ;assimpated,
..eak.ipg, and experience 'a,. highiate Of ,intermarriage. , Japanesle lan-
&age 'ma cOstcps: while artikl Maintained to varying degrees have evolved' -

to the point t.hat.they differAercept.ibly from those of present.da9,
Japan. NeVertheless, stir...B.:Japanese populationa'ressins in the Corri-
dor may tend .to influen4ng their choice to

s remain in the area Of earl/e.Settlement-.
_ _ .

The Chinese ,cosrmunitY has elements of all three. immigraticn .types
Those who are descended ;,fron4he 'early immigrants are,generally :thought
to be concentrated in Loa.Angeles'. Eastern suburbs.. Nevertheless some
will be found in the Corridor:h the first wave of Chinese immigraticn
took place between, 18,26'.ar4 1884::. In the 1970 census, approximately
40,000 ,Chinese' were,raported...in..the Los Angeles area. De largest .

concentration' of new.,i'maifgentsis. ix ,Chinatotal; Northeast of the
Corridor. This area had "also.,aledized a large 'limber.- of Vietnamese
nationals who are ethnic chinese.. .

China has a long hist Orfoi "oirersead"- communities , spanning many-.
countries, incluiking most Of -Scutheast-Asiar ;This history has provided
for the development of a .traditicii of a thetfoized life-style and
resistance to assimilation, ,This was iminforvealor",the early immi-
grants by virulent California racism whicWaftegiaw.,to violent attacks.
Today, Chinese is, Maintained :as a- first;Tanguage err many. homes and. even

, Christian, Chinese maintain a range; of separate.CZiriesi institutions: .

Nevertheless,' thee. in the, ParridOr may-tend. tcrbe- those who are more
Ameribanized as they 'have moved.actay Iran the,Chinatawn base. The
cantinuaticri 'of the Chinese New Year4sCelel;ratIcit, a weTiVcnowtcultural
symbol,' stands in contrast with the adoPticn;of-,the January 1 New Year
as a major Japanese holiday to exemplifykthe Cultural identity of this
ccormunxty,

Seekers: .,s.
The next group are recent immigrants -who arrived with Mare measure

of self - direction. .These include the Korean and PiLipino communities.
In .butt of, these corm '

unities ...American ,intaignatial can be. Seen from
the perspective of the harelancLas-part.of a Third World "brain drain".
Many immigrants were admitted under the -U.S: imnignation "preference" ,

for pmgfessianals. This preferential treatment convinced many kali-s-



grants that they would easily find employment. California 4icensii-rg
1, .rules and procedureS..have dashed these hopes pronouneectly for ..

health professionals, even those Who sPeak Englis,7., Ir. addition,.
many' immigrants are, educated but lack speciAltp,jiii:Skille, similar
to Many U.S. gsailuaes..,..but. here. the problem is cOnvOunded by the
language barrier...,1.lhei,4aCe.thsunoOrafortabia"thol_cae of unemploy-.
rnent,$''Undecemploinent"!Or:UnSki.1.0.ed.'1,40.......1111.10:..teingbYineilt is a ..

major' ssue for.the.Sa;grOupsilioth.lin.'itselfandbecause Of 'the
stra' '...that.familiesrlaldetg04Ahkir'.q:Ocios-eooncmic status,
chkrt for the worsel Ihet.ehing0SespeCially:Poignant'in view

of t it recent move 11e1?wetacroeSthe-Wrirld to pursuea change;
fa2the better. ...:7. .., ,1

,
.. .., ,. . ..

.

''A Korean cannuniti'bt..taking.'ShaPe in Las. Angeles shortly
after the Korean war, *.., ,l97O,waS:£ctill'Apatrly small: Today',
estimates range as high,a.SAtil40;090%,....he coma unity his centered

.around the Olympic corrielOb"ralning.-gong the southern.encl of the
study area. As might baexpaOted frejthis 'relatively educated, .:
middle-class immigrant group ..the 1COreaft connunity has developed
an extensive infra-structure'inAi?s,Angele.S.' Murales, news-.
papers, language schtols 9. the .}tOrean tAssooiation Of, Southern
California and indiVidualjprofessionelS PPOvide a wide range of
services. These serVice*,haVer,:aralOften viewed,es,.st-oplgap
responses to public neglitence;;...MOYlcoreari-immigrants -are-pro-
prietors of small businesses hOWaier,,;..,theare heqUently kept
afloat only by all family meMbers laboring excessive' hours. Even..
then, a large number of these businesses: ic4roon?go ur. Thus, the`
level of self-employment is deceptive:!:In'the many families. Where
the wife is employed outside the home for the first time, her
emplOyment may be a major source of stresst.,anxiety and:conflict.
In addition, there is political stress and conflict in this oom-

munity. The South Korean government hasmaintaired a presence in
this country both in relation to American. policy makers and in
relation to the imrnigrent aim-unity. For those whos move here ",
was partially motivated by political conditions at. hane; this is
another complicating factor. The large of geographic 'Con-
centration of the Korean Qmmunity is tWig by sane service .
providers. to be a disincentive to the acialtunation and the an-

. quisiticn of English .language skills. This may indicate` s'greater.
need for.bi-lingual services.

. .

The Filipino carnality faces many off the sane issues as the
Koreanbut perhaps its first problem in Southern California. is one of
ideirtitY. Because of centuries of Spanish occuPation, many'Pilipinos
beai"Spanish surnames. Southern Balifornia institutions, incl.,
i9cial:rarvice providers, oftenisinflase Ahem wieh Chicanos and..
4-a4rPten mistakenly identffied4'"Hispanic" When statistic8 aker

. ,This is both a probleli for .individuals 'trying to obtitin
erniices and a carnunity leVel preblem. An additional faCtor ie

the canple.x ineligration status of the Chicano COMM.mity. This.
'especially true when, as in the Corridor, Filipinos are faind. in
areas of actual Hispanic concentration. Such is the case in3;the East
Hollywood, .Virgil and Temple/Ethsk Park areas of*PiLipino settlement:

$:
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While much is held in commanmithloPin American.cultures,

Pilipinos do not 'speak Spanish as,,thei,rmatiVe *.anguege..-t.S001e

college educated Pilipinos may speak Spanisflasa deacnci lafiguage,_ .4

.those without ,a college education, .especiallythe.elberlyOray.

not benefit from services to the Spanish speaking,':Another:part

of the Spanish heritage is the Roman Catholic religiOn:Whi4Cabatt

80% Of -Filipinos profess, and an even larger percentage 4f:thcee

in Los Angeles. This is because the largest minority religion,
'Islam, is heavily represented in the southern part of-theIhilip-

pines. As' a Catholic dominated-nation: the Philippines still out-

laws divorce and discourages all kinds of contraception. While

there was early Pilipino immigration to California farm areds,

today's Los Angeles community is primarily made up of moreHrecent

arrivals who came directly to the city. The specific areas chosen

for Settlement have been attributed to employment opportunities in ,

Hollywood hospitals for health professionals with other immigrants

following.

Unlike the Korean community .described ,above, it is not Unusual

for Pilipino couples to consist of two trained'professionals,hus-
band and wife.. However, even among urban professicnal_women,four ,

to six children are not uncommon and aging ,parents are often, 1:: ';',;/.

.tbrOuert over from Manila',to livewiththe.family once they are :;°-%''

settled. This places a great burden on the family when it discoyerd.,....-

that professional employment cannot be secured,: '

In this group, of "seekers" should also be included scme

Chinese," especially from Hongkong and some of the Vietnamese 'es--.

pecially those who left prior to the fa 'of the Saigon government.

Refugees:
.

1

The third group of immigrants is the refugees. These Are the

victims of the Indo-China 'wars. They are Vietnamese, 6..., ,..., Lao,

and Thai. The area they come from has been called Iedol-,,IN - because

of its situation between these twthlarge nations utichshave' various

times conquered or iitfluenceu it. At the same time, Alava .

east Asian nations is the site of indigenous etitled has

uced a unique blend of its own.
,

In modern times, the only country to escape European onization

is Thailand, which did at a' cost of territorial concessi . The

Theravade BuddhismithtichAmminates the country has been cl.= to an .

"established " religion and Southern California Thai temples receive

financial support from the Thai government. 'in the provinces, the

village w44(1e4Tellmonastsry) served many functions including that of

elementary'whoor.',"The monastic service is a major testae of the .

social laridseape enftrovides a means of social mciaility.particulr/y,

for rukva'youth A$ in many developig`courrtries, Thai students
begimOdYitoilerthe.U.S. in the 1960,SpalAU4 the way for later .

settlers. TheLhave settled in the, western end .of the Corridor in-'

eluding The CIpiPic COrridor and the Hollywood Oarridor.

- 10 -



. La OeAd)CeMbOdr by contrast .were part4of FrenCh Ando-atinaare
are represented among the -very newest of ,arriva.le. r,TheyA.so .

..;.. arrive (with .scine,:iif the..Vietnamese)ae"the'rpost;.0.inaiiirtizedft:ad'.,: population.. o,Maiiy of the new arrivals ,are.t, ,-no,Uatairi areas. .,
.:'...Illair.villagail.mavLdestroyed by war.,:lbibp firet.refulirges.

into. Southeast -Asian ..Citiesy., and later '0W.th and the:. cenps
before 'finding their. ay here. Many-are. People who have .been
separated from their families or have seen ,,their families des;-
roYe.". Successive governnents, particularly Cambodia, have

.instituted represeive,measUre.s.dismantling t ic of urban
:. lifet '' including the;elteCitticin or starvation of a
million Cambodians- in the past '5'..years. The Vietnamese invasion-
has-recently continued this stdryof chaos and destruction.

. . ..

Laos is the one country. in: the area that is completely land-, ., .
locked. largely agricultural; Lao farm families. generallyOwned
their own land although-they were often heavily indebted tOmerchants.
The country was sparsely populated and towns,remained small. This
undoubtedly adds to the transition problems forpersons" coming to
American metropolitan areas. Although Lao is the official language,
this is due to the -social and political dominance .of, the Lao people

. and tends to conceal a high degree of ethnic.diversity. Like
their neighbors described above, the Lao people are-predom inantly
Buddhist. They have settled .in the Narthern part of the Corridor..

. ..
. . .

The Vietnamese are by far the largest Indo- ese group in Los
Angeles, .and in the Corridor. Better. known to most Americans, they

i also coinLfrom a nation that hat been at .war for all,of.their life- .,

time. The first major groUp arrived in the U.S: in'1975 with the' .

fall of the Republic of South VietnaM and the end "of the U.S; military .
presence: A second wave arrived in past two years 'with the
opening of the U.S. to "Boat Peoplel'.' of these newer immigrants,

0 are ethnic Chinese who have joined or tegrated' 'with older. Chinese
communities in the U.S. generally and s...Angeles Chinatown specifi-
cally . .

.
Vietnam has been more.. affected by its invaders than some of the

inland countries. :..The Chinese left a sit -ng cultural' influence seen
both in de-gals of daily life such as the use of chopsticks and in

.
philosophical issues such as the ,influence of Confucius. The French
also left their mark including a significant Catholic population, and
a strata of western educated'people who were used by the French as
colonial administretars not only' in Vietnam-but also in Cambodia and
Laos. The Vietnamese .have, adopted the Latin alphabet to write their
language. Those who are city dwellers have also, orcourse, had
previous contact with Americans. The first wave of Vietnamese.were
generally 'those associated with the American administration and .same
escaped with some material resources. The second wave of Vietnamese
immigrants has undergone similar trauma. to that desCribed for other
Southeast Asians above: wary displacement .and loss.of families.,
Their journeys to this country-have been pUnctuated by internment,
piracy, and disease. They have however, more personal familiarity .
with American ways than some other groups. While recent immigrants"
include nore rural people, they also include those urban' irofessireals
who .simply did not succeed at making an early escape. Vietnamese within

11 -
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the Corridor have settled both in Hollywood and the Wilshire area
although they have large communities is other pacts of the city and

In all of these refugee populations there is a.wide range of

issues and prOblems. They are in a prochss:Otrecovery from both,
psydhological and physical trauma. AMOng camp popOlations awaiting
entry Mortality is solligh that few children:can:be found. under age.S..

Malnutrition in the caMps is prevalent and disease must be'sparded

against.

The refugee population is welfare-dependent.on first arrival in
this country and the problem ofemployment.is asevere one, encpm-
passing skills, langeage Andespecially in the:case.bfrural_people,
life style.-Thosefamilies that'arrive=ththet'are large and have:

difficulty locating housihg. LA County Depiirtniant Of Public Social

Services statistics confirm that Indochinese refugee cases average
2.8 dhildren compared to. an AFDC statewide average of 2.1. Other

families are not receiving east assistance and so are not counted;
The prOblemS are numerous and:690.ex and deserve serious attention.

_ .

Other Immigrants:
GI

Three large non-Asian groups of jmnigrants are found, in the

Corridor. They are Mexican, Central American and Armenian. Thejr

share experiences apd problems with the Asian groups that are common

;to them as immigrahts. Because the Asian Communities are a special
focus of this study, a thorough description of these thr0e groups is
not attempted. However, it is importanI to be aware of their pre-

sencein the community. The Community, Survey below points up%more

information about them. For now/it is important to point out that the
Spanish speaking people of the Corridor are heavily Central American.
This population can be expedted to continue to grow as political tur-
moil and violence grows in Central America. The growth of'the Armenian

population is much less predictable. The omrment waft-16f immigrants
have arrived primarily from the Soviet, Union and the continued flow is
dependent, amonectherthiogs pn Soviet policy (previousrwames of Ar-
menian immigration have been from Lebanon, Iran and TUrkey... Many of
these earlier imnigrants are now well established in Los Angeles). The

new immigrants generally do not speak 'Russian and axernot served by

programs for otherAuesian immigrants. They are concentrated in the

East Hollywood area,'
,Q.

The Corridor. is. expected to continue absorbing a large immigrant

'population for some*ime to come. Increases in the Asian popuAtion in
particular, are expected 'to continue throughout the 1980's. Thisis
due to continued instability in the countries of origin, coupled with
the liberalization of the U.S: immigration policy. In addition,:many
-immigrants who are scattered throughout the U.S. at the time of ,entry,

make their way to Los Angelesin secondary migrations. The climate

th iMpressioo of prosperity and the existence of an established host.
community all add.t6 this growth.

Los Angeles today is one of the world's most cosmopolitan cities
and the Corridor is the hub of that phenomenon. Its people can be

a vital addition to the city, its econany'and its vibrancy, if a few '

first steps are taken.



! The New AsigCorridor like any
community, does not neatly comes-

'pond to the boundaries of
cities, council districts, or zip codes,

much less all three, although these are typical Of the many varied .

ways in which data is collected. The picture of the OorridOr.t Atere-

fore, emerges from a variety of sources not all of. which coincide

perfectly. An aNempt.hai been made to use thecensus tract as the'

basic unit of alysis'Wheneverapossible, affording greatest-

comparability the smallest Area level. However, other areas are

used when nece sary to compute the picture.

.

In the preceeding'section, an
overview was presented of the

Corridor its probleMs and its Asian communities. In this chapter,.

that overview is fleshed out with specific details'abOut the people,

the housing and the services. .

Population:

The 1970 census recorded a population in the-New AsiaEOrridor

of 279,052. The Ins. Adgeles City Planning DepartMent estimated a

1978 population of 3 erlE3 or an 11% increase. This coincides with

the impression that the area is experiencing population growth at a

time when many inner city aeae are declining in population. .

.

Since 1970, the:population has
notonly grown; it.has changed.

.."The 1977 Population, Employment and HOusing (PEH) Survey conducted by

the City of Los Angeles presented
its'findings by Planning. Area,

Council District and Police,Division..
The presentation found to most

closely approximate the Corridor was the Police Division, specifically

the Hollywood, Rampart and Wilshire
Divisions as shown on Hap 1.

t4ee divisions, in both numbers and percentagesi two

trends stand out: 41) ,An increase in.the youth
population and decreade

in the elderly population;2) An
increase in the non-white population

and a decrease in the Anglo population. Both trends are.most pro-

nOtinced in'the Rampart Division, or the
eastern portion of the Corridor.

Since 1970, Rampart experienced
a:61% increase in the nuMberof youths

in the area. It simultaneously experienced a
94% increase in the num-

ber of Asians, who were estimated at time of the survey to be

17.4% of the population. En Bollywood, the ethnic change is even more"

dramatic, althoUgh the numbers are smaller, ,with a 197% increase in

Asian population to 9.8% o£ the total, and a'306% increase in Black

Population to 6.2%of the total. Although j.t is not demostnated by

this particular.studytthe increase
in Asians is an increase in .new

immigrants,,not a redistribution of the olderpopulation.

SEC 3 3
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2 . 3 Conclusions:

; writ.m. IA) wt.i30 FROM HERE?.

, Thd community survey. confirmed many impressions gained inthe .
preliminary overview and modified or detailed. others.

., . .. .

The survey communities are multi-ethnic placea serving as.ports.-
of-entry for immigrants from the far flung parts.of ;the world. This
is true across all ethnic groups including the %White .or Anglo popula-
tion,. loyment is at least 121. and incases are low, yet reliance
on pub' ssistance is even lqwer. More than half of all households.
speak a 1 guage other. han English as their primary language. In . .

many ways, the areas are reminiscent of immigrant neighborhaxls fifty
to a hundred years ago. .

. . ,, .

Like those earlier places, the survey oanttunitiesare optimistic
about their surroundings. Most have no immediate plans to move out.
They are generally happy with the services in their new home, notably'
the schools and the public transit system which are.... sources of,00rnplaints
in other areas. They enjoy, rather than reject, 'Many aspects of the
urban environment., expecially its convenience and are not with
the United Nations they live in: Most look forward to American diti- . ...,
zenship

.
. . .,--% ii-'

.
. - - - .. . . . .

This despite some very real problems. Lack of jObs:and.low incomes .

helped accelerate a housing shortage which has caused 140%'- of the house-
holds to be crowded by popular standards. Thesealre..renter's Carmuni-
ties and any hol*.jagzieograms will haveto be geared,-to that reality.

homes they occupy are older arid. in need of repaliss.: The plumbing
partiCular is worn and probablineglected...',11any .will, be hazardous

in case of an'earthd . . .

.

*71".
1 In addition to t ese problems;the problem ofcrime.'is' fOremost

on the minds of residents: As has been shown, they are 'living in a
high crime rate area and the concern is to be expected. '. .:, -',': ,.

-- A
Wo shortages appearin terms Of the ability of the neighborhoods.

to hold these populations: parks and parking. These needs will be part
of ongoing planning for these neighborhocds.

... ,. TWo prognams recently -enacted by the,, City were . :designed to meet some .
of the problems ofthis.population:. ''rent .caftidI and the.entidiscri-
mination protecting. fanaligs with childeeri,:' The`filli story
is motin oick,.e -one but the rent leVelS reported indicate!that at
least,; same stab zation has itaRen.plac0; " .. s . '

.Maili prziblems of "the eaiiiiMuy mist be solved it a;reilonai -Or ha-
:.: ticnal, arrel: What can be done at' he *ighbOrhcod level is to insure

.that ibbse inuagrants with job skills. are able to use them and that their

825
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children receive the education they need to break.the cycles espe-

cially among the Latino population.
;

For' all the immigiipts, education is important in English
language skills and also in ways of obtaining assistance whether
public or private, such as'the use of.counseling agencies or how to
obtain health insurance or utilize police Services. These ,programs

andthe concomitant training of service providerd can be,initiated on
an areawide basis and without much delay.*

,

Neighborhood housing and community developMent programs on the
other hand must of necessity be limited in area and require further,
site-specific planning and programming. All possibilities of .'expanding

or upgrading the housing stock must be eNamined. It is in this

manner that PACE proposes to attempt in its next year of planning

activity. The areas proposed for comprehensive planning are:

1) In the Wilshire area, the neighborhood boundedby
Vermont, Mariposa, Wilshire and Olympic but not to
include Wilshire, Olympic or Vermont. This area meets'
all thedrriginal targeting criteria' and lose number.
of institutionssmovidirg potential rallying point for
neighborhood improvement. This neighborhood is in
Census tracts 2123 and 2133 and. Council Districts :4

,and 10.

'.2) In the Hollywood area, theneighborhtodbounded by
Vermont, Hoover, Lexington and Melrose but not to

include Vermont or Lexington. area -Meets all
the original targeting.oriteria:-. In addition it is

an area'that has Shown'a particular downturn in the past

several years, which may still be reversible if attaCked

immediately. It contains a variety of dwelling types
and includes an elementary school and library which can

help focus activities. This neighborhood isdin census

tracts 1913 and 1914 and COWncil Districts 4. and 13.

3) Within the Hollywood neighbOrhood described above; for
commercial revitalization: Virgil Avenue between Santa

Monica and Melrose,' and Melrose Avenue between Virgil

and Vermont. This area is mixed in use which specifically
serves neighborhood commercial needs. Its upgra g
would be an essential part of improving the nea

hood. The commercial areeois in Census Tract 1914 an

Council District. 4.

It is hoped4thatin addition to the PACE proposal outlined above

and PACE's ongoing work, this study will help many individuals and

.organizations to take a new look at theNewAsia Corridor and incorpo-

rate it into their plans and programs in the future.
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2.4' Recommeidations:
b.

- PUBLIC POLICY DIRECTIONS
.

, ,, . .

The New Asia Corridor proves to be an area of great.diversitY,

one with many problems but elso.mudh potential.
',

.

Ah- . The multi-ethnic make-up offthe.CorridoNshouldbeviewedas.
an asset.. The concentration cf-a'lai* number an variety of immi-
grants permits the concentration and-the coordination of the.
services to these new Americans. The service needed most unique to
these group is improved and expanded opportunities for learning

Simultaneously,enforcement of Fair Housing laws is needed
to maintain abulti4ethnic.conmunity. This is particularly true for
the Black population-which is the most segregated and it is,impartant
to determine that .such segregation exists only by choice..AnY business
assistance programs designed for the Corridor should'asSiat.e
bicchantsin.attracting and serving the needs of-cUstomere fitim other

ethnic groups so that "aotivitieswillnotbe,Unnecessarily
segregated and markets for .ices will not be artificially limited.
Finally, training programs are needed for public service Partonnel to .

acquaint.them with the needs, languages and cultUresofthe new inmigrants.
.

. .

fat boW density. housing may, continue to be replacied with high den -
sity housing. **ever, existing,. older, high density housing should be

.preservedrather than replaced. This,will require. the design of reh.1:-

bilitation programg'of the most diffieult type: geared to older, larger

buildings. In addition.to general. upgrading, the. following three cdb-

Ionents should be included in such e.prograT: 1) helping owners to meet

, seismic safety standards; 2) iMproved:security.and; .3) redesign of floor
'Plans to dreatelargerunitasuitable for larger families,- and possibly, .
at the same time increase the supply of "singles" availahleto the
elderly or handicapped poor. As difficult as such a Progronwaiblie,I.
it is.the only way that a housing stork for low' income families Will:.

be maintained. While larger old housing is preserved, the:transition
frath.dinglj'faMily-neighborhoods tomulti-family will continue but'iust.

_Aeoranaged to insure the following: 1) new construction should not be

:illoWed'to create economic ghettos; 2). new cOnstructicn.sbould always
increaie.the total number of units and replace anyloWrent units .it
ddSttiys't:fOnexample,.by a.set-aside; 3). neW.nonstruction,:should not

be sdeOp&_ninated as to. overburden public rtilities andlurfacestreets;
4) hisioricTreservation-surveys. should be undertaken in' the area most
impaCted by the.new-develapnent to prevent unnecessary destruction.
This means that the pace of development has made a review of zoning im

,
perative.perticularly in the rid-Wilshire area. It also means that the

lending practices of financial institutions should be reviewed.to-deier-.
mine whether.they,are contributing to the concentration Ofdevelopment .'

Tin a very small area. Finally, the shortage oUlowrent-hdasing is
'T,t.critic41, all vacant land should be reviewed- for,tbepossibility.of

' scattered site subsidized housing.
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"As a whole the.Corridor coMbinea, very successful coMmercial
levelopment with very narginapenterprises. The potential for commer-,

:lel success has been shown'to exist. Therefore,technical assistance .

progrene for small businesses may yield a high return.: In addition,

xunmercial rehabilitation even limited to façade improvements may be
mifficient to.expand the areas enjoying regional clientele away. from
4ilshire Blvd: to adjacent areas. Wessence, the-Wilshire Blvd. cce
nercial center has been allowed to remain isolated rather thanhave a
positive spillover into the areaas g whole.

as Jobs are the Most critical need of Corridor. residents.TWo
approaches are neededSimultaneously, job training and job creation.
Job training program should be designed to meet Corridor needs as well
as make use of existing programs. For example, a training program for
family day care providers would at once help:meetthe need for childcare,
provide job training and could be developed in conjunction withhe exist-
ing Headstart programs and the Early childhood Education curriculum at,

City College. Other areas otneining in these combined categories would
be hone repairs and gardening...'.!Th each Case, the trainee ceOld$4tain
salaried employment or work as an independent contractor.' FinalZ; train- N....L.

ing programs to meet job market demands continue to be important,AnOlud-
ing such areas, as clerical, allied health fields and computer related
fields.

For)ob creation, in addition to commercial upgrading and housing'
rehabilitation programs whiCh will create jobso study_shoula.be made of
the jefferson - Exposition industrial strip,' the only major area of in-
dustrial employment in the Corridoro determine whether intensified or
expanded use of this area can binade to create. new jobs.

** Expansion or addition of park and recreation facilities should be

planned for the Corridor, especially in areas of high population density

or high concentrations of youth, as a high priority'for capital.expendi-

ture in the Corridor. The Edho.Park swimming pool will he a majorim-
provement, but will.nct in itself handle the all unmet needs. Another

potential in this area to be considered is the expansion of the community

gardens program as'this provides both'open spice and a low, cost food

supplement fora low income area. A relatively small land area is needed

forfora neighborhood garden.

Summary:

The reality of theCorridor as a multi -ethnic CoNnity with,a ccn-

centretim of the New.American should be 'accepted and be eneegdwith.aup
port services to make it workable. The. development of new-hpotrmising,.es-%

pecially in the Wilshire Corridor should be managed so that it,reeUthe7:
need of the CommunitY andit :does notexaderbate the housing shortagedly
possibility for expanding the low-rent housing stock should be encourage .

Job training and job creation should be pursued in a variety of ways.

The expansion of park'and'recreation facilities should be a major priority

for capital improvement.'
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Mr. DYMALLY. Our next witnesses are Mt. Mario Perez and Mr;
Andrade. ,

----Will--the-witnesses-identify-theinselves-tind:their'tiisnizatic
the record, please.

STATEMENTS OF IVIARIO PEREZ, CHAIRPERSON, HISPANIC EM-
POYKENT PROGRAM MANAGERS COMMITTEE, AND RUDY AN-

DRADE,'Lp3 ANGELES AIR FORCE STATION, SPACE DIVISION

Mr. Itudi,-4drade, from the Los Angeles Air
Force "Station, Space DiVition.:,;

'Mr. PEREZ. I am Mario Pere4; I am the chairperson of the His-

cOmtnittee. We are both here on. our. time.
PanicEmployinent It is a Federal

11i. DYMALLY. Very good. Proceed.. ' .. ' . ,:. ' . ' ,,,

Mi. ANDRADE. The Hispanic employment 'programJ4 not new "to

the Federal Government. There hail been some type' of proLram in :.

volved with Hispanic employment since the early 1970 s. The 'pit-
grain is an integral part of the Governinent'kaatal equal employ-
ment .'opportunity efforC. under': the .Eiecutive Order 11491; ,and '.,

Public'Law 92c-261, the Eniployinent Act of 1972. The objective Is to
assure equal einploymen'topportunity for 'Rios/tics in all aspects
of Federal GoVetnnientemployment. Although. the title of the prp-
gram has gond' through several changes, ;much of the initial con-
cept is the same. Some legislation that has been 'Passed to enhance
the program objectives, but little Progresi has been made in in-
creasing the number of Hispanics in the Federal Government.

In November. 1977 the Office of Personnel .Management pub-
lished Federal civilian work force tistics, 'equal employment op-
portunityportunity statistics, which showed he percents& of Hispanics em-
ploydd in thp various Federal Governmental agencies throughout
the Nation to .be ,as low' as ^3.5 percent. Generally speaking, there is
only an average of 6 percent Hispanic employees in ell. Federal
agencies in thp Greater Los Angeles area and surrounding commu-
nities. The 1980 census indicates` as, high as 50 percent of, the rni-I.
nority population, 28 percent of the entire Population, and'.22 Per-

. cent of the' .4os Angeles County labor force to be of HisPanic origin.
It is beause of this wide-. disparity and underrepresentation of

, Hispanics in theYederal Government work' force that a different
approach should be made and:serious consideiatiOn be given to the
Hispanic program. It should be noted that our .p am is strongly
encouraged by the Federal equal oppOrtiinity rec ment program,

i specifically in FLM 720-2, dated September 19, 19
As stated, there has been some type of program involved in .His-

panic employment since November 5, 1970, when the Pregident an-
nounced 'a, 16-point 'program to assist Spanish-speaking Anierican
citizens in Federal employment: The program has evolved to its
present status by first a title change to the Spanishispeaking pro-
gram, now knOwn as the Hispanic employment program. This has
brought about little effect on Federal Government employment as
supported by statis** which Clearly show the underrepresentation
of Hispanics. 1:- z, 7:.: 7 ' . ....

Mr. Mario Perez will give us some addittinal inforkaation on the
.

program.. 6.7

i i i li. IC
..

'.. A (....
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if' the chairperson of the Hispanic employ-
' mmittee--sinceSeptember of lest year.

During t
,

eyes have, beert opened to a 'number of bureaucratic
t ,that we have in recruitment of Hispanics: I

wilLbriefly c NpOn that. But I:viould also like to get intoSOme
Alist things' al:nit-the community and how we can help the com-
munity.. -
'First of all, I think there is Let that Los Angeles has the

largest Hispanic population in tlWhited States, anclactnally out.
side of Mexico City.

Our problem has been information, how do yon,get the informa-
Lion out to the community.' We have tried to be innovative. We
have tried to be creative. We have tried to work within the system.
We have tried to do everything that.we could possibly do to recruit

spanics. .

'.1ke have. not been' as successful as we .:Would like to be, for .a
number of reasons. And' I will not knock my supervisors and my
nifmagenient.people, but I think there is a lack of sensitivity in the
area.-

You do not look at the Hispanic problem through white eyes or
black eyes or any other kind of eyes "Unless you can really do ii
through brown eyes. .

.

%Jur problems ,are many fold. They start with the educational °
sYstem.

Our educational Systeth. is not responsive' to the Hispanic in'the
community. think it is well, documented that the Uispanic was
the first one who filed a Federal' court case regarding education
here in California, and how 'Moneys are allocated to the schools.
Things have not improved that much 'in the community. We see
now proposals of year-round education which has 'VerY; very strong
implications For the' Hispanic community. Regarding costs, regard-
ing the cutbackS which' are being implemented now in the Federal
programs, as . far as our lunch programs, our breakfast programs.
We have child-care problems, et cetera: .

Within the Federal service, which is what we would like to speak
to you about, our problems stem' from, one, money. Those well-edu-
cated . Hispanics who are, getting out of school look at the Federal
service suspiciously first of alL They take a look at the efforts that
they have put into get this education that they so dearly and hard

start?. I am sorry, I cannot aff that.'.' One 'problem' .

fought. fOr, 'and say"You ar4going to pay me .$12;000 a. year to

-Second problem. Resources allocated to our . Hispanic eiriplOy-
mient-pithgram managers. Many times the resources are not given
to otir equal employment opportunity people to do the job and do it...
effectively in getting out to the community, in getting out to the
'schools. The other side of the pro. blem is when do we have the jobs.

We have such a difficult problem in determining when' are we ac-
tually going to-he the jobs. Agencies differ greatli one to
the other. Is HUD, hiring, is the Department of Transportation
hiring? Is the Internal Revenue Service hiring? When-ere you actu-:
ally hiring? . . .

We recruit at sometimes the worst times of the year: Currently
my agency is- trying to recruit. It is summertime, colleges are out,,.

. Very -difficult '. to got out and find people who are qualified for the-.

w
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jobs that we 'have, in trying to raise the numbers of people to pass
the professional career examinition"that hafi been diagged through
the courts-rwe . are still using it,. and finding it '.1rry difficult to
meet.our EEO obligations through this exam:

We take alternatives, *NO means parat'ofessional positions,
take less money for an: interun'Veriod of time People do not want-'..%
to hear it. , . + :. : ..7'.1 :'.,

I think it haabeen,.well documented today the economic situatitti.,r,
that we have Four communities; the, current atmosphere through:-

- out the country. 'You cannot afford, to pay rent:and child care and
`the various other expenscts dElily-.10 take a job ,"at $5.27 an hour
when you have ihachelor's degree, in English -or history or blisi-
nest affministrationor what have you, because you =mot pass the
PACE exam. That is an educational Problem. And it continues to
bean educational prOblem. .

,

I yvould like t* get o of-the employment prOblem for a minute
and really distuaa I . :ilk more important things, because Hitt
panics are nbt asking ,he giren anything., We expectto be given 4
what we earn. And ,l think that is the crux of the problem. ;-!': :-

There is Much talk ',pout: tfieimmigration problem, the illegal
problem, the numbers of Hispanics thato we have here:

I think that tluOughout ?lig His_pa#ic community," and if youlOce
a look at it, people want t& work. They are dying to work. They
risk their lives to come here to work, not to live in any social pro-
gram or off any social program. In fact, they contribute to the wel-
fare of this country by not only the tiinrk; they do, but the taxes
that they do pay,-social-security, by purChasilig in the:community,
they are very community oriented, and they help their community,and

s

OK. Some of the things that we have prOblems with in being His-
.Panicemployment program managers, for trny agency, or being in
equal employment opportunity, you go into a vast .number. of things
that.* closely related. I have already touched upon the education-
al aspects. Certainly notonly theilispanic community, but in the .,

black community, we find fewer and fewer well-educated' minor-
(fip ities. They are not going into college in the numbers."-they were

going to in the early 1970'x. They are not in the graduate schools.
They are not being trained,;in the technical areas. They ilie*.nOt re-
ceving the counseling from' tie educational system that you Wbuld
e ct them to receive. They are often channeled into the labor
market, the hard-Tabor n:Jarket, not the business administration, ...
not into the medical schattli or the law schools. Yes, we have more

numbers, WO would venture to say that percentagewise We

aye no, greater percentage. . .

population is increasing very, very rapidly. It is a -problem ."
i 'the Los Angeles city, county, and Federal 4overnment will
have to. take a look at. The way expenses are &ping, housing costs,
interest expenses, our communities are burstineat 'the seams With
population, with the inade4uate housing, the cost of housing. And'
yet we tee vast amounts of money being spent in community rede-
velopment for hotels, other funded projects in other areas.. .:

The east Loan s community specifically has very, very little
money spent there 5 building, r would, say. I cannot back that tip

...With facts. But I think if.you tour the city with Me, Boyle Heights
:, ...

s 1-e, 3 43
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and east Los Angeles, which are somewhere in. the 85 toercent His-
panic poixilation, youtto thereand you-show me federally funded
housing, and I would be surprised. ---:-;_i;, ,,' -- ...,;','.

Very toughiprobleiWAgaim our community is expansimt and Ave
would like to see some ofthe:Federal nionel being spent of in e
Valley and in some of the other communities coming into east- os
Angeles. We arertired of,seling politicians coming into east Los An #

geles during elections and then elosinKtheir eyes during .the" rest` of 0.
the year. That leads to distrust in: the community. . ,;.:-.:..i.., . ,a-0;:''

Hispanics know, the meaning of sacrifice. ,We bavebkr,en doh* it 4

for a long, 'long time} We feel that, those of-iisT,/who haveikiqtributed-.1!!`
to the 'welfare of this Commuilityto..not only4htwelfass of ouit:
commtmities, but to this RepUblicand I will r4iiind the commit-
tee there are more Hispanics that have-received the'Rengressional
Medal of Minor than any other ethnic gray by liercen4ge, vies?,
have 'given-sour blood..and life: I Ain, a: Vietnam *teran.-1.kn--.Ow
what I speak of. We have manyiAtteranii in our cOninsunity. As you
well know, 'minor%ties constitUte.large percentages 4if., our Armed
Forces. They, are niet receiving the eivices- of the Federal Goveritf
went. In fact, w see veterans, centers that are beinecioiedjdown o ,3
in our communities. And *rel4s1 why.do we not peed like eir'eryie
one else? We have a need. ..' : , it : '-'" :;',Ir j

In speaking about these things, I. hope.; cOmmigeertakess a;
lolik at it. Do. not go back to Wasl)ington--:- lishingtonadoes have
its own problems. But I think tilting a look at LositAngeles, and the
.numbers of people we are talking about, the disetifranchised:people
here, Hispanics, and blacks, gild other A tinorit*, that.you really ,

take a leok at what is happening.. .- : -L.; $,. ',.- ....,,,'-,' ';'

Why is the school board not prepared for the kind:tintpopulation....
explosions in the inner city ?. Are they evinintelli egigAre_they so
.unforeseeing thatz.they-Taullia :plan .constructiOp opitew schools ,.:
where they are most needed?..,.We domotiseeilin overcrowding situa-
tion in the valleys, in the San Fe ,undo.. Vall6. :We do not see
that. But-we do see "it in the inner citS7.. We have a school not more
than about 3 or 4 miles from here-that hat iiVer. 4,000 students. It
is way overcrowded.

The Schoolboard does not plan thos4
:

e .things ahead of time. Per
sonal observation. - .' ot

We look around as Hispanics, at thsome of the Asian gains in: e
community, and! we lOok at it I think with somewhat `of a jealousy,
but also with some bewilderment. If you take a lOok at some of the
communities in the east Los Angeles community, and-you stop at a
grocery store, you'find many times,.-more often than not, that gro-

. cery store is owned by an Asian, whether it be JaPanese or Korean
or Vietnamese. And you 'Wonder, where,.klare they getting: the ,
money, how are they doing it? After a yeator two of being in the
country, here they are, they own that corner store that had tradi- .
tionally been owned by a Hispanic. And you wonder why. And you ..

find the Federal programs are ,being geared to these refugees. Why
are not we as HisPanics, whoihave been hereand lo and behold
we helped to establish this very*city---thattis another matterwhy
are we not being.given the opportunity ..or being, informed about''
these programs stifficiently so that we can take that opportunity,
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an equal opportunity to share in' 'those gains and in that economic
reality so that we can share?

ItS far as the communities are concerned; I think there is no
doubt,. and I am sure the committee has read enough reports about
single-family homei..The black community has a large number of
shig14amily,:sIngle-parent homes. Hispanics also have that prob
lem. Arric d when we talk about the cutbacks of Federal funding for
many of our programs in the community, you are really hitting at
the heart 4f many of these families that can ill afford to have any
additional cutbacks, whether it be day-care centers, in our recrea-
tion and parks situation, where many of the parks are being either
closed down now during the' summer, or hours severely cut back
because there is lack of nioney. Whether it be because the Federal
GoVernpient has not been able to see it in their heart to supply
more money, priorities are being. placed on money that is available.
And I understand what the priorities. are. But I think people are
priority, also. What do we do?

There seems to be more Money available to refurbish battleships,
$50Qiinillion if I understand to get two battleships out of mothballs,
and you.cannot find $1 million for a Federal prograr% to help par-
ents to take their children off the street and give them some pro-
ductivechannel those energies they have so they are mot in gang-
related activities, give them sognething to go fig, something useful.
A million dollars, $1 million. What is $1 million in a $500 billion
budget? * -

Those are some of the thine I think our community is looking
at, and are very cogniiantftf the reapportionment within our 'State
and our representation. I thiiik4hese are 'things that we as His-
panics -are looking at. We are getting .more sophisticated in our ap-
proaches. I think you will see in the future, in the codling elec-
tions, we will bemoreff a force at the ballot Vox than ever before.
And we will continue to' be.

-. Mr. naMTuit-i---wouldlike_tOlmention, accordin to the U.S.
Bureau of the Census report, 1.1.3 million persons panish-origin 22:
-live in the United States, with 85.tercent residing in metropftlitan
areas. It is estimated that, Los Angeles County and the surrounding
communities have a Histianic population of over 2 Million. Nearly
1 million live-in the county's San Gabriel region, which consists of
'approximately 841 sqiiare miles. Another1500,000 'live within a 45-

, square -mile area located in the east Los Angeles area.
As a Hispanic employment program manager, I see many of the

problems that we are facing in recruiting qualified Hispinics. Orie
of them is that,,you have an Outreach center in the east Los Ange-
les area and non it with full-time staff to support the HiSpanic em-
ployment progiam. Basically that is one of my main concerns right
now, And I am sure Mr. Perez agrees with me oft this issue.

Mr. DYMALLY. Mr. Andrade, I don't think I quite understood the
name of your organization. You are with the Los,Angeles Air Force.
Station.

Mr. ANDRADE. Los Angeles Air Force Station, Space Division. I
am the Hispanic employment program manager.
- Mr. DYMALLY. You .work' for the Force? .

Mr: ANDRADE. Yes. I try to upgrade the representatien of His-
panics within our organization:,

34aa



Mr. DYMALLY. Roth of you are here to express your concern
about-employment

loth
for .Hispanics within the Federal

system.
Mr. PEREZ y that is our function. We currently have

prOposed to the Offi of Personnel 'Managementwe have had a
-Federal Outreach ce r out, in _the east Les Angeles area for a
number of years. use of resources not being available to fully
man that site t ay we feel, as Hispanics, needs to have it
manned, we have not been as successful in recruiting Hispanics as
the statistics shOw we could be.

The site, hap' been openedit is supposed to be open 3, days a
week. .It is voluntarily manned center. The Federal agencies
within the Loa AngeleS Basin have been asked to supply someone
to man the center on a day-to-day basis.

Well, prioritieabeing what they are, I think the adverse effect of .
the GAO report On the special emphasis programswe have not
been as successful in getting people there everyday.. And it is a con-
tinual perplex. g problem -

The.Outrea lr center is there to help all agencies to recruit His-
paniCa.,It is thh largest-Hispanic-percentage community that you
can find.

There is no logic to them not wanting to help.
Mr. ANDRADE. I think one of the problems we have is that many

of the Hispanic employment program managersthey fill these p6:
sitiOns as collateral deeds, meaning they may be a part-time man-
ager, 10 percent, Maybe 25 percent of the time.

It really creates a problem that they are not really that de.rbted
on a full-time basis .to solve some of the problemsim the agency.

As far as the phrase is concerned, I realize we have freezes off
and on.' I feel that we have had a freeze for 10 years, since 1970. It
is no different now than it was back thop.

Mr. DYMALLY. Mr. Andrade, I notice You have some written testi-
mony.

If you wish, at some subsequent time, but soon enough, snbmitthatvirttez2--testill be glad to enter
it into the record. ,,,

Mr. ANDRADE. I brought some extra copies.
Mr. DYMALLY. We thank you very much for coming. We appreci-

ate your patience. I assure you the committee is going to take note
of your testimony.

I do haVe one prediction, Mr. Perez. I think you are going to do
pretty well in the reapportionment this year.

Mr. PEREZ. We hope so. .I know there is a lot of geriymandering
going on right now. . .

Mr. DYMALLY. If it is done in your favor, it wouldn't be too bad.
Mr. PEREZ. I wouldn't mind that. The results have to be seen yet.
Mr. DYMALLY. Thank you very much. e.., .

[The prepared statement was subsequently received for the
record:]
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February 24, 1951

fir. Mario Perez
Director, Creater,lcs Ange
Manager's CoMmittee

Internal Revenue Service
P.O.ilez 391, Room 1022

, .Los Angeles; CA 90002 ..

SUBJ: A Proposal lor a Federal Recruitment Outreach

Center

1. Enclosed you will find a proposal fora. Federal Recruitment,

Outreach Center in East'Ios'Angelea. This proposal has been. written

in a mannee:to not only show a neea.for Centralizing
effortsof all,

Hispanic Employment Programs..in the Greater Los Angelesrarea
and

supports this need with
statiaticalMta, but it a/so can be used.

as an operative
Procedural manual for the preparociprogram:,"The

propbsal is modeled much in the same manner as'thi'AgP at yA,

Wadsworth Medical Center in Los Angeles, where a successful program.'

.° has had a substantial suCcess in increasing the nunher'ofdisparac

employees..! In just fifteen Months the
percentage of nis;3nics at

Wadsworth.has increaSed.from 32 to 72. This has bcen.dca, dcspi!e

the Federal hiring freeze
ena%tedby former President'Carter

on

' March 1,.198.0 and.the use of prA3=6,,volunteer pap. The sill, as

of the program can be.measured by carefully compiled' statistical

information on various data sheets provided.

2. This- proposal will allow a one-to-one relationship
working with

"quality" applicants and'employees;on
a one -to -one basis 'In a central

location and 'thereby compile
a.file'of qUalified aPPLioent4 to be ."

referred to existing or.potential: vicancilsin the array The Oposal

is cost effective and would ost the government only $5,400..00 per

year. Therevould be no st ffing cost.since
full time pernanent

HEP Manarrs would be reas gned from their respective Federal

agencies to thece;Aral 1 sties.. Space and eqnipment ;re also. .

'availabl., at no cost. Th only cost incurred would be for office

supplies, telephones and utilities;

3. As you know,'
-fiCT,1-ttris7proposal.har a topic of dlscu. ion

during several of.the HEPM committeg meetings.. .Also,. . .
.

evi.ient that generally
speaking our individual. programs have.lacked,.

.consistancy and effectiveness.
:This can be attested to by the.

grossly underrepresntation
of.Hispanics.in the arc,, with an

averaL.of Wemplo:;ed out of a lebor 4.ork fort.° which repreient_:.

222 in lbi Angeles County
along: 'Ws is 'the primary reason why

this priiposashould be given serious consideration.,

.691/134E1



Mr. Mario Perez-
Director; Creater:LosAngelei
.Manager!s Committee *..

,

-..1.1 1,

4 We shouldget together sown to review this proposal and

hou,it will be presented to the FEB: Maridi-I_expect tO'hearjrom'you

within the next week or so-.

:/(d17--
THOMAS R. SOSA
Manager, Hispanic Employment Program
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A Hispanic Esploysent.frogiera is not not to the Federal govt mart. sere

has been 'Cue type of szcor4]=E, involved with Hispanic esPloyzent since the early

1970's.., The program is an integral part of. the governmant's total Ewa! Employ-

mrt Cpportunity (EEO) effort under ibreoitive Order 11491 and Rialto Z 9272.61;

the Employment Act of .1972. The dijective is to assure Eppel Employment opportunity

for Hispanies is all aspeCtikof Federal 'goverment esOloYment. Althongh the title

of the program hi.M.goin 'iidkihrseVeial changes, stria of the initial ozzicept

is the Barre.- Sore legisiatiinhas been passed to erinanoe'the program objectives,

but little progress has been:made in increasing the :amber of Hispanics in

Federal .goverment.
In Novesterof 1977, the Office of Personnel Management published "Federal

Civilian Work Faroe Statistics Equal Employment Opportunity Statistics, which

;hoed the percentage of Hispanics =played in the various. Federal governeental

agencies throughout the NatitinotO be -as lea as 35t (See Table 11. . Generally

speaking, 'there is only an average of 6% Hispanic arplostes .ir.) all Federal

agencies in the Greater Los Angeles.Area and 'aurroumling camnat4es. The 1980

censuianticipates as high as 50% of the minority Es:palatial, -211 of.the entire

population'ard 221 of the los Angeles Canty tabor force to be of Hispanic orig*

It is tecause of this wide disparity and underzepresentation-of Hispanics in

the Federal government work force that a different 4:Proach should be made and

serious consideration be given to.ota prop:mai..1 should be noted: that our Pro-

posal is "strongly" encouraged. by the Federal. Equal Oppartunity;PecrsitziOt

Program, specifically in.FiM 720-2 dated Septanbe.r.19, 1979.

In light of the fact thatwe.arestartingO*a not geoade;..dir.sain concern

as Hispanics focuses on "egual"''opPortunity in arplayrrent... Iona law.

Federal government.has,beeri,fut in isplerrenting a successful

With the 'dawn, a neW:lighthrightenS the horizon in our quest tobecome productive"

renters of this great'natior. United; we sincerely take prids in 'saying,

"ikii Bare Linda'"

.
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'As previously stated, there hesticeen maw type of program involved in

Hispanic aqcloyeent sinoallovesicex 5, 19:51/ ,..When.the President aracuived a

Siiefaarpoint.Prti3rees to assist Speni", speaking,waeritian-Citineta in Federal-

employment. This Was mandated hribecoi: Wender 31491 and enaCted-bi'idalic

Iaw 92-261; the Equal Ihmaleysient:Pct of 1972* 'This prOgra has eiolved to'it'a
present 'status by first, a title Change to 4The Spaash-SPeakipg Frig:4d' ::"'

va.-- pnrounosid in Federal s y letter (FIEG'.No. 713-23, dated

)ril 5; 3.974, and earl a sore
;t7 mu. 21341, dieted Februari 28, 1978,

mange the title to the "Hispanic -- ". 'This has brought about

little effect Cr: Federal governaint -by statistics which
6

dearly sfqw the 'Inderrewesentiticia.of - Table 1 aid 7):

. .

PA:GRAM. pima:ore= mutitem
Bei*ons far the eianiCeattil attahpYM vvd the' number of HisPenica

in Aderal,government are rnincrous and in
aisle

Lnatentes. quit. itcmllagx-' Al-

though they may vary slightly/gran commemity tocaiiinitor, #3sspns dare .

7 essentially't.he are Zag of the primer/ ream: car for the. program beingineuc-

cessful, ate the amount required to addries'iPreigiam lama :ad this

inconsietenoy that reeul individualB.:swaging programs Ow* part'-ti.tner--

basis, when many of their permanent positions require a eifait:.verir
fregoently these part-ttme prograamenagers are y leave

the'program, adding to(the insistency.
Usually these progress are operated by ale; person with little training

and/or experieswe in the Federal system in respect to recruitment and employment:,

most of their trainine experience is through trial end error.
Although' the Federal germ:went attempts to assist the Hp by sending

irflividuals to training seminars and 'having their ti3.3$ Coordinator end/or Personnel r

1. I



_ . ;,
'Officer available to help in the technical aspects of their program, this, has .

had little.effect on each mcgmn's goals and objectives.,:- Many of these prvgtan ; '

revised or changed with, little infect or Significint-gaine!rede.
goals and objectives are uniealistdo and never set. Tear.aftee year

s,
After approodsately,:ten years of Federal goverinent programs the'.

Greater los Angelis Area aired at HisPanic arplopent, itds estimated
these is cniy an average of Hispanics in Federal goverment. The .1:986.... '

Hispanic labor work force in Ios Angeles County, as reportekby the Departimot
of Labor, is estimated to be.22t of the population. It shouldirelioted.ihat...:.:
the Ice Angeles basiais the location of many FederitBegiimai offices 1¢siffi
have outlying field effigies in Orange, Riverside; San Bernadino anOrentOre....s.

counties. TherefOre, the arplotent of civilians and the HisPanic labor *Max.:
has a direct !influence cm,tbe Federal, agencies' Hispanic =ploy:rent Prograki.n.

`'." their counties. A 9:opal:ism of the raster of Hispanic arployeas with the 1990.:

U.S. Census .eatimatea that thrl Hispanic Conennity in this sare 'area way be

_ high -as :2211.1-which- ten percent increase-since-1970v-c1bese-figureS',1:fidict
a need for. adjustment to acoorodate this social change and-tHit there Trust be

sarething lacking in the present program. The fault lies not in any we
victual, agency or department head:- but in the Federal bureaucratic system
itseland the lack of smeone in the systemoto properly and Systematically

analyze the program and prcpose or take appropriateaction'that unifor4y affects

all agencies. .

It is quite evident, by current statistiocs, that a new emphasis 'should
be made. M you are aware, we presently have. an outreach, recruit:rent and

arployrent office at 923 North Bonnie Beach Place in Fast Los Angeles. This is

the sane location isthe VA Neighborhood Health Center. This office is presently;
manned by voluntary help from individuals with the Hispanic Ertploynent Program
and/or Personnel or EEO employees of seVeral Federal goverment agencies in the

, area. This office 1,8 open three days a 1:eak, Tuesday; Wednesday and Thursday.
Although this outreach office has been beneficial in making referrals and actually

placing applicants in several agencies, there have been inconsistencies in its
operation, primarily due to the reasons previously stated, the availability of

individuals to be there 4t their scheduled time and the inomsistency of follow -

ups on applicants' needs. Appropriate training for these individuals and

0
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stardardized office
needed teguirerent.

,

PrOodures base .also.be0 identilfind as ,nraich

Err. EXPOSED PA:GRAM , ,.
CX3r priposal is to expend the outreach office located at North 13=lia.

Beach and staff' it with full -time gensansit"mrpdOyrs:::70 bee loseriproven by

the VA taeightlitaccd Health Center in thismini, _this 1414:4
to Hispanics. Mao lowted'in this area "ass ceitfornbriatatelikairenti,
pevelcprot Depart lent and tbMctsiarnaSerirdoe,cirlimeentir;11ao., which Could

". prove very beneficial to.the needs of centraiiiwiion of the Federal.

PrnSrms and assertmlitit to noiserate with pent other agicali«4144sidrets.
- duplication of effort and be With immeaffectlye. Sperei firrilloisMeidaiguipmsot
1 has been identified and is available fain Vatican's' Plidnistritlani, lervical Service

111.,ainistrain Utilization and Diacceayrarch Off** Otter iederei agonies._
keitionally,11is p;pgranime-coVilel a- file .of epPrOoirtsaly

plicante and together with the file of applicants at theHomaie Heacincicaiion;

will prove Very- help to the staff 'of this Proposal.

Proof of" a stsioneful program is .nai being decrenstrated at the Vetere:xi

Administration Medical Center (Pladworth). in West Irmlie, g ales: Hispanic

EaPloysent program there is:dealing with thmuclerrepreeeimatioril of Hispanics
in their facility in a direct and responsive manner. The oincepts Of this

proposal hew bean tried and proved beneficial:. On OCtiober 1, 1979, the d-

Seal center (iedworth) Ind 3t Hispanic reoressntaticeir Awn 3919, this

doubled to St and by October le 1980: the goal is to rash 10%. ft# is a
rparked indication of a successful *imitate* all figaares CM be substantiated.
The VA Medical Center (Wadsworth) Program) is.a side' to saSlaba.. hiPiSIMStatitli

of the Fedora/ Recruitment Outreach Center will be advantageous to all Federal
specifically to'those Field Offices with wall or no personnel

A copy of the Hispanic. EaPloyeent Program Guide is enoliagl for yOur reviesi
We have identified at least 12 full-thin pereammi REP Managers as 3

temporary positions which could be to the proposid-Centier. . The per-

'Oanent explOyees are assigned to various Federal agencies in ths area (See

Exhibit,`A).' Those noted in the lbchibit have been conteated aid are egree4le

to relocating to the proposed North Eamie-Beach lacatIon. AdditioallY, es



time permits. the teA'hiTre; 1;0 Managers will assist in the various work re-

ouirements midi as recruit%ent and field outreach work in the.barrios: It is
rep:amended that this be done on a trial basis for One yeah.

-

5, .

. Services to lie Provided
;;.Pecruitment and referrel,af '!qualitr 'and quaLified applicants will

be theixeiMity objectiveOf the Federal Psecruitient Outreach Center: However,

SnY perecn shall be.gisen assistance end/orinfornetion regar4ini i'edere1.
,erealtiment..and" sinoe realistically biable to place only a portion
applicants, we Will also provide. general information on Wit. Files of
applicants will be. maintained in alphabetical order and cittagdrizeci by experience

types. Specialefforis will be made to assist applicants cri, a one -to-one basil
irE:uch areas as oisPleting applications and suppleeental foams, seating. test

coUnseling, etc: Ibe.counaeling will.inclucle providing information

..dr:cling social skills that hie useful in JO CcaPfltitic.(See'kXhibit
Appropriate follow -ups will be made with every appliCant and they will be .

'.-istructed to follow-up with aji individual 'of the program as well. .

The individoeiLsat this location would not-only Seitist, their respective

agency vacancy needs, bit also assist vacancies for other Federal.

hciencies' in the area as well. This would. eliminate 'a great deal of duplication
that prese-r. -ly exists and Provide the consistency needed in .dealgig with applicants.
These individuals would do outreach recruitment in the consamity and would Work
with various cOrmunity organizations and other local, city, °Omit§ and ,state'

agencies

v. a contact will be maclie with an applicant or a group of s.
applicants by a member of the pragrein.; The piogrira and its objectives will be

explained in detail. During this ors and in every contact thereafter,. the
..:;;JLicent will treated openlY. an anhonest manner.. Applicants will

nr.-Jer.he as'su tSatthey have.a but only that, they are being referred'. along

with other applicants to a job. It is important tc;p?te that the prOgram will work

within the requirements and regulations of the Federal gqverrerent System

Rocruitnent Data Sheet,. REP FCCM 2 (See 'Exhibit "C"),, is than cospletedWhich
be used for. referral and follow -uR pirposes. Wneneye,r pissible, a copy of a!

Personal Qualification Staterent,'SF 171; and any:s4loinseial foilis will be .

F t; 35 7
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°deplete:Lead a copy of LO Form 214, ship be Obtainecif.or all u.p...Military.,

Veterani. My. Substantial fellolip action w111 be racordei l'oln the Re Craft:rent

'bate Sheet.. AisistanCe in o;npleting an, apPlicatitn or SupPlerrental" form will

0 be PrOvided. If an applicant nee& assistance in completing the experience

1wction'cif their eg:plication, they thaS: refer" to ;the fir( Statement. Data

Sheet, R Form 13 .(See Exiatit.r). data sheet is an magpie of duties

and responsibilitiiers for a specific job and ,amlicant/t,13bould only use this

Iiitatement. to mist them in recalling similar tasks 4thsties,they*Ve performed

in their .(it s.3ric experience: Ve applicants iMuldteCareful int4list
'..t?!.,7!3://i`::(112f-les that they do not have expprienoe or ion:G.:ledge in

. Once the.tipplicatiCn, supplemeital form, etc.4ere carpleted, they

will then be reviewed by a qualified,4#Tber of.14341.1;rcgraix. Afteopy of the ode-:

pleted aptlication, suppl Brenta/ etC.; will then *Seq. to ealiPzeition
%ad, applications aorepted.by the Office Of.,,Personnel.Managemea.

((*.t). Approprieteend follow -up is Ade by the applicant with OM on *

the status of his:'Ailication: If no risiadnse, has been receivedwittan a

reasonable period dof time,' a manter of the program,will. lee :c ntactei9 so that

a foLlo,i-up can be made iiy: that prOgram sesrbein 7-, .

If a test -,tiired for especific position, applicants 141 be
44).

counseled on preparation for;'the test by use of suds references as the Arm

5thiCe aitor. pUblir-V on is available in the Public Library tar can be

purchased at mostt Lock stores. If applilants show a consistent pattern of .r4

passing tliertjuired test, they iall4Ae!ciunseled and *yen one-to-one assistanooa

' Approp*ite attention to each apPlicant is'of imfm-tanoe and when inter-

viewing an applicant, the interviewer shou,* he.alert to any individual who

might movidiatiiitano% the..progiam. inat.information, when avikable,

shoulckbe.reCorded in the Recruitment Data Sheet and possibly in the

nata.pheet, 143' Form 4 (SeetWait "E"):
'active 'file available app,Onts will conseguentay be developed,.:

'Or Prior to filing the Recruitrart,DatiSheet, :exPerienoi will be

idendfied and their naiits 441;i:eiisted on the.:.*rien=e,.Category Listing,

SEP Form 5 .(See ESchibit "F', 't. which, relates with area of experience' and them ."

matched to available Pasit.M vacancies.,,_The purpole of the ,Experience Category--

I Listing to have quick ataceis to applicants* a specific experience eata§orY.
ar
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Affilcants can therhe referred to jai? vacancies in their areapl'e:garience
as theY 0=W. Use of-other available i;Ysterasor organizational listings, Such

as vOs (Vacancy Outreach Service) will also be rade. no position vacancies

exist, the applicant's awe is'- withheld until such vacancies becare

Other forms that may be used by the Center ,are .the Ertployirri ;gamy

Data Sheet, REP Form 6 .(See Exhibit AG7), Problon pate Sheet, REP Farm 9 (See

Exhibit "H"), Item 28 Experience Attactrent, WEP Form 10 (See t
4spaniC darmuraty Organizatiin: or Incliadual Data Sheet, REP P11,11. (Seth.

.
Exhibit "J") , Special Skills Category Listing; HEP.Fcaza.44 (See t "K")

and AI:pointrent Data.Sheet, ) roan 15 (See...Exhibit "1.1").- A 'copy of each of

these data sheets is enciosell'a&i its purpose explained../
B.: Volunteers v.

The use of volunteers vfvuld he in aocordenas With existing Federal

nexsonnel RigTrationi establiihed by 1:FM.
If applicants w*s.1 to volunteer their tire. for. the benefit of the

pr5gram, they will complete t.he Volunteez,,,Esta Sheet. 'Each Volunteer rboUld"

reacVand under stincl ti*Volimteer. Statement on the back of thaiforrn A Work ,

assignment for a volunteer WILLI be.planned warixAdvance to assure that' t,

proper utilization of their tire Is mt. The Daily Tss.k List,'REP Ram 8

(See Exhibit "M") may be used whentneaniaryt A renter of the progi-em should

work with the volunteer to assist, review and answer any guestion5 4Se volunteer

ra? have.
4,
;,. .0

iro Tte voleteer rust Sigh and enter the tineinond out during their
tour and a renter Of :the program rust verify the entX The coriogie of these
entries isenot only for the enefit of the Worm but for the Volunteer as
8.' ..#
well. Each volunteer. should be oriented on. the objectivesaand goals 'of the

program. As part of the orieptation, tile volunteer shcxild receive two to 'our'

hours of training On. the use and purpose of .*eitclata sheets, etc '
C. VRA '(Veteran's Readjustment Act) Program "(See Dchibit "N")

1
,e - .- poi Special attention will be given to 'applicant wi& VPA status. 'These

areVetaren's %dig military service between.August 5, 1965 and'May 7, 1975.

OrThese
individuaiS can apply d*Octly foi positions; they qualify for at grades

. .... ,
4 . 1 tbrpughl,,in the General SChedule, Postal Field,. Wage Grade or equivalent in

s.
Other sysiOns. Iheyvare ziot.reguirecl to go to oPM to be placed on a register,

ri

6.



'take a. test, etc., but they may utilize.dm. for infornatiat of specific'3Ob

vacancies, etc. Applicants should'hava'noi only scapleted Copy of the

dpplicatiat and, in sane instences,: O. carpleted supplanentaL form, but also a ..

copy of .their CO Fora 214, "Armed Forces of pet United States Report of Transfer

or Discharge". Hen applying for a. specific'jcb, the applicant should revkar.

the requiripents and qualifications to assurethat their applicatien and/o
eupplagnental form(s) .iciflect that information.. Assistance. and counseling will

be provided, if necessary.
D. Special Pro:reams

Rao there is a need for special recruitment or .tariorlay arploYeer.

in' one of the various Federal agerscieer the Special Heald trent. Data Sheet, HE?

'Form 12 (See 1Dthibit should.be completed. appliesta progiene such

se }he Federal College Work-Study Prorraa, Stay-.1m-schoOl.Pregram Veteran/Studfab

a24-ste,,..,Program, Temporary 700 Hour, Ore Yea' Amointiment, etc. Exhibit *

lists sate of the better known *era]. ertp3.oysent Prcgrave and aProintrent.21.' -

Spacial recruitment efforts 'Should be made for loam traditiaiel prograrai,.such

as the Sumer Aide 'Program, prior tp their annarnoarent dates lw.hisviral job

faiitf.in local high soitoois and coordinating with state and local eaploprent.

office.as may tie required.

IV. CaanCrs writs FEDERAL MENZIES

Contacts with Federal agencies in the area will ba made on a dailY. basis.

The purpose of these amtacts is to identify vacancies that exist and sake'

refirralSlo these vacancies. .These contacts will be made with the HEP Manager

or his Alternate,, the 'EEO Specialist and/or a designated employee of their .

personnel Service. 'Position announcenenta of vacancies will 1:e listed ori the
V

will,be

Annourcerrent Rata Sheet, HEP Etan 7 (See Exhibit 'V) and retched with

available applicants on file having the specific experience and qualifications

or the vacancy. .
.

cAiso, a part of the is:grant. is to assist employees already4in Federal ..

govern rent to achieve their upward mobility goals. If an employee wishes ccosidr

eration for a. position with other Federal agencies, SWY of the Employee Data

Sheet, REP Form' 3 (See Exhibit "R") should be completed. A current coPY of

their application and Other pertinent..infaanatiat should 'be attached to this foam

0
.Y.,..,"
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°

ana"sent to the Center for appropriate referral and follow-up. The employee

shoUld be encouraged to follt.p with and employee 'of the Center to update any

information that may be needs' and to receive assistance required. Each agency

wiLl automatically distributii:their Positim Announoerrentis to the Center so that

gealified applicants =Woe referred to these Vacancies. statistical and other

pertinent information peculiar ix) each agency will be fecchanged as nay be appro-

priate.

V. camas WITH OFFICE OP PERsava. 'swam:tar MO
A good working relationehip should "always be maintainedwith employees in

'CPM and it is important that they understand that the prognmeworks within the

requirements and regulations of the. Federal goverment. GOntaUts with OPWivill

be made whenever technical assistance is needed in such areas as recruitment,

employment, ett.:;Regularly scheduled meetings with the Director,. Office of

Personnel Management and/or his designees) and the Director,FederalAacruitmene

.(Mtreach Center and/or his designee(s)should be established to keep all parties

informed an progress being made arum to solicit advice-and assistarnsWenne068..;

eery. 'CduarOcrlfreviewsof the center's operations will be made by cEH with&

report to the Chairman, FEB, to..assure effiCiency.and proper manning within the

.
OPM staffing requirements, is maintained by all agencies. She distribution of

Such dOcunents as Pesition Announcements, brochures and any other, information

pertinent to the'program shMildte made to the federal Recruitment Cutesaidh

Center. Minutes of the monthly Federal Hispanic EMplorent Program Manager's

meeting Will be sent to OM.

VI. CENTER GOALS

She Center's grab:Laze quite evident, tg increase the Hispanic represen.

tation at all levels of Federal government by recruitment, referral and folloW-up,

with 'quality' applicants at the grass root'level. Shis'entails working with

Individuals on a cne-to-onetesis. In this centrally located office, efforts ,

will be made to fill'positions that occur by referring qualified Hispanic federal

employees from,one agency, to another, this assisting in the employee's upward

mobility goals and strengthening that agency's workforce. Aside from having a

'Current file of.applicants, a special effort will be made to develop a file of

8.
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. hard-to-fill positions. ThepxygramwillfUncticnwithin.thelVireeentsi
and regulations orthe Federal governemint eystem.

wt. SIGNIFICANT EcaCMIC N terauric °awn:mimics CF THE Wail.
POPULATICN

According .to the U.S. Bureau of Census Ref:Dirt ,as of, March, 1977,. 11.3

million persons. of Spanish origiii live in the United States. (See Table 2), with

851 residing in metropolitan areas (See Table 3). It is.estimated that Ice
Argeles County arid the surrourdirig camtinities have a Hispanic Pqailaticn of

over 2 million. Nearly one million live in the county'a San Gabriel Region.

This region oOnsista of 841 square miles and includes. the cities of Alhearbra,
El Monte, Pasadena and rasittier. Mail= 500,000 live within a 45 squaremile

'Area Located in the East Ins Angeles area._ Outreach contacts will be made in

*Wes' end other Hispanic ccratunities such as Santa Monica, Venice, Santa Ana,

San Fernando, Stanton, Van Nuys and Law. Beach.
As further evidence of the need to implement this proposal, according

to the March, 1977, U.S. Census Report, the median annual income for Spanish

origin families was substantially lower than that of families not of Spanish

origin; $10,300.00 versus $15,000.00: Furthersore, along the income distribution!

. differs/1E4s betWeeh itiap4nic and non-Hispanic heftily iniseres were markedly-rib-

t.l.c.eable. For instance, in"1976 about 51f1 of the non- Hispanic families had
incases over $15,000.00, only 301 of all. Hispanic families were in.that income

category. Also, while'only 71 of nal-Hispanic families had incarea halal $4,.
000.00, Hispanic families were daible that -proportion at 141. See Table 6

for the broad cocupatingroups of employed persons of Hispanic origin, 16 years

old andkover, by sex. and type of Spanish origin and Table 4 for a percent .

distribution of employed persons 16 years and older by major 'occupation group,

Spanish origin and sec. .

. Both male and female Hispanics hOld amich'ir percent of the white-
collar positions and b greater percent of blue-collar,2servioe and far:murk

positions than do non-Hispanics. :,Table. 6 shwa .about 424 of non-Hispanics

versus only 231 of Hispanic males ill white-collar positions. This is less
significant when earpared to 831 non-Hispanic females. 'dawn capering white- .!1

cellar and service Positions, Hispanic's outmarber non -Hispanics with 581 male

9.
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blue-collar workers to 44% nay-Hispanic males: 29% female blue-collar to 14%

non- Hispanics 1St male service workers to 8% non-Hispanic males; and 26% female

service Workers to 21% norreispanic female service workers. Both female and

.wale tocicans hoid'a huge pp:portion of far: worker pOsitiCni,canparp:1 to other'

auspanid and non - Hispanics. Table 6 reflects the need to provide Iliepan4:s

the opportunity to.ccnpete with =Hasp:km.1os for better.. paying Fos:Worm' and

.,,not limit sales to the triditional blim4o3,1ar end isnie,lem.bb the tiaditionai:

: tr1E ical positions: The fuiction of the.centerWill be to deal with/ these and

.ciler:omployneht nasal of the carom aty.'
7.1.a 1976;i.RisPOuP 641* Maintained by a map; had e higher median.

inane ($nisoei.00)..en bid' Eitkenic maintained by a"wanen

,;.Thie is noticeable. thrbisghmit, Ihkinoore dist#nuticit.cif liispaalic,f,itailiei, pot

jnst-ance441t: 36M of Hispanic faami Best uainrat « t IiiiMerQsad Ihbaree of
while only 74 of Hivlanic ffemilles:maintalned ty.worten had

inxmes at that level. At the tasi; et# 4a:me 4"=csie., i4ocorticral

d4f0..6,4 .faile'!42+4indri.itsiF/4c Psiti*es.110
inoiMs-unde..r $3,000i,00i :however.; 19i ofiiii.-Iy4144**46411:.--.:

These stet4t1c4Cleatly nio!7tie treed to .give

Hispanic 1031:n ti**4.9c°1*.graietir bstth*
"... Ile Percentage. it:f higher

,

than the'pergenbbje of at-MinP:136041041i..*604::99-477;
-About the*speiliofitivi .labor (Mom was

8% of the total 444 04'
t the tzr4T. wa*n,

of :mem .Spanish origin &I'M:" the liable forOe'pettioysti4O 04:
of ireiA iiraih;

'ciyilia4,1abdirlorce,m_4 ,eminrediitli only 44% of the wOirea`;.

Pi.s4m3b1Yr. b6.41311:3f 419110F.6;37e11itl,.he.
ci: 1977 :64* 11'9'7V .1rv1:1t* :46
the'nco4isPaniO PtoPulatisciu 4ont.,4?% of all Orit4:Of.SPo4slic4g4Mware
unaa 18 .iears "ca,Lis 'opapexed to*10%:of Pers5.14 i t of:1;01444

-Spes4sh. old and was caJ about .41 ag, ptivparel

tOaCtoplhett the. yoothfo3.1nei....
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oRisvawricti
A.stiffing

In order to provide an effective program, the Aecruitment Outreach

Center should be staffeity'a least 15, bicultural, permanent, full-tiMe,and .

iLL:crably bilingual asployees (See Exhibit "S"). The orgahillitichal,chazi

indicates the Center will have e'Director, an Assistant Director, Staffing

Technicians, EmploymentEevelopment Specialists and Personnel Clerks "ping).

Please refer toEkhibit ".2°, which outlines the Organization NarratiVe for each

position.. Efforts will be made to recruit volUnteers for some of the picgree

needs

B. Center Location . .

As previously stated, the CentetWiLl4mtilenated at 923 Worth Bonnie

22`lch Place in Fast Los Angel-es. .Stii40. 'sere location Of the VA Neigh-

rf:Ith Center. Altriocated in the immediate areais the California

Employment Development Department and the Chicana Service Action Center

Inc.; which could prcveverybenefidial kem ele'needs of the program. Space,

fv.rniture and equipment are or can be made available at no cost to the Federal

covernment. Please see Exhibit "U" for a floor plan, of the proposed Center.

'Alin area consists of about 1458 square feet andIs adequate for expansion or .. -

to accomodate. groups of applicants forress recruitment and trainnlj purposes.

It facility is within walking distance to the bus stop. Tie building is

.equipped with an alarm system aid is leased by the Veterans Administraticm

Medical Center (Brentwood) in West Los Angeiess.lease costircluies all necessary

building services suds as maintenance and utilities.
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Mr. DYMALLY. Our next witness is Mr. Bill McCann, member of
the city council, Santa Fe Springs, representing one of the small
cities in this county.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM J. McCANN, MAYOR PRO TEM; CITY. OF
SANTA FE SPRINGS

Mr. McCANN. I am William J. McCann, mayor pro tem of the
city 'of Santa Fe Springs. The city of. Santa Fe Springs is some 18
miles from this location. Everything that happens in the urban
area is.directly related to the city of Santa Fe Springs.

We are in the proximity, I guess, as Arlington and Chevy Chase
might be to the urban area of Washington, D.C. Hovver, our corn-
munity is somewhat different in that. we have a 60-percent minor
ity population, the majority of which would be Americans of Mexi-
can descent.

I think what I would have to say would relate to all small cities,
and that would be in the immediate area of the city of Los Angeles,
which there are some 78.

Let me preface everything with the rem rk that the Federal role
that has been played in solving major urb probleims has been of
extreme importance. We had a seminar 1 weekend of some 127
cities. As a result of what happened in Was ington, D.C., I might
state'they were all in shock.

And whatever I have to say is all tempered by what 'has hap-
foened in the past. What happens in the future, I think, we are ex-
tremely concerned with and is going to have in our judgment a
very, very negative effect on all operations of city government and
other areas that deal with arts, the hunianities, the economic con-
dition, economic, growth.

Those areas which I will just highlight, because I have a .written
tgxt to present, is that the situation of energy, and maybe it is a
recap of what you have heard all day today, is the cost of energy is
toing at such a rate that it is placing a. real burden_ on communi-
ties.
'Just today, there is a press release, press conference in San

Diego, that one of the major aerospace industries is going to be
forced to leave the State unless they can get a better rate on com-
mercial energy.

And this is something that is facing all urban cities, because
there is no way to pass it on. I am just talking about services as
they relate to governmental agencies. This is compounded when
you think of low-income and senior citizens.

The, environmental problems, which have been with us for some
time are continuing to be more and more' important.

The situation of the solid waste in California alone, as it affects
cities, is extremely serious. In reality, very littlehas been done. In
about 3 or 5 years, we will be running out of theajor resources in
urban areas, in this urban area, relative to waste disposals.

This problem, again, relates to cost-effectiveness 'on every indi-
vidual, because, as you have to find new lOcations, if and when you
can find them, the cost of transporting this refuseunless a -pro&
ess can be found, I think that you, Congressman Dymally, and SeX
ator Greene were working on, to use that to create additional
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energy-unlesi: something like that is found,
are going to tact all cities and all urban are

The toxic waste situation is completely' a
where we have a hearing going on today in S.,
cannot get a quorum to attend because they kit
be done, but there are no funds available to.

In our own city, tire have a serious situation.
of a quarter of an acre that will take over $11/2
up a toxic waste,that is in barrels.

am not talking what has been in the ground
Within barrels.

The,employment situation is probably the most significant facing
the cities todaYthe underemployment and. the unemployed.
People falling into these categories do not have the financial re-
sources to improve their quality of life. It creates a,situation which
local government is looking for a solution, and local governments
can do something, but unless thry`have some Federal help and
some State, money to' assist them, there is very little a. community
such as outs can do.

The Federal ta.15,dollars, as you knoW,"are dwindling. I could not
help but feel the people who were taking here, today were probably
not all aware thiS time next year, most *f them will be out of busi-
ness or significantly understaffed. fro e present conditions,
unless something drastic is dbrke.

There, has been some talk about the assis s of the private
sector, helping unemployment and doing things.

W&--recently-,; in our city, which is "heavily industrial, until the
last 6 iniqz, We had very strong support frail industry in our
city.

But when it relates to the new administration or 'it relates to a
new philosophy in Government's attitude-.toward cities, or being
good citizens of the community, or being in bad financial situation,
I don't know, but we have had very, very sad we had quite 'a bit
of bad luck in trying to get their support.

We were trying to develop outstanding kids at leist in our partic-
ular community, who could not afford to go to summer camp, to get
contributions from service clubs and organizations to match the-
city .on 3-to-1 basis.

In -other words, the city, would put up $3 for every $1 that the,
private sector does. We didn't-get a dime.

erious problems

cal bombshell,
to,' and. they
thing has to
he problem.

t one area
just clean

ut just laying

So this attitude of industry taking 'a bigger share is something
that,I think---it is something that may not come about.

It deals also, I think, with perhaps a' situation in housing. The
shortage of decent, affordable housing, especially rental units, has
reached, I think, as you are aware, not only a crisis stage, but a
disaster stage. There is none.

And homeownership, as such=and I say our community is- a
medium-sized community. We have homes that are up for sale,
maybe they .are up for 3 or 4 days, because they are selling in the
neighborhood of $80,000. And that is aboUt all a fainiliy with two
people can afford.

The median, I know, -is well over $120,000'in the area. :And what
is available is in very, very short supply. It is a deep morale effect
On all segments of the community, because in an older community

Ji 4. 367
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Where you are trying to do household improvements, most of those
funds were made. available by the Federal Government and will
not be available in January.

The transportation situation is impossible in this particular area,,
and areas adjacent to it. I think the only thing that we have that is
made. in California on the road now was left by the late Governor
Reaganpotholes. You take the situation that we have on the Cen-
tury Freeway, that affects some ricities. It is actually sinful if you
see a situation that has been started and because Of Federal :red-
tape, that has not gone anywhere. It is really a disaster.

And I am sure, in some socialistic countries that someone would
be hanging from a high tree' on it. Because you just cannot leave a:
blank stretch there and nothing happens when you are in a bind
for the need of transportation.

The senior citizens are something that -I think also is a real prob-
lem in local communities as well as the Federal: Goverziment'a con-
cern.

According to the 1970. census, and I don't have the 1980 figures,
20 million people 65 years of age and over, about every 10th person
in,the United States and it is growing on a daily basis.

Yoti take thesalaCtors of increasing costs, increasing responsibil-
ities, and thisattlack on some of the peoplesocial securityand it
is throWing problems on the cities.

It has jus been growing in the local communities and in 'the
smaller communities that are adjacent to an urban area. I think
you can just walk around here today as 'You leave the park, and'
you can see what I mean. .

People have no place to go arid are just eating what is available
° to them. I understand, also, some of those fund that senior citizens

have had on, nutrition are also going to be at an end.
The public safety situation is a real serious' situation. People talk

about gang-violence, about problems in the street. And at the same
time, the city of Los Angeles tuns down a referendum for addition-
al police. It is getting to be a costly situation.

In our city, we contract with the county of Los'. Angeles: We will
be paying about n percent of our budget on. public 'safety. By
paying that much, that means some items have to be sacrificed

I might just' say one of the items that is a 'disaster as far as the
Senior citizens and all people relatiVe to ow income and an urban
area, is doing away with the section VIII housing. '

This is not only going to affect additional housing, but again, it is
'going to, be a situation where those people that want :tO 'better
theniselVes, thoi3e:peopIe that want, to have a role in the cominuni
ty :and he good :citizens, be dependent upon nobody by theinsOlves,
are just going tobe left out on th4 streets..

Fdon't know what the solutions are going to be. But I; do know
the attack on, all of these: items from the, Federal viewpoint is for
less money to the cities, is going to be a disaster.

When we get into the` block grants, I know we are getting the
arguments' that it is going to the State iyid the State is going to ,

allocate 'it You know what the State is going to do as well as> we
know.

4
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It is not going to get done. Because, by the time it, goes from the
State to the county, there is. nothing ,going to be' available in any
magnitude to do the job that hai to bedone for cities. .'

Also, we all know the money coming back is much less. 't
know the figures as to what the 'cut' has. been,. but I kno, it is
much, over 80 percent less coming back, even to the States, than
was done under prior administrations. ... .

It is a serious situation. It is 'not a .partisan situation when you . .

get back to dealing with people. II did, read in one of the comments
that you did have in 'advance the idea, of a. possible Marshall plan ,

for cities. ..

That may be a good name. I don't know what a good name WoUld
be. It may be the saving of the cities, or some terminology: But
some 'program 'has to develop in whibh to help the.Cities of the
urban area a 'Pose adjacent to:it.

What we in CalifOrniayou get beak to Detroit, Pittsburgh,.
.Gary, Ind., #4 scares the daylights out of *A. I am fortunate
that we hasie 'committee out here getting some of the facts: '

And with you permission,' I' will have one or two of the other
.
representatives of the California cities make up some infermatiOn
and forward it to the committee to be a inAttor of record.

Mr.DYMALI.M. Thank you very much. WO'nld yOu pleaSe give us a
copy of your testimony.. . . t, . .. ,.

[The prepared staternentOf William J..McCann follows:] ,

,.,.. . ,

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM J. MCCANN, MAYOR PRO TEM, CITY OF SANTA FE
SPRINGS ,-REPORT ON PROBLEMS IN AMERICAN CITIES

ENERGY

Right behind the. rising cost,of housing and unemployment, energy' usage and -am-,
servation is probably the item of highest concern both nationally and individually.. '
Cities are faced with rising energy costs for street lighting and gasoline to' operate
the'various vehiclesof its work crews. When these items reach such proportions';..
that require reduction of other services, the lodel government heads are placed into
a non-win position. This is a position in which local leaders have very little, if any,
control. Energy costs are established in a complex system of Federal and State regu-
lation combined with the international political relationshipi of an increasingly._
complex world.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS

Environmental problems-will continue to be with us for sometime. The environ-
mental movement seems to have entered an era of limits. The limits include the
rapid increases of housing and energy, high inflation, and low growth rates, all corn-
bining to m.akeTeople less receptive to environmental issues.

Another set of limits centers around.the social aspect of the movement. The tnove-
pent is now largely upper-middle class, liberal in convictions, bureaucratic and free-
spending. Hardly popular characteristics of the past'feW years.

As a result, a new strategy of environmentalism has' developed. New approaches
.to land use, water distribution, and. air Pollution problems will be needed. Some
. cities like Denver, St. Paul, and gvanston, Illiriois.have,develoPect.coalitions of ten-
ants, landlords, and homeowntrs along with City government to issue low-interest

. municipally subsidized loans to rebaild their cities.
The. City of Santa Fe Springs. has, fpr a number '4t offered both, mupicipally

backed low-interest home improvement toans'eancl Community Development block
grant money to improve the City's appdarapce. The City of.Santa Fe prings has a

- full work force of six skilled garyenters in the Citylclqing majoi reconsiructive work
and remodeling. The' resultsrhave heen tremendous, extending Ahe,tife of Santa Fe
Springs' neighborhoods for several yeats, : .0 . .r
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'EMPLOYMENT
.

Probably the most significant problem facing the cities todaY,:'is under-employ ...

ment and unemployment. People falling in these;categOriesdo"niit have, the finan-
ciat-resmirees necessary to iinprove.their quality of fife. This creates a situation in
which local governmentis looked to for solutions:Local goVernmenris far more tic-
Cessible to the unemployed. Unfortunately,. local government frequently has fewer
resources ID solve or at least improve unemployment conditions.
- The burden for utilizing Federal and State tax money to assist in meeting the ne-
cessities ofthe unemployed requires a significantly'higher level thought, planning,
and expertise.on local government. As Federal tax dollars dwindle, this burden will , .
be even greater. Local gOvernment leadetii!Wjll be required' to use their energieS to
film dbrilitiois with tbusineserriind industi*Acriiierease the number ofjobs. Santa Fe .

Springs has dPrie this thfough its Job Upiva.K.Mobility.Program.
This program's priniary,goal is to seek'dtitithe under- etnployed and unemployed'

al and. place that person in a job that meetkfinancial, social, and self-wofth
ThrSenta,Fe.Springs City Council also.recently approved a program .of.Subsi-

dizing.the siblarY of local yOuth in local,- and industry. This has created an
advantage to the busineseman; a worthwhile job to the young person, and an avenue
that 'can possibly be expanded to employ many Other Santa Fe Springs' residents.

. HOUSING

The crisis in U.S. housing has passed beyond a mere matter of the, number of '
available units. It has become a social and. economic crisis as well as a nUmben
problems and the prospectii for the future are dim. Homeownership may soon 'be'
considered a luxury.. available to. only a small segment, of our society. The. cost of
new housing continues to rise,' while the Supply of existing housing diminishes. :

1 TRANSPORTATION

Public transportation an obvious area in which colleetive action 'by all levels of
government is needed. Whatever the mix of auto, rail, bus, that cities choose for
themselves, Adequate resources must be provided .to-cities to enable thetn to make
that choice, for the private market will continue (to placevirtually all of its empha-
sis on the automobile since that seems to be ttke only, highly profitable form of
transportation.

SENIOR' CITIZENS

'According to, the 1970 ceneds, there were 20 million people 65.years old and over;
about. every tenth person in the United Stites, andlt is one, of the fasbest growing
segments of.oUr population. Statistics'show that there' has been an 'increase in the
proportion of the elderly,winiohoose. to live alone rather than with relatives., This
creates a need for additiOnCand less expensive housing because their income level
has declined due to inflatidl.

From what we know now; : we can count: on larger nuhibers of elderly iathe
future. .They represent sit untapped natural resource. How.we: use this vast poten-
tial is one of the great questions facing American cities.

vINANCIAL MANAGEMENT,:

,The management of financial ;resources has always been a- primary function of
.municipal government. In recent years, the pressures of reduced revenues; spending,
limitations, double digit inflation,. and the demands for more and better account-Ail-
Ity haVe combined to greatly increase the, complexities of 'deCision Making and
create an environment of ever-expanding' challenges' for local government.

The voters, in placing revenue and Spending- limitations 'on governinent, hive
done so without offering much guidance as to just what the expect. It would have
'beep'pice if, along with 'cut the' far; they would have idei*ified what' or where the
"fat" is. his a reasonable assumption 'that in spite of these protestations of govern7 .-. .

excess, severe service reductions, will not be tolerated. . "
forLa reduction in the cost of.governmentniUst corne.'ff-om two basic areas:: ,24

ecieion making on the part ,of local government must be 'concise and done
The people, must know what the financial limits are and what alternative
hey have' regarding municipal spending. Second; 'reducing the cost of gov-

t must come. from Unproved financial management. Information systems .

ring prciduCtivity needs tabe developed. Municipal government must rise to
!lenge of improving the overall financial management system.. .

11-78511. - 63 ;. 24,2!'



PUBLIC SAFETY

. Today, more than ever before, and particularly in California, it is apparent that
police and fire department design, as it is traditionally. understood, is shrouded in a
cloud of.mystery: Many public safety departments'appear, to have been based upon
unsubstantiated hypotheses with regard to design criteria and/or tradition. Key
questions evolving from these traditional hypotheses ate defining. levels of service.
Standards of measurement are not concrete. The result is one that- questions the
credibility of local government.

Serious discussion must take place about how_public safe costs are going to be
reduced. Most of the discussion to date has beeiow to ob dditional funds. The
results have been disastrous, as noted in the recent City. -Les Angeles election
where the voters soundly defeated a propotfal to increase taxes for additional police

°protection.
Local government must bypass tradition for -efficiency and cost effectiveness. To ,

date, public safety policy has been one of only providing one method of service. The
pro-

vided that choices for greater and lesser service levels are described in a truly acetic-
public cannot truly choose a police or fire system unless alternatives-are given, pro-

rate manner.

SOLID WASTE
.

The problem of managing wastes safely, efficiently, and economically, is s
every city. Littering, illegal dumping, and th% lack of aaequate disposal
also major concerns.

Since the explosive d'iscoveries at Love Canal, public-interest in landfill
somed. All.levels of government and many citizen groups are demanding greater a
countability from landfill: operators and the government bureaus that regulate
them.

No disasters have occtirr t California landfills. But without serious attention to
waste management patoblerns, trouble could be just around the corner. The chal-
lenge iLto control these protilems before they explode into a crisis.

..Mr. DYMACLY.'Thank you very, much.
Our final witness VMs. Lois Eveloff Slavkin, who will concpde

with some. brief testimony.
Would you, please identify yourself?

STATEMENT OF LOIS EVELOFF SLAVKIN, SENIOR RESEARCH
ASSOCIATE, THE PLANNING GROUP, INC., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

MS. SLAVKIN. I am Lois Slavkin. I, am with the Planning, Group,
which is a nonprofit minority social planning firm in the Silver
Lake area of Los Angeles. t,

; I came here today not really at all to speak, and certainly not to
speak on the,subject I am about to comment on, but rather to learn
all I could about the urban problems of the distressed areas in Los
Angeles County, because I am currently involved in working on a

oject which involves 39 jurisdictions in the county, and looking
T housing strategies for them. And I wanted to gain a perspective..
Mr, Wong was speaking of the increase. in..gang-related activities,

as were some people who testified this morning. And I simply
wanted.to reinforce some of the comments' that he.Made and make
two recommendations.

Last summer, I participated in the designing and implementation
of a stirvey which, assessed the impact of Indochinese influx into
the Hollywood community apd the relation of that to' ififeretlinic.
tension within the schools in the frollynoci area.

.

Hollywood School, if I remember correctly, has 57 different na-
tionalities and something like 98 different languages. spoken.

' 71
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use there was obEterved a great in-'
ase in Itice.,:inFidenco.orgiing-r tioactivities in Hollywood High

School. ' ,444,
We interviewed-pOli*Aommunity, and school offoials, the ma-".

1prity of viboin.lelt that there were inisdequate', social service sys-
Ws in the area for refugees. That the acculturation process- was

that depressed, that families were breaking
apart,: ttgit- the Indochinese youth .were.gravitpting to gangs: And ft.
primarily because the, services were not

The Refige0Act 41080; I believe, earmarked something like
-$200 million tor 'speciarprOgrams that would'expitchte the accul-
turation procenn;,;'. , -"

v: My recommendation to this committee would, be that ft;suggest
to the Reagan-administration that some part of those funds be used
for the purposes stated in the Refugee Act to help ameliorate some .

of the gang-related incidents that could% attributed to inSerethnic
tensions within the schools-as a,iesult of inadequate social service
delivery systems for refugees:

The other recommendation simply, would be that there be a -
needs assessment of the social sorricet that presently are in.exist-

.
ence for refugees. ,

In reading the Refugee Act, and ihozworkingitryiththe refugde

.task force, I became very qttickly aware that refuges ally fill be- ; 1
tween the crackann terms of dental, mental, physical health 'care
sefvices, as well as CiRthseling, nutrition,'ianguage .services, all
kinds of benefits that the act earmarks for. t but, for which,
they often do not get. , tf:

Thank you very much. . et%
Mr. DYMALLY. Thank you very much.
This concludes our hearing today. I wiiiitio thank all the wit!,

nesses and the staff for what I believe has been 'a very 'productive

Thank you very much. The meeting is adjeiiiitned;
[Whereupon, at 3:40 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]

4.
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URBAN CENTERS, WASHINGTON, D.C.: AND THE
FEDERAL ROLE

FkIDAy;,FEBRUARY 12, 1982,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

COMMITTEE ON THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,
Washington., D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to call, at 9:55 a.m., in. the School
of Education auditorium, Texas Southern University,' 3201 Wheeler
Street Houston, Tex:, Hon. Ronald V. Dellums (chairman of the
committee) presidihg.

Present: Representatives Dellums, Leland, Gray, and Dymally.
Staff present: Donn G. Davis and Dietra' L. Gerald, senior staff

assistants.
The CHAIRMAN. The Committee on the District of Columbia will

come to order.
My name is Ron Delltuns, and I chair the District of Columbia

Committee., I would like to begin by first reading into the record
some prepared remarks that will establish the parameters of these
hearings. . 7

I would like to first begin by thanking my friend and colleague,
Representative Mickey Leland, for his very able. assistance and co-
operation in bringing these hearings to the city of Houston.

I would also like to express my personal thanks to those of you
who have ,agrees1to come before us as witnesses and share your

and nd ideas With-this committee as we labor to pursue Our
jobs. co e.

These are heiirin6 of the fiill Committee' of the District of Co-
lumbia. The focug of our inquiry is the condition of urban centers,
Washington, D.C., and the Federal Government'* role in assisting
urban America.

We began these hearings in the second session of the 96th Con-
gress. They we're started because myself and several of my 'col -
leagues were convinced that the problems of urban America. had
reached a level of urgency which could no longer be ignored.

To this dateand I don't' think the point can be overempha-
sizedthere has been no lessening whatsoever in the-severity of
the ills that pltgue urban America. Deliberate attempts to obfus-
cate, this fact by conjuring up devious labels and grandiose
schemes, as is very 'obviously 'the case with the so-called New Fed-
eralism of this administration, doeS nothing at all to relieve our
cities and their inhabitants from the staggering, burden of unem- ,
ployment,, inflation, poor housing, And a host of problems too harsh

enormous to ignore.
tr.
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These hearings, in fact, have documented the irony and cruelty
of this hoii. The facirkinost commonly agreed upon by every knowl-
edgeable witness who, has come before us in the past is that local
governments do not have the resource capacity to deal with prob-
lems of the magnitude that they face. Worse still, this is often cou-'
pled'with a lack of will to deal with certain problems which affect
those sectors of the population-which are considered poor and with-
out political power.

So, we must not stop calling attention to these problems simply --'

because someone attempts to camouflage the failure of leadership
and potential disaster by tra.nsfeging respensibilityand inad-
equ te resourcesback to the loffi- level where many of these
problems began.

kind of irresponsibility is one of the principal reasons why
eve major city in the United States has experienced civil disor-
ders i some degree or one level of intensity or another since 1965.

All ther conclusions aside, it is most evident, that these trage-
dies have occurred .because we callously ignore the fact that condi-
tions are continuing to bring many of our fellow citizens to the
brink of desperation.

Everything that we have heard during these hearings on urban
problems suggests that we are now just as far down the road of
deadly decay in our cities as we were before the Watts rebellion in
1965. In fact, some problems, such as youth unemployment, are
now worse than they were in 1965.

Some of our cities have reached the scandalously high rate of 60
percent unemployment airiong minority youths, and there is every
reason to believe that this will get worse as the severe effects of
the Reaganomics and Reaganism continue and intensify. The prob-
lems of our cities are now legion, and the most common among
them are well known.

Decent affordable housing in our cities is a thing of the distant
past. The system of public school education is badly burdened and
near the point of collapse in more than a few cities across the coun-
try.

Relations between police departments and citizens, especially mi-
norities, are in many places now just as bad today as they were in
the middle 1960's. Much of the decaying physical infrastructure of
our older cities is rapidly reaching the point of no return. Then
consider the frightening level of street crime that we experience all
over America, and you have a glimpse of what our cities are facing
today.

I don't believe in waiting for tragedy,, that in my estimation, can
be averted. I believe that we have-an obligation to act before the
misery and frustration in our cities explodes in bitterness apd des-
pair.

I would like to 'note here that we have not come to Houston be-
cause any 'ofAthe problems that concern us are necessarily any
worse in Houston than they areln any other city. We have good
evidence suggesting that the worst of our urban. problems are na-
tional in scope, so our stop in Houston is only one of several that
we either already made or intend to make in different major cities,
all of which are troubled by similar if not the very same ills.

isy, 373 A-.



Our principal concern is' to look closely at the role of the Federal
Government in efforts to solve major urban problems.. We need to
knoW more about how to maXimiXe the effectiveness of Federal -ef-
forts to 'aid local conimunities, and' it is clear to me that this will
continue to be a crying need spite of 'whatever you may 'hear
about the'so-called New Federalism.
.;- We have been lailting at a number of problems, and the Federal

in Washingtoni D.C. Last summer Ave were in Philadelphia and
:..,Los Angeles; and these hearings in Hduston mark the. Continuation
':.of-our.effosk to co what is happening elsewhere with what we

ave seep in Wass n, D C
,..Agaiii;1 *mild hatk my friend lfick4r

Before I mill 6 witness I would like to yield do .my- friend
and colleague, the gentleman from California, Mr. Dynially.

Mr. DYMALLY. Thankyou very much, Mr: Chairnian.
Mr. Chairman, friends, I am pleased to return to Texas SoUthern

University to join our colleague, Congressinan MipkeyeLeland, 'to
look' at, some of the urbali problems as they.relatea to the Reagan
budget and other proposed cuts in the Federal budgets

Houston is iirobably not as bad off as some other cities that.we
have represien,ted but it seems to me, given the analysis of tke
Reagan budget, that city,tas other urban cities-in America,
face some seriOns pro s.

So, I am pOased that t e Committee on the District of Columbia
isibeginningitO focus attention on this national' dilemma which, we
face in America. I am verYepleased to join tilt effort.

The CHAIRMAN. I thank my C011eague..
. Just before w ask our fhist witnesses to come forward, I ,Would

like to make on' additional coiniggerit
I operate from jhe philopoplWal notion that a society answers

the questions tharit aalts,,The tragic reality of America at this par-
ticular kloomest is thStl Believe it is asking the most inappropriate

`'and dangerous questrOnsHow can we build a bigger nuclear
bomb? lipw can we build' a larger monument to military Madness?
How cart' we Continue to engage in the dangers of superpoWer poll-
ticsrather than:Mow can we come together to see to it that, our
citsies become monuments to our genius rather than montunentato
soave niAdness? How can we, as people live with each other with

some reason aitl'sanity? How can we address the realities of the
human misery of unemployment, inadequate. ousing, and educa-
tion? How can we address the humane miseryflicted upon people
beoausewe have lost the capacity or will to address problemsor
the desire to addreSs problems, or is it that .we don't have the nec-
essary resources cio, do it?

Again, I think that, part of what these hearings are about is to
challenge America to begin to ask itself the appropriate' questions:
now do we enhance and sustain the quality of human life rather
than hoW do we place it in further danger?

With those comments, I would like to bring forward our first
three witnesses, who will make their presentations in panel form.

We had initially assumed that the mayor of the city of Houston
would .1:se here. Unfortunately; we understand- that Hon.. Kathy
Whitmire is not able to be here, but in the audience is .one of her
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represcntatives, who would like to come' forward and- make a brief
statement on behalf of the Maydr:. ,

1 would net° call that person forward: at this time.

STATEMENT OF JACK-DRAKE, ASSISTANT TO THE MAYOR OVUM
;,CITY OF HOUSTON, ON BEHALF- OF HON. KATHY WHITMIRE..-
"MAYORPOF THE CITY OF HOUSTON

Mr. .DRAKE:, My name is Jack Diake,'itet.ant to. Mayor Whit

I want toAell.you that w lconie you tot-4:tur city. We are very
:proud ,to hive YOu here i 18th COngressionat-Districti, the
hoMe of min Congr au, key Leland..1, alio want to tell
yoti that .we'hope y s ur mite ry productive; and that your

p.stay inAur city enjoyable.. .
MaYbr, Whitmire tould' _ lien with you todaY; We,

too, are 'having some :budget deg: OUr :city this :Week'''. -
---,changed its fiscal year. She is now n that b fidget

unable to be with you1 She sends her
mariy. of you for t weekend Ictivities,.

he wi
tomotrim,- in our

.The C I would.like to thanlitir on behalfn
thyself and rs,:,Of the .00mmittee- f 'Ste 8

,stWe`Wou li .ress our appretiati . . .

.., . ex
cordial.melco.....".4 ,. We look forward ''' ,

ever findings ;...'f' of these hearin
the ,mayor in 3 '',I. v , t the problenis:
country, we will , - , to shaKN thorn,

Please %extend
1,,,,-,

,,, to her for
ward: We unde .,, ', s. ,usy proble

Mr. DRAKE. I : -7'. ': that: I will con
Thank you, Mr. ' II .: I .,.. '. 1.

The CHAIRMAlsi .clIVerry,. DepartnientAt,
versity of).Tiexel3st:-A r., RobertpBilla4.

ment of .-Ecoriornies;. .rsity , of ton. 4f .,she '.0tee,'4'
*Tri7 is Pology, Texas gut tsity; and .

w,oulditome forward '' '. ,....' '
! i' like ,ta:welCome .01 three of you 'he .e t1

Dr. Petry, you 4:43s:1?egin* dpi' any fashion:..YoUichoOse.";We stilt 7.

ve to Dr BulIiird.and.theii finall Dr. Smith' .:-. . .7 finally
",

,,,.1 I' STATEMENT OF DR. piiiiiirl5kgars,DEFfART14ENT OF '''l
r ' "06 dtArglINMENTi UNIV.,11R.SI'ItY OF TEXsAS#AUSTIN; TEX. '

Y.. ThankYtin..4''': : , ''' :-''. jp,'

',iitt:honsky45 be here:Most of.,us WhO aie..teatilieriddal
iiiitdagethat.', there are them Izthat ,ciiii4iid. the tffat , -..

nd ,t ose 'that usually end tip=teiching7I.am
ked'ine to eiske and try to pa "cipate vdtlinyou.".: ..- .

en .I. ej,arteOrto.prepare my : ohy, 'I Shared' Soho ;Of
e4e. thoughts 'that you did, Mrs.:... man. The one t:1hiat ag .

04... ' cmgerded mein the lasts 10 yeiiii:is t lack of,anation -., 'i".ection.; 4
lirIll-ban poliby. ... .,- 74 :: : ; ' r .. ;'!..- ..',' :

1 ' It seems as lyre continue to trY-2to 'decide that Urbap .:toolicir -44
-,either a .cent Vig subuqiiprobleilelor a Sun Etelt-F t lielt;prob-

,.V,3
1
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lem Or:an Acitn.:yerfius:flotifitpiyprObleni;. Y Yva-YP., as Pa.,
'said,.it is-a:natioiial prOblOm. ''' ',..:::.

When I wad' asked tos. testify, the'first,th as, to . give you ....

some basicinformaticin-..spiut thiS p- articular pf-the United :-
Then I Bought; well, 'I think Alie'rriore dant' tactic for

me today and: for you in this 'committee, isitO Eta to "direct the ha;:.
- tional Iegislat re and .COltgreeS4Oward.'Ore'ating it;:ziationaL:agenda

and, hOpefull Ile, Ord- :national; u*r:-.:'' !icy' in this,4ountry.
I,',don't thin '.We-tave ever 'd one .WotildhOpe.,thatwe-:start:,..,

national issues, I think they, cast in-thefolIo*ing'sort of:.dirgc-
our'vay. to building one. If in

cast
are urban issues that are

':.tiont : ; /
'.--'-' ' ' '' ' '..- .' '''' ''

The dire on'of ArnericEuiliblitios -since: World -War .1.4:1 think,

.

'has" gone t islwily:- There is. no considerable*lack; Of lion.Y.:in.'the..
tact that .thaelluilirterSof *us' live ::. in ''cittes, that cities are our

'2. , , Vet. for. mbtt government officials, and itidet:CLitii; most ebonoitiiC,:
:lkaders, dties are lioriiieiv'ea'firSt and foriimoSti..as.the..hoineS of`'

people. Thby are viewed- first ,and foremOit :iis::befiters:,.of 'prOkt:':,
:- They are, as I indicatte- in ftiYtestiniony, the liattlegi3Ourid.andnla .'
..' 'ground uppnlwhiciftl's most .ltistorikpradticea;Of capitalliiitrin the .V

world viete alay0 out -- '.:i* .'.;- " : :.'':',":' : ''..: ''. ' 'I''.
' : Irishort-; the city'As .*the most ftianatiVe siiaiaLCOM. iiiiiiii ...
'America's histogy: At "thm.saine time,' i4-1,is- considered Morel
'tent fOr wilt it did.eirnOirilcally-thatilktrhoWit'.has.tionfietl
taken care of us. f ., - . : ' ' .. '',,'

i The priaiimfacteiri of the macket;'W`fier . they move fronr,centr %,
....
;.;.city. to suburb? 0a frost El'illt to Sun .peeriAjould hive tits believe .i

that, we can contirque t 'fracture in ecoigffiic terdts atir iiiban
' -'' Nation. If the urban krouinele,ii ftund,accei` le to the machina-

tions of the.ecOnoraY, we7all of,,a S' deli,. have alefialthy city: 3,'....,.:,

Once the faboits.of :prOuction no longer. dffloiently,':mbjeed..on
this.ground,'.W. Mte'all of a stiddv c nfrOnted-4044;r hate called::

,,,' urban' .crises 'Iii. skip e ime Ta. pf the inarketf.nrkunlike
: Ppintius Pilate,Washe the city; ',ingStheit.'1406: the coin-.

miinity'..in.,tlie ever - rids bf gOveinifient p.nd goVerri::.
.': nient leaders.,"! ''' , ,

A '
I .

.1- 4- "ir:' This is; of..iiburs, mo and .overSifnplifietl. vi-eir oT.i- 'Ow-
-; 7 the city' and-,;gove;n ts'an ii y Afic.4.IANglellte.;lesson,

here iS. brought:home en Jive , ook at the.Fed&g:Orngrams
',designed since 'the Second World" War tojiliandle the Iiicfliderits of . v..

urban prises; that, is4thA Problegis that 'Ilfe Market .now:finftrs it . E -
. :doesn't want to handle: &''i .

.

. 1,-. ii";;-

- We have Federal grogram that "re desIgned urfde ativelfed-;:
eralism,.the new des; tite ieal, the old deal, the deal` :iii-idi,; g',-11.!.,,,
placementool ..tategorig gra :. ...,. Mit .formulas wo d be"114Sed ( t.Z.e.i:.:::'

witlicormfiunity deVelP itt b . I :VI. 41-' antsltihwolild we the for: .; .:- '''''.
. ., if.mula for more cities to nolu ed?,. , ; a ..;' ''We have ' been'sthrough. that fora .41cade he _11...Flack:xi ,,-*":;''';;

?Federal approacli in :essence 4,eip-is to /in g central,Otypr2b2...
-'lem or:a suburb prObleffi Frost MI p* 104..c.,origtess.getgi,

fractured itself,: You-ge,t ca de 'ate ' ',...- ',-.:'.," 1 . ; *.:
s6/Tieii.i , not ''WciSo,, in essence, *heftier w -die it;.

sure gets:all awful lofol',Xlittne ov r havitigli'Sebbnd war:ijefifteen
D
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the States or between Houston and Akron. It is hopefully time to

put that :Waite an end.
Cities, in. other words, and the citizens who live in .cities, Mr.

Chairman,°are viewed. as passive areas, to be acted updn---7first.by
the market; then. deierted by the market; first by one Democratic
adminiatration,. then 'a Republican administration.

Here it most -iinportant community, the place^where we
house ourselves and:cities, and the people who live in cities have
never been in ';a central position to actively create their own urban
policy-They are using these conditions, especkally with the New
Federalism. I. agree wholeheartedly with you on that..

It is in thatlight that I then thought that rather than talk, in
speCifigs; which are in the testimony to some extent, I thought I
pdightae well suggest to you something different; that is, a thought',
about how:to create an urban policy up front.

.Now,' lord:knoW§ this isn't well- formed -but it:is,..1-hope,''a start
Let me suggest to you the outline of a proposal for the generation
of a.national urban policy and be done with it.

FirSt, I think the time is long overdue for the formation of a full
committee in the U.S. Congress with the distinct and absolute pur-
pose of initiating and coordinating such a policy. Again, the city is
the most important community in our history, and the Congress

does not have a committee to respond to it.
Second,. why the House of Representatives? Well, of all of the

. elected 'officials in Washington, the Members of the House of Rep-

resentatives are the most directly responsible to urban constituen-
cies.

Third, the policy should be at its inception a devoutly political
process, I think in the best sense of that word, because the issues
here are first and foremost pdlitical.

As I have already indicated to youand the detailed evidence of
other witnesses will bear me outthe cities of America are first
and foremost communities of people. As such, the protection and
enhancements of their homes, their neighborhoods, their employ-
ment centers should be-the first set of priorities of any policy.

Any Federal policy which revitalizes" a city, generates new jobs

or houses or reinvigorates urban services and does not leave the
lives of people living there at that moment revitalized, reinvigorat-
ed, or better served is not urban revitalization at all. It is a vicious

joke.
Any market strategy of reinduitrialization, public or private,

new Federal program or new marketing program which increases
the profitability of the region but does not increase the long-term
earning potential of the residents who are there at the moment
not new residents who would be attracted by the new industryis
not a true program of economic renewal for the people who live in

Houston or Akron.
Any housing or lands speculation program which moves present

residents out of their homes and pushes financial control and fi-
nancial capability for homeownership out of the hands of present
local financial institutions and out of the control of potential home-

owners represents the most unhealthy aspects of a revitalized hous-

ing market.

6%,
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These -prograins, in her words, of marketing: transformation
that ask present residents and prespnt local fmancial institutions
to bear the -costs andtlive up everything front their homes to their
financial stability and coin etitiveness' is really just, about the
worst thing one can say abofit how the market runs.
. In short, the core of a ional urban policy should reston a po-
litical foundation of a wee esigzied declaration of urban independ-
ence for our Nation's s itizens. These people are directly af---

fected by the present politicsLbf Goiefnment and economy.
Policies under the an adikizOtration are the m ievous

hand, of economy. E, ples of ct#rent agents of mischief are given
in the testimony. I' nger can we call the hands of the New ged-

. eralism invisible. conditions:of sprpeople make the practice of
economies very visi e. .1' 4

A policy-it not complete out such Et declaration; such a state-
ment of political intent which I think your committee should start
to inaugurate, a national debate, over such a declaration because
the first part is putting a political contest on this

The guts of this policy I think rests with a strong program of fed-
eially initiated and supported safeguards. Before the Federal Gov- ;!:',41
ernment can insure that any program will truly make the lives of
the people of urban America more, and not less vital by its imple-
mentation, Government should help direct the creation of clear
guidelines, which must be mdt before public or private proposal's
for the transformation of the urban economy can be implemented :.

This means, in essence, you should start a national debate not
only on how. to make the people more indePendent and .a national
policy of how these people will gain independence, but I think it
also means that as you supply Federal programs and as you design
the new program that must be deSigned; u& you pointed out, that
Safeguards be put there so those people actually receive that
money, those programs, and that they don't continue to: raise folly
with the market.

The creation, in other words, of a national urban policy :should
be coordinated and supported by a new House committee. After
these tasks are completed, the creation of a full committee of Con-
gress in this debate, .I think, should be inaugurated on What a' na-
tional urban policy is and what the process of safeguards will be so
that every program will start to guarantee those of us in city and
suburb, Sun Belt andtFrost Belt, a more even economic hand and a
more sophisticated social service delivery system. Then I. think Pos-
sibly we can start to see these programs, any Federal program ini-
tiated in a real way.

I am going to stop here. First I will tell you .I am disorganized at
the moment and, second, as. 'I said, the bulk of how this should be
done iS, I think, in the written testimony. I appreciate the opportu-
nity of,being here. .

TheiCHAmmAN. Thanic jou very much, Dr. Perry. Without objec-
tion, your entire tesaSony. will' become part of the permanent
record. I appreciate ydar ope remarks.

[The prepared stateMent of . Perry f011owsj



A DECLARATION OF URBAN INDEPENDENCE: THOUGHTS ON'A NATIONAL URBAN POLICY
FOR THE 1980's

Thank you. Mr.-De Ilums; distinguished members of The Committee on the
trict of Columbia, ladies and gentlemen. It isa distinct honor to appear before.yoti
today. You-are the representatives of the people, the actors we depend upon to help
tia get on with our lives in the most human and creative of .ways. In short you are
the "doers." I am a college teacher and from the old addage of "those can do and.
those who can't teach,' ...comes the doubly happy notion of how. happy I am to be
with you and add whatever a "teacher can" to these proceedings.. .

The history of our American cities is the history of our single most important
form'of community, Froin the very first days, of European immigration to the 'New
World" urban communities were formed to rationalize the wilderiAlgi and transport
the good's of this land back toEurdpe and to other sectors of the thhtirient. Most of '.

the colonists and-most of those who followed them here Were from town and,tgban.
settings in :Europe. Ip short in both social and economic terms, the nity,
since the beginning, central to our national develqpnient. It has been the battle
ground and the playground'for the creation' of the nation state. Therefore, just as it
is the central place of our economic and politicid successes it has'also been the cen-
tral place of some of the most.drainatiP:of our political social and economic failures.
"Problems in Our Urban Centerefacityiecessity, go to the cow of national stability.
The more crisis-ridden our cities'brne,rthe more probreingic becomes our nation-
al survival. Those who wouldAu'rirtheilf.backs on the problems of our cities should
do so with the knowledge that such-lackOPpolitical. and programmatic concern sets
us at perilous odds with our lastorka1.*StiObestes.-of the past and with our ability to
secure a healthy future as a nation......,; .;t* , .

Given such a central place in Our nation history,` cities have been the focus,
quite understandably, of various designations Of social and economic growth -and de-
cline: city versps suburb,..old cities versus new cities, Sunbelt versus Frostbe
slum Versus suburb 'to nyine a few. Further these, designations of national c
have also been the focuirof a veritable litany of federal programs of domestic re
al: the New Deal, Fair. Deal, Creative' Federalism:.FisCal Federalism, and New Fed-
eralism. Debates have, occurred at every step orillie way crier almost every phase of
all these general approaches to federal, state and local policy formations; over.
granting formulas of iolock)'Shared and categoric natures; over the rank ordering of
particular policy crises sualf as crime, housing, .poverty, education 'transportation,
health and the like. Every-program, every intergovernmental relationship, every fi-
nancing formula has had its suOcesseS and failures, its 'legion of supporters and de-
tractors, its rightful day in the sun and its period of failure and unpopularity.

Ironically, while the city is the most important form of community we have every
designed in America, most states and the federal government have neyer conciously
designed a formal process which at once recognizes and 'reinforces the importance of
our cities while also safeguarding the single most important feature of these 'urban ..
places for more than three-quarters of our citizensnamely cities are their homes...
The explanation for such a lack of formal policy structure is multifaceted. First the
very importance of cities in almost every part of our life makes the creation of a
well defined policy 'process appear, at first glance, to be an overwhelming task.
Second, even if sucha national policy process could be designed, it might, again be-
cause of the importanci of the city, give too much political power. to too few people.
Beyond such political realities, are other reasons for our lack of creation of a feder-
ally sponsored urban policy. First, cities are, according to "Dillon' Rule" the Consti-
tutionally defined "creatures of the States." They are not the legal responsibility, in
constitutional terms, of the federal government. Finally, one last part of the expla-
nation for a lackof a federally coordinated national urban policy must be discussed
in some detail. There is no considerable lack of irony to be found in the fact that
while cities are the homes of the majority of our people, they are viewed, by most
leaders of government and business alike, as first and foremost centers of profit and
not people. The are, as I said earlier the "playground and battleground" upon
which the most dynamic economic execution of Capitalism has been carried out. In
short for all their formative importance in our history, cities are viewed as the pas-
sive object; the ground upon which, the most profitable mixes of the factors of pro-
duction will be placed. If the urban "ground' is found acceptible to the machina-
tions of the economy, the city will emerge as a "healthy" city, one of the 'leading"
communities of the nation. If the ground fails to appear fruitful, then it becomes a
center of "crisis" and an example public policy "concern." In short the prime actors
of the market, not unlike Pontias Pilate, wash their hands of the city and leave the
community in the ever-beleagured hands of public officials. While this is of course a

1
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colorful and somewhat. oversimplified vision .pf both the market, and the govern-
ment, the lesson here is brought to a heuristic head when, weNiew the ever shifting
debate on federal' programa, the placement of 'categoric grants, the shift in formulas
used to disperse -blook grants and revenue sharing funds and.the shifting politics of
intergovernmental relations.

Each ,"new" federal approach attempts to steer a course through thee /sifts in
Market activities which cause, areocnurring definition:ovee what is a "health?' city .:
and which new City, is "moving into. crisis.' Rarely, in the broad sweep of federal
urban'programs, have the people of the cities-held a definitive position in the direc-
tion :of such policies. Cities are viewed as areas to be acted upon by both
government and economic leadersthe people of t e cities. have never held a Cen-
tral position of adtion in the creationof urban policy: - .' .; .

I will return to this point in more detail in a moment, but novilet me suggest to
you the .outline'of 8:proposal for the generation of a national urban policy. Finst, the
time is long ova for the formation or a full committee of pie United Stateagon-

:,-gresa*Ith the .t, 'pliipaiie-:cif'dbOrdiliating and initiiiting'iith it policy.; Of all .

:the elected fedept officials.-the "members, of the House of Representatives are the
: most directly responsible urbaa representatives. Second, the policy should be, ift its

inception, a devoutly political/process in the best sense of the wordKAis I. haye al-
ready indicated to you; and as the detailed .evidence IWill-soori otfee. sagest, the
cities of America are first and foremost communities of people. As such the

and enhancement of theiri;-homekteighborhoods, and employment centers
should be the first set of priorities for any policy. Any federal policy which "revital -.
izes" a city, generates, new jobs' or housing or reinvigorates urban services And does,
not leive lives of the present people of the city also "revitalized," "reinvigorated"
and better served is nothing short of a vicious joke. Any market strategy of-reindus,

8lization or plant site .relocation which increases the profitability of the region
but does not increase th.;:,.long term earning potential of the present resident's of a ..
-city is not a ',true prograirt of economic renewal. Any housing or geritrificatiOn,. or
land speculation program which moves present residents out of their, homes or
pushes both financial.,control ancifinancial capability for home ownership out of the
hands of the present lima! financial institutions and potential home owners repre-
sents the most unhealthy aspects of a revitalized housing market. Such programs of
market transformation ask the present residenti and financial institutions to bear
dramatic costs as they give up everything from their homes to their financial stabil-
ity 'and competitiveness to larger investment oriented actors. In short the core of a
National Urban Policy should rest on the political foundation of a well designed
Declaration of Urban Independence for our nation's urban residents: They are di-
rectly .effected by' any of the present politics of:government and economy listed
abovepolicies which amount to what my partner Professor Alfred Watkins calls
the "mischevious hand" of the economy. (Examples of current agents of such mis-
chief are discussed below.) No longer can we call such a "hand' even "invisible"-
the conditions the people of our cities live in are far from invisible. Past testimony
before this committee and the testimony you will hear today gives: sUbstantial evs-
dence of Alga People nett 'a policy of independence to help them protect against
such malicious "mischief," and to bring the politics of the cities back into the hands
of the people.

Third, a policy is not completed with such a declaration of human intent, the guts
of such a policy.MVst rest with a strong mgr am of federally supported safeguards.
Before. the federal government can ensu .rMat any program will truly make the,
lives of the people of urban Arnericumore and not less vital by its" implementation,
the government th6uld help direct the creation of clear guidelines .*hich must be
met by public or private proposals for the transformation of the urban political
economy- Such guidelines would offer direction for a more uniform and even eco-
nomic life-,taking into consideration the -needs of local capital, local residents, local,
financial conditions in the public sector and local service delivery crises. The pur-
veyors of market shifts and public policy approaches would also be served. by know -.
ing that their goals would be balanced by the goals of the. people of the citythe,''
most directly affected. The creation of a national policy which' coordinated and sup,
ported the generation of such local processes of public and private sector invention
and interface with local needs would put federal aridstate policies more in linewith,
local needs and economic decisions in the first approximation of integration with
local resources. What this really means is that we must at last begin to think about
creating urban public policy which doesn't shoot from the programmatic hip- and
continue to exclude the most important Player from the gamethe everyday urbadi
dweller ind/or business person. The centerpiece of a national urban policy of this
sort must be a process which places people and their lives at the forefront. The cre-
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ation of a full House of the 'Congress on Urban Policy should inaugurate the patiOn

al debate to create first a Declaration .of Urban Independence and the Process of

Safeguards to guarantee such independence for the urban citizenry.
, After such tasks are completed the execution of national programs of urban hous-

ing, law enforcement transportation, health and quality of life, urban renewal and

poverty, will become far more potent ancrusefulintekrated as they would be into a

- national statement of purpose and fairness for local and national market and gov-
ernment alike. (A local example of the successes and. failures of such. a process is

now underway to a limited degree in' Austin, Texas.)
Before moving 'on to more detailed discussion of some of the points raised aboVe,

.let me add a further Word on this notion of national safeguards for our nation's

cities. The disCussion over the creation of such a policy should include represent*,

from our nation's cities, business labor and public sectors. The' major actors.

and citizens of the nation should. be invited into the process of creating safegLiards

as a formal and legal definition of national 'urban intent The safeguards would

come about through negotiation and compromise over such issues as: jobs, housing,

neighborhood pbotection, residential financing and taxation strategies, business in-

centives and federal supporta, environmental protection, historical and cultural de-

velopment and protection strategies, recreational needs, energy, transportation,
crime and latv enforcethent strategies, etc. I have no idea at this moment how long

or short the list might beI do knowowever that the creation,of a national urban
policy needs to have a clear definition of political integrity and processal form

before it goes back into the "program business." The federal role here would be to

create political .intent and processal direction for local versions of this strategy.
Local versions would differ greatly from city to city and region to,region, the type of

safeguards set up in local areas would also differ greatly. But the content of the

broad directions captured in a national policy would serve as a guide for local

action. r"-

The content' of local guidelines or safeguards in cities would be designed by advi-

sory or oversight task forces made up of the "directly affected" business leaders,'
neighborhood leaders, ethnic group leaders, artists professionals and other people of

the city. What they set in motion would be a process which establishes thresholdsor
limits which any planprivate or pUblicwould have to meet 'as the 'gbvernment

and economy.of a region was transformed.
-The federal government "could influence the, execution of citizen ancjv business con-

trolled programs of urban change by increasing or decreasing the Jorogrammii4c
support granted a city on the basis of the city's attempt to organize its priorities'in
light of the needs of the directly affected interests of a city.

Let me emphasize the fact that the more clear and less detailecIthe federal saki-
ties in such a process the better. The most important public debate and execution*. ,
policy detail should occur at the local le )'el. The, role of a federal Committeelikeqhe
one ',propose for Congress would be one'of political direction, oversight and finau-

cial support implementation.
As I read this, in its broad outline and simple detail, it :Sounds rather grandiose,

mechanistic and simplistic. Let me emphasize, I am not suggesting. this exactetruc-

ture to youthe Lord only knows how inexact this presentation is. Indeed most of

my evidence of how possible and difficult the . local process of executing such a
PROCESS comes from my experience with a similar pipe dream -in Austin. We are

still hard ,at wbrk trying to make some semblance of this process workover time
we may suveed. Everipthe extent to which we, fail will he fitting evidence of how

little the leaders of Austin and other truly career the people of. Austin and how

much they are concerned with pleasing the every whim of outside investors and in-'

dustries (in town) who threaten to shift their plants if we do not continue to put

their interests ahead of those of the residents. In other words:the very difficulty ,in

getting all.the players to the table to take. such a proposal seriously is evidence of, ,

how important the proposal is. We all need a new form of national urban policY',1

formation which shifts urban politics away from, the old time business of Democrath

who 'would initiate another round of urban programs without political focus of
formal process and the Republican approach of throwing the cities into the winds of

an unfbttered "free market" hurficane of change. An urban. policy for the 1980s

must recast the' debate, reshape the focui (to people before profit) and anchor new
urban programs in a process, of political renewal that gets' the peoplaof cites up

front and into the middle of 'the decision making, action. If this is not wane, we Willi'

be left to contend with the.malicious effects of the nostrujns of the agents .of'"mis

chief- referred to above.
ow-
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THE ALTERNATIVES: PRHORAIIII OP MISCHIEF AND MISERY FOR .MANY IN .URB4rf AMERICA
s +

. Two highly divergent trends in urban policy Making-hats led me take the d*
rection r Itave in this testimony. One is the innovative,ff not *lions, s 1-p
ess the people of AM:4in TeXas are now engaged in as.they attemptto` esign.a *
ess_ that somewhat mirrors the outline juitgeetedabove..While Set ,of saf . e'.

,,, Still :a future goal; the overall Process. of community. ihVolve nt 'and poser shift
. which has surrounded this pprocess has yielded a broad e: of new community- ':

alteied,;.perhaps for alltime, the teniir of,erhe political --'.
particination in every phase-00 economic development..'

er tread.* far less positive.,,hisone -derives in part from
rvation of a variety. .of 4nationally based Initiative de-

- based initiatives and
debate surrounding ci
On the other hand, the.
'my participation in and
signed to create a coherent urban policy. These approaches have left me disappointA
ed, confused and even 'angry with the.political creativity of our "national experts"

'rand !cadets. Let me exiSlain thiti latter trend a,bct more.
In the first seven years of the last decade, the Nprtheastein part of the United

States lost 'about 1.9 million people and the North Chntral.or Midwest lost over 1.5
?r million people. At the sanietime the South and Wept gained more than .3.4.million
...people: Overall, about 2.5 million of these migrants from the "Prost bWIt' settled in :

the SotjMl and one million settled in the West Taking the Midwest' as :a particular
.case rofessors Lowry in 1980 r and. Watkins in a 1981 2 studYoboth
'cities of the Midwest were most adversely affected by the migration firOin their
region Lowry reports that 56 central cities lost population nationwide in the-1950s,
95 in the 1960s and 190 central cities' lost population in the 197Q to 1975 era. Wat-
kins puts it more starkly; by 1975, 17 major industrial cities of the Midwest had lost
more than 10% of their, peak populatiorr in the past thret decades: AltronPanton.
Chicago, Cincinnati, Clei'eland; Dayton, 'Detroit, Duluth; ,Flinf, Gary, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis, St. Louis, South Bend and Youngstown. .;

Watkins' goes on to report that even more ominous is the.sign that these migrants
are not just, leaving for the greener development projects of the suburbs, they are
leaving the area all together. Of the 52 SNLSA's in the Midwest, 80% had an outmi-
gration from the entire S Aonly 10 had a net inm4ration. Most of those with an
inmigratipn were relatively small "college town" SMSA's. The industrial and manu-
facturing centers were dissimated with population' andfjob losses. Watkinliquid I'
have discovered similiar patterns in the Northeast part of the United 'States.. The
Northeast, at the turn -of the century contained more than one half Of the manufac
turing and industrial activities 'of the countrytoday less than one-third of such
productive activity can found in this region. The South and West (or euPhemistic
Sunbelt contained less than one-third of such activities in the early paKt of this cen-
tury and has rapidly .moved to capturing over one third of such capacity

rn
today

These patterns of regional uneven economic development and the population shifts
which make them up are heightened by the facts that in the Midwest manufactur-
ing employment increased by only 4.2% while it increased by 41% in the South

4
alone during the period of 1960'through 1975. In short, no matter how cut it the
"rise of the sunbelt" has been a real and attractive pattern of regional change, for
many economic decision makers, if not the residents a our nation's cities.

What is even more startling than this now familiar, litany of the pattern of
uneven urban economic development is the way with which such trends of urban
growth and .decline have been accepted by, almost all the "important" leaders pf
both Democratic Party and Republican Party decisioninakers arid .urban -analysts
and consultants as well. Three examples should' suffice to prove my point, Two in-
volve meetings I attended and one is found .in:the report of the Presidents!Commis-
Ilion for a National Agenda foi the Eighties, Urban- America in the Eighties.* .For
all 'these groups, the trends I have presented represente4 'the warp and woof of the
transformation of the national economy from an induistnir to a "post indUstrial so-
ciety." The Sunbelt obviously represents the regional validation of such a change in ,
the means of practicing our mode of economic production. )-

Looking first to.the Carter approach found in the National Agenda for the right-
ies, the citizens of 'the Midwest and Northeast could hardly find a '.'Nationat.

' I. Lowry, "The Dismal Future of Central Cities;" in A. Solomon (ed.) TA ProVeetive City,
1980, (Climb ge Mass: MIT Press, 1980) 161-200. . .

2 A..Wat ..."Capital Punishment for Midwestern Cities," B. Checkoway led.) Policy Prob.-.
lems and P Okts in the Metropolitan Midwest (Champagne Urbana III: University of Illinois
Press, 198214 .. , a;

2 D. Perry and A. WatkInsTo Kill a City" (Austin Texas: Stddies in Pplitics Series, 197*
4 President's Commission fiR a. National Agenda for the Eighties, "Urban America in Pee

Eightieta"(Washington, D.C.: ti.S. Governmen1 F'rintiroc Office, 1980).
4,

.
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agenda" conducive, to the goal of protecting., their communities homes and jobs. ..
Early on the rreport sets the.tone otthingsto come when. it suggests that it will seek. . -..

"to'underscore the long term inevitability itnd'desirability of this transformation (to:
.a, post-industrial 'etonoinic base)." They goon to argue that any significant effort
made to reindustrialize the older cities ot.America. is.doomed to failure:" Policy:.
makers should neither seek to restore the industrial. city. to' its former form and

.. .. function nor force urban 'society to.Perforth tasks in ways and in locations that are .: .-
nolonger appropriate. Rather they offe*.an avenue for Federal urban policy where
the federal governments asked to acquiesce to the redistrIbutional trends described

above and "assist communities iti adjusting to: redistributional. trends . . by re-
moving barriers to mobility that prevent people from migrating to locations of eco-.
nomic opportunity and by proViding migration assistance to those who wish and'

. .need it'
. At a meeting of the international Intitute of Urban Designin 'Galveston, Texii,

Professor Bondal Hicks, author of this rePort,'went..on to justify the impact of tbe
Commission approach to urban change with a statement that while' ricit-followirfir ,
every section of this report; the Reagan administration has fully acCeptedtbe inevP'-'
tability of distributional urban inequity as the "shadow' urban policy focus" of the'

, present regime in the White HouselIt is as if, in this new political era of reveEtring

the perspective of the-marketplace and utilizing analysts who defer to its legitimacy.
without. / - critique, cities are, like non - recyclable. Coke bottlesnow that 'the contents
(economic profitability) is nsed up, throw them. away...1.

Speaking or urban analysts, I was alSo.recently invited to participate in an adviso-
ry capacity on a national roundtable of urban atudysts and public policy advocates'

A who were called to Washington to advise an Organization 'of urban leaders on their.
plans for designing an urban policy agenda for the 1980s. Here, at least,-I expected

to find,a critique of national policy options which .continued-to view the city as
simply the passive object of market force manipulation. 'However, the consensus of
those in attendance was as chilling as it was clear: like a latter-day group of unre-
constructed Social Darwinists they judged some cities of the' Northeast and Industri-
al Midwest to bejoeyond "salvation." It was in the 'national (read economic) order of

.things for cities like Canton and Akron to die. We would - advise our clients at' this;
'meeting to work on a policy which helped smooth the pith to be taken by:workers
on their final exodus from such wasted urban containers.5 *..:.19A

In short a growing number of politicians, business leaders, analysts and writers
have come to believe that there has been a "second war betweedithaStates" and in'',

.. the rubric of war not all wounded soldiers are fit to survive. The finite resourtekof '

government and economy are too limited. Some form of "urban. triage".5: i.s,called
°for.. It is better to. put our. limited resources less ecpnomically wounded cities in the :. ,

- 'northeast or potentially dynamic cities in the south and southWest (such asalves.." -.

ton) than' it isttaoontinue to.pour resources into the bottomless'pits of the Youngs- .._

towns and Akous'of America,. ''''. , . . . ,

Such rhetoritiit not, new to contemporary urban analysis. In fact it is just the'
latest rotindiri. an increasingly -vocal and antiseptically sychophantic Greek c'hotus

' of publ s. and 'private sector experts who accept the vicious impact of domestic eco-
' nom; ffestelopnientviiited upon th. people of American cities; If such simplistic

vis. ns of the Rise of :the Sunbelt.' prevail and in the process, son* cities/are
du a "worthy soldieer experiencing economic revitalization at the cost of a fur-

ther diminution, of feclerat *supports and economic renewal in Older. cities of the
Northeast, then, from the Aperspectiva of our national heritage and sintegriti, the
'victory" in the chosen' tities will be truly pyric. ,..

t <, ,

'-.. The sanguine acceptance of all those ,approaches- of the inevitability of urban

,
ileath:IrOwth pinioned upon the twin conditions of increased labor markets and de-

',trees inflationary. settings reduces the legitimacy of cities to the single national.
purpose' of profit-taking. Thereforp, labor should leave an "unprofitable" city, and

- move to.,a "profitable.' oneonly this type!of move can'insure the "good life. The

people of America and their urban. communities are not the ultimate sources of

their own 'destiny rather economic decision 'makers (whoever they are) are the'

rightful got% of urban change....Tfie`myth of the Invisible Wpm() is alive and well in

Washingtor?and the Boardrooms of America:

5 Ibid. .*"
:

5 William C.,Baer, "On the Death of Cities," Public Inierest,45 (Fall) 1976, 3-19.
Airkongighers 'See; Baer, Ibid., Roger. Starr, "Making New York Smaller," New )(ark Times

Magazine November' 1. 1976. 32-33, (9-106, Norton E/Long,-"The'City as' Reservation;" Public
Interest 25 (Fail) 1971, 22-38, and M. J. McManus and. F. A. Weil, "No one is in Charge,"

Empire State Report. Oct-Nov, 1976, 364-4.75.



However, contrary Co what these various uncritical approaches portend, the eco-
nomic gro h and profitability-of the Sunbelt has not automatically led to secure
jobs and h. h incomes. The studiep Alfred Watkins and I have made of su6employ-
ment in the major cities of the North and the. South have led to rather dramatic

. conclusions. First of all 'those living in the poverty areas of the major central cities
of the "Frostbelt" and Sunbelt, poverty is not appreciably lower in the .new growth
areas of our region. In fact the level of poverty in the major cities of the Sunbelt is

higher than in similiarcities in the Northeast. Second we discovered that the major
source of poverty for almost ?5% of households in these areas of Sunbelt cities wee
NOT unemployment but UNQERemployment. The converse was true for the vast
majority of similiar households in the poverty areas of Northeastern urban centers.
In short the major source of poverty in the Northeast is unemployment while a
major source of poverty in the Sunbelt is the jobs people have. Put another way pov-
erty in the Northeast is,no lohger profitable enough to hold busings while poverty
in the Sunbelt is part and parcel of its "good business Climate." 8

In conclusion, The "Rise of the Sunbelt Cities" or coming of post industrialism is
far from a universal message of glad tidings.. Indeed, it is simply the latest round of
unevenful economic development which has rewarded entrepreneurial profit-taking
and escalated lAbor and job insecurity iniyet another region of the hatipn. The jobs
and incomes of,,the Sunbelt have grown, but if history repeats itself; the bloom may
soon be off the rose of Texas growth. Increased poverty'and now increased jobless-

..
ness are facts of life in the most prosperpus cities of our state. No programs of job

. security and income stability are to be found at the State level, or the national level
in the nostrums of Democrat leaders or Repifblican Reaganwhose "shadow urban
policy" closely mirrors the approach of the past Democratic administration.

'In short, in the past few months I have turned to the Democrats, the Republicans
and to nationally-recognized urban experts (my professional peers?) and found the
proposals they offer to be wanting. It is as if we had returned to the dais of Twee-
dle-dee and Tweedle-dum. The apparently inexorable drive of 'the Invisible (read.
mischievous) Hand" has finally' received a primacy long denied even the most
ardent "free market" advocate. The people of,America's cities should follow the ex-
igencies of the market like the mythical Lemmings run to the sea.

CONCLUSION "

Given such a sorry range of options offered by the political and analytic elites, the
need for an authentic political economic alternative is all the more pressing. Threet
cases come to mind immediately to further the ,argument for some type of urban
policy replete with a national array of safeguards to protect the directly affected
residents, of urban America.

CASE ONE: THE RAINEY STREET BARRIO, AUSTIN, TEX. e,

The Rainey Street area is located in the center of downtown Austin. It has been
the residential community of a decreasing' number of chicanos for the past fifteen
years. The, neighborhood has rapidly been transformed from one where the majority
of the land homes were Chicano-olvned to one where the center of the community
remains Chicano and the rest is owned by outside investors. The land is central city
lake-front property bordered by a park and cut through by a beautiful creek which
has been the' object of much tourist and cultural and arts revitalization. The barrio
residents are. poor and working class people who have been able to keep there
homes because. of a curious "safeguard!' afforded them by the private sector. Over
the past twenty, years a variety of industries, auto repair shops and less desirable
businesses such as massage parlors have ringed the neighborhood making the land
less attractive for gentrification and condominum development than it would other-
wise be. In short the very commerical developmeht which would destroy the viabil-
ity of most neighborhoods protected the community value of this area for the poor.
Now that the "downts'wn revitalization" movement has invigorated the politics and
economics of Austin, such economic penetration of the neighborhood no longer pro-
tects it from the speculative urges of investors in town and investors from as far
away as Canada and Germany. In short, the economic forces of commercial and
light industrial development literally Vsafeguarded" the residential integrity of poor
people. But their communal needs have not been enought to legitimate their claim
on their neighborhood as a barrio. Now that the land hes reached an even higher

" David C. Perry and Alfred J. Watkins, "People, Profit, and the Rise of the Sunbelt Citles7
in David C. Perry and Alfred .1. Watkins (eds,) The Rise of the'Sunbelt Cities, Beverly Hills CA:

SAGE Puillications, 1978.
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value as a'residential place for affluent Anglos, even the comMercialiiiid industrial .
uses are no longer a barrientO the ultimate destruction of one of Austin's oldest and
most stable neighborhoods.. A locally designed and nationally coordinated' policy, of
economic and residential safeguards must be constructed to stop such a pr6ceits of

.1341SE TWO THE FOJJRTH WARD, HOUSTON, TEX.'

Here you-have a community which has served as the "Mother 'Ward" the "melt-
ing pot' which has birthed Black, Jewish, Italian' and other minorities into the_
American mainstream. The area is one of the most historic neighoOds'of Hous-
tonpeople still livein the shot gun shacks and raise generation after generation of
children there. Ask Ms. Thibideaux at your beauty shop Ms. Mary Helen Canaday.
They will' tell you. This is a community where the first free slaves in Texas came, -
appropriated land and built their ..homes. It is where they lost their ownership to
other groups moving in. It is a place which.is located between the richest residential
area of Houston (Riveroaks) and the downtown office district It Is the place which a
consultant (paid by the first ftiqds ever expended by the city in the area,' under fed-,
eral auspices), *argued that the best thing to do with the area was to tear it down
and build new residential and commercial structures. It ialhe most valuable resi-
dential downtown land, perhaps, in the entire sunbelt. Yet it remains a black ghetto .
because it is "safeguarded", ironically, by one of the-moat awfully maintained and
ethnically oppressed housing projects in AmericaAllen Parkway Village. The pres-
ence of such a housing project guarantees that rich whites not want to live in
-Fourth Ward and, the land remains a speculator's dream. The minute the federal
government signs off on this woe-begotten project, is the minute that black people in
Houston lose their lease on the "Mother Ward." In short the tragic and unkemp
conditions of-afederal housing project and private rental stock the main reason,
that black residents of Fourth Ward are able to reside in their community (as'they
have for, over one hundred years). It is ironic that the pain of housing project rest-
dents is.the source of protection (or a "safeguard") for ,black- people in one of the
most historic communities in Texas. Obviously the federal government, could design,
a better range of "safeguards" as part of a human urban policy.

CASE THREE: THE CREATION OF A PROCESS OF SAFEGUARDS TO DIRECT DOWNTOWN

-
, REVITALIZATION IN AUSTIN. TEX.

'the last example turns my very proposal op its head. When over. two years ago,
the ptibple of Austin started to work on a process of creating a city wide group of
"directly affected" downtown interests to control the ,revitahzation-gentrdication
process in in the city, it appeared we would be dealing With local bdsiness, bankers,
ghetto and barrio dwellers. Today, given them arnalgamation45of all but one. local
bank into state wide and national financial consortiums and the investment of
German, Canadian, English and Middle'East and Far East Money in land dawn- .
town, a task force of the "directly affected" would look less like a local government
body than it would like a subcommittee of the United Nations:In short, unless we
act quickly to design a national urban policy for this country, the issue of communi-
ty control will pale beforethe politics of international finance. The cities of litner-
ica, the citizens of America, are too important to our history and our future: They
deserve a governmental formation which gives them the power to direct the politi-
cal-economic destiny of their homesteads and economic livelihoods.

The NAIRMAN. We will move to our next witness; and then we
will begin questioning the testimony Of the entire panel.

Dr. Bullard, we wercome you before the committee. You may pro-'
peed in any fashion you wish.

urban Devitalization from happening again. . .

STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT BULLARD, DEPARTMENT OF -

TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY

Dr. BULLARD. k you, Mr. Chairman.
My comments will be directed primarily to the Houston situation

dnd comparing it to national Ohenoniena.
The quality of life that black Americans enjoy to a large extent

is affected by the housing and economic conditions within our, com-
munities. As the black population in the United States is largely
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an urban population .iirbiiii;bousing and,, economic 'development
polities have-a direct impact .pn the future viability ,of black com-
munities across the-Nation. .

The problems and issues and concerns that the black, community
face are pretty much the seine In all cities. The problems of inad.-

equate homing, decliPi,lig neighborhoods, unemployment and un-
deremployinent, disinvestment in the inner-city neighborhoods, un-
derrepresentatipn of blacks in:the business arena, and the abeence
of a coherent ponnnunity and economic master plan appear to be

some of the major problems which.face ottr major urban 'Ores.
In. terms of OA Houston scene, many of the problems and con-

,cerns within the black community in Houston havegone unnoticed
or have been deemphaSized because of the overwhelming prOpagan-
da that hai; been displayed in terms of the-boom aspect of lieuston,_

Believe it or not, the& are some' poor people hi Houston. There
are some. poor neighborhoods in Houston. Houston's population has
consistently expanded over the last 50 years. The black population
in 1950 was 15,000 people. By 1980 the number of blacks included
over 440,000, ..

. Houston has one of the largest black communities in the South.
In the mayor's-urban advisory. board 1979 commissioned 'study, one

. of the major findings of the study, indicated that the housing prob-
ilem in Houston can be ,focused on cot can be centered. around an

uncoordinated policy of/thoderate and low-income housing..
There is no housing, shortage at the top end of the income level

in hour' g. The shortage tends -to be at the lower end. Houston
does fib ha -vra progressive policy on inner-city revitalization. This
lack policy h its resulted in uneven `growth and uncoordinated re-
de opment Otrategies in inner-city neighborhoods.

n many',caseS the catch word "revitalization"' has often meant
exclusion and displacement..ThOse persons most vulnerable for dis-
placement include the elderly, renters and blacks. In the cases
where the families-or households meet those three characteristics, .

displacement is rampant.
A. good example on this case is Housion'S Fourth 'Ward. That is

one of the oldest black neighborhoods in tile city. .It is an out-
growth of Freedmen's Town, when the slaves were freed. This
neighborhood is undergoing a tremendous bit of anxiety. Itis under
siege. .

Because of the uncertainty surrounding thejciurtli ward, the city
is looking at What has happened in the fourth ward; and that may
be the handvCrriting on the wall. Most of the residents are black;
.most of them are elderly; most of them are poor, and most of them
are renters. We can see that the situation there is a bad situation.

Housing discrimination is a national phenomena. Even. though
the Fair Housing Act of, 1968 is 12 years old, housing .disCritnina,
ton is still with us; racism is 'part of the whole housing industry.
Fair housing in Houston, the ordinance, dates back to July of 1975,
so you can see that Houston was kind of late in implementing its
own ordinance. '

As of April 1979, Houston's Fair Housing Division had received
over 1,200 housing discrimination complaints; 75 percent of, these
complaints are from blacks, 25 perCent from. Hispanift and. 5 per-
cent were from anglos. .



Houston's housing discrimination activity' correspondi to the
growth- pattern of the city.. Most of the' complaints occur most ,fre:
quently in the southivestern section of the city, which hai experi-
enced a rapid buildup in multifamily dwellings, so these complaints
are occurring in'areas of low minority populatipn. *.

Many:. of the practices 'employed by landlords and developers
have evolved over several generations., The 'eliminati.on of such
practices will not be easy. DisCrimination in housing in Houston
has reached a level. t makes it very easy to practice but more
difficult to discern: " -

1'he redline is anoth r problem in HOuston. Redlining is a Major ,

problem in, terms of the ,older inner-city neighborhoods. The bar-
nen3 in selected neighborhoods have been lifted. Now we' have the i
greenline:.

We Wive neighborhoods opened up for revitalization or redevel-
opment, the back-tci-the-city trend neighborhood where young
!households; middle-income families in many cases invest their
sweat equity into renovating older inner-city neighborhoods. The 1
size and number of these middle-income enclaves are pockets' of
plenty and have been expanding in almost all major cities across
the Nation.

The decline in vacancies and the slowdown in housing coast
tion without a corresponding drop in demand has created a hot
shortage in Houston. The rediscovery of inner-city neighborhoods,
accelerated by such factors as rising costs, the, spiraling costs of

- new construction and the rising costs of older homes and the desire
to live in near town neighborhoods, have placed a tremendous
strain on housing in close and .traditionally minority neighbor-
hoods.
, *Again, the revitalization piocess has not taken, place without

-. some displacement and exchision. .

The fears and anxieties, of residents being displaced are preva-
lent in many .black neighborhoods in Houston. Residents feel
threatened by the city's posture on neighborhood revitalization and
preservation.

' The. resident; of Houston't Riceville, .Boiderslrille,- fourth ward,
fifth ward, and third ward all share a common struggle of, trying to
Maintain a sense of residential stability, improve the quality of
ho'uSing and municipal service and minimize displacement. Some
neighborhoods are .further along on this process than others. .

Houston's fifth ward has not escaped the effects of long-term de-
cline and displacement. The fifth ward is the home of Congressman
Midkey Leland..Texas' 18th Congressional 'District is just north of
the. Houston central business district.

The development of the area dates, back .to the 1860's. By the..
onset of World War n itwas predominately black. The fifth ward
once boasted a thriving retail trade business district along Lyons
Avenue. The social and economic Vitality were'disrupted with corr-
struction of two major freewayswhich fragmented the community.

Traditionally and historically freeways, beltways, Jiighways, 'and
interstate .changes have .disrupted, cut off and affected the quality
of life in black neigribOrhoods. In many cases this, highway con-

, ° striiction has followed ,the, Bath of. least resistance, which has
meant black nbighborhoods'in mostcases. e. . *-

$6
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Another area which concerns

location of solid waste sites
recent study I was involir
sites and dujnps are 1
ately'.

n's black communitiedis the.
d landfills in black ngighburhoods.A

in documents that landfills, solid waste
ted in black neighborhoods disproportion-

-.

Again, environ
lfe focusid or,

other neigh
borhoods;
To live in
rearing th
education

In loo
Houston, .11o,
1970 and 1984

'development.
Looking at une

tal :Factors, negative kinds of activities tend to
for black neighbOrhOodS more so than any
appeais that black, people in black neigh-

ts want the.same thing as other zesidents:
where the quality- of life is amenable

attending public schools that have quality
tolive a meaningful; and worthwhile life.
mployment and employment picture in
wn for its' developthent of jobs between

the metropolitan areas in terms of job

HoiLston hai one of 'the lowest unem-
,

ion. As of December 1981 the unemploy-gloyment rates in th
ouston SMSA for December 1981 was 3.8. per- - -

jack unemployment rate, it was ,7.5 percent.,
female unemployment rate; foithe same
t.

ment rate in the H
cent. Looking; at t
Looking at the bl
period it was 9.4

A distribution employed blackg in Houston inchoate- that
over 36 percent a ployed in low-gdying and low-s :t4us- jobs.

For those persons w o relocate to Houston looking for heavenly
klHouston on the goen buckle of the Sun Belt without skills and

without the correct, education may find themselves in the unern=
ployment office.

I take a quote from the Texas Employment' Comnission's 'surn-
.mary report that says:

Applicants who are classified as disadvantaged frequintVexperience great prob-
lems fn their job search in theHouston area. Many of' giem are without personal
transportation and,depend uj)on public transportation during their job search.

Job seekers of all races without requisite skills and aptitude, regardless ofCrace,

continue 'to 'experience problenis. This holds true for older residents and hewer resi-

- dents who migrate from other parts of the country.

This leadd yoti to believe that people who relocate to Houston
without the necessary skills to find themselves meaningful employ-

' ment may end qp unemployed.
9

The Houston community in many cases has not used those Fed's
eral moneys that have been in low-income,areas and depressed
areas in .a way to maximize the returns. Using the comrhunity de-
velopment program, the block grant program, and the program in
the mayor's office have dohe little to get financial reinvestment in '
the low-income neighborhoods. This cannot stimutate a. true revi-

. talization of poverty pockets.
So, we are talking about not being able to have an influence over

the problems and issues that concern many blacks in the city.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Think you very much, Dr. Bullard.
(The prepared statement of Dr. Bullard follows:]

- -
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BLACK HOUSING, COMMUNITY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
AIMEE OF HOUSTON, TEXAS

Introduction

Thaquality.of life that-Black-Americans enjok:2to alarge

extent is-affected by the housing and-economitonditionawith-

in their communities:, Thus,rhousing.and community davelOpment

'activities are viewed as important elements in maintaining

stable black communitie. As the black populationin,theDnited

States is largely an urban population, urban honsing and eco-
.

nomic development policies have a direct impact on"the future *

viability,of black communities across the nation.

While much attention has been focused on the growth and

"boom' aspects of the Houstowarea, many issueaand concerns'

of_the black community have gone unnoticed or have been de-

emphasized. The problems that 'confront black';Houstonians are

not unlike those which confront other urban blacks in the
, .

northeast or midwest. Specifically, the problems of inadequate

housing, declining neighborhoods,
unemployment and tuideremploy-

^,

maim, disinvestment in inner city neighborhoods, underrepresen-

tation of blacks in the business'axena, and the abicence of a

coherent community and
economid.'"master plan' fbr the black.'

ast

community are issue areas that cOnfront virtually every black

community in the United States.

Black Housing Patterns and Trends

Houston's land area haacon4nued to expand outwardfrom

a mere 9 square miles in 1,850 to over 550 square miles in 1980.
-;



The black population isJocated in a broad belt that extends
4

from the south centzal,end southeast portions of the city into y.

northeast and north central Houston.. Blacks remain a highly.

segregated group. Over three-fourths. of the black residents

in the city live in census tracts ihit'are more than 70 percent

black (Farrell, et al., 1978). The black population has ShOwn

a steady increase overthe past tarty years. in 19.50, there

were 125,000 blacks in-,Houston (o2 21 petCeniof,lep city's

potoulation), By 1980, teenumber'ofblacks in Bhuston had

increased to over 44d,257 or 27.6 percent of the city's

I

population).

The supply oflow.cost houking on 'the market.in the Houston

area has decreased dramatically since 1,64: A Houston City

Planning. Department- (1973, p.' 33) report described thisproblem as

especially acute for those neighborhoods which are in close

proximity to. Houston's Central Business District. The Mayor's

Urban Policy Advisory Board (1979, p. 81) identified the major

housing problem in Houston as tee lack of a coordinated housing

plan for moderate and low-income households. Houston does not

have a progressive policy on inner City revitalization''which
ait

results in uneven. growth and uncoordinated redevelopment strate-

gies in inner city neighborhoods.

While,blicks are moving to the suburbs in larger numbers,

no national trend of4Black suburbanization has been demOnstrated. .

A recent study by the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban -

Development (1979) revealed that the black share of Houston's
fj

Jr
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suburban population decreased between 1960 and 1970ssi"wilite

population grew at a much faster rate. Specifically, blacks ..:-

comprised 13 percent of Houston's suburban pOpulation in 19601.

the'1970 figute for blacks had dropped to less that 9 percent.

It should be noted that black suburninization often means an

extention of the segregated housing patterns long typical of

the central city; blacks often become resegfegated in, the

suburbs (See SchnOre, 1976; Grier and Grier, AM-U.S.

Department of Housing and Urban Development, 1979).,

Housing Market Discrimination
- .

It has been.over 12 years since the Federal. Fair Sousing

Act prohibited racial discrimination in housing in the United,

States: However, blaCks still do not enjoy complete market .

freedom in housing. Federal fair housing enforcement efforts;
,.f.

appear to have become a low priority (U.S. COmmission_on

Civil Rights, 1979, p. 6). Houston's Fiii Housing Ordimmum,

became operational on. July 9,.197S (Houston Fair Housing.

Division, AM). As of April 18,1979, Houston's Fait Housing

Division had received.over.1,200 housing discrimination cam-

Pi.aintt;

blacks, twenty -five percent were filed by Hispanics and five

perdent of the housing complaints were filed by,Anglos (Edwards,

1979).

seventi-five-percent of the complaints were filed by

The pattern of housing discrimination complaint activity

in Houston has come largely from the renter segment of the',,

population. Housing discrimination complaints seems to comes

pond to the growth patterns Of the city. Complaintseie more



frequent in the southwestern. section of the city which has ex-.

'perienced a rapid build-up in multi-faiily hauling units; and
. -

housing discrimination complaint activity is' greatest in areas
-

of low minority population (Bullard, 1979, p. 50; Bullard and
-

Tryman,-1980a, p. 60). .Bullard and Tryman.(19804 have de-

-cribed housing desarieination as follows:

As many policies and vriCtices employed by. landlords,
realtors, developers, and lending institutions have

evoled over several generations, the elimination of

such .practices will not be an easy Diaerimina-

'tic& in housing has reached a level of dophiatication
that makes it easy to practice and difficult to prove. (p. 61)

The practice of redlining,continues to operate in the Houston

c)housing market. The Southwest Center for Urban Research (1970)

reports that a certain amount of natural discrimination occur

against lower income neighborhoods wholtend not to meet lean

requirements of many lending institutions. Older housing and

neighborhoods receive proportionatley fewer institutional loans;

the lower availability of home improvement loans and standard

mortgage'loans in older. neighborhoods may contribute to pre -

mature decline, in those areas: The Southwest Center for Urban

Research (1978, sums up this position'in'the following:

Because Houston is a rapidly growing. area that.presents

lenders with a large number of new preferable lending'
alternatives to older neighborhoods, it is likely that

a combination of incentives to mortgage lenders. coupled

with public sector commitments to4upgrade and maintain

high levels of public facilities and public services

in older neighborhoods will be'required to attain

mortgage (p. 20)

Mariy psychological and financial barriers once associated

:14ith inner -city neighborhoods are gradually being lifted in

,1A
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.

selected close-in neighborhoods; this phenomenon is exhibited.

by'the back-to-the-city trend among younger households who find

housing bargains by inliesting."sweati, equity" in renovating.
'

older inner-zity houses. The size and number of middle -to-

upper middle income enclaves, or "pockets of- plenty have been.
..-

expanded in many:larger.citieft.across the nation (Nathan, 1979,

p. 0; Long and Qabienn,.1980, p. 20).
. _

Rediscovery of the Central'City

The decline in vecaiicies and a slowdown in housing con -
...

struction, without a corresponding. drop in demand, all con-
. ---_. a

tribute to the current housing shortage in-Houston. "The re7

discovery of inner-city neighborhoods has been accelerateby

such factors as the risings energy costs, the spiraling cost
_ .

'of-housing construction (new homes) and previously.owned homes,

and the desire to live in neartown neighborhoods. Neighbor:-

.
hood reyitalizatonlof-older inner-city neighborhoods has

resulted in much improved physical amenities in the affected

'neighborhoods. However, neigpborhood revitalization efforts
. .

have often foitered racial and ethnic exclusion and displacement

a0:
,of. the incumbent residents. Revitalization activities tend

aversely affect a.disportionate number of elderly, minority, and

renter-occupied households in _neighborhoods that have been

targeted for redevelopment (See National Urban Coalition, 1978).

Close-in neighborhoods in Houston have become "hot" and.
.,,

,"where the action is in the'real estate market.. In short, the .1

inner-city neighborhoods of Houston have something that' the J



"gentry" wants; near town older hOuses..Neighborboodaihat'Were

once given up.as familiesmade their move to the suburbs are now

being reclaimed. Lower and moderate income faMilies who ca4--iiif

a4ford to purchase the honsing4n these neighborhoods are caught/

between rising housing costs and a dwindling supply of low and

Moderate,housing (Ashton, 1979, p. 43)..

The fears and ahxieties of being displace4 from one's

home (whether real or imagined) are prevalent in'many.bleck

neighborhoods. Residents feel threatened by the city's pU tue-

on neighborhood presarvation. The'raSidents of Houston's,RicSr '

ville, Bordefsville, Fourth Ward,, Fifth Ward and Thiid Ward all

share a common struggle ofof.trying to maintain a sense of

residential stability, improve the quality of housing andmuniCiPal'

'services, and minimize displacement of the incumbent residents of

these neighborhoods. Some neighborhoods are further along on these

goals than others.

A classic example of a neighborhood under "seize" is Houstoh's

Fourth Ward. The fate of one of Houston's oldest black neighbor-

hoods is uncertain because of the small number of owner-occupied,

housing units in the-area..:Ae blacks gradually,lost the ownership.
,

of the land in this neighborhood that was once known as "Freedmans-

town" (e.g.,,blacka settled thesrea after the emancipation), 1114Y

also boat an essential Leverage in determining the future of the

'neighborhood. The neighborhood is. adjacent to Houston CHD and
.

occupies some of the most valuable property in the city. The

cumbeut residents of the'Fourth Ward are vunerable to residential.

bt,
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displacement as the vast majority are renters. The neighbor,

hood has been allowed to-deteriorate and decline over the

years with few ileprovements and amenities.. Extreme pressures.

will be brought to bare on the Fourth Ward when developers..

mad the property. ownere(e.g., abscentee 'owners) feel that

the time is "right!' for redeveloPing the area.: The plans

Aof the'incumbent residents and the developers are likely. to

be inconsistent.

Houston's Fifth Ward has not escaped the effects of long-
'. .,

term decline and displacement. The Fifth Ward lies in the

heart of Texas's 18th Congressional District; it is just north

of Houston's CBD. The development of the area dates back to

the early 1860's with major growth taking place during the

late. 19th and 20th century (Houston City Planning Department,

1978, p. 113). By the onset-on World II, the neighborhoOd

was predominately black. This neighborhood was one of Houston's

largest black areas. In 1950, over 40,680 blacks lived in the' A

Fifth Ward (Bullock, 1957, p. 61). The Fifth Ward once boaAed

a thriving retail area along Lyons Avenue. The social and eco-

nomic vitality of the area was disrupted with the construction

of two major freeways Je.g., I-10 and U.S. 59) which fragmented

the community. Many residents were cutoff or isolated from

the economic core of the Lyons Avenue Commerical District.

A substantial amount of business disinvestment has' taken place.

Businesses.have moved out of the neighborhood, young persons
,

have moved to other areas. Crim and the.fear of crime have

1111
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contributed to the atmosphere of andonment and urban decay

which often discourage new business investments.

Theirifth Ward is included in both the city's CoMmunity.

Development Program (e.g., Block Grant Program) and the Eco-

nomic Demelopment.Target Area. However;, the residents have

benefited little from either one of these programs. Problems

such as a decreasing supply of low cost housing, high rates

of unemployment and underemployment, inadequate public services,

and industrial encroachment-into the residential area remain

critical problems in the neighborhood. While the neighborhood

may have more than their share.of problems, there is a strong

determination of its residents, to survive and make their -neigh-

borhood a better place .to live (See West, 1979; Bullard and

Tryman, 1980 Given the diversities and hardships that exist

in the neighborhood,"the
areacontinues to`make its mark on the

social, cultural and political lives of blacks in the city.

Black Neighborhoods and Environmental Concerns

Houstbn is the only major U.S city which doesnoi have

zoning. As a result, the'land use patterns in the city are .

somewhat sporadic. Lax enforcement of the city's deed re-

strictions in'many black neighborhoods as well as industrial

encroachment haVe affected the quality of life in manyHouston.

neigborhoodd. Historically, highway and freeway construction

have followed the "pith of least
resistance" which in many cases

meant black neighborhoods.

One of the biggest environmental and political issues in
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Houston's black neighborhoodscafters'around landfills and

garbage dumps. 'Black'residents acid communitVessuseriv7have a

great deal of concern that their neighborhoods hive been tra-

ditionally used as the "dumping grounds". forHouston. A recent

report entitled "Solid Waste Siting and the Black Houston

Community" found that the resident fears were justified; a

disportionate'number of landfills were placed in black neigh-

borhoods (Bullard, 1982). Over one half of the solid waste

sites that were permitted by the Texas Department of Health

between 1970 and 1978 were located in six.blick'HoUston neigh-
,

borhoods (blacks comprised 27.6 percent of Houston's popu-

lation in 1980). The Texas Department of health permitted a.

.

total of six landfill sites to receive municipal garbage'be-

tween 1970 and 1978 in Houston; five of the six landfills

(or 83.3 percent) werelocated in predominately black neighbor-

hoods at the time the sites were permitted; and the sixth land-

fill site is located in,an area that is undergoing racial tran-

sition.

The current pltern'of siting landfills Was established

nearly thirty years ago by the Citiei.of Houston, Bellaire and

West University. Place; the landfill sites that,diese cities

Operated in the 19 's were located in black neighborhoods.

The.-City of Houst for example, eith cored or used four

municipal landfills that were not permit ed by the State. .

All four of the sites were located in black neighborhoods:

namely; Sunnysidee Trinity Gardens and Acres Homes neighborhoods.
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Citizen opposition to landfills and waste disposal\can be

expected to; intensify and increase in the future. It appears

that black nel.ghborhood residents have taken a strong position

on the issue of landfills 1 their area Public opposition

along with a shrinking pool of "cheap" land in the Houston area

will likely force.0%e adoption of alternative methods of waste

disposal. L

Black EmploYment and Unemployment

There can be little doubt that the economic boom that

Houston is experiencing is attracting many individuals to the

area. In addition, the Houston SMSA averaged a net employment

gain of over 72,500 annually. Growth appears to occur at a

disportionate rateVin the professional, managerial,. andclerical

occupations. The Texas Employment Commission (1977) estimated

that the professional: aid managerial jobs will accountlOr over

32 percent of the net emplOyment gains over the nexybix years;,
A( ,

the clerical fields will account. for nearly 25 percent of the

gains.
I .

The national unemployment rate as of'December, 1981 was

8.9 percent. .Texas and:.the Houston metropolitan area unemployabint

rates for this period were much lower. That is, unemployment in

Texas was 4.5 percent in December, am and 3.8 percent in the

Houston SMSAlor the same month. The black unemployment rat for

the Houston area is higher than that for the area's whites or

Hispanics. The July, 1981-unemployment rate for blacks (the latest

figures available) revealed that over 7.5 percent of e area's

a
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blacks were unemployed;-black
female unemployment for the same

period was 9.4 Ter,pent (Texas Employmment Commission, 1981),

The Houston SMSA,dOntains over 2.9.million persons of

which over 528,513 are black.(or/18.2 percent of the area

population); over 277307 blacks were in the Houston Area

labor force A distribution of employed blacks indicate that

over 36.6 percent, are concentrated in low:paying and low status

occupations as compared to 7.8 percent for white workers (See

Table 1).

The Texas EmployMent Commission (1981) indicates that it

placed over 5,022 applicants in June; 1981 in the HoUston SMSA.

Of this total, 57.3 percent were minority group members. 64r

this same month, blacks accounted for one-third 13t.4' pelt

of the new applicanti. The Texas Employment Commission 904

summarizes the problems_that many:minority job seekep" ace in

the Houston area asfollows:

ApplicantA who are classified as disadv aged

experience 4reat problems during'thei
ob.seirch in the

Houston area. Manyof theta-are with personal'trans-

pbrtatiion and depend upon public sportationduring

. their, job search....job seekers o ll'races who, are

:without requisite skills, eduCa and aptitude, re-..

gardless of race, continue' to rience problems durin

their job search. This hold= e for both old'reside

and new residents wild migra
rom.other parts of 'the

country. (pp. 1-2) - .
. .

ea is one of the leading. areas,.

in expanding job opportunit The Houston SMSA gained over
4 . ,-

669,700 new non-agrioult 'jobs during the decade 'of tbe.1970's;

The Hougton metropoli

the greatest increase ed in the financial, nsurance and

11- 78 O - 83 -,26
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Table 1. Empldyed Persona 16 years and evil's' by occupation for
Blacks and Whites initouston SMSA (Percent' Distribution).

OCCUPATIONS , WHITES

S.
erAcirs

Psofessional,Technical &,A fated 18.3

tia Itanp Mirage= and Mainistratcfra 10.2

Was Madters 9.6

20.5- .
16.4

9.5

Tincrport Equipant Oparatirs 3.0

tknfarm laborers o, 3.S

Service Makers Except Privets Bpusehold 7.0

Private 8bueeho1d Mnrkers .4

Farm Makers

Clerical Workers

Craftaim, Foram mai Nalated

Cperatives,Exoapt Tiansccat:.

7,T,,

2.3

2.4

10.9

9.7

12.2 .

8.9

12.3

22.7

9.9

Total, All =ovation, saber 062632 .

100.0

140;498

loo.4

ourcet Texas Employment Commission Labor Market Eseitiaies Affirmitive
Action Infdrmation (December, 1980). *

/'
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real estate, 'constructioni services, and-trade industries. It

is estimated that nearly 41 percentOf the new jobs projected.
... . .

for the Houston area throught 1995 will be in the services

group (Texas Employment CommisSiOn,-1977)'. ...

These findings would lead one to speculate that ihose

11

. ,

'persons who relocate t HoUston without the technical iiills.

or the necessary skil If'wil likely.find themselves in the ''

unemployment lines with those Houston reiidents who have -.

similar backgrounds. This problem may be further exacerbated:.

by the plans to close or phase out Texas Employment Commisiion.

:
branch offices in selected neighborhoods,and the, layoff of-

personnel. .

Black Business and Economic DevelopMent:

Blacks and ether ethnic minorities are underrepresented

in the realm of business ownership in:the U.S., NatiOnwide,

minoritieh constitute iver 18 percent4Uthe population in the
,

United States, but comprise less than 4*percent of the 4)tal.
cP.

number of businesses. The gross receipts Ofininority-businesses:

. -07
constitute less thlinl percent of businesi receipts in the

The minority population comprised. over 40 percent of Houston's

populations in-1970, while.less'than 5.percent of'Houston's

businesses were owned by minorities (U.S. Bureau of'rthe Census,

1971)

Minority firis tend to locate geographically according to

the location of the minority population; twenty-tSo States account

for 83 percent of'the minority population and 84.Perdent of the.
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,minority -owned businesses. Black -owned firms also tend to be

iecated,in thoie M4ies.which have large concentrations of

blacks'.. -The total number Of black businesses has been in-

1,preasing for the period 1969 through' 1977. The metropolitan

areas of Los Angeles, New York,,Washibgton, D.C., and Chicago

had by far the largest number of black-owned buspessed in

1977 (U.41 Bureau of.the Census, 19:79). The Houston metro-:

politan area has experienced en'increase in the number of

black busiriess enterprises from 4,376 in 1969 to over 6,693

in 1977 (See Table 2).

A distribution of the types of black-owned businesses in

the Houston MSA is presented in'Table 3. Black-owned businesses

are clustered around services and retail trade; these firms

amemnbefolg nearly two - thirds (63.4 percent) of the black -owned

firms in the Houston metropolitan area in 1977. The total

gross receipts for these 6,693 black -owned firms was over 182

million .

There were 4d black banks /a the United States in 1980.

Three of these banks were located.in Texas: namely, Riverside

Bank in Houston, First Texas Bank in Dallas, and National Se-'

curity Bank in Tyler (Black Enterprise, 1981,44 149). Houston's

Riverside Naional-Bank was the twenty-eighthAargest black

blink in the nation in 1980 with assest of over $15 milliOn.
110

Riverside Bank was founded in 1963 and. sits'in the heart of

Houston's Third Ward.
. .

There were 42 black owned savings and loans associations

402
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a

Number of Black Owned Businesses for Selected D.S.
MetropolitanAreas 1969, 1972 and 1977. .;

Standard MetroPolttan
Statistical Area

Number of Black Businesses

New York

Los Angeles-Long Beach

Washington D.C.

Chicago

Philadelphia.

Detroit

Houston

San Francisco-Oakland y

Baltimore ..

1
Dallas-Ft. Worth

Atipnta

New Orleans

1969 1972 1977

7,753 11,282 13,437

8,318 1 ;4,057 14;576
-.Mk

7;768 % ",726 11,601.'

8,747.,' 9,718 10,296 ..,

6,246 ..6,278 6,681
1

5,442 6,146 6,289

4,326 . 5,477'. 6,693

3,358 4,313 5,732

3,522
41,

. 3,994 4,500'.:

2,080 3,455 4,167

2,137 ':., 3,241 3,961

3,019 2,723 3,30

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census (1979)
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Table 3. Distribution Of Black-Owned Businesses In The
Houston SMSA -1977.

Classtfic;tion
Firms Percent Gross Receipts

Number (I) .($1,000)

Construction 696 10.4% 27,220

Manufacturing ' 54 1.0% , 1,176*

Transportation/Public Utilities 990 14.7% 21,581

Wholesale Trade 32 0.4% 4,023

Retail Trade 1,626 24.3% 67,630

Finance, Insurance i Real Estate 219 3.8% 6,165

Selected Services 2,620 39.1% 48,670

Other Industrie; 153 2.3% 2,715

Industries Not Classified
.."\

263 4.0% 3,185

Total 6,693 100% 182,365

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce (1949).
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Ln the UnitedStateis in 1980. These.black savings inetituiiions-

lad assest of over $698 million. One of the:42 black savings

ind loans is located in Houston: 'Standard Savings Association.

Iouston's Standard Sayings Association was begun in 1959 by.

Wank H. Hannah..' In 1980; Standard Savinge iation Wasthe
( .

twenty-second' largest. black savings:and .14iteirttim_country

with assets of of over, $12.4 million (Black.Enterprise, 1981,

pp. 153-154) This black savings institution is also located

in Houston's Third Ward. with branches in other predominately

black neighborhoods.

The largest back-owned - business inje';'cas is located in

Houston. Smith Pipe and Supply Company of Houston is liSted

by Black Enterprise's' (1981) "Top 100% as the seventh largest

black business in the gkited States. Smith Pipe and Supply
..-

whiCh was founded by George Smith in 1974 has experienced

phenomenal growth; the company employs over 133 persons and

had gross sales of olterG48 million .in:1980.

The continued success of the black-owned firms have

direct lmplicationi on the economic viability of the black

community he recessionary spirals have a direct effect on

the standard an quality of life in the black community. In

Any case; black neighborhoods and lower-incoMe residents

are hit the hardest by economic slowdown. 'A troubled

economy often spells doom for many small and black businesses.

Thus, economic redevelopment Otograms and reinvestment efforts

are necessary first steps to make inner-city neighborhoods and

and residents more economically self-sufficien .\



A Plan of.Action

The probl

income neighborh
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d needs of Houston's black and lower-

have heebdocumented. Included in these

problems are un loymt,.out-,migration of affluent residents
f =

from deteriOrating neighabrhoods, neighborhood disinvestment,

'institutional.discrimination in the housing indtstry, loss

of lower and moderate indbee housing stock, and underrepresen7

tation of blacks in the business arena../man effort to com-.

bat these problems, a broadTbased neighborhood redeveloplent

strategy is, needed. The overall goal of sucba broad-based

neighborhood support mechanism would be to initiate and pro-
s.

mote progrnms and activities which, will attract business :

development. and revitalization,vployment and human services

in black neighborhoods. It appears that all levels of goVern-
.

ment will do less in this effort. Thus, black residents,

businesses,. and those .concerned about the future of black

neighbothoods suit iiketthe initiative in promoting and

financing private/public ventures of community development.

In the case where there are monies allocated for community and

economic development activities in loCal neighborhoods, black -

people must monitor the resource allocation process and make

those administrators of such programs responsive to the needs

of black people. Special efforts must be taken to see that

monies that were orignially designated. for "poverty'pockets"

in Houston are not diverted away from these areas into more

affluent "downtown" projects.

l Yu
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illoustoa's-.Community.Developmenr Program and Economic

Development Program which are housed in the Mayor's office

have.done little to promote economic and financial reinvestment .

in lower-incOme black neighborhoods ",The .leadership within.'

both programs have not been innovative and.aggreosive inrtiqpir

pursuit of funding strategies that could stimulate a trUexe-
. .

,, -

vitelization'offlOuston's "poverty pockets".
.

-"the :following action strategies are offered as,a plan
;.,

to mobilize community resourCep.for lower and moderate - income

neighborhoods in the city: .

i
. - .-

.t-

1. Strict enforcement of the city's Pair MouSing.Ordinance;
.. V . .

., ...
revise ordinance to:cover hotising disCriminatior,

.
.

.

against families with children.

C 2. Strict enforcement of the city's housing codes and-

deed restrictions to insure neighborhood stability.

3. Increase public hoUsing supply; improved maintenance,

management, and security for current developments;.

rdevelop program of private security force within

public housing projects; and rehabilitation of

current co ventional public housing developments

as oppos t4teatimrtra down.

4. puplic and private sector coordinate activities to

re-emphasize ownership within central city neighbor-

hoods; housing financing for moderate and lower-income

housing; tax incentives foi redeVelopment and revitali-

.zation within inner city areas; andlmw-interest

mortgage program.



Implement a neighboihoo&preservation'itrategy.and

pnlidy!whiCh seek to upgrade existing.sousing stock

as well as allow residenti to.Lgailain in the areas.

DeirelOp'a formal poliCion residential,displacement,

for_the.City of Houston.

7. Improve'neighhOrhood amenities Within central'city

neighborhoods (i.e., public trinsportatiOn, fire

.
and, police protection, shopping alternatives, and

other public services); increase targeted funding

-for housing and residential services in lower-income

ieigbbothoods:

8. Initiate and tipleMent'an aggressive and innovative
4 .

housing rehabilitation prOgrai under:the city'i

Community Development Block Brant (COS) program;

action strategies to codzeinate housing along with
q.

,commercial and economic activities within target

areas; encourage cooperative housing developments;

and allow housing dev4Opment efforts to coincide
,

with'capital improvements and other physical:amenities

-that are scheduled for the affected areas.

9. Houston's Air? Affirmative Action Ordinance shOuld

be strengthened to promote minority business enter-
.

prisel.(e.g., creation of a Minority Business Ordinance)

10. The "free enterprise zone" concept'. needs to.be.fully:

explOred as alstrategY for businej.reinVestment and

employment for depressed eieas in Houston

Finally, future neighborhood and:community development

strategies in Houston need, take into consideration action

steps-that use neighborhood resources, generate commerical

investment, provide expanded job opportunities to area residents,

improve the quality and quantity of.hOusing for lower and

moderate Income res dents, and minimize residential displacement
"dil

and racial/ecoamIZ clusion within Houston neighborhoods.
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o The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Smith?'

STATEMENT OF DR. BARTON SMITH..DEPARTMENT OF
, ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON

Dr. &Erni. Let me, if you- will, just 'concentrate on a few key
problems that I think are particularly important right now

The first problem may not appear to be one that is typically con-
sidered an urban problem; but I think it has important urban over-
tones; that is, the problem of high interest rates.

It is debated Whether or not high interest rates cause crowding
out of private investments. One thing for certain is that high-inter-
est rates have generated 'crowding out of funds available for the
local public sector, so .that what happens today is that we. have
local governments having a "terribly difficult time refinancing ma-
turing debt or financing new social overhead capital expansion.

The latter, of course, is a very important problem for the city of
Houston that needs rapidly to expand many of its facilities. Today
we have municipal bond yields that are absolutely ridiculous. The .
tax burden to pay the debt service is rising substantially.

In addition to this problem, high interest rates have had a major
impact on local housing markets. Real mortgage interest rates are
about twice what they should be. This has generated a tightness in.
the housing market that affects all of society, not just those mem-
bers of society who are looking for new homes.

Because of the tight money market we have less homes being
built or less rejuvenation of older homes. This restricts supply.
needs, as has previcnisly been mentioned, high or fallen vacancy
fates, rapid rise in rents, which Houston has experienced, and seri-.
ously deters the city's ability to house all members of society.

I think this is particularly serious in a city like Houston, a city
like Houston that keeps growing, because it hampers our progress
toward upgrading the housing of low- and moderate-income house-
holds, it hampers our piogress toward a continued integration
within residential neighborhoods, it hampers our progress' toward
achievement of higher ownership and occupancy rates of minorities
and young households, and it hampers our progress toward neigh-
borhood revitalization; rejuvenation of the overstocked housing in
some of our close-in neighborhoods.

.Obviously, too high interest rates have an important impact on
.the local job market. The fiscal reproductions of this can be enor-
--mous "due to tax rev ues and increased payments that are re-
quired, as. well as the' ial stresses created by frustrated workers.

In the past decade or so Housto has been, reasonably insulated
from business cycles. We have elt rather secure. Nonetheless,
there has been some impact o Houston for no other reason but
that the remains of floods of bseekers coming to Houston from
out of State looking to, improv their economic status.

Yet 'today, though we have had 'a good record in the, past, the
slowing of the economy even in-Houston has hindered the city of
Houston's ability to accommodate these new jobseekers.

Furthermore, I believe that Houstonians are terribly naive" if
yzbelieve-the-local-economyris-recession proof.-There arP certain
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aspects of the economy of Houston that make them terribly vulner-
able to economic cycles in the future.

Another problem that I would like to talk about has to do with\
the basic problem of income redistribution. I would argue that alincome
of the talk that we have heard with regard to urban `problems and
so forth, that the problemS, if you really focused correctly, should
not be one of protecting a city or; a neighborhood, but they should
be people oriented. In fact, really what we are about in terms of
housing programs and neighborhood. programs and so forth, is
trying to improve the well-being of individuals in society. J

As a part of that, in all of these programs, we have really either
directly or are,indirectly involved in income or wealth redistribu-
tion. Either direct or indirect income redistribution cannot be car-
ried out effectively at the local level. This applies to such tradition-
al transfer payments as ADC, unemployment compensation, and
aid to disabled or elderly persons.

It also applies to indirect transfers 'implicit in the provision of
such things as education, houses and even such amenities as .parks.
For example, if the burdenespecially the financing of such trans-
fersis placed upon local governments, local jurisdictions will tend
toward fragmented units of homogenous populations, especially in
terms of income, leaving the poor to care for the podr.

For example, experience has taught us that if education is ac-
cepted as national merit good, then financing cannot be limited to
local jurisdictions. The same principle is true for most other pro-
grams involving income wealth transfers.

Current public reactions to transfer programs has its roots in
basic inefficiencies of the programs of the past, and it is a natural
reaction to the abuses of the public trust over the past two decades.

The waste and failures of HUD and what was HEW are legend.
-Billions and billions of dollars have been spent over the past two
decades for social programs, and it has produced ever so little.

The solution to this problem does not lie in dumping programs
back in the laps of the local governments but in the complete rede-
veloping of policies, and, programs that need to be simplified .and
consolidated.

Overlap and contradictions among programs must be eliminated.
There are just too many programs, too many bureaucracies, too
many rules. Fiscal planning needs to be reNtersed. Obviously the
problems of the past two decades of sociarprograms are too numer-
ous to enumerate here. Some examples might prove instructive.

Oftentimes projects are undertaken that would never be consid-
ered if it were not for matching funds. No rational government
would have even considered undertaking costly feasibility and pre-
liminary engineering studies-for a fixed rail transportation system
in Houston were it not for the hope of convipcing the Feds in foot-
ing a large portion of the bill.

The result, of course, is not only the fear that Houston, 'because
of the distortions of Federal bribes, will make a disastrpus decision
with regard to its mass transportation planning, but even worse,
the result is of a continued postponement by decisionmakers in this
city and others. of other, more rational solutions to Houston's traf-
fic problems.
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Chicago transptransportation tno one to take.
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The deveropment of cost 'effective- solutions . toyurban pro. ms,
adapted-a local needs and circumstmices, is billY:.passible the
eValuation.of.costs and, benefits. unencumbered/by the : 4 " ns of..7
injatehing grants that effectively alter..relative-priaes :.. -.:
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Similarly, housing programs have.: i .7 ered from terribly poor ;xi ..

In other words, if your mass transit subsidieei are . nsidered ware. ;

ranted, then Whip; sum transfers should be, giv : allowing the
local juriscliction to choose the .optimum stra -: :4 ven the limited
resources blade available to them. In other wo .,, if .we decide that
.we-need to subsidize urban transportation; . en what we ought to
devise is a very simple urban transpOrta.ti, revenue sharing pro-
gram and allow the local jurisdictions to ecide how they may best
use those rekotirces.

centives.. We have had poor incentives both- to . the suppliers of; ..
housing and to participating _households. Agaii4 maintenance al
been neglected. -Housing choice' and location decisions' hOebeen
distorted.)

Housing programs in the past, rather than solving-the problem's
of the slums have-promoted slums, rather than solving the prob- -,
lems of segregation have promoted segregation. They consist Of a
patchwork proliferation of 'programs that leaves more confusion
than solutions. ... . .

Oftentimes, it has been my experience in the dealings I have had
with HUD, over a considerable number of years,, that theke exists
blatant conflict in policy .objectives.. For instance, with regard to.
programs of the Community Development Act there exists explicit
conflicts between neighborhOod-oriented policies, housing-oriented
policiefranii people-oriented policies.

In this light I would highly recommend to you the proposal
before Congresa now with regard to the voucher system. The vouch-
er system is a direct aid which minimizes bureaucratic costs. The
voucher systeni provides a freedom of choice. The .voucher. system
will help to promote- integration. The voucher system provides. cor., ,
red marketplace incentives. for efficient provision of housing.. '

For a 'voucher system to work, unfortunately it has .to be put to:
gether correctly.-One of the things is'that it needs to be'done on .a
percent baiis, as opposed to a lump surd grant, as in food stamps.
There must not be any restrictions with regard to the Costs, Inch'
in the past has led programs to further segregation and further
slum creation.

Perhaps most important of all,. it needs adequate funding. Hous-/
ing programs in the 'past have suffered from many, Many programs
with 'each one being given very. little funding.. I highly recommend
to this committee. that -mitny programs be. eliminated and.consoli-
dated ', and that the new programs that are .deenied. worthy then
indeed be given the type of funding that &warranted and: that will
allow those programs to be successful. - ' ' ..
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In closing, I would like to say that I think that in many ways it
is wrong for us to think that urban problems have notthat we
have not made progress or that the problems have changed. I think

to some extent They have changed.
All is not in despair. I think that we can look back at the past

and say that progress has been made. Progress is probably made in

spite of Federal Government attempts. We have spent billions and
billions of dollars. We have gotten very little for that type of jn-

vestment.
I disagree with the current administration that we should, be-

cause the policies of the past have been failures, eliminate any ef- '-

forts in the future. I do feel that what we need to do is completely

revamp our thinking with regard to our handling of urban prob-
lems and the implementation of a coordinated urban strategy. .

In those regards, I think that I can second at least the .comments

of Dr. Perry with regard to the consolidation first politically and
consolidation of concerns with regard to the urbah economy, that if
we begin to understand urban transportation,'urban housing prob-
lems, relate all together, we have to create a political consensus to.

focus the problem as a whole.
Treat, as we have done in the past, problems on a piecemeal

basis apd we will just get more of the same, which is not an alter-
native,4Non't believe, to the Reagan proposals.

The CifAmmAN. Does .that conclude your opening remarks?
Dr. Storm. Yes, it does.

` The CHAIRMAN. I would like to thank all three of you for your
remarks. I would like to indicate before we begin the questioning
that we have been joined by two of otiricOmmittee members, our
distingUished colleagues Mickey Leland, orflouston, and William

Gray, of Philadelphia.
I would like to begin the questioning with you. i'14,Inentioned

earlier that citizens of Houston in the past have viewed Hotbtou-es
insulated from those economic fluctuations that most other cities.'

are confronted with.
No. 1, would you explain why Houston has felt this insulation

and, No. 2, why now do you believe that Houston is especially vul-
nerable to the problems of the recession?

Dr. &um. I think all you have to do is look at past experience to
give you kind of a sense of comfort. We have gone through several
business cycles over the past two decad&s. As the numbers were
cited here, Houston's unemployinent ram doesn't soar when the
Nation's unemployment rate soars. Houston's economic base typi-
cally is a base that is not as sensitive to economic contraction.

I think the sense of security, to answer your first question, steins
from the past. We looked at the 1974-75 recession and said my
God, look what we did. The rist of the world was dying and we just
floated right through that.

Now we look at a very severe recession that we are in right-now

and the economic picture looks very bright:
Why I think this economy is vulnerable stems from the nature of

the economy, in 'particular, the economy in Houston, is tied very
much tp the energy sector. The health of the economy has been.a
bit illulionary in that the economy has been healthy because of

growth itself.
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In a period of capital investment you need lots of workers to
build buildings and build plants and so forth. For instance,auppose
that rather than the city of Houston simply dying becauge of,a ter-
rible slump in the energy sector; rather than its primary business
dying, it just becomes stagnant? Suppose the energy sector peaks
out herein the early eighties? Then, because it peaks out, it means
that all of the new capital investment that has, been pumped into
this city during the late sixties and thhughout the seventies will
stop. -

So, the new construction, the new buildings that have kept the
employment rolls in Houston soaring will fall. It will fall not be-
cause the city is contracting per se, but fall simply because the rate
of growth is declining.

I think that in the eighties, that we potentially have thewell,
we are very vulnerable to cycles where a significant Slowdown in
capital investment will occur; especially a slowdown where capital,
investment' in the energy sector will occur.

If alternative energy sources become feasible; if Houston does not
participate in that, or if the energy industry moves in part to the.
West, Denver and so forth, just' -the slowdown in growth itself will
hurt people. , -

The CH4IRMAN. You mentioned also in your opening remarks.
that we as a nation perceived public educationI am sort of pare-
phrasingas an important value and that we should not leave the
burden of financing that function strictly to the local community.

How do. we reconcile the problem thattraditionally in this
countrythe political thought has been to leave the major funding
of education to the local community se-tat you continue to main-
tain local control of public education.

1 recall that as an advocate at the Cabinet-level status for educa-
tion in the country, I argued diligently for, that posture. Those per-
sons who opposed the Department of Education from coming into
existence were saying that it posed .a major threat to local educa-
tion.

So, how do we.convince our colleagues that given this important
value, that we have to expand the Federal funding for public edu-
cation as opposed to leaving that function simply to the local com-
munity?

Dr. SMITH. I agree wholeheartedly with, the notion that local con-
trol is particularly important. As a parent myself who likes to be
able to confront the administration, the school administration once
in a while with complaints, I appreciate the ability to do so without
them saying, well, we are just following Federal regulations.

But I am also convinced that Federal funding of education need
not detour local control. As you recall from our remarks with
regard to housing, they might easily inferand correctly sothat I

. feel that there have been some enormous benefits to a variety of
types of voucher systems.

I mentioned the voucher system with regard to housing. think a
voucher system would be very productive, or something similar to
it. I am open to a wide variety of innovative approaches that would
approximate in a vduchet system, that would directly aid students
in order to achieve an education.

11-785 a - 83.- 27 115
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For instance, suppose that in Houston we were to give every
school age child a voucher of $1,000 to be spent at the school of his
choice? First of all, the effect that would have would force public
schools, which would continue to be there, to be competitive, to pro-
vide the same- quality. of education that that student could get at a.
private school with some additional funding of his own.

In addition to that, it would allow a child to choose to go to any
school that he could in the metropolitan area You know, in part it
would solve the problems of forced busing. It would be a complete
volunteer systeap where -you could chaose to go to any school of
your choice. 't

We don't have to have a voucher system. I am convinced that we
can devise- simple formulas for the transfer of.much of the finan-
cial burden of education without similarly having an enormous
amount of Federal regulation with regard to the education.

The States do this all over the country. We have States giving
local jurisdictions moneys based on a variety of formulas that only
have a 'ininimtun of requirements with regard to basic standards. I
see no reason why we can't do the same.

On the opposite side, I think the problems of allowing the local
jurisdiction to bear 'the entire brunt of financing themselves are
enormous. We have had cases here in Texas and elsewhere in the
country where we have gone so far as the Supreme Court regard-
ing probleme of the poor -trying to educate the poor. It is not just
the poor edutitting the poor. It is the poor providing all other types
of social services.

Whenever you have any type of -income redistribution going
that is, when one member of society. perceives that it is receiving
less benefit than it is paying taxes ontake the upper middle class.
It is receiving less benefits from the local jurisdiction than it is
paying in taxes. Of course it is because more benefits are going to
the poor thin what they are paying in taxes.

That is part of redistribution.- When you have that type of
system, you have enormous incentives for the rich, the upper
middle class, to try to escape that burden.

That is a major part ofthe suburban flight in the northern cities,
where you have a city like Chicago, where you have got over 600
fragmented jurisdictions, suburban jurisdictions, outside.of the city,
limits of Chicago. ,

Two-thirds of the poPnlation of SMSA in Chicago lives outside of
the city limits. You left the city of Chicago primarily with the poor
to moderate income trying to support city services, and these merit
goods for moderate-income people.

You are limiting, in essence, the basic redistribution nature of
these services. .

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to come back to you, Dr. Smith. I
have a number of additional questions.

Dr. Bullard, I would 'like very much if you would first tell me
you mentioned a number of statistics with respect to the unemploy-
ment rate in Houston, but I was listening carefully and I didn't
heir the unemployment rate among minority youth, black -and His-
panic, in the city of Houston.

Do you happen to have those figures available?

crti16.
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Dr. BULLARD. I don't have those official statistics. They are not
kept at the Texas Employment Commission, far some reason.

The CAN. I mentioned that in some places Of the 'country it
is as high as 60 percent. Would you speculate it would be over 30,
over 40?

Dr., BULLARD. In conducting the study last year in Houston's fifth
Ward, we discovered that the black teenage unemployment rate
was lower than the national black. We found_it was something like

_ between 20 and 25 percent were unemployed.
At that time, the ,unemployment rate among national black teen-

agers was something like 40 percent, I believe. .

The CHaranuai. You know, this' administratioe is suggesting that
enterprise zonee is the way.to address the Problems of urban Amer-
ica. Can you comment as to the efficacy of that program, as you
understand it, in Houston?

Dr. Smith, if you would like to comment after this question, I
would appreciate it

Dr. Buumtan. I think the concept of free enterprise zones where
you can get business and tax incentives to attract businesses in the
area is a sound concept. But I think., in; all .practicality, I think
many cases, where you have businesses going into a specific area, I
think it, tends not to employ those hardcore persons that need jobs
the most.

Again, if we' look ata case in point is Houston's fifth ward. In
the production study last year we looked at redevelopment strate-
gies, fourth and fifth wards. If you are familiar with the fifth ward,
you will see that the area 'is surrounded by industry.

We surveyed 25 a the largest business corporations; industries in
that area, In the fifth ward area Very few of those industrial firms
employed people from the fifth ward. In other words, they skipped
over the fifth ward and got their-employees from some other place.

So, I think the concept may be good, but I think history has
taught us that whenever people are talking about hiring employ-
able individuals, I don't think that private industry is going to pick
up the slack and develop' training programs, the programs where
we are talking about getting individuals with few skills, those indi-
viduals that are at' the bottom with their few skills, into the
system.

What will probably happen is that they will probably cream off
the top and get those individuals who will not take as such invest-
ment.

Dr. Sm.rrx. May :I comment on that?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Doctor.
1)1., SMITH. I think the program as envisioned is really repre-

sentative of the problem we have in thinking about., urban prob-
lems. One has to ask 'why'in the world do we want to save the cen-
tral cities or central businesses? Why do we want those reinvest-
ments? Is it so we have new Booming factories downtown or is it
that we really want to help people? .

My argument is that for the most part. Americans think that
these programs are devised to help, people. and that is why they
vote for such a program. My feeling is that they won't help people.
They will help landowners in areas that- are depressed. They- will
help industry with tax breaks.
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tut unless those people attain the skills they need, we have still
got the round holes with square pegs problem that is, not going to
solve the basic chronic unemployment problem, that we have in
our central cities.

It is'a people problem. It is not a place problem, it ot 'a thing
problem, it is a people problem. The entire program iss entirely off
base.

Mr. LELAND. Will you yield, Mr. Chairman?
Dr. Smith, I am concerned about what you are saying. The Presi-

dent has said alsoand this is _particularly regarding the enter-
prise zone conceptthat where the Federal Government leaves off,.
the corporate, the private sector is Supposed to step in and do
more.

In that light, how do you see, in ,reference to what you said ex-
plicitly, that you don't think that this kind of program .is going to
do very Much good? How do you see the private sector playing any
kind of a role at 'all? Do you speculate that they will play a role?

Dr. SMITH. I think the private sector probably ultimately is the
key in playing the most important role in terms of job develop-
ment. As an educator; I feel that a real inadequacy exists in higher
education, in terms of really preparing people.

I know for every student I have the basic learning that he
achieves in the classroom is going to represent no more than 10 or
20 percent of the real' learning that he will get on the job that will
make him a marketable person. _

So, ultimately, what we really want to do is get people, into job
situations. I think the answer is a lot simpler. .I think we give em-
ployment subsidies, simple, across-the-board, not because the plants
are in this location or that one location, but we give employers in-
centive to keep people and give them meaningful employment, that
will allow them to get, job experience.

I also feelby the way I am sure that not being a minority I
feel that we do have a serious problem with the minimum wage as
applied to our youth.

The minimum wageas you know, Mickey, most economists
don't agree on a lot of thingsbut there is a surprising amount of
unanimity among the economists with regards to the impact, the`
adverse impact of the minimum wage on young people, on teen-
agers.

It is these teenagers who for whatever reason drop out .of high
school, or: just finish high .school and 'don't go on to higher educa-
tion, who desperately need simply the experience of a job, the expe-
rience of a job that will give them on the job training; enhance
their human capital so that they can get better jobs.

I am strongly in favor of cutting back or at least altering the
minimum' wage program with respect to our teenagers. ,

But I do think that ultimately the answer is gettinggetting the
private sector. We need their help and we will probably have to
bribe the private sector. But something so specific as just the' pri-
vate sector in these locations, or just this type of private sector or
that type of private sector, is going to, as the Communists say, is
going to generate more economic rents; that is, profits for these
particular people than it is going to do good for society as a whole.

Mr. LELAND. If I may continue.

418
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The CHAIRMAN. I yield.
Mr. LELAND I am concerned that historically the private sector

has done very little to help inner city residents and the poor in
particular. How is 'it that we, can presume, even if we offer some
bribe, that the private sector. will get involved to any .subsiantial
extent that we ean'realize any real benefit from what they. do?

Dr. SMITH. Well, first of all I think one needs to be somewhat
careful with regard to history.

Let me go back to the minimum wage for just a second and I will
try to he more specific in terms of your answer. If you -take a look
at, for instance, minority youth unemployment in the United
States, in the 50 States, people are surprised when I start quoting
numbers with reiard to minority youth- unemployment in the 50
States. It was very low.- -

OftentiMes, it was lower than white male unemployment rates.
That was, of course, before the minimum wage was going to these
young people. On top of this, there is. a basinoeconomic rationaliza-
tion of why it is not in the private sector's interest to train young
people, es y, for instance, take a young person, 18, 19 years
old, with just a high .school education.

That typically, training that young person, the company has no
ability to keep him, if they train him, then

Mr. LELAND. Doctor, I must contest your. presumption. Because,
let me say, how do you. answer- the issue of the fact that if you
lower the minimum wage, or you cut the- minimum, wage require-
ment for employing youth, how do you respond to the issue of the
private sector is going to fire -their fathers and hire the sons con-
cept? That is tremendously important as far as we are concerned,
and because also we realize that though labor has made certain ad-
vances in terms of organized labor's

Dr. SMITH. That is just crazy; because fathers don't work in
McDonald's and 'fathers don't work in industries- where these

...young people work. Your assumption is that somehow fathers havb
no better or less skills than the sons do. That is just not the case.

Mr. LELAND. The fact of the matter is that there are fathers and
mothers who work at McDonald's, there are people who, though
you might not consider their employment being meaningful, how-
ever skilled or unskilled their employment is

Dr. SMITH. Any employment is meaningful.
Mr. LELAND. Thank you.
But at the same time, why should you pay a young - person less

money for doing the same job that an older person would be paid.
for, if in fact that person is employed, given that you are not talk-
ing about displacement?

Dr. SMITH. Because in -fact what you are doing is paying the
young person more than a wage. You are giving him an opportuni-
ty to work, to . get a job record, that,simply, if you walk into an es-
tablishment today looking for a job, with the same type of basic
skills, the same type of education and you are walking in as an em-
ployer, if you have had 2 years of job experiences versus the satne
individual who has had no job experience, -the, person' with 2 years
of job experiences, who has proved hiniself in the job market, will,:
get the job. So you are literally paying tils individual in terms of
job opportunities,
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Young people, young people who choose to work for lowerwhy
would they choose to work :for lower wages? Because it is giving
them an opportunity to get that-first entrance into the community.

Mr. LELAND. If you tame from the community I come from,
which is the fifth ward, you are going to want to find the best job
you can at the best salary being paid for working regardless of how
old you are. The fact of the matter is that one thing that you failed
to mention is that in many instances, more often than not, if I may
express my opinion at this tithe, young people in families of poor
people, particular in ethnic minorities, many times have to help to
sustain their families. .

But a tremendous burden is placed on the young ple of ethnic
minority communities, probably more so than any o er communi-
ty. Thus, they have to be the breadwinners in man instances: So
you set a dangerous precedent by saying you are go to cut out
the minimum wage requirement, and you are going hire the
youth just for the purpose of meaningful employment whenor
meaningful employment that is good unto itself as opposed to
meaningful employment that provides substantial wages to help to
support the family.

Dr. SMITH. If you can follow your argument for 1 minute, if the
minimum wage then is indeed so good, and it provides these,impor-
tent benefits, why don't we have a $10 an hour minimum wage?

Mr, LELAND. That is not the point I am making.
Dr. SMITH. That is the point.
Mr. LELAND. Dr. Smith, if you will pardon me, let me say to you

that if you lower theif you cut out the minimum wage require-
-ment, business and industry very definitely are going to hire the
young people' of our society and fire other people, if you set that
precedent.

Dr. SMITH. If we 'raise it they will hire the young people and hire
more fathers, right? So society will be better off _there. I don't un-
derstand your argument. You want to give me an easy metric argu-
ment that it is not bad, it is bad to lower the minimum wage, but
somehow it is not good to raise the minimum wage.

Mr. LELAND. I think the price you pay for bribing the private
sector is too high is what I am saying, I just want, to know if you
are arguing for the issue of minimum wage as opposed to prevail-
ing wage, because prevailing wage is a whole different issue than
minimum. wage.

Dr. Swill. I_ am arguing thatI am arguing that what we need,
to do is eliminate barriers that wilrkeep people from getting jobs. -

Mr. LELAND. But the barrier itself, if I may, and I don't mean to
raise anybody's emotions in this whole discussion, but the bairieis
themselves are, for all practical putiipses, more often than not, per-
petuated by the private sector, not by the` youth who need jobs and
who need training?

Dr. SMITH. They are perpetrated by government.
Mr. LELAND. I yield back.

4-- The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Perry, I see that you wanted to get into this
discussion?

Dr. PERRY. I think so. In fact, I know, I, do. I would like to try to
summarize it, starting with youf question,' and then respond to

'something Mr. Leland said.
o

Dv,
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I think one of the best things that the US. Bureau-of the Census
ever did-was to do some detailed studies not only Of unemployment,
and when we - are talking about ininimtuirmagn.and prevailing
wage, we are talking :lout Imernployment., but wnalsoihave some-
thing called underemploynient.. And, I think the, best data that we .

have on that is not beingtnipe anymore; the Nixon administration
stopped allowing the Censussflureau to develop a, detailedwhat
Watkins and I have called a subemployed index.. ea"

'Employed workers, unemployed workers, 'how many people are
discouraged workers, that are people who would like to have a job,_
do -not go down and sign up every 6 months and go to the. Texas
Employment Commissum. -

But people who basically have`been Signing up and going down
and reporting in for so long that they are just discouraged. They
are not held in the unemployment index.

Then 'you have people who are subemployed, as people w
below the minimum .wage, at the minimum, wage; but most por-
tautly those who do not make a wage, minimum prevailing or oth-

.
erwise,-that gets them above the poverty line, in any.particular set-
tinl
and you have the unemployed. The only figure We have been talk-
ing about here is one little part of that, that is the unemployed. >7'

t we did then was take the top 17 cities in the Northeast-and
''the top 17 cities in die. Sonth and the West and we devised.some-

thing called the. SubeinPlnyment Index, which at one point in time
-, I think is heti& than an unemployment index any day.

*What we found outwe took .a look at third, fifth, fourth ward .

conditions in a Houston or in an Akron or some place like.that. We
then askedwe then took' the detailed interviews of the U.S.
Bureau of Census in the poverty areras of our central citiep and

'that is what the source of poyerty was.
The basic' source of poverty is no money. Good. How. is it that

people, don't have much money in the North? We foundlizint the
major source of poverty in the North, for 75 percenr-tai people
living in central city areas,, is the jobs theyiion't have.v.Thes.ure
underemployed. They are discouraged workers. They will not work
for the minimum. wage because it doesn't Make any sense to work
for $1 in that .area if, by God, that $1 keeps you-as poor today as it
did yesterday. ,

Second, whaewnie the conditions of the Souththe Sun Belt?
The conditions south of tiw Snit .Belt are jut the opposite; The
major source of poverty in. .the Belt..are not the jobs people
don't have but the jobs they. dci have. The long and short of this is
that poverty in'the Northeast,.Mr: Chairman, as I said earlier is an
urban crisis. Poverty in the Stitt 'Belt is part of the good business
climate. It is in that context that this data starts Weal

It is in that context that we can't consider this thing.41raything
less than a national issue. -If you start aeparating.the. healthy city.

.. from the unhealthy city, and subsidizing business to keep people
.healthy, the only healthy' people will be the business people and ev-

...:erybody will be struggling.. 7

". Dr. Simi'. Can I respond to
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. .

you have underemployment; yonIiiive the 'hidden ernp1oyed'
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. S rm. I think Dr.lPerrj- mould be ;surprised. that I agree with
I 'tik the basic prObleni is that we .need to 'separate out the

empl ent problem and the: poverty problem. That we have got.:
people who work, that Make insufficient an amount 'of Money to

. really, exceed what we would call,the subsiStance level; something -
that we would think would be. a minimum level: : .: ,, -

That needs to be sUppleidented. We have -people who -are not
working and we need to provide-iifthe' short run for *PM a level
of Hiring that will allow them to have that same -ininititnm level.

But thEit IL...separate' from the issue of getting people niployed.
One issue is getting people, employed in. the,Private sei and get-
ting them. on the track or 'elPvelopment of human cape that will
allovithem to makeit.i.n this society. -

TheThe other issue is geitink.,them toup to a point where they
have a minimum standard of4iving. We can eliminate the mini-.
mum .wage and .then we can turn around and we can provide a
wage. supplement.if in. fat,:t all they can earn in the private market
is $1.50 an hour, we :think that is disgraceful, they should earn
More, we can turn around 4iid supplement it.

Why not pay people 'a Supplement to work as opposed to paying
people welfare not to worIV So the two issues can be separated. I .

agree fullheartedly that most -'of what we call our urbane problems
, indeed are poverty -related' .,That is why I Stressed so much that the

prograMs that we, have really,': when yoU boil them. down, are
income redistribution -Proirams.....

The PiAIRMAN.. Dr. smith; I have a sneaking suspicion that Dr..
Bullard' and Dr. Perry probably .{don't- agree with that latter com-
ment. I would like very much: if they would make a.s:t.Oat' tint that
would add to the divPrsity of these.partiCtilariproceedings.

Dr. BULLARD. I agree with ,Dr perry'ln..thit it is possible for fam-
ilies to work. at the Minimum wage, intliis toiintry and still bb
below the poverty level. That ii-alreineridutitr:Pioblem. I think it is
erroneous, when you look at teenage unemployinent in 1982, and
teenage unemployment --black teenage unemPlOmpent in 1950, be-
Cause you are comparing apples and orangea.in 1950, most black
folks in many cases lived in the' 74 cl you were talking about
basiCally a .farm, rural-oriented kind of,Sit)).ation.

Now, we are talking about teenagers not employed because if."
they lived in the South, they *ere, raking leaves, picking cotton.
We are talking about 1982, wher6'We have a very technically ori-
ented society.

In many of those cases, those individuals have dropped out of
school,with no skills; the jobs that werecould have been available
in 1950are no longer available today,' and so we are talking
about, in many cases, individuals who may be economically obso-

,, lete in hp current situation.
If n eOnomic stimulus is put in place in terms' of a national

policy t deal with this; I-fion't think the local industries are going
to dealliwith it, they ha4e not dealt with it, in many cases they
have con,tributed to the whole process beciuse in .many,, cases black
adults, `1. Minority adultsi are still discriminated against.

.i * We ve to realite racism is still a part of American society.
-4. When ou ' re young, unskilled, and black,,you have three strikes

.against'yo anThat is just plain and ;simple.
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-The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Perry?
Dr. PERRY. rthink .that theagain, I would like to copie back

and point out that in Houston, and I don't have the. Houston fig-
ures exactly, the last time we could get this data for.all of the gate-
gories.-.',-4 would suggest to you if you have:1hr influe'nce with the
committee on the BOeiiiipf,the .census:,: youSt'az;t.getting them to..
do th*datq qgain .;k;,-Are-can,;gAt a correct measure of economic
pain int country. . ,

Theme;, e two thing's: The proC4is..Of subsidization,....you 'talk
about, hink is something ,that',wOuld 'he terribly applauded by
every' business in this country.' In 'essence; do we not only spend.
the Federal Governm spends 4 fair amount of time .in 'defense
expendifures defining exEicttyl,What products -are, going to be made
in.this country now and thOn lefting:LOckhOd--halle all of its capi-1

.61 costs picked up, this forM or subsidy. program now ,says' the Fed-
eral Government ought tq'slibsidize-capital paynient to labor as
well.

It sounds as ifthis sort of a proposal is one that sityS that the
Federal Government ought:to;Start to pick up poor capital burden,
for paying its workers. I think-basically itis the other way around.

The reason I say that is.itateVen without this form of subsidiza-
tion, at this time, you would haVre.to.stait;talking about subSidizing
68 percent of all of the employed irorkers'in the Houston area the
Fedefal Government would have :Start, picking.. that. up .and
therefore--

Df. SMITH. Sixty-eight percent of the inipdverished.
Dr. PERRY. In the area of fourth and fifth wards, in those wards, ,

68.4 percent of those peopW are subemployed. In essence; that
means putting together a Federal program to support business
coming in there 'and picking up that form .of burden.

I think basically the burden should bel=what .we need to start .
talking, about in this country are safeguaiKts to protect people from
having to be subemployed. I mean-43.9 yercent of all of all .of
the people who live in these wards baiically are unemployed be-
cause they are part time, they make between zero and $2 an hour
or between $2 and $3.58 an hour at this time. .

That type of situation 'is good business for husiness people. It is
bad business for people's liveS. In essence, your solution perpet-
uates that .

Dr. Swim. What is your suggeStiOn? ,
Tor.. BURY. Well, my solutionImbi4ally rests with the testimony

'gave earlier.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair would like toin, a moment f,fwill

yield to my,colleague, Mr. Gray, I hive a couple of broad questions
I wouldaike to ask.

Dr. Bullard, you mentioned in your testimony that Houston does
not have a "progressive inner city, revitalization plan." Dr. Ferry,
you mentioned the need for an enlightened urban policy. T wpuld
appreciate it if, first of all, Dr. Bullard, you vkihhil give us what' you
perceive-to be la) the priorities of l`piogressivepolicy," and (b)
what do you perceive to be the present-Mid future role of the'Ted-.
eral' Government:4 faeilitzkint,that: and Dr. Perry, I would then
like very much if Yeti would respond by giving us what. you:per-,



collie to be, the ingredients .and priorities of an "enlightened urban
policy ?"

Dr. BULLARD. In looking atilie eitSeiburient .posture toward revi-
' ' talization, it appeara to be sPoradadi...rincoardinated, and in many

cases does not exist, it is nonexistent.' ReyitalizatiOn iirtaking place
in Houston whether the city is involved 9r.,the. Federal Gov-
ernment is involved in it. It is basically stinitilated-:by the private.
sector, with no program and no plan, it appears be a hidden

The agenda is that the neighborhoods that are close in are "hot
and the' affluent.. want these/ neighborhOOds and, they are getting
ready to reclaiM them.

I think the city of Houston needs to' develop a revitalization
strategy or reinvestment strategy for these neighborhoods which
attempts to make sure that the incumbent residents in: those areas
can participate in the revitalization proCess, which will minimize
displacement, but also continue to provide, a sense of community -
within these neighborhood& - .

We-are talking about areas that have, for long periods'of time,
beeri associated with black neighborhoods. SO now, we hay:ejilie7
process of revitalization taking place, whiCh in many cases may:riti.!
be necessarily in the best interest of the resident& s

The example I cited waithe fourth ward. Right now, the fourth
ward is on a holding pattern. The. city right. nowthe histoiy .of
the community developinent block grarit program in the city of
Houston systematically did not allow the fourth ward to becOme
part of-the community development prOgram:
- The CHAIRMAN. You said it was under siege in your testimony? °

Dr. BULLARD.-It is under siege, the people there are anxious, they
don't know what will happen. in the neighborhood; they, are power-
less in terms of having the leverage of ownership,: In.. most cases,
the area is rented, it is controlled by a handful of peOpIe,;,

Again, the residents thpre are iiiostly black, moatlbOld, and mostly
renters. The ultimate deatiny of the neighborhood 1149.riOt within the
con4munity itself. It is my opinion that the only thing that is holding
off the redevelopment on the area is the coming on line of the 69th
Street sewer plant. As soon as that 'comes on line, when the sewer
moratorium is lifted and then the green' light would be givenand I
think if some type of policy is not put in place in terms of an official
policy On displacement,' whether it is direct or indirect, I think we'
were going to-see, massive amount of displaceMent within that
neightborhoa. ,?t

The city die§ ri'dt4have zoning, it has what is called deed restric,T
tion. IrOpahy bjack.neighbrohoodS;' deed restriction is just a joke.'

only means of co
borli . In blac,rieighbOthoods, these restrictions are, not enforced.
ThatOy tl)econtrolling

k
and stabilizing a neigh- '

That metiriktreas are systematically left to decline.
As soon as the area becomes ripe for redevelopment, we start to

see jogging paths and bicycle lanes and streets and sidewalks' being.
put-in./That:is a signal. I think there must needs to be an
urban policy from the national level 'coming down, and also at the
local level, that is stimulated and that is encouraged. by the citizens.

. Q



The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask yo9, e I aye, y,our attefitioh;
where. dO .the people g6 who are disPlaCed'in
ties? In 'previous- testimony in other 'areas, What' tenda,:tnibe the

..'process is that .people,MOVe, are pushed out etopeJOWAicoine com-
munity; they then are pressed into another.loW.inconie'dcOminunity,
they. 'then get displaced into another loucliiiecane. community. You
end up in. a situation such as we had in:Miami, where more, than
one family is pifshed into very small quarters., ..

In that -Context, people emotionally either' explode on one an-
other or they explode outside,. all, saw the practical effect of
that. Sc-.4. where are pebple melting and do:you see the potential for
that kind of crowding' in?

. Then I have one additional quedioii.and we will go to Dr. Perry:
Dr. BULLARD. That possibility is always there. When you have in-

dividuals that are displaced and yen have individuals where:we are
playing human dominoes, pushing families out of one neighborhood
into another neighborhood, at some point they reach a point where
you cannot push people any longer. .

I think the neighborhoods, the fourth *ward, for example, where
do the people 'go when they are displaced? .Do they code to third
ward and fifth ward where they may also be displaced? Where do
they go? I don't think that question has been answered. There are
no answers right now.

Mr. LELAND. Mr. Chairman,. if,you would yield on that point. Dr.
Bullard, I am really concerned about the Clayton Homes,.for exam-
,ple, 'which is federally funded housing project. The people there
are most desperate and they live in probably the most squalid.,con-
iiitions of anywhere in the country right here in Houston, Tex.

I am concerned that that community has 'been cast aside by poli-
ticians on a locid. level. They are saying these people who, are living
there have been forced out of other housing projects into this hous-
ing project because they are the castaways, these are the _people

- who supposedly are the troublemakers In the other housing proj-
ects so what they have 'one is they put them there, and I heard
this from One local politician, I might add.

What is happening is that they are slowly getting the so-called
few good people out of there and putting them in a housing project
in the fifth ward, but they are going to run these people off some-
where and they will wipe out these Clayton Honrs and build sOme-
thing new adjacent to the downtown community.

What is your comment on this?
Dr. BULLARD .. I think your observations are correct. Along the

same line of Clayton Homes, I think another analogy can be drawn
with Allen Parkway- Village. That is in the fourth ward. I did a
1976 study on Allen Parkway Village, at that time about 85 per-
cent of the people there were black. .

You look at Allen in 1982, and over half are Vietnamese. Politi-
cally we are talking about whether Allen Parkway Village13hould
be torn down, fourth ward razed and start all over again. It causes
less flack to displace Vietnamese in Allen ParkWay Village than to
displace blacks m Allen Parkway. Village. .

So whether it is by design or happenstance, Allen Parkway Vil-
lage is' becoming more 'and more Vietnarhese and less a threat in
terms of displacement politically if it comes to that.
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In previous testimony ,we received before the committee a 'number
of witnesses have indicated that if we continue to pursue our pre's-
ent course in urban America, that .our cities will rapidly become
cities of the very young,, the very old, the very ,riche and the very
poor and that middle -class people, irrespective of race, will no
longer exist in the urban centers,,, moving out for such values as
"better education, lower crime rate, greater security, safety,
fresher air," whatever.

But that middle-class America, leaving the cities, which means
then that the infrastructures of the cities; public education, et
cetera, begin to go down because you don't have the necessary base
to keep those institutions propped. up.

Now, I would like to know if thataikan accurate assessment of
where Houston is, if not, tell me what you perqeive to be the out-
migration patterns- in Houston, whether Houston is confronted
with these sort of problems, where the infrastructure of Houston
could very. well collapse, because you don't have" the middle-class
family - oriented support,, if you don't have the families with the
children, educational institutions go down; so the low-income
people trapped within the cities are' confronted with an inferior
school system, grossly underfunded anokunderstaffed.

Dr. BULLARD. The 'Houston situation may be somewhat different.
Houston covers some 550 square miles. The problems Houston faces
'deals with the pockets of-poverty and the pockets 'of affluence.
When we talk about -black areas that were annexed ..by Houston
that were considered suburban in their location, but 'inner city in
their demographics. The problems of these neighborhoods, as I said
befdre, are pretty much ,the same as the problems J'aced in the
Third 'World.

Black suburbanization does not mean that blacks have gotten in-
tegrated into the suburbs, it means reghettoization or resegrega- ,
tion. The problems that tend to resegregation and reghettoization
them are the same, whether or not it is in the suburbs or whether
or not it is in the inner city.

I-think the scenario, is similar, but somewhat. different to other
cities. -

Dr. Smrrx. Can comment on that for lust onetecond? I think
you are correct. I think the basic pattern kri Houston is similar to _

other cities. And Vr. Bullard's comment, I think, was also on line..
The difference in Houston is that we are fortunate that the ppliti-
cal jurisdiction, of the city of Houston is very broad. ,

,ASo what you would callevery time I talk about central city,"I
,4ave to ask what do we mean by central city in HolistOn. Usually .1
mean somep1ace within the 610 Loop, but. it is very difficult. The'
city is technically've-ry large.

The types of migratory patterns that yOu mentioned in other
cities is -occurring in Houston. A study I did\ for the' Houston Inde-
pendent School. District, which I think dlics present a different situ-
ation, because its boundaries are somewhat narrower, shows that
this pattern is occurring. One of the things that we were interested

*4 in '2 years ago was the question of whether the white middle class
was coming back, whether the upper middle class was coming back
to some areas inside. .
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mplicatiomt-would-thahave,for,the7Housten-Sehool
trict, especially with regard_ to continuing the desegregation -pros-
ess? .

The conclusion was that it -wasn't particularly favorable because
we are getting that type of migration you are talking about. It is
.,t the middle class with children, that are coming back, it is the
ipper middle class, the very young,' that don't have, children. So
:net we find is that 'while' the white population is actually revers- -

ing, white school-age children within is not, increasing.
So there are, some problems, even though we have a broader polit-

ical boundary as Dr. Bullard mentioned.
The CHAIRMAN: Let .me ask just one additional question. If the

pattern 'that /I have laid out is the reality at this moment, however
you are beginning now to see something different and that is white
middle-class and upper-class- people who went to the suburbs or
outside the central city are now 'coming back, does that mean then
that we *mild,' again replace those' minorities who were in the',
center city and the future migration' pattern into the center city
would be' white and middle class, ringed by minorities who have
been push' ed out?

'. Dr. PERRY. I think it could. But I-think there is' a more impor-
tant problem here. And we are seeing it, we are seeing it in Austin
and in Buffalo and in :a variety of cities. As this alleged downtown
revitalization movement takes holdand as I suggested to you
before, .it is litirdly a revitalUation movement when some, people
pny with their homes for other people's livelihood.

9 The potential, this time around, for more conflict politics, the po-
tential for violence, I think, will become higher. The reason, being
that in the sixties, urban renewal failed because no matter how
you pitched it, the Federal Government could not create that land
in an attractive enough package'to attract people back to it.

In the eighties,'as my friend and political leader, Fatherilernan-
tlez in Austin, Tex., says, that the fight is over land. And it is land
that the poor people sit on now-that more affluent people want. As
he said, you know, possession is nine-tenths of the law in my neigh-
borhood. Basically, what in essence people are saying over and over
and over again is that this time around, there will be a harder

debate because there is a scarce resource.
I think that this pattern creates the potential for a higher level

of conflict. With poor people having a resource they didn't have
before, that is little financial Possession to land, now renters and
owners is two different conditions here.

But' in essence, in some ways the civil rights movement of the
sixties was a contentious one because,it was over one's politics and
one's philosophy and one's. rights. .

This could even be more contentious because it is over real prop-
erty._ I think that, in' that context, the issue also has to be kept-

s' that- is 'why I was concerned by and also, instructed by some of the
earlier testimony given to this committee that Mr. Davis sent me. I
think in some ways again it comes back to creating 'a national pro-
gram of mediation. ,

I think we need safeguards that lead us to antispeculation con-
- trols, we need antidispkcernent processes. We need to create a geti-

eral debate over, not what unemployment is, but what sublipploy
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Congress, that are general enough to say meet the issues of subenv
ployment, cities of America, not the issues of unemployinent be-
cause Houston can always say we met the problem of unemploy-
ment and it issonle people's poverty.

In other words, in the creation of guidelines, for a national
policy, as I said, is a very real political process. That means mediat-
ing these different tensions, creating a land use plan; a, sense of the
use of lands in this changing, pattern, Mr. Dellums, creating a sub -
employment index in this pattern, is a much needed debate, I
think, one that is worthy of a full House committee.

I think this is crucial.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me just comment on that. I, think you are

absolutely right. A number of peoplea number of persons appear-
ing before the committee have suggested that what we need in the
Congress is a committee focusing on the problems of urban Amer-
ica.

I am in total agreement with you. The sad and tragic, and in my
estimation ludicrous reality, is that this very Small grossly under-
funded committee, at-this particular moment, is the only commit-
tee' of the Congress of the United States looking at what I perceive
to be as one of the major problems of today. That is the problems of '-
the decay of urban America. - , -

My hope is that one of the, byproducts of these:hearings will be
that the Congress of the United States reorganizes itself in such a
fashion that it is capable of addressing these problems. Yon can't
do it in the compartmentalized :fashion that we :have done in the
past.

Dr. PERRY. You can't. I think that is wily We get into some of the
dehateS we do,

The CHAIRMAN. Going back to the last comment you made just .
. prior to your assertion about a need for a committee would seem

to me if all three' of you) are making a very powerful statement
that we desperately need national policy, national urban policy, iut-
tional housing policy, national policy toward, the whole issue of ern-

'c ployment in all of its facets, then I would appreciate itthis would
be certainly my last question, if #11 of you would ',cointnent as to
whether or not the present administration's press for a New Feder-
alisrn flies in t e face of the reality of where-the Country ought to
be going, given nature of, the prOhternsr. .," . - % i

The questicin m asking' then is, are you critical of thii particu-
lar approach:bf going back to. the, cities when clearly iht.:prObleina
are rational in. scope; and itsti; I, would.aptireCiate'iteilyoir*ould

, .,- give us YoUtitrongest evalhation of thr New Federal"' ism as against. . .

thecoMments you made? ,

_

'' .,...: Dr. PERRY. I think the problems are national in scope and I think
they arethey are local and kitchen table close in terms of the re-
ality. I mean, in other words, I think it really is one of the major
problems I see with the present approach of the Reagan adminis-
tration is that it TeallY, in some ways, 'treats urban centers as if
there were no peoMe in them.

Again, if I can return to what I opened my testimony with, the
cities of America are viewed as some sort of passive object to liter-
ally be ,..plumed by the markeplace. Wethd_ Reagan approach

. .
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w « zatyb return the major problems to the cities; return the
major funding realities to the cities, and return basically the cities
to the exigencies of the free market, literally comes as close to
treating cities like, I guess, if you will bear with me a moment, like
my children treat a Coca-Cola. .:

My boys,- the other night, put a Coke can in the middle of the
bedroom. Now, everyone of the children knew that that was a clan
gerous place for a Coca-Coln can. Except that there was-absolutely
nothing left in the Coca-Cola can. I said, "Guys, would you pick it
up, it is going to spill." They said, "It is useless, it is all drank up,

drank it all." I said, "What are you going, to
e4krill let it sit here." I said, "Why?" My oungest, 6-yea olds

sop, said, "I forgot it." I said, "It is your respo . ility, I gav you
tt Coke can." He said, "We used it all up. It is no useless."

It is Akron. It is Canton. In essence, Reagan is basi ly like me,
he said go -play with that Coca-Cola. The leaders, the S tes and lo-
calitiecS are saying, "We drank the whole think, it is = esi." It is
aA4ear-old nolicy. My son can do better.
;The ,CHAMAN, 1 thank you 'very much.' The Ch would

no*--7
VOICE:'t Before this committee goes any further, I w t you to

answer the question why you are allowing euthanasia be, intro-
duced into'the District of Columbia right now and invoki the use
of the State's rightithe very excuse

The CHAIRMAN. First of all, we have some hearings her:. : we
are trying to proceed in regular order. The Chair is about to yi d
to the gentleman from Philadelphia to ask some questions, I 11

yield the Chair iri a moment to my colleague, Mickey Leland, bu I
will make a statement to you.

No. 1 firmly believe that the residents of the District of Col
bia, a redominantly black city in the United States, has a rig to
functi within the framework of democratic principles. Th .Con-
gress the United States enacted in my estimation an inadequate
and i pt bill known airthe Home Rule Act.

It was enacted in 1973, in a rather conservative environment in
the U.S. Congress. It has a number of conditions that would allow
any Member of Congress to bring a resolution of disapproval on
any action taken by the local City Council.

NoW, in my estimation, that flies in the face of all of our demo-
cratic principles. If the city council of Houston enacted a law,
whether you or I agreed with that law or not, it would not be the
responsibility of the Federal Government to intercede and impose
its will on the city council of the residents of Houston, Tex.

VOICE. Isn't that what the Ku Klux Klan said about the civil
rights movement?

The CHAIRMAN. I wish to make a statement and I would appreci-
ate it very much if you 40 not interrupt me again. Now the point
is, that for the Congress of the United States to intercede in the
business of the council of Houston, Tex., would be in my estimation
a direct violation of democratic principles. It seems to me that the
residents of the District of Columbia should have the same right, as
any other city council in the United States.

That is the philosophical view that I take. There may very well
be decisions that the City Council of Washington, INC. makes that I
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" 4 h. I shall not and,
wil not and do not believe it is the responsibility of the egress
the United States to act as a colonizing ingredient in that 'process,
to then sarto the residents of the District of Columbia, "We will
overturn a judgment of the City Council." The issue of accountabil-
ity lies at the local level.

Now, if
of

have a problem with any law, duly enacted by the
residents of the District of Columbia through their representatives
kn the City Council; then your fight is with the City Council. Now,
several weeks ago, the residents of the citythe City Council
acted what was referred to as a Sexual Reform, Act, which was an
approach to reforMing the sexual assault laws, something that the
American Bar Association had suggested 10 years ago.

iThe Moral Majority got involved in that issue, and the Congress -
of the United- States overwhelmingly passed a resolution of disap-.
proval, not beciuse, A, they understood the issue, or,' B, because it
was warranted. But because the Moral Majority -was involved in
the issue and too many of my colleagues were to ,frightened to
stand up for democratic principles and procedures.

We should only intervene in the lives of people of. the District of
Columbia if one of three conditions are met: If they clearly are vio-
lating the Constitution of the United. States, if they have exceeded

. their authority in the organic legislation known as the Home Rule
Act, or finally, if whatever action they have taken in some way
abridges or threatens the Federal interest.

In my estimation, that particular law and this law, the Natural
Death Act; which is the name of the legislation, is a law that peo-
ple's representative's have enacted. Now, I don't think this law in
any way exceeds the authority of the Home Rule Act, nor does it in
any way obscure Or obstruct the Federal interest, or finally, it is
not unconstitutional on its face.

Not meeting those criteria, you and I should join in making cer-
tain that .democratic processes are adhered to. If the City Council,
if the Congress of the United States, came down on the city council
of Houston, Tex., all hell would literally break loose.

Lam saying the residents of the District of Columbia have the
same:rights to demand their freedom. For a nutribei1/4of years in
fifithcolintry.; a very important slogan went around -4merica, "D.C.,
the Last Colony, of the United States." I question whether that is .

the last colony, but I certainly believe it is a colony, and his been a
colony. don t think it is the last because we are still colonizing
human beings.

But the fact of the matter is that I will not and shall not impose
'Myself on the residents of the District of Columbia. If people in
Washington, 'D.C., don't like what the City Council does, just as if
my constituents don't like what I do, they have a mechanisth by

%which they can call for accountability. My job is to not be a super
politician, reigning over the elected representatives of the Dil,r,ict

;00f Columbia, the majority of whom, interestingly enough, 40
Black.
,*;. Now what makes me, a super Politician? What gives me.'

'.! ..handle on morality and ethics and democratic principle
`persons duly elected to the 'City Council? I reject that notion an

iAir assertion. My responsibility is not to engage in the, substaii.
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tive aspects. You never surfaced when there was debate on that
question at the City Council level. If =you. wanted to get involved at

,that level, that is where your fight.was, it' was not my responsibili-
IY to be a colonizer of the District of Columbia.

People have a .right within the framework of democratic princi-
ples to react to .policy, once you start down that road of reacting
because you don't agree, politically, you walk down a very danger-
ous °road: So when do we.. intervene? Suppose the residents of the
District of Columbia pass a gun control law and then the National
Rifle Association says, "We will have a national movement to dis-
apprOve the action of the citizens of the District of Columbia."'You
and I know that there.is only one representative of the 'District of
Columbia, the other 435 people voting ave &' cheap shot at it be-
cause the constituents can't get at it thee residents only vote' for
one person who, incidentally, does no have a vote on the floor of
the U.S. Congress.

That is the absurdity, that is the contradiction. That is the
hypocrisy. I yield to my colleague, Mr.*.Leland, who -I would ask to
chair these proceedings for a few moments.

Then I would ask the gentleman if he would yield to Mr. Gray of
Philadelphia. I will be rig-ht back.

Mr. LELAND [presiding]. I would like to admonish the, partici-
pants in this hearingboth those seated before us and the audi-
ence itselfthat the proceedings here pre very much the same as,
court proceedings and should ,be followed according to the law. We
must call for regular order. And if in, fact the gentleman' or anyone
else have something'to say, they must check with the clerk of the
committee, who will then advise the Person who.has that request
on how they may go about testifying' fore this committee.

I understand the gentleman's emotional involvement. I have
,spoken to the gentleman before. But I would suggest that the gen- .

tleman be apprised that he cannot heard out of order in these
proceeding. I now yield to the gentletnan from Philadelphia.

Mr. GRAY. Thank you, Chairman Leland. I have just a few ques-
tions, I think most of the qUestions have been asked very adequate-

' ly by the chairinan of the committee, Chairman. Dellums. Have you
gentlemen read th.purban enterprise zone legislation, both in the
form presented laN the administration and in the Kenip-Garcia bill
which was introduced'in the 96th Congress?

Dr. PERRY. J just read the -initialthe Kemp-Garcia version,hat
is all I read. , .

Mr: LELAND, Which one of the,Kemp-Garcias?
Dr. PERRY. I don't' really know, Mr.' Leland, which one it was. I

have seen one version.
Mr. GRAY. The reason I ask that question is that I think there is

a lot -of misinformation about the 'urban enterprise zones as pro-
posed by the administration and also by Kemp-Garcia. I am one of
the sponsors of the Kemp-Garcia legislation. I realize that it is not
a papacea, nor is it going to change drastically the employment
probrems of inner-city people.

But it is perhaps one small' tool, if carefully crafted and struc-
tured in a way that it can deal with inner-city problems and there
have been numerous changes made in the Kemp-Garcia bill, sihce
its introduction in the 96th Congress,

11-785 0 - 83 - 28
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And it is quite different, quite different from the admiriZtra-
.

me point out several major differences. In the administration bill,
the Reagan proposal for urban enterprise zones, they'd° away with
the minimum wage, which Kemp-Garcia does not.

In the Reagan administration proposal for urban enterprise
zones, they call for an elimination or waiver for local governments
of Federal regulations in the enterprise zone. This raises very seri-

, ,ous questions, about air pollution and all of the civil rights statutes,
et cetera:

And then also the targetedplaces in Kemp-Garcia, which calls
for specific goals to be achieved_ vis-a-vis the hiring of youth and
city residents, has been replaced and eliminated in the administra-
tion bill. -

So I would urge you gentlemen to take a close look and scruti-
nize that because there are profound ,differences between the two
pieces of legislation, and the Kemp-Garcia bill 'has changed drastic-
ally since its introduction.

I will be glad to forwazd to you copies of both proposals. That
really brings me to the qUestion of minimum wage. I' am delighted,
Dr. Perry, that you brought out something that we don't look at in
this Nation, and that is really the three categories of pain when
you talk about unemployment.

Those who are unemployed, who don't have a job, those who
have a job, but what they are making is not enough to live on and
'then, third, those that don't even get counted, the discouraged
worker. I come from an older Northeastern °city ,where in my con-
IreSsional district you are talking about over 20 percent adult un-
employed and over 50 percent youth unemployment, and when you
break that dov4n into minarities, you are talking about close to 30
percent black adult unemployment, and close to 80 percent black

, youth unemployment.
That is if you include the discouraged worker, not including the

subemployed worker. That is why I have a very difficult time un-
derstanding those who would advocate doing away with the mini-
mum wage. When in the city of Philadelphia ,a minimum wage still
keeps you below povertyI also think sometimes that the advo-
cates of getting rid of the minimum wage fail to' understand, the
difference in our society today as opposed to the 1950:s and the
1940's, which I think, Dr. Bullard, you pointed out.

What is the raw material that we have in those inner cities?
I cannot speak for Houston and I would like some comments

from all of you on what I am saying, but in many of our Northeas-
tern and Midweitern oldei cities, you are talking about the second
and third teration who have been on welfare, contrary to
popular ne onservative ideological, thinking, work, from my
knowledge, is not genetic behavior, but it is learned behavior,
where you grow up in the house and you see an aunt, an uncle, a
big brother, a big sister, or a father or mother put on a white collar
or blue collar or no collar, go out, come back at the end of a week
or 2 weeks with a reward and that is how we learn that, hey, you

.0 work in order to get resources and you getyou take those re-
sources and you buy things.

GI Z I I ,.h;. I. II .
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In many placeiLyoluire_falkingaboutsecood-ord-genera---

tions that don't have that So when you begin to talliAlimit
ing the minimum wage, when, in a city like Philadelphia, if you
pay the minimum wage,' it is not enough for a person to suivive
Philadelphia, let alone if that person is a breadwinner and has a
family.

And I would like to just get your comments on the whole clues-
, tion of the minimum wage. I missed some of yOur testimony and, it

seems to me, that those who want to get rid of minimum wage
have a sort of idyllic view of America.

Let's return to America that usetht,p be and fails to recognize the
realities of right now. In Philaclerphia, for instance, how many jobs
are available for subminimum wage?

In Houston, beside the Burger Kings and McDonald's, how many
real jobs would be available in the private lector, with growth po-
tential, security potential, without minimum wage?

In Philadelphia, there are very few. I don't think lo'iietingthe
minimum wage in Philadelphia would make a big impact. Maybe-it
would make an impact here.

The other question have to ask myself, also, is that with lower-
ing minimum wage, doesn't it do violence to the reality that we no
longer have many youtig people, 18 to 21, who are living at home
with families the way it happened 30 or 40 years ago, that they are
out on their own, sometimes married at an early age, have children
to support, and if we had a youth differential, how do we determine
the cutoff?

You have someone 18; who is out of high school,, married, a child,
making $1.50 an hour or $2 an hour.

How are they going to survive? They no longer live at home with
their parents, as perhaps was the practice in the 1940's.

I would like some reaction on that observation?
Dr. PERRY. Well, most of what I think I have said alreadyI,

would like to add a couple of other points.
One of the. reasons I. have suggested this approachthe particu-

lar approach in the written testimony that I barely touched., on
today, at the next level has actually, nothing to do with being an
academic, but has a lot to do with living in Austin, Tex. Watching
a process that has started to work over the last 3 or 4 years there.

One of the things that they have done, that is being tried there,
in the downtown areas, is the creation of a downtown revitalization
task force. It is a group of people from both the banks and small
business, large business, and the ghetto area. We have people from
black 'citizens task force, the bankers and a variety of people in
trying to put them together on a task force that literally will at-
tempt to design some thresholds or characteristics of some sort of
safeguards one would need to piotect the downtown.

One of the ways in which the bankers are starting to work to-
gether is that if indeed an industry wants to come 'into the down-
town area, and if indeed one of the reasons it is coming to the Sun
Belt is that subemployment is such a profitable feature,' here, to
protect against subemployment and unemployment in the area, the
concept of a minimum wage is almost top of the line in Austin.

Especially in your downtown service jobs, in which case the mini-
mum wage doesn't even obtain half of the time. I mean people
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,.Work for 75 cents an hour and tips.. That is .basically what is goi'
on:

And talk about colonies. Boy, the colonists are doing very well
downtown revitalization areas. To try to protect against.:41rtuer
colOnization, to use Chairman I)ellums' term is' whatT.this process
of: safeguarding is trying to do. If you can only proVide,tips' on
soiii4thing'clowntowq, in, this new-.Hyatt Regency, of $1:25 an twill.-

%phis! sips.lf.yoll want 'to come in here and you want to be part of
ari-eriterprise-zone, you want some forni'of a tax.aheltered program
in terms of your investments o You want to pick up on some of the
section 10 money that is going around.

What we want you to do is, supply a. health program, the mayor
is sitting there, hopefully with the bankers; in return for..that we

financingwill get you the tax increment in nancing that you Want and we
will supply sornesof our CDGV money in terms of a program on in-
frastructure investment.

Then the body will say, that sort of use, that land and that sort
of guarantee, gives us the first health packages in the program, the
economic development association will dO the subcontracting.

What in essence will happen over a period .of time, and Lord
knows we have had more failures ttian success in trying this, is
from the beginning, the citizens, are up front involved in partieipat-
mg in the process.

The bankers don't-like it, but it is starting to happen': It going
to take a long time o-work out this sort of process.

But that, I think, is one way of getting a minimum wage, or if
someone gets in. and a job is not protected by the minimum, wage
laws, that we are trying to get some other sort of concessions or
benefits on it. a

I think it fs going to take time, Mr. Gray, starting with 'the pro-
gram you are putting together, but over time, it is going, to take
the execution of a Federal npridttte, that this sort of thing'fis what
the Federal Government 'Win* to see going on in all cities in
America.

You don't have to sit and talk about program, particularly. pro-
, f krams, but one should get-the Government to talk about the

'thresholds or guarantees of. the guidelines that any program de-
signed at the Federal mak:163i level would have to meet.

There are ce levels of urban decentSe that could be met. The
minimum wage is'ne of them. I guess that is in addition to what I
said before.

I would love to see the committee working in that direction.
There are local models to start with around the country, like
Austin.

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman has the time?
Mr. GRAY. I return the time to the Chair.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair has a couple of additional questions. I

have a couple. of questions; Dr, Bullard, of you; a couple prepared
questions, as we looked over your testimony submitted.

Does the fact that Hduston has no zoning mean that there is no
board or commission for citizens to'Complain to when projects that
adversely affect a neighborhood are proposed?

Dr. BULLARD. Houston has a planning commission. Usually in
most cities you have planning and zoning. They have a planning
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commission
the city; however, the fact that Houston is basically a lieVeloper's
town and tlie Kesider4. in many neighborhoods have very little in-
fluence in Orms tW:e factors which may be placed in a neigh-
borhood, or viihich;.may be environmentally unsafe, et cetera.

- A typiCal.eXample that I gave was the placement of landfills and
dumps, solicl.Weste sites in black neighborhoods.

The. CHAIRMAN, tofOunk you on behalf of myself
and members pf, the committee-and 'Members of the staff for your
contribution to these Proceedings:Y:6n have been very thought pro-
voking,.:extremely stimulating, sazid4 gre y appreciate it. There'
may be a -few questionS that will occur after. we go over thee
transcript again.

I would' appreciate it very much if we courd:tk .41de:to:forward '

to you a few questions, if any should arise% that inily..ask'yoU to
submit writte answers to. . .

Dr. PERRY Surely.
Dr. BULLARD. Sure,
The Culastivi..I.,thank yo iery ch for. your contribution.

now:Chair. will no 'tail the follbwiPiguthree witnesses,, who will tei-
tify as a panel: De. ,..,Wainer Henson, executive; director, Urban... .
League; Gene Locke,. the, fornier director of,HOPE'.Development; ,

and finally, Mr. ErneSt:McMillen, representative of Black United
Front. If all three of you would come forWard.

We would like to take a 5-minute break in bider to give the re-.
porter an opportunity to take a bieather.

[Recess.]
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will 'reconvene: We will begin

with Dr. Henson's testimony followed by Mr. Locke, followed by
Mr. McMillen.

.. , I

STATEMENTS OF WARNER HENSON, PH: D., EXECUTIVE TAREC-
TOR, URBAN LEAGUE;GENE LOCKE, FORMER DIRECTOR' OF
HOPE DEVELOPMENT; AND ERNEST:MCMILLEN, REPRESENT,A-..:-. .: ,

TIVE, BLACK KITED FROM'.

STATEMENT OF WARNER HENSON,. .D..

-I.. Di. HENSON. To the chairman, Mr. ROnald*Dellithis, may I say
thank you for bringing the House Coinniittee,kni the DiStrict of Co-
lumbia---for* coming to Houston, Tex., 'to. Conduct these hearings.

. You4 timing. is -significant given that sd inany,of our blirk citizens
have almost lost hope and faith in the Congress...

Houston, the fourth largest city in the Nation, is groWing faster
than the infraStructure needed to support this fantiiiitic- growth.

,,.Houston has been cited ti's% boom town and promoted by the chain-
;.ber of commerce nationwide as a city with the lowest .u,nempl
ment rate in the Nation. s

We see today, and everyday, that this fantastic growth is bring-
ing and creating the earn iiiban .prOblems faced_ today by the

cFlarger Midwestern fim '7. urban centers of America. Unfortu-
nately, this .boOm ciff,itoslibiity in Houston, with _the 'population
growth rate of 800 te1,000 new people per week, and the piojeted
population by 1984. of 2 million to 3 million people, is no.a-Statifitic
that is impressive to its black citizens.

. .
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The c training .41ogramsbrth-curren
fion has endous negative impact on Houston's black citi-
zens. The. 'oyinent problems-of blacks is further compounded

largerligtut of illegal aliehe that are living in Houston and
- the sizable population of other oreigners from India and ,Asia.

This new group of minoriti eplacing a valuable American
resourceits black citizens. mericans that have fought so

`, gallantly in every war to Make ston, and America, a safe place
to live now find it difficult to enjoy the fruits of a growing econo-
my. It has been contended by some that these illegal aliens and for-

.eigners take only those jobs that no one else Wanted.
A Rice University professor, has made a survey of jobs in the con- ..

'struction industrj,,,)and it revealed that- these jebs pay. fom $4 to
*45 per hour. I know many black unemployed citizens who would
certainly, accept jobs paying at that rate.

=The New. Federalism has destroyed programs that helped blacks_
, - climb opt of poverty. For example, in Houston, CETAthe Com-

prehensive Employment Training ActVias severely cut. It Inmost
abolished all public service jobs that-were employing blacks. The..
Hotigton Urban. League had a CETA contract. Our research showed
that less than 25 percent of those that were let go found employ-
'ment.

The Hckston privates sector has not offered employment Co fill
the unemployment gap for these black citizens. The Texas Employ-
ment Commission, which is planning on closing 70 of its 117 offices
statewide, has already closed two offices in Metropolitan Houston.
So, the helpless remain hopeless under these,kinds of hational poli-

, . ,

UnemplOyment- and: poverty are on the increase in .HoustOn, and
the ;current' adMiniititation's New Federalism is nothing more than
a prescription for further inflicting misery on the blacks in Hous-
ton. It is a fact that *national problemi require national solutiOns.
This new attitudes, the New Federalidm, only. makes the 1980's
more potentially disastrous and dangerous.

The National Urban Leagues, annual "State of Black America"
report is one that cleanly depicts the conclitions;,df blacks' in Amei-
ica. "The Economic Patterns. iii Black America;' by. Prof. Bernard
Anderson,'director of the Social Services Division otthe Rockefeller
Foundation, points. out that the blackgains in manufacturing 'jobs"
are 'endangered by the slump in the auto and steerihdustries. Also,-
that the struggling blabk middle-class, too, is in trouble.

The rapid gains in black professional employment has been con:.
centrated in lower level, technical and services. jobs. Qpvernment
jobs have been. a source of .erhPlornent for black college graduates.
But the irtipact ;of Reaganomics, shrinifing- Government. budgets
and State and local government job layoffs mean increased vulner-
ability for black.GOvernment employees.

Job ruts on the Federal level are concentrated in the areas of
health, education, human services, and these are the sectors 'where
most of our-.black citizens are employed..So the traditional areas of
stable, secure; and decent paying jobs for blacks are beComing .
areas, Of instability,' insecurity, and limited employment opportuni.
'ties for blacks.' '
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Further, °Dr. Bernard .points opC every Federal dollar inVepted in
on-the-job training programs.rettign-#.2816-the society;and econo-

Mr. Chairman, I would like to again thank you for alroWing me
'to make these brief comments.. .4.:

The CHAIRMAN. Think you, Dr. Heris
[The prepared statement. o4Dr. Warner.Henson follows:]

' STATEMENT OF WARNER H9ticiikr; leocarrivE DIRECTOR OF THE HOUSTON AREA URBAN

:..

Mr, Chairman, May I say. thank ' you to the ;cangressional BiaCk:, Caucus for
coming to. Houston, Tex. Your tulaang issignificenegiven-that so many of our. minor-

.
ity citizens have rtmost.Iost all 5OPe 'and faith in theCongress. Holston, the fourth
largest city in the'Nation that is growing faster than the infrastructureneeded' to
Support its fantastic:growth. ,. 7

Hotun.on 'has been cited as a bean town and promoted by the Chamber of
merce nation=wide as a city with the lowest iinemploym@nt rate in the Nation..

We see today and everyday' Ault thitfatitastis growth is bringing and creating the '
same urban problems faced *lay- b3fthe larger Mid.Western aqd Eastern urban
Centersoof America.

Unfortiinately, this boom of prospeititi of Horiston with a Population growth rate :
of 800 to 1,000 new people per week eglioprojected:population by 1984 of 2 to 3 mil-
lion people is not a statistic that is imAwsive to its blackicitizens.

The cut back in job training. programs iiy the current iidininistratiOn has had a
...tremendous negative impact oUthe Houston Mack citizen's.

The unemployment problems,of blacks is further compounded' bithe large
of illegal aliens that are living in Houston and sizeable population of other foreiglit.
ers' from India and Asia. This new gro,,iip,of Minorities .arerfreplacing a valuable

resource, black,citizens. Some black Americana that have fought in'
every war so Gallantly to m4ellousten and Ainerica a safiand better place to live.

It has been -"contended by some that 'these illegal aliens and foreigners took only
those jobs that nip one else-Wanted:A Rice University professor made a survey. of
jobs in the construction industiY ihd it revealed' that these jobs paid from to
$9.45 per hour; I know many black unemployed citizens who wield certainly accept ".
jobs paying at this rate.

The NeWFetleralism has destroyed programs 'that helped blacks cliinh out of potr-
erty. "For eiciirnhle;, in Houston C.E.T.A:, (the Comprehensive .Employment Training.
Act), was seyerelY cutit abolished all public service 'jobs that were employing
blacks. The Hoosion Urban League had a C.E.T4.; contract and our research,
shoWed that less than 25 percent:of thos% let go .found hew employment. The
fon "vateriedor has not offered employment to fill therdnemplOyMent gaps.

exas Employment Cotninission (TEC)which is planning on clOsing 70 ot.its
117 offices State-wide haS already Cloied two offices in metropolitan Houston. So the.

heljers remain hopelesii under thifritind of Oticitial,policies.
Unemployment and, poverty are on the ver&sen..Houston and the current ad-""

miniatratio ew :Federalism is a nothing inotelhan a prescription for - flitting fur-
therrinitie minorities .and the poor. (It fact that natiOnaroblems require,
national solutions). This new attitude .0 makes the 1980s More potentially. die-

ei estrous. The National Urbandkague's A al State of Black America ReporCis one
thgt cleaoly depicts the condWons of blac in America. The.eeoffeMic patterns in

4.4aCk Altidri by Professor Bernard .Anderson, Director 'of the SOcial Services
Bien of thi% kefeller Foundation points out that black gains in manufacturing
johg: are and red by the slump 'in the auto, and steel industries.' Algto that the
struggling blii middle class to is in trouble. The rapidgains in Ole& professional.:
employment 'haVe been concentrated.in lower-level technical and prOf4ional serv-
ice jobs. Goverriment'jobs, have been a source of employment for blackaofte gradu-
ates.

But the impact of ReaganOmics shrinking Government budgets, and State and
r.. local governMent lobs layoff means increased vulnerability for black Goirernment

lmployees. Job cuts on the eral level are concentrated in health education and
human service section most y mploy blacks.

. tk. So the traditional areas to sta secure and decent paying jobs for blacks are
becoming .areas of instability, in rity; and limited employment opportunities for
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Professor Anderson points oui.,'eliery Federal dollat.itivesfeel in onrtlife-job-treining
programs seturns $2.28 to tf society and the economy. ' .

Mt. Chairniam thank you again for allo*ing the to makekthese comments..
- 1116 CHAIRMAN. M.14,1?ocke?

, .t .
- STATEMENT OF GENE LOCKE

t
: it.

Mr. LOCICE. .My name is 'Gene kam a load attorney and
'former director of HOPE Development; a nonprofit .community is

based organization here in Houston. I have lived in Houston. all/or
my adult life and been involved in -civil rights issues;:),Irban con
derns, and community improvements projecplor much longer than ,.....11
I care to remember: 0.

Thitive seen this town changetrasticallY, from)* oversized coun-
try town td a metropolitan fenter in the truest senseRof the wprd.'
More-irnportantly to me, I have been involvedtersemelly in a lot f a
the improvements, the, projects and protests,- to' Map stifb. that-77"
Houston's urbanization process, affected air Noustonmag;equitably.

.It has not. :, ",ti . ,f'-.::: ".4,:{

As a private citiz4n and adomistratol- ofa sonimOtty based pro,:4!.,.
gram, I have seen both the iMpaCt aid theladk 'Of 1.111PacLof,Feder-
al programs and Federal , speeding in urban Houston.,,Therefore, °

my testimony this morning.; thOugh brief, will iif oit Why.redfr2,will
. al sgending and Federal support is "s6'critical urban'HAVslion, ...

I think our starting point has tole that as. State riOW,. Taw is
no' longer a percent:State: Eights peicen of all Veitang'n6W live in
metropolitan areas, of which Houston is the laest:,.'rwenty per

of all black Texans live inFliarns Courity,'Anchiiilinost all
of Houston. Given that kind of scenario,It I look at Houston I see
two cities in one: a urban Houstod'and a subtirban-HOutitkin. i ,

Both of these cities share the seine metropolitan boundaries. The
suburban city, the suburban. Houston is ..Sheltacterized-and Symbol-
ized by . Houston's-- wealth and' proEverity, by the beautiful new ,..ft,
shopping centers and malls, and subdivtliont ant)a kind of sense
.of physical beauty that tends to attract people from all across the
world. It is the citizens of subUrban HOuSton t4at are by and large
the true beneficiaries of Houston's boom. They have the jobs that
economically open the doors to a brightifuture._.

Then there is other Houston, the urban Houston. To many of
us, it is like a hidden_city, camouflaged by freeways and high-rises.
The citizens of urban Houston are the poor, tlfe working poor, the
lower middle class. They are the hardest hit by Urban problenis.
They are black and 'white and brown and yellow. They.iire old and
they are young. And it is for these citizens of urban Houston that
the continuation- and the increase in Federal spending is extremely
poor.

One of the things that I think ;that I would like to say to this,
committee; in examining American life ovezNie.past 25 years, our
expectations of city government-has changed-drastically as we have
become,a more urbanized country. We now expect city government
at the local level to:do more for us than was the general exPecta-
tion., Given the shiinking antli nonmoving .tax base at the local
level,' in the absence of Federal. funding, it is impOisible for the
local municipalities to in fact meet the expectations of people Who '"

resideloverwhelmiligly in these, urban areas. And'having listened

4.,
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to some of the testimony, one of the things that you should be
' aware of is that Texas,, although it has a rich history in many re-

spects, doh not:have a rich history when it comes to State funding
of 'urban-related problems.

in 'fact, quite the opposite it .tzue. What has become an albatross
around so ..m..aay of ourinecks is the so-called Texas attitude of let's
go it alone. VI! are individuals, we can make it. Because of a cen-
tury of domination 'by rural elements, State government in Texas
never .has been a source of significant support for people concerned
about urb'an problems.

_ This is a tragic irony in the face of President Reagan's talks of
New Federalism' Thus, the solutions to urban problems in Houston
will only come as a result offederal participation and involvement
with local municipal leaders. To.say it differently, it is my feeling
that you, as representatives of the Federal Government, have an

;---pbligation-at-the-Federal--.1evel=to-insure-at-least-a-minhnwn-level_
of quality of life for all Americans, including those that reside in
urban Houston.

Federal programs, Federal social programs in particular, though
often maligned, have been essential to the survival and progress of
many urban Houstonians. My concerns and fears center artund
one problem and one 'question: Without these Federal social .pro-
grams, what kind of city would this be4for us to live

I would readily agree with the critiCOof some of the social spend-
ing who cite mismanagement as a woblem with Fe8eral programs.
But no one has come forth and demonstrated a higher level of mis-
management with social programs than presently exists with mill-
tary spending, or the space progratn, or ipther areas of Federal in-
volvement. In truth, there has been.some level of mismanagement
.an& abuse of social programs, but fbr every instance of abuse there
are four or five success stories.,that are never told. Theie are exam-
ples where people's lives haNta been qualitatively changed as a
result .of Federal.jntervention. o

Mr. Chairman, I think it is important for us to at least look at
social welfarespencling in aa different light- Before Johnson, Presi-
dent Johnson's war on poverty, gqing.back now through the 1950's,
the percentage of people who were poor in this country was almost
30 percent. The people who are,, percentagewise, poor now, who live
above or below the established Government poVerty linejO some-
where around 15 to 17 percent.

If these Governmeht figures can be taken as true and accurate, it
means in fact a reduction in the number of people who have been
livingwho are' living in poverty as a result of Federal interven-
tion from social prograins. Mpre importantly, I think, is not to
quibble about whether tr not we have more people in poverty now
than in 1950, but to realize that Federal programs, sociaWprograms,
have prrnoted two essentials for all Americans: hope and the op-

.. portunity for equality of opportunity for minorities.
Indeed, many social welfare programs have failed, but they failed .

for some very logical reasons that we can see in hindsight:
No. 1. Management.
No: 2. That at the time these progiamaVere. instituted we did

hot ..anticipate and predict the population boom that would accornt
pany them.

OA, s
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No. 3. We did not anticipate and predict the rate of urbaniiation
that would place further demands.

No 4. We did not want to talk about thamonopolization of inter-
national finance capital and what that has meant in the scheme of
the class structure of America.. in fact, we have wanted to
turn our back to the depth by which American society is riddled
with the class strucye. We wanted- to think that simply by throw-
ing some Federal 'f ds toward people whO had been historically
poor and disadvantaged, we could change a century of oppression
and neglect and frustration: Such cannot be done.

Mr. Chairman, the complex nature of urban life requires that we
continue andinot reduce Federal involvement at the local evel. In
closing, I think it is the respodsibility of the Federal Government
to insure a certain standard of life for all Houstonians, or Texans,
and Americans.

L fear the day that that responsibility is turned over to the lead-
ership of the tate o exas or e ea' ers ip o e ci y o ous-
ton.

The CHAIR AN. I would like to thank you for your opening re-
ma k.4'.

e prep red statement of Gene Lot-ke follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GENE L. LOCKE

Mr. Chairman and Committee Members: MY. name is Gene L. Locke. I am a local
attorney and former director of HOPE Development (a non-profit coMmunity-based
organization). I have lived in Houstonvall of my adult life. I have been involved with
civil rights issues, urban concerns, and 'community improVement projects for much
longer than !caret() recall (16 years).

I have seen Hosuton change dramatically film an oversized "country tom?" to a.
metropolitan center in the truest sense of the term. More impoVantly, I have been
personally involved in many of the projects, protests,eand movements that sought to
insure that Houston's urbanization process affected all Houstonians, equitably. As a
private citizen, civil rights activist, and administrator of community-based pro-
grams, I hAve seen the impact and the lack of iippact of Federal spending in urbbn
Houston. 4

My testimony, therefore, today centers on why increased Federal spendings and
support is so critical to the "urban Houston".

The term "urban Houston" is used to delineate it from "suburban Houston. There
are in act two cities within one ratinicipal boundary.

One is "suburban" Houston; it symbolizes Houston's wealth and prosperity. It is
characterized by beautiful new shopping malls, new subdivisions for residential
growth, and a °sense of physical beauty. The citizens of "suburban" Houston, by and
alarge, are the true beneficiaries of Houston's boom. They have the;jobs that eco-
nomically open the doors to a bright, future.

The .other city is "urban Houi3ton". To some, it is a hidden city camouflaged by
freeways and high rises. The citizens of "urban Houston" are the poor, working
poor, and lower middle class. They are the hardest hit by urban problems. They are
black, white, yellow, and brown. They are the elderly and the very young. For these
citizens of "urban Houston", the continuation and the increase in federal spending
in in Houston is extremely important.

As. I am sure you have found from those who testified before me, Texas does not
have a rich history of state funding of urban-related problems. Quite the contrary is
true. Because of a century of domination by rural elements, state government in
Texas has never been a source of significant support for those concerned with urban
problems. That is a tragic irony of President Reagan's notions of new federalism. ,
Thud, the solutions to the urban problems in Houston will only come as a result of
federal participation and involvement with local municipal leaders.

To say it differerently, it is the obligation of the federal government to insure a
minimum level of "quality of Life" for all Americans.

Federal social programs, though often maligned, have been essential to the surviv-
al and progress of so many "urban Houstonians". My concerns and fearS center

I, 440
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around one question: Without these Federal social programs, what kind of city
would this be to live in?

I would -really agree with the critics who cite mismanagement as a problem with
some Federal programs. But, no one has come forth and demonstrated a higher rate
of mismanagement in social programs,than in' the' military or the space programs.
'In truth, for every example of mismanagement or abuse of social p there
are four.or five examples of success stories; examples of situations where people's
lives have been qualitatively moved to make equality of opportunity a meaningful
term.

Moreover, the complex nature of urban life now requires us to continue, not
reduce federal involvement. Today, 'eighty (80 %) .percent of Texas' population is
intan. Over twenty (20%) percent of the black population of this state resides here
in Harris County. These black urbanites, along their Mexican-American neigh-
bors, have been historic victims of racial and e discrimination. Texas has never
practiced a policy of true equality for these ci

Therefore, many blacks and browns' in the diner city (because of historical denial
of opportunity) pow special problems and demands. Federal programs, lace CETA
and Community Development, have made a difference in this city. Their continu-
ation is essential if we are to deal with our social problems in a constructive
manner.

In closing, I would like to offer the following recommendations foi your considera-
tion:

1. That funding for CETA and Community Development (or similar type pro-
grams) be expanded in Houston, not reduced. This is critical in light of the under -
employment problems that so many brawn and black Houstonians face.

2. That funding for public housing and public healthprograms be greatly expand-
ed to meet very critical needs in theseareas in Houston.

3. That aid to small colleges and public universities be expanded to provide the
opportunity for educatioin an effort to bridge. the gap of inopportunity.

4. That funding for mass transit be increased and special county-wide programs be
developed to deter °the massivf auto-congestion problems that currently plague
Houston's freeways. 0

5. That community-based alcohol, drug, and mental health centers be established
thru joint city-state-federaLfunding. These problems produce a sundry of indirectly
and related social tensions and ills.

6. That direct "survival" programs be continued (food stamps, AFDC, SSI, medic-
aid). These are life/death programs for so many Houstonians.

The decisions made by our colleagues in Washington over the next several months
wilt impact directly on what. Houston will look like in the years to come. An urban
center of hope of an urban center of frustration and crisis: The choice is clear.

The CHAIRMAN. I now turn to Mr. McMillan,.

STATEMENT OF ERNEST McMILLAN
Mr. McMILLAN. Good afternoon, Congressman Dellums and other

distinguished guests 'and fellow Houstonians. If youdon't mind, I
would like to get directly to the point.

Hopefully, during your stay, in Houston you will be able to con-
firm, and verify for yourself most of the things presented within my
statement. Although Houston has its own peculiarities and unique-
ness, the quality of black life here is basically the same as in 'every
other large American, city. Despite all of the fast talk about Hous-
ton being the hub of the thriving Sun Belt, black Houstonians find
themselves being in the hole of the donut; that- is, being in a de-
pressed area completely surrounded by a broad, circular well.

The inner city ikpin a state of rapid deterioration while the outly-
ing areas are on the upswing. Houston's inner city has some of the
worst housing 'conditions in the country. The existence of substand-
ard housing throughout the inner city, which is at the same time
the source of some of the city's most valued land, leads one to sus-
pect that there is a. deliberate stranglehold on the ghettoes and
barrios:of Houston.
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Houston may remain a boom to the developer and investor but to
the average resident of the inner city it is a real bust. Hand in
hand with dilapidated housing goes every other feature of de-
pressed life, poverty, unemployment, underemployment, wide/
spread drug use, other crimes, and polibe brutality.

Ideals about a better quality of life ancLa bright' future for chit,
dren, born and unborn, is often superseded by the day-to-day fight
for survival. School dropout rates increase, prostitutes line the
streets and begin to work in shifts, while an honest day's pay
cannot be stretched any more to obtain the necessities of life.

Houston's inner-city residents find themselves fighting for
crumbs from the big table. It is like being in a crowded theater
with only one exit and a fire alarm sounds, The, commercially in-
spired and highly orchestrated vision of Houston as a city of pros-
perity draw thousands of people here each month with hope for a
new start in 1' .: e e t

lems which ;already exist here.
In fact, Houston is only a few years away from being another St.

Louis, Cleveland, or Newark. My hope is that the new immigrants
will soon se that they have not entered a lost paradise but a fool's
paradise. Hopefully, they will realize that running is not the solu-
tion, but-taking ALthe struggleto make it better is.

I would like to focus on one specific area of concern confronting-
- black Houitonians -especially, and then issue a call to the Congres-

sional Black Cancus to act toward implementing some firm steps
toward theending of the misery and suffering that our people face.

The Houston Police Department has a shameful and cold-blooded
record of terror and unwarranted acts of violence on the black com-
munity. The rate of fatal -shootings' per 1,000 police officers last
year alone was in fact twice as high as New. York City, Chicago,
and Philadelphia. Since 1970, over 300 deaths by the Houston
Police Department -have been inflicted. Less than six of those
deaths were pieceded by any kind of warning by the police, despite
the fact that over two dozen were nonconfronting incidents.

I invite you to just look at a few of these incidents, and you will
get a glaring picture of the nature of police business in Houston.
The attack of 500 police on a Texas Southern University campus in
1967, the police sniper murder,pf activist Carl Hampton, which I
believe was in 1971; the Jose Campos Torres arrest in 1974; Fred
Paez in 1980; and Eddie Lee Johnson in this past year, in 1981.
These examples demonstrate the Nazi-like proportions in which the
police department relates to any community.:

The demand for an independent citizens investigative body, one
,with power to subpena a witness and discover evidence while pre-
viewing and reviewing police policies and practices, have fallen on
deaf ears time and time again. Usually after a senseless killing or
beating by the Houston Police Department, the community calls
for the institution of such a body only. to have it callously rejected.

In fact, there were a group of citizens this past. Wednesday that
attended a city council meeting calling for such an investigative
body. They were told by the city counsel that their hands were
Completely tied, they had no authority, no power to do such a
thing.

2
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Federal civil rights statutes have a poor record of application
and enforcement here in Houston. Usually -nothing. happens to
brutal cops even when they are found to have a history of multiple
abuses. With the call for the so-called New Federalism it appears
even a smaller impact can be anticipated.

The Congressional Black Caucus represents the 'highest black of-
ficials in the country. Your office is, a product of many, many sacri-
fices, countless numbers of lives ,harmed and lost, because we chose
to resist:and fight for a completely restructured society. The times
we are presently experiencing are perhaps the most crucial, the
most decisive in our history. They call on us to make new efforts
and new commitments. I trust our Congressional Black Uhl= will
set a shining example to all elected officials, to our youth especial-
ly, and to all those downtrodden .people around the world that We
are about the business of a joint coordinated activity with the liter-

or movemen
Political careers, egotism, are enemy control values that have no

place on the-collective agenda for black people in the 1980's. People
are asking; -where are our leaders? We see kyou at election times,
media events, and fundraising, affairs. We need to see the power of
your office manifested in our everyday lives. Use our fruits of
struggle as using stepping stones to history. We need to dare to
struggle and dare to win.

[The prepared statement of Ernest' McMillan followsl
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- PREPARED STATEMENT OF ERNEST MCMILLAN

Good afternoon Congressman Dellums, other distinguished guests, and fellow
Houstonians., If you don't mind I'd like to get directly to the point. Hopefully,
during your stay in Houston, you will be able to confirm and verify for yourselves

P . . most of the things presented within my statement. Although Houston hat its own
peculiarities'and uniqueness, the fundamental state of the quality of black life here
is basically the same as every other large,-Ainerican city with significant 'members

.pfblack people.
Desiiite theiast talk about Hustono being the hub of the thriving. Sun Belt,

";. 7' black Honstanians esbecially find themselves being the hole of the doughnut, i.e.,
.',.being a slapreetiedlirep completely surrounded by a broad circle of wealth.

innerner city.is in a state of rapid deterioration while the outlying areas are on
the upswing: Houston's inner city has some of the worst housing conditions in the
country. The existence of blighted, substandard housing throughout the inner city,
which is, at the same time the source. of some of the city's most valued land, leads
one to suspect that there is a deliberate stranglehold on the ghettos and barrios 3f
Houston. Houston may remain a boom to the developer and the investor, but to the.'
average resident of the inner city, it is a real bust.

Hand and hand with dilapidated housing goes every other feature of oppressed ',", !

lifepoverty, unemployment, underemployment, widespread drug abuse and other,
crimes, police brutality, schools as warehouses, despair, and ill health. Ideas about a
better quality of life and a bright future for children born and unborn is superseded
by the day to day fight for survival. School dropout rates steadily increase, prosti-
tutes line the streets and work in 'shifts, while an honest day's pay simply can't be
stretched any more to obtain all tb&necessities of life.

Houston's umer-city residents-cOwially Afro-Americans, Mexicanos and other
'foreign born nationals find themselves fighting for crumbs from the Big Table. It is
like being in a crowded theater with only one exit, and a fire alarm sounds.

The commercially inspired and highly orchestrated image of Houston as a city of
prosperity draws thousands of people here each month with hope for a new start in
life. This burst in population serves to intensify problems which already exist here.
In fact, Houston is only a 'few years away from being another St. Louis, Cleveland,
or Newark. My hope is that the new immigrants will soon see that they have not
entered a lost 'paradise, but a fool's paradise.,Hopefully, they will realize that run-
ning is not the solution; but taking up the struggle to make life better is.
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So what thenwhat I am suggesting is to go beyond this, beyond
tile 18 members of the Congressional Black Caucus. In my estima-
tion, the only factor inserted into the equation at this moment to
bring the significant change advocated by all of the witnesses is the
insertion of the people to move away from being nonparticipant ob-
servers of the 6 o'clock news, where we lay out business by the
body politic like we are exploiting the Super Bowlwho won today,
Ronald Reagan or Tip O'Neill, the House or. Senate? People turn
off the television set and they proceed with the, scorecard.

We need to talk about a renewed activism in this country by the
Ainerican people. We have relied over the past few, years on public
officials. There is not enough of us to tut things around. For the
most part, most politicians are not leaders but followers. The tragic
reality is that many people look at Washington, D.C., as if it is a
place where leaders reside. I would suggest it is a place where, mir-
rors reside. Mirrors tend to reflect back what people want to see.
Unfortunately, what politicians would like for people to see when
they look into the mirror is themselves, because people don'e tend
to challenge themselves. These politicians are trying to mirror back
what they hearwhat they have been hearing, disproportionately
in the body policy over the last several years.

It is a very well-organized, highly financed;,tighly vocal right
wing that has dominated the political arena4tIniiiipted the param-
eters of debate and discussion. What my colleiglifs have to hear is
what I perceive to be the overwhelming nittjolity of American
people. I don't believe the majority of the American people have
moved to the right.

The second statement is Ronald Reagan 'made a speech several'
weeks ago with respect to the deployment of nuclear weapons in

'Eitrqpe. In that speech he changed his 'rhetoric, but I would suggest
: ivas not-because Ronald ,Reagan suddenly experienced some emo-

tional and spiritual metamorphoses. 'He changed the rhetoric of his
speech because 350,000 people were demonstrating in Brussels, and
300,000 in Bonn, and 250,000 lit Rothe, and several .hundred thoti-
sand people demonstrating in every major European capital. That
shook him, European leaders, and this country to its very knees.;,
with respect to that issue.

I am saying if. European mobilization of tens of thousands of
people could change the rhetorib, it staggers my imagination what'
We could do if tens, of thoOsends of hUman beings in every major
city In this country began to express themselves on the insanity of
the :arms race, on the absurdity of a bloated, wasteful Military
budget' and on the, cruelty of a set of priorities that are crushing
millions of our people.

The point I am making is yes, I -think the challenge has to be
there for those 17 or 18 people. of the Congressional Black. Caticus..
members. I, for one, I can't speak for everybody, but I am out here'
to do just that. But I am also saying to you that it would bOdishor,
est on its face if I said to you that there are enough people with;
that level of perception, integrity or conviction who are prepared,to
challenge at this moment.

MY colleagueaare not posing alternatives because they are busy
trying to figure out how to survive this election, year. We have- to
preserve the Iiiassive number of people:J would like to see major

.



demonstrations throughout.:thii,iiriintry in every major- city, and,
over the longer ran, the.--political mobilization of people, who can
bring forward in theliddy politic alert and sensitive and progres-
sive political leadership.

. I think what will move us through the eighties and into the nine-
ties is not right wing politics, middle of the road politics, knee-jerk
liberal politics, but left, progressive-thinking humans, because the
values that we are espousing here are progressive ideas that in my
estimation will never be realized with reactionary or moderate or
timid leadership. [Applause.]

Mr. McMiumg. I appreciate the spirit of your remarks and I
agree with those. First of all, I can't refer to any party in this

. country as our party.arhat doesn't exist to me.
`Second, I think we need to be about the business of creating a

new political dynamic' here that doesn't exist; also. You can say
part of the blame of our position is a lack of concern by our people.
-whihwatch-the _boob tube and are apathetid:But Lthink it is a dy-

process -that goes on. One feeds the other.
we see the leadership: O'ilit:Fit a stand, getting out' there

on the limb, you know, what are.,We' to do? I think also there is a
responsibility of leadership and people that have knowIbdge to inte-
grate themselves and share their.kno,Wledge, and even more so. I
think that kind of integration or inrietpenetration helps to mobi-
lize, inspirg,hrill arouse our peopletO move.

But I don't think our people are apathetic. I think they are dis-
couraged. We have been beaten down and we have a lot of confu
sion out here.

The CHAIRMAN. I don't suggest apathy. What I do suggest is that
our Ameridan media programpf.people to be nonparticipant ob-
servers- Whfit I am saying is that 'we have to get outside of that
kind Of'prOgrgfAirrg. Not tikat I think people are 'apathetid. I think
peOpleilaVerlieen:keptignorazit; by a very mediocre approach' to
probleins.; We knoire4Mor,e..about where the Ores. are in our various
comnikinitikaViakweltif6w about,the politidal dynamics oppressing
people.' Because the media is more interested
in reporting eienfe.011at one.or the problems, and I think that
inhibits. .

So we are going to have to go on the rowt and'they have turned
us into spectators. What, we have to do is go on the road, as we are
"doing here, to try to stimulate .peoPle to be part of the educative
procesS; to 46 out there and' bev,ulnerable and be open and say to

the people here.are: the issues and; hereds where we haveto go. We
are in agreement.

I wanted to add one.lagint,' .we also have to say to the people
there is a ,need for activiatty rise' you and I as representatives
are only as powerful as-.ttfe' ple Who a willing to stand with
us. I think that is what I.Agn pingwha we are hopefigly doing
in moving tliese hearinge aro nd, is to ca ture the imagination of
people.,,aritt'tell:them that all is not,lost,That we can, indeed, turn
this.ardkuaif we have the will and courage to do it.

Let nieeek'you three or four very specific questions with respect
to yourteitnriOny.

A numbe,of witnessesnesses who came before usWashington, Phila-
delphia, and. Loa Angeleson the question of the use of deadly
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.force, said that one of the unfortunate realities is that in many
major areas arounOthe country we have different policies with re-
spect to deadly fOrCe. And I asked each of these witnesses, and the
majority of them agreed, I said, ."Is there a need for a national

,policy governing lie use of deadly force by police officers, so that
there. is a uniform respect for human life in the United States, so
we don't go jurisdiction by jurisdiction?" In one place you can get
your head blown off; in another pike in the same situation you
don't. That we establish a national policy on the question of deadly
force which says we. respect, human life, and there is 'a standard
here, and that we-are very sensitive about the taking of human.

. life, therefore we set a national standard that preserves the integri-
ty of human life and makes it extremely difficult to engage in the
use of deadly force.

The only way one could do that is to establish a national policy
that hrings-national focus to this -issue. ice o

.:ricers that I talked to, who testified, the police chief of Atlanta and
several others, said we need to have a national policy on the ques-
tion of deadly force. Would you agree with that? .

Mr. McMILLEN. Yes, sir, I am very much concerned with every
method we cart utilize to prevent needless toss of life. I think estab-

dishing a standard policy around =the countrycOuld be of assistance
in this area, in helping to standardize the methods and practices of
police officers:

All too often, though, we have seen polidies and practices ;lot
being in unity. And-there is a policy here, but the practice is here,,
Even in Houston we have seen the use of "throw down" guns'as a
way of covering up for police officers' actual murder of a person,,:'
even though they have all kinds 'of tricks andmeasures to get

around the written word,' so to speak.
I think it is a kind of assistance-to have that kind of legislation

"-and whatever you can do as far. a.5. the Struggle to get this would be
oflielp to us, and I think it,i/voilld be *kind- of victory.
: 'I am concerned, however, about hoiv, we can get on this chase of
reforms, as opposed to real systerhic :surgery that is needed here,
because in England, for example, here they have no arms held by
the police, but you still have a racist society that colonizes colored
people, people of African descent. People are still basically facing
the same kind of problems we face here, and perhaps worse.

The politico-economic system of this country is a damnable one.
The masses of the country live under a tremendous kind of depres- .
sion. Black people are the target of a deliberate and systematic;
attack that threatens our existence. There is a tendency to try to
operate in a business-as-usual manner. It fails to conform with re-
ality.

We need a style of work, it seems to me, that directly aids the
enhancement of grassroots organizations to become more powerful
and independent. I think we all have a role.to play. But there has
to be some way to coordinate; to become, in operation, in a unified
way so that if we fail to yield to police brutality we recognize that
we'develop a standard on uniform police practices.

But .wfiat is it that is going to go from there to deal with the
police issue? Because we are talking on a superficial level, on an
area that doesn't penetrate to the real problem of the onstitufion
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that exists to protect a few and oppress the many, you know, the
baiie kind of things are still thdre. Solgitlyrlittle things we get, as
Mr. Locke pointed out earlier, w ®-end utile Ighting for all over again
2 or 3 years earlier. Because tf/eyi,:can- givei it, they -c.im take it.

, You know, I am saying tha think something in' addition to
that, much more basic, will have to come out of this participation
you talked about earlier, involving a great 'number: of people that

,are beginning, to tap this resourcthat has held back and just
put in the kind of robotlike stage of passiveness.'

, I think, you know, combinedmith these kind of efforts, to me, we-
would be heading in a more progressive direction.

The CHAIRMAN. I yield to counsel.
Mr. DAVIS. Counsel is conce tAlknow, hosy far do you suggest

we go in terms of trying to r ate police conduct? I Mean the es-
sence Of what you are sap r s ted that 'you think there is:
something more fundamental, * yet More basic that can
be done. We would like thatstigg n for the,record.

Mr. MeMILLEN. Let me tell... experience I had this
week. There were abqUot p, re ..- tativ,es of a coalition against
police brutality thatinet, ci and.laid it out on the table.
Twenty people laid', Otte inciden r 'incident of police acts of
terror within the black and bro ,,and.4even white; communities of
this city. It became evident to methaf if this 4s .trit't was just a
constant boom of incidents from 1977. We hdd it documented..

It seemed to me that there wasn't any :news that this was going
on. Still that body ohcartrernment asked Us to furdier.docunientit
for them, where it isnlieir responsibility to do. g. It became appar-
ent to me that if everything we are sayin104.-P true, and. I whole-
heartedly know it is true in 'my heart, that tVe. Houston Police De-
partment operatesqn a systematic and deliberate way to annihilate
people of color and other political groups and interests other than
their own, then something more is needed than a civilian review
board.

Mr. DAVIS. Do you think one of the reasons that could be hap-
pening is for the lack of successful prosecutions in any of these in-
cidents that you mentioned, because there are so few prosecutions
to begin with and hardly any of them our knowledge are success-
ful?

If you had a national standard and it turned out to be consistent-
ly violated, the assumption would \ have to be that you could 'at
least get some successful prosecutions against those violaters which
'there is a crying deed for presently. Is that something you could
agree with?

Mr. McMiLLEN. I think that is a basic problem. In fact, there was
a recent killing in Texasdrunk, three young perscins drowned in.
Texas at the hand of police officers. The prosecution of that. case is
definitely required. Active,. very aggressive proaecution in this case
against those police officers is requited. The State of Texas can
only, at a maximum, have those officers pay a $1,000 fine or spend
2 years in jail. That is the maximum thing that can happen. In no
way is this justice. ,°

There is something even nOre basic. You can have active pros-
ecution like a notorious case and police officers get a $1 fine and a
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year's Probated sentence. So,1 -think that we halfre'to look a .

deeper. We have to look at a long struggle and get, more involVecl
in this process and not look at elections or so forth as the cklY...
weapon we have, or the only solution we have.

We have to use a combination of things
Mr: Davis. Thank you: .

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Locktii in your testimony you nientionedo:
Honstons, one affluent and one in need. Can the affluentjkoilido. rt
afford to permit the continued deterioration of that' part
ton that is in' need? In other words, what is. the relationishili. there
and is the affluent Houston diluting it by allowing the needy:Ho :

ton to deteriorate, using yoUr bao4grourtd? ._:
Mr. LOCKE. Since" I am not a' member of the afflUent Houston =I .

couldn't presume to speak for them. I think strategically it is not-
in their best interest to- allow for the continuation of two. cities

notcoexist in the. same,kina of way, because such coexistence will' not
be a peaceful-one over the, coming years.

The CHAIRMAN. This is what I am trying to get at.
Mr. LOCKE. I think our experience in the late 1960's, when peo7

pie's expectations had been raised and thsn crushed, led to whole-
. sale frustration and violence in this country. I think we are not too
. far removed, unfortunately, from days, months, years when, we Will

again. see the return of violence, politically motivated, from .peo-
ple's frustrations in this country. o

From the Chair you suggested and Mr. McMillan said there was
a possibility of Mass political -education. That is assuming that
mass political educatiorr is structured, organized, in the framework
of first amendment permissible rights. I don't think it will be that
nice and easy.

I think.that from where I sit and having seen and continue to
see, the frustrations that people have and the inability to turn to
anybody who has a solution to this monster, that frustrations are
mounting generally. We are, in this city, moving toward a boiling
point. I don't think that the point at which it boils will be a pretty
sight for Houston. But Ainericans have a long hiatory of having to
/be awakened, and maybe this is a kind of a cycle that America
wants to carry itself through.

I would hope that that is not the case, but I think 1t is a real
possibility., .

The CHAIRMAN. I, agree with you. I think the present course of
this country is a recipe for incredible disaster. To pursue this
course means in my estimation to pursue an explosion in this coun-
try or in the international agreement or both. I think that is a fact.

The question in my estimation is can we in some way contain the
explosion and survive tile explosion to move forward. I think there
is going to be an explosion. It is just a question 'of how powerful
and whether we will indeed survive rit.

The second place where I agree with you, I also don't believe that
it will be a very neat thing. If yotr look at this administration, it is
very interesting that a week or so ago a group of journalists in an
associationI don't recall at this moment the exact name of the
organizationsaid that this administration on the issue of first
amendment and on the issue of openness of government flunked in
its first year. And that there, with' the directive to allow the Cen-
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-qral,Intelligence Agency- to engage in domeatic siirveillance, the in-,'
credible number of bills that, are in the House and Senate that
would 'deny the Federal courts intervention into certain areas,
broader jurisdiction of the FBI, efforts to thwart' the capacity of.,
people to gain information'from the. Federal Goveniment through'.'.
the Freedom of Information Actand a number of other threats to .
civil liberties that I think you are absolutely right.' ,

What we ire facing is not only a situation calculated for an ex-
plosion. I think these people have- also anticipated that potential
and are laying in place some very, very. reactionary efforts to

. thwart civil rights and civil liberties. I think while there is an ex-
.

ternal sort of .devastating Aspect to this policy, there is an internal .

consistency Here that is extremely -frightening and in my;
extremely dangerous; 4- .

Mr. Loom I think- indirectly; I would like to tme,ii.e this com-
ment, I think" strategically, for people who are concerned about
changing life in America, and making some qualitative'change in
the way Americans live, it is very, very important fOr us at:this
juncture to utilize what is available for us. We have: a tradition of
being able to profest, to demonstrate; to redress grievances' in a.
public fashion.

I hope the day never comes when we have produced a generation,
of Americans, black, white, broWn, and yellow, who see-demonstra-
tions as somehow an un-American thing, and therefore when We
are in the-street calling for change in society, we are viewed as un
Ametican. ,

I think there is a real possibility. for that-because I. would agree
wholeheartedly with what Mr. McMillan has suggested, that there
are a pot of arsenals 'available to the American people 'who Want to
make change.. Electoral politics is one and is a very important
weapon, but it is not the complete arsenal. .

Electoral politics is the exercise of first amendment ,rights, in its
-most complete form. I think that the threat that is really great,
if people stop being activists in any form, it is over.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Dr, ,Henson, I would like to 'turn to a:little different subject

matter 'and ask you two questions. One, how seriouslyIas the
Urban League been affected by the budget cuts? What is the
impact upon the Urban League's inability to function given those
cuts if that is your answer?

And, second, I would appreciate if you, would respond to this
comment. On a number of occasions President Reagan has been
asked the question, howdo we solve unemployment? With a group
of mayors from around the, country, he 'said, 'Sunday I picked ,up
the newspaper. I saw 24 pages of want ads. I can't understand why'
there it unemployment in Washington,- D.C." Oi when asked
press conference how do we address the problems ,of unemploy-
ment, the President of the United States said:

As I move around the country and pick up newspapers from around the,4ountry
there are a minimum of 20 to 25, 30 pages of want ads. I can't for the lift of 'me
understand why these jobs are not being filled, why there is such incredible unem-
ployment?

, Dr. HENSON. First.' am new as executive director of the Houston:
Are Urban League, 2 mare dayi it will be a month now. Butl am
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, .

aware we did have eisgnificant contract with the `CETA funds.and
.

Previously the OJT piograni.:.We np longer have those city qbri-
' tracts. The OJT program his,been given to the Mexican-Americen

organization and it has seriously hampered our efforts-to continue
to develop: jobs in the job market here in,liouston.

Currently there will be, plans for our national.office to try to*det:
velop alternatives and continue discussions with the new city lead
ersbip for adilitional eontracts;'ir possible.

The:Cif/kilt-KAN. Alternative funding?
Dr. IIENSON. Yes, funding; looking at the private sector:. Beta*::

we unclers-Und there is some Money or. private sector training. But
right now we have not been able to identify that. Houston, as you
know, fig one of the largestwant ads in the United States. I think
thpi the Sundaypewspaper Chronicle and Post is'sent around the
caiintry. However with us right here in Houston, our .minority
cammunity doesn't mean anything because those jobs are very
Highly technical type jobs and do notspeak to, the unskilled people,
that are .in the community, the largest segrnentiim our community,
black citizens that are unskilled. There is a need tot job training
programs.: 4

As I said earlier, with the influx of trained people from ihe Mid-
west and East, and with the influx of illegal aliens and other for-
eigners, we find ourselves

fl
selves in a worst situation than what we were,

as Mr. Locke said, in the sixties. We seem to be going back instead
of forward. No really serious consideration has been, given. We
have been put into this whole group of defirtition of minority and
that definition of minority has gotten us' into a Very serious prob- '
lem. In the sixties it included women and all others, and as a
result we are the largest minority but we are getting the smallest
piece of the economic pie.

The CHAIRMAN. I thank you for. your response. Mr: Locke,: you
expressed a great deal of skepticism with respect to the demoters, of,
the State, as regard, °providing, necessary resources to allOw the
loCal communities to assess their problems. GiOen that skepticism,
what dO ytKi think would happen in Texas generally, or, in Houston
in patticular, under a New Federalism? Do you think in phase 3,
for example, where the States give out the latest program, would,
they have the right to opt out, dr that in certain instances, with
respect to services to those most in 'need in our &immunity; that it
is conceivable that this State would opteitt of this program?

Mr. LOCKE. I think that is certainly a Teal probability in many
areas. But I*, ink it goes deeper than that. ,Because Texas does not
have a history of being a State socially concerned aboUt itseitizens,.
we therefore don't have the administrative :infrastructure to ,carry
out the programs. That is starting point No.'1.

If you dump all of the money, into Texas and say run all of the
programs you want to, we don't have the machinery at the State
level: to do it. It would take years to develop that capability. and

. people would suffer in the process. And that assumes the State' of
Texas in fact wants to develop the capability: That is really What is
at issue here.

My, assertion, my testimony, to be clear and very clear, the State
of Texas historically has not wanted to provide tot...the social needs
of its people. It does not want to 00*. And in the immediate and



foreseeable tuture it will not want to. Therefore, when massive in-
fusions, of Federal funds corne, to the State of Texas via bl k
grants; even though tkey are eiffinarked as a block grant for edu
Aion, the people at the lowest ends of the totem pole will not be the
recipients of that block grant.

If a,block grant comes in,the form: of energy and transportation,A
the people who reallytneed the services the most will not be the
recipients of it That is the tragedy of ,the proposal by the
dent. Plus,-mostliblitical scientists..or social scientists will tell yon

4V that a 'Federal dollar given to the States is not as fiscally prudent
an expefiditure as a Federal dollar given directly S
how!ibe dollar is not worth as much by the time it goes fro
Federal leirel to the State level oft to the city ievel.

From a purely managerial,,sente, it doesn'f make a whole lot of
good sense. And finally, in 141r.ing at the competence pf the elected
officialwin Austin, it leaves a lot to be desired.

The CHAIRMAN. 1.4110nk you very wich for that answer. It was a
very thoughtfuVrespdfise.Juss one last question. We Ire scheduled
to break until MO, and ,we are right at this point .on time. But I
would like to ask one additional question:. :.. - ',

First, let me make this observatiOn "with respect to this country
and its relationshirto the isst!e of the New Federalism. Travel has
always been a rundamantai value in this country, freedom of move-
ment has always bee% a fundamental ,aspect of Amdricap societl.
You can go fromTexas to Califgrnia, no problem. My thought is IT
we impose' this administratiqies New Federalism, that people; as
RonahLReagan said, who vote with their kiet, so they would move
to thaWStates'where there it the sensitivity, there is the concerit.
and there are, the resources.. k

My thoPight Is tliat then 'the response would come from...within
thoseijurildictioss and States, a very conservative regponse that
gays we are prepare&to take care of our own but not anybody
else's, which. means tilen, extrern* rigid res11ence requirements,
very stringent requiremen&W, respects to qnalification for these
programs, the botpm line being that if we reimpOse this sort of
Staters rights,.New Fedeialism, that we ViiIlbe creating the,atm
phere for race,conflic9cLats conflicts,, and regional conflicts anerer'-
strictions of human" mobility in .thit cotintrY that we at this point'
have riot comprehended': 'ft

t would appreciate it With of y,ou., would comment as to syhether
you think that is an accurate stittement or if you disagree, where
yofi disagree?

Mr. Lociat. think tt. assertion is.very accurate. I think that
the tragic`reality of 50') tates in a Federal union-type government.
is that by definition they are not equals...Some will, alwaYs.need
mow: help than others:We have already teen in thisarea of the
country the budding development of. regionalism as' a political
thought. -

It was parfictilaily.tharacterized in the winter when there was
discussion of subsidizing fuel 'costs for homeowners in the North
who burned heating oil,-which is an .unknown animal in this area

.,of .. he country. The prevailing- attitude among some Texans was.
'thdFAtankees be damned, suggesting at least to some Texans that
the Civil War it still goingnn.
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When you heir that, you laugh. On the otherrland there is a
tragic triith to the fad" that some people are politically. still fight-
rng War. The new level `of 'regionalism that is now creep-
`trig into the political system is a dangerous tendency.

Mr. MCMILLEN. I can't, add anything to that eloquent statement.
Dr. HENSON. I can't add anything to your statement. I fully agree

with you. We.will 'be moving to that kind of thing: I guest I am
kind of talking about provoking this; because the black minority
citizens here-in Hotiston are fased with that kind of thing. We live
not designed any mechanism Tor' discriminating against ogler un-
skill who are moving into the -Houston area. As opposed

.gp the Texans or Houstonians who have been here all of their lives
wand are still suffering.

The CHAIRMAN. I see the potentie for extraordinary conflict. I
think if people stop for a. moment to really ponder the future,, if
you go back in 'time, embracing this conceptqif New Federalises,
this administration's definition of government, I think all-tell will
break loose at a variety Of different levels. I. think at a time when
we ought! to be talking about nationalik% rapidlY, coming in, here
is an adnitnistration that is going backWard in.t me, instead of for-

. .

Ward. '
We deeply appreciate your taking the time tome before the

4
committee. As we go over the trapscript,'we may have additional,
questions that we would like to ask you in order to .complete

record, aid if we could 'feel free `to submit $hosmuestions to you,
we woulddetply appreciate it. We would like to thank you for your
presenfation. '"P

r. The committee will stand in recess until 2:30. .7
[Whereupon, I'd 1:10 p.m?, .the committee was recepsed, to <recon-

vene at 2:30 p.m., this same day.] '

AFTERNOON SESSia

TheCHAntme.' The Committee din the District of Columbia will
be cdfivent.d. \,41,

Our next witnesses 'are Dr. Jean Galloway, assistant health direc-
,
*tor for preventive medicaVservrkes, city of Houston, and Miss Dolo-

res. Liodd, administrative assistant for health" planning, also city: of
Houston.: .

I Vould like to welcome both of you to comet:ftirWard. On behalf
of myself and the members ofthe4committee, and members of the
staff, we welcome both of you to the hearing. Galloway, would
you 13egin with your -testimony? We have received your prepared :
rernUrks, and you may proceed in any fashion.

STATEMENT' OF JEAN GALLOWAY, M.D:, ASSISTANT ffidALTH DI-
RECTOR FOR PREVENWE MEDICAL SERVICES, ,,CITY OF
144USTON; AND DOLORES DODD, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
FOR HEALTH 'PLANNING, CITY OF HOUSTON :

°kr . ?STATEMENT OF JEAN GALLOWAY

Dr. GALLOWAY.1 was, just. going to read from my remarkt. ,

The health pro ems, of the city of Houston pirobably in .many
wayreflect the problenisancl concerns' dikthergarge metropolitan..

4'. -
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areas in the United States. On the other hand, there is muchmthat
is unique about Houston, Tex., and to use its situation to make any
sweeping generalizations about health care in America could be in-
appropriate.

'One statement that can safely be made about Houston is that it
is indeed a dichotomy. For the inner -city poor and, ethnic minor-
ities of "Boom Town, USA," nothing is booming, and the worst of,
times may just be, around the corner.

The racial and ethnic. composition of our city continues to
expand and diversify. It currently has an estimated population. of
44 'percent blacks, 27 percent Hispanics, and 26 percent Anglos,'
which compose our Houston independent schOol district. This is
coupled with an undetermined number of what I would say are '.'il-
legal" aliens, "legal" refugees from the Far East, and just about
every other part of the world you can imagine, and also newcomer
refugees from Detroit, Mich., New Yo'rk City, and just about every
other region of the United States as well.

Along with the well-edticated and highly skilled class of people
migrating here comes a poorer, less skilled and often desperate
group of people, least able to fend for themselves but nonetheless
seeking a better life. In all probability they have not had the best
health cark either, and bring with them their accompanying
health problems and their complications. They come to join the
rank4 of the poor and disadvantaged wfio have lived here all . of -

their Jives in the third, fourth and fifth wards of our city.
This unbridled groWth situation in Houston, together with the

' "New Federalism," and the general economic picture of the coun-
try that being of inflation, recession or depression,: depending
upon whether you are wealthy, middle class or poorspells trouble

. for our urban minor#ies and poor. We cannot depend upon the
local government and private industry to bail them out of trouble.
These tntities either do not have the resources, or as past history .

has shown, are not always willing to do so, and the term "boom
town"tshould not imply that milk and honey is flooring freely ey-
erywherebecause it is not. Oil money is not flowing on Lyons
Avenue, nor is it likely that it will.

As a public health' dininistrator and physician charge of clini-
calc=" geryices for our city's health department, I am here to give tes-
timony to th%fact that Federal assistance to o4trie States 'and local
municipalitia'must continialk:§ome form: It must not be allowed

be diskolved any further.
Our health department is reported to be one of the largest city

e public health agencies in .the country. In our family 'health service
programs alonemeaning well-child, prenatal and family plan-
ningwe saw close to 150,000 patients last year. In addition, we
performed over 338,000 immunizations, treated' 185,000 people for
gonorrhea and, syphilis, and identified and examined 2,787 TB con-.,
tack cases. In the past few years we have contained outbreaks of
rabies, meningitis, and hake attempted to contain outbreaks of ve-
nereal disease and adolescent pregnancies, but not quite as well.

., Our budget is large, at local' health departments go, with a good
p`Ortion of it coming krectly from Federal grants or indirectly from

'Abe Federal Government through State funds. We receive approxi-
. niately $350,000, annually for the WIC programand this Is a' very

154
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impoitant,program for childbearing wernenwhich is a nutrition
prograrnfor-childbearing women,, infants and children; close to $1,
million from titles V, XIX ant:XX for family planning; and a simi-
lar amount for maternity and;infant care to provide prenatal care
to pregnant women, and weltOild services to children under the .

age of five. 1

Other resources include'community development funds for lead -
based paint removal and stray' animal control in the amount of
$370,000; dental services=-EPSDT $32,000, State dental $50,000, mi-
grant and other dental grants $10,000; VD funds of $841,000, and
childhood immunizations, $190,000. All together in 1981 the city of
Houston Health Department received $710,795 in direct Federal
grants, indirectly $1,118,652 in State categorical grants, and
$2,592,928 in State contracts. An additional $2,526,714 was received
frOm -other. Federal, State contract, and State categorical grant
awards.

Already, some of this money has been cutfor example, our lead
screening and community development projects, 25 percent,,,our
family planning and maternity and infant care by 25 percent so
far. We have been threatened with further cuts and we don't know
how many we will experience there.

What is really bad is that nobody knows what to expect. We get
lots of rumors from Washington that this -amount. is going to be
cut, or so many positions or personnel are going to be cut, and gen-
erally they say they will give usabout 50 days which is, of course, 4,

no time at all to do anything about replacing people or coming up
with funds.

We have been fortunate. ip having a city government that las
been willing to match Federal funds, to pickup expenses of those
programs whose grants are decreased, along with providing the
lone support for most of our services.

But this trend is not going to continue. Already our city is find -.
ing it difficult to provide adequate basic services sucly as police,
fire, water, and garbage services to newly annexed areas, not to
mention keeping up with these services in the inner city. Our city
budget watchers are beginning to .say that they are looking more
favorable upon those city services that can generate some revenue,
either in a fee for service and other charges, or at least services to
tap third party reimbursements, such as health insurance, Feder4I
grant reimbursement programs, medicaid, et cetera. The probleffi
with such an approach to health care funding is that although it is
very cost effective to provide, preventive health i. not high on pri-
ority lists of communities faced with tax increases to cover city
services. And they -have so' many other services to provide as well.
Services like police protection, far example, would much more
easily get the attention of the public because that makes headlines
and is brought to people's attention. If we .get up -and say we still
have too high an infant mortality.rate, in .a country of this, size and
this magnitude, that is supposed to be as advanced as we are, that
doesn't mean anything to anybodyhere in Houston we have an
infant mortality rate of 15.02 deaths per 1,000 live birthsor that
we still are having cases of measles outbreaks, in a day and age
whed measles should be a thing'of the past. And preventive health
care services do not lend themselves easily to revenue generation,

,
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if we could charge money and pickup money.:The people who come
to us for clinical services, in particular; would go ttina private physi-
cian if they could afford to pay.

Additionally, the block grant method of funds allocations prom-
ises to generate a certain amount of competition among the various
health care programs that can result in an unfair distribution of
funds. The severity of this competition has been lessened a little bit
by the fatt that the Government 'consolidated more related pro-
grams into block groupings than was originally planned. For exam-
ple,. they planned to have maternal and child health and mental
health pitted against each other. Now those have been separated.
This might help to prevent States from having to choose between
one major service over another. However, there still will be a large
amount of reduced funds as the States begin to utilize a sizable
amount of the moneys for administration, and predictably, a larger
proportion of money is going to come off the top and be dispensed
to rural areas over metropolitan areas because the rural areas
have smaller taxes bases. Often in the State legislature they have a
stronger pull, however.

All of this is not to say that the relationship created between the
Federal Government and its local recipient agencies has all been a
bed aliases. On the contrary, Federal regulations and reporting re-.
quirements in particular have often placed an unnecessary
hardship on State and local health agencies, usually resulting in
increased staffing and administrative costs to meet voluminous
paperwork requirements. Also, indices chosen by the Federal Gov-
ernment th monitor program compliance,are often not quite as
relevant to the tree success of the program. One example is what
the number of patient encounters or head counts is. The more pa-
tients we can count up and say we saw, the better they would say

9 we are doing. However, very little credit is ever given to the
number and scope of group encounterron mass media contacts
made by health educators, for example, using the mass media and
so forth to get our message across. These, things do not give us any
points or credit at all. But something like family planning, this
is probably a much more efficient way and effective way of deliver-
ing family planning and getting better results. This posture cdm-
pletely negates the importance of a strong health education cam-
paign in waging the battle against unwanted, unplinned pregnan-
cies.

One current proposal to attach a parent-notification requirement
to family planning funds aimed at adolescents will set teen famify.
planning, and pregnancy prvention efforts back considerably. This
must not be allowed to happen. With this kind of bill that Mr.
Schweiker is talking about, what will happen is a lot of teenagers
who felt free to come to us for health education, for sex education,
and for family planning, would risk pregnancy instead. Also, we
Will go back to the days where people resorted to home remedies
and other Iccinds of things. We will get back into abortion mills and
all sorts of problems because people just aren'tlots of teens don't
*ant to notify their parents of their sexual behavior.
40 In geral, the consequences of Houston losing some of its pro-
'grams 'would be:
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One, childhood. immunization. We would see-a resurgence of to-
tally preVentable but deadly diseases such as polio, diptheria; tete-
nue, et, cetera. This is a particular iinportant program in light of
Houston's highly mobile and immigrant population. We have
people immigrating here, coming from south' of the.border, that,
'probably never heard of immunizations doWn there. We have not
seen polio and we don't see these things as much any more; but we .

will start seeing it again unless. we keOp the' id on What could pas-
.sibly be .an explosive .situatibh, particularly-ln .a border-type town

....,11e,,,T 14.;du,griDtd.P.ia,r already at'epideinic..0rOfiortiOns throughout the coun,
try. Hotistaa ; is a; ;port. city with a young, mobile population and
with characteristics ofa would '.be a disaster. area if
the VD. program were 'to suffer any setbacka..:

.the rodent control wie're.gbi4g t,O, VV,611' see childien'.
being .bitten by:jets,: axiise. in diseases carried,,by iodeixts;,such
.lept,osPirosie; ,id.incteEWed infant mortality ;secondary to 'rat bites
would: occtir .. in a city like, this that ',.iteolfidar.4.':it!.is totally under

. .: *.

. . . .Fpur; maternal and child health. Inersteeed 4 1:4 a :anti infant
mortality;' and: morbidity :resulting in more Sickl

`babies being 'born; and. tgOr.eCinaterrial. Compile**
leads :kV greatly incieased, arid ...Prolonged in Ciir4:::1Pi!erYbO:bi,
looks at ,the - large medical center We. have edidaleare.:afterlow
get 'Sick is 'fine: 'lint- once. you jet,drsick,it is i.rery.:*.cbatlY;
really :doesn't make .'much 'sense, 'We , haves Rota of women who don't
see : a Zoct.of before theY have a ,.beby:137.e have :dOne,a.*gbixt4iili.iit,
curtailing some kif.tfitit;' but if we ..lose any fundS,...titat
set us back tfernendotilily.: ?9,

teen' pregnancy Lone ternt,-eeehoznie burden. to kAt>tnuni.
ties Whicb..intist for unritintedi children and-,sup
poit unskilled. , mothers Unable to ,.:enter. the competst ;ver labor
market. Not to tie cbniegienceS of children wha
are raised' byirninat Parente: .4-

.. . family planning, 4k ain, :the conseciuetteee. incinde a society
having to heltretipport un itntedehildren.', 41. ,

. Whitt.::We. need noW:14.!bne,. iota sort .ofii.klilatory* inechattie
established. 133r..;.the. Federal assure that States

'14
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Despite any past 'prObleins with Federal funding;: we must not
sanction the Federal Government's retirement from the health
care business, Top much' progress bas,beesi cOet the last 20'
years to s all, abandcined north
the Federai, overnment.got in
first -place. Those reasons have
local munidipalities cannot asS
ministrative responsibility,:; p
time, nor can they be ..ems
planning deciSionk that
trends and influences, and '\
whOle.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. (..iaU
opening remarki3;,

jThe prepared.statenieri
TESTIMONY ON HEALTI4 CARE B'4
s FOR PREVENTIVE MEDICAL 'S

The health, problems of the
problems and concerns of other
the other hand, there is much;
situation to make any swe.oPik
be inappropriate. One, statem
indeed a dichottimy. For the
U.S.., A nothing is banning,
The racial and. ethnic'com
currently 'has, an &time
and 26 percent Anglos co
coupled With an undetar
Far 'Eastand just about. e
corners from Detroit, M'
the United-States as we

Along" With :the. well
comes a poorer...leas ski ed, of
themselves but )-lorietheless
hadtthe best; health care
FrOtilkurs rind their corn
advantaged whO h

#thit'city.
This unbridled growth

and the'general economic picture'

e were. valid reasons why
'careIusiness in the

11;eliminatad: States and
nlassite fiscal and ad-

in,,such khort period of
ways make the. best health
Iocal. sociapolitico-economic

lk,in. the best ,interests of the

wouIdlike ito th4nk you for your

r:CrallOway follows:]
"7.

'I*1.1i5_1500,DA1-1-45wAY, i'sWgrar.ri' DIRECTOR
%gip, of HOUSTON HFIALTHDEPAETMENT

crifilloUston probably _in:than}, ways reflect the
',MerfoPolitan areas in the United States. On

unique; about HoustOn:Texas, and to use its
eralifistiOris about health dare in America might
t.ban,eafely be made about 'Houston is that it is

pouf ethnic minorities of "Boom ToWn,"
,,worst, of tiMesAnay bb5,1,Ust 'around the corner.
rpurFci, contin

Intan ,dr ,perce"
oiiitorf Ind
14: llegta".

of 11h
City

ighly
sper

'expand and diversify. It
27 percent Hispanics,'

t,Sc ool District. This is
Iwo " refugees from the

World you can imagine, and new -
just "about every other region of

class, of ;people migrating here,
of peril:4e, least able to fend for

In all ,probability they have not
them their' :accompanying health

join the ranks of the poor and dis-
es in the 3icl,.'4th, and 5th wards of

together with the "New Federalism,"
try iinflatfoh, recession or depression

- .depending upon whetheryou'arec middle clais or poor), spells trouble for
Our urban minorities antkpobr. Nte'l.-out de ndlpon' the 'local governments and

- priVate industry, to bait a 9 'b.f. trouble. These entitiei either do not have the
. " resources, or as .past his , are not alwayS willing to do so and the term
... 4. "Boom Town'.' .shoad$ milk and honey is. flowing freely everywhere.

Because it is not.' 01 r. g on Lyons' Mende, nor is it likely that it
. ., will. , -

- , As a publit rator and phisician'iii charge of clinical services for.

our city s hail i ram here to give testimony tothe fact that Federal
assistance too t d'' local municipalities must rcontione in some form. It
must not be ril o dissolved any further..Ourhealth department is reported
to be one of the.. t .citi- Public healthvagencties: in the country. In our family

,e health service pr' alOne(i.e. well child,.prenatal, a'nd 'family planning).we saw.
close to 150,00 p fs lad year. In addition we petforined over 338,000 immunize-.
,tions, treated 5000 citizens for gonorrhea and syphilih, and identified and exam

'' uteri 2,7$7TB contact cases. In the past few years, ;ye have contained outbreaks of
'abies, meningitis, and attempted to contain epideroics!of veneral disease and ado;
eScent -pre ies. Our budget is la' e,' as health departments go, with a
good porti rning directly from Federal'grarrts or indirectly from the Feder-.
al Gover ough State funds. We receive apprenciinately $350,000 annually..
for, the WI ..,1Which is a nutrition program for Child-bearing women, infants

r , * and-children , AO $1.million from: titles- V, XIX' and XX for family planning;
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and 'a similar amount for maternity and infant care(to provide prenatal care to
pregnant women, and well-child-services to children under the age of five. Other .

resources include' community development funds for lead based paint removal and
stray animal control ($370,000); dental services (EPSDT $32,000, State dental,
$50,000, migrant and other'dental grants $118,000); V.'D. funds $841,000, and child-
hood immunizations$190,000. All together in 1981, the city of Houston Health De-
partment received $710,795 in direct. Federal grants, indirectly $1,118,652 in State
caiegorical grants, and $2,592,928 in State contracts. An additional $2,526,714 was
received from other Federal, State contract, and-State categorical grant ewer&

Already, some of this Federal money has been cut, e.g. our lead screening and
community development. projects; our family planning and maternity and infante
care by 25 percent so fir;. and the rest of our grants are in limbo, anticipating that
"the axe will fall any day."

We have been fortunate in having a city' governMent that has been willing to
match Federal funds, pick up expenses, of those -programs whose grants are de-
creased, along with providing the lone support...foil mist, of our services, but %lite
cannot expect this trend to continue. Already...mfr.-city la finding it-difficult to pro:
vide adequate basic services Such as police,. fire, water, and garbage services to.

'newly annexed areas, not to menticin keeping up with these services in the inner
city. Our city budget - watchers are, suggesting. that they are looking more favorably
upon those city services which can generate some revenue (e.g. fee for service and
other charges), or. at least tap 3rd party reimbursements, (such. as 'health insurance,
Federal grant reimbursement programs, medicaid, etc.). The problem with such an
approach to health-care funding is that (1) although'it is very cost effective, preven-
tive .health is not high on priority lists of communities faced with tax increases to

. cover city services. Front page headlines giving accounts of the most recent violent
crimes committed motivate citizens to vote for more policemen. They are not equal-

. ly impressed by reports that Houston still has an infant mortality rate of 15.02
deaths per 1000 live births, or that we still are having cases of measles outbreaks, in
a day and age when measles is' entirely preventable; and (2).preventive health. care
services do not lend themselves easily to revenue-generation. The people who come.
to us for clinical services, in particular, would go to a private physician if they could
afford to pay.

Additionally, the block grant method of funds allocation ,promises to generate a
certain amount of competition among the variotis health care programs that could
result in an unfair distribution of funds. The severity of this competition has been
lessened by the fact that the government consolidated more related programs into
block groupings than was originally planned. This will prevent States from having
to Choose between one major service over another; e.g. between maternal and child
health versus mental health. HoWever, there still will be a large amount of reduced
funds as the States begin to utilize a sizable amount of the monies for administra-
tion, and as predictably, a larger proportion of money is dispensed to rural areas
over metropolitan areas because of the rural areas' smaller tax bases.

All of this is not to say that the relationship created between the Federal Govern;
ment and its local recipient agencies has all been a bed of roses.,On the contrary,
Federal regulations and reporting requirements, in particular, have often placed an
unnecessary' hardship on state and local health Agencies, usually resulting in in-
creased staffing and administrative costs-to meet voluminous paperwork require-
ments. Also, indinel chosen by the Fedetak'Government to monitor program compli-
ance are often not quite as relevant to the,true success of the program as other indi-

. cottors might be. One example is that the number of patient encounters or '!head
aunts" is usually the primary index by which family planning programs are
judged. Very little credit is ever given to the number and scope of group encounters
or mass media contacts made by health educators, for example. Thie,poature com
pletely negates the importance of a strong health education campaign in viaging the
battle against unwanted, unplanned pregnancies. '

One current proposal to attach a parent-notification requirement to family'plan-
fling funds aimed at adolescents will set teen family.planning and pregnancy pre-
vention efforts back considerably. This must not be allowed to happen. Many teens

-would tisk pregnancy or resort to "home remedies" rathergthan notify their parents
that they were seeking birth control services.;

In general, the consequences of Houston's losing some of its programs would be:,
(1) Childhood immunizationresurgence of totally preventable butideadly diseases

such as polio, diptheria, tetanus, etc. This is a particularly important. program in
light of Houston's highly mobile and immigrantnpopulation. . ,

(2) Venereal diseasegonorrhea' and syphilis are at epidemic proPortions through-
out the country. Houston being a port city with a young population and with' char-



acteristics of 1 border city, at the same time, would be a diiaster area if the V.D.
prograto were to suffer any set-backs:

.
(3) Rodent,controlatise in diseases catried by rodepts, such aileptospirosis, and

increased infant morbidity secondary to rat bits would &cur.
(4) Maternal and child .health increased maternal and infant mortality and mor

bidity resulting in more premature and sickly babieS being born, and more maternal
complications at birth, leading to greatly increased and prolonged medical care.

(5) Teen pregnancy=king term economic burden'to conimunities which must sup-
port and care for unwanted children and .unskilled mothers unable to enter the
competitive labor market. Not to mention the social consequences of children being
raised by imrnatureParents.

(6) Faniily planningagain, the consequences include a society having to help
support unwanted child;en. ,

. What we need now is:
Cl) Some sort of regulatory mechanism established by the Federal Government to

assure that States disperse their block grant funding in proportion to need (e.g. pop-
ulation density).

(2). Assistance kri keeping adm istrative costs contained so that money is not
drained from services for unnecessa administrative activit .

(3) Allowance for an adequate p1
respond to their new responsibiliti
nancially and administratively.

(4) Cessation of further program atic restrictions whi will seriously impede Our
agencies ability to-deliver a servi (such a-the Pro parental notification re-
quirement for, adolescents receiving milt' planninkservic

(5) A willingness on the part of th FederalGovernment subsidize or even re-
capture priority programs that may alter or experience their demise under-the
"New Federalisrn":,

Despite any past problems with Fede I funding, we must, not sanction the Feder-
al Government's retirement from the ealth care busiziess. Too much progress has
been made over the last twenty years see it all 'abandoned now. There were valid
reasons why the Federal Government got into the health care business in the first,;,,
place. Those teasonii have not 'been eliminated: States and locai municipalities
cannot assume such a massive fiscal and administrative responsibility, puticularly
in such a short period,of time, nor can they. be expected to always make health
planning decisions that

i
arefree of local socio-politico-economic trends and inn.;

ences, and generally in the best interests;of the whole. ,

The CHAIRMAN: We will next hear from Mrs. Dodd and then we
Will question the panel.

Mrs. Dodd, you may proceed in any fashion you cbciae.
. .

STATEMENT OF DOLORE DODD
.M,rs. DODD. Mr. Chairman 'and committee members; may I ex=

.press my appreciation for this opportunity to present testimony
.before you. . .

,I feel it is quite. fitting at this time that instead of presenting my
personal views, have chosen to represent a group of young Hous-
tonians, and their fears, their concerns, their frustrations, and
their views on some of the problems in urban centers. As a matter
'nf.fact, just this, morning, when I, spoke with my 19-year-old, a stu-
dent at the University of Texas,,he implored me, "Mother, please
speak fot'us because you know us as well as you 1E4(4 health." So,
instead. of speaking panicularly as a health protetaional, I have
opted, to speak a parent of three young adults With-.many fears,
many' frustrations, and Many concerns. Unfortunately, the voices
of- these persons really .might be distorted,. or they might.to un-
heard, unless I.do that.

It is still, very true 'that .here in the urban centers it is usually v'
the judicial system rather than the educational system that is the
first to discover the genius of many of these youhg people. It could'

. .

ning and transition phase so that States may
in the most efficient manner possible, both fi-
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very well be the breakdown in family units .or it co - other
things. However, the problems . in urban America.. in ,a
number of critical issues related to ,a segment of the ation
that is at higher than. usual risk for many of the deo-
nOrnic ills of .urbanism.'

The young people who live in communities, and c' ces
that place them in this untenable 'position are not the ere
Of this great society. However, these' young "people are eirs
who are,Nictimized. They have legacy to a period when al vels of
governor ht are expected to reduce support, for basic human sera -
ices that are essential to basic human needs.

I have 'spoken with college-age young people; I have spoken, with
high school studedts; I have spoken with other ydung people who
are not a part of the work force. I would like to 'submit for . your
consideration some of the critical issues detailed in recent loCal and
national summary reports. .

The Nation hasp, experienced remarkable reduction in death
rates since 1960 for most age groups except ofier7young people ages
15 to 24.. ,Between 1960 and 1979 the lnortalitY zate for young
People between ages 15_ and 24 ;climbed t:by:: 7.5 percent to _total
50,000 deaths annually '" , TPt,,

The most vulnerable young pelf have a hig than average
incidence of health problems and related social ills, 'di. g:

Teen pregnancy, resulting in apProicimately. 600,014"5 irths to
mothers aged 19 or. younger, often preventing young women from
completing &,high school. education -or becoMing selftupporting.
'Further, the riskte low birth mortality are 2 to 21/2 times greater

. than if pregnancy elayed until after age 20.
Akohol abuse is affecting abOut 3.3 million, whose ranks are rap-

idly growing. Over the last 5 years, the number of high school seri,
iors consuming excessive amounts of alcohol increased to :41 per-

Hospitalization for alcoholism among. 15- to 24-year-olds in-
' creased, by 44 percent between' 1974 and 1978.

Drug abuse, ,as reflected 'in a 1978 survey of high school seniors,
indicated that 54 percent had used an illicit drug within the previ-
ous year; and that the daily and near-daily use of cocaine, stimu,
lants, and inhalants was increasing.

Violence is another social ill affecting this group. Frequently the
outcome of alcohol. or drug abuse and adolescent depression ac -.
counts for the first three leading causes Of death among 15- to 24-
year olds. Accidents. caused nearly 5.5 percent. of all, deaths in this
age group in 1978. Approximately one-half were alcohol related
and nearly, three-quarters the result of automobile accidents..Horni-.
cides over the past 20 years have nearly tripled in rate for .15- to.
24-year-olds; from 4.7 per 100,000 in 1960 to 134 per 100,000: in
1978. It is estimated that one-fourth of these were related to alco-
hot abuse. Suicide rates for young people 'have increased by 74 per
gent since 1968 compared to only a 17-percent increase for all ages.
,Estimates are that one-third of adoletcent suicides are alcohol or
drug related, and that for every suicide death there are an addi-
tional 100 attempts.

Mental illness contributes dramatically to suicide, homicide, and
other violent behavior as well as to drug and 'alcohol abuse.. It is
the fourth leading cause of hospitalization among yofing people.'
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The situation is compounded for many young people who suffer
from many of these problems simultaneously, placing them at high
risk of disability or death. Unfortunately, there is no place for
them to go to have these ills attended under one roof, one facility.

What I would suggest here is that perhaps there .could be some
Federal incentive for consolidation pf services. so that community
resources could be ,combined, whether it be public health facilities
or private sector facilities, teaching hospitali, educational institu-
tions, social service agencies, or what have you; that there be some
kind of service linkages fostered through some kind of Federal sup-
port whereby these persons, 'instead of receiving the fragmented
services that they are now 'receiving, 'might receive services in
some consolidated manner, which we feel would be far more cot
effective and would certainly have a greater impact on relieving
some of thesepsocial ills among this age group.

When we speak of the health issue, the-urban health initiatives
of the seventies, We have more or less a feeble attempt at some
kind of service integration, or some kind of service linkages. How-
ever, even. with the urban health initiatives, there were not in
place the adequatoguidelines or technical support to really foster
the development tit. any kind of long-range consolidation of some
kind of service mechanism that might actually meet the.
needs. An'd when we look at some of the urban initiatives of that
period, manytf those initiatives were not directed toward theage
group of which I now speak, whose concerns,I now share. That was
kind of a forgotten group. I imagine.that many of us, years ago in
the sixties, read the book "The Invincible Ainerica.",Here we are
in the eighties, and I wonder would you ask the question: Is this
age group part of that invincible America?

We would like to think we have gone beyond that,by far, but I
am sure you' would agreewith me that we concentrate greatly on
programs for the very young, and we concentrate greatly on pro-
grams for the seniors. But when we look at the -senior group, we
realize that within the senior group we have many persons who are
retired. Some of those persons might have been retired from man-
agement or other kinds of business endeavors. So those persons
have the ability to maneuver the system and ,negotiate for them-
selves. .-

We, are talking about a group of persons.here who really have no
one to speak for them., Yet their needs are being manifested in
many of the social ills we find in our urban centers. .

Another issue I would like to address for this same group is em-
ployment, 'unemployment, and underemployment. Here in Hous-
ton, 'we have been referred to as the golden buckle of the Sun Belt'
Perhapg thig is most misleading because many people througHout
the country, maybe throughout the world;. come to Houstony It is
like the mad gold rush to California of years ago. G.o to. Houston. '
Everybody is going to make it there.

So here we boast of the fact that during the seventies our unem-
ployment rates never fell below 5 percent,,,But when we look at
that 5 percent unemployed, we lOok at the composition of that
.,meager. 5 percent. and we find out that .of Shat 5 percent a dispro-
'portionate number of those are . the :young people. True, there
might be other minority groups or other minority segments and

.03
462
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women represented in that groUp, but a large portion, -a far pp....
large portion of that group, is really made up.of young people.

Then we look at a place like Houston, *tth its high technology.
We look. at the automation that is taking place here, and we have t
to assume that when automation takes plaCe, a high 'technology
takes.place at the rate that it is taking place herein Houston, that
many of the entry level jobs are going to be displaced unless these
persons in these jobs receive' some type of training whereby they
can continue to move up. So automation automatically reduces the.
need for unskilled entry level jobs: It increases the need for train-
ing for new careers. The CET4 -type program is the answer, but.
submit to you that there needs to be some kinds of 'programs in

..place to see that these persons are able to continue in..some kind of
employment as techit losy and automation takes place, so the are
not relieved of ern* ent. .1

Automation also .to a kind of selective employment beyond
entry level jobs. tha llisplaced because of the direction of tech-
nology. If the person- p't skilled,. then that person really doesn't
have a chance if that person is not trained in that specific technol:'
ogy:,So if we look' to the public school system to 'perform this task,
and the public school system states that it has other tasks, the very
basics to perform,

1 4

So what I would, suggest here is thaethere would be slime kind of, .

tax incentive, to industry or to someone, even if it to the eftiploy-
er, whereby. there cohldbe sox* ptoces.s in place for these persons
to be trained:and retrained, so that the, person's skills will move in
the same direction as the technology moves. .

We also submit that when we have this kind of technology
',taking place, the first .persOns to be impaCted Ware the minorities,

the Women, and the young people in the -work force, because these
are the people who have traditionally held these entry level jobs..
These are the groups who have traditionally held, these entry level
jobs. Then automation has a tendency to open up, opportunities to
persons in dead-end jots for learning new skills, while at the same
time requiring the motivation and awareness from them to take
advantage of these opportunities. So when we talk about training,
we, realize that not only is the training component necessary, but
there has to be some motivational component in place, also, to mo-
tivate these people so that they don't feel as though it is an exer-
cise in futility, so that they can feel as though "if I get this train-
ing, this trainingjd really geared for me, and if I get this training r
am going to have .a better opportunityto this job.' So they need to
have this kind of motivation. They need to have this kind of. train-
ing. . ,

When we looked at some of the 'postsecondary education statis-
tics, we became very aware that people are .looking more. toward
alternative kinds of .education. Not everybody is going to go to col-

, lege. EVen though we live in .an Urban center:you- know, we don't
have to get the horse and bsiggy and run miles,to the school: The
colleges are,really not fo everyone. But.there are enough jobs. here
in Houston, probably for' mOstpeople,here,.but wp are concerribd
that these young people will ndt always.be at the bottoin of tilt job
ladder,.that they would be able tembve put of these entry leyel 'po-
sitions'and there would be some kifld of postsecwiciarreducanon in

. .4
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. ., ,

place to help them to become a part or their highitChnology that.
we have here in Houston.
.:One of the other points that was of great concerti to meand

Maybe it might have been voiced in some other hearingand sev-
eral of iphe..young .people remarked to methat one of their great-
est concerns here in Houston is a kind of fear of harassment by the
policemen. I would like to cite to. you an incident that happened
with my Orin on when he was 154 ears of age. - ,

He 'hadleft a store' at about:`, ;414: in the evening on a Friday,
hopped into the bank to deposit: Ile money and to make a With-
drawal, He andanother young man who was' about 17 at the time

d out pf the bank. At that point two. Houston police cars turned
'the sirens on, sped around? turned around in the middle of the
street, rushed out and pulled them against the cars and asked him
what in the so and so was he doing with a checkbook and, whose -'
checkbook was that. They began to abuse him terribly.

When we' reported this to the community relatiOns section,' I
think, of the police department, we were told my sop would have to..
write it up, which he did. We were given a big runaround. Unfortu-
nately, just about 2 to 3 weeks rater, the doorbell rang 1 day and a
policeman appeared at the door and he said to my son, "I'm.goihg
to have Ito take you downtown to question you concerning .the ab-
duction it was some woman who lived in the neighborhood.

My son said to himthie is an example of how one incident leads
to a lack of respect. He said to the policemanfeeling very 'safe be-
cause we have a courtyard and the gate was there, so the' police-
man couldn't get in-7-he said; "I don't know,why you have come for

, me because I have a mother." This was his response to the police-
man.

Juit a short time afttr that he was driiing through an area
about 11:30 at night=and this area bordera Rice. The
policeman stopped.'him againehecause by this time he w e had
just turned. 16 and was able to have his drivers liqgnse, s Very.
proudly learning to;$11*e, to get out He was coming.lome and the
police stopped him tthcr'asked him what was he doing in that neigh-
134Orhood. He said to him, "I live:in-this neighborhood." The police,
proceeded .to use a lot ,,of abusive language and told him' n6, he
didn't live in this neigfiborhood. He said, "Well, let me go in here
and call my mother.

So the policeman followed him to the street a couple of blocks
away, whereupon he called me so that I could tell the polic
that yes, this is my son. But most of all, my qUestion to the police -
man 'So what if he is some' 'mother's son; most of all, he is a
human being." .

So in talking to these young people, one of t,lie things that they
were very much concerned about was not necessarily police brutal-
ity, whiEh might have been talked about in the crime section, but

he harassment. They are concerned that they would have the
in Of movement in this urban area here, so that they can go
ver they phase as long as they are not doing anything
, and as long as they are not trespassing on the rights -of

eone else. They were gravely concerned about this I can cite
,umbers and numbers of cases to you that has 'happened with

ydungsters.
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Now, most of the youngsters that I have had contact with in the
last 5 years have been. youngsters who have been in one of our al-
ternative education programs, which is a high schoOl f(4. engineer-
ing professions. Houston likes to-boast that the breath of the crop
are the youngsters who attend their alternative schoOls.1:So I would
like to say, having had contact with these ,youngsters and having
had them in my home on so.many occasions, I, too, would like to
boast they are the cream Of the crop. So if they are being harrassed
and they are not being accorded human digsity, yo under-
stand what hag happened to the other Parses. I subnWrthey have
too many frustrations to be bored with; you know; that kind of
thing, °

Something else I deteCted in talking to these young People. I de-''
tected a great need fdr someone with whom they coUld just talk,
and beyond what kind of program could be in place. Maybe we
could tap the resources of some of our senior citizens and come up
with some kind of grandparents program, where `these senior

ple would volunteer to justsimilar to- the Big Brotlieri or Bic!
isters, because we have to admit today that-a trip to grandina's o

Sunday afternoon is just not the norm. We don't do that any: more.
Many,of these kids don't:know their uncles. They don't know their
aunts. The extended family is just not in place as-much today.'
although the family is not in place, I have sensed in them and. I
have heard them voice the need for that emotional support system.
Unfortunately for most of t 1Anand ---this bring up another point
they are hardly able to afticulate it that way. °

One thing I have found and this is something that concerned
me greatly, particularly, 'SinceCongressman Leland is sitting here I
want to say itwith the :ydysters finishing school in Houst,on.
Their ability to communicate is very poor. Their communication
skills are horrendous.

Now, we talk about having bilingual education in the schools,
and, we talk' about the need fee a lot of other things. I don't even
know that 'monolingual is a correct term, but I would like to see
somethings in place where these youngsteri could have the basic
skills of being able to communicate. Because, asi talk to so many of
my son's friend's now, who are" new junior and seniors, many of
them are: seniors who graduated frdm the high school, from engi-
neering professions, made straight A's in science and math. I don't
know hew they, will ever make it through an interview dn a job.
You know, "that went" is just a common thing with them. am
sure that we- are are that the environment from which they
conie!itipds itself to this But certainly, we should have systems in
place tii3Overcome this; becaUse they stillwe ,talk about employ-
ment and nderemployment, I Wonder how some of these young-
sterS coming out of the University of Houston and University of
Texas, TeXas. A&M,,some in the Colorado School of Mines, when
they get to the work, place I can se that maybe being an excuse for
them not moving up the ladder: I am concerned about their
Upward 'nobility. I am concerned that iwe get so involved in think-
ing, "Hey;they have got a chance to go to college now"you
there are all kinds of scholarshipefor, them to go to college. ;But'',
there is a very important part of their education that they are not;
getting.
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I- diScuSS tome of the: issues that I wanted to present :here..
ay, 'I frwie.44. ,ked. to.' them folIV EL long time so I can iitalk the

rgon, get ilownvith the or whatetrer,...and I listen to them. talk-
ing. It was a sad thing to realize that their vocabulary so limited. -

Pm not talking .about the: three. syllabi words. Man wof:them are
rooposyllabit.41fieseafe perSons who areSeniors, in college. I don't ,

kifOw how they wiiiiito,te"rm paprs..-1. just don't understand this. But-
trrit is a serious concern of mine. : , k

I', felt that this was so presSingI. kneW Dr. Galloway was going
to talk aboutlitte healthi.problems and I. thought that I would just
be delighted at'the Miditunity to speak as 4mather, because I
strongly feelfthat our legacy to o'ur' young people orHOUston and to
this Nation should be'. amassurande?bf the American drfn, of
right to .a quality life. I am concerned when I lot& at theseryoung

---"'

people Here in Houston and I wonder if some. of them, if a trip to
the grocery store or a trip to the superrnorket will not so ay be

. --ilv,.
as awesome a task for them as a journey to the moon.

[The prepared statement of Dolores Dodd follqwS..] '.'

TESTIMONY ON PROBLEMS IN URBAN/CENTERS HUMAN SERVICES FOR YOUNG'PEOPLE

. BY DOLOR% M. DODD .

- The problems of urban Anierica emerge-4n a nurrilieftf critic-an:agues related to a ,1.

segment of the population that is at higher-thilikosual-rift: cir,-gritiny of the sociat
and economic ills of urbanism. The young pedple who livelh cdrnm'Mtiea and cir-
cumstances that place them in this untenable position aix not the forefathers of this
great society. Howevei tlibse...yaimg people are the heii&'who are victimized. They.
have legacy to a period when all levels of government are wasted to reduce' sup=
port for basicOuman services that are essential to basic fiumari'fileda,,

I submit for your consideration some of the critical issues detailed in ieeent locit
6,and national summative reports. .ir

HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVI0 Xr.. ,-mt .,

. o
The nation has experienced a remarkable reduction in death rates since.960' for

most age groups except one young, people ages 15L24. Between 1960 and 1979 the
mortality rate for young people, ages 15-24, climbed by 75 percent to total 50,000
deaths annually. .

tit . ?, : . : '
r.- ---4, 44,4

The' most vulnerable young people have a higher than average incidenCe ofhealth
problems and related social ills, including:

Venereal disease, increasing draniatically. About one out of every eight young
people .acquire venereal disease each year, totaling 2.5 million individUals. Since.
1960, for example, the rate of reported gonorrhea' hes increased by 200' per-
cent among -15 to 19 year olds, 164 percent amaig 10 to14 year olds, and 122 per-.
cent among 20 to 24 year olds. Consequences of this disease can be serious, including
pelvic inflammatory'diseate and associated sterility, 'stillbirths and birth defects.
. Teenage pregnancy, resulting in approximately 600,000 births to:mothers aged 19

or younger, often preventing "yo women frail completing a high school education

two-and-one-half times greater th If pregnancy is delayed until afta age 20.
or becoming self -supporting.,, Fu r, the risks of..low birth mortality are two to

Alcohol abuse, affecting 3.3 millirib young people whose ranks argrowing. Over
the last five years, the number of h school seniors consuming.excessive amounts
of alcohol increased to 41 percent. ospitalization for. alcoholism among 15 to 24'.'
year olds increased by 44 pe rcent bet een 1974 and 1978. ,-,4.

. Drug abuSe, as yefl in a 1978'survey of high school Seniors which indicated.
that 54 percent has used Illicit drug within the previous'year, and that the daily..
arid near -daily use of cocaige, stimulants and inhalants was' increasing.

Violence, frequently themitcome of alcohol or drug abuse and adolescent depres-
sion, accounts for the first three leading &uses of death among 15 to 24 year bids:

Accidents caused nearly 55 percent of all deaths in this age group in 1978. Ap-
,-;-%).,Z.vproximately one-half were $cohol related and, nearly three-quarterp the result of

automobile accidents, 0 ' .

. ,
. .., .
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Hom.icides over the past 20 *ears hive nearlyleripled in rate for 15 to 24' year

oldsfrom 4:7 per hUndred thousand in 1960 to 13.2 in 1978. It is estimated that
. obe-fourth of these were related to alcohol abuse.

Suicide rates for young people have increased by 75 percent since 1968 compared
to only a 17 percent increase for all ages. Estimates are that one-third of, adolescent
suicides are alcohol or drug related -end that for every suicide death there are an
addit/nal 100 'ttempts,

Msnial illnesi, contributes dramatically to suicide, homicide, and other yiolent be-
havior as well ps to drug and alcohol abuse. Iris the fourth leading cauU of hospi-
talization among young people. '

The situation is compoundefor Many young people who suffer from several of
°these problems simultaneously,:placing them at high risk of disability or death. Fur-
ther, approximately four million young people do not have -readily available pri-
mary care services. The result-is' that, such problems as dental, nutritional, endo-

trine and orthopedic disorders nay go untreated:Finally, these health problems are
k, exacerbated for many young people by social and economic circumstances:
4. In response to the growing prevalence of these problemsamong. increasing num-

bers of young nople, public health departments and privatd. voluntary agencies
have created over the years a multitude of service programs. Nationally, some 2,000

%organizations sponsor services, each designed to prevent or treat one or a few of the
:major health problems. Locally there.are few programs of significant magnitude, to
rneetothe demand for services for youth and young adults.

Although there have been few studies documenting the impact of these services,
the evidence is encouraging, For example, selected programs. for pregnant teenagers
hive reduced repeat pregnancies and school dropout rates. Other studies suggest
that certain programs can reduce the incidence of alcoholism and drug abuse and
associated violent behavior.

.Unfortunately,'these and other programs designed to serve thiS high-risk group.
face serious problems. First, young people often delay seeking health services until
it is too late to prevent a problem, or It serious consequences..

Second, the fact that there are so many services in 'different locationseach spe-
cializing in the prevention or treatment of a few health problemsdecreases the
likelihood that the young person with multiple problemp will make all the stops
necessary to gee adequate care. -

Third, there are few physicians trained' in the special health care needs of young
people.

Fourth, and 'most significantly,,sevetal independent economic forecasts predict
. ,

constraints in support at"every level of gpvernment for health services, including
those for this age group. These constraints would make it increasingly difficult to

° maintain even existing levels of care.
One approach is to consolidate the efforts of major providers of services to high-

risk young peopleteachin4 hospitals and public or voluntary health service ages-
- cies.

Many teaching hospitals have become increasingly involved in providing ambula-
tory medical care and other services to young-people. Some have established special-
ited service progrtAs -for- this age grouValcoholism treatment programs, family,
Owning, drug abuse programs and othersinto single administrative units. Howev-
er, these clinical services are usually limited to the hospital and therefore only.to
those young people who turn to those institutions for care.

Public health departments and private and voluntary agen.c46 offer similar types
of services but in separate community locations and clinics. These include clinics
and centers for mental heralth,.plahning, prenatal and maternity care, and preven-
tion and treatment of alcohol and drug abuse and of venereal disease.

Through consolidation, the mutual efforts bf these two kinds of health pnividers 0
would be combined. Clinical faculty, residents and-fellows from the teaching hospi-
tal would join with selected agency staff to.provide care in each of several locations.

- Theseaseryice locations would be sites where the community agency previous19pro-
vided more limited services. They would be, located in areas frequented by young
people, and because thersffer a broad range of services,. should make care more
accessible to individuals with multiple health problems.

Although many public health officials and physicians have long urged consolida-
tionrecognizing the potential' or cost savings and.impfoved carethere has been
little incentive to do so. The expected funding reductions. make it timely to demon:
strate the feasibility and effectiveness of this concept. The Urban Health Initiatives
pf,the mid-seventies appeared to be an effort toward service integration. However,
the quality of guideline and technical suppoit was inadequate to effectuate signifi-
cant linkt(ges. -
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Presently, appropriate Seders' incentivesare needed to promote consolidation of
services to make more efficient and effective use of community services to accom-
plish:

(1) Making human services for high-risk young people more accessible; (2) arrang-

Mg for long -term support fOr such consolidated services; and (3) training. human
service providers in the care of high -risk young people. ,

It is hoped that high-risk young "people Served by these consolidated services will

have, lower rates of death and disability than their counterparts served by More

frtiginTited services.

EMPjAYMENT-UNEMPLOYMENT

Houston is looked upon as the "golden bisekle of the sun belt". Our unemploy-
ment rate never topped 5 percent during the '70's. If the trends hold, it is assumed

that Houston's unemployment rate will remain lows lne implication is thatjobs re-
quiring technical skill are going to be abundant. Although unemployment. overall

will be lower here, there will be certain groups of people who will find it difficult to
fine work. Persons cannot work if they cannot get to a place of employment. The

local work- place is scattered from far southeast to far southwest, as well as far

= northeast to northwest. Public transportation, public housing and reasonable-income
housing remain within the inner city. This disparity further restricts the chances. of

employment for the young peopleend the other critically unemployed groups. Per-
sons cannot work if they cannot find a reasonably' priced hoine for their families.

Houston's economic expansion can be deceptivei Automation will continue to have

an impact. Increaked use of automation will:
(1) Reduce the need for unskilled entry-level jobs; (2) increase- the need for train-

ing throughout careers; (3) lead to selectiire employment beyond entry-level jobs that'
are, displaced because of the direction of technology; (4) Increase skill requirements

at all levels"and emphasize continual retrailking; (5) impact minorities, women and

young people in the work force, since many of the jobs affected here have been held
traditionally by these groups; and (6) open up opportunities to persons in "dead
end" jobs for learning new skills, while at the same time, requiring. the motivation
and awareness from their to 'take advantage of these opportunities.

Both motivation and training opportunities must exist. Women, youth and minor-

ity groups will require special attention for retraining and motivational opportimi-

ties or face unemployment. Continued training is essential to job security in a "high

technology" job market. . .

Our legacy to the young people of Houston and this nation should always be to
secure the American dream af a fair chance to life. As we move to urbanization we -

'apply a "social technology" that is consummate to "industrial technology". A trip to
the neighborhood supermarket should in no way be as awesome as a journey to the

moon.
c. The CHAIRMAN. We will begin the questioning, but unfortunately
I have to leave for a few minutes to Make a presentation in an
other part of the building. I would like to turn the chair over to

Mr. Leland.
Mr. LELAND [presiding].; Let me apologize for missing Dr. Gallo-

way's testimony, 'but I assure yOu that the staff has well prepared
me with questions that hopefully will be adequate. I guess I should
proceed by questionineDr. Galloway. .

Dr. Galloway, in your statement you say that there' were valid
reasons why the Federal Government got into the health care busi-

ness. Will you elaborate on these reasons? .I suspect that these rea-
sons relate in more 'general ways to why the Federal Government
has been drawn more and more into assistance to States and local
government.

Dr. GALLOWAY. Jat,generally speakipgand I cotild give you an-
swers to when such programs started and so forthbut just gener-

.
ally, prior to the 1960's, and even' back in the 1950's and' before
that time, ihere.was a special provision made for 'people who
weren't of means as far As health care was concerned. The attitude
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was more one of health care being a privilege in this country
rather than health care being a right,

That is a recent concept Probably all of us can remember the old
public hospital. Just about every metropolitan area had a huge,
run down, inadequately finance& facility, for the poor. That was it
as far as their health care was concerned. They usually showed up
there when they were abent.to die or seriously ill.

:Bit .the idea that people, poor or .not, had a right to be healthy,
feeling good and have ail of the preventive and technological meas-
tirek and so forth that
able to;them Iris fact, ;t
prove;:.that'lhere
that 'People received:, ."

So the local private

e yomlive a nice, long life was not avail-
Statistics. of .blacks and othlzoor. people

difference in the type o ealth ogre

ry, the priVate medical Profession, had
not done anYthitt to address this problem. Of course, local govern-
ments hadn't dime much either, except, of course, to have their one
public hospital in the Cities.. So that is the reason these grants
came about in the first place.

People started logking at satisfies, started. lookigg at' howmuch
sooner we were. dying than say, Middle:class people: They' Were'
looking, at how many black. babies and other poor babies -Were
dying in the first year of life. The were looking at how much '

people, were having. They ew that we needed toinething differ-.
cancer and 'hypertension all at kinds of _problems we,. as 4

ent add, if they diOn't provi e it, nobody else would.
I hap .not seenranything different take place.' We have a beauti-

ful, One of the most advanced centers in the world here, and it is
fine for you, you know, lif yOu have to have a cardiac bypass. or.
something like that. But we arq talking about the basics of life,
The only people so dr Willing to provide4ths been the Federal Gov-
eriungnt. sr i 9Of Course,you knovr I do Cave to give:Some credit to the city of
iftlouston. Hooston %has be-le4pretty gobd about supporting its health
dettartspent. Agaixi,, like

pretty
we are in competition for so. many

other service there is no witt'they can address the needs of all Of

J,the
people helle. a

Mr, LELAND. Who ca afford a (Cardiac bypass anyway, I might,
isk? Ggien that if the.Federal Government continues these budget. ''..
buts and grits in aid programs can private, State and other
s2urceseof ftrEding VI these needs? Can your department sustain
the interest of trying to provide access to the system9

Dr. *ALLOWAY. What we are looking at right di*, and I know.
that D. Cra*n has been planning fort-she is going under the as-
'iumptidli that the"Federal Government is.not going. to be able to be
relied on any longer and is looking at trying to get the city,to pick

r up muph of the serviceS.. , .

We are not even talking about picking up. It would be great if
they would pick up and.continue, which probably won't happenube-
cause it is gqing to be impossible on the tax base we have now.

Personally;. I feel that if, for exaMple, our city council had io go
to the public, to Houston and the citizens, and say, "Hey, we want
to' raise your taxes to pay for health-care' I 'don't know what the
development would be: The city can .do so much, but that is just
holdiqg the status quo.

469
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`But. we are in a .city that is expandin.. We are talking about
nearly dbubling our budget t-this year; And, maybe again next year, '
justfto keep up .with the growth. So .tio, the city of Houston, :the

" State of TexaS, cannot keep up with:the ;health needs, public health
needs of,our people. There is just no way.,

What 'we are looking at is cutting- to bare bones; cutting Otit
norkwe.are looking at which services, iwe had to choose; between ..
them, we can go without, choosing priorities. Ale are also lobking
'at squeezing peoPle out of our ssiteiri, Who 'wO4lid be hurt' the leisf. -;

Ond example of how peopl recreally- being forcpd out of our
system already, we get hun of 'Ohozie.. 'calls every 'day from

pie wanting tdrilake appo nts to come into our clinics fnr

to get into our systern A: f.eVi.f.
health care: Every MliPtli it tA ger and longerfOr somebody.,_

o you call for an iiiPoint- ..-.
ment, and you would he a pre y, you callifOr an. Appoint; .
ment and get it the next week. N night have :to Wait. 3 or 4

, or 5 months; and you may, hive haavaaby by the'timeryour.ap.-.....
----gointment conies due.

In ,pssence, what we:have : Wliendone: pens is, We.haVe:
forced some. Y 6144-of-the:health

,

care Sy is urffirtunite; -.
we don't, w
more.

Mr: LE hored a: bill: called ill*

.

'le14

atodtced *the --4 lot tY0ar of the.d
to do is into , ore potential
CHAE bill is th health :assurance `. = li . .,

' qr. .

more children t. mothers i .,..., - .: A : it .

eters of the medi m: et \ ...-.--, .

With the budge, ::,..."1. , have real. : : f' em, an ...eri-iik,
vr . .

the President h :`,.. . TP in terms of se bItIg ;bill
seems not a real ;'',,,,, .. now that 'there- ire
160,000 children :. P: ..., to alone who ne, le.d' to into.
eligibilitY. , 1. ,

These ,firIP'the
. ' ..t,' , ,' N- -. le .1'

hO fall in' between *.0, ._,..`;-141V;
i; and their° /Siren Oin't,affiirct;t4iiiadon't quality fa. med.

for their health care ..Whit o we do ibbutChil rekiikeAVT-5!,.
.Prw",GALLOWAy. They .keep' falling hetween.,,tAe ,leriageS;;-,1,011eSs.

some money.cernes-,froiliz'Oonispere.. ',. .1,..1:5ti..."1T.7. '.... -1.,,.'''. .... gk.`'

1v.e an unusual situation',here in HCAlStaii. ini the iti the 'city;
-of? ouston,..mtich. of the 'Fe ral money that :we .had !before. at-

e,* some 'stipulations that e.good. They are:n0f 'ill,bad....And
dine, of therkwere that wee er health Cate to:peottle. regardless of

inc, g Everybody waseli le. That iicifidi OTKlifferefritilropi the
linty HospitiEL` trict; that their. charter.SaYs %goy mu t

accord*: to .ability-to pay. They must .nipetorime e i-
. ...

up ight now.iyay4ody; regardless' of whether you a nu lom,
'0,."iiining,01Petiveeri the cra " people, :yeti cirri cOline. 41.6'

;system: But Ilke-I.said, again, re looking at tightening ogr,
and Seeing what we can doi. re. getting tab a poijit ',.wherel

wave to start forcing peoplecbut of e systemii?everf le whot
cash pay, which areounts fonnaybe 8: to 10, peecent.'That le stalOt
oleOple who ' ii,t pay. ,

.. ,

'::3 1p,
4117-

. .. ,.....-.044.

e that 'happen, but-tha Ppen more and'



We'were looking,lat some-7,sort Cshsliding ee d going :to
: third: party reitubtirSeintnti'thedicaid,'Again; wit :guts.in'inet17
: i*dil-yoU knows=: that. is one.4:4the Problehaa:: W ate...that, es,..
a.viablealternittiv pproidcrirg a serv.i..P4sta!PP.

I doret:knoW.w t is going t happenv.We arffgo have to gb.:..,
public with this and ask theAtizenAX.FtoUattin.:if t ey are Willing:"
to pick up the y:

-,.-e

Mr...,LELArge, iitiiiTyiiiiir specii1,4ion'orf:tiiat7:
:Dr..:0ALLOwAy. 11ealth Care. i.:.slibist 'not a .,trry:'glaiiltip04,. aii4. ..

pOssing issue. I :doubt we would..111,verysUcCesattir....,,,:, .::::,. -:'. '':'

::Mr: LALANn. The Presideriit. hitii advociliiii4a74-.:1:.'ziv-4-411 cm
-agreeinent tit sbim-7--if it. vyfouI*.in .factlittipen,:biit-.he410404,;:.
.; the private tisktraulrl take up Where the.'goverrirnelit:leaVetroff:','
-'.- IQ.r ;GA.u.:OWAv,Thi4 is great: l'hey.' never 'kik*: befOre; .. W.e'..haVe.....-...; .-.....,

tn7d,: for. examplIE on a .1qcarl le*ek.we-have:.what ,.ice. 'Call ,s,oir*:fal)...
:betVieen-thecracks pa,tie. . Theyf..COrtii: to us4, for exaMPfe,. for Pre-4, ...::'.:.'...

natal tare, pifegparit, ladi '. Wetitelthern. care;viithOttt. charge; Wk::: .
'... then we tion!tdo Oily in bur'pupli.c healtksysteril.,:.",:. '-...:.:_;..',:..'..

They haVe to :.go to go e citherystern to deliver their:Ciiild,and -"....". .

. thoSe systems lity.f.e elT lity.zrequireinents,v.t.andhat Is .where we ...:.,
:: :1Ose a of gptie01 alike-the: gel to that "systern,..antl....thOy..

.

.

: :learn that they are notArgible, ...it, _-,,-.: .:;.. i.....,.. , ..

::,: :. We:have attempted, Wekilayg. approacheld....privite: .p,;yitelns .her

' care of our patientit We iliva try to get t ' 'vet' ::if there,:::. and said, .cdOyou wor_kotietin erraligemittinfi'irs to helii:

....*.chargt, thattisoirho 14nd of air.kneeth`eiitli dn. YOU. Make? IfAPa:.:
, tient doesn' haye much incoApit, givehiip'.a.124norith or 244nont.h .: ''.`;

: pay Plan and:let thdnitleliver'tlieir baby. '.:. =1,'1...... -.:,N. .,:::: ;.j.,. 1.,

They have:.toqieliVer theiybilay*-SOrnewheret.bift'We hale not had
.anY luck with' ttre .exteptiop cif. a, couple of smatIo&mmunity:hoOpi.-.:,
tals.who..thernse1 have 10itedere....5%, rces. t.':_. ,,...,:.=,0.-:'..:. 1,..'s' .,. ',:

:RiVerside.Generarll'ospita.1 and Str..14,abethS'"H4130.1.1.1fav't,:bOtb2,:,
been willing :to . bklpo VittAiltith 'our. patien_ts arid ,s6 490 .14.1ancl,;
"make.special-conceppro for .",MiBut ifo4thenost.'plOr '04 pril,!.

,,..-..5.7ate:sector has .not, '' - .:: ' ..'W .: il t :::-.. .:"

, . IP

4 . , Mr. ImArrn..Iioth of , them. al'e.p..ist about at.the Tent fifluiviltg.
,..,,to,close down. ":. .* ....' ,fP' ', , . ., , .,,,,./ : . -- 11-.....

.: bolow-,-I:can'.:t give you -tlYeexaat fgure. I. have setn i iitly',''':-

,,.,-..,

: Mr. LENb.Idt,, rife you tinet peeve of. nuAe...114the. tor; Gat:LOW.ii.i':'''Thgt i 'ght. : . .4,.u. 4`41.,:4.4....,.,tii!;.:,.e....;

issue :of infant inortalitS4,-. oputo:4e rank in *le country? r. 4.1r, .:' ..

Dr...-GAILoWAY. f,liave ikerfitint. I am not, quite sure. Wk frte ,,

r .
but we are below othe

'' ' remember
e 'tankteas,0i , -L. ;

I that.. .It is a let like.tkcoiitry.W the .4.0.-4:,3 -°f',: ,

range and.wt lkere..sorriething 4, e and4tgairta lot o ihafhild 0
to do:With the characteris o o

. . We have a lot of...,.peoP, ,coming .heir? from other its of 6141. ..,.;.,
world, from. other.Lcomitties, who: werefin very. poor health.whert i ;:.. "'
they got here; SO We 3ree ,t reults; wetake. rei.of..the,complic,a2,,
tions once they get here.

. That has a lot. to do w ' t s. f;,- , :, ... ,.. :;,,...5

Mr. LaiLivism: I. had.a' for o ich., Illi;c.:,4 fi.depadmirit;'
your health 'department, &fa, part of and s '11 IS',',W'SPtoe(413' gi'' eq--..

, .-
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in fact it is just that we have had a recent impasse.,I hope we will
:get reactivated: :especially on the infanfmortality task force.

We fouhd ene.-of the real problems was the coalition of informat:
.tion and gathering of infOrmatiOn, one of the findings Was that
there was no ability to 'use the information that was available be-
cat;ie it: was. either not kept at some - place where they stored in for
rki4tion; like in :the:State Department of Health\ and Hun:ian Re-
sotirCes; I-forget`the name, but it is impossible to-extract and, be-
Catise:of .that, We-Were:unable to really arrive at` some of the char-
acteristics as to:how it is that we-could seek to strategize or try to
provide alternatiires or solutionstohe problems.

Is there: anoughiof that kind,of-aetivity7are there enoughiLople '
who:are really focused on the' Problem of infant mortality -- because

dO:realizelhat Houston is at a very critical stage? '
: Dr. GALLOWAY. Not really. Part of the reason is the one you

example-J.: We generate large amou
cited. I know we have a

of statistics. We receive large
the health department, for

nuMberS on what is going on with people, lots of head counts, but
. at this time we have not reached the point of sophistication and

again that is due largely to the lack of money not being able to
consolidate all of the information that is available.

For example, I want to say even to consolidate information not
just from one area, but for every area; the medical center, Jeffer-
son Davis Hospital; school of public health, the health department,
all of these people should be able p push buttons and consolidate
their inforMation and get the same information back.

If you ask each agency for statistics, you get something\different
from each one. So we are not at,the point of being able to analyze
what we are doing and what we are not doing. That is very impor-
tant. That is looked upon as icing on the cake whether you are
asking for money. You say I want some money for a sophisticated
computer system to do some real analysis and see if we are having
any impact on these patients.

They say, are you kidding? What are you talking abdut?
Rut that is really important so you know where to go from here.

Right now we are busy bailing water, so I guess that is still further
down the road.

r. LELAND. I yield to my colleague from California.
DYMALLY. Dr. Galloway, a university professor at UCLA, has

sugged that our infant mortality has increased with the amount
of Nobel Prize. winners in America. The Japanese have none but
their mortality rate has gone down.

We increase our Nobel Prize winners in medicine every year and
so does the infant mortality rate.

Dr. GALLOWAY. Can I offer an explanation for that?
The explanation again is a lot of emphasis on health care in this

country is put on sophisticated machinery, the big shining medical,
urban medical centers. On what we call the esoteric medicine.

Loads of money will be poured into research, to look into rare
diseases and find cures for odd types of things, but the everyday
health matters, they are not glamorous and that is not where the
money goes.
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Also, there- are other countries who are ahead of us in thinking
and: that is we still think in terms basically of health care for ill
People.

That. is, wait 'till you get sick, and then we have got all of this
fancy medical informationarplwe will take care of you, but we are
learning, but yet we aref4,knot putting our money where our
mouths are; we%are learnink thit preventive care is what it is all
about; teaching, how to eat right from the first day of your birth; so
that- you don't develop: ardening 'of' tie arteries and coronary
artery diseases:

Teaching you not to I your food with salt so you don't develop.
hypertension. Teachin ou stress measures and so: forth SO, you
live an easier life and h w to ex

Those things are hard to cha e once You. have gotten into -that
kind of lifestyle Doing something about our environment, making
regulations stricter for dumping toxic wastes and all of that into..
our rivers and pouring it into our air; that. is where the money
should go.

The human body would probably take tare of itself in 95 Percent
. of the cases if we took care of the environment and we took care of
youthjust used preventive measures.

That is not where the money is going now. I don't knoW how long
It. will take for people to wake up and realize that in the long run
that is Where the cost effectiveness is.

MT. DYMALLY.. Mrs: Dodd, you expressed a note of expectation;
but what' you did, not take into account is the crisis we face in the
budget document which was passed by the Congress laSt year, and
the one which we now have ,before beCause it makes no provi-
sions at all for some of the problems you have: brought before this
committee.

The five district attorneys from the. five largest cities in America
Went to the Department of Justice to talk about deletion of funds
and they were told that if the economic recovery program works,
juvenile delinquency. will be taken care of and you will not have
this question of juvenile crime.

When one examines the budget, there is no money for job train-
ing programO, so we don't have a national policy to deal with the
problem that you raise because I could take your speech and put it
into my district in Los Angeles County and it would apply to the
young people there.

This administration is not responding to that, so .we face that di-
lemma.

I am not going to solicit any response from you because I think it
is something that all of us find very difficult to respond to.

Thank you, Mr. Chairnian.
Mr. LELAND. We seem to be rather partisan in this market. Lest

we seem that way, let u4ay we had somewhat the same problem
with Jimmy Carter. '4

My colleagu was not *Con ss at the time, but the Congres-
sional Black C ucus continuall ttled 'President Carter on the
same issues, that he was npt re addresSing the real problems.

I would likje to gp back lloway and we will. try to speed
up the proceedings.



In your recommendation's, you sUggeSt that States be given a
phase-transition petiod in order to respond to their new responsi-
bility. How much timeslo you think'is necessary based, upon your
responeibilities?

,Dr. GALLOWAY. think:September 30, 1982, is a little soon.. I
donit know what. the State Depaitment would think would be rear.
sonable. I Would-say at least 5 years .

Mr. LELAND. Mrs. Dodd, you state a number of ills nova deeply
rooted in our society of which our,.,ydung people are disproOrtion-
ately victimized.

Would yon tell us which of the. existing Federal programs have
been most effective in addressing these .problems and wl is the
status Of these-programi .=

Are they strong or candidates for extinctions
Mrs. DODD. Some of the:prOgre40:if`we kook at the'CETA pro-

gram, they have been attacked" firbhileyery side. Thei were some
places, even here in Houston.; Where there was a component there
that was a motivational component..Ldp not feel that the recipi:

. ents or the intended recipients slinUId hear.:;the brunt of any lack of
administrative know=how...1 think that if 4ie nioneys are appropri-
ated and they 'are funded, then perhaps the same person who funds
it, whether/ it bein this/case we are talking about Federal Gov- 4
ernmentshould provideflhe monitoring mechanisms and the tech-
'nical support to see that; those programs are effe4ive.

I think that is what has happened in caSea.like the CETA pro-
grams. So Yes; I thinitbe qETA programs were:able to work, and I
would like' to cite an inbident of a young woman" who came to work
with us as a CETA person. Phis person worked in a prOgram'which
was the citizens schools% progfam here in 'Houston. She is now
'working in the teen health,program, and I WaS very pleased just .

few weeks ago to hear the .administrator of the teen 'health' pro-
gram say this young woman brought a lot of dignitynot only did'
she bring a lot of know-how to the program, but a lot of dignity to
the program.

We saw this young woman come to work at the health depart-
ment as a CETA person. She reenrolled in classes at Texas South-
ern. She is continuing school 'now. So even if that might be just a
email example, I can only talk about the things that I have seen
and I do know that there is a possibility. So; yes, I think that was a.
program that had a good chance of working.

Mr. LELAND. The President uses isolated examples like that to..,'
get his ideas across too. I certainly appreciate what you said,

I wish that I could have been as eloquent in my arguments
against him on the floor of Congress as you have been today.

The fact of the matter is, what I hear you saying is that CETA
should not be thrown out. In fact, what we should do is revamp
CETA or at least the-concerfts,develop some 'administrative capa-
bility and remedy the problemg.within CETA as oppoSed to--

Mrs. DODD. If one were to purchase a 1982 Rolls-Royce:and some-

. thinpkwent wrong with it, I don't think the person would dump it. I
think the person would troth. modify whatever it is, try to repair
it; -but I don't think that person would really dum0 it.

If wecertainly it was a well-conceived program. I don't think
that it out of congress not being well conceived. Since it was
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a well-cOnCeived program, if It had some minor difficultiesAhen I
think we should- look at those minor difficulties and,try to make.
modifications as needed, ,

Mr. LELAND. Do I hear you Say that federally l'Unded-progra*
have made a dent in the problems of our sOCiety?

Mrs. :Dena Yes; I think they have -made a tremendous :impact.
Mr. DYMALLY.: Mr. Chairman: ;

Qiiigressman Hawkins, a member of the Black Caucus, ,will be
pleased to hear yon.Say such good things about CETA; since it has
been under such attack from all'quarters. Tie is trying to retool the
Rolls-Royce, so-called, to put it on the road.

Given the outloOk, it seeMi the road is ,rather' bumpy out there,
I hope the PreSident caniespond to whatlie proposea to Present

to: the, Congress: 4 .

Mr. LELAND. Your recoMmendation regarding consolidation"of
services to high risk young people is very.persuasive.

Are there any Such -effortelviinderWay here; in our home, HoUs-
ton9 If so, how successful haVe they been?

re Doriu..4Nes. There are efforts underway and I am surd that
GalloWay would agree that,in many of the programs Currently

o rated in Abe health:, department, we have linkages with other
agencies and-When we bpeak of the private sector, the RObert Wood
Houston Foundation just recently cameo out with an effort to "try to
promote this kind of consolidation.

We have programs with HISD, with mental health, and mental re-
tardation. There are numbers of programs in place. However, there
are numbers of persons who 'remain in need. The programs, the
depth of the programs I might say is probably not great enough;
there is quality in those that are in place, but the quantity: is lack-
ing. There just aren't enough of them here to reach. all of the per-
sons who are in need.'.

But it has been proved, because, there are over 2,000 organiza-
tions in this country who have attempted some kind of mechanism
of consolidation to promide services.

All stuthei have sholfzi, and all results have shown. that it is an
effective way to combine community resources.

Mr. LELAND. How would you assess the existing overall plan for
the delivery of health services?h

Mrs. DODD.. HOW: would I asidess theaverall plan for the delivery
of health services in Houston now, chaotic?

Mr. LELAND. We know Houston has a number of community
health centers. What, in your opinion, are the strengths and weak-.
nesses of these clinics?

Mrs. DQDD. The strengths of those things are ease of access. The
acceptability by the community, the location of the centers, the
participation, the welcomed participation of the recipients of

there, and the physical plan is nice.
I guess one of the things that I think is more important, the,

human dignity of the patient is maintained, is preserved, and that!
is a very important thing to persons who are in need of any, kind of
hinnan service.

,1=

The weaknesses are notif there are, anyare not self-imposed.
The weakness might come in the frustrations of those persons who

I
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have less than adequate resources with which to service the client
population that they are so interested in serving.

Mr LELAND. That is a very interesting assessment. I appreciate
it. We know that Houston has a number of those clinics that we
talked about and I would like to qualify what you have said about
them to us. I have found in my peripheral involvement that in fact
they have enhanced the human dignity of people who heretofore
had not the opportunity to get served.

I laud the health department for what, it has done. There again, I
would suspect that you would suggest that we peed more communi-
ty health centers because I think the population is too disparate be-
tween the health centers. How might they be expected to be affect-
ed by any likely loss of Federal funds as we realize the impact?

Mrs. DODD.. As Dr. Galloway has stated, many, of the programs
provided there in those centers are programs that arc federally
funded programs and what I am just now submitting to you is that
not only do we need to have the health services there, but we need
to expand those and then have other kinds of human services .

there, sd here we have a situation where we probably need an alcor
hol program located on the same site, or a drug abuse prOgram on
the same site and here we are faced with the situation where we
wonder if the site is going to have..enough of-,the basic programs,
there, the basic health programs there. .

' So there, is going to be a tremendous impact on them with the
cuts. I don't know what will happen, but Dr. Galloway has just said
to us that we should think more about, environmental services and
I do hope also that we.will get more into health promotion kind,of
activities and maybe we will reduce some of the need. -

Mr. LELAND. Is there a movement, Dr. Galloway, to do that, to
promote the general health and welfare of our city, as it relates 0
our personal health and the health of the,environment? :

° Dr. GALLOWAY. I am not quite sure what you mean.
Mr. LELAND. Is there a campaign') a specific campaign being,

waged by the health department, or private individuals, in the city
of Houston to provide some real involvement on the part of every-
body to preveht the problems that our universities have had? ".

Dr. GALLOWAY. A lot of liaison-type programs are being set up
and going on with the health department and other medical enti-
ties and city government and so forth.,

Again, what. we are seeing is a lot of good ideas and well ,laid
plans which I am afraidlnight fall down by the wayside because, if
the money isit is great to have these good ideas about the people
and so forth, but you have to have something to back it up.

All this is happening at the same time and being needed at the
same time, we are finding out we, have to tighten the belts.

What is going to happen at the health centers? The reality is, we
are already cutting back services. We have been told we don't have
enough personnel to have what We call shifts, so we have been pro-
viding some evening clinics and Saturday clinics to people for their
convenience, working people, so they don't have to take off work:

When you are poor, especially, and yoU work sort of a low-Mel
job, it is not that easy to tell your boss you are going to take off
and go to the doctor and that kind .of thing.

So these were clinics very much needed.

irb
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We are already starting to- cut babk and cut down and c o, sorne

. . o'some
evening. ODIC& We have cut out our Saturday tee mgram:i.

It is available only during the week and teens have to me durinr
schbol or during the week. We are thinking of ha vift to Out Out
services and clinics if' the man doesn't come through to ba'k up
what we are going tol frOin the Federal resources: '
cin build an MX missil system for our country ?, i /

..--

Mr. LELAND. Don't y iv believe that is a warranted sacrifice so we

You don't have torespond to that
'How difficult is it, ot how easy is it, fot.you to recruit health per-

sonnef for your institution? ' ; ... -- c., s

Dr. GALLOWAY. It is- not.easy at all 'We get Tito -a lot of trouble
a ut that constantly .' .

ity--I :_eess pay scales and so forth, are fir below, in many in;-
stances,--and just beloW in other instances, .private industry; r: .1:',`
ticularly when it comes to professionals. ,

Often, you know, they are the first that can grab up. somebody
,while we are still shuffling, trying to entice themshuffling, trying
to get them to work for us. . .

We do' have trouble recruiting highly, skilled -rofessionals be-
cause of our, pay scale. I don't know, what the Federal Gd'i:Ternm6t
is like, but I think- government has always had a hard time compet,
ing with private industry. * °

What happens here is, we have a trick situation here in Houston:
Say we may have lots of vacancies in professignal positions. We
don't fin them that easily becatige private industry is skimming ,
therii off and then our city government looks at us, and says, 'Well,
why do you have all of these' vacancies laying around? You don't
need them," and they cut them out of the budget.

We find ourselves in a vicious circle where we are losing more
and more positions and haying a harder time keeping them.

- People .coma to work with us and get started with us and when
they get really good they leave to go to a more lucrative area.

There are not lots of rewards, and financial rewards aren't the
only rewards that count. -, - , .

A lot of other things are very iniportani to people too, but no, it
is not that easy, but we have attempted to get some adjustments.
We want to deliver first,.-class "health 6are to the city of Houston
and it takes a while to do that. ,

Again, like I say, we have people that realizerwhat all is inyolved
by this. It is going to be difficult.:,,;; , .''`

Mr. LELAND. 'Are you tiatisfied-with the quality of medical care
your department is able toideliver at present? That is an automatic

Oloresponse? .
. Dr. GALLOWAY: You are right.

Mr. 1.,ELAND. Is it in direct correlation, the quality, to the furuis
available? 1 .14-. t,

Dr. GALLO Y. Yes.
Mr. LELA Are there'other factors involved which affect the

Iv ,quality of c e and services? -.1i

Dr. GAbLos AY. Yes itt.. i
Mt. LELAND. Can you give ua a few? , ,

Dr. GA
: tions, a

wAy. ,Otheriactors would cOncern regula-
standards to to along with,' and there attached to the
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money for health care. They can be restrictive, or they can help to
facilitate delivery, depending upon what the regulations -are.

Mr,,LELAND. I can't leave you without asking you about teenage
pregnancy in Houston. Can you just comment on the epidemic that
ybu are seeing here in-Houston?

Dr.- GALLOWAY. Teenage pregnancy in Houston and 'around the
country, is off the mall. It is what we call an epidemic. At the, mini-
mum, 1 out of every 10 adolescents will become pregnant out of
wedlock; most of these young wonigh will tarry their 13a1*-to term
and most will keep their baby. Usually they° will.be:impacted, the
Whole Community, the whole spciety is impacted by thik; tinfortu-
nately, people don't realizeit yet.. .

What you have is an. adolescont who is not finished preparing
themselves for life, having to take on adult responsibility; they are
financially and emotionally unable to- dq so.

So, somebody else picks up the tab, the laitpay'er picks 'up the .
tab, and again; liked say, and it becomes cyclical, you-have a child
/Tared not in the best circumstances,- not getting-all of its echica-
tonal, social, financial advantages by a:basically immature person
who cannot impart to that child the types of learning that are nec-
essary, maturity, development and so forth, :so again what yoU are
going to have is another person who -likely to repeat: the same
cycle and it goes on and On and on.

-That cycle has 'to be broken.
Mr, DYM -ALLY. Would you repeat your response 41D my observation:.

that there is a national campaign, beginning by members of the ac12:..
ministration, to eliminate family planning? ,

Dr. GALLOWAY. As I said before; if such trend is allowed to con- .
Untie and it is successful, think it could be one of the most devas-,
tatihg things to hapiihn,in our country:.It could set us back 50 to,a
100 years and indeed, what 1: alp saying is that if the laws restria
ing people's, women, men's ability. tn-get fan-IVYto seek family
planning servitei,.; haVe birth -control services available to them;
it would be d'grattating.

.What vag will lee-is an. increased, tremendously increased rate of
unplanned pregnancieS,:unwarled children, and We are gciing Ito go
back tot -the days of cOathanger abortions and people utling home,
remedies and having the'atrocities:of the fifties and prior to then
411 over again. ''''- i

:Lii*ould advance the idea that these people who are proposing
restrictions on faniilY planning Will not themselVes be hurt

y such restrictions because middle class and wealthy people haye
always had access to family planning.

They can go to private doctors, and Obtain any kind of device or
medication they need ,,and they can leave the country for abortion.

They, have none that rWe are talking abont this kind of
legislation and these proposals being aimed at poorpeople and ml-
nority people: , .

Mr. LELAITD. If fhairman Mao issuedan edict:
Mrs. DODO: We-:can dO ot4ie same thiit; but we have to look at it

and see what really are the causative factors,
You have, to 'realize that some of these Yeting people that male

or feMale--Viith whom they communicate, becomes the only emo-
tional support system in, place for them.

't
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the sex activity. might be incidental to this emotional support
rel tionship -that these young people° have. So perhaps we need to
attack it from more than just one front, and we need to look at
and" again I repeatso -many of these social ills ae interrelated
and we need to look -more at the interrelationships of these social
ills rather than Just channeling our view and say, OK, we need to
have, you know, the family planning; we need to have this but we
may also need something else, but there are also other things that
need to be addressed at the same time.

Mr. LEf.AND. That is the whole concept of the community being a
support base, a foundation for the individual, himself or herself.

I recall, if I mightthis can be off the record.
t[Discussion off the record.]
Mrs. DODD. They have no one to listen to their concerns; the girl

talks to the fellow; the fellow talks to the girl; any time they can
get to a phone, so there is a need. Then you get this binding kind of
thing. .

And sex is just a manifestation of that. I don't think the initial
intent is toward sex. OK? I think we need to look at that also; and
maybe we don't even have to buy as many birth control. devices.

Mr. LELAND. The Chair is going to have to take leave. I will turn
the gavel over to my colleague from California. It is an onerous re-

, sponsibility to have been the chairman of the Southwest region.
Dr. GALLOWAY. But you have done a very good job this afternoon.
Mr. LELAND. I would like to do more of this, as a matter of fact.
What I hear is that we need to bring my Subcommittee on

Health back to Houston and I am going to do .that. Thank you,
Mrs. Dodd. I' heard you, by the way, in terms of your reference to
communications and I agree with you wholeheartedly. ir

I recall my third grade teacher once told me I should not say
"was" but rather "wuz," from that time on I paid pa 'cular atten-
tion to grammar. She said, "Where is your grammar, back in
the kitchen making cookies?"

But I hear.you and appreciate what you said.
Mr. DYMALLY. We have one more question.
Mr. DAVIS. Counsewas concerned to knowif I understood you

to be saying 'that there prgently are some constraints within the
family planning program which prohibit you front going as far as
you could and pos,sibly attaining more success in so doing.

Dr. ,GALLOWAY. Nothing at all that is similar to what has been
proposed, OK? The kind of restraints I have been talking about are
primarily administrative kinds of restraints, accountability re-
straints, bureaucracies; paperwork kind of burdens, .and I was talk-
ing in particular about.the kinds of indexes that the Federal Gov-
ernment has often used to measure whether we are doing what we
are supposed to do and thereby determining Whether we should get
any more money. I think these have been inappropriate and, there-
fore, have not always told the true story.

One example I gave was to say that you consider head counts;
that is, s tistics. The higher the number, the better you must be
doing. Th t can apply to human beings; that can apply to all kinds
of progra s. Sometimes there are things that don't lend them-
selves to that kind of measurement.
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In fact, many things don't lend themselves temeasurement.
They are actually the types of things that are most successful and
have the most impact.

Mr. DAVIS. 3 was interested in having your response for the
record because of the fact-that the suppositio4, not really a suppo-
sition but the example that you used a few moments ago, about,
people asking rhetorically: If we have family planning, then why
does there' continue to be such a proliferation of, teenage pregnan-
cies? E

Dr. GALLOWAY. The think is, How do you measure how many
babies or unwanted pregnancies you prevented? That is very diffi-
cult to measure.

I don't know how to. d0 it. We have talked about how can we look
at whether we are achieving owl goal but there is just no way.

Mr. DAVIS. You are saying that there are benefits but that the
measure of success which some persqns are looking for is probably
not as categorical as the number of pregnancies.

Dr. GALLOWAY. A lot of people correlite things not related. They
will look and say; pin have a high-pregnancy rate*. you know, in
adolescence in your city. At the same time you hive this big family
planning program and they will try to correlate the two and they
are not correlatable because the ones, participating in our family
planning program were probably having a great deal of success.

Mr. DYMALLY. Thank you very much, Dr. Galloway..4*d Mrs.
Dodd.

I think it is 'an appropriate time to take a break a d see where
we are now. Thank you very much.

[Recess.] ...-

The CHAIRMAN. The 'Committee on the District of Columbia will
reconvene. We had scheduled at this particular portion of our hear-
ings Mr. Delo39d Parker, executive director .of SHAPE Community
Center of Houston, and Mr. George Campbell, community defelop-
ment/housing section, also from the city .of Houston.

Unfortunately, the two gentlemen, cannot be here. But we hive
had a request from Rev. Robert McGee, repreilenting the metropoli-
tan organization, to testify before the committee. The Chair is
more than pleased to welcome the reverend before the committee.
We have no written testimony but_would you please come forward
and zou may proceed in any fashion that you choose.

STATEMENT OF REV. ROBERT M(..GEE, REPRESENTING THE
. METROPOLITAN ORGANIZATION

Reverend McGEE. Thank you, Congressman.
There are some things thatsome concerns of mine as it relates

to urban affairs here that we want to make known to this commit-
tee.

First of a , the TMO organization; is a metropolitan organiza-
tion, Is a f eration of 65 triethnic interdenominational churches.
It is the largest and most effective citizen organization working to
develop a power base Which attempts to enable families and grass-
roots to hold elected officials accountable.

There* are some current concerns that we have at this present
time. One is the community development program that is available
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here in: Houston. This piogram 48 primarily designed to rebuild de-
teriorated neighborhoodeand help with housing.

The piogram has beertineffective in Houston up.until this point.
rest year in January the-TMO organization had a housing fair re;
cruitment program whereby we bad 55 applicants, legitimate appli-
cants that, .were accepted for community development funds and as
of this date not one of those persons have been able,to receive any
assistance :from the Program. For whatever,reason, we don't know:

The second thing' that we are concerned about is the impact of.
State institutions that will be displacing a lot of low income minor-
ity people and disruption of neighborhoods.

At the present time the most concern filet we hive, is the Uni-
Versity of Houstbn expansion. -There is a move by the University of '
Houston to purchase land. between the streets of Cullin and Scott,
which will displace a vast number o(black and minority people.

With the program, the Presidenf turning a lot of the responsibili-
ty back over to the State, one of the concerns we have is how can
we, as citizens; begin to hold State officials and Statetinstitutions
accountable forwhat they are supposed to do?

.Second, there is a proposed creation of the Harrity toll road, and
this is being pushed by the State turnpike authority.

With the closing of the numerous Texas departmenircommissions
within the city, we are hoping that in some way we can get some
ideas from the committee to help -us do the necessary things that
need to be done ash it relates to working with our organization to
impa t the power; the voice, the people, to see that our voices are
hea d.

that is1 what we wanted to'share with the committee today.
The CHAIRMAN. Reverend McGee, I want to thank you for

making this presentation. I have no questions of you' at this time.
However, what twoulklike to do is authorize our staff to be in

communication witiiyou and your organization, and to the extent'
that we can be helpful, we would like very much to do it. ..

We, will have a record of these proceedings. I assume that we will
do our report

Mr.-DAVIS. The record will be open fold 30 'days, and we will be
doing a report.

The CHAIRMAN. Our record will be open for 130 days so if there
are any additional materials that you would like .to submit for
these hearings in Houston, please feel free to give us that material:
My staff will tell you how to reach its.

there is information that we can, get .out to you, we would be
imore than happy to do it because "I -have a contact through Con-

gressman Leland, the representative here, or you can Contact us di-
rectly.

These hearings are our effort to challenge a very .powerful effort
in' this country.

As I said before, unfortunately, we are the only committee in the
Congress looking at the problems of urban America. I feel that the
problems of urban America constitute significant jeopardy and
great danger:

As I said earlier, I think the infrastructure of our cities are: in
'trouble. I think we are talking about the potential of explosions in
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America, particularly if we emphasize this new notion of New Fled-
eraliSm'ind I think we havefiz)fbe prepared for that. .

All of the testimony that We-have heard indicates, that we contin-
ue dodo this road, our cities..;:aretoing to tontinue deteriorate{

n,We will awake one morning:and- our Cities'will'be, the;oia, young,
rich, and poor. Middle-class families' will have 'Moved- out away
from the central city. ThOse .Peliple moving back are people
with wealth, so where the petiole who are in .pOverty. have no
place to go.'When the middle7claSs move away, the infrastructure
`drops, because there is no .one thereto support it, no tax base fOr
the school system, and so forth....:..;

So 'we are talking. abcout ii...Vesignificant difficulty.. We talked
with police and indicated that, giVen.4he -budget crunches, that
those' programs we ostensibly fought ':for- to improve the community
relations of the police and the mittOrityicommunity,. those are the.
first prograins that go out the window' which brings us to 'greater
tension betWeen the police( and community.

.2.

Housing is plummeting, unemplOro' exit is skyrocketing. These
are recipes for disaster. This is onfie#ny.effort iri the.- whOle range
of things that can be done.' To the*Xtent -this little committee can
focus attention on the ineptness an inadequacy of Federal op- .

1-:roach to 'solve these problems, we *-f have done something..
If we in some way triggered the-ii.nOginationof people to become

actively involved in challenging the-absurdity of 'the ;direction of
these policies, then our committee'Will,have served one of its. Pur-
poses.

If 'we have been 'fart of the.eduCatiVeTprOcess. for People to. begin
to look_ very seriously at the proceS4esAhat are deteriorating our
cities, whether it is Houston, Philadelphia, Oakland, Calif., Los An-
gales, Washington, D.C., or wherevei0hen,-.I. think-that we have

, .

served our purpose. .

We would like to be in communication 'with you. To the extent,
-

we can be of mutual assistance to each other; you have my commit-
' ment.

Reverend McGEE. Thank you very rfrue.h.
The CHAIRMAN. If there are no 'further matters to come before

the full committee, the full committee Stamts in adjournment sub-
ject to the call of the Chair. -

[Whereupon, at 5:05 p.m., the committee was adjourned, subject
to the call of the Chair.]
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